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PREFACE
KENS has pioneered research using pulsed neutrons as tools to investigate the
structure of matters and the dynamics of atoms for over a quarter century. It
first started its operation in 1980 with 500 MeV and 2 µA of proton beam, and
achieved the scientific use of spallation neutron source in Japan. After leading
pulsed neutron society for 26 years, KENS was closed in March 2006. During its
operating history, several upgrades of installed spectrometers and beam lines were
performed to keep giving a better chance of succeeding with certain innovative
experiments. In 2000, the whole target moderator reﬂector assembly was renewed
to greatly increase its ﬂexibility of use.
The start of the construction of J-PARC initiated in 2001 was another main event,
which is the joint project between KEK and JAEA. This next generation neutron
source would be operated with 1 MW and commissioned in May 2008. Much
effort is being paid for designing spectrometers and developing neutron devices.
It is our great pleasure to deliver the KENS Report XV, here, we review the
scientiﬁc activities (B1 & B2 program report) and development of neutron devices
(A1 & A2 program report) including other activities at KENS in the year of
2003-2006.
We are grateful C. Yoshioka, J. Takano and E. Watanabe for their help on the
editorial.

December 2006
Editor of KENS Report XV
Tetsuya YOKOO
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I.
FACILITY REPORT

2003–2006

Overview of the Progress at KENS
S. IKEDA
Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan

1. Overview
The KEK Neutron Science Laboratory (KENS)
is the world’s first user-oriented pulsed spallation
neutron source. Its construction was completed in
1980, and the ﬁrst neutron beam was produced from
the neutron source on June 18 of that year. Pulsed
spallation neutrons are produced using 500 MeV
proton pulses with an 80 ns width from the Booster
Synchrotron. The neutrons are then moderated and
delivered to the experimental area, where 15 neutron
spectrometers are installed. In FY2005, the KENS
operation time was 2,635.5 hours (about 110 days).
The KENS tantalum-clad tungsten target for neutron
production was irradiated by 2.0 x 1012 protons per
pulse (ppp) on average. However, the KENS neutron
source was shut down on March 22, 2006. During
these 26 years, the Booster Synchrotron delivered 7.7
x 1021 protons to the Neutron and Muon Laboratory
(NML) facility and KENS received 3.8 x 10 21
protons. The history of the average beam intensity
delivered to the neutron and muon experiments are
shown in Fig. 1. The closing ceremony of KENS was
held on March 22, 2006, and the Director General
offered the letters of appreciation to four B1 group
leaders (Fig.2).
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Fig. 1 History of the average beam intensity.
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Fig. 2 Letters of appreciation are offered to four B1 group
leaders on March 22, 2006.

Inter-University Research Program in KENS is
going well, and many excellent results are obtained,
although KENS staff number is small. Researchers
from universities and KENS staffs together organize
a “Cooperative Research Group” (B1 group) for
each instrument. Now, there exists 13 B1 groups and
about 110 researchers join into those groups. The B1
groups have been performing their own long-term
research projects using about 50% (about 50 days) of
the total beam time for their respective instruments.
They also have responsibility for developing and
maintaining their own instruments, as well as for
supporting groups of pure users (named B2 groups).
A similar system will be adopted in of the Japan
Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC).
Because of the shutdown of KENS at the end of
FY2005, it was decided that the long-term research
projects of the B1 groups would be completed using
100% of the beam time in FY2005, and B2 proposals
were not accepted in FY2005. The number of annual
proposals during the past 26 years is summarized
in Fig. 3. The research activities of KENS were
particularly vigorous in FY2005, with the B1 groups
concentrating on completing their long-term research
projects.
3

KENS hopes to support the scientiﬁc activities of
those 100 powerful members who are professional on
pulsed neutron sciences. The activities are very much
important in J-PARC as well as in the world. The
KENS staffs and Japanese users are now facing the
serious problem of how to maintain and develop their
activities until the start of operation of J-PARC in
2008, because there will be no pulsed neutron source
in Japan after the shutdown of the KENS facility.
We are considering several ways, using this external
fund. As one of these, KENS is working to establish
special arrangements with other pulsed neutron
facilities—the ISIS Facility at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source
(IPNS) at Argonne National Laboratory, and the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) at Los
Alamos National Laboratory—in order to support
scientiﬁc activities during this “no pulsed neutrons”
period. This will be an effective way to ensure that
the necessary number of young persons are available
when starting the operation of J-PARC in 2008.
The KENS staff and major users have succeeded in
obtaining external funding for the 2004-2008 period
(Grant-in-Aid for Creative Scientiﬁc Research). The
aim of this funding is to develop new neutron science
as well as new neutron devices under international
collaborations with existing pulsed neutron facilities.
Neutron scattering techniques are being applied in
several new ﬁelds such as medicine and archaeology
as well as materials science. Also, A new program of
“Noah’s ark” has been approved by MEXT and will
be funded in 2006, in which we support the travel
expenses to ISIS, IPNS and LANSCE, and hope to
transfer the KENS activities. New 20-40 Japanese
proposals will be submitted to those facilities in one
year.
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A research collaboration was formally established
between KENS and IPNS in October 2000, and
the memorandum of understanding for a research
collaboration program on battery materials was
revised in October 2005. Structural studies on
clean-energy materials are being promoted in this
collaboration. In addition, a research collaboration
between KENS and the Manuel Lujan Jr. Neutron
Scattering Center at LANSCE was formally
established in September 2005. The dynamics of
high-superconducting-transition-temperature (highTc) superconductors as well as surface structures are
being extensively studied in this collaboration.
To promote neutron scattering experiments at
ISIS, we have been maintaining the Japan-UK
Collaboration Program on Neutron Scattering.
The MARI and MAPS chopper spectrometers
were respectively constructed in the first phase
(1986-1996) and the second phase (1996-2006) of
this program. These are both now the world’s leading
spectrometers. Through the Japan-UK collaboration,
many Japanese scientists have performed worldclass bright measurements on MARI, MAPS, and
other instruments at ISIS. A meeting of the review
committee for the Japan-UK collaboration was held
in December 2005, chaired by Professor Y. Endoh.
The committee reported that the results of research
obtained by this project deserve attention and can be
given a high evaluation, because quantitative studies
with high precision have provided new discoveries
and, as a result, a new field of neutron science has
been created.
2. Highlights of Research Programs at KENS
a) M a g n e t i s m i n a d - E l e c t r o n S y s t e m w i t h
Unquenched Orbital Angular Momentum
A magnetic moment is generated not only
by a spin angular momentum S, but also by an
orbital angular momentum L. Therefore, magnetic
excitations in systems with L should provide the
most fundamental knowledge on magnetism. One
treats the exchange interaction, HEX, described by
S only, when L is quenched. If L is unquenched, as
in f-electron systems, the total angular momentum,
J = L + S, namely, J and Jz, are regarded as good
quantum numbers owing to a large spin-orbit
interaction, HLS (Fig. 4 (a)). However, d-electron
clouds spatially spread compared to f-electron clouds,
and therefore it is possible that the approximation
of J does not apply to d-electron magnets with

comparable, indicating that these interactions must be
simultaneously considered without an approximation
of the total angular momentum, J. The lowest two
dispersion curves in Fig. 5 are interpreted as mixing
and splitting between dispersive excitations of Sz
(S-mode) and individual excitations of Lz (L-mode).
The present experiments are the ﬁrst observation of
such hybridization of the S-mode and the L-mode.
Magnetic Excitations of CoO at 150 K
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unquenched L, in which the magnitude of HLS can
be close to HEX (Fig. 4 (b)). Since L is quenched in
many d-electron systems, very few such studies have
been reported. In a system with quenched L, only
one spin wave branch normally exists when one up
moment is included in a magnetic unit cell. In an
early inelastic neutron scattering experiment on the
d-electron system with unquenched L using CoO
(NaCl-type crystal structure, TN = 289 K), however,
two or more magnetic modes were observed. This
suggests that the freedom of unquenched L of a Co2+
ion plays an important role in magnetism.
In order to survey the physics of L, inelastic
neutron scattering experiments were performed
using CoO in the high-energy-transfer region on
the inelastic neutron chopper (INC) spectrometer
at KENS as well as in the low-energy region on
a triple-axis spectrometer installed at a steadystate neutron source. In experiments using a singlecrystal sample, dispersion relations of the two
magnetic excitation modes below 70 meV were
determined along the symmetric directions in the
crystal. Moreover, magnetic excitations around
120 meV were also observed, as shown in Fig. 5.
The energy spectra on a powder sample suggest
the existence of higher order magnetic excitations
spreading up to around 200 meV. The magnetic
modes were analyzed in connection with the
exchange interaction through S with the freedom of
an unquenched L of a Co2+ ion. It was found that the
magnitude of the spin-orbit interaction and that of the
exchange interaction obtained from the analyses are

250

250

Energy (meV)

Fig. 4 Energy-level schemes of a single-ion state of
a Co2+ ion for HLS >> HEX (a) and HLS ~ HEX (b).
The twelvefold 4 states (orbital-triplet spinquadruplet) are represented by l = -1 (effective
orbital angular momentum) and S = 3/2. The
degree of splitting on the right side in (a) and (b)
depends on the magnitudes of HLS, HEX, and the
anisotropy energy.
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Fig. 5 Dispersion relations of magnetic excitations,
measured along the [001], [110], and [111]
directions at 150 K in CoO. The solid lines are
calculated dispersion relations, obtained by ﬁtting
the observed dispersion relations.

b) Proton Conduction in Hydrogen-Bonded
Materials
M3X(YO4)2 (M: K, Rb, Cs, or NH4; X: H or D;
Y: S or Se) type hydrogen-bonded materials have
been the subject of investigations owing to many
interesting phenomena. Most of these materials
undergo phase transition in the high-temperature
region, and show more than 100 times higher
electric conductivity than at room temperature. It
is considered that the higher conductivity is due
to proton transfer. Therefore, these materials have
attracted much attention as solid electrolytes for
fuel cells in recent years. K3H(SeO4)2 (abbreviated
TKHSe) undergoes phase transition at 390 K
(TC). TKHSe shows high electric conductivity
of about 10-4 to 10-2 S/cm in the high-temperature
phase (phase I), and ferroelasticity in the roomtemperature phase (phase II). The crystal structure
in phase II is characterized by an isolated SeO4H-SeO4 dimer including a hydrogen bond, and the
dimers construct a layered structure parallel to the
monoclinic bc-plane. Neutron powder diffraction
measurements were carried out on TKHSe at 413
K and 298 K using the VEGA time-of-ﬂight (TOF)
5

detailed mechanism of the hydration process is
still controversial. Recently, we have studied the
hydration process of Ca 3SiO 5 using the time-offlight quasi-elastic neutron scattering (TOF-QENS)
technique.
Figure 7 shows a TOF-QENS spectrum of
hydrated Ca 3 SiO 5 collected on the LAM-80ET
latticed-crystal analyzer mirror spectrometer
installed at KENS. TOF-QENS experiments can
provide dynamical information on hydrogen or water
molecules. In our analysis of the QENS data, we
were able to separate the signals of the bound water
(BW) and the free water (FW) in the total spectrum.
Finally, the ratio of the signal from the BW to the
total signal (BW + FW) was calculated as the degree
of hydration. Figure 8 shows the degree of hydration
as a function of the reaction time, t. From this result,
the consumption of FW can be estimated to be
more than 30% after about 15 hours of hydration,
after which the hydration rate exhibits an obvious
decrease. Thus, TOF-QENS is an excellent method
for evaluating the hydration rate of cement through
the dynamics of water molecules in concrete
materials.

150
I (arb. unit)

neutron diffractometer. The crystal structures and
nuclear density distribution maps were obtained by
the Rietveld method and maximum entropy method
(MEM). In phase II, two SeO4 tetrahedra construct
a dimer linked by a hydrogen bond. About 87.3%
of the protons are localized around the hydrogen
bond region (area A in Fig. 6). On the other hand, in
phase I, a SeO4 tetrahedron is linked to the nearest
three equivalent SeO4 tetrahedra with a probability of
1/3. The oxygen atoms are displaced into triangular
positions from their mean structure sites with an
occupancy of 1/3. In terms of interatomic distances
related to the hydrogen bonds and SeO4 tetrahedra,
the arrangements in both phases are almost identical.
This fact suggests that two SeO 4 tetrahedra are
connected by a hydrogen bond even in phase I, and
that the crystal structure in phase II remains locally.
The number of protons for a hydrogen bond declines
from 87.3% to 21.4% with increasing temperature.
It was found that only 64.2% of the protons exist
around the hydrogen bond (in the inside of the layer
area), and that 13.4% of the protons move mainly
into the inter-SeO4 layer space (area B in Fig. 6), in
which the proton never has a place in phase II. These
results show that the crystal has Frenkel defects in
phase I, and the protons in the interlayer space are
conducting protons. The density of the proton was
estimated as 6.08 x 10-20 cm-3 at 413 K using the unit
cell volume.

~ 14 h

100
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0
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Energy transfer (meV)

Fig. 7 TOF-QENS spectrum of hydrated Ca3SiO5 after
14 h of reaction.

c) Hydration Properties of Cement
Concrete is an important building material due to
its relatively high compressive strength, durability,
and low cost. The properties of concrete strongly
depend on those of hydrated tricalcium silicate
(Ca3SiO5), because it is a principal component of
cement. Although extensive studies of hydrated
Ca 3SiO 5 have been performed, it seems that the
6

1.0
Degree of hydration

Fig. 6 Proton distributions obtained by MEM analysis: (a)
298 K in phase II, and (b) 413 K in phase I.
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Fig. 8 Time dependence of hydration rate of hydrated
Ca3SiO5.

d) Dynamics and Structure of Confined Water in
Nanoporous Silica (FSM-16)
Mesoporous silica with a hydrophilic surface,
such as FSM-16 or MCM-41, can adsorb and desorb
water molecules into nano-sized pores depending
on the water vapor pressure. The dynamics and
structure of water molecules in confinement have
been extensively studied both theoretically and
experimentally, because they are believed to strongly
affect the properties of the pore surface such as the
surface form, the surface electric charge density, and
hydrogen bonding to the water molecules.
Dynamical and static structural measurements by
neutron scattering were performed with our in-situ
measurement system, which can control the amount
of water absorption by monitoring the water vapor
pressure. The diffusion constants of water confined
in FSM-16 pores were measured by quasi-elastic
neutron scattering (QENS) measurement using
the AGNES instrument at the University of Tokyo
at JRR-3M. It was found that water confined in a
pore can be divided into water on the pore surface
(monolayer water) and other water near the center of
the pore (capillary-condensed water); the mobility
of water on the surface is about one-third that of the
water near the center, and the water near the center
has almost the same mobility as bulk water. Figure
9 shows the water-vapor pressure dependence of
QENS spectra for FSM-16 at Q = 1,67 Å-1. Static
structure measurements by the small/wide-angle
neutron scattering instrument (SWAN) and HIT at
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KENS showed clear crystallization of capillarycondensed water to the Ih phase, whereas no
crystallization behavior was observed in monolayer
water. These results suggest that water on the pore
surface is different from bulk water. Details of water
alignments including the water density in nanopores
are under investigation.
e) Abnormal Protein Aggregation and Cell Death
The molecular shape of proteins and the formation
of polymeric structures of their self-assembled
bodies and aggregates can seriously damage a cell,
since the abnormal aggregation of proteins typically
observed in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Alzheimer’
s disease (AD) has been suggested to be a cause of
neuroﬁbrillar degeneration and eventually cell death.
In normal neuron cells, tau stabilizes
axonal microtubules, which are the tracks for
intracellular trafﬁc. In AD, tau becomes abnormally
phosphorylated, aggregates into paired helical
filaments, and loses its ability to maintain the
microtubule tracks. Two types of tau isomers are
mainly expressed in neuron cells. One is 4-repeat tau
(47KDa) containing two cysteine residues, and the
other is 3-repeat tau (43KDa) containing one cysteine
residue, which is often observed on the aggregates
in neuron cells in AD. We synthesized two types of
human recombinant human tau. Both tau molecules
aggregate and form a multimetric cluster by selfassembly, and mono-disperse in water without
intermolecular cysteine linkage. The cluster size
of 4-repeat tau is smaller than that of 3-repeat tau
although the molecular size of 4-repeat tau is larger
(Fig. 10). First, we studied these structures in water
by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), without
the addition of phosphorylation and oxidative stress.
Interestingly, the SANS profiles indicate that a
4-repeat tau cluster consisting of several thousand
monomers may form a rotating rod-like ellipsoid (a =
100 Å, b = c = 542 Å), whereas 3-repeat tau may be
a larger aggregate of random coils. We clariﬁed that
normal tau proteins liberated from the microtubule
form a huge cluster in water by self-assembly. The
cluster forms of 4-repeat and 3-repeat tau were quite
different. This structural difference may inﬂuence the
various modifications, such as phosphorylation and
oxidation.

Fig. 9 Water-vapor pressure dependence of QENS
spectra for FSM-16 at Q = 1,67 Å-1. The monolayer
region is P/P0 < 0.45. The width of each spectrum
corresponds to the water mobility.
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Fig. 10 Primary structures of normal type tau (4-repeat)
and AD type tau (3-repeat), and their cluster
structures in water.

f) Applications to Archaeology
Studies on archaeology have started under a
collaboration between KENS and the National
Museum of Japanese History, opening up a new
research ﬁeld in interdisciplinary studies on neutron
scattering. The crystal grain orientations of inclusions
in the barrels of matchlock guns in the Edo Period
(1603-1867) were investigated using the SIRIUS
neutron powder diffractometer at KENS.
After matchlock guns first arrived in western
Japan in 1543, the number of guns manufactured in
Japan drastically increased with the intensification
of wars during that era. Following this time of
conflict, when stability returned to society in the
Edo Period, the manufacturing and use of such guns
continued until the 19th century. From the direction
of extended inclusions, which can be observed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), these guns are
generally divided into two groups. The characteristic
of the samples in group 1 is that the inclusions
extend along the long axis of the barrel, while that
of the samples in group 2 is that the inclusions
extend in a direction oblique to the barrel axis. From
studies of old documents of some gunnery schools,
the guns in group 1 are thought to correspond to
the manufacturing method called udon-bari, or
lengthways forging. This method involves rolling a
long and narrow extended iron plate vertically around
a rod, and welding the joint with forging. The guns
in group 2 are thought to correspond to the method
known as maki-bari, or coiled forging, in which long
and narrow iron plates are coiled slantwise over a
cylinder made by the udon-bari method. As a result,
two layers are formed in the maki-bari method to
make the barrel thick and tough.
Texture analyses of such guns were carried
out by neutron diffraction experiments. Figure 11
shows samples of the matchlock guns. By neutron
diffraction, the distribution of the crystal grain
8

orientation can be observed over the inside of the
sample. From the texture analysis of a sample gun
that is known to have been made by the maki-bari
method, it was found that the stress distribution
extended in a direction oblique to the barrel axis.
This result was in good agreement with that of
SEM, even over the inside of the barrel. In SEM
experiments, since it is necessary to remove rust
on the barrel surface and to polish the surface to a
mirror surface, there is the problem of harming the
appearance of samples. However, neutron diffraction
is completely nondestructive. The present experiment
therefore showed that neutron diffraction is effective
for the investigation of valuable samples that cannot
be investigated by other, conventional techniques.

Fig. 11 Samples of matchlock guns from the Edo Period
studied by neutron diffraction (courtesy of the
National Museum of Japanese History).

3. Highlights of International Collaborations
a) ISIS – High-Energy Spin Fluctuations in
Electron-Doped High-Tc Superconductor
Carrier-type symmetry of the pairing mechanism
is one of the central issues in research on high-Tc
superconductivity. A number of experiments in the
hole-doped system have revealed an intimate relation
between magnetism and superconductivity in high-Tc
cuprates. Since the electronic phase diagrams of hole
and electron-doped systems are similar, magnetism
is now widely believed to play a universal role in the
pairing mechanism. To date, however, there has been
a lack of key experiments on electron-doped systems
due to the difﬁculty of preparing high-quality single
crystals.
We have recently succeeded in growing large

single crystals of electron-doped Pr1-xLaCexCuO4 and
observing magnetic signals up to
180 meV on the
MAPS chopper spectrometer at ISIS. At all of the
measured values of , a single peak centered at the
(, ) reciprocal position was conﬁrmed. Furthermore,
as shown in Fig. 12, data analysis revealed a drastic
decrease of ”( ) with increasing , following no
well-deﬁned magnetic signal at 60 meV. However,
a magnetic peak reappeared beyond c 100 meV.
On the other hand, below 60 meV, the peak width
broadened as increased, while in the highenergy region above 100 meV, weakly depended
on . The spin excitation spectrum differs from
conventional spin-wave excitation, although the
present Pr 0.89LaCe 0.11CuO 4 has a phase boundary
located between the antiferromagnetic ordered and
superconducting phases, but is similar to that of
metallic antiferromagnets.

Fig. 12 Energy dependence of (a) the resolutioncorrected peak width
and (b) the local
susceptibility ”( ) for Pr0.89LaCe0.11CuO4.

b) LANSCE - Dispersive Spin Excitations in
Underdoped High-Tc Superconductor
Superconductivity appears when carriers are
doped into insulating parent compounds of highTc cuprates, and it coexists with antiferromagnetic
fluctuations. To clarify the mechanism of highTc superconductivity, it is most important to
understand the motion of carriers and spins. Recent

neutron scattering experiments using the MAPS
chopper spectrometer at ISIS have revealed similar”
hourglass-like” spin excitations in monolayered
La2-xBaxCuO4 (LBCO) and bilayered YBa 2Cu3O6+x
(YBCO). The spin excitations are observed as
four incommensurate peaks in a constant energy
plot at low energy and disperse inwards toward an
antiferromagnetic zone center QAF (0.5,0.5,L) as
energy increases. At a characteristic energy, which
corresponds to 50 meV, a single peak is found at
QAF. At higher energies, the excitations disperse
outwards and form a square-shaped continuum.
These results indicate that such hourglass-like
dispersive excitations might be common to high-Tc
cuprates. However, the microscopic nature of spin
correlations and their contributions to the high-Tc
pairing mechanism are still not clear.
In order to elucidate the interplay between the
hourglass-like spin excitation and superconductivity,
we investigated the hole-doping dependence of
spin excitations. We performed neutron inelastic
experiments for underdoped La2-xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)
with x 0.10 (Tc 29 K) using the Pharos chopper
spectrometer at LANSCE and the TOPAN tripleaxis spectrometer at JRR-3M. Large single crystals
were grown using the traveling-solvent floatingzone method, and we mounted crystals with a
total weight of 40 g. As seen in Fig. 13, four clear
incommensurate peaks are observed at
8 meV
and the incommensurability corresponds to
0.1 rlu (reciprocal lattice unit), which is consistent
with the result of our previous study. At higher
energies, these satellite peaks come close together,
indicating that the hourglass-like excitations exist
even in underdoped LSCO, and the convergence
point is estimated to 30 meV. For optimally doped
La1.84Sr0.16CuO4 (Tc 38 K), the gathering point is
expected to correspond to 40 meV or more. These
results suggest that the gathering point becomes
lower with increasing hole doping. Moreover, we
found that the slope of dispersion is almost the same
for both x = 0.10 and 0.16. Thus, the shift of the
gathering point is recognized as a consequence of the
difference in incommensurability.
In the present study, we first observed how the
spin excitations change with hole doping in LSCO.
As mobile holes are doped, although the period of
the spin density wave becomes small, its velocity
remains almost unchanged. We believe that further
systematic studies will reveal the relation between
spin dynamics and high-Tc superconductivity.
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Fig. 13 (Left) Constant energy plot of incommensurate peaks at = 8 meV. (Right) Dispersion of magnetic excitations in
La2-xSrxCuO4. The red symbols represent our results for underdoped La2-xSrxCuO4 with x = 0.10 using Pharos (solid
circles) and triple-axis (open circles). The black symbols correspond to the data obtained by Christensen et al. for
optimally doped x = 0.16.
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and cations at the A site (A-O bond) to the average
interatomic distance between the oxygen and cations
at the B site (B-O bond). This factor is considered
to determine the structural and magnetic phase
transitions of this material. The experiment was
carried out at room temperature and 50 K, with the
pressure changed from ambient to 80 Kpsi at each
temperature. By analyzing the data using the Rietveld
method, it was found that A-O and B-O bonds
contract at the same rate with changing pressure.
That is, the tolerance factor was unexpectedly found
to remain unchanged within this pressure range at
both temperatures.
3.970
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Lattice constant(deoxidizing)
Lattice constant(reoxidizing)
Oxygen occupancy(deoxidizing)
Oxygen occupancy(reoxidizing)
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0.82
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c) IPNS – Structural Analysis of Clean-Energy
Materials
The perovskite oxide material La0.2Sr0.8Fe0.8Cr0.2O3-δ
was studied in a reducing and oxidizing atmosphere
by the neutron powder diffraction method using
the general purpose powder diffractometer (GPPD)
at IPNS. This material shows ionic conductivity at
high temperature and is one of the candidates for
application to an oxygen separation membrane and
electrode for a solid-oxide fuel cell. It was found
that changes in the oxygen occupancy and the
lattice constant with respect to the oxygen partial
pressure show hysteresis-like behavior (Fig. 14).
Furthermore, the lattice constant was found to
contract in the region of log(pO2) < -4 as the oxygen
partial pressure is reduced. This behavior is unusual
and not understandable by considering the change
in the radii and the oxidization states of the cations.
The nuclear density distribution obtained by the
maximum entropy method revealed unusual trends
of the atomic distributions suggesting the diffusion
paths of the oxygen and the cations (Fig. 15).
A high-pressure experiment was carried out
on Sr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 , using a helium gas driven
hydrostatic high-pressure generator system on the
special environment powder diffractometer (SEPD)
at IPNS. The aim of this experiment was to observe
the pressure effect on the structure and to explore
new phase transitions. One important factor is the
tolerance factor, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the
average interatomic distance between the oxygen

0.78
3.960

0.76

3.958

0.74
-14

-12

-10

-8

log(pO2)
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Fig. 14 Change in the lattice constant and oxygen
occupancy with respect to the oxygen partial
pressure.

Fe/Cr

La/Sr
O

Fig. 15 Structure of La0.2Sr0.8Fe0.8Cr0.2O3- and the nuclear
density distribution obtained by the maximum
entropy method.

4. JSNS Facility at J-PARC
KEK and the Japan Atomic Energy Agency
(JAEA) are constructing 10 instruments for day
one of proton beam injection. KENS has the role of
realizing instruments for the Inter-University User
Program at J-PARC, and is responsible for building
four of the 10 instruments for day-one operation
at the Japanese Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS).
These four instruments are the super-high-resolution
powder diffractometer (SHRPD), total scattering
instrument (SQI), horizontal reflectometer (REFL),
and high-resolution chopper instrument (HRC).
KENS originally proposed a budget for the neutron
instruments in J-PARC. However, this proposal was
postponed to the second phase of the J-PARC project,
and no budget for neutron-related matters has been
allocated to KENS, while a budget for the neutron
target station and facility construction were allocated
to JAEA. This is a serious deﬁciency of the project
budget scheme. The KENS International Review
took place in June 2004. Regarding this serious
deﬁciency, the committee concluded as follows: The
Proton Synchrotron (PS) complex in KEK was shut
down in March 2006. Along with this shutdown,
KEK should request a new budget to move the
present KENS activities to J-PARC. By spending a
part of this new budget and by utilizing the existing
KENS instruments, KENS should construct the main
parts of the aforementioned four instruments by
the end of 2007. The new budget was successfully
realized in FY2005, and construction of the main

parts of the four instruments has started.
Development work has been continuing on
innovative devices for the realization of the highprecision experiments at J-PARC; namely, the 3He
polarized neutron spin filter, proton spin filter,
sample nuclei polarization device, multigrid type
microstrip gas counters, and object-oriented analysis
environment for neutron scattering experiments. The
design work for the four instruments as well as the
development of neutron choppers is being performed
under a collaboration between KENS and the KEK
Mechanical Engineering Center. Among these
activities, development of the T0 chopper under the
collaboration is described here.
High-energy neutrons generated when the
proton beam is incident on the neutron target create
background noise by scattering and thermalization
in the spectrometer. A T0 chopper is a device to
reduce such background noise by shutting the
neutron beam line at the incident time (T0) with
a rotor made from a shielding material for highenergy neutrons. It is necessary to synchronize the
rotation to the repetition of the accelerator (25 Hz for
J-PARC). To utilize higher energy neutrons on the
spectrometer, the time for shutting the neutron beam
line needs to be shorter. To utilize 2 eV neutrons
with a beam cross section of 80 mm 80 mm, we
designed and assembled a T0 chopper rotating at
100 Hz with a rotational radius of 300 mm. If this
T0 chopper is installed at a distance of 8.5 m from
the neutron source, high-energy neutrons up to 2 eV
can be utilized. The dimensions of the chopper blade
(shielding part) on the rotor of the T0 chopper were
determined to be 82 mm 82 mm 300 mm (300
mm is the length along the beam) with a margin of ±
1 mm. This margin corresponds to the phase control
accuracy of ±5 s. The rotor material chosen was
Inconel X750 due to its mechanical properties as well
as radioactivation properties. In the present design,
we assumed a continuous running time of 1,000
hours (corresponding to the length of the beam time)
and an annual running time of 4,000 hours at 100
Hz rotation as a reasonable maintenance period. The
observed rotational fluctuations were well satisfied
with the requirement of ±5 s, and the vibrational
level at various parts of the T0 chopper was
reasonably good. In order to conﬁrm the lifetime of
this device, a dry-run test was performed and a total
running time of 4,648 hours was recorded. Moreover,
1,529 hours of continuous running time was recorded.
However, the lifetime of the magnetic seal, which
is a part that transfers the rotation from the motor
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outside the vacuum chamber to the inside rotor, was
limited to approximately 2,500 hours during the total
running time. Therefore, only the magnetic seal did
not satisfy the speciﬁcations for the annual running
time. Changes in the magnetic circuit as well as the
vapor pressure of the magnetic ﬂuid were proposed
to increase the lifetime of the magnetic seal. After
installation of the improved magnetic seal, the
lifetime of the T0 chopper will be confirmed next
year. A control circuit was developed to reduce the
rotational fluctuations in the synchronization to the
external timing signals simulating the accelerator
timing. Figure 16 shows the rotational fluctuations
observed with and without the control circuit.
The reduction of the rotational fluctuations was
greatly improved to ±1 s. A mounting/dismounting
mechanism was also designed. The T0 chopper will
be installed in a tiny space under heavy shielding.
The base plate will be ﬁxed on the ﬂoor, and cooling
water and electricity will be supplied to the T0
chopper from the base plate. When the T0 chopper is
placed on the base, cooling water and electricity will
be connected automatically. The important parts are
located on the rotational axis at a distance of 300 mm
from the neutron beam line. At this position, the
ray is dominant and the absorption dose is calculated
to be on the order of 1 kGy/yr. An investigation on
radiation damage to the parts in the T0 chopper has
started.

1
Number of events

ON
OFF

0

-5

0

5

Deviation from target timing ( s)
Fig. 16 Rotational ﬂuctuations in the T0 chopper with (ON)
and without (OFF) the control circuit. The number
of events normalized by the maximum number
is plotted as a function of the deviation from the
target timing.
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5. Neutron Optics
We are systematically developing neutron optic
devices and their applications with the aim of
opening up new possibilities for neutron scattering
experiments. One of the straightforward applications
is the “downsizing” of neutron experiments in which
the capability to analyze tiny samples or tiny regions
of samples is achieved by realizing (1) a good
beam with optimal beam focus, beam divergence
suppression, and neutron spin polarization; (2)
sophisticated neutron analysis with direct kinetic
energy determination and neutron spin analysis; and
(3) instantaneous fine images with time-resolved
neutron imaging detection. The downsizing of sample
sizes will drastically expand the application fields.
A downsized sample makes it possible to shrink the
distance between the sample and the detector while
achieving the same angular resolution, to downsize
the dimensions of the neutron spectrometer, and
to reduce the cost and period of development.
Downsizing of the neutron spectrometer requires
better position resolution for the neutron detector.
The improved neutron detector will increase the
angular resolution if used in neutron spectrometers
with the conventional dimensions. Such a chain
reaction of R&D will accelerate innovation and open
up new ﬁelds of neutron scattering experiments.

Fig. 17 Refraction by a neutron microprism. The wavelength dependence data shown here were observed at KENS.
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Beam-line Operation
S. MUTO, H. FUJIMORI, N. KANEKO, T. TAHARA and Y. KOBAYASHI
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba 305-0801
Summary of the NML operation

Development of new beam monitors

Figure 1. shows a summary of the NML
beam-line operation from April, 2003 to March,
2006. Total operation time was 16926.3 hours.
The average beam intensity delivered to the neutron
and meson experiments was 2.1 x 1012 particle par
pulse (ppp) and number of protons was 1.1 x 1021.

Collaboration with the accelerator division, new
type of beam profile monitors have developing for
high intensity hadron accelerators, such as J-PARC.
One of these monitors, a 2-dimensional beam profile
is observed by using a dense gas-sheet target. The
profile monitor was installed in the beam-line, and
has checking its specifications.

Total Operation Time:
Beam-line
51.0 hrs
0.30 %

Meson
7905.8 hrs
46.71 %

Beam Stop
1036.2 hrs
6.12 %

Finish of the NML operation

User's Reject
229.5 hrs
1.36 %

Since June 18th, 1980, the beam-line has been
operated. In 9 a.m. at March, 31st, 2006, the
beam-line has finished the proton beam transport to
the meson experiments and close its operation.
The beam-line operation results statistics are shown
in Table 1 for operation time and in Table 2 for
delivered proton number, respectively.

Beam-line Trouble
53.4 hrs
0.32 %
Accelerator Stop
725.0 hrs
4.28 %

Neutron
7933.3 hrs
46.87 %

Others
28.3 hrs
0.17 %

Figure 1. Summary of the NML operation time from
April, 2003 to March, 2006.
As for the history of the average proton beam
intensity in Fig.2, it was well keeping the average
beam intensity of 1.8 to 2.1 x 1012 protons par pulse
(ppp) from FY1999.
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Meson Intensity
Neutron Intensity
Total Protons
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5

0
1980

1985
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1995

Year

2000

2005

Meson
39861.0
Medical
8826.3
DUMP exp.
156.3
Beam-line
113.2
Beam-line Trouble
576.5
Others
5792.5

(%)
100.0
41.93
41.84
9.26
0.16
0.12
0.61
6.08

Total
Neutron
Meson
Medical
DUMP exp.
Beam-line

Protons
7.7490 x 1021
3.8332 x 1021
21
3.8267 x 10
19
8.8833 x 10
x 1017
3.25
x 1017
5.30

0

Figure 2. Average beam intensity and total number
of protons delivered to the neutron and meson
experiments.
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Neutron

Toatal Time (h)
95279.9
39954.1

Table 2. Summary of protons

6000

Total Protons (10 )

Proton Beam Intensity (10 ppp)

25

Scheduled
Beam-ON

Beam-STOP

8000

30

Table 1. Summary of operation time

Total beam stop time coursed by beam-line
trouble is 576.5 hours, and is 0.61 % in total
operation of 26 years since 1980.

Scientific Review on KENS,KEK and P3IB, BATAN Research Collaboration
E.KARTINI and T.KAMIYAMA*
Technology Center for Industrial Nuclear Materials, National nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN),
Kawasan Puspiptek, Serpong, Tangerang 15314, Banten, Indonesia.
*Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
The research collaboration between the Neutron
Science Laboratory (KENS), KEK, Japan and the
Research Center for Materials Science and
Technology (P3IB), BATAN, Indonesia has been
started since 2001. It was began, when a scientist
from BATAN Indonesia, Dr. E. Kartini was invited
by Prof. Dr. T. Kamiyama to KEK, under the
MOMBUSHO fellowship program for 6 months to
perform joint research on the superionic materials.
The neutron measurements were performed by a
HIT-II spectrometer that was dedicated for liquid
and amorphous materials. The results were
presented respectively at the International LAM XII
conference, Yokohama, Japan; ICNS 2001, Munich,
Germany and at the IPN meeting, Oct.2003, Japan
and several international conferences in Indonesia.
The results were published in several international
journals [1-10].
The collaboration has been followed up officially.
A memorandum of understanding [MoU] between
KENS, KEK and P3IB, BATAN, has been officially
signed in June 2003 by Prof. S.Ikeda, a Head of
KENS and Drs.. Gunandjar SU, a Director of P3IB.
For the implementation of the KEK-BATAN
joint research, several activities have been
performed. (i) A scientist from BATAN, Dr. Agus
Purwanto has been invited to KEK as a visiting
scientist of MOMBUSHO for a year from June 2003
to May 2004. The topic of his visit was on
superionic conductors, magnetic materials and
crystallographic. VEGA instrument has been used
for the experiments on superionic conductor and
magnetic materials. A second visit, was in February
to March 2005 to develop software of TOF neutron
powder diffraction analysis. There are 5
international publications published during those
visits [11-15]. The later, was presented at the ICNS
2005, Sydney, Australia. (ii) A student from
BATAN, Dyah Sulistiningtyas, was sent to KEK, to
pursue a PhD degree at SOKENDAI under the
supervision of Prof. T. Kamiyama. She received a
MOMBUSHO scholarship for 3.5 years, since April
2004. Now she is in the last year of finishing her

PhD thesis. A paper has been presented at the 6th
National Seminar on Neutron and X-ray Scattering
in Serpong, 2005 [16].
(iii) In February 2004, Prof. Susumu Ikeda and Prof.
T. Kamiyama have visited BATAN and discussed
about the collaboration with Prof. Dr.Soedyartomo
Soentono and Dr. Pramudita Anggraita, a Director
General and Deputy of BATAN, respectively.
(iv) In November 2004, Dr. Ridwan, a former head
of Advanced Materials Division, BATAN has
visited KEK for a week to discuss the ongoing
collaboration.
(v)A new collaboration on the dynamic properties
on superionic conducting glasses has been started
since 2003 among Prof. Masatoshi Arai from KENS
with his group with, Dr. E. Kartini from BATAN
and also involving scientists from UK and Germany.
Series of neutron inelastic experiments have been
performed several times using a MARI instrument,
ISIS, UK and a V3 time of flight spectrometer,
BENSC, HMI, Berlin, Germany, respectively in
September 2003, March 2005 and June 2005. The
samples were prepared at both BATAN and KENS.
Some of the results have been presented at the
QENS and ACNS in France and USA, respectively
in 2004 [17,18]. Two papers were presented at the
International Workshop on Complex system, Sendai,
Japan [19,20] and four papers were presented at the
ICNS, Sydney, Australia in 2005 [21-24].
After a highly competitive selection, in 2005, an
international joint research proposal for Indonesian
International Joint Research Grant Program (RUTI
IV) entitled “ Research and Development of New
Solid Electrolyte for a Rechargeable Battery ” has
been approved by the Ministry Research and
Technology, Indonesia, to support the Indonesian
researcher on performing experiment and attending
the international conference abroad. The RUTI
program is involving all the international members,
and some more Indonesian scientists. Dr. E.
Kartini was assigned as a research coordinator,
while Prof. T.Kamiyama as the international
research coordinator. It can be concluded that the
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KEK-BATAN collaboration has become broaden
and given benefits for all parties. We expect in the
future, more scientists and students can involve in
this joint research.
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Introduction
This report is a review about the
‘Research and Development of New
Solid Electrolyte for a Rechargeable
Battery ” that has been developed by the
author and co-workers. There are two
main objectives of the research, first is to
explore the microscopic behavior of the
superionic glass by several different
methods, and second is to apply the
material for a solid state electrolyte in a
rechargeable battery. The basic idea of
why superionic glass is an interesting
material for solid state battery will be
first explained, followed by the glass
formation and development of superionic
glasses. The glass formation and
electrical
property
have
been
characterized by an X-ray diffraction, and
Impedance spectroscopy, respectively.
The exploration of science behind this
material by using neutrons as probe
becomes the key for understanding the
ionic conduction mechanism. This part
covers the use of neutron in many
international facilities (Canada, Japan,
UK, Germany and Australia). The
development of superionic glass for solid
electrolyte becomes important aspect of
this material. The glass will be used as a
solid electrolyte in a rechargeable battery.
For most of the research on superionic
glasses have been published by author
and co-workers in many international
journals and presented at many
international conferences all over the
world [1-29].

through their structure, leading to
exceptionally high values of ionic
conductivity whilst in the solid state. This
behavior typically occurs at elevated
temperatures and as common for a first
type superionic, like AgI, Ag2S etc. The
ionic conductivity of AgI increases by
three orders of magnitude when
transform from β at 147 oC [1]. At
room temperature, -AgI with the FCC
structure is more stable, but it has very
low conductivity of about 10-6 S/cm.
With the idea to depress the  β
transformation or to stabilized -AgI at
room temperature, the material was
mixed with the second component, like in
silver iodide silver oxysalt glass AgIAg2O-P2O5. The molten mixture was then
quenched to arrest to high -AgI phase in
the glass framework. Figure 1 shows the
superionic glasses, resulted from the melt
quenching
method.
These
glassy
electrolytes are interested because they
offer
many
advantages
over
polycrystalline or ceramic electrolytes,
including no grain boundaries, easy of
fabrication, low melting point and high
ionic conductivity at room temperature
and wide compositional ranges [ 1-3].

Superionic Conductors

A glass formation has been confirmed
by the X-ray diffraction and occurs for
the mixture with less AgI content, but
above the solubility limit (~ 57 mol%
AgI), it turns to a composite-glass, like in
(AgI)0.7(AgPO3)0.3 as shown in Figure 2.

Superionic conductors are of interest
from both a technical and fundamental
point of view. The materials with ionic
conductivity of at least 10-2 S/cm have a
number of possible technological
applications ranging from batteries and
fuel cells to sensors. The materials allow
the macroscopic movement of ions
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Figure 1.Superionic Glass

Kinetic Study of Superionic Glass
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Figure 3. The X-ray diffraction pattern of (AgI) x
(AgPO3)1-x

Figure 3 shows the ionic conductivity
of (AgI)x(AgPO3)1-x for different x and
temperature. The conductivity of the
glasses (~10-3 S/cm) are three orders of
magnitudes compared with the AgI
crystal and undoped AgPO3 (~10-7 and
10-6 S/cm, respectively). The ionic
conductivity of the composite glass was
found higher than in the glassy state [4].
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Figure 3. The Ionic Conductivity of Superionic
Glass (AgI)x (AgPO3)1-x [1]

INTERNATIONAL JOINT RESEARCH

The international joint research on
development of new solid electrolyte has
been performed with several scientists
from KEK, Japan; Ibaraki University,
Japan; McMaster University, Canada;
ANSTO, Australia and Hahn Meitner
Institute, Germany. Main purpose of the
collaboration to observe the microscopic
behavior of the superionic glasses such as
the structure and dynamic particularly by
using neutron scattering techniques that
available either at a Reactor or Spallation
Neutron Source in the international user
facilities (Canada, Japan, UK, Australia
and Germany).

The experiment on superionic glasses
(AgI)x(AgPO3)1-x was performed in 1998
at Chalk River Laboratory, Canada. We
concentrated on the kinetic study by a
High
Resolution
of
Powder
Diffractometer (HRPD). The results are
very interesting and have been published
in Physica B (1999a, 1999b); Solid State
Ionics (2001) and Physical Review B
(2001) and also presented in many
international conferences in USA, Europe,
Canada and Indonesia.
Structure Factor of Superionic Glass

In 2001, the neutron experiment was
performed at High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba,
Japan. We have been looking at the
structure these glasses by a neutron
scattering instrument (HIT-II) at the
Spallation Neutron Source (KEK). X-ray
scattering is not suitable because the
scattering is dominated by silver and
iodine atoms and does not see the
phosphate of sulfur well. The scattering is
usually described by the scattering
function S(Q) ( where Q=4πsin(θ)/λ with
θ the scattering angle of Bragg’s Law λ
=2dsin(θ). This pattern gives the structure
of the glass, as shown in figure 4. We can
see that doping gives an extra peak at
about 0.7Å-1 which corresponds to a
feature at distance 10 Å. This is the
distance between the chains when silver
iodide put in between. The results were
published in Journal Applied Physics A
(2002), J. of non- Crystallography
(2002a) (2002b); Solid-State Ionics
(2004); also presented at several
international conferences in Japan,
Europe, Australia and USA.
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S(Q)
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Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the AgPO3
and (AgI)0.5(AgPO3)0.5 model produced
by the RMCA, respectively. As shown in
figure 5, the PO4 tetrahedral form
continuous chains. P atoms are Red, O
atoms are Green, Ag atoms are blue and
the P-O bonds are orange/yellow and the
I atoms of Cyan color. For AgPO3 glass,
the co-ordination values for P-O and P-P
are as expected for extended chains of
PO4 tetrahedral. The O-O co-ordination
indicates 54% bridging oxygens –also
roughly as expected. Part of the results
was presented at the ICNS 2005,
Australia.
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Fig.4. Structure factor S(Q) on Superionic
Glass (AgI)x(Ag2S)x(AgPO3)1-2x measured by
HIT-II, KENS, KEK,Japan

Neutron Diffraction
Composite Glass

on

Superionic

In 2002, we have come also to the idea of
developing new metaphosphate glasses,
by less expensive materials, to substitute
the Ag+ ions by K+ or Na+, and the new
phosphate glasses become NaPO3 and
KPO3. From this, we develop new series
superionic glasses, AgI-NaPO3 and AgIKPO3. For the new AgI-NaPO3, we have
performed several neutron experiments
by VEGA and HIT-II instruments at
KEK and the results were published in
Solid State Ionics (2004) and Journal of
Neutron Research (2005).

Reverse Monte Carlo Analysis
The main objective of this work, is to
perform the model of superionic glass by
a Reverse Monte Carlo Analysis . The
model was developed based on the
neutron experimental result, S(Q) as
shown in Fig.4 . Reverse Monte Carlo
Analysis has been performed on the
AgPO3 and (AgI)0.5(AgPO3)0.5, in order
to generate the model of superionic
glasses.
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Figure 5. RMCA produced Model of
Superionic glass AgPO3 and AgI-AgPO3
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Figure 5. Neutron diffraction on compositeglass (AgI)0.6(NaPO3)0.4 measured by a
VEGA instrument, KEK,Japan.

4.5

Dynamic study on Superionic Glass
In 2003, a new direction of research was
to observe the dynamic properties on
superionic glass has been started. The
main observable in the inelastic neutron
scattering experiment is the measurement
of a dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω). In
inelastic scattering events, the neutron
either loses energy or gain energy. The
scattering vector is given by
Q = k2 + k’2 + 2|k||k’| cos2θ
and the energy transfer is
E= ħ2/2m (k2-k’2) = hυ = ħω
where m is neutron mass.
The inelastic neutron experiment was
performed by a time-of flight MARI
instrument at the Spallation Neutron
Source ISIS, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, UK. The measurements of
the dynamic structure factor S(Q, ω)
cover both space-time correlation
functions. One of the new interesting
results on the dynamic behavior of these
superionic glass is the appearance of low
energy excitation at around ~3-5 meV as
shown in Fig.7. The so-called Boson
peak already appears in the insulator
glass AgPO3, and the intensity increases
with increasing dopant salt AgI. The
results have been presented at the Quasi
Elastic Neutron Conference 2004 in
France and American Conference on
Neutron Scattering 2004, USA ,
International conference on Complex
System 2005, Japan and International
Conference on Neutron Scattering 2005
in Sydney, Australia.

Fig.7. Low energy excitation of superionic
glasses AgI-Ag2S-AgPO3 measured by
MARI, ISIS, UK

Inelastic Neutron Scattering on superionic
glass

In mid 2005, series of inelastic neutron
scattering experiments on superionic
glasses (AgI)x(AgPO3)1-x and AgI-Ag2SAgPO3 have also been performed by a
time-of flight V3-NEAT instrument at
Berlin Neutron Scattering Center, Hahn
Meitner Institute Berlin, Germany. The
measurements have been done at
wavelength (λ) 4 Ǻ. Figure 15 shows the
3-dimension of Time-of-flight data or
corresponding dynamic structure factor
and
S(Q,
ω)
from
AgPO3
(AgI)0.5(AgPO3)0.5 . The different
between those spectra are the existing of
a first sharp diffraction peak or a prepeak
for the doped glass (AgI)0.5(AgPO3)0.5 .
Some of the results have been presented
at the ICNS, Sydney, Australia (20005).
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Re-crystallization Study of Superionic
Glass

In November 2005, series of neutron
diffraction experiments have been
performed at the Lucas Height Reactor,
Bragg Institute, ANSTO, Australia. The
superionic glasses AgPO3, Ag2S-AgPO3
and AgI-AgPO3 have been re-crystallized
at 200oC, and the growth of the crystal
has been observed for several hours. The
data analysis is now in progress.

Figure 9. Recrystallization Process of Ag2SAgPO3 measured by MRPD, ANSTO,
Australia
EXAFS Measurement on Superionic Glass

In March 2006, a series of EXAFS
measurements on superionic glasses and
crystals have been performed at the
Australian National Beam line Facility,
Photon Factory, KEK, Japan. By using a
Ag-K edge target, the measurements were
done to observe the local structure or
neighboring atom of Ag atom in the
sample. The data analysis is now in
progress.
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Development of New Solid State Battery
Batteries have many advantages over other
power sources. They are efficient, convenient, and
reliable, need little maintenance, and can be easily
configured to user requirements. As a result,
batteries are used in an extremely wide range and
variety of sizes and applications-from as small as 3
mAh for watches and memory backup to as large as
20,000 Ah for standby power supplies [1].
One cell battery consists of three major
components: (1) the anode or negative electrode, (2)
the cathode or positive electrode, and (3) the
electrolyte-the ionic conductor-which provides the
medium for transfer of electrons, as ions, inside the
cell between the anode and cathode. Most of the
conventional batteries based on liquid electrolyte
(for example, the lead-acid and nickel-cadmium
battery). The disadvantages of liquid electrolyte are
limited life time due to corrosion, leakage which
requires special sealing. Another problem is the use
of material for electrodes (i.e. Ni, Cd, Hg, Li, etc.)
that are hazardous, toxic and environmentally not
friendly. Thus, the concept of all solid state batteries
with solid electrolyte attracted renewed interest
every time a new solid electrolyte and new
electrodes were discovered.
e

e

AgI-AgPO3
e

e

e

e

e
Ag

Ag+

e

I

Figure 10 . Silver Solid State Battery

The solid electrolyte is a relatively new
component in a solid state battery compared to
liquid electrolyte batteries. The solid state
batteries are expected to have high energy
density, wide range temperature and long shelf
life. One of the most important criteria for the
solid electrolyte is to have high ionic
conductivity at room temperature. Due to these
reasons, this research was continued to develop
a new solid state battery.
The use of solid electrolyte based
superionic glasses for a rechargeable battery
will be the main goal of the present research.
One cell battery that consists of two electrodes
and one electrolyte Ag/AgI-AgPO3/I2 has been
designed and fabricated. A first test of the open

circuit voltage has been made and gives the
OCV ~ 0.68 Volt, that is in agreement with the
theoretical calculation. Further work needs to
be performed to test battery performance by
charge-discharge equipment also for optimizing
the result.

Figure.11. (a) A first prototype of Superionic
solid state Battery (b) Voltage testing
Battery Simulation and Modelling

A development of software for battery modeling
is currently being performed and has been
compared with the existing SONY cell battery.
The simulation has also been compared with the
commercial and prototype battery.
Conclusion
It has been shown that the superionic glass
(AgI)x(AgPO3)1-x has an ionic conductivity
much larger than its corresponding glass
AgPO3 and its doping salt AgI. With this high
ionic conductivity it is expected that the glass
can be used as a solid electrolyte for a
rechargeable battery. Further development of
the new rechargeable battery will be important
for both scientific and technology aspects, as
well as for industry in the future.
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Hexagonal manganites have attracted a lot of
attentions recently because of their interesting
multiferroic behavior and two dimensional
triangular Mn network. In order to understand the
underlying physics of this new class of materials, it
is highly important to unravel how the spin degree
of freedom is coupled to the other degrees of
freedom, in particular the electric dipole moment.
According to our previous structure studies of the
hexagonal YMnO3 [1], all the structural parameters
change abruptly at TN, which is strong and direct
evidence of a spin-lattice coupling. We believe that
through this spin-lattice coupling is the electric
dipole moment coupled to the magnetic moment.
In the hexagonal RMnO3 with space group P63cm,
there are six formula units per unit cell. Each Mn
atom is coordinated by five oxygen atoms in a
bipyramid configuration. One O(3) atom and two
O(4) atoms are in the equatorial plane of the
bipyramid, whereas the O(1) and O(2) atoms are at
the apexes. R atoms occupy two crystallographic
positions, R(1) and R(2), and both of them are
bonded to seven oxygen atoms. The capping
oxygens are O(3) for R(1) and O(4) for R(2). Along
the z axis, the structure consists of the layers of
corner-sharing MnO5 bipyramids separated by the
layers of edge-sharing RO7 polyhedra.
The magnetic structure of YMnO3, LuMnO3, and
Lu0.5Y0.5MnO3 can be descried by Γ1/ Γ3 , Γ2/ Γ4, and
Γ1+Γ2 mixed magnetic structure, respectively [2,3].
The spin configuration of the Mn atoms in all
hexagonal manganites form a 120 structure with
the moments in the ab-plane in a triangular lattice,
showing ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
coupling between the z=0 and z=1/2 layers.
In order to further understand our findings of
YMnO3, we have carried out new neutron
diffraction experiments on Lu1-xYxMnO3 (x= 0.5,
0.0) using SIRIUS.
Fig. 1 displays the neutron data of Lu1-xYxMnO3
together with the refinement results obtained using
the RIETAN-2001T program [4].
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Fig. 1
Neutron diffraction data (symbols) of Lu1-xYxMnO3
taken at 10 K. The solid line represents the results of Rietiveld
refinement with the hexagonal (P63cm) symmetry. The line at
the bottom shows the difference curve.

The summary of our refinement results is given in
Table 1. According to our refinement results, all the
crystal structure parameters of Lu1-xYxMnO3 (x=1.0,
0.5, and 0.0) show a clear anomaly at the
antiferromagnetic transition temperature (see Fig. 2).
For example, the z-positions of R(1), R(2), O(3), and
O(4) atoms move along the positive direction of the
c-axis with decreasing temperatures while the
z-positions of the apical oxygens O(1) and O(2)
move along the negative direction of the c-axis with
decreasing temperatures. Of particular interest is that
the movement of the Mn atom in the ab-plane has
not only large temperature dependence but also
changes the direction of its displacement as we vary
the Y atomic concentration from YMnO3 to
LuMnO3. On the other hand, all the other atoms
expect for the Mn atom have the same displacement
at TN for Lu1-xYxMnO3. We still do not understand
the origin of this unusual doping dependence of Mn
displacement.
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Structure
YMnO3
Parameters 10 K
300 K
a (Å)
6.12049(7) 6.13838 (5)
c (Å)
11.4076(1) 11.3962(1)
Vol.(Å3) 370.081(7) 371.877(5)
R(1)z
0.2773(7)
0.2727(8)
R(2)z
0.2318(6)
0.2320(7)
Mnx
0.3423(13) 0.3330(17)
O(1)x
0.3007(4)
0.3076(4)
O(1)z 0.1606(7) 0.1625(7)
O(2)x
0.6399(4)
0.6414(4)
O(2)z 0.3339(6) 0.3360(7)
O(3)z 0.4804(8) 0.4754(9)
O(4)z 0.0193(7) 0.0163(8)
6.29
4.19
Rwp(% )
4.89
3.42
Rp(% )

LuMnO3
10 K
300 K
6.02683(11) 6.04171(5)
11.3646(2) 11.3619(1)
357.487(11) 359.169(6)
0.2788(11) 0.2723(9)
0.2319(9) 0.2297(7)
0.3299(14) 0.3321(13)
0.3012(5) 0.3058(4)
0.1632(9) 0.1638(7)
0.6409(6) 0.6380(4)
0.3363(9) 0.3369(7)
0.4774(13) 0.4734(10)
0.0211(10) 0.0187(8)
5.12
3.19
3.72
2.61

0.280
0.233

0.276

LuMnO3

0.232
0.231

0.274

0.230

0.272

0.229

0.165

0.228

0.164

0.338

0.163

0.337

0.162

0.336

0.161

0.335

0.160

0.334

0.480

0.333
0.022

O3_z

0.478

O2_z

O1_z

YMnO3

Y0.5Lu0.5MnO3

R2_z

R1_z

0.278

0.020

0.476

YMnO3 : dMnO(3)- dMnO(4)

0.08
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LuMnO3 : : dMnO(4)- dMnO(3)
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Fig. 3
The temperature dependence of the difference
between Mn-O(3) and Mn-O(4) bond distances.

This drastic temperature dependence of the Mn
atoms near TN is an unmistakable piece of evidence
suggesting that there is a strong coupling between
the lattice and the Mn spin. Another interesting point
is that when we calculated the electric dipole
moment using nominal charge valences, R (3+), Mn
(3+), and O (2-), we also found a similarly strong
temperature dependence of the electric dipole
moment as in YMnO3 [1]. That is, the drastic
displacement of all the atoms along the z-axis at TN
produces an additional change to the electric dipole
moment at TN.
To summarize, we found that there is clear
experimental evidence suggesting a coupling among
spin, lattice and electric dipole moments for
Lu1-xYxMnO3. We have been working to understand
its microscopic mechanism.

0.016

0.472
0

50 100 150 200 250 300
Temperature (K)

50 100 150 200 250 300

0.014

Temperature (K)

Fig. 2
The temperature dependence of the z-positions of R1,
R2, O1, O2, O3, and O4 obtained from Rietveld refinements of
Lu1-xYxMnO3 data (x=1.0, 0.5, and 0.0).

This different Mn displacement leads to opposite
behavior in temperature-dependent Mn-O bond
distance for YMnO3 and LuMnO3. In the case of
Lu0.5Y0.5MnO3 the displacement of Mn atom has an
intermediate value between LuMnO3 and YMnO3.
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0.10

O4_z

0.018

0.474

An interesting point is that the bond distances follow
more or less the same temperature dependence of
the magnetic moment obtained from our previous
neutron diffraction experiments [2,3].

/dMnO(3)- dMnO(4)/

Table 1. Atomic parameters of YMnO3 and LuMnO3
determined from high-resolution neutron diffraction patterns
taken at 10 and 300 K. The crystal symmetry is hexagonal
P63cm and the wave vector is k=0 with following atomic
positions: R(1) and O(3) at 2a (0,0,z); R(2) and O(4) at 4b
(1/3,2/3,z); Mn, O(1), and O(2) at 6c (x,0,z) with Mn z=0.
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1. Introduction
Advanced
thermomechanically
controlled
processing (TMCP) combining severe deformation
just above the onset temperature of static
austenite-to-ferrite transformation (Ar3) and rapid
cooling has recently been emphasized as a method
to produce modern high-strength low-alloy steels
with a uniformly ultrafine-grained multiphase
microstructure. Much attentions has been paid on
the in situ study about phase transformation kinetics
of low-alloy steel during the TMCP because it is
expected to clarify the influencing mechanism of
severe deformation on the grain refinement.
The austenite-to-ferrite transformation in
low-alloy steels during the TMCP has been recently
investigated by using the neutron diffraction with
the angle dispersive method, and the carbon
enrichment in austenite during ferrite transformation
was confirmed [1]. However, due to the limited
neutron diffraction time at each step and the weak
beam, the diffracted profiles are of relatively low
signal/noise (S/N) ratio, which leads to a certain
statistic error to the quantitative characterization of
ferrite transformation kinetics.
Here, C-Mn low-alloy steel was step-by-step
heated and cooled in a specified vacuum furnace,
and a series of neutron diffraction profiles with
complete spectra were obtained by collecting the
Time-OF-Flight back-scattering diffraction neutrons
for a long diffraction time at each step. The results
reported in this paper can help us make a further
understanding about the austenite transformation,
ferrite transformation as well as the thermal
expansion behavior.
2. Experimental procedures
As-quenched Fe-2Mn-0.2C steel was employed
as the initial material in this study. The columnar
specimen with 7mm in diameter and 48mm in length
was shielded with vanadium foil, allowed free
expansion of the specimen in all directions, and

heated/cooled in a specified vacuum furnace kept at
2.6 10-4Pa within a temperature error about 0.5 .
The diffracted neutron counts for each profile
measurement were larger than 70000 to ensure a
good profile quality. The temperature points for
measurement were well considered to cover the
single phase regions of austenite and ferrite for
monitoring their thermal expansion behavior and
also to cover the austenite/ferrite dual phase region
for characterizing the transformation kinetics.
The whole-pattern Rietveld refinement of above
TOF neutron diffraction profiles without partial
profile relaxation was carried out by using
RIETAN-20001T software [2] to analyze the
austenite transformation, ferrite transformation and
thermal expansion behavior.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the change in normalized neutron
diffraction profiles during specimen heating and
cooling. At 25 C, the ferrite (110) peak of
martensite starting microstructure is much broad.
With the increment of temperature up to 600 C, the
ferrite (110) peak becomes more and more sharp as
well as strong, which suggests that the microscopic
residual strain in the BCT martensite weakens little
by little during the tempering. The ferrite peak
begins to weaken again at 700 C and disappears at
810 C due to the start and finish of austenite
transformation. The peak shift of ferrite (110) in the
single phase region during specimen heating is more
evident than that in the dual phase region, while the
austenite (111) peak shows a non-linear peak shift
due to the carbon diffusion in austenite.
On the other hand, during specimen cooling, the
ferrite (110) peak begins to appear at about 700 C,
and then intensifies little by little. In the single phase
ferrite region, the maximum intensity of ferrite
peaks continues to increase due to the temperature
effect of neutron scattering. However, the sharp
ferrite peak shape shows little change during
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step-by-step cooling, which
microscopic residual strain in
during specimen cooling is
compared with that in the
microstructure.

suggests that the
the ferrite formed
very small when
martensite starting

previous study [1], the corresponding temperatures
here are about 700 C and 590 C, which suggests
that the latter ensures the well carbon diffusion and
is more approximate to the equilibrium ferrite
transformation.
Meanwhile, during the step-by-step cooling, the
precipitation of cementite as a component phase of
pearlite was found to appear at 560 C. No cementite
precipitation can be found from the martensite
during heating.

Cooling

Heating

Fig. 1

Fig.2

Change in Time-Of-Fligth neutron diffraction
profiles of a C-Mn low-alloy steel during heating
and cooling.

Changes in volume fractions of component
phases in a C-Mn low-alloy steel during heating
(black marks) and cooling (red marks).

Figure 2 exhibits the changes in phase volume
fractions of transformation products as a function of
temperature. It is easy to find that the austenite
transformation onset/finish temperatures during
heating are much higher than the corresponding
ferrite transformation onset/finish temperatures
during cooling. Compared with the ferrite
transformation onset/finish temperatures (about
640 C and 500 C, respectively) obtained in our
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Fig.3

Changes in lattice parameters of austenite and
ferrite/martensite in a C-Mn low-alloy steel during
heating (black marks) and cooling (red marks)

Figure 3 confirms that the much higher carbon
concentration in austenite occurs at the beginning of
austenite transformation and at the end of ferrite
transformation, which leads to the evident deviation
of austenite lattice parameter from the lineal thermal
expansive relationship. It is very interesting to point
out that the deviation of austenite lattice parameter
is more evident during heating than that during
cooling though the reason is not clear.
Since the specimen was here allowed free
expansion in all directions and was isothermal held
about 3.6ks for each step, the linear thermal
expansion coefficient analyzed from the complete
diffraction spectrum should be more suitable for the
further modeling of phase elastic stress. For example,
the ferrite lattice expansion formula is as follows:
(1)
a (T)=2.87762 [1+1.501 10-5 (T-250)]
The deviated ferrite lattice parameter in the
austenite/ferrite dual phase region confirms that the
compressive strain really exists during the phase
transformation, which is consistent with our
previous research [3]. The residual strain in
martensite starting microstructure was also
confirmed. It is found from the ferrite lattice

parameters at 250 C, 300 C, 400 C and 500 C
during heating and cooling that the above
macroscopic residual strain in low-alloy martensite
microstructure can be well relaxed by 250 C
tempering for 3.6ks. However, the peak broadening
effect due to the ultrafine martensite substructure
was found to still exist at 250 to a certain extent
and to weaken little by little during heating.
4. Conclusions
The
austenite
transformation,
ferrite
transformation and thermal expansion behavior in a
C-Mn low-alloy steel were in situ investigated by
TOF neutron diffraction, and the following results
were found or confirmed:
(1) 250 C tempering for 3.6ks can well relax the
residual lattice plane strain in low-alloy martensite
though the ultrafine martensite substructure exhibits
no evident change.
(2) The ferrite compressive strain in ferrite/

austenite dual phase region was found during both
heating and cooling.
(3) The carbon enrichment in austenite during
dual phase region results in the non-linear thermal
expansion behavior of austenite and ferrite.
(4) The free thermal expansion behavior of the
ferrite and austenite in all directions is well
characterized, which is valuable to the further
modeling of phase stress evolution during
transformation.
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layer".[1,2] Figure 2 is the density profiles evaluated by
NR and XR. The nanostructure of carpet layer and
polymer brush is highly quantitatively presented. What
interesting is the fact that the thickness of the carpet layer
is about 15Å independent the hydrophilic chain length
and surface pressure. This constancy might be a
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Fig.2 Density profiles for poly(d-Et2SB) 23 -bpoly(MAA) 49 monolayer on water surface
evaluated by NR and XR .
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Scattering Length Density (A -2 )

Amphiphilic
diblock
copolymers
show
self-assembling behavior such as micelle formation in
water and monolayer formation on the water surface.
Precise molecular design and synthesis of amphiphilic
polymers enable us to control self-assembling behavior
and nanostructure of the assemblies, which will result in
the development of novel functional polymer materials.
For example, a polymer brush, which can be constructed
by monolayer formation of amphiphilic diblock
copolymer on the water, is an interesting system, which is
directly correlated to surface technology such as
water-repelling and oil-repelling behaviors, wetting,
adhesion, tribology and biocompatibitily. In this study,
we have investigated nanostructure of monolayer of
amphiphilic
diblock
copolymer
consisted
by
poly(diethylsilacyclobutane) (PEt2SB) as a hydrophobic
chain and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) as a hydrophilic
segment on the water by in-situ neutron reflectivity (NR)
measurement. Since the hydrophilic segment is a weak
polyacid, the hydrophilic layer under the water is
expected to form polyelectrolyte brush. NR
measurements were performed by ARISA reflactometer
at KENS, which can be applied to water surface systems.
ARISA has an LB trough at sample stage, which makes
us possible to study monolayer nanostructure as a
function of surface pressure, i.e., brush density.
Figure 1 shows NR profile for monolayer on the
water at surface pressure 35mN/m. For comparison,
X-ray reflectivity (XR) profile is also shown. Clear
fringes with long period are due to a smooth and uniform
hydrophobic layer on the water. A small fringe at
Q=0.05Å-1 is due to polymer brush structure under the
water surface. It is obvious that this small fringe is more
clearly observed in NR profile. By model fitting analysis,
the nanostructure of monolayer could be determined as
shown in the inset of Fig.1. The monolayer does not have
a simple double layer structure with hydrophobic and
hydrophilic layers, but it has a dense hydrophobic layer in
between these two layers as the third layer. This is quite
novel finding, which became possible by NR technique
for water surface. We call this dense layer as "carpet

requirement to minimize the interfacial free energy. [3,4]
Figure 3 shows the salt concentration
dependence. [5] The NR profiles and the normalized
density profiles for hydrophilic layer (i.e., carpet+brush
double layer) are shown as a function of added NaBr
concentration from 0M to 0.1M. As is clear from the
density profile, the brush first stretched with increasing
salt concentration and shrunk up again with further
increase of salt. The maximum is located at about 0.1M
NaBr. This behavior, which looks strange at first sight,
can be explained by the balance of an increase of
effective charge on the brush chain and enhanced
electrostatic screening effect with increasing salt
concentration. The slight increase of effective charge (in
other words, an increase of degree of dissociation) is the
typical and unique behavior for weak acid systems. For
strong acid system in our separated study, different
behavior was observed. Another interesting observation is
an increase of roughness of the top of the brush chain (i.e.,
the roughness of brush layer/water interface). We have no
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idea for explanation of this curious observation at this
stage, but such behavior was not reported for strong acid
brush systems.
In Figure 3, the data with NaCl as an added salt
are also shown. However, the data is only for 0.01M and
0.1M NaCl conditions but not for 1M NaCl. We certainly
measured 1M NaCl systems but the NR profile obtained
could not be fitted by 3-box model, which consisted of
hydrophobic, carpet and brush layers. Since 1M NaBr
system could be well fitted by 3-box model, this fact
means that small Cl ions in 1M NaCl system contribute to
the whole density profile.
Figure 4 shows the
comparison of NR profiles for 1M NaCl, 1M NaBr
systems in D2O and 1M NaCl system in D2O/H2O=8/2
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Figure 3 NR profiles and PMAA fraction for
poly(Et2SB-d10)23-b-poly(MAA)49 monolayer monolayer on
subphase with different salt concentrations at 35mN/m.

system. NR profiles for 1M NaCl and NaBr is largely
different. This observation certainly supports our
interpretation above. In the system of mixture of heavy
and light water, the contrast of solvent is just matched to
Cl ions. The NR profile obtained was almost the same as
that for 1M NaBr system. From these observations, we
have concluded that the contribution of Cl ions are
significant in D2O system while that of Br ion is not.
Hence, we should take into account the contribution of Cl
ions in the fitting model in addition to polymer layers. In
other words, we can estimate the small ion distribution in
the ionic polymer monolayer system by NR.
Figure 5(a) shows NR profiles in 1M NaCl in
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D2O system with fitting curves with and without the
contribution of small ions in the model. The model with
small ion distribution in addition to hydrophobic, carpet
and brush layers well reproduced the NR profile. Figure
5(b) is the scattering length density profile normal to the
water surface thus obtained. The well-fitted model has a
high Cl ion density layer just beneath the carpet layer.
This is quite unexpected result for us, so we have no clear
interpretation for this matter at this stage.
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Figure 5 (a) NR profile for 1M NaCl system and fitting curves
with and without small ion distribution. (b) Scattering length
density profiles thus estimated.

By NR technique with ARISA instrument, the
nanostructure of the monolayer of ionic amphiphilic
diblock copolymer on the water surface. The existence of
"carpet" layer was quite unexpected but interesting since
an existence of this layer should contribute to the surface
properties of polymer brush. It should be emphasized that
this observation became possible only by in situ
experiment of NR to water surface systems. In addition to
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the detailed information for nanostructure of hydrophobic
and brush layers, the distribution of small ions could be
also evaluated. NR technique, which can be applied to
liquid surface systems, certainly has large possibility for
development in the surface and interface sciences.
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Dynamic scattering law S(Q, ) of 1000 Å PS
thin film as a function of temperature.

Figure 1 indicates the dynamic scattering law S(Q, 
of 1000Å thin films at T=11, 80, 150 and 230 K and

the spectrum changes from inelastic-like to
quasielstic-like with increasing temperature. A
very broad peak called boson peak was observed at
around 1.5 meV at a low temperature region. This
is the first observation of boson peak of polymer
thin films. We first evaluated the mean square
displacement <u2> from the Q2 dependence of
elastic intensity Iel(Q) through the relation
Iel(Q)~exp[-<u2>Q2]. The temperature dependence
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)

0.04

<u > (

0.03

2

The mechanical and thermal properties of
polymer thin films are very different from those of
bulk state and one of the most interesting topics is
the glass transition behaviour of polymer thin films.
In the case of polystyrene (PS) glass transition
temperature (Tg) decreases with film thickness as
revealed by ellipsometry, X-ray or neutron
reflectivity [1]. However, the definite mechanism
of Tg behaviour of thin films is still unknown. We
considered that the dynamical studies on polymer
thin films were essential for the understanding of
above mentioned unusual phenomenon. For this
purpose, inelastic neutron scattering method is
suitable because we can obtain information on
dynamics from molecular level. Recently some
works on the dynamics of polymer thin films were
performed using inelastic neutron scattering
methods [2,3], however these data were mainly
limited to the elastic scattering due to the very weak
signal from samples. In this work, we studied the
inelastic scattering from the glassy PS thin films
1000 and 400Å in thickness in meV rergion, mainly
focusing on the low energy excitaion, the so-called
boson peak using inverted geometry time of flight
spectrometer LAM-40 at KEK and discuss the effect
of film thickness on boson peak.
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Temperature dependence of <u2> for 3 different
film thickness.

of <u2> is shown in Fig.2 for bulk, 1000Å and
400Å thin films. <u2> surely decreases with film
thickness, indicating the decrease of mobility with
film thickness. In this temperature range, <u2> is
almost proportional to temperature, indicating that
the vibration is harmonic. The slope of <u2>
versus T is inversely proportional to the force
constant f. From Fig.2, the increase of f was
observed with decreasing film thickness. The
estimated values of f were almost comparable to the
f for the interaction potential between non-bonded
atoms. In order to clarify the decrease in <u2> in
the temperature range investigated and observe the
effect of hardening on inelastic scattering, we
focused on the inelastic scattering for bulk and thin
films. The observed S(Q, ) was converted to
density of phonon states G() after subtracting the
elastic component and correcting for the
Debye-Waller factor. Thus obtained G() are
shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3, the decrease in G()
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with film thickness are clearly observed. Therefore
the decrease of <u2> is attributed to the decrease of
G(�) with film thickness.
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In the energy range examined, there exist at least
two modes from previous work. One is Debye
mode and the other is the boson peak mode. In
order to clarify the cause of decrease of G(�) with
film thickness, we evaluated the contribution from
both modes. If the hardening affected the boson
peak mode, the shift of peak position would be
observed. The peak position of boson peak is
almost constant regardless of film thickness within
experimental error. We assumed that the boson
peak mode was not so affected by hardening.
Rather the effect of hardening would be observed
for Debye mode. We evaluated the level of the
Debye mode under the assumption that the
amplitudes of both modes were independent of the
film thickness and the estimated Debye mode clearly
decreased with film thickness, meaning that the
hardening mainly affected the Debye mode. From
the evaluated values of Debye mode, we also
evaluated the contribution from boson peak mode
assuming that the total G(�) was expressed by the
addition of Debye mode and boson peak mode.
Thickness dependence of both modes is indicated in
Fig.4. Both Debye mode and boson peak mode
decrease with film thickness. The decrease of
G(�) was attributed to the decrease of both modes.
As for boson peak, the peak position was not
dependent on film thickness though the decrease of
intensity was observed with film thickness. It was
assumed that the number of the modes boson peak
decreased with film thickness.
How can we
understand these results?
What we have to
consider is the why both modes decreased with film
thickness. Although we don’t have any definite
idea concerning this problem, there exist some
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Fig. 4 Thickness dependence of Debye mode and
boson peak mode for 3 different film thicknesses at 80K.

layer.
The contribution from “dead layer”
increases with decreasing film thickness. Assuming
the existence of such a dead layer, the average force
constant f would increase with decreasing film
thickness. Such a hard layer is supposed to be
more dense than that of bulk layer, resulting in the
increase of sound velocity v. G(�) from Debye
mode was related to v through the relation Gd(�)~v-3.
The Debye mode would decrease with film
thickness. In the case of boson peak, the situation
is somewhat difficult. The origin of boson peak in
itself is still under discussion. However, some
models were deduced from the experimental results.
If the origin of the boson peak came from the
defects or voids, the number of them in such hard
“dead layer” is probably smaller than normal bulk
layer. As stated above, the effect of “dead layer”
becomes larger with decreasing film thickness.
This situation results in the decrease of G(�) from
boson peak without affecting the nature of the mode
of boson peak (peak energy). As the result of the
increase of contribution from “dead layer” with film
thickness, the decrease of the intensity of both
modes was observed.
At the present stage, the “dead layer” is likely to
be suitable for the explanation for the observed
results, however the final conclusion is still under
discussion.
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Magnetic Excitations in CoO
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An orbital angular momentum L, not only a spin
angular momentum S, generates a magnetic moment.
Therefore, magnetic excitations in systems with L
should provide the most fundamental knowledge
about magnetism. One treats the Hamiltonian
Hex= i,j Jij Si Sj, without L, when L is quenched. If L
is unquenched, like in f-electron magnets, the totalangular momentum, J=L+S, namely J and Jz, are
regarded as good quantum numbers owing to a large
spin-orbit interaction. However, d-electron clouds
spatially spread compared to f-electron clouds, and
the constant of the spin-orbit coupling,  is roughly
proportional to r-3, where r is the distance between
an electron and an atomic nuclear. Therefore, it is
possible that the approximation of J is not applied
for d-electron magnets with unquenched L, in which
the magnitude of the spin-orbit interaction can be
close to that of the exchange interaction. In such
systems, we must directly consider the Hamiltonian
Hso+Hex= i I Li Si + i,j Jij Si Sj, therefore, it is
prospective that the effect of L explicitly appears
[1,2].
Approaches to remove the approximation of J
were tried early only on three collinear
antiferromagnets of CoO (NaCl-type crystalstructure, TN=289 K), KCoF3 (Perovskite-type
crystal-structure, TN=114 K) and CoF2 (Rutile-type
crystal-structure, TN=38 K) by inelastic neutron
scattering [3–7], as far as we know. Although one up
moment is included in a magnetic unit cell in these
Co compounds, two or more magnetic modes were
observed owing to the freedom of unquenched L of
a Co2+ ion. However, the results present no evidence,
which the quantities, J and Jz, are not understood as
good quantum numbers in the modes [5]. Since CoO
exhibits the largest value of TN among the materials,
suggesting a strongest superexchange interaction,
the magnitude of the exchange interaction can
become closest to that of the spin-orbit interaction.
In addition, magnetic excitations in CoO were
measured with dispersion relations of phonons
around the point of a lattice in earlier studies [3].
Therefore, it will be worth determining the
dispersion relations of magnetic excitations in CoO
around a magnetic
point, in order to study the

effect of L.
In a series of our recent researches, we have
considered magnetic excitations in CoO below TN,
by the extensive inelastic neutron scattering
experiments on single-crystal specimens and a
powder sample of CoO on triple axis spectrometer,
PONTA, installed at a steady state neutron source
and direct geometry chopper spectrometer, INC,
installed at a pulsed neutron source [8]. In this report,
only a part of the data of the single crystal on INC
and the results of analyses are introduced.
Figure 1(a) shows the energy spectra integrated
in the range of 5.00<2 <9.17 deg, 8.58<2 <9.17
deg and 6.19<2 <7.98 deg measured at Ei=101, 152
and 201 meV, respectively, as the typical data of Ei<
or ~200 meV. Figure 2(a) shows the energy spectra
integrated in the range of 5.00<2 <9.17 deg
measured at Ei =506 meV and ki //[110], as a part of
the data of Ei ~500 meV. Figures 1(b) and 2(b) show
the corresponding scan-loci in the four-dimensional
(Q, E) space projected on the scattering plane. The
spectra of several detectors are merged within sharp
sectors, shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b), for higher
statistics. The peak intensities are obtained at
intersections or close points between dispersion
curves and the scan-loci, and their positions in the
(Q, E) space are roughly represented by ellipsoids in
Figs. 1(b) and 2(b). Magnetic excitations in 50 to 60
meV in Fig. 1(a) and broad inelastic-magneticscattering around 120 meV in Fig. 2(b) are
observed.

Figure 1. (a) Energy spectra measured with ki //[001] at T=150
K on INC by using a single-crystal specimen. The intensities
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measured at Ei =101, 152 and 201 meV were integrated in the
range of 5.00<2 <9.17 deg, 8.58<2 <9.17 deg and
6.19<2 <7.98 deg, respectively. Zero points of the intensity are
shown as broken horizontal lines. The solid lines are drawn with
a triple-Gaussian or quadruple-Gaussian fitting including an
elastic part. (b) Scan-areas projected on the scattering plane. The
open squares indicate magnetic points, and the numbers (0, 50,
100, 150 and 200) mean the values of energy transfer. The
spectra in (a) are integrated within the sharp sectors in (b).

Figure 2. (a) Energy spectra integrated in the range of
6.19<2 <9.17 deg and 5.00<2 <7.98 deg in the single-crystal
data on INC. These data were measured at E i =506 meV, ki
//[110] and T=150 K. (b) Scan-areas projected on the scattering
plane. In both (a) and (b), details are the same as those in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b).

Figure 3. Dispersion relations of magnetic excitations in CoO,
determined along the [001], [110] and [111] directions at 150 K.
The solid circles and squares were obtained in single-crystal
experiments on PONTA, and the open circles, squares and
triangles were obtained in single-crystal experiments on INC.
The solid lines show calculated dispersion-relations, obtained by
fitting the positions of the plots with Hso+Hex. The broken lines
show the appearance before splitting of the two lowest modes.
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Figure 3 shows dispersion relations along the
symmetric directions, obtained by plotting the solid
(PONTA) or open (INC) marks at the positions of
the peak-tops on the energy spectra in all of the
single-crystal data. The error-bars attached with the
solid symbols are vertical along loci of constant-Q
scans. Similarly, the diagonal error-bars are written
along projections on the (0, 0, q, E), (q, q, 0, E) and
(q, q, q, E) planes of scan-loci running in the fourdimensional (Q, E) space.
In the sense of a transformation in the shapes of
electron clouds, the L-mode is common with an
orbital wave and a quadrupole wave. However, the
L-mode comes from the antiferromagnetic order of
L coupled with S. Since a Co2+ ion is characterized
by a non-degenerate ground state, CoO will exhibit
ferro-orbital ordering. The L-mode should be
distinguished from the orbital and quadrupole
waves.
We are now investigating magnetic excitations
in the higher energy region, which is still new field
in the neutron science, because a steady state reactor
neutron source is difficult to reach such energy
region. It is hoped that our researches develop the
physics of L.
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Quantum effects in the spin dynamics in onedimensional (1D) Heisenberg antiferromagnets are
strongly dependent on the spin quantum number (S)
of the magnetic atoms. One of the remarkable
quantum effects is the quantum renormalization in
magnetic excitation energies: the classical Néel state
is not the ground state, and then the excitation
energies from the ground state to the first excited
state are enhanced. The enhancement factor
(quantum renormalization factor, R) has been
predicted to be R = /2 for S = 1/2 [1]. The zone
boundary energy is expressed as EZB = 4SJ for
classical systems, whereas EZB = 4SJR for quantum
systems with R depending on S, where J is the
exchange constant. It was long time ago confirmed
that R = /2 for S = 1/2 by the inelastic neutron
scattering experiment on CuCl22N(C5D5) [2].
An inelastic neutron scattering experiment can
determine EZB. The value of R can be estimated from
the observed EZB using J determined from another
experiment. In the case of S = 1/2, since the
temperature (T) dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility, (T) [3] was in good agreement with
the quantum theory [4], J was determined from (T)
exactly. For S = 1, since the quantum theory
describing (T) has been developed very recently
[5], J can be determined from (T) [6]. However, for
systems with larger S, the quantum theory for (T)
has not been developed, also the observed (T) are
not fitted to the classical model very well [7,8].
We performed the inelastic neutron scattering
experiments in CsNiCl3 (S = 1), CsVCl3 (S = 3/2)
and CsCrCl3 (S = 2) [9-12], in order to try to
determine the quantum renormalization factor, R, as
a function of S experimentally. These systems have
been known to be the quasi-1D Heisenberg
antiferromagnets which order three-dimensionally
at TN = 4.8 K (CsNiCl3), at TN = 13 K (CsVCl3) and
at TN = 16 K (CsCrCl3). We try to determine J from
the T dependence of the inverse magnetic
correlation length, (T), independently on the

determination of the excitation energies, because
(T) is described as a function of J only [13].
Experiments on CsNiCl3, CsVCl3 and CsCrCl3
were performed at KENS and ISIS. We measured
the dispersion relation of magnetic excitations, E(q),
as well as (T). In CsNiCl3, E(q) and (T) were
measured on INC at KENS. In CsVCl3, E(q) and
(T) were measured on the chopper spectrometer
MARI and the crystal analyzer spectrometer
PRISMA, respectively. In CsCrCl3, E(q) and (T)
were measured on INC and PRISMA, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1, the entire magnetic
excitations in CsVCl3 were clearly observed [9]. In
principle, S(q) can be deduced by the dynamical
structure factor, S(q, ), integrating over . The q
resolution ( q) was 0.2 Å-1 in this experiment with
Ei = 123 meV, and it was too coarse to determine .
Then, on PRISMA, we measured S(q, ) with q =
0.02 Å-1, S(q) was deduced by S(q, ) integrating
over , finally was determined by fitting S(q) to a
Lorentzian scattering function convoluted by the
instrumental resolution. Similarly, in CsCrCl3, E(q)
and (T) were measured on INC and PRISMA,
respectively. In CsNiCl3, since q = 0.05 Å-1 for Ei =
20 meV on INC, E(q) and (T) were determined by
using the same data.

Fig. 1

Magnetic excitations in CsVCl3 measured at T =
40 K (>TN) with Ei = 123 meV on MARI.
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the excitation energies were in good agreement with
the quantum renormalization factors predicted by
the quantum Monte Carlo calculation [14] within the
experimental errors.
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Table 1. The zone boundary energy (EZB) and the
exchange constant (J) were determined at present. The
renormalization factors (R) were deduced from EZB and J.
The values of R have been predicted by the quantum
Monte Carlo calculation (QMC) are also listed.
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Dispersion relation of the magnetic excitations,
E(q), and the T dependence of the inverse
correlation length, (T), in CsNiCl3, CsVCl3 and
CsCrCl3. The solid lines are the fitted curves. The
sine curves with bars in the upper figures are the
classical dispersion relation estimated by J from
(T), and the bars are the experimental errors.

The measured E(q)’s were plotted in the upper
figures in Fig. 2. In the present experiments, at the
temperatures where the dispersion relations were
measured, T = 6 K for CsNiCl3, T = 40 K for
CsVCl3 and T = 20 K for CsCrCl3, the condition for
low temperatures, T/(2S(S+1)J) << 1, is satisfied.
Also, the measurements were performed above TN in
order to discuss the 1D nature.
The determined (T) for each system was well
fitted to that predicted by the quantum theory which
is described as a function of J for each S [13], as
shown in the lower figures in Fig. 2. Then, the value
of J for each system was determined. The sine
curves with bars in the upper figures are the classical
dispersion relations expected from J determined
from (T).
In the relation, EZB = 4SJR, by using J
determined from (T), R can be determined, and the
values are listed in Table I. The dispersion relation
of the magnetic excitations has been calculated as a
function of S by the quantum Monte Carlo
calculation [14]. In the calculation, we can know the
ratio of the zone boundary energy to that for the
classical limit. The theoretical value of the ratio,
which is the quantum renormalization factor in the
present definition, is also listed in Table I. The
presently obtained values of enhancement factors in
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indicating a similar local structure. Figure 1 shows
the radial distribution function RDF(r) calculated
from the total neutron scattering data measured at
room temperature for the hard carbon and lithiated
carbon.
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RDF(r)

The lithiation mechanism of the hard carbon has
been studied to clarify its higher lithium capacity
and as a material design tool to develop and improve
the capacity of future materials. Two structural
models are fairly accepted to explain the structure:
the “card house” model, and the “wave” model.
Card house model is based on small domain size of
graphene layer, and each domain is situated towards
each other in a different orientation so as to form
small void between these domains. The other model
is basically formed by graphene layer, in some
region of the graphene layer, the distance between
the layers is much larger than other domains, which
makes nano-size space with flat shape [1]. Lithium
may insert into these nano-size space so as to form a
surface lithium layer similar to the lithium adsorbed
on the graphite surface.
The lithiation mechanism has been discussed
based mainly on the NRM data, and no conclusive
information was obtained due to the lack of
structural details. We used neutron scattering
technique, efficient to obtain structure information
for compounds containing light element such as
lithium, and it was done with two different kind of
experiments: small angle neutron scattering (SWAN,
will be presented in another report) and total neutron
scattering (HIT-II, presented here).
Carbon fiber used in the present study was
prepared by heat-treatment at 1200°C of an isotropic
petroleum pitch as a precursor. Electrochemical
lithium insertion was performed in a three-electrode
cell. The fully lithiated carbon (LiC5) was prepared
by short-circuiting the cell after 24h. The partially
lithiated carbons were prepared by a charge to
0.01V.
It is worth to note first that the hard carbon
shows almost the same pattern as the graphite,

C
LiC 15.6
LiC 7.8
LiC 5

20

0
0
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4

r (Å)

Fig. 1

Radial distribution function of the carbons with
various lithium content

The first peak at r  1.4 Å corresponds to the
nearest neighbor of C-C distance in the graphene
layer. The second peak r  2.4 Å is related to the
first peak with r2 = 3 x r1; this corresponds to the
second nearest neighbor of the C-C distance in the
graphene layer. Similar relationships were found
for the other peaks with larger r values. The hard
carbon is composed of regular six-member ring and
is basically composed of two-dimensional graphene
layer similar to the graphite.
Table. 1 Distance, rc-c and coordination number for the
hard carbon and the lithiated hard carbon

C
LiC15.6
LiC7.8
LiC5

First neighbor
CN
rc-c (Å)
1.418
3.0
1.418
3.0
1.426
3.1
1.433
2.8

Second neighbor
rc-c (Å)
CN
2.456
6.0
2.456
5.9
2.469
5.8
2.480
5.3
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The C-C distances increased in the deep
lithiation region of x  15.6 (in LiCx)、see table 1
and figure 2. The increase in the C-C distance
corresponds to the lithiation process into the void.
The coordination number of the non-lithiated hard
carbon found was 3.0.
1.435

(a)
distance r / Å

1.430

1.425

1.420

1.415

C

LiC 15. 6

LiC 7. 8

LiC 5

LiC 15. 6

LiC 7. 8

LiC 5

2.480

(b)

distance r / Å

2.475
2.470
2.465
2.460
2.455

C

Fig. 2

C-C distances as a function of Li/C ratio. The
nearest neighbor (a), and the second nearest
neighbor distance (b).

Lithium intercalation
between graphite layer

a = 2.456 Å
La = 23.8 Å
First neighbor (C-C)
rC-C = 1.418 Å
CNC-C = 3.0
Fig. 3
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c = 7.480 Å
-1
QO = 1.680 Å
 = 3.04
P = 3.62

c = 7.192 Å
Lc = 13.8 Å
-1
QO = 1.747 Å
 = 3.19
P = 4.00
24Å

For the lithiated sample coordination number of
3 was also found, indicating that the structure in two
dimensional graphene layers has only few edges
similar to the graphite structure.
The values
obtained for the second nearest neighbor show a
gradual decrease during the lithium insertion and no
accurate values could be obtained. Nevertheless,
this is a direct evidence for the first Li-C
contribution to the RDF(r), which gives a negative
peak due to the sign of scattering length for lithium.
The bond length for the Li-C is comparable to that
found in carbon nanotubes by first principle
calculations.
When the present results are combined with
those obtained from X-ray and small angle neutron
scattering, a model for the lithium insertion can be
proposed as shown in figure 3. The structure of the
hard carbon is composed of two-dimensional
stacked graphene layer and the disordered
arrangements of the layers or “wrinkled” sheets
form voids on the nano-size. Lithium intercalates
into the periodically layered region in the shallow
lithiation region and then inserts into the void [2].

a = 2.456 Å
First neighbor (C-C)
rC-C = 1.418 Å
CNC-C = 3.0

c = 7.656 Å
-1
QO = 1.641 Å
 = 3.26
P = 3.18
Lithium insertion into
voids

a = 2.469 Å
First neighbor (C-C)
rC-C = 1.426 Å
CNC-C = 3.1

a = 2.480 Å
First neighbor (C-C)
rC-C = 1.433 Å
CNC-C = 2.8

Schematic drawing of the structures and lithiation mechanism for the hard carbon
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Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of
neutron or X-ray diffraction data havs been used for
an observation of short-range structure in
non-crystalline materials but has recently begun to
be applied to the study of crystalline materials. The
conventional approach to the structural study on
crystalline materials by diffraction is done using the
Bragg peaks. This yields information on the average
structure. By contrast, PDF analysis yields direct
information on the local structure.
There has been a number of earlier studies of the
structure of β-V2D. Figure 1 shows the average
structure of β-V2D at room temperature [2,3], where
the V atoms form b.c.t. lattice and the D atoms
occupy the octahedral sites. In this work, PDF
analysis and reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) simulation
[1] using X-ray and neutron diffraction data was
used to elucidate the local structure of β-V2D.
The X-ray diffraction measurement was carried
out by using the horizontal two-axis diffractometer
on BL04B2 beam line at SPring-8. The neutron
diffraction measurement was carried out in the HITII spectrometer. The structure factor was derived by
applying various kinds of corrections to the
background, absorption and multiple scattering, and
normalizing with a incident neutron beam profile.
RMC simulation was carried out through fitting to
the X-ray and neutron pair distribution functions. To
ensure a physically realistic configuration, the
closest distances and coordination numbers between
two atoms (V-V, V-D and D-D) allowed to approach
each other were determined from the experimental
total distribution functions.
Fig. 2 shows an average density distribution of
deuterium and vanadium atoms in the (001) planes
of the b.c.t. vanadium lattice derived from a 0.04 nm
thick slice of the RMC configuration. It should be
noted that there are very few deuterium atoms in the
centre of the octahedral sites, but in the arias
displaced from the center.
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Fig. 1 Structure of β-V2D at room temperature [2,3].
Large spheres are the V atoms, forming b.c.t. lattice
indicated by thin lines. The D atoms are located at
the octahedral sites depicted by small spheres.
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Fig. 2 Average density distribution of deuterium and
vanadium atoms in the (001) planes of the b.c.t.
lattice
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The ternary rare-earth compound, TbRu 2Ge2
shows temperature- and field-induced magnetic
transitions, as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Previous single
crystal neutron diffraction studies [2] have revealed
that the magnetic structure of the phase I (zero-field
high temperature phase) is described by the magnetic propagation vector Q=(4/17 0 0) with an arrangement of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic (2 0
0)/(1 0 0) planes in the one-dimensional sequence
along the a-axis of 0444404444 , where ‘0’, ‘4’, and
‘ 4 ’ denotes a paramagnetic plane, and four con-

Fig. 1. (H, T) magnetic phase diagram of TbRu2Ge2
determined from magnetization measurements [1].

secutive ferromagnetic planes with the moment parallel, and anti-parallel to the c-axis, respectively, in
the magnetic unit cell of 17a×a×c , where a and c
are lattice constants of the original chemical cell. On
the other hand, the magnetic structure of the phase II
(zero-field low-temperature phase) becomes
two-dimensional with the same Q arrangement of
4444 4444 , where ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ represents two
antiferromagnetic (2 0 0)/(1 0 0) planes with the
phase difference , containing one frustrated paramagnetic Tb ion at corner and body-centered positions, respectively [2]. These planes are a kind of
discommensuration comparing with normal ferromagnetic (2 0 0)/(1 0 0) planes, and should be called
mixed planes after Garnier et al. [3].
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In the present note we report results of
pulsed-neutron diffraction studies of single crystal
TbRu2Ge2 in an external magnetic field to determine
the magnetic structures of field-induced phases of I’
to VI.
Single crystal pulsed-neutron diffraction experiments were carried out using KENS-FOX diffractometer [4]. The c-axis of the single crystal was vertically oriented in a liquid helium cryostat with a
superconducting magnet. Magnetic fields, therefore,
were applied along the magnetization easy c-axis.
The temperature was kept below the lower transition
point Tt’=4.3 K.
Figure 1 gives distribution of neutron intensities
in the a*-b* reciprocal plane of a zero-field phase II
(a) and field-induced phases I’ (b) to V (e). No clear
difference of the diffraction patterns between phases
V and VI was observed. The diffraction patterns
from phase II to IV are very similar, and show
strong Bragg reflections on the high-symmetry lines
and weak ones on the low-symmetry lines, but the
pattern of phase I’ indicates an existence of weak
spots at (13/17 1±4/17 0) on low-symmetry (1-4/17
k 0) and (4/17 k 0) lines, which are rather diffusive.
A very similar (H, T) phase diagram has been found
in TbRu2Si2 [5] and DyRu2Si2 [6], showing the
modulation to be one-dimensional. In the present
TbRu2Ge2, therefore, the observed weak spots above
mentioned would be a residue of two-dimensional
modulation of phase II, and the spin modulation
would be considered to be one-dimensional.
From magnetization measurements Garnier et al.
[1] have reported that the magnetization values of
zero-field phase II, field-induced phase I’, III, IV to
V are 0.0MS, 0.076MS, 0.13MS, 0.17MS and 0.49MS
at 1.5 K, respectively, where MS is the saturation
magnetization of MS=8.94μB. Thus, a reproducible
spin structure of the distribution of magnetic intensities in Fig. 1 is proposed as shown in Fig. 2 for
zero-field phase II, field-induced phase I’, III, IV, to
phase V, whose structures give the magnetization
values of 0MS, 0.06MS, 0.13MS, 0.15MS, and 0.50MS,
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Fig. 1. Distribution of neutron intensities of the phases of II (a), I’ (b),
III (c), IV (d) and V (e) in the a*-b*
reciprocal plane. The broad arcs in
the figures are Debye-Scherrer rings
from scatterings of the Al windows in
the He-cryostat.
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Fig. 2. Proposed magnetic structures of the zero-field low-temperature phase II (a), I’ (b), III (c), IV (d), and V (e) of
TbRu2Ge2, projected on the c-plane. The circles and squares denote the corner and body-centered positions of the
chemical cell, while open and solid symbols represent the Tb spins parallel and anti-parallel to the c-axis, respectively.
The crossed-circles in phase II (a) give frustrated paramagnetic Tb ions. The smallest parallelogram indicates the original chemical cell.

based on the models, respectively. These values are
close to the measured ones above mentioned.
The diffraction patterns of phase II, III and IV
are similar, showing that the magnetic satellites are
strong on the high-symmetry lines, and weak on the
low-symmetry lines, so that the modulations are
nearly one-dimensional. On the other hand, the pattern of phase V gives strong satellites on the
low-symmetry lines as well as on the high-symmetry

lines, suggesting the symmetry to be higher than the
others.
The modulation of phase I’ is one-dimensional
described by the sequence of 54445444 without
any mixed plane, using the notation mentioned before. On the other hand, the two-dimensional modulation of the phase III contains one ferrimagnetic (2
0 0)/(1 0 0) plane (mixed plane) for every 17 ferromagnetic (2 0 0)/(1 0 0) plane, described by the
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3544 3544 sequence with two ferrimagnetic (2 0

0)/(1 0 0) planes of and , so that this modulation is very close to one-dimensional one but definitely two-dimensional. Similarly the modulation of
phase IV is described by the sequence of
53 4 353 4 3 . The modulation of phase V is tetragonally symmetric, and shows no one-dimensional
character. Calculated magnetic structure factors for
the models are, as a whole, reproducible of the distribution of the magnetic intensities in Fig. 2.
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Tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5) is the most
principal component of Ordinary Portland Cement
(OPC) clinkers. The hydration process of Ca 3SiO5
can be represented as follows: Ca 3SiO5 +
(3+y–x)H2 O
(CaO)x(SiO2)(H2O)y + (3–x)Ca(OH)2,
where first and second terms on the right-hand side
indicate calcium silicate hydrate gel (C-S-H gel) and
a calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), respectively. In
this work, time-of-flight neutron powder diffraction
(TOF-NPD) experiments have been carried out
using the hydrated Ca3SiO5 with heavy water (D2O)
[1]. In particular, we focus on the degree of
hydration, x(t), in the early hydration process of
Ca3SiO5 and evaluated the n– and A–values on a
four-parameter equation [2,3]:

four-parameter equation. The n- and A-values
were estimated as 2.6 and 0.34, respectively [1].
It is widely recognized that the n-value reflects
the nature of phase transformation through the three
parameters: P, S and Q, where P is the
dimensionality for growth product, S is the type of
growth, Q is the nucleation rate [2]. The hydration
of Ca3SiO5 may show the interfacial growth (S = 1)
and the site-saturated nucleation (Q = 0) in the
nucleation and growth period, that is, n ~ P.
Presumably, the n-value indicated the fractal
nucleation and growth mainly depends on the
growth form of C-S-H gel such as tobermorite and
jennite.
6000
2 months of hydration

ln k,

where k is the nucleation and growth reaction rate
constant, ti is the induction time, n is the exponent
which characterizes the hydration process, A is the
asymptotic value of the amount of bound water that
can be formed as t
.
The hydration properties of Ca3SiO5 up to 2
months were studied by the neutron powder
diffractometer, Vega, installed at KEK-KENS [4].
The D2O to Ca3SiO5 mass ratio (D2 O/Ca3SiO5) is 0.5.
In order to quantify the x(t), we applied the standard
addition method with Si. The Rietveld analysis
program, RIETAN-2001T, developed for Vega was
utilized in the multi-phase Rietveld refinements [5].
Figure 1 shows the final Rietveld refinement
pattern of the hydrated Ca3SiO5 for 2 months of
hydration (Rwp = 3.12% and S = 1.3463). The
multi-phase Rietveld analyses of the hydrated
Ca3SiO5 were carried out assuming three phases:
unhydrated Ca3SiO5, Ca(OD)2 and Si. Eventually,
these results of multi-phase Rietveld refinements
gave us the x(t). As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
straight line fit to this data was obtained using the
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Rietveld refinement pattern of hydrated Ca 3SiO5.
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The study of ternary phase diagram of the
La2O3-Pr6O11-CuO system by Ikeda et al.
revealed the T’ phase of La2-xPrxCuO4 in the
x
0.65 besides the Pr-rich
range of 0.5
T’ phase in the range of 1.1
x
2 [1].
A polycrystalline sample of La1.5Pr0.5CuO4
is used for this study, and details of the sample
preparation are given in another paper [1]. Prior
to the neutron powder diffraction measurements,
the sintered pellet of La1.5Pr0.5CuO4 was
heat-treated at 1000C for several hours then
quenched to RT in air. The sample breaks easily
into fine powder during the quenched process
[1]. The obtained powder sample was put in a
cylindrical vanadium cell and immediately
mounted in the neutron powder diffractometer
VEGA [2]. Data collection started about 10 min
after the sample was quenched. Sequential TOF
neutron powder diffraction data sets were
collected with collecting times at RT. In total,
22 data sets were collected with slowly rotating
the sample (vanadium cell), for a total elapsed
time of ~ 25 hours. Powder XRD measurements
have been performed in the temperature range
RT ~ 1000C at intervals of 100C using a
MAC Science MXP21 diffractometer with Cu
K radiation in the 2 range of 20 ~ 60.
All of the TOF diffraction data in the d
ranges from 0.47 to 5.0 Å were analyzed by the
Rietveld method with RIETAN-2001T program
[3]. We carried out refinements based on the
two-phase model: T phase structure with space
group Cmca and T’ phase Nd2CuO4 structure
with space group I4/mmm. The T phase
structure with space group Cmca is the
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orthorhombic modification of the K2NiF4
structure (space group I4/mmm), which appears
at low temperatures in the hole-doped
superconductor La2-xAxCuO4 (A=Ca, Sr,and Ba).
In the refinements both for T and T’ phases, the
refined parameters included the lattice
parameters, all variable atom positions, the
occupancies of the oxygen sites, g(O1) and g(O2),
and the isotropic displacement parameters, B,
for all the metal and oxygen atoms. Whereas the
occupancies of the La, Pr site, g(La, Pr), and of the
Cu site, g(Cu), were set to 1. And the refinements
gave good fits with low R as well as almost the
same values and small standard deviations for
all of the data.

Fig. 1. Time dependence of mass fraction of T
(Cmca) and T’ (I4/mmm) phases of the quenched
La1.5Pr0.5CuO4 at RT.

Mass fraction of the T and T’ phases is
shown as a function of time in Fig. 1. The
as-quenched sample is composed mainly of the
T phase, and as elapsed time the T’ phase
becomes dominant. In the final stage of 1436
min, the sample consists almost of the T’ phase.
Figure 2 shows a typical Rietveld
refinement pattern obtained with the two-phase
model of T and T’ structures for the quenched
sample of La1.5Pr0.5CuO4. The corresponding
lattice and structure parameters, final R factors
are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Although we refined the occupation factors
of the O(1) and O(2) sites of both T and T’
phases, we did not obtain the result to indicate
the deficiency at these sites. Therefore, the
oxygen stoichiometry is 4. In the refinement
results, the O(2) atom in the T phase showed a
slightly large isotropic displacement parameter.
It can be considered to be due to a large thermal
vibration of this site.
Refinement results revealed that all the
lattice parameters and unit cell volumes of both
T and T’ phases do not change significantly with
time. And final stable structure of
T’-La1.5Pr0.5CuO4 with lattice parameters of a =
3.9915(8) and c = 12.467(3) Å.
Table1. Structural parameters of
La1.5Pr0.5CuOy at RT determined
from
two-phase
Rietveld
refinement of TOF neutron
powder diffraction data of Fig. 2
(a). Rwp = 5.58%, Rp = 4.37%, Re
= 5.10%, S = 1.09% First phase
(T phase): RI = 1.11%, mass
fraction 72.9%. Unit cell (Å): a =
5.34219(8), b = 13.0652(2), c =
5.41132(9).
Second phase (T’ phase): RI =
1.00%, mass fraction 27.1%. Unit
cell (Å): a = 3.99123(15), c =
12.4675(6).
Occupation factors, g, for all sites
are fixed at unity because we do
not obtain the result to indicate
the deficiency.

Fig. 2. The typical Rietveld refinement pattern of
neutron diffraction data for the quenched sample of
La1.5Pr0.5CuO4 analyzed with a two-phase mixture of
T (Cmca) and T’ (I4/mmm): (a) T phase dominant
and (b) T’ phase dominant.
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Table 2. Structural parameters of
La1.5Pr0.5CuO4 determined from
two-phase Rietveld refinement of
TOF neutron powder diffraction
data of Fig. 5 (b). Rwp = 5.59%,
Rp = 4.33%, Re = 4.91%, S =
1.14% First phase (T phase): RI =
1.28%, mass fraction 28.6%. Unit
cell (Å): a = 5.34120(2), b =
13.0644(6), c = 5.4121(3).
Second phase (T’ phase): RI =
0.99%, mass fraction 71.4%.
Occupation factors, g, for all sites
are fixed at unity because we do
not obtain the result to indicate
the deficiency.

Space group: Cmca
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To conform the structure phase transition
with
temperature,
measurement
of
high-temperature powder XRD was carried out
for this sample. The measurement was started at
RT after the sample was subjected to a complete
transformation to the T’ phase. The lattice
parameters and the unit cell volumes as a
function of temperature calculated by using a
Rietveld method with RIETAN-2000 [4]. In the
temperature range of RT ~800 C, all the XRD
data were fitted with the structure model of T’
(I4/mmm). The T phase with the K2NiF4
structure (space group I4/mmm) starts to appear
at about 900 C, the structural phase transition
from T’ to T occurs in the temperature range of
900 C ~ 1000 C, and finally the structure is T at
1000 C.
In summary, we have performed neutron
powder diffraction measurement at RT for the
quenched sample of La1.5Pr0.5CuO4. The phase
transition from the T (Cmca) to T’ (I/4mmm)
structure occurred with time. And the final stable
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Space group: I4/mmm
y
z

Atom

structure of T’-La1.5Pr0.5CuO4 with lattice
parameters of a = 3.9915(8) and c = 12.467(3) Å.
The high-temperature XRD study showed the
phase transition from the T’ (I4/mmm) to T
(I4/mmm) phase in the temperature range of
900 C ~ 1000 C and finally the structure is T at
1000 C.
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Superconductivity in copper oxides occurs when
adequate numbers of hole or electron carriers are
introduced into an antiferromagnetic insulator with
CuO2 planes. La2CuO4 becomes superconducting
when the La3+ ions are partially substituted by
divalent alkaline earth ions like Sr2+. Hole doping
can, however, be done in another way. It is well
established that the injection of excess oxygen into
interstitial sites works as well. We have found in the
case of Ca2CuO2Cl2, deficiency of the counter cation,
Ca2+, also works.
Copper oxychloride Ca2CuO2 Cl2 shown in Fig. 1
has a single CuO2 plane, the same as La2CuO4. Hole
doping by substituting Na for Ca to make this
compound superconducting was accomplished using
high-pressure (HP) synthesis at 6 GPa.
Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2 has the highest TC=28 K at x=0.20.
The ease of sample preparation with a lightly
hole-doped composition, an absence of structural
changes at low temperature, an absence of structural
modulation, and excellent single crystal sample
cleavage are ideal for surface sensitive
measurements. Investigations into this compound’s
electronic state using angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy
and
scanning
tunneling
microscopy/spectroscopy are attracting great
attention.

highest TC was 38 K, 10 K higher than that of
Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2. Structure analysis based on
neutron powder diffraction pattern taken by using
the Vega diffractometer at KENS revealed that the
Ca deficiency was the origin of the hole carrier(Fig.
2). This compound has two structural features as
compared to Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2; fewer defects and a
shorter Cu-Cl bond length. Postannealing at 773 K
led to a further increase of the TC to 43 K. This
superconductor with a flat CuO2 plane might form
the basis for future discussions about the factors that
determine the TC of single-layer cuprates[1].

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Crystal structure of Ca 2CuO2Cl2.

We have
found a
new oxychloride
superconductor
Ca 2-x CuO2Cl2 without cation
substitution by using high-pressure synthesis. The

Fig. 2 Neutron
powder
Ca2-xCuO 2Cl2 (xn =0.20).

diffraction

pattern

Carrier number dependence of
Ca2-xCuO 2Cl2 and Ca2-xNa xCuO2Cl2.

TC

for

in
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Recently, a diffusion pathway of an oxygen ion was
shown as an arc of a circle above edges of
corner-sharing [GaO6] octahedra for Sr/Mg-doped
LaGaO3 systems [5]. For our samples, the oxygen
ions are localized in the rhombohedral perovskite
structure due to the slight oxygen deficiency and the
low temperature, nevertheless this result probably
suggests the direction of the diffusion pathway of
the oxygen ions around M.
12000

LaGa0.9Fe0.1O3-

10000
8000

Intensity

Lanthanum gallate (LaGaO3) based compounds
have attracted much attention, because they can be
utilized as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and
oxygen separation membranes at intermediate
temperatures (600 ~ 800ºC). It was found that the
Fe-doped (La,Sr)GaO3 shows a large oxygen
permeation rate in addition to a high chemical
stability at a wide range of oxygen partial pressures,
while excessive Fe-doping decreases the ionic
conductivity rather than increases [1]. However,
the origin for this complicated phenomenon is still
controversial. In this work, we have prepared
powder samples of LaGa1-xFexO3- (LGF) with
various Fe-content and carried out neutron powder
diffraction (NPD) experiments at room and high
temperatures [2].
Four polycrystalline samples of LGF (x = 0, 0.1,
0.25 and 0.5) were synthesized by a conventional
ceramics processing. The NPD data of LGF at RT
and 380ºC were collected on the time-of-flight
neutron powder diffractometer, Vega, installed at
KEK–KENS [3].
In the Rietveld analyses [4], their crystal
structures at RT could be refined on the basis of
Pnma symmetry (Orthorhombic phase), and then the
NPD experiments on LGF with x = 0, 0.1 and 0.25
at 380ºC were carried out in order to study the
precise structure of the high-temperature phase.
The structure parameters were refined on the basis
of 3 c symmetry
(Rhombohedral phase). It is
R
noteworthy that the NPD experiment on
LaGa0.5Fe0.5 O3- was not performed, since no O–R
transition appears below 400ºC for this sample.
Figure 1 shows the final Rietveld refinement
patterns of LaGa0.9Fe0.1O3- . An excellent fit was
obtained between the calculated and the observed
patterns (Rwp = 3.49% and S = 1.1829). The crystal
structure of LaGa0.9Fe0.1O3- in the rhombohedral
high-temperature phase is shown in Fig. 2. Atomic
displacements of atoms are shown as an ellipse.
Especially, it is most likely that oxygen ions on the
vertex of [MO6] octahedron (M = Ga/Fe) expand
toward the nearest-neighbor oxygen ones.
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Fig. 1.

Rietveld refinement pattern of LGF at 380ºC.
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Fig. 2.
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Crystal structure of LGF at 380ºC.
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§1. Introduction
Since 1993 Versatile Neutron Diffractometer
(Vega) installed at the pulsed neutron source of
Neutron Science Laboratory (KENS) in High
Energy Accelerator Rersearch Organization (KEK)
has considerably contributed in physics, chemistry
and material science fields through the structure
analysis [1]. The structural investigations would
have mainly focused on crystal structure refinements
of powder samples by taking advantage of the
Rietveld method [2,3]. These days, the Ibaraki
Prefecture Materials Design Diffractometer has been
constructed in the J-PARC project, performing the
atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis and
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiment
in addition to the Rietveld analysis. For one of the
major reasons, recent material science will strongly
demand to get simultaneously more insight of the
crystal, short-range and nano-structures.
In this work, the fundamental development of the
PDF analysis system has been carried out using the
Vega. The goal of this work is to achieve the
Rietveld and PDF collaboration analysis from one
time-of-flight
neutron
powder
diffraction
(TOF-NPD) pattern.
§2. Rietveld–PDF collaboration analysis system
The TOF-NPD data are obtained by on-the-fly
time-focusing method [1,4]. The resolution of the
Vega, d/d, is 0.25% at a back-scattering detector
bank with 2 between 140 º and 175 º. The range
of d-spacing is covered up to 5 Å (~ 1.3 Å–1). The
TOF-NPD data can be utilized to refine the crystal
structure through the Rietveld analysis. On the
other hand, the PDF software, which derives S(Q),

G(r) and RDF(r) from the TOF-NPD data, has been
developed by IGOR Pro, version 5.0 (HULINKS
Corporation) on a Macintosh computer, where S(Q),
G(r) and RDF(r) are the normalized structure factor,
the reduced pair distribution function and the radial
distribution function, respectively. For this system,
we referred to data correction process for
background, absorption, multiple and incoherent
scattering on the HIT-II [5–7]. The RDF(r) is
derived from the Fourier transformation of the S(Q)
measured up to Q = 25 Å-1. Eventually, we can
compare the crystal structure with the short-range
one, as shown in Fig.1.

TOF–NPD data

Rietveld analysis

PDF analysis

Crystal structure

Short-range
structure

Real structure

Fig. 1.

Rietveld–PDF collaboration analysis system.

§3. Examples
3.1 NIST-Si
First of all, the developed PDF analysis system
was evaluated by measuring NIST-Si of which the
lattice parameter is guaranteed to be 5.43119 Å.
Figure 2 (a) shows a TOF-NPD pattern of NIST-Si
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collected on the Vega.
After correcting the
TOF-NPD data, the RDF(r) was derived from the
S(Q), as shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c). In frame (c),
the peak position for each correlation of Si–Si,
which was calculated from the known lattice
parameter and atomic coordinates, is indicated as a
vertical mark under the RDF(r). Even though
ripples slightly appear at short distances, the
coordination number was close to 4 in the nearest
neighbor distance.

was estimated as 6.04916(7) Å. As illustrated in
Fig. 3 (b), the number of the equivalent atomic sites
of Cu is 16, and occupy for each Cu-site is 0.25.
The peak positions of Cu–Cu correlations estimated
from the result of Rietveld analysis are demonstrated
in Fig. 3 (d), but the unrealistic correlation length (=
0.32 Å) is also displayed. Actually, in the RDF(r),
the Cu–Cu correlations are obviously converged at
around 4.3 Å. Furthermore, it seems that Cu ions
exist stably around I atoms in ~ 2.6 Å.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)
(d)

Fig. 2.

TOF-NPD pattern (a), S (Q ) (b) and RDF (r ) (c) of
NIST-Si. In frame (c), vertical marks below the
RDF indicate the peak position for each
correlation of Si–Si.

3.2 –CuI
CuI is a very famous material, because copper
ionic conductivity is considerably high above 400ºC
[8,9]. Figure 3 (a) shows a Rietveld refinement
pattern of –CuI at RT (Rwp = 3.23% and S = 1.5).
The crystal structure has F 43m space group
symmetry (cubic phase), and the lattice parameter
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Fig. 3.

Rietveld refinement pattern (a), crystal structure
(b), S(Q ) (c) and RDF(r ) (d) of -CuI. In frame
(d), vertical marks below the RDF indicate peak
positions for correlations of Cu–Cu, Cu–I and I–I
estimated from the result of Rietveld analysis.

3.3 –Ca2SiO4
It is well known that –Ca2SiO4 is a principal
component of cement. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the
crystal structure was refined on the basis of P21 /n

space group symmetry (monoclinic phase) [10,11].
The lattice parameters, a, b, c and were estimated
as 5.50842(6) Å, 6.75038(7) Å, 9.30618(10) Å and
94.5854(6) º (Rwp = 2.28% and S = 1.7). In this
structure, there are two different types of Ca sites;
Ca(1) and Ca(2), respectively. In our previous
work, it was found that the correlation length
distribution of Ca(1)–O is broader than that of
Ca(2)–O [11]. Especially, the existence of the
shortest Ca(1)–O correlation (~ 2.23 Å) was
suggested from the result of the Rietveld analysis.
Therefore, the Fourier transformation of S(Q) was
carried out to observe the shortest Ca(1)–O in
RDF(r).
Figure 4 (c) shows the RDF(r) of
–Ca2SiO4. We could confirm that the Ca–O
correlation distributes up to ~ 2.2 Å. In addition,
the number of oxygen atoms around Si was
estimated ~ 4 from the area of the first peak at
around 1.6 Å which corresponds to Si–O
correlations in a [SiO4] tetrahedron.
(a)

§4. Summary
In the present work, the back-scattering detector
bank on the Vega was utilized in order to collect the
TOF-NPD data with the high Q-resolution. This is
because it has been gradually recognized that to use
a high Q-resolution is really important to determine
the PDF over a large distance range [12].
Eventually, the fairly good RDF could be obtained
by the developed PDF analysis system.
Simultaneously, the Rietveld analysis was
performed using the same TOF-NPD data, and then
we could demonstrate how to check the structure
model from two points of view; crystal and
short-range structures.
Recently, in three-dimensional visualization of
the crystal and amorphous structures, two advanced
techniques have attracted much attention; the
Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) and the Reverse
Monte Carlo (RMC) method, respectively. These
analyses must be performed through the Rietveld
and PDF ones.
In the J-PARC project, the
MEM-RMC collaboration analysis method would be
a promising alternative to the Rietveld and PDF
methods, leading us to the more detailed and
valuable insight of structure for novel materials.
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Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 (BLT), which is currently used
as capacitor material in ferroelectric memory, has
high remanent polarization, Pr, low coercive field,
Ec, and good fatigue characteristics, and thus has
been the subject of intensive research[1]. However,
this material has problems with the degradation of
characteristics when formed into thin films for use
in memory. Kijima et al. reported results obtained
by the formation of a thin film using a sol-gel
solution produced by mixing in arbitrary ratios of
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 and Bi2SiO5 and then carrying out
heat treatment at high oxygen partial pressure[2].
We reported that effect of La substitution in BLT
was investigated by comparing its electrical
properties, using a bulk sample, the relation between
properties and crystal structure, as determined by
neutron diffraction analysis, was investigated. As a
result, Pr showed a maximum at x= 0.75. Ec showed
the same tendency of Pr, however, its change was
small. The dielectric constant also showed the same
tendency of Pr. Tc decreased with increasing La
substitution content. As a result of crystal structure
analysis, a rotation of TiO6 octahedra in the a-b
plane and a distortion of TiO6 octahedra in the a-c
plane moved the cell to a position of tetragonal
system with increasing La substitution content.
Polarization increased with the movement from the
position of ferroelectric phase to the position of
tetragonal system, and a suitable flatness of Ti-O 6
octahedra[3].
In this paper, we investigated the crystal
structure and ferroelectric performance of bulk
material obtained by mixing and sintering
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 and bismuth silicates, such as
Bi4Si3O12 or Bi2SiO5, for use as a novel ferroelectric
material for ferroelectric memory.
With regard to the synthesis of Si-substituted
BLT, Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 and Bi4Si3O12 (raw material
(I)) or Bi2SiO5 (raw material (II)) were used, and
wet-mixing was carried out at the prescribed ratio.
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After wet-mixing, the materials were heated for 2 h
at 1000°C in air. The sample was then molded into
pellets, and fired for 2 h at 1100°C in air. The
material was then ground, and reformed into pellets,
followed by heating for 1 h at 1025°C in air to
obtain sample (I) and sample (II). The resulting
material was identified as a structure whereby all of
the peaks, as determined by powder X-ray and
neutron
diffraction,
were
the
same
as
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12, and thus a single phase was
obtained. Moreover, the crystal structure was
determined by neutron powder diffraction using
VEGA of KEK. The data were refined via the
Rietveld technique using the Rietan 2001t
program[4].
The crystal growth was superior in the Si
substitution product relative to Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12
based on SEM observation of the surface
morphology. Based on P-E hysteresis loop
measurement, carried out in order to evaluate the
ferroelectric
characteristics,
revealed
an
improvement in ferroelectric characteristics,
whereby the remanent polarization, Pr, increased
with both of the Si substitution products (Bi, La)4(Ti,
Si)3O12 (I) and (Bi, La)4(Ti, Si)3O12 (II) relative to
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12, and the coercive field resistance,
Ec, decreased in (Bi, La)4(Ti, Si)3O12 (I). From the
temperature dependence of dielectric constant and
tan values, the Curie temperature Tc was 404°C for
Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12, 426°C for (Bi, La)4(Ti, Si)3O12 (I),
and 389°C for (Bi, La)4(Ti, Si)3O12 (II). The
dielectric constant for (Bi, La)4(Ti, Si)3O12 (I) was
higher than that of Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12. With regard to
tan values, there was no significant variation
among samples when compared near room
temperature.
In addition, as a result of structural analysis
using the powder neutron diffraction method, it was
postulated that in Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 (I), La was

substituted at the Bi sites, and that Si was present at
some of the sites. The best fitting was obtained
when investigations were carried out using a model
in which Si was present at the Ti2” site. It was
thus concluded that in Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 (I), Si was
substituted at the Ti2” site. These results indicate
that a new bulk ferroelectric material having high
novelty, due to its vastly superior crystal structure
characteristics, was obtained[5].
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The Ruddlesden-Popper-type Srn+1RunO3n+1
series show metallic properties, as well as exotic
superconductivity and spin/orbital order. Sr3Ru2O7
(Ru4+, 4d4) is essentially paramagnetic although
there is some controversy in the literature related to
the presence of ferromagnetic SrRuO3 and
Sr4Ru3O10 impurities. A metamagnetic transition is
observed at low temperatures in large magnetic
fields, indicating the presence of quantum criticality.
Another signature of this phase competition is found
in hydrostatic pressure experiments or Sr-site doping
by Ca of Sr3Ru2O7, which stabilizes the
antiferromagnetic (AFM) state. Here we report the
effects of the Mn substitution for Ru in Sr 3Ru2O7.
A metal-to-insulator transition is observed as the Mn
content increases. Neutron diffraction experiments
show that the low temperature insulating state is
associated with a peculiar antiferromagnetic spin
arrangement, which suggests some complex orbital
order.[1]
Single crystals of Sr3(Ru1-xMnx)2O7 (x=0, 0.005,
0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.10, and 0.20) were grown by a
floating zone method. The Mn composition x was
checked by inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
analysis. Resistivity measurements were carried
out by a standard four-probe method. While all the
samples show a metallic behavior at room
temperature, only the crystals with x<0.05 remain
metallic at low temperatures. We observed a clear
kink in the resistivity curves of the crystals with
x>=0.05, accompanied by an insulating behavior
below the temperature.
Importantly, for the
crystals with x>=0.05, a peak is observed in the heat
capacity in the vicinity of the resistivity jump
temperature.
The powder neutron diffraction patterns of the
compound with x=0.05 were collected using a
time-of-flight (TOF) diffractometer VEGA, KEK,
Japan. The single crystal was pulverized for this
purpose. The obtained powders were sealed with
helium gas in a vanadium cell with a diameter of 9.2
mm. TOF diffraction patterns for a wide d-range
(1~20Å) were obtained at a 30-degree scattering
bank to detect magnetic reflections.
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Fig. 1 Upper panel: intensity of the (1/4,1/4,0) and
(1/4,3/4,0) magnetic peaks observed in the neutron
diffraction pattern, as shown in the inset. Lower panel:
tetragonal a- and c-axis lattice parameters obtained from
x-ray diffraction.

As shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3, the
magnetic peaks corresponding to antiferromagnetic
ordering show up below the metal-to-insulator
transition temperature. Interestingly, the indices of
the magnetic reflections imply a complex spin
structure with the magnetic wave vector of (1/4 1/4
0), suggesting some long-range order in t2g orbital
sector. Furthermore, synchrotron x-ray diffraction
measurements on BL-1A at KEK-PF show that
around the same temperature the c-axis lattice
parameter decreases, as seen in the lower panel of
Fig. 3. This indicates that the RuO 6 octahedra are
compressed along the c-axis, in a Jahn-Teller like
fashion, or that the buckling occurs. The results
illustrate how the impurity doping (replacing only a
few percents of Ru) allows the phase control of the
multicritical layered ruthenates.
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There were many reports on the substitution of
high-Tc
Fe for Cu in the Ba2YCu3O6+
superconductor to investigate the behavior of the
magnetic
Fe
elements
in
the
high-Tc
superconductors. These reports show that the
T c,
superconducting
transition
temperature,
decreases drastically with increasing the substituted
Fe content. The neutron powder diffraction study
for the Fe-substituted Ba2YCu3O6+ indicates that the
Fe atoms, which are substituted for the Cu atoms in
the
superconducting
CuO2
sheets,
affect
superconductivity [1].
Recently, we have
discovered superconductivity around 50 K in the
compound
Fe-heavily-substituted FeSr2YCu2O
with the Ba2YCu3O6+ -type structure, when it is
properly annealed in N2 atmosphere and
subsequently in O2 atmosphere under ambient and
high pressure [2]. The neutron diffraction study
shows that the N2-annealing causes atomic ordering
of Cu and Fe to prevent the substitution of Fe for Cu
on the superconducting CuO2 sheets, and that the
O2-annealing supplies carriers on the CuO2 sheets to
exhibit superconductivity. We have analyzed the
crystal structure of FeSr2YCu2O6+ during the
N2-annealing by in-situ high-temperature neutron
powder diffraction measurements to understand the
mechanism of the atomic ordering of Cu and Fe.
The samples were prepared by the solid-state
reaction of stoichiometric mixture of Fe2O3, SrCO3,
Y2O3 and CuO powders. The mixture was calcined
at 900 oC for 24 h in air, and sintered at 1000 oC for
24 h in air. The neutron powder diffraction data
for FeSr2YCu2O6+ were taken with the Sirius

diffractometer at KENS. The intensity data were
collected by 90o detector bank at 300, 500, 600, 650,
700, 750, 800 oC and room temperature in N2.

Fig. 1. Crystal structures of FeSr2YCu2O6+ with (a)
tetragonal cell (P4/mmm) and (b) orthorhombic cell
(Ima2).

The crystal structure of FeSr2YCu2O6+ was
refined using the Rietveld analysis program
RIETAN-TN on the basis of the tetragonal
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Ba2YCu3O6+�-type structure model (space group
P4/mmm)
[3]
and
the
orthorhombic
CoSr2YCu2O7-type structure model (space group
Ima2) [4]. The crystal structures are shown in Fig.
1. In the present refinement, four sites were
assigned for Cu and Fe: 1a site for Cu(1) and Fe(1),
and 2g site for Cu(2) and Fe(2) in P4/mmm; 4b site
for Cu(1) and Fe(1), and 8c site for Cu(2) and Fe(2)
in Ima2 [5].

Fig. 2. Change of (a) the lattice parameters, a, b and c, the
occupation factors of Cu at the Cu(1) and Cu(2) sites, gCu(1) and
gCu(2), and the oxygen content, 6+�, and (b) the selected
interatomic distances along the annealing process in N2. The
lattice parameters of the orthorhombic cell were converted to
those corresponding the tetragonal cell.

Fig. 2 shows that the lattice parameters, a, b and
c, oxygen content, 6+�, and interatomic distances
are strongly correlative to the annealing process in
N2. As temperature increases, all lattice parameters
increase and the crystal structure transforms from
the tetragonal structure to the orthorhombic structure
at 750 oC. The refinements of the occupation
factors, gCu(1) and gCu(2), show that the atomic
ordering of Cu and Fe has been already almost
completed at 300 oC.
However, the atomic
ordering degenerates when temperature returned
from 500 oC to room temperature.
The oxygen content, 6+�, decreases during the
annealing process to decrease the occupation factor
of oxygen at the O(1) site.
The atomic
displacement at the O(1) site also becomes
extremely large between 650 oC and 700 oC.
Therefore, these indicate that the transformation
begins from the FeO6 octahedron to the FeO4
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tetrahedron since the oxygen deficiency in the FeO6
octahedron increases with increasing temperature.
The atomic ordering of Cu and Fe is promoted by
the formation of the FeO4 tetrahedron since Cu can
be not substitute for Fe in the FeO4 tetrahedron.
The arrangement of the FeO4 tetrahedron begins
from 750 oC, and it causes the formation of
orthorhombic superstructure with the unit cell of 2c
x √2a x √2a as compared with tetragonal structure
with the unit cell of a x a x c. The temperature
above 750 oC fixes the superstructure due to forming
the arrangement of the FeO4 tetrahedron. Since the
superstructure remains until temperature returns
from 800 oC to room temperature, the phase
transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic structure
is irreversible.
Fig. 2 (b) shows that the Sr–O(1) and
Cu(2)–O(2) distances are much more influenced by
the N2-annealing than other distances. Decreasing
the oxygen content strongly affects the interatomic
distances around the O(1) atom, especially the
Sr–O(1) distance, and also influences the valence of
the Cu(2) atom. Therefore, decreasing the valence
of the Cu(2) atom causes increasing the Cu(2)–O(2)
distance. Although the change of all distances is
continuous in the region between 300 oC and 700 oC,
the change of the distances around the Fe(1) and
O(1) is discontinuous when the crystal structure
transforms from tetragonal to orthorhombic structure.
This is correlated with the irreversible transition
from tetragonal to orthorhombic structure.
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The Y2C3 compound exhibits superconductivity
around 6-11.5 K [1]. The Tc value is strongly
dependent on the synthesizing conditions.
Recently, there were the reports [2,3] that Tc could
be increased to 18 K by the synthesis at higher
pressure than that of the previous reports [1]. In
spite of simple binary system, Y2C3 has the wide
range of Tc between 6 K and 18 K. We have
performed the neutron powder diffraction study to
investigate the detailed crystal structure of this
compound with different Tc [4].
The samples were synthesized at ultra high
pressure of 3.5-5.0 GPa and at high temperature of
1400-1600 oC for 30 minutes. Neutron powder
diffraction data for two samples with Tc of 14.9 K
and 9.1 K, which are called as the high-Tc and
low-Tc samples, respectively, were taken with the
VEGA diffractometer at KENS.

occupancy.
This indicates that the present
compounds have the stoichiometric composition of
Y2C3. While the lattice parameter, a, does not
change between both samples, the interatomic
distances change, except for Y-Y* along the [111]
direction. The Dl/l value of Y-Y* is much lower
than other rates, and is almost the same as that of the
lattice parameter, a. This suggests that the size of
the unit cell depends on Y-Y*. The C-C distance is
shorter than the other distances, and changes
significantly between both samples, compared with
the other distances. There is possibility of strong
correlation between superconductivity and the C-C
distance. The YC2 superconductor with the C-C
bond also exists in the Y-C system. This suggests
that the C-C bond is characteristic of the structure of
the superconductors in the Y-C system.
Table 1. Selected interatomic distances, l, and the rate of change
of the distances between both samples, Dl/l. For comparison,
the lattice parameter, a, is also listed.

Fig. 1.

Crystal structure of Y2C3 (cubic, I-43d, Z = 8).

The structure of the samples was refined using
the Rietveld refinement program RIETAN-TN on
the basis of the Pu2C3-type structure model (see Fig.
1). This model is supported by very low R factors
(high-Tc sample: Rwp = 3.37%, S = 1.11, low-Tc
sample: Rwp = 3.10%, S = 1.26). Table 1 shows the
selected interatomic distances, l.
According to the refinements of the occupation
factors at all sites, we have obtained the full

Y–C
Y–C

high-Tc
0.2510(1)
0.2641(2)

low-Tc
0.2507(1)
0.2647(2)

Dl/l
1.20 x 10-3
-2.27 x 10-3

Y–C
Y–Y
Y–Y*
C–C
a

0.2810(1)
0.3391(2)
0.35668(1)
0.1298(4)
0.82372(3)

0.2806(1)
0.3395(1)
0.35669(1)
0.1290(4)
0.82374(3)

1.43 x 10
-3
-1.18 x 10
-5
-2.80 x 10
-3
6.20 x 10
-5
-2.43 x 10

-3
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temperature. High resolution neutron powder

Introduction
Neutron diffraction can directly determine

diffraction data were collected at room

hydrogen atomic positions in metal hydrides.

temperature (RT) on a time-of-flight (TOF)

Using neutron powder diffraction, Nakamura

neutron diffractometer, Sirius2), at Neutron

et al. showed that Ti-Mn-V bcc solid solution

Science Laboratory (KENS) of High Energy

alloys exhibit two hydride phases with

Accelerator Research Organization (KEK).

1)

NaCl-type and CaF2-type structure and the

For

crystal structure changes from bcc to

deuterides were used instead of hydrides

CaF2-type with increasing hydrogen content.

because of the large incoherent scattering

From the result of Rietveld refinement, the D

cross section of H.

neutron

diffraction

experiments,

atoms occupy the octahedral (O) sites in the
NaCl-type phase and the T sites in the
CaF2-type one. In this study we will focus on
the

crystal

structure

absorption-desorption

during
process

Result and discussion
In Ti0.45Cr0.35Mo0.20D1.9, all reflections in

hydrogen

X-ray and neutron diffraction data could be

of

indexed with a CaF2-type structure model.

the

Ti-Cr-Mo bcc solid-solution alloy. We have

No

investigated the crystal structure and the

indicating that transition metals, Ti, Cr and

hydrogen

hydrogen

Mo, are not ordered in the long-range scale.

absorption-desorption process using XRD

Then, in the Rietveld refinement, Ti, Cr and

and neutron powder diffraction.

Mo were assumed to be located at the 4a site

occupation

site

in

superlattice

reflection

is

observed,

(hereafter M site) with the ratio of 0.45 :
Experiment
The
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samples,

0.35 : 0.20. D atoms were found to be located
Ti0.45Cr0.35Mo0.20D1.9,

were

at the tetrahedral site. Figure 1 shows the

investigated by neutron diffraction at room

Rietveld refinement pattern of neutron

powder

diffraction

data

for

Ti0.45Cr0.35Mo0.20D1.9 sample.
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Table 1, D atoms occupy the tetrahedral site
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Fig. 1

Rietveld refinement pattern of Ti0.45Cr0.35Mo0.20D1.9.

Table 1 Refined structure parameters of the Ti0.45Cr0.35Mo0.20D1.9 phase: space group Fm-3m. B
is the isotropic displacement parameter and g is the occupation factor of each site.

Atom Site
M

4a

D

8c

g

x

y

z

B(10-2nm2)

1.0

0

0

0

0.50(2)

0.95(1) 1/4 1/4 1/4

Rwp = 2.74, Rp = 2.36, S = 1.66.

1.01(1)

Lattice parameter a = 0.432153(3) nm.
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Concrete is an important building material
because of its relatively high compressive strength,
durability and low cost.
Tricalcium silicate
(Ca3SiO5) is a principal component of cement.
Therefore, it is expected that the properties of
concrete strongly depend on those of the hydrated
Ca3SiO5.
Although extensive studies of the
hydrated Ca3SiO5 have been performed, it seems that
the detailed mechanism for the early hydration
process is still controversial. In this work, we have
studied the early hydration process of Ca3SiO5 using
time-of-flight (TOF) quasi-elastic neutron scattering
(QENS) and TOF small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) experiments [1].
The polycrystalline sample of Ca3SiO5, made in
Taiheiyo Consultant Co., Ltd., was hydrated with
light water (H2O) in air. The H2 O to Ca3SiO5 mass
ratio (H2 O/Ca3SiO5) was fixed at 0.5.
The
TOF-QENS experiments were carried out at RT (~
23ºC) on the LAM-80ET installed at KEK-KENS.
The TOF-SANS data at RT were collected on the
SWAN at KEK-KENS [2].
In analyses of the QENS data, the signals of the
bound water (BW) and the free water (FW) in the
total spectrum were separated, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1. Eventually, the ratio of the signal from
the BW to the total signal (BW+FW) was calculated.
Figure 1 shows the degree of hydration as a function
of reaction time, t. The result indicates that the
consumption of FW can be estimated to be more
than 30% after about 15 h of hydration, and then the
hydration rate decreases obviously.
Figure 2 shows SANS spectra of the hydrated
Ca3SiO5 with H2 O after 1, 5, 10, 14 and 25 h of
hydration. The slope of the SANS curve at low
Q-regions is lowest at early hydration times.
However, it is worth noting that the SANS spectrum
does not change appreciably after 14 h of reaction.
In order to quantify the slope of the SANS curve, all
SANS spectra were analyzed by the following
equation: I(Q) = CQ– + BG, that is, the slope of the
SANS curve is directly reflected in the -value.
The
-value deviates from –4 and rises
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monotonically with increasing t in the early
hydration period, while it seems that the -value
maintains a constant value after 15 h of reaction [1].
From this result, we point out that the change of
-value represents the variation of the surface
roughness arising from the formation of hydration
products, as suggested by J. J. Thomas et al. [3].
However, more detailed investigations are necessary
to evaluate exactly the -value.

Fig. 1.

Time dependence of hydration rate for the
hydrated Ca3SiO5.

Fig. 2.

SANS spectra of the hydrated Ca3SiO 5.
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Dilute magnetic semiconductor has been focused
on as a new class of devices that show special
properties such as spin transistor, magnetic random
access memory, optical isolator and magnetic
sensor[1,2]. Especially, Mn doped GaN has been
studied because of its high Curie temperature above
room temperature (300~940K)[3,4]. They have
been synthesized by thin film method; molecular
beam epitaxy and ion implantation.
We
synthesized Mn doped GaN powder by gel
nitridation. In this method, a metal-citrate gel is
nitrided in ammonia flowing.
Although the
product showed no apparent ferromagnetic behavior,
ferromagnetic slope change around 150~180K and
negative Weiss temperatute were observed. In this
experiment, (Ga,Mn)N powder by gel nitridation
was studied by neutron diffraction and its structure
at low temperature was studied. By gel nitridation,
oxygen derived from precursor can be incorporated
into the product and affect physical properties.
Oxygen incorporation into the product was also
studied.
The metal-citrate gel from gallium nitrate and
manganese nitrate in the molar ration of 0.95:0.05
was fired in ammonia flowing at 850°C. Neutron
diffraction measurements were performed by VEGA
at KENS at 12~300K.
There was no apparent difference in patterns
between 12K and 300K. All patterns could be
refined by a hexagonal lattice isostructural with GaN.
Both a and c lattice parameters linearly decreased
with decreasing temperature and showed a slight
slope change around 180K as shown in Fig. 1. It
corresponded to the magnetic measurement.
Oxygen and nitrogen content was determined to be
0.3 and 0.7, respectively. Much amount of oxygen
was incorporated into the product shown as Ga(O,N).
To check a presence of long-range order due to
oxygen-nitrogen or gallium-manganese order in the
structure, the pattern in high d region was
investigated by 30° bank data. There was no
apparent peak corresponding to a superstructure.

In another measurement for short range order, a
manganese-oxygen cluster in Ga(O,N) structure has
been proposed. Both manganese oxide Mn2O3 and
MnO have antiferomagnetic property. In magnetic
measurement, both ferromagnetic slope change
around 150~180K and negative Weiss temperature
were observed. Mn might occupy the site in both
manganese-oxygen cluster with antiferromagnetic
property and Ga(O,N) with ferromagnetic property.
Small size of manganese-oxygen cluster and a small
amount of Mn distribution into Ga(O,N) make it
difficult to observe the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic behavior in neutron diffraction.
(Ga,Mn)N by gel nitridation showed different
anion composition and properties from (Ga,Mn)N
by thin film method.

Fig. 1

Temperature dependence of lattice parameters
a and c for (Ga,Mn)N by gel nitridation.
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Introduction
The suppression of superconductivity by Pr ions
in a family of cuprate superconductors, particularly
the absence of superconductivity in PrBa2Cu3Oy
has attracted much attention in the field of high-Tc
superconductivity. [1]. It is believed that the
hybridization of Pr 4f electrons and O 2p orbitals in
the CuO2 conduction plane play an important role to
suppression of superconductivity
Since Sr doping at Ba site will lead to the
increase of the Pr-O bond length and modify the
distribution of oxygen in the CuO plane, the
clarification of correlation between crystal structure
and physical properties in Pr(Ba, Sr)2Cu3Oy is
relevant
to
understand
the
absence
of
superconductivity in the PrBa2Cu3Oy.
Experimental
Polycrystalline samples of Pr(Ba1-xSrx)2Cu3Oy，(x
= 0～0.5) were prepared by the solid state reaction
method which is described in detail elsewhere [2].
Neutron diffraction data at room temperature were
taken on the high-resolution TOF neutron powder
diffractometer VEGA at KENS. The data were
1.0

analyzed and the structure parameters were refined
with the RIETAN program [3] The electrical
resistivity (t) of the samples was measured using
the four probe method. The dc magnetization was
measured in the temperature range 3-303 K using a
physical property measurement system PPMS
(Quantum Design) under the magnetic field of 1T.
Results and Discussion
Though the crystal structure of PrBa2Cu3Oy is
known as orthorhombic with space group Pmmm,
the orthorhombicity (b-a)/(b+a) decreases from
9 10-3 (x = 0) to 1 10-3 (x = 0.5) with increasing Sr
concentration x, and the structure becomes nearly
tetragonal at x = 0.3. In relation to this, the oxygen
occupation factors gO(4) of (0, 1/2, 0) site and gO(5) of
(1/2, 0, 0) site are changed as shown in Fig.1. The
disorder of O(4) and O(5) site is observed above x =
0.3. The gradual increase of distance between Pr
ion and CuO2 plane with x is also confirmed.

gO(4)

0.8

gO(5)

gO(4) and gO(5)

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0
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x

0.3

0.4

0.5

Fig. 1 Occupation factors of oxygen at (0, 1/2, 0)
site (O(4)) and (1/2, 0, 0) site (O(5))
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Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the
electrical resistivity

Fig. 3 Néel temperature as a function of Sr
content x

Figures 2 and 3 show the temperature
dependence of the electrical resistivity and Néel
These results
temperature TN,, respectively.
indicate that the hybridization and thus TN increase
with x below 0.3. In contrast, the TN and electrical
resistivity decrease in x > 0.3 because the
randomness introduced by Sr substitution and slight
increase of Pr-O length reduce the hybridization
between Pr 4f and O2p orbitals.
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Iron Carbide Fe3C (called ”cementite”) is an
important phase for engineering steels.1) The amount
and shape of cementite determine mechanical and
thermal properties of the steels. Cementite is also
suggested as the major phase in the inner core of the
centre of the earth. However, since the cementite
single phase specimen was so difficult to prepare, its
physical properties have not been examined well.
Ones usually used the extracted cementite from
pearlite steel, or used cementite in pearlite steel as
the secondary phase.
Recently, the preparation of cementite bulky
specimen has been performed by using plasma
sintering with mechanical milling.2) The lattice
parameters of pure cementite and Mn-alloyed
cementite were determined with the Rietveld
analysis for diffraction profiles obtained by a neutron
powder diffractometer on heating from RT to 673 K.
Subject points of this study are neutron diffraction
with time-of-flight (TOF) method during heating for
lower temperatures, to clarify effect of Curie
temperature, TC, measurement was conducted using
bulky sintered sample and effect of Mn addition on
thermal expansion behavior of cementite is also
investigated.
Bulky samples of stoichiometrical cementite and
Mn-alloyed one were prepared by plasma sintering
from mechanically milled powders of Fe, Mn and
graphite. The details of specimen preparation have
been reported in ref. 2). The neutron powder
diffraction experiments were conducted at a time of
flight (TOF) neutron diffractometer Vega3) installed
at the pulsed spallation neutron facility KENS, High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK).
Coarse powder samples with diameters of about 2-3
mm were filled in vanadium cans and powder
diffraction spectra were firstly measured to
determine the crystallographic structure of cementite.
The vanadium cans filled with the samples were
subsequently set at the center of furnace which was
placed at the sample position of Vega. Diffraction
patterns were collected at back-scattering bank (2 =
140-175º). At first, the samples were measured at RT
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and then were heated in a step-by-step manner up to
673K. The diffraction pattern at each temperature
was measured for about 5.4-10.8ks.

Fig. 1. Neutron powder diffraction and Rietveld
refinement patterns for (a) stoichiometrical and (b)
Mn-alloyed cementites measured at RT. Observed
intensity data are shown by crosses, and solid line
overlying them is the calculated intensity. Markers below
the patterns indicate positions of possible Bragg
reflections. Differences between the observed and
calculated intensities are plotted at the bottom.

Fig. 2. Crystallographic structure of cementite refined by
the Rietveld refinements.

Figure 1 shows diffraction patterns observed for
stoichiometrical and Mn-alloyed cementites. Besides
cementite with space group of Pnma,  Fe and
magnetite were also used as crystal structure models

Table 1 Crystallographic parameters refined from the
Rietveld refinements
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4.53
4.52
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this study :
a
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in the Rietveld analyzes. It is seen in Fig. 1 that, the
residuals between the measured patterns and the
Rietveld calculated patterns showed mostly straight
lines, showing good reliability of the Rietveld
analyzes. The refined crystal structure and
parameters for cementite are shown in Fig. 2 and
Table 1. Lattice parameters or unit cell volume of
Mn alloyed cementite are smaller than
stoichiometrical one due to the smaller atomic radius
of Mn. The Rietveld refinements showed low R
values not only due to adapting crystal structure
models besides cementite, but also due to adapting a
simple magnetic structure to the cementite with the
magnetic moment of Fe atoms parallel to b axis. The
mass fractions of cementite in stoichiometrical
sample and in Mn alloyed one are 91.6(4) % and
95.5(4) % respectively, showing that Mn addition
may stabilize the cementite structure.

6.72

5.07
273

373

473

Temperature / K

573

673

Fig. 4 Lattice parameters as a function of temperature

Figure 3 shows neutron diffraction pattern as a
function of temperature for the stoichiometrical
cementite sample. Similar results were also obtained
for the Mn alloyed cementite sample. There are no
intensity changes and no new reflections appeared in
Fig.3. There results show that during heating for
RT-673K, there are no phase transformation and only
little mass fraction change. Lattice parameters
changes during heating are plotted in Fig. 4. The
lattice parameters do not continuously increase with
increasing temperature. Inclination of lattice
parameter change for the stoichiometrical sample
occurs at a knick point of about 490 K. The
phenomena appear more significantly at a and c axes.
Meanwhile, the TC of the cementite is known to be
about 480 K, and it is very close to the knick point.
The knick point may have strong correlation to the
TC. The knick point of Mn alloyed one appears at a
lower temperature, showing that Mn addition may
decrease TC. It is shown in Fig. 4, knick points are
not clearly observed in the results obtained by Stuart
and Ridley4). This is may be due to a fact that they
used cementite samples extracted from pearlitic
100
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400
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Thermal expansion coefficient,  × 10 / K
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 -Fe
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black : Hartmann et al. (X-ray)
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blue : Mn-alloyed cementite
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323

Fig. 3 Neutron diffraction pattern as a function of
temperature for the stoichiometrical cementite sample.
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Fig. 5 Linear thermal expansion behavior as a function of
temperature for the stoichimetrical and Mn alloyed
cementite.
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Fe1 of stoichiometrical cementite
Fe2 of stoichiometrical cementite
Fe1 of Mn-alloyed cementite
Fe2 of Mn-alloyed cementite
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Fig. 6 Magnetic moments of Fe atoms in cementites as a
function of temperature

steels, which may contain many impurities.
Figure 5 shows coefficients of linear thermal
expansion for both samples, obtained by normalizing
to the lattice parameters at RT and the temperature
intervals. It is shown in Fig. 5, the coefficients for
temperatures lower than TC are small but those for
temperatures higher than TC are large to be similar to
the coefficients of Fe. The coefficients of cementite
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are the lowest near TC. Moreover, those for a axes
show minus values. These results are in good
agreement with those obtained by Hartmann et al.5).
Figure 6 shows changes of magnetic moments of Fe
atoms in cementites with temperature. It is shown
that the magnetic moments rapidly decrease with
increasing temperature up to TC, and then slowly.
The results may have very strong correlations with
the thermal expansion behaviors of cementites. That
is, the magneto striction below TC are large
depressing the lattice expansion during heating. It
seems the magneto striction is significant in the axes
perpendicular to the magnetic moment.
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Introduction
Fig. 1 exhibits the tensile strength of wires as a
function of true strain given by cold drawing [1]. As
is found, the strengthening rate with respect to given
strain is larger in pearlite steel than in ferrite steel in
the beginning. Furthermore, the strength of pearlite
increases very drastically beyond a true strain of 3.0.
It has been reported that the dissolution of cementite
starts to occur at higher strains larger than
approximately 3.0 [2-6]. When cementite is detected
by neutron diffraction, the flow stress of pearlite is
attributed to higher stress loading in cementite; the
ferrite matrix is plastically deformed to hold lower
stress. Such stress partitioning behavior is dependent
on morphology and volume fraction of cementite,
which can be investigated by using in situ neutron
diffraction during deformation [7-9]. From such
experiments, the maximum stress that cementite
plates can hold is estimated to be approximately
5GPa which agrees well with the compressive
strength observed in bulk cementite made by
plasma-sintering for mechanically milled powders
[10]. After cementite is mostly dissolved, the
strength of a wire with 4GPa class is achieved by the
strength of ferrite itself showing the nonlinear elasitc
stress versus strain behavior at higher stresses [11].
From an engineering point of view, the delamination
has to be overcome when a wire is strengthened
[12-13]. The mechanism and suppression method of
the delamination is unclear and the influence of
cementite dissolution has been suspected [14]. In
this study, an angler dispersion (AD) method and a
time of flight (TOF) method of neutron diffraction
were used for drawn pearlite specimens as well as
martensite specimens in which carbon atoms exist in
the lattice interstitially.
Experimental
The chemical compositions of a steel used in this
investigation are shown in Table 1. Hot-rolled round
bars with 1.5mm in diameter are patented through an

industrial process to obtain fully pearlitic structure.
The bars were then cold-drawn to 0.20mm in
diameter, i.e., true strain of 4.0. Some bars with
1.5mm were austenitized at 1173K followed by
quenching into water. Neutron diffraction
measurements were performed with powder
diffractometers, VEGA, at KENS/KEK by the TOF
method.

Fig. 1 Tensile strength of steel wire as a function of true
strain given by cold drawing (after Tashiro[1]).
Table 1. Chemical compositions of a pearltitic steel used (mass%)
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Al

N

0.88

0.16

0.51

0.009

0.005

0.03

0.001

0.0029

Results
If cementite plates disappear in a pearlite steel,
one may suspect the similarity to martensite. Then,
the as-quenched marensite was prepared from the
patented 1.5mm bars. As shown in Fig. 2, the
microstructure consists of martensite and the
retained austenite. The as-quenched martensite is
typical bct martensite with the c/a of approximately
1.04 which agrees with the reference datum in the
textbook [15].
The detailed comparison between as-patented
pearlite, drawn wire and martensite is presented in
Fig. 3 (a part of Fig. 2 is magnified). The profile for
the drawn pearlite is much different from that for
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martensite. When the c/a was estimated from curve
fitting, the c/a is less than 1.01 meaning that most of
carbon atoms do not exist inside the ferrite lattice.
According to the empirical equation by Roberts [16],
the carbon concentration in the ferrite matrix in the
drawn wire (0.2 mm diameter) is estimated to be
0.1-0.2 mass% from the c/a determined, which is the
same with the result reported by Taniyama et al.
used synchrotron X-ray [6]. It is, however,
speculated the influence of residual stress
distribution must be overlapped in the relevant
diffraction profiles. In fact, Shiota et al. have found
the appearance of asymmetrical diffraction profile
by the AD method in a heavily drawn ferrite steel
wire as well as in a pearlite steel wire [17]. The
ferrite steel wire examined was almost carbon free
and residual intergranular stresses were observed, so
that there remains a possibility that inhomogeneous
plastic flow brings the asymmetry in diffraction
profile bringing the confusion of precise
determination of c/a caused by solute carbon atoms.

pearlite specimens were annealed, the c/a changed
as shown in Fig. 5. The c/a decreases rapidly with
increasing the tempering temperature in martensite
while small change is observed in drawn pearlite.
The residual intergranular stress has been found to
be relaxed when annealed at a temperature above
700K [7]. Hence, it is not clear the real reason for
the decrease in c/a with annealing is attributed to
carbide precipitation or the relief of residual
intergranular stress in case of drawn pearlite.

Fig. 4 Change in diffraction profiles with tempering for
martensite.

Fig. 2 Neutron diffraction profiles for as-patented , drawn
by true strain of 4.0 and as-quenched
specimens.
Fig. 5 The c/a ratio determined from diffraction profiles as
a function of tempering or annealing
temperature.

Fig. 3 Comparison of diffraction profiles from as-patented
pearlite, drawn pearlite and as-quenched
martensite

Fig. 4 presents the influence of tempering on the
profile shape for martensite. As is seen, the the c/a
of tetoragonality decreases with tempering, which is
also consistent with the textbook. When, the drawn
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Conclusion
Neutron diffraction profiles were analyzed under
the assumption of body centered tetoragonal crystal
with unknown c/a ratio. It is found that the c/a of
martensite changes with tempering showing good
agreements with references and that small value of
c/a was determined for a heavily drawn pearlite wire
indicating a little concentration of carbon within the
ferrite lattice. Moreover, the influence of
heterogeneous plastic deformation leading to the
residual stress distribution is suggested to affect the
c/a so that the convert from c/a to solute carbon
concentration may have some uncertainty.
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Introduction
In a pearlitic steel, phase and intergranular
stresses are yielded due to inhomogeneous plastic
flow between ferrite and cementite and among
differently oriented ferrite blocks, respectively. Such
internal stresses must be dependent on
microstructural factors. In previous studies, we have
reported the influences of cementite volume fraction,
morphology and texture with drawing on stress
partitioning behavior by using neutron diffraction
techniques [1-4]. In this study, we examined the
effect of lamellar spacing on stress partitioning
behavior during tensile deformation by means of in
situ neutron diffraction.
Experimental Procedure
The chemical compositions of a steel used are
0.801C-0.01Mn-0.01Si-0.01P-0.01S in mass%.
Specimens were austenitised at 1173K followed by
holding at 673K (specimen A), 748K (B), or 823K
(C) for 3.6 ks to complete isothermal transformation
from austenite to pearlite. The average lamellar
spacing (S0) determined from SEM micrograph are
68nm(A), 71nm(B) and 101nm(C).
Cylindrical tensile specimens with 3mm in
diameter and 32mm in gauge length were machined.
In situ neutron diffraction experiments during tensile
test were performed by using a high resolution
powder diffractometer (Sirius) at KEK. The applied
load was kept constant during the measurement.
Peak shifts of ferrite and cementite diffractions with
tensile straining were converted to elastic strains
(εhkl) by
d d0
(1)
 hkl  hkl 0 hkl
d hkl
where dhkl and d0hkl refer to (hkl) spacing, and
reference spacing (stress-free spacing), respectively.
Strains were measured both along the axial and
transverse directions using 90 banks.
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Results and Discussion
The overall diffraction profile for the pearlitic
steel obtained by a time-of-flight (TOF) neutron
diffraction is shown in Fig. 1. Although the intensity
of cementite peaks is weak compared with those of
ferrite, the peak position can be will determined. Fig.
2 shows the change in ferrite 110 diffraction profile
with the applied stress. As seen, the peaks shift
towards wider lattice spacing with increasing of the
applied stress. The increasing rate becomes of
negligible order at above 800MPa that is close to the
0.2% proof stress, suggesting that stress in the ferrite
matrix hardly changes with increasing of the applied
stress.

Fig. 1 Diffraction profile obtained by the TOF method.

Fig. 2 Change in ferrite (110) diffraction profiles in the
axial direction with the applied stress obtained.

Elastic phase strains measured parallel to the
applied stress, as determined by the Rietveld
refinement, are plotted as a function of the applied
stress in Fig. 3. Both ferrite and cementite strains in
the axial direction increase with increasing of the
applied stress linearly in the beginning. After the
onset of plastic flow, i.e., yielding, lattice plane
strain in ferrite hardly changes or slightly decreases
with increasing of the applied stress. On the other
hand, lattice plane strain in cementite increases
greatly with increasing of the applied stress after the
yielding. These results show good agreements with
the predictions by a simple two-phase material
model; the strong cementite bears higher stress after
the yielding, resulting in high work-hardening of the
pearlite steel. As seen in Fig. 3, the elastic strain in
the ferrite matrix after the onset of plastic flow is
increased with decreasing of S0.
Fig. 4 shows the residual lattice plane strain in
the axial direction versus macroscopic plastic strain
in ferrite and cementite for specimen A and C. The
plots represent the residual lattice strain measured
after unloading. As seen, cementite holds tensile
strain while ferrite compressive. The absolute value

for cementite is nearly 6 times larger than that for
ferrite. This must stem from stress balance between
cementite and ferrite, where the volume fraction of
cementite is approximately 12.3%. To be noted here
is that the residual strain is influenced by S0,
corresponding to load sharing in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Residual lattice strain as a function of
macroscopic plastic strain.

It is claimed that the use of Rietveld refinement
for overall diffraction profiles is of use in Fig. 3.
However, the elastic strains of individual hkl planes
are influenced by elastic anisotropy of individual
grain. Hence, single peak fitting was employed here
to determine the elastic strains for individual
diffraction planes. The details in the curve fitting
procedure were already reported; a convolution
curve consisting of three functions were used [5].
The residual lattice strains observed in the
individual hkl ferrite matrix after unloading from a
tensile strain of 5.0% are shown in Fig. 4, as a
function of the elastic anisotropy factor (Ahkl) [6].
Here, the elastic anisotropy factor is given by
( h2 k 2 h 2l 2 k 2 l 2 )
(2)
Ahkl 
( h2  k2  l 2 ) 2
The strain obtained using the Rietveld refinement
is plotted at Ahkl = 0.2 [7]. As is seen in Fig. 4, the
residual lattice strains are all compressive in the
axial direction while all tensile in the transverse
direction. It is again noted that the influence of S0 on
the residual block strain is found from comparison
between specimens A and C.

Fig. 3 Change in lattice plane strain during tensile
deformation; (a) ferrite, (b) cementite.
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spacing where the degree of stress partitioning
becomes larger with decreasing of the spacing.

Fig. 5 Residual stress in the ferrite matrix as a
function of elastic anisotropy factor (Ahkl).

Conclusions
The effect of lamellar spacing on the stress
partitioning during tensile deformation in a pearlite
steel was investigated. The followings are
conclusions obtained.
1. The absolute value of phase stress is
increased with decreasing of lamellar spacing.
2. The block stress is also affected by lamellar
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1. Introduction
TRIP-DP(Transformation Induced Plasticity-Dual
Phase) steels are characterized by their excellent
strength-ductility combination and favorable
response to high-speed deformation, and hence
expected to be used in the automobile industry. The
strain-induced martensitc transformation of the
retained austenite contributes to such mechanical
properties, but transformation behavior under
loading has not been made clear. Tomota et al. have
claimed that the enhancement of uniform elongation
by TRIP is caused mainly by the second phase
hardening not by the transformation strain [1].
In this study, we examined the stress partitioning
and strain-induced martensitc transformation
behavior during tensile deformation in a TRIP-DP
steel by means of in situ neutron diffraction.
2. Experimental procedures
A commercially produced TRIP-DP steel (590T)
was used in this investigation. The chemical
composition of the steel is 0.19C-1.58Mn-1.29Si0.10P-0.010S in mass%. The steel consists of the
retained austenite, ferrite and bainite. The tensile
properties and volume fraction of the retained
austenite are tabulated in Table 1.

spacing of (hkl) crystal planes with respect to the
applied stress. The lattice plane spacing was
determined for individual diffraction peaks by the
single peak fitting, the details of which were
reported [2]; a convolution curve consisting of three
functions were used. Assuming the stress free lattice
spacing, d0hkl, the lattice plane strain, εhkl, can be
calculated from dhkl commonly measured as the
center of corresponding diffraction peak according
to Eq.(1).
d d 0
(1)
 hkl  hkl 0 hkl
d hkl
3. Results and Discussion
An example of diffraction obtaineed by a
time-of-flight (TOF) neutron diffraction is shown in
Fig. 2. Diffractions from ferrite, bainite and
stress-induced martensite are overlapped each other
and hardly distinguished. So the peak center for a
combined profile from ferrite, bainite and martensite
was determined to evaluate lattice plane strain in the
matrix.

Table 1 Tensile properties and volume faction of the retained
austenite of the steel used.
0.2%
Proof
stress(MPa)

380

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

626

Uniform
elongation
(%)

24.2

Total
elongation
(%)

37.7

Vol.frac.of
austenite
(%)

7.02

In situ neutron diffraction experiment during
stepwise tensile test was performed by using a high
resolution powder diffractometer (Sirius) at KEK.
The sharp and dimensions of the specimen used are
plate with 1.4mm in thickness, 5mm in width and
32mm in gauge length. Lattice strains in crystalline
materials are determined by the precise
measurement of the deviation of lattice plane

Fig.1. Diffraction profile obtained by the TOF method

Fig. 2 shows the change in relative diffraction
intensity of austenite and ferrite as a function of the
applied stress. These changes are caused not only by
the stress-induced martensitc transformation but also
grain rotation with slip deformation. As seen, the
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intensities of (110) and (200) ferrite increase with
increasing of the applied stress. The intensity change
becomes obvious after 360MPa which is indicated
by a dash line labeled P1 in Fig.2, suggesting the
onset of plastic flow in the ferrite matrix. This stress
is a lower than 0.2% proof stress listed in Table 1.
On the other hand, the intensities of (200) and (111)
austenite decrease with increasing of the applied
stress after 360MPa. The decrease must be ascribed
of the stress-induced transformation. Therefore, the
onset stress for stress-induced transformation
labeled by P2 is consistent with P1
The change in (111) and (200) austenite lattice
plane spacings was measured along the longitudinal
direction with respect to the applied stress, and that
was converted to strain by Eq. (1). The results are
depicted in Fig.3 (a). Both (111) and (200) austenite
lattice plane strains increase with increasing of the
applied stress linearly below approximately 360MPa
that is corresponding to yielding indicated by P1.
Here, P1, is almost identical with P2 determined in
Fig. 2. This correspondence indicates that, the
trigger of yielding is stress-induced transformation.
After the yielding, the lattice plane strain (111) and
(200) in austenite increase rapidly in Fig. 3(a).
Contrary to this, the (110) and (200) lattice plane
strain in ferrite decrease after P1 in (b). The present
results reveal that the retained austenite is stronger
than the ferrite matrix, i.e., the austenite grains play
as the harder phase grains. This is consistent with
the conclusion obtained in our previous work with
the angler dispersion method [1]. After P2, another
kink is observed in (a); the increasing rate of lattice
plane spacing with the applied stress changes at P3.
In the regime from P2 to P3, the internal stress in
austenite is increased leading to the onset of plastic
flow or stress-induced martensitc transformation.

Fig.3. Change in lattice plane strain .during tensile deformation:
(a) austenite; (b) ferrite

Thus after P3, plastic flow is believed to occur
almost equally amng the constituents.
Conclusions
Tensile behavior of a TRIP-DP steel was studied
by in situ neutron diffraction experiment. The
followings are conclusions obtained;
1. Martensite is stress-induced during tensile
deformation. The onset of transformation is
speculated to be the trigger of plastic flow in the
ferrite matrix.
2. High carbon bearing retained austenite is
plastically harder than the ferrite matrix.
References
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Fig.2. Change in diffraction intensity with tensile staining.
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1. Introduction
The austempered ductile cast iron (ADI) exhibits
the most excellent balance of strength and toughness
in the various kinds of cast irons. The ADI is
produced by the isothermal transformation from
austenite to bainite. Because high Si concentration
in the ADI prevents the formation of cementite
(Fe3C), a large amount of austenite is retained, to
bring high ductility and toughness. The deformation
and/or transformation behavior of the retained
austenite upon loading is however not made clear
sufficiently. Hence, in this study, stress-induced
martensitic transformation of the retained austenite
and deformation behaviors of constituent phases, i.e.,
ferrite, austenite and graphite are firstly examined
by using in situ neutron diffraction during tensile
testing.
2. Experimental procedures
The chemical compositions of a steel used are
3.5C-2.7Si-0.3Mn in mass%. The cast ingot was
for 1h and then austempered
austenitized at 900
for 3ks followed by water quenching.
at 310
Cylindrical tensile specimens with 3mm in diameter
and 28mm in gauge length were machined. In situ
neutron diffraction experiment during tensile test
was performed by using a high resolution powder
diffractometer (SIRIUS) with a time of flight (TOF)
method at KENS/KEK. The applied load was kept
constant during the diffraction measurement. Peak
shifts of ferrite and austenite, graphite reflections
with tensile straining were converted to lattice plane
(elastic) strain, ε hkl by eq. (1),
d d0
(1)
 hkl  hkl 0 hkl
d hkl
where dhkl and d 0hkl refer to (hkl) spacing and
reference spacing (stress-free spacing), respectively.
Strains were determined both along the axial and the
transverse directions using two 90° detector banks.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Microstructures and mechanical properties
The microstructure observations with a light
microscope reveal that the ADI consists of ferrite,
bainite, graphite and the retained austenite. The
results of the conventional tensile test indicate that
the 0.2% proof stress, tensile strength, and uniform
elongation are 940MPa, 1380MPa and 4.9%,
respectively. The results of micro-Vickers hardness
tests performed aiming at the inside of ferrite,
austenite, and graphite grains were 450HV, 510HV
and 80HV, respectively. It should be noted that the
hardness of austenite seems to be higher than the
ferrite matrix although the hardness indent was not
exactly limited inside the austenite grains.
Diffraction profiles
The overall diffraction profile obtained is shown
in Fig. 1. The reflections from ferrite, austenite and
graphite are observed. In particular, the (002)
graphite peak is clearly detected.

Fig. 1 Neutron diffraction profile obtained before loading.

3.2 Elastic strains of constituent phases under the
the applied stress
Figure 2 shows the lattice plane strains in the
constituents as a function of the applied stress,
where YS in the figure means 0.2% proof stress. The
lattice plane strain of graphite is extremely small
compared with those from the other two phases,
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indicating that graphite bears little stress even upon
loading.
The lattice plane strains of ferrite (110) and
austenite (111) are very similar in the elastic as well
as the plastic deformation regimes. The strain
increases linearly before YS and deviates from the
line lower side after YS with increasing of the
applied stress. On the other hand, the strains of
ferrite (200) and austenite (200) are similar and
deviated higher side after YS. These results suggest
that the [200] oriented family grains are harder than
[110] oriented ones commonly for the ferrite matrix
and the retained austenite and that the flow stress of
these two constituents are nearly identical. The
strains in graphite after YS become almost zero
suggesting the graphite would fracture easily.

Fig. 3 Changes in lattice plane strain of ferrite with the applied
stress; (a) axial, (b) transverse direction.
Table 1

Diffraction elastic moduli, E and

α (110)
α(200)
α(211)
γ(111)
γ(200)
γ(220)
γ(311)
Fig. 2 Changes in lattice plane strains of the constituent phases
with the applied stress.

3.3 Intergranular strains in ferrite and austenite
under the applied stress
Fig. 3 shows the (hkl) lattice plane strains in the
ferrite matrix as a function of the applied stress. As
seen in (a), the strains in the axial direction increases
linearly with the applied stress in the beginning. The
slope, i.e., the diffraction Young modulus, is
dependent on (hkl) measured, which is tabulated in
Table 1. Although the deviation from the linear line
after YS is subtle, the (200) strain looks to move
upper side while the (110) lower side, meaning that
the former is harder than the latter for plastic flow.
Fig. 3(b) shows the lattice plane strain observed in
the transverse direction. In the elastic regime, the
strain decreases linearly with the applied stress and
then the Poisson's ratio can be determined from the
slope that is tabulated in Table 1, in which the
values in brackets are after the Kroner model for
single phase polycrystal free from texture. As seen,
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E (GPa)
209 [226]
146 [173]
203 [226]
217 [248)
149 [149]
196 [213]
178 [184]

ν
0.28 [0.28]
0.33 [0.33]
0.29 [0.28]
0.23 [0.23]
0.26 [0.34]
0.27 [0.28]
0.28 [0.31]

ferrite: austenite
values in [ ] are estimated
ones by Kroner model for single phase polycrystal.

the measured values are commonly lower than the
calculated ones, indicating the influence of graphite.
After YS, the deviation from the linear line is
obviously found in (200) strain. Although the data at
higher stresses are helpful to study the plastic
deformation behavior, the present specimen is brittle
so that the test was stopped at a low stress. The data
after fracture will be shown later. The change in
austenite volume fraction in Fig. 2 was little, i.e., 5 10% of the retained austenite was transformed to
martensite.
Figure 4 shows the lattice plane strains in the
austenite as a function of the applied stress. The
overall behaviors are quite similar to those observed
for ferrite in Fig. 3. The diffraction Young modulus
and Poisson’s ratio determined in the elastic
deformation regime are tabulated in Table 1. The
trends of the lattice plane strain after YS are also
similar to those in the ferrite matrix in Fig. 3. That is,
the intergranular stresses are apparently found but

the difference between ferrite and austenite is not
large. When examined in details, the deviation from
the linear relation between the (hkl) lattice plane
strain vs. the applied stress is remarkably observed
in the retained austenite as is found in Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 5 Residual lattice plane strains measured by neutron
diffraction after tensile deformation.

Fig. 4 Changes in lattice plane strain in the retained austenite
with the applied stress; (a) the axial and (b) the
transverse direction.

3.4 Residual lattice plane strains in ferrite and
austenite after tensile fracture
The stress partitioning, i.e., phase stresses,
between ferrite and austenite is not clearly found in
Figs. 3 and 4. When a higher tensile stress is applied,
a specimen fractured in a quasi-brittle manner. Then,
the lattice plane strains generated by uniform plastic
elongation were examined by using the fractured
specimen. That is, the residual phase and
intergranular strains were determined by comparison
between before and after fracture. The results are
presented in Fig. 5.
As is observed in Fig. 5, the compressive strains
remain in the ferrite while tensile in austenite in the
axial direction. In the transverse direction, strains in
ferrite are commonly tensile showing the reverse
features in the results in the axial direction. However,
the austenite strains in the transverse direction are a
little complicated. The (111) strains show
compressive while the other (200), (220) and (311)
tensile. The overall trend indicates that the austenite
is stronger than the ferrite matrix.

4. Conclusions
Tensile deformation behavior of ADI was studied
by In situ neutron diffraction. The followings
include concluding remarks:
1) The stress partitioning among the constituents are
clearly found, where graphite bears very little
stress even after yielding.
2) The diffraction elastic moduli are dependent on
(hkl) adopted but not so different between ferrite
and austenite. Young modulus is smaller than the
prediction from the Kroner model for single phase
alloy. This is because Young modulus of graphite
is extremely small.
3) The onset of plastic flow in ferrite and austenite
are nearly the same, meaning that the yield
strengths of both phase are similar.
4) When the residual intergranular stresses are
measured
after
fracture
(larger
plastic
deformation), it is found the austenite is a little
stronger than ferrite.
5) The change in volume fraction of the retained
austenite is small during uniform plastic
deformation. So, the martensitic transformation
must take place obviously during tensile fracture.
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Introduction
The work-hardening of
pearlite has been
revealed to stem mainly from the load shearing
between the ferrite matrix and cementite plates by
recent studies with in situ neutron diffraction during
tensile deformation [1-3]. On the other hand,
cementite plates are dissolved into the ferrite matrix
with sever drawing and the drawn wire shows
nonlinear elastic deformation behavior at the
external stresses above 3GPa, where the ferrite
matrix itself is strengthened [4]. Since the previous
in situ neutron diffraction measurements were
performed by the angler dispersion (AD) method for
(110) planes along the tensile direction, much has
been remained unclear. Hence, diffractions from
several (hkl) planes both in the tensile and the
transverse directions were observed with the time of
flight (TOF) method in this study. The influence of
annealing to work-hardening mechanism was also
examined.

Fig.1 Schematic illustration of in situ neutron diffraction
during tensile loading.

Experimental procedures
The chemical compositions of a steel used in this
investigation are shown in Table 1. Hot-rolled round
bars with 1.5mm in diameter were patented through
an industrial process to obtain fully pearlitic
structure. The bars were then cold-drawn to 0.20mm
in diameter, i.e., true strain of 4.0. Tensile behavior
of the drawn pearlite steel wire was investigated by
the in situ neutron diffraction during tensile loading.
The schematic illustration of the measurement with
the TOF method is presented in Fig 1. A pulsed
neutron beam generated from a spallation source is
diffracted by an overall portion of a tensile specimen
under the applied stress. The diffracted beams are
monitored at the two 90-degree detector banks,
which provide the lattice plane strains in the axial
and the transverse direction. The lattice plane
spacing was determined by a single peak fitting
method and then the lattice plane strains were

Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows diffraction profiles obtained in
the axial and the transverse direction. As seen,
cementite peaks are not detected. Because the strong
<110> fiber texture is evolved along the drawing,
i.e., axial direction, diffraction intensity except
ferrite (110) is extremely weak. Here, the peak
positions of (110), (211), and (220) ferrite
reflections in the axial direction were determined,
while (110), (200), (211) and (220) in the transverse
direction.
Figure 3 shows the shift of (110) diffraction
profiles with tensile loading in both of the axial and
transverse directions.
The lattice plane strains are plotted as a function
of the applied stress in Fig. 4. As is consistent with
the previous results by the AD method [4], nonlinear
elastic deformation behavior is observed above the
external stress of 3GPa. When diffraction Young
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calculated taking the spacing before loading as the
initial gauge length.
Table 1 Chemical compositions of a steel used (mass%).
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Al

N

0.88

0.16

0.51

0.009

0.005

0.03

0.001

0.0029

-3

20x10

(110)
(200)

15

(211)

Axial direction : 

(220)

Lattice plane strain

modulus is calculated from the beginning regime
below 2.5GPa, 237 and 214 GPa were obtained for
(110) and (220), respectively, which should be the
same.
In Fig. 5, the (110) lattice plane strain in the
transverse direction is compared with a single Fe
crystal. As can be seen, the present wire with a
strong <110> fiber texture is found to behave nearly
like the single crystal. To be noted here is that the
Poisson’s ratio is strongly dependent on [hkl]: to be
noted here is that the value with respect to [110] is
very small.
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Fig.4 Lattice strains as a function of the tensile stress.

Fig. 5 Features of elastic response in the transverse
direction for the [110] oriented single crystal and
the present result.
Fig.2 Diffraction profiles obtained: (a) the axial and (b)
the transverse direction.
(110) at transverse direction

2500MPa
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Intensity / count

Intensity / count

(110) at axial direction

2500MPa
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Fig.3 Shift of diffraction profiles with tensile loading: (a)
the axial and (b) the longitudinal direction.
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LiFePO4 (triphylite) and LiMnPO4 (lithiophilite)
form a solid solution series isomorphous with olivine,
with an orthorhombic unit cell and space group Pnma
(see Fig. 1). This class of compounds, particularly
LiFePO4, has been the subject of intensive research
over the past four years. The low cost, nontoxicity,
superb thermal stability, and the position of the
Fe3+/Fe2+ redox couple at 3.4 V vs. Li/Li+, make
LiFePO4 the most likely candidate for use in a
rechargeable lithium battery electrode designed for
large-scale applications such as electric/hybrid
vehicles and load leveling systems. The position of
the Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couple in the olivine framework
has been reported as 4.1 V vs. Li/Li+. However,
despite the higher voltage, the current durability in
LixMnPO4 is many orders of magnitude inferior to
that of LixFePO4, and the effective energy density of
LiMnPO4 has turned out to be much smaller than that
of LixFePO4.
One of the key aspects of this important class of
materials is that major structural anomalies, such as
anisotropic deformation, significant loss of
long-range order, and local phase segregation, have
been exclusively detected in the Mn3+ phases. This is
reasonable, as Mn3+ is a typical Jahn-Teller ion, and
indicates the importance of acquiring various
essential data from the (MnyFe1-y)PO4 solid solution.
However, previous studies have been limited to
structural analysis of the minerals (heterosite: y ~ 1/3,
purpurite: y ~ 2/3), and usually present the specific
manganese content of samples which contain
structural disorder and impurities due to their natural
origin.
A series of synthetic heterosite-purpurite,
(MnyFe1-y)PO4 (y<0.8), with negligible disorder and
impurities was obtained by chemical oxidation of the
well-crystallized isotypic tryphillite-lithiophilite
series, Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4 (ordered olivine structure,
space group Pnma). Comparative magnetic and
X-ray/neutron powder diffraction investigations of
the two solid-solution lines were performed as a
function of Mn content to increase understanding of
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the electrochemical activity loss of Mn3+/Mn2+ in the
Lix(MnyFe1-y)PO4 electrode system. Introducing Mn
ions into the 4c site did not cause significant change
in the local geometry of M2+O6, and PO4 polyhedra,
while the M3+O6 octahedra became severely distorted
with an increase in the number of Jahn-Teller (JT)
active Mn3+ ions. The edge-sharing geometry of
M3+O6 and PO4 polyhedra fixed the shared O3’-O3’
inter-atomic distance, causing selective strong
elongation of the M3+-O3’ distance with small
shrinkage of other M3+-O1, M3+-O2, and M3+-O3
bond lengths. The overall distortion of the MO6
octahedra with M = Mn3+ was much larger than the
corresponding change in the unit-cell orthorombicity
and significantly increased asymmetry in the M-O-M
superexchange interaction. All samples exhibited
antiferromagnetism; however, the trivalent series had
more than a seven-fold larger decrease in Neel
temperature TN (ca. 130 K at y = 0 to ca. 50 K at y =
0.8) compared to the divalent series (ca. 52 K at y =
0 to ca. 35 K at y =1) as a function of Mn content y.

Fig. 1 Rietveld refinement pattern of the X-ray and
neutron diffraction data for Li(Mn0.6Fe0.4)PO4 at
room temperature.

Atom
Li
Fe,Mn
P
O1
O2
O3

Site
4a
4c
4c
4c
4c
8d

g
1
1
1
1
1
1

x
y
0
0
0.28195(8) 0.25
0.0936(1)
0.25
0.0965(4)
0.25
0.4559(4)
0.25
0.1630(2) 0.0493(4)

z
0
0.9731(2)
0.4131(3)
0.7395(7)
0.2117(7)
0.2900(4)

B (Å)
1.0
0.6
0.6
1.0
1.0
1.0

PO4 Tetrahedra

(a)

O3’

a=10.4031(1) Å, b=6.06424(8) Å, c=4.72377(7) Å
Rwp=7.28, Rp=5.16, S=Rwp/Rp=1.3589, RI=1.83, RF=0.94
Atom
Li
Fe,Mn
P
O1
O2
O3

Site
4a
4c
4c
4c
4c
8d

g
1
1
1
1
1
1

x
y
0
0
0.2834(6)
0.25
0.0934(2)
0.25
0.0970(1)
0.25
0.4567(1)
0.25
0.1632(1) 0.0479(2)

z
0
0.967(1)
0.4131(3)
0.7356(4)
0.2083(4)
0.2799(3)

a=10.3983(1) Å, b=6.0625(7) Å, c=4.72324(6) Å
Rwp=2.60, Rp=2.21, S= Rwp/ Rp=1.2610, RI=1.00, RF=0.52

Table 1. Rietveld refinement results for
Li(Mn0.6Fe0.4)PO4 with X-ray and Neutron diffraction
data.

M-O3



O3
Fe

B (Å)
1.1(1)
0.5(1)
0.34(3)
0.38(3)
0.50(3)
0.46(2)

c

(b)

b

M-O3’

O1

O2
O3

O3’

unit cell

Fig. 3 (a) Local networking geometry of the
equatorial O3(2)-M-O3’(2) plane in MO6 octahedra
and three PO4 tetrahedra in LiMPO4 in projection
perpendicular to he plane. (b) Edge-sheared
networking geometry of MO6 octahedra in LiMPO4
in projection along [100]. The shared oxygen is O3
for one octahedron but is O3’ for the other
octahedron. The bond lengths M-O3 and M-O3’ and
the bond angle
related to the neighboring
superexchange interaction J1 are denoted.
O1

Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4
y=0

O3
O3’
O3

y=1

O3’

(Mn yFe1-y)PO 4

O2

y=0

M-O1
M-O2
M-O3
M-O3'

1.6

1.8

y=0.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

M-O distance /Å

Fig. 4 Interatomic bond lengths obtained by Rietveld
refinement for LiFePO4, FePO4, LiMnPO4, and
(Mn0.8Fe0.2)PO4. The M-O3 and M-O3’ bond lengths
are related to the superexchange interaction and are
connected by dashed lines to show the significant
change in asymmetry.

Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the inverse
magnetic susceptibility (zero field cooling) for (a)
Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4 and (b) (MnyFe1-y)PO4
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State of the art of LiFePO4 technology for
lithium battery cathode is already in the commercial
development not only as a main electrode material
but
also
as
an
additive
for
an
overcharge/overdischarge protection and/or safety
buffer. A key feature of the LixFePO4 cathode is its
extremely flat charge/discharge profile at 3.4V
versus Li+/Li. Conventional belief based on the
Gibbs phase rule was that the reaction proceeds
varying the FePO4/LiFePO4 ratio throughout the
range of x in LixFePO4. However, carrier (mobile
electron or hole) densities in the monovalent
stoichiometric end members should be negligible and
this evidently accounts for the very low electronic
conductivity of < 10-9 S/cm in LiFePO4. To
overcome this problem, Chung et al. attempted lowlevel doping with aliovalent ions (e.g., Mg2+, Al3+,
Ti4+, Zr4+, Nb5+) into Li 4a site and reported that the
electronic conductivity increased by a factor greater
than 108. by introducing p-type and n-type
conductivity at the fully discharged and charged state,
respectively. However, debate exists concerning
whether the observed increase in electronic
conductivity is a true lattice doping effect or is due to
the surface conducting percolation.
In this work, we took a closer look at the phase
change of LixFePO4 at room temperature to
determine if the creation of charge career is
spontaneous
during
the
electrochemical
charge/discharge process (i.e., does lithium or
lithium defect function as a carrier-doping impurity).
As in many binary systems, thermodynamics
suggests there are two solid solution regions outside
the miscibility gap at finite temperatures. This is
typically seen in spinodal decomposition in binary
liquid systems with an inverse-parabolic phase
boundary in the temperature - composition diagram.
For intercalation solid electrode materials, this
behavior was intensively studied in the 1980s. Onset
temperature of the miscibility gap varies from ca.
270 K for metallic Cheverel LixMo6Se8 (0 < x < 1) to
ca. 1200 K for insulating NASICON-type
Na1+xTi2(PO4)3 (0 < x < 2). Analogous to these
compounds, the intermediate phase in the LixFePO4
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cathode at room temperature may be described as the
mixture of the Li FePO4 and Li1_ FePO4 phases with
the two monophase regions, 0 < x < and 1_ < x <
1.

Fig. 1 Rietveld refinement pattern of the neutron
diffraction data measured for Li0.5 FePO4, at room
temperature. The observed intensity data are shown
by dots, and the solid line overlying them is the
intensity calculated using RIETAN software. Vertical
markers below the diffraction patterns indicate
positions of possible Bragg reflections. Differences
between observed and calculated intensities are
plotted in the same scale.
Here we show the first direct evidence for
partial lithium occupancy and partial lithium defect
in the 4a site in the two separated phases in LixFePO4
at room temperature. Time of flight (TOF) neutron
powder diffraction data were obtained for FePO4,
Li0.5FePO4, and LiFePO4 at room temperature, and
the results of Rietveld refinement for Li0.5FePO4 are
summarized in Fig. 1 and Table 1 Both FePO4 and
LiFePO4 were refined to stoichiometric compositions
with ideal atomic distributions under the space group
Pnma and excellent agreement with the previous
report. For a two-phase analysis of Li0.5FePO4, all of
the refined orthorhombic lattice constants in each
phase had values intermediate between those of
stoichiometric FePO4 and LiFePO4, with a systematic
deviation direction. These values agree well with our

recent X-ray diffraction results and are known to be
independent of x in the wide range of x in LixFePO4.
Therefore, the neutron diffraction profile for
Li0.5FePO4 does represent the crystallographic nature
inside the miscibility gap. The best fit was realized
by setting partial lithium occupancy
= 0.05 and
lithium defect = 0.11 in each phase. They are much
larger than the values indirectly estimated from the
deviation of orthorhombic lattice constants, ’ = 0.03
and ’ =0.04, implying Vegard’s low is not valid for
regular solution systems involving strong interaction
between atoms.

Table 1. Rietveld refinement results for Li0.5
FePO4 with neutron diffraction data. Data for the
sample with nominal composition Li0.5FePO4 were
analyzed as a mixture of Li FePO4 (47.7 %) and Li1FePO4 (52.3 %). Values of and obtained from
the refined occupation numbers of the Li 4a site ( =
0.07, = 0.10) were larger than those estimated by
the lattice constants with Vegard’s law ( ’ = 0.03, ’
= 0.04). Different values of
and
might have
result in changes in the mole fraction of each phase,
instead of equal amounts of the two phases; all of the
numerical values are self-consistent.
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Recently two research groups independently
discovered a new ferroelectric barium titanate
BaTi2O5. The crystal structure of the BaTi2O5 has
been investigated by some researchers. Here we
report a neutron powder diffraction study of the
BaTi2O5.
The BaTi2O5 pellets were melted and solidified
by an arc-melting method. Polycrystalline BaTi2O5
was obtained and then crushed into powders. The
powder was isostatically pressed into a rod and
heat-treated at 1100 oC for 12 hours in air. The rod
of 6 mm in diameter was used for the diffraction
experiment with the VEGA diffractometer at the
KENS, KEK, Japan. The experimental data were
analyzed by Rietveld method. A computer program
RIETAN-TN was used for calculations [1].

Fig. 1

Rietveld pattern of the barium titanate
BaTi2O5.
The existing phase was identified to be the
monoclinic C2 symmetry [2,3]. Figure 1 shows the
Rietveld pattern of the monoclinic C2 BaTi2O5.
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Calculated profile agreed well with the observed
intensity. Table 1 shows the refined crystallographic
parameters in the Rietveld analysis. Most of refined
parameters in the present study agreed with those in
the single-crystal X-ray analysis [2].
Table 1. Crystallographic parameters and reliability
factors of the barium titanate BaTi2O5.
Atom
x
y
z
B / Å2
Ba1 0.3693(3) -0.00011 0.0172(6) 0.29(7)
Ba2
0.0
0.500(6)
1/2
=
B(Ba1)
Ti1 0.0404(5) 0.029(6) 0.2102(9) 0.26(7)
Ti2 0.2050(5) 0.018(6) 0.3705(8)
=
B(Ti1)
Ti3 0.3333(4) 0.502(6) 0.3052(8)
=
B(Ti1)
O1
0.0362(3) 0.534(4) 0.2082(6) 0.26(2)
O2
0.1081(3) 0.025(4) 0.4281(6) = B(O1)
O3
0.1533(3) -0.003(5) 0.1851(6) = B(O1)
O4
0.1751(3) 0.516(5) 0.6623(5) = B(O1)
O5
0.2356(3) 0.508(5) 0.3954(6) = B(O1)
O6
0.2882(3) 0.482(5) 0.1245(6) = B(O1)
O7
0.4418(3) 0.522(5) 0.2857(6) = B(O1)
O8
0.0
0.015(6)
0.0
= B(O1)
Space
group:
C2,
Unit-cell
parameters:
a=16.8928(2), b=3.93150(4), c=9.4054(4) Å,
= =90 deg., =103.105(1) deg.; Rwp=2.12 %,
Goodness of fig = 1.48, RI=2.43 %, RF=1.42 %.
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Residual strain in practical composite Nb3Sn
wires generates serious problems in development
and application of theses wires. The reason is high
sensitivity of the technologically important critical
parameters such as critical current density Jc, upper
critical field Bc2 and critical temperature Tc with
residual strain [1]. Generally, residual strains of the
practical Nb3Sn wires are about 0.2-0.4 % and these
values produce a decrease of the critical current
densities.
We found that the repeated bending loads at
room temperature can reduce the residual strain and,
hence, can drastically improve the critical current
density [2]. This phenomena is called “pre-bending”
effect. In order to understand the mechanism of the
pre-bending treatment, we tried to measure the
residual strains for the practical Nb3Sn composite
wires by the neutron diffraction at room and low
temperatures.
Samples are high strength Nb3Sn composite
wires with and without pre-bending treatments. The
specifications and the cross sectional view of the
sample used in this study are shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 1, respectively. The pre-bending treatment was
applied using 10 pulleys with a bending strain of
0.8 %. For the neutron diffraction measurement, the
wire was cut into 100 short pieces with 10 mm in

length and stacked parallel into a cubic shape with
10 mm on the side. The neutron diffraction
measurements were conducted at a time of flight
(TOF) neutron diffractometer Sirius. Obtained data
were compared with the X-ray diffraction data of the
Nb3Sn filaments. This allowed calculation of the
residual strain. Filaments were extracted from the
same wire by acid etching.
Figure 2 shows the axial tensile strain
dependence of critical current Ic at 14.5T and 4.2 K.
The tensile strain dependence of Ic is changed
drastically, after the pre-bending treatment. The
peak shifts to a lower tensile strain value and the
maximum Ic enhances after the pre-bending
treatment. In is suggested that the peak shift is due
to the reduction of the axial residual strain but the
increase of the Ic maximum may arise from the
change of the transverse strain. It means that not
only the longitudinal but also transverse residual
strains of the Nb3Sn are changed by the pre-bending
treatment, and both influence Jc. Please note that the
behavior of Ic is equivalent with that of Jc for the
same wire architecture, qualitatively.
Figures 3 and 4 summarize the diffraction results
for the composite wires with and without
pre-bending treatment. From measurements at 7K,
we found that for the pre-bending with 0.8 % strain
the axial (longitudinal) residual strain was reduced
Table 1. Specification of the Nb3Sn wires.

Fig. 1

Cross sectional image of the Nb3Sn wire.
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Fig. 2 Axial tensile strain dependence of Ic at 4.2 K and
14.5 T

by about 0.2% and the lateral (transverse) strain
increased by about 0.03 %. The residual strain
change behavior measured at 7 K and room
temperature was similar. It is considered that both of
the axial and lateral strains influence the
superconducting properties via deviatric strain.
According to the deviatric strain model proposed by
ten Haken [3], the maximum of the axial strain
dependence of the superconducting parameters is
obtained at the strain where the deviatric strain is
minimum. The minimum value of the deviatric
strain is dependent on the wire architecture and the
elastic-plastic deformation properties of the
composed materials. Hence, the improvement of the
axial strain dependent Ic properties as shown in Fig.
2 can be qualitatively described by the reduction of
the deviatric strain. Consequently, the next step
would be measurement of the in-situ strain under
tensile deformations. These measurements are
expected to give rise to the extra necessary data for a
better understanding of the Jc-improvement vs. strain.
Since the variation of Jc with pre-bending is closely
related to the general mechanism of the Jc strain
dependence in the composite superconducting wires,
we believe that the proposed study is of high
interest; it is important not only from fundamental,
but also a practical point of view targeting
superconducting applications such as ITER and
NMR.
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Metal hydrides are regarded as one of key
materials for hydrogen storing technology.
Hydrogen absorbing and desorbing properties of
metal hydrides are closely related to the crystal
structure, particularly hydrogen occupation in the
interstitial sites. Hydrogen site occupation, the
positions and the occupancies, can be directly
determined only by neutron diffraction. In particular,
in situ neutron powder diffraction is a powerful
technique to investigate hydrogen (i.e., deuterium)
occupation in various hydriding states. This kind of
measurements needs a special setting, particularly
for the sample holder. It needs to be pressurized by
deuterium (D2) gas, and connected to the Sieverts
apparatus when diffraction data is collected along
the P-C (Pressure-Composition) isotherms. It is of
critical importance that the diffraction from the
holder itself does not disturb the diffraction from the
sample, but in real it is difficult to achieve. Recently,
we demonstrated measurements of LaNi4.9Al0.1Dx
along the desorption P-C isotherm using a newly
designed sample holder for 90° banks of a TOF
diffractometer [1]. From the obtained data variation
in hydrogen occupancy of each site during
desorption were successfully analyzed.
In this study, we have investigated hydrogen
occupation in LaNi4.78Sn0.22Dx during both
absorption and desorption by in situ neutron powder
diffraction along the P-C isotherms. Dependence of
hydrogen occupation on hydriding state was
analyzed for the hydride-phase region and the
two-phase region.
LaNi4.78Sn0.22 alloy was prepared by arc melting
high purity metals (i.e., 99.8%La, 99.99%Ni, and
99.95%Sn) at the Materials Preparation Center,
Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University (USA).
These ingots were annealed at 1223K for ~100h in a
purified Ar atmosphere.
6.00 g of the sample powder ranging between 20
- 200 mesh was put into a sample holder specially

fabricated for in situ neutron diffraction
measurements
[1],
mainly
comprising
a
stainless-steel tube with 10-mm outer diameter and
0.3-mm wall thickness. The sample was activated by
evacuating at 353 K for 1 h, pressurizing with D2
gas up to 1.0 MPa at 298 K, and then dehydrided by
evacuation at 353K. The sample holder was set on
the diffractometer and connected with a Sieverts
apparatus. Absorption and desorption reaction with
D2 gas was conducted along the P-C isotherms at
room temperature controlled at ~295K. Hydrogen
content of the sample was calculated by the
volumetric method. The obtained hydrogen content
for the full-hydride (a7 in Fig. 1) was 1.02 D/M =
6.12 D/f.u. (f.u.: formula unit, D/f.u. =
D/[LaNi4.78Sn0.22])
Neutron powder diffraction data was collected in
a TOF (time of flight) diffractometer (Sirius, KENS)
using two 90° detector banks. A cadmium mask
with 3-mm-wide beam windows was used to
eliminate diffraction caused by stainless steel from
the sample holder. Weak diffraction of γ-Fe was
still observed, but we could analyze the data taking
the γ-Fe phase into the model as the second or the
third phase. The observed intensity of the γ-Fe
corresponds to 0.4–1.3% of the sample in mass
fraction.
Diffraction data was collected at seven states
(a1-a7) in absorption and seven states in desorption
(d1-d7) on the P-C isotherm at ~295K indicated in
Fig. 1. The P-C isotherm was measured directly
using a Sieverts apparatus. The obtained diffraction
profiles indicate that the states a5-a7 and d1-d3 are
in the single hydride-phase region. The states a2-a4
and d4-d7 are in the two-phase region, where the
solid solution phase and the hydride phase coexist.
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The Rietveld refinement program for TOF
neutron diffraction, RIETAN-TN [2-4], was used to
analyze the diffraction data. That program employs
a combination of exponential and Gaussian
functions for expressing the peak profile.
Coefficients of the functions contain primary profile
parameters, each of which is a function of spacing d.
Selected diffraction peaks were fit using ‘primary
profile parameter relaxation method’ [3,4] without
the d-dependence of the primary profile parameters.

Diffraction data measured in the two-phase
region was analyzed with a model containing both
the hydride phase and the solid solution phase. The
same structural model with the P6mm symmetry
was used for the hydride phase. Analysis of the solid
solution phase elucidated a structural model in a
P6/mmm symmetry, which was reported for
LaNi5Dx (x=0.1, 0.4) [6] with two hydrogen sites, 3f
(1/2, 0, 0) and 6m (x, 2x, 1/2). An example of the
refined pattern is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.1 P-C isotherm of LaNi4.78Sn0.22 in D2
simultaneously measured with in situ neutron
powder diffraction. a1–a7 (absorption) and d1–d8
(desorption) indicate the states where diffraction
data were collected.

Fig. 3 Rietveld refinement of the in situ neutron
powder diffraction pattern for LaNi4.78Sn0.22D2.7 (d6)
in the two-phase region. Tick marks: the hydride
phase (upper), the solid solution phase (middle), the
g-Fe (bottom). Rwp = 3.15%, Rp = 2.53%, RI
(hydride) = 1.31%, RI (solid solution) = 1.92%, S =
2.33.

The diffraction data of the full-hydride single
phase LaNi4.78Sn0.22D~6 (a5-a7, d1-d3) was analyzed
using a structural model with a P6mm symmetry,
containing four hydrogen sites, 3c, 6e1, 6e2 and 2b.
Sn atoms occupy only the 3c sites on the internal
plane (z = 1/2), which is similar to that used for
LaNi4.8Sn0.2 [5]. This model provided a good fit as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Rietveld refinement of the in situ neutron
powder diffraction pattern for full-hydride
LaNi4.78Sn0.22D6.1 (a7). Tick marks below the profile
indicate positions of all allowed diffraction for the
hydride phase (upper) and the g-Fe (bottom).
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The full-hydride LaNi4.78Sn0.22D6.1 has a P6mm
structure with four hydrogen sites (Fig. 4). This is
the same structure as LaNi4.9Al0.1D6.1 reported by
some of the authors [1]. Hydrogen occupation sites
comprise one O site near the basal plane and three T
sites near the internal plane: 3c (O[La2Ni4]), 6e1
(T[La2Ni2]), 6e2 (T[La1Ni3]), and 2b (T[Ni4]),
denoted as D1–D4, respectively.

Fig. 4 Crystal
structure
of
full-hydride
LaNi4.78Sn0.22D6.1. Large sphere: La, sphere at a

corner of a polyhedron: Ni (or Sn), small sphere in a
polyhedron: D. D1: 3c, D2: 6e1, D3: 6e2, D4: 2b.
Occupancy of the D1 sites was 0.98(2),
indicating that they are fully occupied. The other
three sites, D2, D3, and D4, located close to one
another, were partially occupied with occupancies
0.17–0.34. The analysis indicated that the total
hydrogen content obtained equals 6.5(2) D/f.u.,
which agrees with the hydrogen content measured
by the volumetric method.
Hydrogen occupancy for each site in the hydride
phase changed with the total hydrogen content as
shown in Fig. 5. Occupation change greatly
depended on the hydrogen sites. The D1 site was
fully occupied during both absorption and
desorption over the whole region. Occupancy of the
D2 site was constant around 0.33, except for a slight
increase up to ~0.37 in the two-phase region for
desorption. Occupancies of the D3 and D4 sites
increased (absorption) and decreased (desorption) in
the single-phase region. In the two-phase region the
D3 site gradually decreased in the occupancy during
desorption.
The occupancies of the D2, D3 and D4 sites
showed hysteresis between aorption and desorption
in the two-phase region. The D2 site has larger
occupancies for desorption than for absorption,
while the D3 and D4 sites have the opposite
tendency. The hydrogen occupation among the three
T sites are rearranged around the boundary between
the hydride-phase region and the two-phase region
during desorption.Hysteresis was not observed in the
single-phase region for all of the sites.
The total hydrogen content in the hydride phase,
calculated from the occupancies of D1–D4
decreased along the desorption P-C isotherm, even
in the two-phase region. This is considered to be
reduction of the miscibility limit relating to lattice
strain formation.

Fig. 5 Occupancy of each site in the hydride phase
during absorption (open mark) and desorption
(closed mark).
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M3X(YO4)2 (M: K, Rb, Cs, or NH4; X: H or D,
Y: S or Se) type hydrogen-bonded materials have
been the subject of investigations owing to many
interesting phenomena. Most of the materials
undergo phase transition in the high-temperature,
and show over 100 times higher electric
conductivities than those at the room-temperature
[1]. It is considered that the higher electric
conductivity is due to the proton transfer.
K3H(SeO4)2 (abbreviated as TKHSe) undergoes
phase transition at 390 K (TC). The crystal shows
high electric conductivity about 10-4 to 10-2 S/cm in
the high-temperature phase (phase I), and
ferroelastic in the room-temperature phase (phase II).
The crystal structure is characterized isolated
SeO4-H-SeO4 dimer including a hydrogen bond, and
the dimers construct the layered structure parallel to
the monoclinic bc-plane [2].
Single crystals of TKHSe were grown at 313 K
by slow evaporation method from aqueous solution.
The crystals were powdered and 3.89 g of them
were used for measurements. Neutron powder
diffraction data were collected using a time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron diffractometer VEGA at KENS
pulsed spallation neutron facility. Measurement
were done at 298 K, 385 K, 393 K and 413 K,
Rietveld
analysis
were
performed
by
RIETAN-2001T modified for VEGA. Proton
density distribution maps were obtained from the
maximum entropy method (MEM) using 935
reflections for phase II and 227 refractions for phase
I. The integrated intensities I and their standard
deviations σI for MEM calculations were adopted
from general using Rietveld equation [3].
Figure 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show the Rietveld
diffraction fitting of TKHSe at 298 K and 413 K,
respectively. Good agreement between the observed
and calculated patterns were obtained with the
agreement factors and goodness-of-fit (GOF)
indicator of Rwp = 0.010, RI = 0.004 and S = 1.23 for
100

phase II, and Rwp = 0.014, RI = 0.019 and S = 1.77
for phase I.

Fig. 1

Rietveld
refinement
patterns
K3H(SeO4)2. (a) 298 K (b) 413 K

for

Figure 2 shows proton distribution maps of
TKHSe in each phases obtained from MEM
calculations. In the phase II, the two SeO4 tetrahedra
construct a dimmer linked by a hydrogen bond. The
proton is localized in a hydrogen bond marked as A
in the figure. On the other hand, in the phase I
oxygen atoms displaced in to triangular positions
with the occupancy of 1/3 from their mean structure
sites. This model corresponds to the rotationally
displacement of SeO4 tetrahedra, and is in the best

agreement with the diffraction pattern. A SeO4
tetrahedron is linked to nearest three equivalent
SeO4 tetrahedra with a probability of 1/3. The proton
occupies the duplicate sites between two oxygen
atoms with the occupancy 1/6. Interatomic distances
related to the hydrogen bonds and SeO4 tetrahedra
arrangements in both phases are nearly equal. This
result suggests that two SeO4 tetrahedra are
connected by a hydrogen bond even in the phase I,
and the crystal structure in the phase II are locally
remains. The proton densities were obtained in the
inter-layer space marked as B in the Fig. 2(b). It is
striking contrast with the same part in the phase II.
Amount of the proton in a hydrogen bond were
decline from 87.3 % to 21.4 % with increasing
temperature. Therefore, the proton amounts in the
inside of layer space decrease. The decrease of
proton amounts in the inside of layer is roughly
consistent with the increase in the inter-layer space.
This fact shows that the crystal has Frenkel defects
in the phase I, and suggests that the protons in the
inter-layer space are conducting proton. About 13 %
of protons exist in inter-layer space at 413 K, and
the density of proton was estimated as 6.08×10-20
cm-3 using unit cell volume.
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Proton densities obtained from maximum entropy
method. (a) 298 K (b) 413 K A: in a hydrogen
bond B: inter-layer space
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Crystalline-state reaction, which proceeds with
retention of single crystal form, is one of the most
interesting topics in crystal chemistry and many
reactions have been analysed mainly by single
crystal X-ray diffraction. Recently, author and
co-workers proposed a single crystal neutron
diffraction (SND) analysis of a crystalline-state
reaction as follows; hydrogen atoms in the reactive
part of the reactant molecule are replaced with
deuterium atom as markers, then the crystalline-state
reaction is proceeded, and finally the migration of
the deuterium atoms according to the reaction is
observed by SND. This analytical method is very
powerful to analyse the mechanism of
crystalline-state reaction.[1] However, since SND
requires a very large single crystal, it is much more
difficult to keep the single crystal form during the
reaction than single crystal X-ray diffraction study.
So, we proposed to apply powder neutron diffraction
(PND) instead of SND. In PND, retention of a large
single crystal form is not necessary. Even though the
accuracy of the structure of an organic molecule
determined by PND is worse than that by SND, we
expected that the distribution of H and D atoms in
the reactive part, which is the most important
information in the analysis of a crystalline-state
reaction, should be clarified. In this work, we
demonstrate that the distribution of H and D atoms
in organic molecule can be clarified by powder
neutron diffraction.
As a target compound, we choose an α β
-unsaturated thioamide derivative which is the
reactant of the crystalline-state photo-cyclization to
form thiolactam.[2] For the PND measurements, we
prepared a partly deuterated derivative (Figure 1).
The crystal system is monoclinic, the cell parameter
is a=8.654Å, b=10.156Å, c=10.102Å, β=98.76°,
and the space group is P21. Though the two phenyl
groups are not the reactive part, the hydrogen atoms
of those phenyl groups were replaced with
deuterium atoms to reduce the background.
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Fig. 1 Partly deuterated α,β-unsaturated thioamide derivative

PND patterns were measured by Vega and Sirius
TOF powder neutron diffractometers at KENS with
15K. The measurement time was 28h for Vega and
27h for Sirius, respectively. Rietveld analyses were
carried out with RIETAN-2001T[3]. In the initial
structural model of the analysis, the positions and
anisotropic
displacement
parameters
of
non-hydrogen atoms were determined by single
crystal X-ray diffraction and the position of the
hydrogen atoms were calculated with riding model.
In addition, the ratio of H and D atoms at each
hydrogen/deuterium sites were set to 50:50. In the
Rietveld analysis, H/D ratio was refined. The
positions of H and D atoms were also refined with
strong restrain to keep the original position. The
result of the refinement is shown in figure 2. In the
cyclohexene ring, the ratio of all H atoms was more
than 75% and at most of them, the ratio of H was
more than 90%. And at all of other hydrogen sites,
the ratio of D was also more than 75% and at most
of them, the D was more than 90%. This result is
reproducing the correct distribution of H and D
atoms in the sample molecule. Figure 3 shows the
results of profile fitting before and after the
refinement. The RR-factor was drastically improved
from 45.85% to 13.11% by the refinement. After the
refinement, the calculated diffraction pattern shows
a good agreement with the observed one.
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CD

DC

diffraction patterns detected with the back scattering
bank, the 90° bank, and the 30° bank respectively.
The structure analysis is now in progress. Since the
powder pattern of the back scattering bank has
serious peak overlapping because of the peak
broadening by photo-irradiation, we need to use the
data of all detector banks simultaneously in structure
refinement.
Fig. 2 Distribution of the H/D atoms in the thioamide
derivative determined by PND.
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Fig. 3 Result of the Rietveld analysis. The powder neutron
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Fig. 4 Powder patterns of the thioamide derivative after
photo-reaction measured with all detector banks of the Vega
diffractometer.
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RR:13.11%
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diffraction data was measured by Vega TOF
diffractometer. (a) Before the refinement. (b) After the
refinement.

The same analysis was carried out with the Sirius
data. After the refinement, the correct distribution of
H and D atoms was also reproduced. And the
calculated pattern also showed a good agreement
with the observed one. Those results indicates that
the correct distribution of all H and D atoms in
organic molecules can be determined by PND even
though the initial model had no information about
the distribution of H and D.
After that, we exposed visible light to this
thioamide derivative by a high pressure Hg lamp for
1 week in order to proceed the crystalline-state
reaction, and measured PND with the Vega
diffractometer. The measurement time was 25h and
the temperature was 10K. Figure 4 shows the
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monolayer capacity is estimated assuming that the
molecule occupies the same area as for graphite
(0.427 nm2).
Both the diffraction and incoherent scattering
experiments were performed on LAM-80ET. A
cylindrical sample can made of aluminum was used.
The diffraction measurements were made at 17 K
and the incoherent scattering experiments were done
at the temperature range between 17 K and 230 K.
1
(11)

Intensity (arb. units)

Our studies on the structure and dynamics of the
monolayers of various molecules adsorbed on the
surface of graphite demonstrate that a number of
monolayers exhibit interesting phase behavior.
Recent studies also show that the similar solid
monolayers are formed at the interface between the
bulk liquid and the graphite surface [1]. Those
monolayers have been found for various adsorbates
such as n-alkanes, n-alkanols and carboxyl acids
[2-7]. This indicates that the phenomenon is rather
general.
The phase behavior of such monolayers depends
not only on the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions but
also on the adsorbate-adsorbent interactions. It is
therefore very interesting to study the monolayers
formed on the substrate other than graphite. The
(100) plane of MgO is one of the most suitable
surfaces for this purpose because it has quite
different feature from that of graphite (surface
symmetry, potential surface corrugation, etc.). In the
present study, we have performed neutron
diffraction measurements and incoherent neutron
scattering experiments for n-heptane adsorbed on
MgO (100) to investigate the behavior at
submonolayer and multilayer coverages.
The substrate MgO was prepared by us
according to the procedure reported by J. P.
Coulomb et al. [8]. The specific surface area was
determined to be 22.5 m2g–1 by adsorption isotherm
measurements at 77.4 K using nitrogen. It was
degassed at 950 °C for 12 hours before use.
Deuterated heptane for the diffraction measurements
was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. and the
protonated heptane for the incoherent scattering
experiments was obtained from Tokyo Kasei Kogyo.
Known quantities of the adsorbates were added to
the adsorbent as liquid using a micro syringe under
an inert atmosphere of helium and annealed at 90 °C.
The amounts of heptane loaded were 0.8 ML for the
diffraction measurements and 7 ML for the
incoherent scattering experiments. The coverages
are expressed in terms of the number of equivalent
monolayers adsorbed. Since the 2-D structure of the
heptane monolayer on MgO (100) is not known, the

(20)
(40)
heptane/graphite (X–ray diffraction)

heptane/MgO(100)
0
0
Fig. 1

10
–1
Q / nm

20

Neutron diffraction pattern obtained for heptane
on MgO (100) at 0.8 ML at 17 K (bottom). The
X-ray diffraction pattern obtained for heptane on
graphite at 0.8 ML at 10 K (top) is also plotted for
comparison.

Figure 1 displays the neutron diffraction pattern
obtained for heptane on MgO (100) at 0.8 ML at 17
K. The background contribution from the substrate
as well as the can has already been subtracted. The
subtraction is not satisfactory at Q=8 nm–1 because
of the burst peak. A step at Q=12 nm–1 is
instrumental. Three Bragg peaks from the heptane
monolayer were observed at Q=15~18 nm–1. The
characteristic 'saw-tooth' line shape [9] indicates that
heptane forms a 2-D crystalline solid on MgO (100).

Since the substrate that we used was isotropically
oriented (powder), the Braggs peaks from the
adsorbed 2-D solid become weaker and broader. In
contrast, the graphite substrate has much advantage
in this respect because the substrate that we used
(Papyex) was fairly oriented adsorbents.
Because of the limited results, we can not say
anything definitely about the detailed structure of
the 2-D solid of heptane on MgO (100). The
comparison between the neutron diffraction pattern
and the X-ray one for heptane on graphite suggests
that the 2-D solid of heptane on MgO (100) may
have a different structure from that on graphite.

Intensity (arb. units)

1

Tm (Bulk)
Tm (ML at Liquid/Graphite)

–1

Q=8.05 nm (004)

0
0
Fig. 2

–1

Q=11.0 nm (004)

The formation of a solid monolayer above the bulk
melting point is not clear enough. While some solid
component remains, the melting point of the
monolayer can not be defined easily. Although the
neutron diffraction measurements were performed
simultaneously, we could not find any positive
evidence in favor of the existence of the 2-D solid
formed at the liquid-MgO interface. In this stage,
therefore, we cannot conclude that heptane forms a
2-D solid at the liquid-MgO interface.
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Incoherent elastic scattering intensity as a
function of temperature for heptane on MgO
(100) at 7 ML. The data are normalized to unity
at 17 K. The background level is indicated by the
horizontal dashed line. The vertical solid and
dashed lines represent the melting point of bulk
heptane and that for the solid monolayer formed
at the liquid-graphite interface, respectively.

Figure 2 illustrates the intensity of incoherent
elastic scattering obtained at Q=8.05 and 11.0 nm–1
from heptane on MgO (100) at 7 ML, where the
intensities are normalized at 17 K. The vertical solid
line represents the melting point of bulk heptane and
the dashed line for the solid monolayer formed at the
interface between the bulk liquid and the graphite
surface [2]. The initial decrease in intensity at low
temperatures can be ascribed to the effect of the
Debye-Waller factor, whereas the further decrease
indicates premelting of the bulk phase. While the
similar feature was seen for heptane/graphite at 10
ML [1], the effect observed here is much prominent.
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Neutron Diffraction Measurement of a Layered Cobalt Oxide SrCo6O11
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SrCo6O11 is a layered and pillared cobalt oxide
that exhibits a peculiar two-staged large negative
magnetoresistance coupled to a stepwise change in
magnetization of 0 ↔ Msat/3 ↔ Msat (Msat : saturated
magnetization) below T* = 20 K [1,2]. The crystal
structure of P63/mmc contains three Co sites as
illustrated in figure 1(a); both Co(1) and Co(2) are
coordinated octahedrally, while Co(3) is located at
the center of a trigonal bipyramid. The
Co(1)-octahedra share their edges to form Kagome
layers, while the dimerized Co(2)-octahedra and the
Co(3)-bipyramids work as pillars, each forming
triangular lattice in the c-plane. Both the magnetism
(shown in figure 1(b)) and magnetotransport are
strongly uniaxial along the c-axis. Similar 1/3
magnetization plateau was found in a triangular spin
lattice system Ca3CoRhO6 with a strong uniaxial
anisotropy normal to the triangular plane [3]. Here
2/3 of the Co spins turn up, and the remaining 1/3
turns down, forming a (sqrt3)a × (sqrt3)a
superlattice in the c-plane. We performed neutron
diffraction measurement of SrCo6O11 above and
below T* without magnetic fields, to study its
magnetic structure.

Figure 2 shows the expanded view of the TOF
diffraction patterns. The pattern at 30 K could be
well reproduced in the Rietveld refinement using the
structure model at room temperature, while new
reflections corresponding to a 3-fold superstructure
along the c-axis appeared at 4 K. The absence of
these extra-peaks in the XRD data below T* made
clear that they are magnetic in origin, suggesting the
existence of a long range magnetic order at 4 K. It
should be emphasized here that no extra-peaks
corresponding to any in-plane superstructure were
found at 4K. Considering the result of the NMR
study of our sample that only either Co(2) or Co(3)
site is magnetic [4], it is suggested that the spin
arrangement in the c-plane is ferromagnetic, having
ferrimagnetic arrangement with 3c periodicity along
the c-axis, unlike the case in Ca3CoRhO6. Further
neutron diffraction measurements were carried out
to determine the magnetic structure of SrCo6O11
under magnetic fields [5].

Fig. 2
Fig. 1

(a) Schematic view of the crystal structure
of SrCo6O11, and (b) the magnetization
curve of the single crystalline sample of
SrCo6O11 at 5 K.

Powdered sample of SrCo6O11, about 3 g in
weight, was prepared by a high pressure technique.
Time of flight (TOF) neutron diffraction patterns
without magnetic fields were collected at 4 K and 30
K on diffractometer VEGA.
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Expanded view of the TOF diffraction
patterns of SrCo6O11 taken at 4 K and 30 K.
The shaded areas show the magnetic
contributions at 4K.
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Local Structural effect for Fe-doping in LaGa1-xFexO3K. MORI, K. SHIBATA, K. ITOH, M. SUGIYAMA and T. FUKUNAGA
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Lanthanum gallate (LaGaO3) has a distorted
perovskite-type structure with a three-dimensional
network of corner-sharing [GaO6] octahedron.
Recently, it has been reported that the Fe doped
(La,Sr)GaO3- shows a large oxygen permeation rate
in addition to a high chemical stability at wide range
of oxygen partial pressures, while the excessive
Fe-doping reduces the oxygen ionic conductivity [1].
However, the anomalous behavior in the oxygen
ionic conductivity is still poorly understood. In
this work, we carried out time-of-flight neutron
powder diffraction experiments with LaGa1-xFex O3(LGF) [2]. The aim of this investigation is to
clarify the local structure of LGF using a total
scattering technique.
Four polycrystalline samples of LGF (x = 0, 0.1,
0.25 and 0.5) were synthesized by conventional
solid-state reaction method, as reported elsewhere
[3]. The local structures of LGF were investigated
using the HIT-II installed at KEK-KENS. The
radial distribution function, RDF(r), was derived
from the Fourier transformation of the structure
factor, S(Q), up to 45 Å–1.
Figure 1 shows the obtained RDF(r)s of LGF.
The vertical marks above the RDF(r) profiles
indicate correlation lengths between atoms. For
the first peak at around 2 Å, to evaluate correlation
lengths of Ga–O and Fe–O we assumed the
following equation with two Gaussian distributions;

In the local structure analyses, excellent fits between
the observed and the calculated RDF(r)s were
obtained [2]. Consequently, the first peak of the
M–O correlation could separate into the signals of
the Ga–O and the Fe–O, and it was found that the
correlation length of the Fe–O is larger than that of
the Ga–O. The refined r Ga–O and rFe–O are plotted vs.
the amount of Fe, as shown in Fig. 2. The rGa–O
remains constant of ~ 1.985 Å at all Fe-contents.
Also, the variation of the rFe–O is fairly slight. The
average rFe–O value is approximately 2.02 Å.
These results mean that the electronic
configuration of Fe3+ has a high-spin state (HS),
t2g3eg2. The introduction of Fe3+(HS) induces the

increase in free volume as well as that in unit-cell
volume, while oxygen ions would be localized
around Fe3+(HS) rather than Ga3+ because of the
strong covalency in Fe3+:eg–O2–:2p.
If more
oxygen vacancies are introduced in Fe doped
LaGaO3, they may concentrate around Ga3+.
Presumably, when the optimum amount of Fe (x ~
0.3) exists for the higher oxygen ionic conductivity,
many oxygen ions immigrate to the oxygen
vacancies concentrated around Ga.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

RDF(r)s of LGF at RT.

Variations of Ga–O and Fe–O correlation lengths
as a function of Fe-content, x.
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The Local Structure around Lithium Atoms in Lithium Storage Compounds
Studied by Neutron Diffraction
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 illustrates the total radial distribution
function, RDF(r), of SiO together with that of SiO2
(silica) glass,8 for comparison. These two profiles
are very similar each other. It is well known that
silica glass has a three-dimensional network
structure consisting of SiO4 tetrahedra. The peaks
corresponding to the interatomic distances of 162
and 263 pm almost coincide with those of Si-O and
O-O bonds in SiO4 tetrahedron, respectively. This
suggests that SiO has the same SiO4 network
structure as silica glass. On the other hand, the peak
at 233 pm does not belong to any atomic correlation
of silica glass. Therefore, we had to consider the
bond between silicon atoms. Cluster-like metallic
silicon could disperse in the matrix of
three-dimensional SiO4 tetrahedra.
Figure 2 comparatively shows the total radial
distribution functions RDF(r) of Li2.26SiO/Cu, SiO
and Cu. There are some important points in the data
for Li2.62SiO/Cu. Firstly, there are negative signals in
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INTRODUCTION
The lithium ion battery has a large energy
density in comparison with other secondary batteries,
so it will be used for various purposes in the future.
Recent work indicates that metal monoxides,
such as SnO, SiO, and MnO, are attractive as novel
anode materials. In particular, silicon monoxide
(SiO) was reported to have a large charge capacity
(over 1400 mA h g-1) compared with other metal
monoxides or carbon materials. Although this
indicates that SiO is a promising anode material, it is
necessary to clarify the mechanism of
electrochemical lithium insertion/extraction to
improve the electrode performance. However, the
reaction mechanism of the SiO electrode is unknown
because of lack of information on the structure of
SiO and its lithiated modification.
In this study, the structures of SiO and lithiated
SiO (LixSiO) were investigated using neutron elastic
scattering.1)
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Fig. 1 Neutron total radial distribution functions
RDF(r) of SiO and SiO2 (silica glass).
the RDF(r). As mentioned above, lithium has a
negative coherent neutron scattering length, so that a
negative peak should appear in the RDF(r) when a
lithium atom is bonded to atoms with a positive
coherent neutron scattering length. Therefore, the
appearance of multiple negative peaks in RDF(r)
indicates the lithiation of SiO. Negative peaks are
observed at ca. 200 pm in the top four lithium
compounds containing oxygen, indicating Li-O
bonding. The corresponding peak was considered to
be present in Li2.62SiO/Cu, which denoted that a part
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of inserted lithium formed an oxide. The oxide may
be the cause of irreversible capacity when used as an
anode material in lithium battery. Furthermore, a
negative peak of ca. 300 pm on Li2.62SiO/Cu
corresponds to the Li-Si interatomic distance in two
lithium silicides, indicating that SiO reacts with
lithium to form Li-Si bonds. A small shoulder can
be observed at ca. 230 pm in the RDF(r) of
Li2.62SiO/Cu, which may be interpreted as a Si-Si
atomic correlation in SiO. If the Si-Si correlation
was still remained after lithiation for SiO, the peak
attributed to the correlation would appear in positive
region in the RDF(r). Thus, the Si-Si atomic
correlation at 233 pm in SiO was considered to
disappear with electrochemical lithiation, suggesting
a decrease in metallic silicon in SiO. The result
supports the above mentioned reaction of lithium, i.e.
the formation of Li-Si alloys. Finally, the intensity
of Si-O correlation peak at 162 pm barely changed
after lithium insertion. This indicates that the major
part of the SiO4 network was maintained in SiO
despite lithium insertion, and, therefore, SiO2 in SiO
does not significantly contribute to the electrode
reaction. If only metallic silicon in SiO took part in
the electrode reaction, then the charge (lithium
insertion) capacity should be theoretically 1338
mAh g-1. The charge capacity of SiO used in the
neutron scattering experiment was 1594 mAh g-1.
Considering the capacity consumed by forming the
solid electrolyte interface (SEI), the value is
reasonable. Therefore, the main reaction of SiO
electrode must be the alloying of lithium with
metallic silicon in SiO on the charge up to this
capacity.
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Fig. 2 Neutron total radial distribution functions
RDF(r) of Li2.62SiO/Cu, SiO, and Cu.
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Structure of Supercooled Water Confined in MCM-41 Porous Silica
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Structure of water confined in a nanospace of
mesoporous silica has drawn much attention because
these systems can be regarded as a model of
interfacial water that plays an important role in
separation in chromatography, chemical reaction in
catalysts, sedimentation in soils, and biological
membranes. MCM-41 mesoporous silica has highly
controlled cylindrical channels and a very narrow
pore size distribution and thus provides
better-defined nanospace than conventionally used
Vycor glass. It is expected that confined water has
different structural properties from those of bulk due
to both geometrical confinement and interactions
with the pore wall. In particular, in recent years,
supercooled water confined in MCM-41 with a pore
size less than ~2.2 nm has been a target of research
since it does not show the homogenous nucleation in
a temperature regime of the so-called ‘No man’s
land’ in bulk water [1-3]. Thus, the supercooled
water confined in MCM-41 would be a good
candidate to investigate the first-order liquid-liquid
transition and the existence of the second
low-temperature critical point of water [4-6].
In the present study, neutron diffraction
measurements of deuterated water (D2O) in
MCM-41 C10 (pore diameter 2.04 nm) were
performed in a temperature range from 298 K down
to 173 K with the HIT-II spectrometer at a pulsed
neutron facility, the Neutron Science Laboratory
(KENS) in the High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK; Tsukuba, Japan).
Micelle-templated mesoporous silica material,
MCM-41, was prepared by an improved Beck’s
method [7]. Properties of pore structure were
defined by powder XRD and TEM observations, and
nitrogen adsorption measurements at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Thus prepared samples were verified
their durability against damage by water. Deuterated
water was introduced in the pores through vapor
phase up to full filling of pores at the relative
pressures on the basis of the adsorption isotherms.
The adsorption isotherms were measured after
repeated adsorption of D2O vapor to confirm the
complete deuteration of surface hydroxyls of the
sample; thorough exchange of protons with
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deuterium ions was confirmed by FT-IR
measurements. Adsorption isotherms of D2O were
measured gravimetrically at 298 K by use of
Rubotherm (BEL Japan) equipped with a laboratory
made gas dosing system.
A sample cell was made of Ti-Zr null alloy and
has dimension of 8-mm internal diameter, 0.3-mm
thickness, and 85-mm height. Temperature was
controlled with a helium cryostat and was monitored
with a thermocouple attached to the upper part of the
sample cell. Scattered neutrons were measured with
104 pieces of 3He counters arranged in the scattering
angle range of 10o to 157o. Empty cell and dry
MCM-41 sample were also measured and their
diffraction data were subtracted as background. All
diffraction data were normalized to absolute units by
using the incoherent scattering from a vanadium rod
with 8-mm diameter and were corrected for
absorption, multiple scattering, incoherent scattering,
and recoil effect.
The structure factors S(Q) for D2O in MCM-41
are shown in Fig. 1. The first peak at ~17 nm is
mainly assigned to D-O and D-D correlations [8].
The first peak position Q0 can be considered as an
index of the water structure. The experimentally
obtained Q0 values are plotted against temperature in
Fig. 2. The Q0 value at 268 K (18.9 nm-1) is almost
the same with that at 298 K (18.8 nm-1) and then
decreases with decreasing temperature (18.4 nm-1 at
223 K and 17.8 nm-1 at 173 K). In recent neutron
diffraction measurements on a D2O monolayer in
Vycor at temperatures ranging between 296 K and
77 K, it has been reported that the Q0 values (18.6
nm-1) are independent of temperature up to 258 K
and suddenly decrease (17.1 nm-1) less than 238 K
[2]. In hydrogen-bonded liquids, the Q0 position can
be related to the density of the system and may be
considered as an index of the structure. Low Density
Amorphous Ice (Q0LDA = 17.1 nm−1) is characterized
by a continuous random H-bond network in which
each water molecule is locally engaged in four
hydrogen bonds. The sudden increase of the Q0
value between 238 K and 258 K suggests a
structural change from a low-density liquid to a
high-density liquid. In the present study, the Q0

19

Qo /nm-1

values for D2O in MCM-41 pores show a similar
decrease between 268 and 173 K, suggesting a
fragile-to-strong liquid transition taking place for
D2O in cylindrical channels. Our previous X-ray
diffraction study on water in MCM-41 C10 (2.04
nm) and C14 (2.83 nm) has shown that interfacial
water are strongly hydrogen bonded with the surface
silanol groups of MCM-41 with an OH-H2O
distance of ~0.260 nm [9]. It has been reported from
neutron quasi-elastic scattering measurement of
water in MCM-41 that the dynamics of water
molecules confined in MCM-41 pores are retarded
compared with bulk water [10]. A further study on
water confined in MCM-41 pore is being made by
using a neutron spin echo method to investigate the
details of dynamics of confined water.
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Fig. 2 The change of the first peak position Q0 with
temperature
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Fig. 1 Structure factor S(Q) of deuterated water in
MCM-41 C10 at various temperatures. The solid
lines are the fitting results by Gaussian functions to
determine the first peak position.
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Fig. 1 Neutron structure functions, Q·i(Q), for
5Al2O3·29Na2O·66B2O3 glass. The dashed line
denotes Q·i(Q) for 30Na2O·70B2O3 glass.
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Alkali and alkaline-earth borate mixtures have
some limited glass-forming ranges in their
composition. Aluminum oxide, Al2O3, has been
empirically known as an effective additive on the
extension of the range. The purpose of the present
study on borate glasses containing Al2O3 is to clarify
the role of aluminum in the stabilization of borate
glasses. The compositions of the glass samples
used in the present neutron diffraction study were
0.05Al2O3·xNa2O·(0.95-x)B2O3 with x = 0.29, 0.38,
and 0.45. Figure 1 shows obtained structure
functions, Q·i(Q), for 5Al2O3·29Na2O·66B2O3 glass,
compared with the result for the sample without
Al2O3. We also performed MD simulation for
these systems and obtained neutron-weighted
structure functions which agreed well with the
present experimental ones. According to the MD
results, the coordination number of O around Al,
nAlO, was approximately four, regardless of x.
Figure 2 shows the fraction of four-coordinated B,
N4, obtained from the neutron diffraction
experiments. The upper integration limit, rcutoff,
used for the evaluation of N4 was 0.170 nm for the
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Fig. 2 Fraction of four-coordinated B, N4, obtained
from neutron diffraction as a function of the mole
fraction of sodium oxide content. The values
evaluated using the upper integration limit of 0.170
nm and 0.200 nm are indicated by triangles and
circles, respectively.

glasses with Al2O3 and 0.200 nm for those without
Al2O3, since the B-O correlation cannot be separated
from the Al-O correlation in the former glasses.
The N4 was then also evaluated using a rcutoff of
0.170 nm for the glasses without Al2O3. In both
cases, the decrease in N4 resulting from the addition
of Al2O3 is seen in a comparison of N4 between the
glasses with and those without Al2O3.
On the basis of the analysis of other
coordination numbers and the fraction of
four-coordinated B and Al, it was concluded that
these Al atoms are present as network-formers of
AlO4 units in the glasses in the same manner as the
BO4 unit and causes a decrease of the coordination
number of O around Na. This summary suggests
that the exclusively formed AlO4 units could
suppress the conversion of the BO3 unit to the BO4
unit caused by an increase of Na2O.
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Fig. 1 Neutron structure functions, Q·i(Q), for
MgO-B2O3, CaO-B2O3, SrO-B2O3, and BaO-B2O3
glasses.
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It is well known that the structure and properties
of borate glasses depend strongly on both the kind
and the amount of additives of alkali metal oxides.
Among several parameters describing the
short-range structure of borate glasses, the fraction
of four or three coordinated boron atoms, N4 or N3,
is one of the most characteristic parameters. In the
present study, in order to understand the short-range
structure systematically, pulsed neutron diffraction
experiments were performed on MO-B2O3 (M = Mg,
Ca, Sr, and Ba) glasses with high-content MO of
40-50 mol%. Figure 1 collects together all the total
structure functions, including the previous results [1],
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Fig. 2 Fraction of four-coordinated B, N4, obtained
from neutron diffraction as a function of the mole
fraction of alkaline-earth oxide content

obtained from the neutron diffraction experiments at
the KENS facility for a series of alkaline earth
borate glasses. On the basis of these structure
functions, the fractions of four coordinated B atoms,
N4, for alkaline earth borate glasses was evaluated
and are illustrated in Figure 2.
These results show that the downward deviation
from x/(1-x) decreases with increasing cation size,
which is in good agreement with the infrared [2] and
our MD results. Therefore, it is concluded that the
addition of MO also converts the BO3 units into BO4
units but the dependence on cation size is positive: it
is directly opposite to the case of addition of alkali
metal oxides. These results suggest that only the
simple electrostatic interaction between the metal
cation and O is insufficient to explain the behavior.
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multiple and incoherent scatterings, and then
normalized with a vanadium rod as a reference
material. The coherent scattering lengths of the
elements were taken from the literature [11]. The
details of the correction procedures have already
been reported elsewhere [12].
The Raman spectra of xTl2O-(1-x)TeO2 glasses
were measured at x=0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20,
0.25, 0.30 as shown in Fig. 1. There were typical
Raman bands at about 720cm-1 and 650cm-1 in the
spectra at room temperature. These bands are
ascribed to the stretching mode of the TeO 3 trigonal
pyramidal units (tp) containing terminal Te-O bonds
such as Te=O and Te-O- with non-bridging oxygen
atoms (NBO) and the stretching mode of the TeO4
trigonal bipyramidal units (tbp) with bridging
oxygen atoms (BO), respectively [13].
With
increasing Tl2O content, the amplitude of the
720cm-1 band becomes larger and that of the
650cm-1 band becomes smaller. These results
suggest that the addiction of Tl2O brings about the
conversion of the TeO4 tbp units wih BO into the
TeO3 tp units with NBO in xTl2O-(1-x)TeO2 glasses.

x=0.30
Intensity/arbitrary Unit

Many studies of the tellurite glasses have been
reported on account of their low melting
temperatures [1.2], large thermal expansion [3], high
dielectric constants [4], high refractive indexes, and
good transmission for infrared lights with a wide
range of wavelength [5]. Due to these characteristics,
TeO2-based glasses posses great interests for
application to optical fibers and non-linear optical
materials [6]. The structures of TeO2-based glasses
have often been examined by Raman and IR
spectroscopy, revealing that there are two types of
basic structural units such as TeO4 trigonal
bipyramid (tbp) with two equatorial, two axial Te-O
bonds and a lone pair of electrons located on the
third equatorial site, and TeO3 trigonal pyramid (tp)
[7].
In these structures, the coordination
circumstance of Te changes from TeO4 to TeO3 with
increasing alkali metal ions or a rise of temperature
[8]. These spectroscopic measurements were, in fact,
powerful tools for qualitative discussions of
chemical species in glasses since it seemed easy to
distinguish TeO4 from TeO3 in Raman and IR
measurements, but unfortunately semi-quantitative
for evaluation in the fractions of the structure units.
On the contrary, ND provides one-dimensional
interpretation of glass structure through the radial
distribution function (RDF). Te-O and O-O
distances and the coordination number of oxygen
around tellurium are obtained with ease from RDF.
The local structure of Tl2O - TeO2 glasses was thus
analyzed by PND in this study.
The glass samples were prepared from reagent
grade Tl2O and TeO2 through a melting
rapidly-quenching
process,
pulverized
and
introduced into the cylindrical vanadium cells (8
mm inner diameter, 40 mm in height and 0.25 mm
in wall thickness). PND experiments were carried
out with TOF method using the High Intensity Total
scattering spectrometer (HIT- Ⅱ ) [9,10].
The
structure factor S(Q) was obtained from the
measured scattering data which were corrected for
background, absorption by the sample and the cell,
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Fig. 1 Raman spectra for xTl20-(1-x)TeO2 glasses.

Total structure factors S(Q)'s of xTl2O-(1-x)TeO2
(x=0.10, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30) glasses are shown in Fig.
2, indicating that the glass with x = 0.10 is partially
crystallized. The so-called prepeaks related to the
medium-range order in network forming glass
structure were observed as small peaks or shoulders
at 15.0 nm-1. The following equation is applicable to
this type of peak, Qp･rp=2π, where Qp and rp are
the wave vector Q and the correlation distance r
corresponding to the pre-peak, respectively, hence rp
become 0.42 nm according to the above equation.
The intensity of this peak was changed slightly with
composition, suggesting that there exists some
variation in intermediate range order in Tl2O-TeO2
glasses.
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Fig. 3 depicts the radial distribution function
D(r) and the scaled function D(r)/r of
0.20Tl20-0.80TeO2 glasses. The nearest neighbor
coordination number is usually evaluated from
integration of the first peak area. The first peak
appeared at about r = 0.20nm which was thought to
be due to the overlapping of nearest neighbor Te-O
correlations in TeO4 and TeO3 units as observed in
other tellurite glasses, since the peak in D(r)/r curve
was asymmetric. The first peak in the correlation
functions G(r) appeared at around r = 0.20 nm,
which was thought to be due to the overlapping of
some types of Te-O correlations, since Taking the
crystallographic data [14] and their ion radii [15]
into consideration. The second peaks at around r =
0.28 nm was thought to correspond to the near
neighbor Tl-O and O-O correlations and the peak at
around r = 0.38 nm was some Te-Te correlations.
In order to refine the short-range structure of the
glasses, structural parameters such as the average
coordination number, the scattering length, the
temperature factor, and the average interatomic
distance were optimized in Q-space by the
correlation method, because of the difficulty in
r-space analysis [16]. The initial values of the
structural parameters were preset to be equal to
those obtained from D(r) and G(r) analysis or taken
from the crystallographic data. Further we referred
to NMR-data of alkali tellurite glasses [17] to decide
the most probable parameters reproducing the real
structure of the glasses. The interference functions
Q･i(Q)'s of Tl2O-TeO2 glasses are illustrated in Fig.
4.

Fig. 2 Total structure factors S(Q) for xTl20-(1-x)TeO2
glasses.
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Fig. 3 Radial distribution function D(r) and the scaled
function D(r) / r for 0.20Tl20-0.80TeO2 glasses.
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Fig. 4

Interference functions Q･i(Q) for xTl20-(1-x)TeO2
glasses.
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As described before, there were two types of near
neighbor Te-O distances, i.e., one was at around
0.19nm and the other around 0.23nm. This trend was
consistent with those of the alkali tellurite glasses
having two sorts of Te-O pairs in the TeO4 trigonal
bipyramids (tbp) [3]. And these Te-O distances at
around 0.19nm would be due to Te-O bonds in TeO3
trigonal pyramids (tb).
According to the
refinement of structural parameters, the third Te-O
pair was observed at about 0.23nm. This would be
due to that the Te-O bonds in the TeO4 trigonal
bipyramids (tbp) were broken partly into TeO3
trigonal pyramids with increasing Tl2O. The total
coordination number of O around Te (in the first
coordination shell) decreased with increasing Tl2O
content. The results suggest that the tellurite
glasses having lower Tl2O content had networks
composed of mainly TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp).
This finding was almost consistent with that in alkali
tellurite glasses.
The conclusions of this work are summarized in
the following manner.
According to pulsed
neutron diffraction and Raman spectroscopy, the
short-range structure of Tl2O-TeO2 glasses has been
investigated. The results obtained was that the
structure of silver tellurite glasses consisted of the
TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp) and the TeO3
trigonal pyramids (tp), and the TeO4 trigonal
bipyramids were converted to the TeO3 trigonal
pyramids with increasing modifier Tl2O content.
In the TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp), there were
two sorts of near neighbor Te-O distances. The
shorter was at around 0.19nm and the longer at
around 0.23nm. The shortest bond at around
0.19nm was due to TeO3 trigonal pyramids (tp).
Furthermore, the longest bond was thought to be
ascribed to intermediate TeO3+1 appearing when the
Te-O bonds in the TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp)
were broken partly into TeO3 trigonal pyramids with
increasing Tl2O.
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Fig. 1. The peak height at about 810cm-1 decreased
with addition of SnO and new peaks appeared at
around 770cm-1. This is due to the breaking-up of
boroxol rings by changing BO3 triangles to BO4
tetrahedra.
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Fig. 1 Raman spectra of (1-x)B2O3-xSnO glasses
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SnO is expected to be a candidate of negative
electrode material with high capacity, when it is
used as a negative electrode in Li+ battery [1]. As
for B2O3-SnO glasses, not only electrochemical
properties but also structures have so far been
studied by NMR, XPS and so on, and their
variations with composition have started to be
reported [2]. 3-fold coordination of oxygen around
boron in borate glass is well known to form a planer
triangle structure and then the triangles are chained
together to build a boroxol ring. A part of triangles
are changed into tetrahedra by adding modifier
oxides to matrix glasses [3, 4].
In the present work, techniques such as pulsed
neutron diffraction and Raman spectroscopy were
applied to B2O3-SnO and B2O3-SnO-Li2O glasses in
order to estimate structural parameters such as an
interatomic distance, a coordination number, and a
temperature factor and finally to analyze local
structure of the glasses.
The glass samples were prepared from reagent
grade H 3 11 BO 3 , SnO, and Li 2 O through a melting
rapidly-quenching process under N2 atmosphere,
pulverized and then introduced into the cylindrical
vanadium cells (8 mm inner diameter, 40 mm in
height and 0.25 mm in wall thickness). PND
experiments were carried out with TOF method
using the High Intensity Total scattering
spectrometer (HIT-Ⅱ) [5, 6]. The structure factor
S(Q) was obtained from the measured scattering
data which were corrected for background,
absorption by the sample and the cell, multiple and
incoherent scatterings, and then normalized with a
vanadium rod as a reference material. The details
of the correction procedures have already been
reported elsewhere [6].
A laser Raman
spectrophotometer of the type NR1800 (JASCO,
Tokyo) was used with the light of wavelength
514.5nm to study bonding nature and vibrational
modes in the glasses.
The Raman spectra of B 2 O 3 -SnO glasses in
the range of 500 cm-1 to 1500 cm-1 are shown in
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Fig. 2 Correlation function G(r) of
(1-x)B2O3-xSnO glasses
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The correlation function G(r) was illustrated in
Fig. 2. Little variation of phase in G(r) was
observed with composition. The small shoulder
appeared at about r = 0.2nm, which was thought to
correspond to Sn-O pair. This peak shoulders were
larger than that in B2O3-SnO-Li2O glasses, reflecting
that in the latter glasses the negative natLi-O
correlation and the positive Sn-O correlation were
close to each other and both contributions were
canceled out [7].
Peak assignments were made for other atomic
correlations by taking into account ionic radii such
as B3+= 0.01nm, O2-= 0.138nm, and Sn4+= 0.55nm
[8]. The peak at around r = 0.14nm is attributed to
the atomic correlation of B-O pair, the peak at about
r = 0.25nm being an overlap of B-O and O-O
correlations.
In the scaled function D(r)/r
deconvolution was made for the peak at r = 0.14nm
with D(r) being the radial distribution function.
The degree of peak symmetry became greater with
increasing SnO content, especially centered at r =
0.147nm. This would be due to that a part of
triangles are changed into tetrahedra by adding
modifier oxides to matrix glasses, as mentioned
before.
According to the above information, the
structural models were established and more precise
analyses, that is the optimization of structural
parameters, were performed in the reverse lattice
space using the correlation method in which a
non-linear least squares regression was applied to
the Debye scattering equation [9].
In the
composition range of this work, the network
structure consisting of B-O bondings was found to
be changed with addition of SnO. As demonstrated
in G(r)’s, the peak at about r = 0.14 nm is in fact
assigned to both B-O correlations with 3-fold and
4-fold coordination, the interatomic distances of
which were determined to be 0.137 nm and 0.148
nm, respectively.
The oxygen coordination
number around tin atom was about 4 on average
over the entire range of SnO, but it decreased
slightly with increasing SnO content, reflecting the
distortion of coordination polyhedra.
These
behaviors were caused by the fact that B-O
networkings such as boroxol-type linkages were
broken by the addition of SnO and/or Li2O, and
further randomness was introduced into the glasses.
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Research and development in new low cost and
low toxicity cathode materials led to the preparation
of compounds such as manganese dioxide, for
example -MnO2, used actually in lithium or zinc
primary battery. The structure of -MnO2 is
composed by an intergrowth of ramsdellite
(R-MnO2) and pyrolusite (-MnO2), the structure
also contains twinning planes.
The vacancies model [1] was proposed to
describe the protons inside the structure and implied
the existence of two different kinds of protons: (i)
the ‘Ruetschi’ protons which compensate the Mn4+
vacancies, and (ii) the ‘Coleman’ protons which are
associated with the Mn3+. Experiments such as
inelastic neutron scattering studies [2] showed the
existence of these different protons but information
is limited to the dynamics of these protons and to
obtain pure structural information, another approach
is needed.
To activate -MnO2 as insertion electrodes,
heat-treatment process is necessary, which causes
both the dehydration and the changes from the
ramsdellite to the pyrolusite type structures. The
void size also changes during that treatment and this
may affect the lithium storage capacity. The total
angle neutron scattering provides the local structure
including the positions of the protons.
Electrolytic manganese dioxide composition was
determined by chemical titration and TG
measurements to be MnO1.974x0.286H2O. The
changes from ramsdellite to pyrolusite during the
heat treatment was followed by X-ray and the
diffraction patterns were calculated based on the
models containing stacking faults using a program
DIFFaX [3]. The total neutron scattering was taken
on HIT-II and the datas were corrected for
background, adsorption, multiple scattering and
normalize with a vanadium rod.
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Radial distribution functions RDF(r) for -MnO2 at
various temperatures

The host structure of HEMD (heat treated
electrolytic manganese dioxide) at 300°C was
determined to be the ramsdellite type by X-ray and
the structure change to the pyrolusite at 400°C. The
decrease in the peak at r=2.8 Å (oxygen-oxygen
interactions), figure 1, corresponds to the
dehydration at 300°C, while the structure remains at
the ramsdellite. The splitting at 400°C indicates the
structure changes from the ramsdellite to the
pyrolusite, consistent with the X-ray data.
Table. 1 Coordination numbers of Mn and molar raito for
H deduced from the 1 Å peak.

n

O
Mn (2Å)

n

O
H

CH for

R.T.
7.12

150°C 300°C 400°C 500°C
6.79
6.05
6.01
5.92

0.101

0.085

-

-

-

=1
at 1 Å
Table 3 su7mmarizes the coordination number
(CN) of manganese ions with oxygen at 1.89 Å. The
CN was calculated assuming that the peak was due
to the Mn-O correlations, and the values obtained
exceeded 6.0. This might be due to the overlapping
of the H-O correlation to the peak at r = 1.9 Å. For
the sample heat at 300°C and more (no more
structural protons), the coordination number found
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was six in accordance with a MnO6 octahedra. For
the coordination of oxygen around hydrogen at 1 Å,
we assume a coordination number of one and
calculate the percentage of hydrogen to satisfy this
value. We found that 67% of hydrogen coordinates
an oxygen within 1 Å, indicating the presence of a
different hydrogen inside the structure, 33% not
directly bound to oxygen.
The positions of the protons determined from the
RDF(r) data situate in or close to the VMnO6
octahedra with a direction towards the center of the
vacant cation site and with an H-O distance of 1 Å,
or Ruetschi protons. These protons have
hydrogen-bond with the next closest oxygen
neighbor with 1.6  r  2 Å distance. Because no
correlations except 1, 1.9 and 2.2 Å were observed
in the RDF(r), only one proton situates in the vacant
octahedra , and other three protons exist with the
charge compensation of one Mn4+ vacancy situate
outside of the VMnO6 octahedra. The VMnO6
octahedra situate next to the vacant O6 octahedra
that form the 1 x 1 or 1 x 2 tunnel in the -MnO2.
The other protons related to the Mn3+ are situated in
the 1 x 1 and 1 x 2 tunnel and are centered inside an
O6 octahedra as deduced from the Mn-H and H-O
correlations.
However to ascertain their position undoubtedly,
we need to calculate the exact coordination number

of this proton from the peak at 1.89Å by separating
Mn-O and H-O correlations. It is also important to
note that we cannot differentiate if the proton is
situated in the 1 x 1 or 1 x 2 tunnels with our
experiment
Our structure, see figure 2, results on the RDF(r)
calculations indicated that the “Ruetschi” proton
situate near the vacant Mn4+ site, and this vacant
site should be connected by the 1 x 1 of 1 x 2
tunnels in the structure. The dehydration of the
Ruetschi protons might cause the collapse of the
cluster of the vacant sites and this provides a part of
the changes from the ramsdellite to the pyrolusite.
The complete transformation from the ramsdellite to
the pyrolusite proceed above 300°C, which is the
change from 1 x 2 tunnel to the 1 x 1 tunnel
structure.
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Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the model structure and the position of the protons by the RDF(r): (a) position of the Ruetschi
protons reported previously [2], (b) position of the Coleman protons and, (c,d) position of the Ruetschi protons determined in
the present study
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Research and development in new low cost and
low toxicity cathode materials led to the preparation
of compounds such as manganese dioxide, for
example -MnO2, used actually in lithium or zinc
primary battery. The structure of -MnO2 is
composed by an intergrowth of ramsdellite
(R-MnO2) and pyrolusite (-MnO2), the structure
also contains twinning planes.
The vacancies model [1] was proposed to
describe the protons inside the structure and implied
the existence of two different kinds of protons: (i)
the ‘Ruetschi’ protons which compensate the Mn4+
vacancies, and (ii) the ‘Coleman’ protons which are
associated with the Mn3+. Experiments such as
inelastic neutron scattering studies [2] showed the
existence of these different protons but information
is limited to the dynamics of these protons and to
obtain pure structural information, another approach
is needed.
The neutron first-order difference method was
used first to overcome the difficulty to analyze
solutions in order to obtain ion salvation and
complexation informations. This method was then
implemented by Soper and al. [3] by including
hydrogen isotope substitution directly to the solvent.
It is known that the structure of -MnO2 changes
during the de-intercalation of the proton by heat
treatment that happens ate relatively low
temperature. This treatment is nevertheless used to
prepare hydrogen free manganese dioxide cathode
for primary lithium battery. A direct exchange
between H and D is not possible at room
temperature and we developed a new method to
remove the proton by chemical oxidation using
NO2BF4 without any structural change observed.
The neutron diffraction measurement was
performed on the HIT-II diffractometer for sample
with different isotopic compositions and the first
order difference was applied after correction of the
datas. The isotopic purity of the samples was
controlled prior experiment by a combined TG-MS
measurement. The real-space first-order difference
function GH(r) for -MnO2 is presented in figure 1.
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Real-space first order difference function GH(r)
for -MnO2

The protons are of two different types, one
situated close to the Mn4+vacancy, ‘Ruetschi’ proton,
and are covalently bonded to oxygen and formed
hydrogen-bond with the next nearest oxygen. Those
protons are proposed with an external configuration,
and six positions are available for them. The second
type, ‘Coleman’ proton, lies close to the Mn3+ inside
the tunnel of the manganese dioxide centered inside
an octahedron formed by six oxygens.
The neutron scattering experiment done gave
structural results when compared to experiments
such as MAS-NMR or inelastic neutron scattering,
and our results must be looked as significant to
assess the position of the different protons.
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in the structure. The peak at 1.8 Å-1 corresponds to
the 002 Bragg peak.
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The lithiation mechanism of the hard carbon has
been studied to clarify its higher lithium capacity
and as a material design tool to develop and improve
the capacity of future materials. Two structural
models are fairly accepted to explain the structure:
the “card house” model, and the “wave” model.
Card house model is based on small domain size of
graphene layer, and each domain is situated towards
each other in a different orientation so as to form
small void between these domains. The other model
is basically formed by graphene layer, in some
region of the graphene layer, the distance between
the layers is much larger than other domains, which
makes nano-size space with flat shape [1]. Lithium
may insert into these nano-size space so as to form a
surface lithium layer similar to the lithium adsorbed
on the graphite surface.
The lithiation mechanism has been discussed
based mainly on the NMR data, and no conclusive
information was obtained due to the lack of
structural details. We used neutron scattering
technique, efficient to obtain structure information
for compounds containing light element such as
lithium, and it was done with two different kind of
experiments: small angle neutron scattering (SWAN,
presented here) and total neutron scattering (HIT-II,
will be presented in another report).
Carbon fiber used in the present study was
prepared by heat-treatment at 1200°C of an isotropic
petroleum pitch as a precursor. Electrochemical
lithium insertion was performed in a three-electrode
cell. The fully lithiated carbon (LiC5) was prepared
by short-circuiting the cell after 24h. The partially
lithiated carbons were prepared by a charge to
0.01V.
Figure 1 shows the small angle neutron
scattering of the hard carbon and lithiated hard
carbon. The broad peaks found around 0.2 Å -1
corresponds to the scattering from the void existing

100

10

0.01

Fig. 1

0.1
Q / Å-1

1

Small angle scattering patterns of C, LiC10.4 and
LiC5

The scattering intensity, I(Q), is related to the
gyration radius Rg, and a correlation length can be
determined by fitting the data. During the lithium
intercalation, the lithium inserted firstly into the
periodically layered region in the shallow lithiation
region, which is indicated by the increase of d-value
and then insertion into the void started,
corresponding to the increase in the correlation
length. A porosity P = 10.7% and the number of
void per volume n = 2.75x1019 cm-3 were also
obtained from the data.
To determine the shape of the void in the hard
carbon, the SANS date were fitted and the
Debye-Bueche contribution is replace using an
theoretical scattering function composed by a
combined random branching and ellipsoid form
suggesting that the nano-voids spread out in all
directions with irregular intervals. The fit to the data

is presented in figure 2 with a schema of the model
used. The equation used for the new to model the
data is as follows:
( Debye  Bueche) 


1
2

(1  Q 2 R / 18)



3(3 v  v 2 1)
v7

(sin Qa  Qa cos Qa ) 2
(Qa) 5

(1)

When the present results are combined with
those obtained from X-ray and total angle neutron
scattering, a model for the lithium insertion can be
proposed as shown in figure 3.
The structure of the hard carbon is composed of
two-dimensional stacked graphene layer and the
disordered arrangements of the layers or “wrinkled”
sheets form voids on the nano-size. Lithium
intercalates into the periodically layered region in
the shallow lithiation region and then inserts into the
void [2].

2
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Fitting pattern of the small angle
scattering data for the hard carbon. The total fitting is
based on voids with ellipsoid shapes and random
branching form
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Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of the structures and the lithiation mechanism for the hard carbon
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Appropriate amounts of CuI, As and Se, with
those compositions expressed as (CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x
with x  0.6, were sealed within an evacuated quartz
ampoule and thoroughly mixed in a rocking furnace
at 700 C. Then, the melts were quenched rapidly in
an ice-water mixture.
Time of flight neutron diffraction measurements
for samples sealed in an evacuated quartz cell (7.0
mm in inner-diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness)
were made using the HIT-II apparatus installed at
the pulsed spallation neutron source of KEK-KENS.
Scattered neutrons were counted by 104 pieces of
3
He counters, which covered the scattering angle
region of 10  2  157. The data accumulation
time was about 8 h for each run. Diffraction
experiments were done in advance for the
background, empty cell and vanadium rod with the
same dimension of the sample. Scattering intensities
from the vanadium rod were applied to the
conversion of observed count rates to absolute
scattering cross section. The procedure and
corrections of intensity data were similar to those
described elsewhere [2].
According to our previous study of physical
properties for (CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses, an
incorporation of CuI into As2Se3 glass is responsible
for a pronounced increase in the total electrical
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conductivity, which varies exponentially with
increasing CuI content [3]. The electronic
conductivity for the present glasses with x  0.4 has
a value of about 10-9 Scm-1. The ion transport
number is, then, almost unity, i.e., the contribution
of electronic conduction seems to be negligibly
small [3].
As shown in Fig.1, the structure factor S(Q) for
As2Se3 glass has a first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) at around 1.2 Å-1 which is a signature of the
intermediate-range
atomic
ordering
(IRO)
constructed by AsSe3/2 pylamidal units. The addition
of CuI leads to a decrease of the FSDP height.
However, the FSDP clearly remains for glasses with
high CuI content, together with a gradual shift in the
peak position from 1.2 (x = 0) to 1.0 Å-1 (x = 0.60).
This can be interpreted to means that the
incorporation of CuI into As2Se3 glass causes a
disturbance of the AsSe3/2 network, and then creates
a new IRO in highly doped glasses.
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Superionic conducting glasses containing Ag and
Cu ions have received much attention because of
scientific interests in their conduction mechanism as
well as their application in solid state
electrochemical devices. Although extensive studies
have been carried out to investigate their ionic
transport mechanism in silver oxysalt systems, such
as AgI-Ag2O-MxOy [1], an obvious explanation of
the conduction mechanism has not yet emerged from
the literature. In addition, there has been a lack of
information concerning physical properties and
detailed microscopic structure for CuI doped
non-oxide glass systems. This paper will present
results of neutron diffraction studies in CuI-As2Se3
glasses and discuss the conduction mechanism in
CuI doped non-oxide glasses.
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Fig. 1 Structure factors S(Q) for (CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x
glasses

A well-defined first peak is found at 2.42 Å in
g(r) for As2Se3 glass. With increasing CuI content,
the first peak shifts toward larger r side from 2.42 to
2.49 Å, and at the same time, a new component of
the second peak grows at about 4.3 A. These
changes correspond to the formation of the local
atomic ordering constructed by Cu and I atoms,
similar to the case in crystalline CuI (rCu-I  2.6 and
rI-I  4.3 Å in  and  phases of CuI).
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Fig. 2 Pair distribution functions g(r) for (CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x
glasses.

It has been reported that there is a distinct
diffuse scattering peak at around 1.0 Å-1 in the
structure factor of crystalline -CuI, which is
strongly related to the existence of short-distance
Cu-Cu correlations at ~2.4 Å in the Cu-Cu partial
distribution function of -CuI. For the present
(CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses with high CuI content, the
FSDP is clearly observed at 1.0 Å-1 (x=0.60) in S(Q)
as same as crystalline -CuI. Moreover, it is
interesting to note that nearest neighbour interatomic
distances of Cu-I and Cu-Cu, obtained in our Cu
K-edge EXAFS analysis, occurs closer to those in
crystalline -CuI. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the Cu ion environment in the present
(CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses with high CuI content may
be similar to that in crystalline -CuI, where Cu+
ions occupy randomly 32(f) sites which represents
one corner of the tetrahedrally distorted 8(c) sites
(8(c) sites are tetrahedrally coordinated by I-).

Structural parameters for nearest neighbour
correlations can be determined by the least squares
analysis for the total S(Q) using a model function
under an assumption that the first coordination shell
of the present glasses is composed of As-Se, Cu-I
and Cu-Cu correlations.
As summarised in the Table, the nearest
neighbour environment of As does not change and
the pyramidal AsSe3/2 units remain essentially intact
on introducing CuI, i.e., the network matrix in the
glass is made by covalent AsSe3/2 pyramidal units at
any composition. On the other hand, Cu atoms have
three iodine nearest neighbours at 2.60 Å and one
copper nearest neighbour at 2.42 Å. These results
suggest that a significant number of Cu occupy the
trigonal sites in the tetrahedral units constructed by
I- ions, which correspond to the 32(f) sites in
crystalline -CuI. Therefore, the structure model for
(CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses can be proposed as the
pseudo-binary mixture of the AsSe3/2 network matrix
and dispersed -CuI clusters, where the addition of
a large amount of CuI does not significantly affect
the SRO of both the network former and modifier
units. This feature may enable the present glass
system to form sufficient pathways allowing for the
high ionic conduction of Cu ions. The difference in
ionic conductivity between CuI- and AgI-As2Se3
systems may be related to the cluster size of metal
halide units, that is to say, CuI in CuI-As2Se3 system
is dispersed in the glass network at rather molecular
level than AgI system.
Table 1. Structural parameters of As-Se, Cu-I and Cu-Cu
correlations for (CuI)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses
x
rAs-Se(Å)
lAs-Se(Å)
nAs-Se
rCu-I(Å)
lCu-I(Å)
nCu-I
rCu-Cu(Å)
lCu-Cu(Å)
nCu-Cu

0
2.41(2)
0.111(5)
3.1(2)
-

0.4
2.41
0.093
3.0
2.60(2)
0.113(5)
3.0(2)
2.43(2)
0.099(6)
1.0(5)

0.6
2.41
0.105
2.9
2.59
0.121
3.0
2.41
0.105
1.0
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Appropriate amounts of AgBr, As and Se, with
those compositions expressed as (AgBr)x(As2Se3)1-x
with x  0.6, were sealed within an evacuated quartz
ampoule and thoroughly mixed in a rocking furnace
at 650 C. Then, the melts were quenched rapidly in
an ice-water mixture.
Time of flight neutron diffraction measurements
for samples sealed in an evacuated quartz cell (7.0
mm in inner-diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness)
were made using the HIT-II apparatus installed at
the pulsed spallation neutron source of KEK-KENS.
Scattered neutrons were counted by 104 pieces of
3
He counters, which covered the scattering angle
region of 10  2  157. The data accumulation
time was about 8 h for each run. Diffraction
experiments were done in advance for the
background, empty cell and vanadium rod with the
same dimension of the sample. Scattering intensities
from the vanadium rod were applied to the
conversion of observed count rates to absolute
scattering cross section. The procedure and
corrections of intensity data were similar to those
described elsewhere [3].
According to our previous study of physical
properties for (AgBr)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses, an
incorporation of AgBr into As2Se3 glass is
responsible for a pronounced increase in the total
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electrical conductivity, which varies exponentially
with increasing AgBr content [4]. The electronic
conductivity for the present glasses with x  0.4 has
a value of about 10-9 Scm-1. The ion transport
number is, then, almost unity, i.e., the contribution
of electronic conduction seems to be negligibly
small [4].
Structure factors S(Q) for the present glasses
shown in Fig. 1 have a first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) at around 1.2 Å-1 which is a signature of the
intermediate-range
atomic
ordering
(IRO)
constructed by AsSe3/2-pyramidal network units. The
addition of AgI leads to a decrease of the peak
height without measurable changes in the position of
the FSDP.
2.5

60(AgBr)40(As2Se3)
2.0

40(AgBr)60(As2Se3)
1.5

S(Q)

Many kinds of studies for ionic conducting
glasses, especially for AgI-doped glass systems,
have been carried out from academic and practical
point of view [1]. The fast ion conduction in the
AgI-doped glasses is attributed to their unique
structure, which can be modeled as a mixture of
conduction pathways similar to the fast ion
conducting phase of crystalline AgI and rather rigid
chalcogenide networks [2]. On the contrary, there
are few reports on the glass systems containing other
silver halides, such as AgBr and AgCl, in which a
rock salt structure is stable under atmospheric
pressure. This paper will present results of neutron
diffraction studies in AgBr-As2Se3 glasses and
discuss the conduction mechanism in AgBr doped
non-oxide glasses.
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Fig. 1 Structure factors S(Q) for (AgBr)x(As2Se3)1-x
glasses

Fig. 2 gives pair distribution functions g(r). A
well-defined first peak is found at 2.42 Å in As2Se3
glass. With increasing x, the intensity of an hump at
about 2.7 Å increases maybe due to the formation of
longer Ag-Br bonds. In addition, the intensity of the
second and third peaks in g(r) systematically

decreases with increasing x, suggesting that the IRO
in the present glasses changes gradually with x. This
seems to be associated with the disappearance of the
FSDP in S(Q) mentioned above.
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Table 1. Structural parameters of As-Se and Ag-Br correlations
for (AgBr)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses
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has three Se nearest neighbours at 2.42 Å. This
suggests that the network matrix in the glass is made
by covalent AsSe3/2 pyramidal units as same as the
parent glass. On the other hand, a significant number
of Ag have the tetrahedral coordination with Br,
strongly differ from the case in crystalline AgBr
which has a lock salt structure with the coordination
number of nAg-Br = 6. Therefore, the structure model
for (AgBr)x(As2Se3)1-x glasses can be proposed as the
pseudo-binary mixture of the AsSe3/2 network matrix
and tetrahedral AgBr units, where the addition of a
large amount of AgBr does not significantly affect
the short-range order of the covalent network matrix.
These results are reasonably supported by our
EXAFS data for the present glasses. This feature
may enable the present glass system to form
sufficient pathways allowing for the fast ionic
conduction of Ag ions.
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Fig. 2 Pair distribution functions g(r) for (AgBr)x(As2Se3)1-x
glasses.

It is reasonable to assume that the first
coordination shell of the present glasses is composed
of As-Se and Ag-Br correlations. Structural
parameters for both correlations can be determined
by the least squares analysis for the total S(Q) using
a following model function,

where ri-j, li-j and ni-j denote the interatomic distance,
root mean square displacement of i-j pair and
number of j atoms around a given atom i,
respectively. The least squares fitting was performed
at Q  8 Å-1. As summarised in Table 1, the addition
of AgBr to As2Se3 glass results in the concentration
independence of all structural parameters, where As

x
rAs-Se(Å)
lAs-Se(Å)
nAs-Se
rAg-Br(Å)
lAg-Br (Å)
nAg-Br

0
2.42(2)
0.090(5)
3.0(2)
-

0.4
2.42
0.094
2.8
2.70(2)
0.12(5)
3.9(2)

0.6
2.43
0.095
2.8
2.70
0.13
3.8

Superionic conducting glasses were obtained in
the AgBr doped As2Se3 system. Their ion transport
properties are strongly associated with the local
structure proposed as the pseudo-binary mixture of
AsSe3/2 network matrix and tetrahedral AgBr units.
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Superionic conductors are of interest from both a
technical and fundamental point of view. The
materials with ionic conductivity of at least 10 -2
S/cm have a number of possible technological
applications ranging from batteries and fuel cells to
sensors. The materials allow the macroscopic
movement of ions through their structure, leading to
exceptionally high values of ionic conductivity
whilst in the solid state. This behavior typically
occurs at elevated temperatures and as common for
a first type superionic, like AgI, Ag2S etc. The ionic
conductivity of AgI increases by three orders of
magnitude when transform from β at 147 oC [1].
At room temperature, -AgI with the FCC structure
is more stable, but it has very low conductivity of
about 10-6 S/cm. With the idea to depress the  β
transformation or to stabilized -AgI at room
temperature, the material was mixed with the second
component, like in silver iodide silver oxysalt glass
AgI-Ag2O-P2O5. The molten mixture was then
quenched to arrest to high -AgI phase in the glass
framework [2]. The glass formation occurs for the
mixture with less AgI content, but above the
solubility limit (~ 57 mol% AgI), it turns to a
composite-glass, like in (AgI)0.7(AgPO3)0.3 and 80
mol% AgI in AgI-Ag2O-B2O3 [3-4]. The ionic
conductivity of the composite glass was found
higher than in the glassy state [4].
This work reports the structural studies of the
new
composite-glass
AgI-Na2O-P2O5
or
(AgI)x(AgPO3)1-x with x=0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 [5-7].
NaPO3 glass was chosen as a glass framework due
to economical reason for the application. Na+ that
substitutes the Ag+ is much cheaper and easy to be
produced. The ionic conductivity is ~ 10-3 S/cm at
ambient temperature and it increases up to ~ 0.2
S/cm at 480 K. The sample was prepared by mixing
and grinding all the components, then it was melted
at 850 oC and quenched into the brass-mould that
was cooled by liquid nitrogen as described
elsewhere [8-10]. Here we report the powder
measurements on these composite-glasses in order
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to determine the structure and to understand more
about the ionic conduction mechanism.
The neutron diffraction experiment was
performed by using a VEGA instrument at the
Neutron Science Laboratory (KENS), High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Japan.
The powder sample was put inside the vanadium
tube under vacuum condition and the measurement
was done at room temperature. The refinement was
done for the neutron data using RIETAN2000T,
which uses profile function optimized for VEGA
and SIRIUS diffractometers [6].

Fig. 1

Portion of the refined neutron diffractograms of
(a) (AgI)0.8(NaPO3)0.2 and (AgI)0.7(NaPO3)0.3 [ 6].

Figure 1 shows the neutron diffractograms of
(AgI)x(NaPO3)1-x with x=0.7 and 0.8 with the
refinement results. The pattern shows some Bragg
peaks in the composite indicating that the AgI
composition passes the solubility limit so that the
crystalline AgI precipitates in the NaPO3 glassy

framework. Similar AgI precipitates was also
observed in the corresponding (AgI)0.7(AgPO3)0.3
glass [4]. The pattern of (AgI)0.8(NaPO3)0.2 is
qualitatively
different
from
that
of
(AgI)0.7(NaPO3)0.3
as shown by several small
peaks at d(Å)=3.52 and 2.73 appear at higher
composition. Another small peaks at d(Å)=3.61 and
3.43 only appear at (AgI)0.7(NaPO3)0.3. The
background of this composition is higher due to
larger amount of the glassy part (NaPO3). The small
peaks d(Å)=3.61, 3.43 and 3.98 correspond to the
pentasilver iodide diphosphate (V) Ag5IP2O7 [11]
which might have been arisen from cutting
phosphate chains by oxidation [5]. The mass
fraction of AgI and Ag5IP2O7 is 53% and 47%. In
(AgI)0.8(NaPO3)0.2 it contains 70% of -AgI and 30%
β-AgI. Table 1 shows the refinement results of
(AgI)0.8(NaPO3)0.2 at room temperature with each
atom site having 100% occupancy.

melt-quenched AgI glass [3], possibly due to the
fast-cooling that makes the coagulation before the
nuclei starts to grow.
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Table 1. Refined parameters of (AgI)0.8(NaPO3)0.2.
-AgI
Cubic F -4 3 m
Ag atoms

-AgI
Hexagonal P 63 m c

(0,0,0)

(1/3, 2/3, 0.61(1))

I atoms

(1/4,1/4,1/4)

(1/3, 2/3, 0.0)

Lattice parameters

a(Å)=6.494(1)

Mass fraction

70%

Reliability factors

Rwp=4.30%

a(Å)=4.588(1)
c(Å)=7.518(1)
30%
R=3.22%

The distortion of the hexagonal unit cell due to a
A slightly mismatched line between the hexagonal
tilings with respect to the orthorhombic unit cell,
caused a distortion of hexagonal unit cell and the
bondlength connecting Ag atoms are no longer
constructing perfect hexagons []. The orthorhombic
in unit cell in bc-plane of Ag5IPO7 can be though as
a distorted hexagonal unit cell. Ag5IPO7 has bigger
unit cell than that of the -AgI which is occupied
mostly by oxygen, indicating that -AgI in has been
oxidized.
Though, there was no sign of -AgI phase appears
in the composite-glass (AgI)0.8(NaPO3)0.2 and
(AgI)0.7(NaPO3)0.3 but the ionic conductivity is much
higher compared with the pure crystalline -AgI. The
increase of ionic conductivity in these composites are
due to the distortion to the low phase that causes a
defect in crystal. The existence of defect increases the
mobility of Ag ions and the diffusive motion among
the cluster (precipitates), thus increasing the ionic
conductivity. Another possible effect, that the particle
size of the precipitates on the glassy framework is in
the order of nanometers. The size is similar to the other
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The Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couple in the olivine
framework is positioned at 4.1 V vs. Li/Li + but
possesses much slower kinetics compared to
Fe3+/Fe2+. Despite the higher open circuit voltage
(OCV), the current durability in LixMnPO4 is orders
of magnitude inferior to that in LixFePO4, and the
effective energy density of LiMnPO4 is much smaller
than that of LixFePO4. This has led battery engineers
to concentrate on improving LiFePO4 rather than
using the Mn3+/Mn2+ redox couple in olivines; more
than 170 papers on this subject have been published
in the past four years. On the other hand, literature
with promising perspectives for LixMnPO4 cathodes
is very limited. In addition, the OCV of 3.4 V vs.
Li/Li+ in LixFePO4 provides a large overvoltage
“margin” to oxidative electrolyte decomposition.
Long-term stable operation as well as enhanced
charging kinetics under acceptable anodic
overvoltage are important technical advantages of
LixFePO4 cathodes.
The key aspect in this important class of
materials is that the major structural anomalies, such
as anisotropic deformation, significant loss of
long-range order, and local phase segregation, have
been detected in the phases with Mn3+. This is
reasonable because Mn3+ is a typical Jahn-Teller ion,
indicating the importance of the acquisition of
accurate structural, magnetic, and transport data
along the (MnyFe1-y)PO4 solid solution line for
understanding the origin of the loss of
electrochemical activity. However, previous studies
have been limited to structural analyses of minerals
(heterosite: y ~ 1/3, purpurite: y ~ 2/3), which usually
present the specific manganese content with
structural disorder and impurities due to their natural
origin. Difficulties in synthesizing phase-pure
Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4 and hence its oxidized form
(MnyFe1-y)PO4 also have been discussed in terms of
the unexpected segregation of oxidized or reduced
impurities. Although recent studies demonstrate that
pure (MnyFe1-y)PO4 phases with any manganese
content of y<0.8 can be obtained by chemical
delithation
from
high-quality
synthetic
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Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4, only the orthorhombic lattice
dimensions were provided. Systematic, accurate, and
detailed structural and magnetic analyses on the
and
synthetic
phase-pure
Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4
(MnyFe1-y)PO4 solid solutions have to our knowledge
not documented before.

Fig. 1. Interatomic distances for (a) M-O and (b) P-O
for Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4 and (MnyFe1-y)PO4.
The analysis was performed for the two
solid-solution lines of trivalent (MnyFe1-y)PO4 and
divalent Li(MnyFe1-y)PO4. Changes in the M-O bond
lengths in MO6 octahedra and the P-O bond lengths
in PO4 tetrahedra are summarized in Figure 1.
Introducing Mn ions into the 4c site did not
significantly change the local geometry of M2+O6
octahedra and PO4 tetrahedra. The M2+-O bond
lengths showed isotropic linear increase as a function
of manganese content y and can be explained simply
by the difference in the ionic radii of the high-spin
Mn2+ (0.97 Å) and high-spin Fe2+ (0.92 Å). The rigid
small PO4 polyanion with covalent P-O bond is not
surprising. While, M3+O6 octahedra become severely
distorted with an increase in the Jahn-Teller (JT)
active Mn3+ ions.

Usually, the Jahn-Teller distortion of MO6
octahedra (Oh symmetry) shows an elongation of the
two axial (c-direction) bond lengths and shrinkage of
the four equatorial (a-direction) bond lengths, to give
a general expression as c/a > 1. However, the
Jahn-Teller effect in the MO6 octahedra with barely
ionized M ions tends to yield an equatorial/axial ratio
inversion of c/a < 1, where the two axial bond
lengths shrink and another four equatorial bond
lengths expand. Such an inversion is typically
observed for strongly ionized epidote or perovskite
materials, where the metastable c/a<1 configuration
is stabilized in a crystal to prevent the penalty in
energy required to distort the structure from the
metastable c/a <1 structure to the stable c/a >1. The
(MnyFe1-y)PO4 series evidently belongs to the latter
case of c/a < 1 because the transition metals are
strongly ionized by the M-O-P inductive effect.
The radial distribution functions (RDF) for
LiFePO4, FePO4, LiMnPO4, and amorphous MnPO4
obtained by neutron total diffraction are given in
Figure 2. These functions aid the understanding of
the overall trend in the change in local geometry of
the Lix(MnyFe1-y)PO4 system. Due to the difference
of the sign in the neutron scattering length, i.e.,
Fe(+9.45), Mn(-3.73), P(+5.13), O(+5.803), negative
peaks for Mn-O correlation and positive peaks for
P-O and Fe-O correlations are observed at the
corresponding bond distances. To demonstrate this,
bond lengths obtained by the Rietveld refinement of
X-ray diffraction data for LiFePO4, FePO4, and
LiMnPO4 are denoted as vertical bars in Figure 14.
Since no experimental crystallographic data are
available for the metastable pure MnPO4 with a
Pnma structure, we inferred the bond lengths in
amorphous MnPO4 from the optimized geometries
obtained by the first principle calculation kindly
supplied by D. Morgan and G. Ceder. Note that the
bond lengths based on the calculated optimized
geometry are coincident with the line extrapolation
toward y = 1, as shown in Figure 1. Even in the
amorphous phase, local coordination around Mn3+
appears to be influenced by the Jahn-Teller effect.
Among the four types of M-O bonds in the MO6
octahedra, the equatorial M-O3 and M-O3’ bonds
contribute to the neighboring superexchange
interaction. The enhanced asymmetry in the M-O-M
superexchange interaction upon oxidation of the
manganese system is highlighted by the dashed line
in Figure 2, which should influence the
antiferromagnetic ground state.

Figure 2. The radial distribution function (RDF) for
LiFePO4, FePO4, LiMnPO4, and amorphous MnPO4
obtained by neutron total diffraction. Rectangular
bars represent the interatomic bond lengths obtained
by the Reitveld refinement for LiFePO4, FePO4,
LiMnPO4, and by first principle calculation for
amorphous MnPO4. The M-O3 and M-O3’ bond
lengths are related to the superexchange interaction
and are connected by dashed lines to show the
significant change in asymmetry.
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For further improvement in cement (or concrete)
properties, many extensive studies have been carried
out from various viewpoints. In the meantime,
mechanical milling has been paid much attention for
synthesizing amorphous or metastable alloys. This
process is also well known to promote the reactivity
of various materials: biomaterials and energy
storaged materials. Therefore, it can be easily
expected that the application of the mechanical
milling to the hydration process of cement will
improve the concrete properties. In the present
research, we studied the hydration process from the
structural viewpoint by taking advantage of
time-of-flight
neutron
powder
diffraction
(TOF-NPD) by focusing on Ca3SiO5 of the major
component of Portland cement clinkers, and by
using mechanical milling technique for the
improvement of concrete properties [1].
Polycrystalline Ca3SiO5 was synthesized by
conventional ceramic processing. The mechanical
milling was conducted dry at 200 rpm for 30 h under
argon gas atmosphere using a planetary ball mill
apparatus (Fritsch Pulverisette 5). The TOF-NPD
data for each sample were collected on the Vega and
the HIT-II, installed at KEK-KENS [2].
Figure 1 shows the comparison between RDF(r)s
of unmilled and milled Ca3SiO5. In the RDF(r),
the first peak at around 1.6 Å indicates the Si–O
correlation in a [SiO4] tetrahedron, because the
coordination number of Si–O was calculated to be 4
oxygen atoms around a Si atom from the area of the
first peak. The second and third peaks can be
recognized to correspond to the Ca–O correlation (~
2.4 Å) and the O–O (~ 2.7 Å), respectively. As
shown in Fig. 1, the peak profiles of Si–O and O–O
correlations of the milled Ca3SiO5 do not change in
comparison with those of the unmilled Ca3SiO5 ,
whereas the peak broadening of Ca–O correlation is
conspicuous. This result leads us to understand
that the structural distortion took place around Ca
atoms due to various kinds of defects was induced
by mechanical milling.
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To evaluate the improvement of the early
hydration properties (< 24 h of hydration) subjected
by mechanical milling, the intensities for the 101
reflection (d ~ 2.63 Å) of Ca(OD)2 were estimated
for all TOF-NPD data of the unmilled and milled
Ca3SiO5. Figure 2 shows the time dependence of
intensities for the 101 reflection of Ca(OD)2 for each
sample. In particular, the induction time of the
hydrated milled Ca3SiO5 is approximately one half
shorter than that of the hydrated unmilled one.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

RDF(r)s of unmilled and milled Ca3SiO 5.

Time dependence of intensities for 101 reflection
of Ca(OD)2 for each sample.
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Fig. 1 Experimental structure factors, S(Q), observed
by X-ray diffraction and RMC fits for amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.
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The heat of mixing of a Cu-Ta system is positive and
hence the Cu-Ta system is typically immiscible in the
solid state [1]. However, amorphous Cu-Ta alloy has
been reported to be synthesized by mechanical alloying
[2-4]. The formation of the amorphous phase has been
confirmed not only by thermodynamic and structural
analysis based on DSC, neutron diffraction and EXAFS
[2,3] but also by the electronic studies through changes in
superconducting transition temperature and XPS valence
band structure [4]. It is interesting to investigate the
location of hydrogen (deuterium) atoms in the system
with a positive heat of mixing. In this work, the X-ray and
neutron diffraction techniques were complementary
employed to clarify the structure of amorphous Cu-Ta
alloys prepared by mechanical alloying under Ar and D2
atmospheres, respectively. Moreover, reverse Monte
Carlo modeling method was employed to clarify the local
environments around the deuterium atoms and the
arrangements of metal atoms in amorphous Cu-Ta alloys.
Cu (99.99%) and Ta (99.9%) powders were mixed at
the atomic ratio 3 : 7 and put into a zirconia vial with 10
zirconia balls (10 mm in diameter). After the evacuation
for 12 h below 10-4 Pa by a turbomolecular pump,
high-purity Ar gas (99.999%) of 0.1 MPa or high-purity
D2 gas (99.999%) of 1 MPa as an initial pressure were
introduced into the vials, respectively. Mechanical
alloying was carried out by a planetary ball mill apparatus
(Fritsch P-5) with 300 rpm for 50 h. Composition analysis
was done by the induction coupled plasma (ICP) method
for Cu, Ta. The concentration of deuterium in the sample
prepared by mechanical alloying under D2 atmosphere
was determined at the Center for Organic Elemental
Microanalysis, Kyoto University. The compositions of
the alloys prepared by mechanical alloying under Ar and
D2 atmospheres were Cu0.32Ta0.68 and (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33,
respectively. The high-energy X-ray diffraction
measurement was carried out with a photon energy of
113.68 keV at the high-energy X-ray diffraction beamline
BL04B2 in the SPring-8. The neutron diffraction
measurements were carried out by using the HIT-II. The
S(Q) were obtained from the scattering intensity after
various corrections. Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC)
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Fig. 2 Pair distribution functions, g(r), observed by
X-ray diffraction for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and
amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 .

simulation [5] was carried out through fitting to both
X-ray and neutron diffraction data. Starting
configurations of 4200 and 5000 atoms for amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68
and
amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33,
respectively, with appropriate composition, randomly
distributed in a cube box, was used. To ensure a
physically realistic configuration, the closest distances
between two atoms allowed to approach each other were
determined from the experimental total distribution
functions.
Figure 1 shows the structure factors, S(Q), for
amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33
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Fig. 3 Experimental structure factors, S(Q),
observed by neutron diffraction and RMC fits for
and
amorphous
amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.
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Fig. 4 Pair distribution functions, g(r), observed by
neutron diffraction for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and
amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.

observed by X-ray diffraction, respectively. There are no
significant differences between the X-ray S(Q)s. This
result suggests that the arrangements of metal atoms for
the two samples are hardly different. The pair distribution
functions, g(r), for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 observed by X-ray diffraction are
shown in Fig. 2. The X-ray g(r)s also show slight
differences between the two samples. Especially, the
positions of the peak for amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are
almost in agreement with those for amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68. This result is of great interest because the
shifts of peaks in g(r) with the absorption of hydrogen
(deuterium) were observed in other amorphous materials
[6, 7]. The remarkable lack of differences in the X-ray
data between amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are strong evidences that the absorption
of deuterium hardly causes a dilatation in the amorphous
Cu-Ta alloy system.
Fig. 3 shows the S(Q)s for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and
amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 observed by neutron
diffraction, respectively. The corresponding g(r)s are
shown in Fig. 4. The neutron S(Q)s and g(r)s show some
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differences between the two samples, reflecting a
absorption of deuterium. The neutron g(r) for amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 shows a well-resolved first peak around
0.20 nm. Since the corresponding X-ray g(r) shown in Fig.
2 has no peak in this region, this peak can be recognized
to be metal–deuterium correlations. If a hard sphere
model with Goldschmidt radii for Cu and Ta atoms is
applied, this peak is expected to be Ta-D correlations.
Under the assumption that the first peak corresponds to
the Ta-D correlations, the coordination number of Ta
atoms around a deuterium atom was calculated to be 3.8
atoms. This result suggests that the deuterium atoms
occupy 4Ta tetrahedral sites in amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68.
In order to get information about the occupational
sites of the deuterium atoms and the arrangement of metal
atoms, we used the reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling
method. Calculated total structure factors from the RMC
models for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are shown together with the
experimental S(Q)s in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
Excellent fitting with the experimental S(Q) by both
X-ray and neutron diffraction were obtained. From the
RMC model for amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 we found
that about 91 % of the D atoms locate in the 4Ta
tetrahedral sites and the others locate in the 2Cu+2Ta and
Cu+3Ta tetrahedral sites. This is a really interesting result
because the occupation sites of deuterium atoms are
different from those in other amorphous materials [8-11].
Recent X-ray and neutron diffraction studies on
a-TbFe2D3.0 [9] and a-HoFe2D3.0 [10] have shown that
about 40 % of the D atoms occupy the tetrahedral sites
consisting of rare-earth metal atoms.
The partial pair correlation functions, gi-j(r), calculated
from the RMC models for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and
amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are presented in Fig. 5.
Distinct differences in the structure between amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 can be
found in the Cu-Cu pair correlations. For instance the
shape of the first peak in the SCu-Cu(Q) are different
between the two samples. Moreover, the intensities of the
first peak in the gCu-Cu(r) for amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33
are lower and the dip around 0.35 nm is shallower in
comparison with those of amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68. The
nearest neighbor coordination numbers, Ni-j, which have
been derived from the RMC models for amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are
summarized in Table 1. NCu-Cu (NCu-Ta, NTa-Ta) stands for
the coordination number of the nearest neighbor Cu (Ta,
Ta) atoms around a Cu (Cu, Ta) atom. The nearest
neighbor coordination numbers also show significant
differences in the Cu-Cu pair correlations between
amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.
Namely, the NTa-Ta of the two samples are almost the

Table 1 The nearest neighbor coordination number
derived from the RMC models for amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68
and amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.
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amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68, extending to smaller angles.
Consequently, we can conclude that there are slight
differences in the arrangement of Ta atoms but there are
significant differences in the arrangement of Cu atoms
between amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 and amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.
In the previous paper [1], Fukunaga and Mizutani
concluded that amorphization process in the Cu-Ta
system is characterized by a penetration of smaller Cu
atoms into BCC Ta crystallites. When the tetrahedral sites
consisting of Ta atoms are occupied by the deuterium
atoms, the penetration of the Cu atoms is thwarted by the
presence of the deuterium atoms. This causes not only the
decrease of the NCu-Ta but also the increase of the NCu-Cu. It
is expected that there are a lot of vacancies in an
amorphous phase. Therefore, the deuterium atoms enter
into the sites consisting of Ta atoms without remarkable
changes in the arrangement of Ta atoms.
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Fig. 6 Experimental structure factors, S(Q),
observed by neutron diffraction and RMC fits for
and
amorphous
amorphous
Cu0.32Ta0.68
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33.

same but the NCu-Cu and the NCu-Ta of amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are larger and smaller, respectively,
than those of amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68.
The angle distributions give us more detailed
information concerning the arrangements of metal atoms.
Fig. 6 shows the angle distributions of metal atoms which
have been derived from the RMC models. These curves
have peaks around 60 and 110 degrees which are
observed characteristically in metallic glasses. The angle
distribution of Ta-Ta-Ta for amorphous (Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33
is similar to that of amorphous Cu0.32Ta0.68 except for
slight broadening. However, the peaks in the angle
distributions of Cu-Cu-Cu and Ta-Cu-Cu for amorphous
(Cu0.33Ta0.67)D0.33 are much broader than those of
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where � is the average number density of atoms.
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Fig. 1 Structure factors, S(Q), observed by X-ray
diffraction with a photon energy of 113.68 keV for: (a)
FeTi after 5 h of milling, and (b) the deuteride
(nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97).
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FeTi alloys have considerable potential for
technological application as a hydrogen storage material.
A large number of investigations have been performed
not only on hydrogen absorption properties of these
alloys [1-5] but also on the structure of these hydrides
(deuteride) [3, 6-8]. Recently interest has been focused on
nano-crystalline FeTi hydrides as a consequence of their
excellent properties [9-11]. It is very important to
investigate the structural change with the decrease of
grain sizes and make clear the local environments around
hydrogen (deuterium) atoms in grain boundary of
nano-crystalline materials. In this work, neutron and the
X-ray diffraction techniques were complementary
employed to clarify the structure of nano-crystalline FeTi
produced by mechanical milling and the location of
deuterium atoms in the deuteride (nano-crystalline
FeTiDx).
FeTi powder of 3 g (High purity chemistry research
institute, 99.9%, average size 25µm) was put into a steel
vial (80 cc volume) with 10 steel balls (10 mm in
diameter). After evacuating for 12 h below 10-4 Pa by a
turbomolecular pump, high-purity Ar gas (99.999%) was
introduced into the vial. A planetary ball mill (Fritsch
P-5) was used with 300 rpm for milling. FeTi after 5 h of
milling was reacted with high purity deuterium
(99.999%) at the pressure of 1 MPa for 24 hours. The
concentration of deuterium in the sample was measured at
the Center for Organic Elemental Microanalysis, Kyoto
University.
The X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out
by the horizontal two-axis diffractometer with a photon
energy of 113.68 keV on BL04B2 beam line at SPring-8.
The neutron diffraction measurements were carried out by
using the High Intensity Total Scattering spectrometer
(HIT-II). The S(Q) was obtained from the scattering
intensity after various corrections of the background,
absorption and multiple scattering, and normalization
with a vanadium rod. The pair distribution functions, g(r),
can be derived from the Fourier transformation of S(Q) as
follows,
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Fig. 2 Pair distribution functions, g(r), observed by
X-ray diffraction with a photon energy of 113.68 keV
for: (a) FeTi after 5 h of milling, and (b) the deuteride
(nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97).

Because of much lager scattering factors of metal
atoms than that of deuterium atom, the arrangement of
metal atoms can be selectively visible by X-ray
diffraction. The S(Q)s observed by X-ray diffraction for
FeTi after 5 h of milling and the deuteride
(nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97) are shown for comparison in
Fig. 1. The corresponding g(r)s are also shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 3 Structure factors, S(Q), observed by neutron
diffraction for nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97.
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The Bragg peaks of nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97 were
found to shift to smaller Q in comparison with those of
FeTi after 5 h of milling, which indicates the lattice
expansion due to the deuterium absorption. The g(r) of
FeTi after 5 h of milling shows clear first peak at 0.256
nm. This peak is attributed to the Fe-Ti nearest neighbour
correlation. The remarkable change in the g(r) after the
deuterium absorption strongly indicates the evidence of
the rearrangement of metal atoms in the grain boundary
as well as the lattice expansion of the crystalline grains.
This leads us to anticipate the existence of a new
occupation site of deuterium different from a
polycrystalline �-FeTiD.
Since the coherent neutron scattering length for
deuterium atom is comparable to those for metal atoms,
the neutron diffraction experiment gives an insight about
the location of deuterium atom from a different point of
view. Figs.3 and 4 show S(Q) and g(r) for
nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97 observed by neutron
diffraction, respectively. The g(r) shows a positive peak
around 0.17 nm and a negative peak around 0.21 nm.
There is no peak in this region in the g(r) observed by
X-ray diffraction (in Fig.2), so that these peaks can be
recognized to correspond to correlations in connection
with deuterium. Since titanium has a negative coherent
neutron scattering length, it is clearly understood that the
positive and negative peaks are attributed to the Fe-D and
Ti-D correlations, respectively. In the polycrystalline
�-FeTiD deuterium atoms occupy octahedral sites with
two iron atoms and four titanium atoms and the mean
Fe-D and Ti-D distances are 0.172 and 0.214 nm,
respectively [7]. Hence the positive and negative peaks in
the g(r) are mainly attributed to the Fe-D and Ti-D
correlations in the grain. It should be noted that there is a
shoulder at the left side of the positive peak, which
indicates another correlation. The position of the shoulder
is similar to the Fe-D distances observed in other kinds of
amorphous alloys [12, 13]. Consequently, this shoulder
can be identified as arising from the Fe-D correlation in
the grain boundary.
To understand the local environments around
deuterium atoms in the grain boundary, the g(r) for
nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97 was fitted by approximating
with Gaussian distribution function. The Fe-D and Ti-D
distances and the coordination numbers in the grains were
referred from the previous work on the polycrystalline
�-FeTiD [7].� The components of the fit for Fe-D and
Ti-D correlations in the grains and those of the grain
boundary are plotted in Fig 4, respectively, together with
the residual. The peak at 0.22 nm in the residual can be
identified as arising from D-D correlation and its position
is in good agreement with that for the polycrystalline
�-FeTiD [7] and amorphous metal hydrides [12,13]. From

in grain

0
2

in grain boundary

0
2
0
0.1

residual

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

r (nm)
Fig. 4 Pair distribution functions, g(r), observed by
neutron diffraction for nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97 and
the components of the fit for the Fe-D and Ti-D
correlations in the grain and those in the grain
boundary. The dashed line is the residual.

the fitting result, it was found that about 50% of
deuterium atoms are situated in the grain boundary. The
nearest neighbour coordination number, Ni-j, and the
interatomic distance, r1, which were derived from the
areas and peak positions of the Gaussian distribution
functions are summarized in Table 1. It is noteworthy that
the value of ND-Fe+ND-Ti in the grain boundary is about
four. The value of which indicates that the deuterium
atoms are situated in the tetrahedral sites. This result is
obviously different from that in the grains but consistent
with previous work on the structural change of the Ni-V
powder [14]. The paper proved that octahedral units in
FCC crystal structure were destroyed and transformed
into tetrahedral ones when the amorphization due to
milling proceeded. Namely, a large number of tetrahedral
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sites are expected to exist in the disordered region of the
grain boundary.
It is of interest to note that the ND-Ti in the grain
boundary is considerably larger than the ND-Fe. This result
Table 1 Nearest neighbour coordination numbers, Ni-j, and interatomic distances, r1, in the grains and the
grain boundary for nano-crystalline FeTiD0.97 calculated from the g(r) observed by neutron diffraction.

polycrystalline �-FeTiD [7]
in grain
in grain boundary

ND-Fe
2
2.1
0.7

D-Fe

r1(nm)
0.172
0.178
0.165

indicates that deuterium atoms occupy the tetrahedral
sites consisting mainly of Ti atoms, i.e. 4Ti and 3Ti+1Fe
tetrahedral sites. This is because of the strong affinity
between deuterium and titanium atoms.
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4
4.0
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D-Ti
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0.214
0.215
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ND-Fe + ND-Ti
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Recently amorphous LaNi5D3.3 has been
reported to be synthesized by mechanical alloying
under D2 atmosphere [1]. It is important to
investigate their structure and make clear the
location of deuterium atoms. In this work, in situ
neutron and X-ray diffraction measurements have
been performed on amorphous LaNi5D3.3 prepared
by mechanical alloying under D2 atmosphere.
Moreover, reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling
method [2] was employed to get a three-dimensional
atomic arrangement by using combined neuron and
X-ray diffraction data.
Amorphous LaNi5Dx was prepared by
mechanical alloying under D2 atmosphere. The
neutron diffraction measurement was carried out by
using the HIT-II spectrometer. The X-ray diffraction
measurement was carried out by the horizontal
two-axis on BL04B2 beam line at SPring-8. The
LaNi5Dx sample was kept in pressure-resistant
containers at a constant D2 presser of 1MPa. The
S(Q) was obtained from the scattering intensity after
various corrections of the background, absorption
and multiple scattering, and normalization with a
vanadium rod. Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC)
simulation [2] was carried out through fitting to the
neutron and X-ray S(Q)s. A starting configuration of
5000 atoms with appropriate composition, randomly
distributed in a cube box of length of 3.86 nm, was
used. To ensure a physically realistic configuration,
the closest distances between two atoms (D-D, D-La,
D-Ni, La-La, La-Ni and Ni-Ni) allowed to approach
each other were determined from the experimental
total distribution functions.
Fig. 1 shows neutron and X-ray total structure
factors calculated from the RMC model for
amorphous LaNi5D3.3, compared with the
experimental S(Q)s .The RMC configuration shown
in Fig. 2 (a) gave detailed information about the
occupational sites of the deuterium atoms. It was
found that over 90% of the deuterium atoms locate
in the tetrahedral sites consisting of La and/or Ni
atoms. The fraction of the deuterium atoms in the
tetrahedral sites (4La, 3La+1Ni, 2La+2Ni, 1La+3Ni
and 4Ni) was obtained. It was found that about 80%
of the deuterium atoms occupy tetrahedral sites
consisting of 3La+1Ni and 2La+2Ni.

3
X-rays
RMC

2
1
0
-1
0

50

100

150

200

Q(nm -1)

Fig. 1 Neutron and X-ray total structure factors
calculated from the RMC model (dashed lines) for
amorphous LaNi5D3.3, together with the experimental
S(Q)s (solid lines).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 (a) Atomic arrangements of the RMC model for
amorphous LaNi5D3.3. Large spheres are La, medium
spheres are Ni atom and small spheres are D atoms.
Local environments around Ni atoms: trigonal prisms
(b) and Archimedian antiprisms (c), respectively.

Voronoi polyhedral analysis has been performed
on the RMC configuration of metal atoms. It was
found that trigonal prisms and Archimedian
antiprisms, which are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c),
respectively, are dominant around Ni atoms in
amorphous LaNi5D3.3.
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T ( r ) � 4�r� �

2

�

�0 Q �S (Q ) � 1�sin QrdQ ,
�

(1)

where � is the average number density of atoms.
Figure 1 shows the total correlation functions,
T(r), for (Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x glasses derived from the
Fourier transformation of the structure factors. The
T(r) for x=0 has the strong positive peak at 0.223 nm
and this peak can be identified as arising from Ge-S
nearest-neighbour correlations through comparing
with the structure of GeS2 crystal [12]. The
coordination number of S atoms around a Ge atom,
which was calculated from the area under the peak,
was estimated to be 4.0 atoms. This result agrees
well with that in previous neutron diffraction study
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Fig. 1 The total correlation functions, T(r), for
(Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x glasses
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Li-containing sulfide glasses with high lithium
ion conductivity are of technological importance
because of their potential application in solid-state
lithium secondary batteries. A lot of studies have
been performed on these glasses [1-9]. In order to
understand the transport mechanism, it is important
to investigate their structure and make clear the
environment of mobile Li ions. In this work, we
tried to synthesize Li2S-GeS2 glasses by mechanical
alloying (MA) and investigated their structure by the
time-of-flight neutron diffraction technique.
(Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x glasses were prepared with
compositions of x=0, 20, 30, 40 and 50. Li2S powder
(Furuuchi Chemicals, 99.9%) and GeS2 powder
(Furuuchi Chemicals, 99.999%) were mixed at the
desired composition and put into a stainless steel
vial with 30 SUS balls (10 mm in diameter). The
MA treatment was carried out by a planetary ball
mill (Fritsch, P-5) under high purity argon gas
atmosphere.
The neutron diffraction measurement was
carried out using HIT-II spectrometer. Each sample
was put into a TiZr zero-alloy cell of inner diameter
8.0 mm with 0.3 mm wall in thickness under argon
gas atmosphere. The structure factor, S(Q), was
derived through applying various kinds of
corrections to the background, absorption [10] and
multiple scattering [11], and normalizing with a
incident neutron beam profile. The total correlation
function, T(r), can be derived from the Fourier
transformation of S(Q) as follows,
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Fig. 2 The peak fit to the total correlation function
for (Li2S)50(GeS2)50 glass and its residual. The
positive peak and the negative peak correspond to
the Ge-S and Li-S correlations, respectively.

[13] and indicates that GeS4 tetrahedra form the
fundamental framework of GeS2 glasses, in which
there are edge-sharing and corner-sharing GeS4
tetrahedra. The position of the Ge-S correlation peak
slightly decreases with increasing Li2S content.
The positive peak at 0.294 nm in the T(r) for the
GeS2 glass, which corresponds to the Ge-Ge
correlations of the edge-sharing GeS4 tetrahedra,
drastically disappeared with increasing Li2S content.
Moreover, the shoulder peak around 0.34 nm
corresponding to the Ge-Ge correlations of the
corner-sharing GeS4 tetrahedra gradually decreased
in intensity with increasing Li2S content. The
disappearance of the Ge-Ge correlations leads us to
anticipate a break of the connections of the GeS4
tetrahedral network.
The negative peak appears and grows around 0.25
nm with increasing Li2S content. Since Li has a
negative coherent neutron scattering length and the
Li-S distance in a Li2S crystal is 0.247 nm [12], this
negative peak can be recognized to be Li-S
nearest-neighbour correlations.
The shoulder peak around 0.36 nm in the T(r) for
x=0 is attributed to S-S correlations of the GeS4
tetrahedra judging from the structure of GeS2 crystal
[12]. This peak exists apparently even in
(Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x glasses. This result indicates that
the skeleton structure is built up by the GeS4
tetrahedra in (Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x glasses.
The T(r) for (Li2S)50(GeS2)50 glass has the
positive peak at 0.222 nm and the negative peak at
0.25 nm. These can be recognized to correspond to
the Ge-S and Li-S nearest-neighbour correlations,
respectively. However, the right side of the positive
Ge-S correlation peak overlaps with the left side of
the negative Li-S correlation peak. Then, in order to
separate these peaks, the peak fitting was performed
on the T(r) by approximating with Gaussian
distribution functions through a least square fitting
method. The fitting result is represented in Fig. 2.
The coordination number of S atoms around a Ge
atom, NGe-S, and that of S atoms around a Li atoms,
NLi-S, which were calculated from the area under the
Gaussian peaks, are 3.9 and 3.2 atoms, respectively.
The NGe-S indicates that Ge atoms are tetrahedrally
coordinated by S atoms. That is, we can recognize
that GeS4 tetrahedra form the fundamental
framework of the structure of (Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x
glasses. However, the Ge-Ge correlations of the
edge-sharing and corner-sharing GeS4 tetrahedra,
which are observed at 0.294 nm and around 0.34 nm
in the T(r), respectively, disappeared and decreased
in intensity with increasing Li2S content. Therefore,

the results allow us to recognize that the connection
of the GeS4 tetrahedral network were broken by
alloying Li2S by GeS2 and non-bridging S atoms
located at the corner of GeS4 tetrahedral unit
increased in number. For example, assuming that
every S atom is bonded to at least one Ge atom, two
non-bridging S should be created by adding one
Li2S unit into the GeS4 tetrahedral network. Hence
GeS4 tetrahedra consist of 33% with bridging S and
66% with non-bridging S in the composition of
x=0.5. Thus corner-sharing GeS4 tetrahedra with a
large amount of non-bridging S atoms are dominant
in the structure of (Li2S)x(GeS2)100-x glasses. The
NLi-S apparently indicates that Li ions are
coordinated by three S atoms, which are mostly
non-bridging S.
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Fig. 1 The pair distribution functions, g(r), for
amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31 observed by neutron
and X-ray diffraction.
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Both Ti and Zr are important elements for
hydrogen storage materials because of their strong
affinities for hydrogen. A Ti-Zr alloy system is
isomorphous and its structure is hexagonal
close-packed (h.c.p) [1] where Ti and Zr atoms are
distributed randomly [2]. In this work, the reverse
Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling method was applied
to the neutron and X-ray diffraction data in order to
determine the atomic configuration of metal atoms
in amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31 synthesized by
mechanical alloying under deuterium gas
atmosphere. It is noteworthy that a neutron
zero-scattering alloy can be obtained with
composition Ti0.676Zr0.324 because of negative and
positive coherent scattering length of Ti and Zr,
respectively. Additionally, X-ray diffraction has a
great advantage in observing the arrangement of Ti
and Zr atoms because of much lager scattering
factors of Ti and Zr atoms than that of D atom.
Therefore, combined use of the neutron and X-ray
diffraction data in the RMC modeling will allow us
to obtain the three-dimensional atomic configuration
of amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31.
Amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31 was synthesized by
mechanical alloying under deuterium gas
atmosphere. The neutron diffraction measurement
was carried out by using the HIT-II spectrometer.
The X-ray diffraction measurement was carried out
by the RIGAKU RINT-Ultima with Mo-K�
radiation. After various corrections, the scattering
intensity was converted to the total structure factor,
S(Q). The pair distribution functions, g(r), can be
derived from the Fourier transformation of the S(Q).
Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) simulation [3] was
carried out through fitting to the neutron and X-ray
S(Q)s. A starting configuration of 4000 atoms with
appropriate composition, randomly distributed in a
cube box of length of 3.95 nm, was used. To ensure
a physically realistic configuration, the closest
distances between two atoms (D-D, D-Ti, D-Zr,
Ti-Ti, Ti-Zr and Zr-Zr) allowed to approach each
other were determined from the experimental total
distribution functions.
Fig. 1 shows the pair distribution functions, g(r),
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Fig. 2 Neutron and X-ray total structure factors
calculated from the RMC model (dashed lines) for
amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31, together with the
experimental S(Q)s (solid lines).
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Fig. 3 Fractions of Voronoi polyhedra around Ti and Zr atoms obtained from the RMC configuration of metal atoms for
amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31.

for amorphous (Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31 observed by
neutron and X-ray diffraction. The neutron g(r)
shows a negative peak around 0.18 nm and a
positive peak around 0.20 nm. Since the X-ray g(r)
has no peak in this region, these peaks can be
recognized to be metal–D or D-D correlations.
Moreover, it is clearly understood that the negative
peak is attributed to Ti-D correlations and the
positive peak attributed to Zr-D and D-D
correlations, respectively, because of the negative
coherent neutron scattering length of Ti. A negative
peak was again observed in the vicinity of 0.30 nm
in the neutron g(r). In the X-ray g(r) a first peak is
definitely observed at same distance. Therefore, we
can easily recognize that this peak is attributed to
Ti-Zr correlations. Positive peaks which locate the
left side and the right side of the negative peak in the
neutron g(r) can be concluded to be attributed to
Ti-Ti and Zr-Zr correlations through the
Goldschmidt radii of Ti and Zr atoms, respectively.
Calculated total structure factors from the RMC
model
(dashed
lines)
for
amorphous
(Ti0.676Zr0.324)D0.31 are shown in Fig. 2, together with
the experimental S(Q)s (solid lines). Excellent fits
with both neutron and X-ray diffraction were
obtained. Voronoi polyhedral analysis has been
performed on the RMC configuration of metal atoms.

Fig. 3 shows the fraction of Voronoi polyhedra
around Ti and Zr atoms. Icosahedral polyhedra (00
12 000) and isosahedron-like polyhedra (028100),
(028200), (01 10 200) and (036300) are observed
both around Ti and Zr atoms. The sums of the
fractions of these polyhedra are more than 40%. The
result indicates the presence of a lot of
icosahedral-like clusters in the configuration of
metal atoms.
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Protein works in solvated condition in a cell.
Hydration environment affects the protein dynamics
as well as its biological function [1]. To understand
the molecular mechanism of the protein function,
the hydration-related dynamical properties should be
clarified. The boson peak and the dynamical
transition are two characteristic features of protein
dynamics. The previous extensive theoretical and
experimental studies showed that these phenomena
are dependent on hydration [2,3,4,5].
In 2005, our group has examined the
hydration-related protein dynamics with LAM-40.
The beamtime assigned was 35 days in total. The
major subjects we pursued are as follows,
1, Protein boson peak
2, Protein dynamical transition
3, Hydrated water dynamics at the protein
dynamical transition
The low energy neutron spectroscopy has been
measured with dehydrated and hydrated powder
proteins of Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase), which
has been used for neutron scattering experiment in
our group [5]. The purified protein was dialyzed
against pure water and lyophilized. This lyophilized
powder was used as the dehydrated sample. In order
to prepare the hydrated powder sample, the
lyophilized powder was equilibrated with a D2O
solution saturated by KCl to ensure hydration. The
hydration level (g D2O/g protein) of the hydrated
samples were h=0.28. The neutron scattering spectra
were collected at an inverted geometry
time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer LAM-40. The
energy resolution from the full width of the elastic
peak is �0.2meV and the energy window is below
16meV. The scattering angles were every 16°
between16.3° and 112.3°. The length of the
scattering vector Q at the elastic position ranged
from 0.4 to 2.5 Å-1. 700mg of the sample were held
in an aluminum cylinder that was 140 mm high and
14 mm in diameter. After correcting for the
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background, counter efficiency, and the incident
neutron spectrum, the observed TOF spectrum was
converted to a differential scattering cross section
and then the dynamical structural factor S(2�,�) was
calculated. The dynamical structural factor was
symmetrized and corrected by the Bose occupation
factor and by the Debye-Waller factor [6]. Each
inelastic data was collected for 8�12 hours for each
temperature.
1, Protein boson peak [7]
Fig.1 shows the INS spectra of the dehydrated
and the hydrated proteins at 100K and 300K. These
spectra were plotted by summed up 7 spectra and the
average Q value at the elastic scattering is 1.5 Å-1.

Fig. 1

Dynamical structural factor of dehydrated (�)
and hydrated (�) SNases at 100K and 300K.
The data is corrected by the Bose-factor and the
Debye-Waller factor. The data at 300K is shifted
by 0.01 to easily compare them.

The strong peak at �=0 is the elastic scattering. At
100K an elastic peak and inelastic scattering are
observed. The protein boson peak is clearly
observed for both samples in the inelastic region.
The peak positions are different, ~3meV for the
dehydrated protein and ~4meV for the hydrated
protein. The intensity of the hydrated protein is less
pronounced. These differences were observed in
ref.1 and 8, but not fully discussed. Both samples
show almost identical spectra in the higher
frequency range, suggesting that the solvent slightly
affects the vibrational modes, while the hydration
environment significantly influences the lower
frequency modes.

Fig. 2

Temperature dependence of the mean-square
displacement of the hydrated (�) and dehydrated (�)
SNase. Solid and dashed lines indicate the linear
regression of the data between 30K and 140K (below
the transition near 150K) for the hydrated and the
dehydrated SNases, respectively. The slope of the line
gives the effective force constant [10].

The Q-dependence of the elastic scattering gives
a mean-square displacement of an observed protein
[5]. Fig.2 shows the temperature dependent
mean-square displacements. Up to approximately
150K, the mean-square displacements increase
linearly as the temperature increases. This feature
indicates that the motion is almost harmonic. In this
lower temperature region, the mean-square
displacement of the hydrated protein is smaller than
the dehydrated protein, which indicates that the
fluctuation of the protein is suppressed by hydration.
The slope of the harmonic line gives an effective
environmental force constant, which was introduced

by G. Zaccai [9]. The estimated effective force
constants of the hydrated and the dehydrated
proteins are 3.6±0.1 N/m and 3.2±0.2 N/m,
respectively. The force constant for the hydrated
protein is larger than the dehydrated protein,
indicating that the energy potential of the hydrated
protein is more resilient than that of the dehydrated.
A theoretical study indicated that the low frequency
collective modes dominantly contribute to the total
mean-square displacement [10, 11], and have shown
that the solvent environment makes the energy
landscape along the collective modes more rugged
[2,12,13]. The present experimental results showed
that the vibrational motions of the hydrated protein
are trapped in the local minima of the rugged energy
potential at the cryogenic temperature. Consequently,
hydration shifts the boson peak position toward a
higher energy. We conclude that the low frequency
modes with the multiple minima energy landscape
are a plausible origin of the boson peak.
2, Protein dynamical transition
Above ~150K, the mean-square displacement
slightly deviates from the harmonic line, which is
independent of hydration [Fig.2]. This corresponds
to the onset of a new motion. At the higher
temperature around 240K, the mean-square
displacement of the hydrated protein differs from the
dehydrated protein, suggesting that the additional
new motion is hydration-dependent. This is
consistent with the result that the quasielastic
scattering at 300K of the hydrated protein is more
significant than the dehydrated [Fig.1]. A molecular
simulation with explicit water molecules shows that
water suppresses the low frequency motion, while
water only slightly affects the high-frequency
motion [14,15]. The Jumping-Among-Minima
model depicts the stochastic jumping motion among
several harmonic potential wells [11]. Quasielastic
scattering is observed in the energy region lower
than the boson peak, suggesting that the low
frequency modes below the boson peak are closely
related to the relaxation and/or stochastic motions,
which are thought to be essential for the protein
function at physiological temperatures. To
characterize these motions, a quantitative analysis of
the quasielastic scattering is highly required.
3, Hydration water dynamics at the protein
dynamical transition
As mentioned above in two topics, the protein
dynamics is strongly affected by hydration. The
dynamical properties of the hydration water should
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give an essential insight into the physical pictures of
the hydration-related protein dynamics. In this
section, we report the dynamics of the hydration
water at the protein dynamical transition. The
scattering data of the hydration water were estimated
by the subtraction of the scattering profile of a
D2O-hydrated protein from that of a H2O-hydrated
protein as follows, Swater(Q,�)= SH2O(Q,�)SD2O(Q,�). Fig.3 shows the temperature dependent
Elastic Incoherent Structural Factor (EISF) of the
protein and its hydration water. The notable point is
the deviation of the hydration water data from the
protein at around 240K, where the protein
dynamical transition appears as observed in fig.2.
The hydrated water displacement is larger than the
protein. This difference implies that water molecules
are released from the protein surface and undergo a
kind of diffusive motions. The previous simulation
study showed that at ambient temperature the
hydration water has translational diffusive motion
on the protein surface [16], which is consistent with
our implication. Such dynamics of the hydration
water should be closely correlated with the protein
dynamical transition. To further characterize the
diffusive dynamics of the hydration water, the
quasielastic scattering experiment with the higher
energy resolution is required.

Fig. 3

Temperature dependent Elastic incoherent structural
factor (EISF) of protein (�) and its hydration water
(�) at Q=1.5 Å-1.

In conclusion, our group has studied a series of
three topics about the hydration-related protein
dynamics. In accordance with theoretical prediction
[2], it can be shown experimentally that the protein
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boson peak originates in the protein low frequency
modes. The boson peak is also observed with
synthetic polymers and glassy materials, which has
been studied for a long time but the origin is still
under argument. Our picture for the protein would
give an insight for the origin of the Boson peak. The
hydration dependent dynamical transition was
observed at 240K. Some protein functions have been
observed to cease with the loss of diffusive
dynamics as the protein is cooled down below the
dynamical transition temperature [17]. So this
transition phenomenon is thought to be related with
the protein biological function. The hydration water
dynamics should be highly coupled with protein low
frequency dynamics at the dynamical transition.
The sufficient beamtime of LAM-40 was
assigned to our group in 2005 to produce fruitful
results. This has greatly promoted our projects of the
hydration-coupled protein dynamics. But the
quantitative analysis of the neutron incoherent
scattering with especially high resolution is required
to analyze the remaining problems. In J-PARC
projects, we are proposing a plan to construct the
inelastic neutron scattering instrument for
biomolecules. We expect this instrument contributes
to our understanding of the physical bases of life
through the elucidation of the physical and
dynamical properties of various biomolecules as
well as proteins. Such studies will open the frontier
of the neutron biology.
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Neutron Scattering Study on Relaxation and Excitation Modes in Condensed Matters Using
LAM-D
Vibrational Excitation of Liquid GeTe mixture at the Eutectic Composition
Y. KAWAKITA, H. SHIGETA*, Y. KATO*, S.TAKEDA

2. Experimental Procedures
Inelastic neutron scattering experiments of liquid
Ge15Te85
were
performed
using
LAM-D
spectrometers also installed at KENS, which is
inverted-geometry time-of-flight spectrometer with
the final neutron energy of 4.59meV by Blagg
reflection with PG002 mirrors and the energy
resolution about 0.5meV. The sample was shield in
a thin-walled quartz glass tube with an inner
diameter of 10mm, a coaxial length of 100mm and a
wall thickness of 0.3mm. High temperatures were

generalized v–DOS (arb. u.)

1. Introduction
Binary alloy system between Ge and Te shows
an eutectic-type phase-diagram around the
composition of 15 at.% Ge. At this composition, the
static structure has strong temperature dependency
[1-3]. Neutron diffraction [2] and EXAFS [3]
measurements suggest that Ge-Te bonding is
elongated and the number of atoms covalently
bound to a Ge atom decreases with increasing
temperature from the melting point. This structural
change is accompanied by volume contraction [4] in
spite of the loose bonding of Ge atom and causes a
strong temperature dependence of viscosity [5]. This
tendency may be related to the conformation of Te
atoms,
since,
in
pure
liquid
Te,
semiconductor-to-metal transition accompanied by
volume contraction occurs around the similar
temperature range[6,7].
Following the investigation on this structural
change for the eutectic liquid Ge15Te85 using HIT-II
[3], quasi-elastic and inelastic neutron scattering
experiments by using LAM-40 and LAM-D
spectrometers were performed in KENS. The
vibrational density-of-states were deduced from the
spectra measured by LAM-D and the dynamical
structure factors were obtained from LAM-40
experiments. The results of quasi-elastic neutron
scattering experiment by LAM-40 spectrometer are
presented as B1 report elsewhere in this volume.

0.003

generalized v–DOS (arb. u.)
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Fig.1 (a)(Top) Generalized vibrational density

of state for Ge15Te85 in the solid phase at the
room temperature (denoted by violet dots) and
the liquid phase at 480ºC (denoted by red dots)
obtained from 80º scattering from the sample
containing into the quartz cell. The cell
contribution has not been subtracted yet. The
cell spectrum at 480ºC is also plotted by black
dots.
(b) (Bottom) Generalized vibrational density
of state for liquid Ge15Te85 obtained from 40º
scattering from the sample containing into the
quartz cell. The cell contribution has not been
subtracted yet.
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achieved by using electrical heater. The measured
temperature points were five from 400 to 560ºC with
each 40ºC interval. In addition of this experiment,
3. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the generalized vibrational
density of state, gv-DOS, of liquid Ge15Te85. In the
figure (a), the spectra obtained from 80º scattering
from the sample containing into the quartz cell in the
solid phase at the room temperature and the liquid
phase at 480ºC are shown together with the
spectrum of the cell. For the solid phase, one can see
three peaks around 7, 11 and 17 meV which are
different from the cell contribution. Those are very
similar to gv-DOS of the pure liquid Te [7] where
the three peaks are assigned as tortional-, bendingand stretching modes in the covalently bonding Te
chain molecule. For the supercooled liquid state of
pure Te, such three modes persist in gv-DOS,
however above the melting temperature after
occurring semiconductor-to-metal transition, the
stretching mode goes remarkably down in the
excitation energy to 16meV and rather smearing [7].
In the case of liquid Ge15Te85, the stretching mode
persists in the all temperature from the 400 to 560ºC
and slightly decreases in the excitation energy with
increasing temperature, as shown in the figure (b). It
should be noticed that the bending mode which is
observed around 10 meV in the supercooled liquid
Te disappears in the spectra of liquid Ge 15Te85. This
should be strongly related to the conformation of Te
chain if exists in the liquid Ge15Te85, although we
cannot construct structural model for liquid Ge15Te85
in the present stage
References
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Neutron Scattering Studies on Relaxation and Excitation Phenomenain Structurally Aperiodic
System by LAM-40
—— Dynamics of molten Cuprous halides ——
Y. KAWAKITA, Y. KATO*, H. FUJII, S. TAKEDA and K. SHIBATA#
Department of Physics, Faculty of Sciences, Kyushu University, 4-2-1 Ropponmatsu Chuoku,Fukuoka 810-8560
*Department of Condensed Matter Chemistry and Physics, Graduate School of Sciences, Kyushu
University , 4-2-1 Ropponmatsu Chuo-ku,Fukuoka 810-8560
#Pulsed Neutron Instrumentation Research Group,Neutron Technology Development Research
Center,
Quantum Beam Science Directorate, Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA),Tokai-mura, Naka-gun,
Ibaraki-pref 319-1195, Japan
CuBr and CuI is well-known to exhibit the
superionic behaviour in the high temperature solid
state, where the mobile Cu ions migrate between the
sites in the sublattice of immobile halogen ions [1].
As for the static structure factors of molten cuprous
halides, several workers have reported for the
interesting structural properties on these molten state
[2-6]. The most significant feature in the partial
structure factors of molten CuCl [2,3] and CuBr
[5,6] is a structureless profile in Cu-Cu pairs
correlation, which is different from the cation-cation
correlations in typical molten salt such as alkali
halides. However, Waseda et al. [6] reported that
Cu-Cu partial structure of molten CuI, obtained by
anomalous X-ray scattering measurements and with
aid of the Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) simulation,
has a first sharp diffraction peak at 0.9 Å-1. In the
real space, the Cu-Cu distribution significantly
penetrates into the nearest neighboring shell which
is mainly contributed by Cu-I correlation. Recently
Shimojo et al. [7] pointed out that there is some
possibility of covalent character between Cu-Cu
pairs in addition of Cu-I pairs in molten CuI from
their ab initio molecular-dynamic simulations. We
also suggest the structure model of molten CuI using
RMC simulation based on neutron diffraction
spectra measured utilizing HIT-II spectrometer and
high-energy X-ray by BL04B2, SPring-8 [8]. Fig
1(a) shows the atomic arrangements for molten CuI,
generated by RMC structure modelling procedure.
The only Cu distribution in the same model is shown
in Fig.1(b). Large density fluctuations of Cu ions
exist and Cu ions bonded with each other look form
one-dimensional streams, which may be consistent
with the reaults of the ab initio MD simulation by
Shimojo et al [7], although they showed much larger

(a)
(b)
Fig.1 Structure model obtained by RMC simulation
using neutron and x-ray diffraction data. (a) CuI
structure model where Cu ions are denoted by small
particles and I are done by large particles. (b) Cu
distribution is extracted from the model (a). Sticks are
attached to the Cu-Cu pairs within 3.0Å distance.

Fig.2 Dynamical structure factors for molten CuI at
650ºC.
fluctuations in the Cu distribution.
The bonding character of Cu-I and Cu-Cu pairs
appears intermediate between ionic and covalent
bonds, which may affect on ionic motion. We have
performed quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS)
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measurements of molten CuI at 650ºC using
inverted geometry TOF spectrometer, LAM-40
installed at KENS. The energy of final neutron was
4.59meV by Blagg reflection with PG002 mirrors
and the achievable wavenumber space was from 0.2
to 2.6Å-1 with energy resolution of about 0.2meV.
The sample was shield in a thin-walled quartz glass
tube with an inner diameter of 10mm, a coaxial
length of 100mm and a wall thickness of 0.3mm.
High temperature was achieved by using electrical
heater with Nb foil heater-element.
To extract the dynamic structure factor, S(Q,E),
from the TOF-spectra for LAM-40, a background
contribution was carefully removed and the
scattering contribution from the container material
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Fig 3. The results (magnitude) of curve-fitting
procedure using two Lorentz functions with
naroow (solid circle) and
broad (open
triangles) widths. The open circles denote the sum
of them and solid line describes static structure
factors by neutron diffraction. Closes is the results
of one Lorenzian fitting.
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Fig.4 Energy width (HWHM) of the narrow
Lorentz function in the curve-fitting procedure
shown in Fig.3.
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was subtracted taking into account an absorption
correction due to the sample and the cell. Counter
efficiency was considered using the spectra of
vanadium standard sample. Each spectrum was
normalized to the incident intensity.
Fig. 2 shows the dynamical structure factors of
molten CuI. One can see the large elastic
contribution at around 0.9 Å-1 due to Cu-Cu
correlation. The reason for absence of spectra in the
Q region from 1.5 to 2 Å-1 is that 4th detector and
amplifier were affected by large white electrical
noise.
Preliminarily, curve-fitting procedure of quasielastic peaks has been performed using two Lorentz
functions with narrow and broad widths. The
magnitude of narrow function shows Q-dependence
similar to that of the static structure factor while that
of broad function almost shows no Q-dependence.
The latter might be largely contaminated by
multiple-scattering process, which is estimated as
about 20% of total scattering. From the knowledge
of partial structure factors, narrow Lorentz function
is mainly contributed by Cu-Cu correlation. The
energy width of this function does not exhibit any
narrowing around the maximum of the prepeak in
S(Q) at 0.9 Å-1, although it is already quite narrow
comparable to energy resolution of 0.2meV.
On the other hand, dynamical structure factors
obtained by inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS)
measurements [9] exhibit a cusp-like shape of quasielastic scattering at around 1.8 Å-1 where a strong
peak can be seen in x-ray diffraction spectrum. This
cusp shape cannot be reproduce by single Lorentzian
or Gaussian. For neutron scattering, the coherent
scattering cross section of Cu is about twice larger
than that of I (Cu;7.49 barns, I;3.50barns), so
that the scattering intensity emphasises the
correlation including Cu ions. On the other hand, the
number of electrons in I atom is about twice larger
than that of Cu atoms (I;53, Cu; 29), so that
the X-ray scattering emphasizes the correlation
including I ions. One can see a broad peak in a
relative high Q region beyond 2 Å-1 in QENS.
Mutual diffusion of I-I correlation may be much
slower than that of Cu-Cu one as ab-initio
simulation exhibits [7]. Therefore, delta-function
like contribution of I-I correlation may superimpose
the broad quasi-elastic scattering of Cu-Cu. For IXS,
the former has much strong intensity and then total
scattering possibly looks cusp-like shape with
coupling by energy resolution (1.8meV for IXS).
We have already partial static structures of
molten CuI by using ND and XRD with the help of

RMC simulation and two dynamical structure
factors by QENS and IXS. We will proceed
quantitative calculation of partial dynamical
structures with the help of dynamical simulation
methods such as ab-initio MD and traditional MD to
make clear the ionic motions in molten CuI where
essential dynamical properties for super-ionic
conduction phenomena still remains in the molten
state.
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Possible Observation of Local Structure by Neutron Resonant Scattering in Single Crystal AgCl
and AgBr
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*Graduate School of Science, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, 810-8560
Neutrons are resonantly absorbed by some
atomic nucleus at characteristic resonant energies.
The lowest resonant energy of 109Ag corresponds to
~5eV and neutron scattering cross section is
enhanced as well as absorption cross section. (See
Fig.1), which is generally called “anomalous
dispersion” (AD). Utilizing AD in the compound
containing neutron absorbing atoms such as silver,
gold, cadmium and so forth, the observation of local
structure of those atoms was attempt. Scattered
neutron intensity from the compounds is expected to
follow the scattering cross section of absorbing
material (NA) because most of the scattering from
non-absorbing atoms might be absorbed by NAs.
Thus, we can see the diffraction only from enhanced
scattering cross section of NA atoms.
Anomalous scattering of 109Ag using single
crystals of binary compound AgCl and AgBr were
measured. Neutron measurements were performed
on the EXCED, which is the diffractometer utilizing
epithermal neutron.
Both AgCl and AgBr have NaCl-type structure
and reflections appear at (hkl) (h,k,l = all even or
odd).; the structure factor of even reflection is
different from that of odd one. For (111) and (222),
we calculate energy dependence of expected
observed intensity. Note that we take into account
the absorption effect due to sample configuration in
this calculation. As seen in Fig.2, the calculated
intensities just above the resonant energy enhance,
indicating the anomalous dispersion. We also show
the energy dependence of observed intensities in Fig.
2. Here the scale is adjusted. To estimate intensities,
we carried out the following procedures. (i) We
choose 1 pixel among position sensitive detectors,
which shows the highest intensity. (ii) We read the
intensities at the certain energy that is derived from
the values of scattering vector Q, flight path length
L and scattering angle 2 . (iii) The intensities are
4
corrected by Lorentz factor
/sin2 . In both
AgCl and AgBr cases, the observed intensities
around ~6 eV is higher than those around ~4 eV as
expected, although the differences are lied within
error bars.
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Fig. 1 Energy dependence of cross sections of 109Ag

Fig. 2 Calculated intensities (lines) and observed intensities
(circles) for (111) and (222) reflections

We note that the correction by Lorentz factor we
performed is not exactly correct. This formula
4
/sin2 is applied to the integrated intensities over
wavelength for fixed single crystal. In the present
analysis, we do not integrate intensities. As neutron
energy increases, the energy resolution E becomes
large. We consider that the intensities below 2 eV
for (222) reflection of AgBr deviate upwards due to
this inadequate Lorentz correction.
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QENS Study of Amorphous Poly(vinyl acetate) below Tg
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Amorphous atactic poly(vinyl acetate) (aPVAc) shows a quesielastic scattering (QENS)
such a low temperature at 75 K. We have
revealed the QENS due to the methyl rotation
motion. In this study, we compared the methyl
hydrated a-PVAc with methyl deuterated one by
neutron
scattering
experiment.
The
measurement was carried out with LAM-80ET
at KEK, Tsukuba in an energy range between
0.01 and 0.5 meV.

motion was not observed in the methyl
deuterated a-PVAc.
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of
elastic scattering intensity of a-PVAc.
Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependence of
elastic scattering intensity of a-PVAc. The
elastic scattering intensity at T K (Iel(T)) was
divided by Iel(10 K) to reduce the effects of
coherent scattering.
The elastic scattering
intensity of the methyl hydrated a-PVAc began
to deviate from the linear relation above 50 K
and re-deviate from above 270 K. On the
other hand, the deviation from linear relation
was only at around 250 K for the methyl
deuterated one. These deviations show that
some new pico-second order motions occur at
around 50 K and 250-270 K, respectively. In
a-PVAc, the new motion at around 50 K is due
to the methyl rotational motion because this
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Fig. 2 shows the dynamic scattering law S(Q,
)
of a-PVAc hydrated methyl and
deuterated methyl at 75 K. The QENS was
observed in hydrated methyl sample but not the
deutrated methyl one. In the methyl hydrated
a-PVAc, we observe molecular motion
including methyl groups motion. On the other
hand, the methyl groups motion is not observed
in methyl deuterated one. This shows that the
methyl rotation motion occurs in the time scale
for pico-second order which is observed in
=15 eV). We have also
LAM-80ET (
confirmed the QENS at 75K due to the methyl
rotation motion. On the basis of the data
fitting, the estimated activation energy of the
methyl rotation motion is 3.7 kJ/mol. This value
is consistent with the results from other
measurement techniques such as NMR et. al.

Low-Energy Dynamics in Typical and Untypical Network Silicate Glasses:
Silica (SiO2) and Forsterite (Mg2SiO2)
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Vitreous forsterite (v-Mg2SiO4) is an important
“prototypical” orthosilicate for earth’s magmas in
the upper mantle and a model system for
non-equilibrium low-silica-content binary melts.
The structure of v-Mg2SiO4 results entirely from
connectivity of Mg-O polyhedra (mainly distorted
MgO5 polyhedra) that provide the networks with no
SiO4 chains or closs-linked networks suggested by
reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modelling using a
combination of neutron and high-energy X-ray
diffraction data [1]. The low-energy dynamics
termed the Boson peak, universal feature for glasses,
is expected to reflect the unusual nature of the Mg-O
network structure.
An aim of this experiment is to investigate the
low-energy vibrational spectra, dynamical structure
factors, S(Q, E) in a typical network silicate glass,
vitreous silica, v-SiO2 and an unusual network glass
v-Mg2SiO4 by means of inelastic neutron scattering
(INS). The primary goal is to relate the behavior of
the dispersion relation or the localization feature,
found in the INS experiments for v-SiO2, to the
strength of the Boson peak.
The INS experiments of v-SiO2 and v-Mg2SiO4
have been performed using LAM-40 spectrometer
installed at KENS, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan. LAM-40
is an inverted geometry time-of-flight spectrometer
with 7 analyzer- and detector-arms. Pyrolytic
graphite (PG) 002 reflections were employed for
analyzers to fix final energy at Ef = 4.59 meV. Glass
samples (small grains) were put into a aluminum
cylindrical container [1]. The dynamic structure
factors were deduced from the measured
time-of-flight spectra by a usual method including
normalization by incident neutron spectrum,
subtraction of background and absorption-correction
of aluminum cell and glass samples. The energy
resolution function of LAM-40 spectrometer was
estimated from vanadium standard and the FWHM
at the elastic position was E ~ 200 eV for PG 002
analyzer mirror.
Figure 1 shows the dynamical structure factors of
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Fig. 1

Dynamical structure factors S(Q, E) of SiO2
and Mg2SiO4 glasses.

The Boson peak of v-SiO2 is clearly observed at
the position of about 5 meV, this is consistent to the
previous report [2]. On the other hand, a very weak
low-energy excitation is observed at around 7 meV
for v-Mg2SiO4 and the peak position is larger than
that of silica glass. These differences in low-energy
dynamics between v-SiO2 and v-Mg2SiO4 have been
assigned to the effects of the confinement for
network structure from open structure (SiO4
tetrahedra corner sharing network for v-SiO 2 [3]) to
closed structure (MgOX [x=4~6] polyhedra corner
and edge sharing network for v-Mg2SiO4 [1]).
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Influence of Polytypic Structure on Low-Frequency Vibrational Mode of n-Alkanes
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Aliphatic long-chain compounds such as nalkanes and fatty acids solidify into layered
structures. Depending on crystallization conditions
and their thermal history, most of these compounds
show the structural variation within a molecular
layer in terms of the lateral packing, conformation,
and inclination manner of hydrocarbon chains.
Such structure variation is called polymorphism.
Besides ordinary polymorphism, some long-chain
compounds show another kind of structural variation
caused solely by a difference in the stacking manner
of molecular layers called polytypism, which is a
higher-order structural variation caused solely by a
difference in the stacking manner of molecular
layers.
It has been revealed that polytypic
structures affect various solid-state properties such
as thermodynamic stability, melting point,
mechanical property and so forth.
Two kinds of polytypic structures, Mon and Orth
II have been found in the M011 modifications of nalkanes. Mon is a single layered structure and Orth
II is a double layered one, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

Two polytypic structures in n-alkanes.

Recently, we investigated the thermodynamic
stability of the two polytypes by solubility
measurements and inelastic neutron scattering (INS).
The solubility measurement revealed that Orth II is
more stable than Mon, and the neutron scattering
experiments showed that the high density state of
vibrational modes in low-frequency region mainly
contributes to the stability of Orth II [1].
In order to study the influence of polytypic
structure on vibrational modes in more detail, we
carried out inelastic neutron scattering (INS)
experiments using single-crystal-mat samples of the
Mon and Orth II polytypes of n-C 36H74 M011
modification. INS spectra were measured with
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RAC in KEK.
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

The spectra obtained are reproduced

INS spectra for Orth II and Mon polytypes of nC36H74 taken with two different geometries.

In the region of 0-200 cm-1, there is no
significant difference between Mon and Orth II
concerning the spectra with the geometry of Q // the
(001) plane, whereas a clearly larger scattering
intensity is observed for Orth II with the geometry
the (001) plane. Since the (001) plane
of Q
corresponds to the lamellar interface, the above
results mean that polytypism has an influence
mainly on the low-frequency modes having a large
displacement component perpendicular to the
lamellar interface, which is consistent with the
crystal structures of Mon and Orth II.
Both
polytypes have an identical structure within lamellae
and they are different only in lamellar stacking
manner.
We infer that the large INS intensity at the
geometry of Q the  plane is ascribed to the
smaller stiffness C33 component [2].
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Binary alloy system between Ge and Te shows
an eutectic-type phase-diagram around the
composition of 15 at.% Ge. In the liquid state at this
composition, various physical properties show
anomalous temperature dependences. After melting,
molar volume decreases as increasing temperature
and has a minimum at around 50ºC above the
melting point, and then it starts increasing [1]. Such
volume contraction near the melting point is
observed in pure liquid Te [2], where the electrical
transition from a semiconducting phase in the
l–Ge 15Te85

S(Q)

1

390C
440C
600C

0
0

2

3

–1

Q(A )

4

supercooled liquid region to a metallic one above
the melting temperature occurs. This electrical
transition is accompanied by structural change from
long two-fold chain molecule to short chain with
strong interchain interaction [3]. Since viscosity of
liquid Ge15Te85 decreases abruptly from a large
value at the melting point [4], the large temperature
dependence of this liquid alloy is strongly related to
the properties of liquid Te.
Of particular interest, liquid Ge15Te85 shows the
strong temperature dependence in the static structure
as reported in our previous paper [5,6] (see Fig.1).
Neutron diffraction[5] and EXAFS[6] measurements
suggest that Ge-Te bond is elongated by 0.1Å and
the nearest neighbor distribution coordinating to a
Ge atom becomes more asymmetric with increasing
temperature by only 100ºC from the melting point.
To observe this structural change from the
dynamical points of view, we have performed
inelastic neutron scattering experiments.
Quasielastic neutron scattering experiments of
liquid Ge15Te85 were performed using inverted
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Fig.1 Static structure factors (upper figure) and
pair distribution functions (lower figure) of
Ge15Te85 at 390, 440 and 600ºC obtained by
neutron diffraction using HIT-II soectrometer in
KENS.
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Fig. 2 S(2θ, E) of liquid Ge15Te85. Q values in the
figure are the momentum transfer at the elastic
position, E=0meV.
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S(Q,E) (arb. u.)

geometry TOF spectrometer, LAM-40 installed at
KENS. The energy of final neutron was 4.59meV by
Blagg reflection with PG002 mirrors and the
achievable wavenumber space was from 0.2 to
2.6Å-1 with energy resolution of about 0.2meV. The
sample was shield in a thin-walled quartz glass tube
with an inner diameter of 10mm, a coaxial length of
100mm and a wall thickness of 0.3mm. The
measured temperature-points were five from 400 to
560ºC with each 40ºC interval, which were achieved
by using electrical heater with Nb foil
heater-element.
To extract the dynamic structure factor, S(Q,E),
from the TOF-spectra for LAM-40, a background
contribution was carefully removed and the
scattering contribution from the container material
was subtracted taking into account an absorption
correction due to the sample and the cell. Counter
efficiency was considered using the spectra of
vanadium standard sample. Each spectrum was
normalized to the incident intensity. Since surface
spline interpolation on the constant Q trajectory has
not been carried out yet, and therefore we will
present the S(2θ, E) spectra in this report and denote
representative Q-value at the energy transfer of zero,
E=0.
Fig. 2 shows the dynamical structure factors of
liquid Ge15Te85 at 400ºC just above the melting point.
The static structure factor of this eutectic liquid has
a relatively large value in a low Q region below the
first peak position. There can be seen significant
quasi-elastic contribution in S(2θ, E) in a low Q
region. The elastic component of QENS has a
maximum at around 2.0Å-1, where the first peak of
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l–Ge15Te 85 520C
l–Ge15Te 85 480C
l–Ge15Te 85 440C
l–Ge15Te 85 400C
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Fig. 3 The temperature dependence of dynamical
structure factors for liquid Ge15Te85 at 2.0990Å-1,
near to the first peak position in S(Q).
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S(Q) locates. One can see the narrowing of energy
width in S(2θ, E) at this Q position, called as de
Gennes narrowing.
To see the temperature dependence of dynamical
structure factor, the QENS spectra at 2.099Å-1,
nearest to the first peak position, are shown in Fig.3.
As increasing temperature from 400 to 520ºC, the
height becomes lower and the width becomes
broader, however, the spectra at 520 and 560ºC are
almost similar each other. This is consistent with the
temperature dependence of the static structure where
significant structural change occurs in the
temperature range from the melting point to 500ºC.
Chalcogen liquids such as Se and Te consists of
chain molecules whose length changes at the
semiconductor to metal transition. The first peak of
S(Q) of liquid chalcogen is largely contributed by
interchain correlation as well as intrachain one. Just
above the melting point, Ge atom has a relatively
high coordination from 4 for solid to 3 at 400ºC.
With increasing temperature, the coordination of Ge
atoms decreases until about 2. This means that Ge
atoms play a role of a linker for Te chain molecule
at a relatively low temperature near the melting
point, and that, with increasing temperature, Ge-Te
covalent bond weakens and interchain coupling of
Te chain molecules strengthens. The temperature
dependence of QENS may show that this breaking
of network structure occurs at this temperature
dependence. Such aspect is detected by generalized
vibrational density-of-state obtained by using
LAM-D spectrometer in KENS.
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with each other in the entire range of DMF mole
fraction studied. This suggests that hydrogen bonds
between DMF and FA molecules more significantly
act on the mixing state of the solutions than
self-aggregation of FA ones, as seen in DMF-NMF
solutions. Thus, DMF molecules can be embedded
into FA clusters by hydrogen bonds between the
amino protons of FA molecule and the carbonyl
oxygen atom of DMF one. The homogeneous
mixing of both FA and NMF with DMF in spite of
the different proton donating abilities of the
molecules may arise from strong proton accepting
ability of DMF molecule.
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An N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) molecule
involves a proton acceptor of the carbonyl oxygen
atom (C=O), but not any proton donor. Our previous
study on DMF–N-methylformamide (NMF) binary
solutions has revealed that DMF molecules are
homogeneously mixed with NMF ones, which
involve a proton donor of the imino proton (NH) and
a proton acceptor of the carbonyl oxygen atom, over
the entire range of DMF mole fraction due to a
hydrogen bond between DMF and NMF molecules
[1]. A formamide (FA) molecule involves two
proton donors of the amino protons (NH2) and the
carbonyl oxygen atom. Hence, FA molecules form
cyclic dimers and chain-like clusters by hydrogen
bonding in the liquid, while NMF ones form only
chain-like clusters, i.e., the former may significantly
self-aggregates than the latter. It is thus interesting
how more proton donors of FA molecule effect on
mixing with DMF molecules. In the present study,
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments
were made on DMF-FA solutions at 298 K to clarify
the mixing state of them at a mesoscopic scale.
DMF-FA binary solutions at various DMF mole
fractions xDMF were prepared by mixing deuterated
DMF-d7 and undeuterated formamide. Neutron
scattering intensities of sample solutions at 298 K
were measured on SWAN, which can cover the
Q-range of 0.01-12 Å-1. The observed intensities
were corrected for background, absorption, and cell
scattering. The correction for detector efficiencies
and normalization to absolute units were made by
dividing the intensities of each solution by those of
vanadium. All the parameters required for the data
treatment were taken from the literature [2].
Figure 1 shows the normalized SANS intensities
for the DMF-d7–FA binary solutions at various xDMF.
This figure shows no significant SANS intensities
for the solutions in the Q-range from 0.05 to 0.4 Å-1,
revealing that sizable clusters among solvent
molecules are not formed in the solutions. Thus,
DMF and FA molecules are homogeneously mixed
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Fig. 1 SANS spectra for DMF-d7–FA solutions at
various DMF mole fractions xDMF.
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intensities Icorr(Q)-1 against Q2 by using a
least-squares refinement procedure with Icorr(Q)-1 =
I(0)-1[1+2Q2], where  is the Ornstein-Zernike
correlation length. Figure 1 shows the  values for
the mixtures at each temperature as a function of xAN.
The  values for the mixtures at xAN = 0.3 and 0.4
extremely rise with decreasing temperature, while
those at xAN = 0.2 and 0.6 slightly increase. Thus,
the microheterogeneity of the mixtures at xAN = 0.3
and 0.4 is most drastically enhanced with decreasing
temperature among the mole fractions investigated.
This is consistent with the mole fraction (xAN = 0.38)
at the UCST. The present SANS experiments clearly
show the process of phase separation of the
acetonitrile-water
mixtures
with
decreasing
temperature.

50
279 K
287 K
298 K
307 K

40
30
/Å

At a room temperature acetonitrile (AN) is
miscible with water at any ratio. However, phase
separation of their mixtures occurs by cooling; an
upper critical solution temperature (UCST) for the
mixture is found at 292 K when the acetonitrile mole
fraction is xAN = 0.38 [1]. Our previous investigation
has shown that acetonitrile and water molecules are
heterogeneously mixed with each other at the
molecular level and the microheterogeneity of
acetonitrile-water mixtures at 298 K is most
enhanced at xAN  0.35 [2] in the entire mole
fraction range. In the present investigation, to reveal
temperature dependence of the microheterogeneity,
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments
were made on acetonitrile-water mixtures at various
xAN in the temperature range from 279 to 307 K.
Acetonitrile-D2O mixtures at xAN = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 were prepared in a nitrogen-filled
glove box. Neutron scattering intensities for the
mixtures at 279, 287, 298, and 307 K were measured
on SWAN, which can cover the Q-range of 0.01-12
Å-1. The sample solutions were kept in a quartz cell
of 22 mm in width, 25 mm in height, and 2 mm in
sample thickness. The temperature of sample
solution was controlled within 0.5 K. The
scattering intensities were accumulated for 4 h per
sample. The observed intensities were corrected for
background, absorption, and cell scattering. The
correction
for
detector
efficiencies
and
normalization to absolute units were made by
dividing the intensities of each solution by those of
vanadium.
The normalized SANS intensities for the
acetonitrile-D2O mixture at each mole fraction were
strengthened
with
decreasing
temperature,
suggesting that the microheterogeneity of the
mixtures is gradually enhanced by cooling. To make
a quantitative analysis, Ornstein-Zernike fits were
performed on plots of the reciprocal SANS
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Fig. 1 The  values for acetonitrile-D2O at 279, 287,
298, and 307 K as a function of xAN.
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Mixtures of 1-propanol and water exhibit
peculiar phase behaviors [1]: by the addition of a
small amount of salts such as KCl into the mixtures
of some range of alcohol concentration, a re-entrant
phase-separation appears in a phase diagram of
temperature-salt concentration at ambient pressure;
however, when the pressure is applied to the
phase-separated mixtures, they mix again. The latter
behavior is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It seems
that an increase of salt content and an increase of
pressure act in an opposite direction.
We have studied the salt effect on the mesoscale
structure of the current solution and reported that the
mesoscale structure of the solution was
characterized by poly-disperse mass-fractals [2-4].
The purpose of the present study is to examine the
pressure effect on the mesoscale structure of the
current solution.

1-propanol (the mole ratio of 1-propanol/water =
1/5) as a function of pressure using the
small/wide-angle neutron diffractometer SWAN.
The amount of KCl was kept constant at a value of
0.0208 in mole fraction. The pressure cell with
sapphire windows of large opening specially
designed for the SWAN diffractometer was used.
The thickness of the sample was 2 mm. At first the
sample was pressed up to 27 MPa, where a single
phase is attained irrespective of temperature as
shown in Fig. 1, then the neutron scattering
measurements were made as a function of pressure
by decreasing pressure at each of a fixed
temperature of 50 or 24 °C as shown in Fig. 1 by the
two arrows (a) and (b). The scattered intensities
I(Q)'s measured under several pressures at a
constant temperature 50 °C are compared in Fig.2.
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Fig. 1

Schematic
diagram
of
pressure-induced
re-mixing of 1-propanol-water-KCl mixture.
SANS measurements were made in one-phase
regions at (a) 50 °C and (b) 24 °C by decreasing
pressure.

In order to examine the pressure effect on the
mesoscale structure of the solutions, we have carried
out the small angle neutron scattering experiment on
the salt-added mixture of 1-propanol (C3H7OD) and
heavy water (D2O) with a fixed content of
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Upper seven curves are scattering intensities
I(Q)'s of 1-propanol-water-KCl mixture measured
at 50 °C under pressures of 27, 23,
20,18,15,13,12.8 MPa. Note that the intensity
increases with decreasing pressure. The lowest
curve shows I(Q) of salt-free mixture measured
at 24 °C and 27 MPa for reference.
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The scattering intensity at low Q region
increases with decreasing pressure from 27 MPa to
12.8 MPa. We found that the intensity became
maximum at about 12.8 MPa and decreased again
below 12.8 MPa. This implies that at 50 °C the
phase separation occurs at around 12.8 MPa.
The I(Q) curves are analyzed in terms of fractal
[2]. They are fitted very well by a scattering
function given by a fractal model. The fractal
dimension df and the persistence length  obtained
by the fitting are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively.
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Fractal dimension df as a function of pressure at
fixed temperature of 50 or 24 °C
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Persistence length  as a function of pressure at
fixed temperature of 50 or 24 °C

The results strongly suggest that the mesoscale
structure under pressure is also characterized by
poly-disperse mass-fractals. The comparison of the
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salt effect and the pressure effect on the structure is
under way.
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Recently, super- and subcritical water attracts
much attention as a novel and clean solvent that
freely dissolves nonpolar organic compounds.
Various kinds of new organic reactions have been
found to be induced in hot water. Owing to the
characteristic hydration in supercritical water,
organic reactions in it can be controlled without
catalyst by tuning inhomogeneous and anisotropic
structure around the solutes. The static structure of
water is characterized by the hydrogen bonding. It is
shown recently that the hydrogen bonding persists
even in supercritical water and that its number is
sensitive to the density variation. The temperature
involved in supercritical water is then not too high in
the sense that a “specific” effect of intermolecular
interaction does not vanish. Supercritical water is
not a simple fluid, and its interaction with the solute
may act as a key to control a chemical process in it.
For designing supercritical reactions, it is necessary
to understand the dynamic properties of water.
Especially, the translational diffusion is important
since reactive species cannot collide with each other
without diffusion. However, the method to observe
translational dynamics in supercritical water has
been limited to the electric conductivity
measurement. Recent progress in supercritical water
reactions increases the necessity of our
understanding of the translational dynamics of
neutral molecules, such as water and organic
molecules that cannot be observed by electric
conductivity. The neutron quasielastic scattering
method meets this necessity as well as the NMR [1].
The purpose of the present project is to probe the
effect of added compounds on the translational
motion of water at elevated temperatures.
The sample holder is made of aluminum. It has
cylinder form with inner and outer diameters of 15.6
and 20 mm, respectively, with capped end. The
samples prepared are pure H2O, 1 M NaCl aqueous
solution, and 1 M CsCl aqueous solution. They were
sealed into quartz capillaries with inner diameter of

1 mm. About 30 capillaries were introduced into the
sample holder. The vacant quartz capillary served as
the reference.
In Fig. 1, the neutron quasielastic scattering
profile is shown for pure water (H2O) at 300 and
423 K and its 1 M NaCl and CsCl solutions at 423 K.
The result of pure water at 300 K shows that our
apparatus, the quartz capillary in the aluminum
sample holder used for LAM40, works well. The
data are of high enough quality to determine the
diffusion constant in hot water. According to Fig. 1,
the effect of salt on hot water diffusion is well
detectable and the ability of the neutron quasielastic
scattering method to probe the dynamics in hot
water is demonstrated.

Fig. 1. Neutron quasielastic scattering profile for
hot water and its NaCl and CsCl solutions.
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Room temperature ionic liquids (RT-ILs) have
attracted much attention as green solvents in a wide
range of applications such as reaction and separation
chemistry, electrolyte devices, and material
syntheses owing to a negligibly small vapor pressure,
high thermal and chemical stability, sufficient
electrochemical competence, and desirable solvent
properties adjusted by modifications of cation and
anion structures. There have been a number of
studies on physical properties of RT-ILs; however,
little is known of the liquid structures of RT-ILs.
Hardacre and coworkers have recently carried out
neutron
diffraction
experiments
for
1,
3-dimethylimidazolium salts, [MMIM]X, with
chloride and hexafluorophosphate anions, of which
the cation has C2 symmetry [1-2]. In the present
study, we investigate the liquid structure of
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate,
[BMIM]PF6 (Fig. 1). This IL has been used and
studied more extensively as a typical example
because the asymmetric alkyl substituents at the 1,
3-positions of imidazolium cation generally decrease
the melting point.
Five deuterated samples (I-V) with different H/D
isotopic ratios in the ring hydrogen atoms were used
for the neutron diffraction measurements. First,
isotopically natural [BMIM]PF6 was synthesized
and purified as described previously [3]. Then, the
deuterated samples were prepared from [BMIM]PF6
by the partial deuteration of the ring protons with the
alkyl hydrogen atoms being natural. In the sample
I, all the ring hydrogen atoms in the imidazolium
ring were deuterated by mixing [BMIM]PF6 with
CD3OD in the presence of K2CO3 at 50 oC for 1 day.
In the sample II, the 2-positioned ring hydrogen
atom was partially replaced by deuterium without
K2CO3 in the similar manner. The sample III was
prepared by mixing the sample I with CH3OH,
which gave the 2-protonated and 4,5-deuterated
[BMIM]PF6. The samples IV and V were the
equimolar mixtures of the samples (I and II) and (I
and III), respectively. The isotopic compositions
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Fig. 1 Structure of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
hexafluorophosphate with the numbers specified
for the ring hydrogen atoms.
Table 1 Deuterium isotopic ratios of the ring hydrogen
atoms of [BMIM]PF6 used for the neutron diffraction
measurements
Sample
2-hydrogen
4, 5-hydrogen
I
II
III
IV
V

(all D)
(2-D)
(4,5-D)
(2-D-4,5-D/2)
(2-D/2-4,5-D)

0.98
0.98
0.02
0.98
0.50

0.98
0.0
0.98
0.49
0.98

of the samples were determined by the signal
integrals of 1H NMR as listed in Table 1.
The neutron diffraction measurements were
carried out at 25 oC using the HIT-II spectrometer
[4] installed at the High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan.
The sample cell was made from Ti-Zr null-alloy (8
mm inner diameter with 0.3 mm thick). The data
acquisition time was approximately 12 h for each
sample solution. Diffraction measurements were
made in advance for an empty cell, instrumental
background, and vanadium rod (8 mm outer
diameter), respectively. The scattering intensities
observed for each sample were corrected for the
instrumental background, absorption of both the
sample and cell, and for multiple and incoherent
scatterings. The effect of inelastic scattering due to
residual protons was eliminated on the basis of the
experimental results of null-H2O as described
previously [5].
The first-order difference functions, i(Q), are
derived from the numerical differences between the
fully corrected scattering cross sections of the

Table 2 Results of the least-squares refinements for the
partial structure factors a2-H, 2-H(Q) and a4,5-H, 4,5-H(Q) of 2-H
and 4,5-H autocorrelations in [BMIM]PF6a
interaction
parameter
a2-H, 2-H(Q)
a4,5-H, 4,5-H(Q)
r(H...H) / Å
3.40(2)
3.80(2), 5.32(3)
short-range
l(H...H) / Å
0.13(3)
0.31(1), 0.38(7)
H...H
n(H...H)
0.89(4)
0.92(3), 1.1(4)
4.51(3)
5.7(4)
r0 / Å
long-range
l0 / Å
0.2(1)
0.7(4)
a
Estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses.

a

iinter(Q)

2-H (+2)

4,5-H

Q / Å-1

b

Giinter(r)

2-H (+1)

4,5-H

r/Å

Fig. 2 The difference functions iinter(Q) (a; exp
= dots and back Fourier transforms of Giinter(r) =
solid lines) and the distribution functions Giinter(r)
(b) around 2- and 4,5-hydrogen atoms in
[BMIM]PF6.
a

2-H (+2)

ai, i(Q)-1

(Q) for 2-H (+1)
4,5-H

(Q) for 4,5-H (-1)

Q / Å-1
b
2-H (+5)

gi, i(r)

samples (I and II), (I and III), (I and IV), and (I and
V), which are represented by 4,5-H(Q), 2-H(Q),
4,5-H’(Q), and 2-H’(Q), respectively. Subtracting
the intramolecular contributions in [BMIM]+ from
i(Q), we can obtain the interionic difference
function, iinter(Q), and its Fourier transformed
distribution function, Giinter(r). Figure 2 shows
iinter(Q) and Giinter(r) around 2- and 4,5-hydrogen
atoms. It is apparent that the first peaks in Giinter(r)
are quite different; r = 2.6 Å for 2-H and 3.2 Å for
4,5-H.
The second-order differences between ( 2-H(Q)
and 2-H’(Q)) and (4,5-H(Q) and 4,5-H’(Q)) can be
related to the partial structure factors, a2-H, 2-H(Q) and
a4,5-H, 4,5-H(Q), for the 2-H and 4,5-H autocorrelations,
respectively. The a2-H, 2-H(Q) and a4,5-H, 4,5-H(Q) and
the corresponding distribution functions, g2-H, 2-H(r)
and g4,5-H, 4,5-H(r), are given in Fig. 3. On the
assumption that the partial structure factor is divided
into the short-range H...H and long-range
contributions, the least-squares fits to the
experimental a2-H, 2-H and a4,5-H, 4,5-H were carried out.
The H...H distances, r(H...H), and the coordination
numbers, n(H...H), were obtained together with the
root-mean-square displacement, l(H...H), as well as
the averaged distance, r0, and displacement, l0, in the
long-range contribution (Table 2). The r(H...H) for
2-H is much smaller than those for 4,5-H, whereas
n(H...H) ≈ 1. In the case of the symmetric 1,
3-dimethylimidazolium cation with Cl-, the first
peaks in gi, i(r) appear at ~2.8 and 3.0 Å for 2-H and
4,5-H, respectively [1]. This is reasonable because
the present PF6- anion is larger than Cl-. Moreover,
these results imply that the asymmetric replacement
of longer butyl chain would bring about more
remarkable difference between the r(H...H) values
for 2-H and 4,5-H.
The other second-order differences between
(2-H(Q) and a2-H, 2-H(Q)) and (4,5-H(Q) and a4,5-H,
4,5-H(Q)) can provide to the partial structure factors,
a2-H, X(Q) and a4,5-H, X(Q), around the 2-H and 4,5-H,
respectively (Fig. 4).
These partial structure
factors are expressed by the sum of interactions of

4,5-H

r/Å

Fig. 3 The partial structure factors ai, i(Q) (a; exp
= dots and best-fitted = solid lines) and the
distribution functions gi, i(r) (b; exp = thin dots and
best-fitted = thin solid lines) for the 2-H and 4,5-H
autocorrelations in [BMIM]PF6. The residual
functions (Q) are shown below in (a) and the
short- and long-range contributions are
represented respectively by the dashed and dotted
lines in (b).
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ai, X(Q)-1

a

2-H (16.109[a2-H, X(Q)-1]+9)

(Q) for 2-H (+3)
4,5-H (29.588[a4,5-H, X(Q)-1])

(Q) for 4,5-H (-6)

Q / Å-1

b

2-H (+2)

gi, X(r)

the hydrogen atoms with other interionic atoms. In
order to obtain more detailed information about
liquid structure around the hydrogen atoms in the
imidazolium ring, we first attempt to refine the
experimental a2-H, X(Q) and a4,5-H, X(Q) by taking
account of only the nearest-neighbor short-range
interactions with PF6- anions in a single state. This
approach can reproduce the first peaks in gi, X(r),
which appear at ~2.6 and 3.0 Å for 2-H and 4,5-H,
respectively. However, there will be still another
peaks at longer r = ~3.9 and 4.2 Å for 2-H and 4,5-H,
respectively. This suggests that the PF6- anions
around the ring hydrogen atoms are not in a single
state and/or the nearest-neighbor [BMIM]+ cations
make contributions to g2-H, X(r) and g4,5-H, X(r). The
results of the least-squares refinements for a2-H, X(Q)
and a4,5-H, X(Q) are given in Table 3 by assuming
another short-range H...F’ interaction arbitrarily.
In this work, we have investigated the liquid
structure of [BMIM]PF6 by means of the H/D
isotopic substitution technique. It is very simple
and practical to deuterate only the hydrogen atoms
in the imidazolium cations. The present results
indicate that the 2-hydrogen atom in [BMIM]+ has
the peak at shorter distance in the distribution
function, probably due to PF6-, than 4,5-hydrogen
atoms. The favorable interaction of 2-hydrogen
atom with the anion is in harmony with more acidic
nature of 2-H than 4,5-H.

4,5-H

r/Å

Fig. 4 The partial structure factors ai, X(Q) (a;
exp = dots and best-fitted = solid lines) and the
distribution functions gi, X(r) (b; exp = thin dots
and best-fitted = thin solid lines) around the 2-H
and 4,5-H in [BMIM]PF6. The residual functions
(Q) are shown below in (a) and the short- and
long-range
contributions
are
represented
respectively by the dashed and dotted lines in (b).
Table 3 Results of the least-squares refinements for the
partial structure factors a2-H, X(Q) and a4,5-H, X(Q) around 2-H
and 4,5-H in [BMIM]PF6a
interaction
parameter
a2-H, X(Q)
a4,5-H, X(Q)
r(H...1F) / Å
2.56(1)
2.95(3)
l(H...1F) / Å
0.22(1)
0.15(1)
l(H...2F) / Å
0.21(1)
0.14(1)
l(H...3F) / Å
0.25(1)
0.23(3)
l(H...4F) / Å
1.8(1)
0.4(1)
short-range
l(H...5F)
/
Å
0.39(1)
0.5(2)
H...PF6
l(H...6F) / Å
0.49(1)
0.5(2)
l(H...P) / Å
0.31(1)
0.26(3)
109(1)
110(1)
 b/ o
b o
47(1)
39(1)
 /
n(H...PF6-)

1.15(1)
0.70(8)
r(H...F’) / Å
3.91(1)
4.18(9)
l(H...F’) / Å
0.23(1)
0.38(4)
n(H...F’)
1.44(2)
4.4(7)
r0 / Å
4.45(1)
4.4(1)
long-range
0.76(1)
0.55(6)
l0 / Å
a
Estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses.
b
 represents the angle of H...F1-P and  the dihedral angle
between the H...F1-P plane and the F1-P-F2 plane in PF6-.

short-range
H...F’
(arbitrary)
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The diffusion in liquids is very sensitive to the
structure. In the IVB group (Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) the
structure varies between simple one to complex one,
and their diffusive nature are changed with this
variation. The solid state Sn shows an intermediate
character between the metallic and the
semiconducive one. It is metallic at the high
temperatures while it is semiconducting with a
diamond structure at the low temperatures. Its
diffusive motions must be changed with this
variation.
The neutron inelastic scattering is a powerful tool
to investigate the microscopic dynamics of atoms in
liquids. The quasielastic scattering in the part of the
inelastic neutron scattering comes from the diffusion
or structural relaxation phenomena of the matters. In
this study we have carried on the S(Q,E)
measurement for liquid Sn near its melting point. At
such a temperature the liquid Sn may still have the
residue of the crystal structure. Then the structural
relaxation caused from the atomic motion may
reflect the diffusion dynamics.
The inelastic scattering measurements were
carried out by using the direct-geometry type
spectrometer INC installed in KENS at High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) in Japan.
The liquid Sn sample had a cylindrical shape of 8
mm diameter and 50 mm height. The shape was
decided from the estimation to decrease the multiple
scattering of scattered neutron. The sample cell was
made by quartz with wall thickness of 0.2 mm. The
sample was enclosed in the cell and set into the
furnace. For the date accumulation, the sample was
kept at 573K during 3 days.
The example of the obtained spectrum is shown
in figure 1. The evaluation of the width of the
quasielastic peak has been performed under the
assumption that the spectrum is composed of the
single Lorentzian component. This assumption may
be plausible because the liquids like Sn are
composed of a single particle and it is sufficient for
the analysis of the quasielastic line to take account
of the long range translational motion.

Fig. 1

An example of quasielastic spectrum of liquid Sn
-1
(573 K).(Q = 4.2 Å )

The Q2 dependence of the half width at half
maximum (HWHM) of the quasielastic peaks is
shown in figure 2 The experimental results are
indicated by circles. The HWHM becomes smaller
with decreasing Q, while it has a trend to go to a
specific value asymptotically at large Q. Under the
continuous diffusion behavior in simple liquids the
HWHM of the incoherent quasielastic line is in
proportion to Q2 deduced from Fick’s law [1].
If the quasielastic peak contains the coherent
scattering component, the HWHM oscillates around
the Q2 law, such as the case of liquid Ar [2]. The
result of liquid Sn deviates from such continuous
diffusion model and resembles the diffusive motion
in light water [3]. For the analysis of the water
spectrum Singwi and Sjölander assumed a residence
time 0, which indicates the oscillatory motion of
molecules on their equilibrium positions [4]. The
water molecules are bound each other by hydrogen
bonds. The translation of a molecule to the next
position for diffusion requires a large jump and
reforming its shell around the new position. The
long-range diffusive motion is a pile of such jumps.
This jump-diffusion model leads to the equation for
the HWHM of quasielastic line,

HWHM

1

0

1

exp 2W 
1  Q 2 D 0

(1)

where W corresponds to the Debye-Waller factor
and D indicates the diffusion coefficient. Equation
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(1) is deduced by an assumption that the particle
oscillates in its equilibrium position for a much
longer time than the time for its diffusive motion.
30

5cm 2/s

Sn 573K

E(meV)

D=3.74
E-

20

10
HWHM (INC)
Jump-Diffusion Model
0

0

Fig. 2

5

-1

Q(Å )

10

Half width at half maximum, E, of quasielastic
line (Circles are obtained by INC. Solid line is
calculated with the jump-diffusion model. Broken
line indicates the model of continuous diffusion).

The fitted line of eq. (1) to experimental HWHM
is shown as a solid line in Fig. 4. The fitting results
are 0 = 0.16 ps, D = 0.68×10-5 cm2/s and mean
square displacement <l2> = 0.065 Å2 for W. The
agreement between the fitted line and the
experimental HWHM is good. This means that, on
the whole, the particle dynamics in liquid Sn shows
the similar behavior to that of the water molecule.
The different point between Sn and light water is
that the former is a coherent scatterer and the latter
is almost an incoherent scatterer due to extremely
large inelastic scattering cross section of H nuclear.
The interpretation of the coherent quasielastic
scattering is a little bit complex, but this case could
be explained with the jump-diffusion model. In the
case of the liquid Sn at low temperature the
residential time 0 is longer than the diffusion time
to the next site. The coherent quasielastic line width
reflects the structural relaxation time of the
surrounding particle shell around the new site. The
shell is reconstructed by correlated slow motion of
particles in the small region. In contrast the diffusive
motion is the rapid jump to the outside of the
surrounding shell. The Sn atom stays in the shell
with relaxation time 0, then jumps out to another
shell. The latter process corresponds to the diffusive
motion. In Fig.2 the broken line shows the
continuous diffusion model in which the
macroscopic diffusion coefficient of liquid Sn at 573
K was inserted. The diffusion coefficient deduced
from the jump-diffusion model is smaller compared
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with this macroscopic value. As mentioned above
this may be caused by the difference between the
single particle motion and the coherent motion of
particles which reflects the slow surrounding shell
motion.
Figure 3 shows the whole quasielastic line
reproduced by the experimental structure factor S(Q)
[5] and the jump-diffusion model. The characteristic
oscillation is shown on the all Q-E space. This
complex feature is caused by the coherent scattering
effect, that is, the microscopic structure of the liquid.
For precise analysis of the coherent quasielastic
scattering it needs the information of S(Q,E) on the
wide Q-E space. The high-resolution inelastic
neutron scattering experiment with direct-geometry
spectrometer is useful for this purpose.

Fig. 3

Quasielastic line of liquid Sn at 573 K reproduced
from experimental S(Q) and the jump-diffusion
model. The numbers attached to colors indicate
-1
the magnitude of S(Q, E) in unit of meV .
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Hydration Structure of Carbonate Ion Studied by Neutron Diffraction with 12C/13C Isotopic
Substitution Method
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Department of Material and Biological Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Yamagata University,
Yamagata 990-8560
Hydration structure of the carbonate ion has
received much attention because of its importance in
extensive fields of fundamental and applied
chemistry. However, direct information on the
structure of hydrated carbonate ion has not yet been
reported.
In the present paper, we report results of the TOF
neutron diffraction measurements on aqueous 10
mol% K2CO3 solutions in D2O in which 12C/13C
isotopic ratio has been changed.
Weighed amounts of isotopically enriched
K213CO3 (98.8%, 13C) and natural K2natCO3
(98.9%, 12C) were dissolved into D2O (99.9%, D)
to prepare two 10 mol% K2CO3 heavy water
solutions with different isotopic composition of the
carbon atom within the carbonate ion. The sample
parameters are listed in Table 1.
TOF neutron diffraction measurements of the
sample solution contained in a Ti-Zr null-alloy cell
(8mm in inner diameter and 0.3mm in thickness)
were carried out at 25 °C using the HIT-II
spectrometer installed at the spallation neutron
source (KENS) of the High Energy Accelerator
Research
Organization,
Tsukuba,
Japan.
Measurements of an empty cell, background, and
vanadium rod of 8 mm, were made in advance.
After corrections for the background scattering,
absorption of both sample and cell, multiple and
incoherent scatterings, the observed count rate of the
sample was converted to the absolute scattering
cross section scaled at the stoichiometric unit,
(K2*CO3)0.1(D2O)0.9, by the use of corrected
scattering intensities from the vanadium rod.
The first-order difference function [1], C(Q),
was obtained from the numerical difference in the
scattering cross section between sample solutions I
Table 1 Isotopic composition, mean scattering length bC for
the CO32-, total cross section t (at  = 1.0 Å) scaled at the
stoichiometric unit, (K2*CO3)0.1(D2O)0.9
Sample

I

(K2natCO3)0.1(D2O)0.9

II

(K213CO3)0.1(D2O)0.9

13C

bC

t

and II. The C(Q) scaled at the stoichiometric unit,
(K2*CO3)x(D2O)1-x, can be written as a linear
combination of partial structure factors relating the
carbon atoms as follows:
C(Q) = A[aCO(Q)-1] + B[aCD(Q)-1]
+ C[aCK(Q)-1] + D[aCC(Q)-1],
(1)
where
A = 2x(2 + x)bCbO, B = 4x(1 - x)bCbD,
C = 4x2bCbK, and D = (bnatC2 – b13C2),
and bC = bnatC – b13C. Values of the weighting
factors, A-D, are numerically listed in Table 2. The
contribution from the C-O and C-D pairs occupies
94% of the observed C(Q) in the present
experimental condition, C(Q) can be regarded as
involving information on the hydration structure
around the carbonate ion.
The distribution function, GC(r), around the
carbon atom of the carbonate ion was evaluated by
the following Fourier transform:
GC(r) = 1 + (A + B + C + D)-1(22r)-1
Qmax

  QC(Q) sin(Qr) dQ
0

= [AgCO(r) + BgCD(r) + CgCK(r)
+ DgCC(r)](A + B + C + D)-1.

The upper limit of the integral, Qmax, was set to be
20 Å-1.
The intramolecular contribution within the CO32-,
ICintra(Q), was estimated by the following equation:
ICintra(Q) = 6cCbCbOexp(-lCO2Q2/2)
 sin(QrCO)/(QrCO), (3)

where, cC is the number of the carbon atom in the
stoichiometric unit. Calculated ICintra(Q) was then
subtracted from the observed C(Q) to deduce the
intermolecular difference function, Cinter(Q):
Cinter(Q) = C(Q) - ICintra(Q).

(4)

Table 2 Values of the coefficients (in barns) of aij(Q) in
Eq. (1)

(10-14m

(barns)

1.1

0.6646

13.657

A

B

C

D

98.8

0.6196

13.588

0.0110

0.0108

0.0007

0.0006

(%)

(2)
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In order to obtain structural parameters
concerning the first hydration shell of the CO 32-, the
least squares fitting analysis was applied to the
observed Cinter(Q) employing the model function
which involves contributions from the short-range
interactions associated with the nearest neighbor
C...D2O pair and the long-range correlation:
2cC bCb exp(-lC 2Q2/2)
sin(QrC )/(QrC ) + IClong(Q). (5)

Ccalc(Q) =

Fig. 1. a) C(Q) observed for aqueous 10 mol% K2CO3
solutions in D2O (dots). Back Fourier transform of GC(r)
(solid line) in Fig. 2a. b) Observed C(Q) (dots) and
intramolecular contribution (solid line). c) Intermolecular
difference function Cinter(Q) (dots) and the best-fit of the
calculated Ccalc(Q) (solid line). d) Residual functions
(dots).

The observed C(Q) is shown in Fig. 1a. The
calculated intramolecular C-O contribution,
ICintra(Q) (Fig. 1b), was subtracted from the
observed C(Q). The normalization factor, ,
defined by ICintra(Q) =
C(Q) (in the range of 5
-1
Q 20 Å ), was determined to be = 0.97 ± 0.06
from the least squares fit.
The total and intermolecular distribution function,
GC(r) and GCinter(r), are represented in Figs. 2a and
b, respectively. A dominant first peak at r = 1.3 Å
in the GC(r) is assigned to the intramolecular C-O
interaction within the carbonate ion. Partially
resolved second peak at r 3 Å is attributable to the
C...D2O interaction in the first hydration shell of
CO32-. The second peak involves the C…DW and
C…OW interactions (DW: water deuterium, OW:
water oxygen atom) that are overlapping each other.
An indication of the second and third hydration
shells of CO32- appears as more broadened
intermolecular peaks at r 6 and 9 Å.

IClong(Q), was evaluated by the inverse Fourier
transform of the observed GCinter(r) in the range of
r 4.2 Å. The fitting was performed in the range
of 0.6 Q 12 Å-1.
The best-fit result is compared with the observed
inter
(Q) in Fig. 1c. The final results of all
C
independent parameters are summarized in Table 3.
In the present solution, D2O molecules in the first
hydration shell of the CO32- are found to take a
configuration that one of the deuterium atoms in
D2O faces towards the carbon atom of the CO 32-,
which may suggest the formation of hydrogen bonds
between the O atom of CO32- and DW1 atom of the
D2O. The present value of number of water
molecules in the first hydration shell, nC...DW1
(9.1(5)) is much larger than that reported for NO3(5.0(5)) [2], which has similar size as the CO32-.
The fact suggests that the hydration number of the
polyatomic anion is strongly affected by its own
charge. The present value of nC...DW1 suggests
that
the
solvent-shared
ion
pairing
(CO32-...D2O...K+) is extensively formed in the
present solution.
Table 3 Results of the least squares refinement for
inter(Q) observed for aqueous 10 mol% K CO in D Oa
C
2
3
2
i...j
C...D

W1

C...OW
C...D

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

rij (Å)

lij (Å)

nij

 (°)b

 (°)c

2.68(1)

0.21(4)

9.1(5)

126(8)

64(20)

(3.35)d

0.29(2)

(9.1)e

W2 (3.44)d 0.31(5) (9.1)e
Estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Bond angle C...DW1-OW.
Dihedral angle between the plane involving C...DW1-OW
atoms and the molecular plane of D2O
Calculated from values rCW1, , and .
Fixed to the nCW1.

References
Fig. 2. a) Total distribution functions around the carbon
atom of CO32-, GC(r), observed for aqueous 10 mol%
b) Observed
K2CO3 solutions in D2O (solid line).
intermolecular distribution function GCinter(r) (solid line).
Fourier transform of the calculated Ccalc(Q) is shown by
broken lines.
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In recent years, there has been a growing interest
in concentrated aqueous solutions involving amine
compounds to separate CO2 from industrial gases.
However, detailed reaction mechanism to form the
amine-CO2 complex has not yet been known.
In the present report, we describe results of
Time-of-Flight neutron diffraction measurements on
14N/15N isotopically substituted aqueous alkaline 2
mol% glycine heavy water solutions absorbing CO2,
I (natND2CH2COOD)0.02(KOD)0.02(D2O)0.96(CO2)0.012 and
II (15ND2CH2COOD)0.02(KOD)0.02(D2O)0.96(CO2)0.012.
Sample parameters are listed in Table 1. Neutron
diffraction measurement on the sample solution
sealed in a cylindrical Ti-Zr null-alloy cell (8 mm in
inner diameter and 0.3 mm in thickness) was carried
out at 25 °C using the HIT-II total scattering
spectrometer installed at KENS. Measurements on
an empty cell, a vanadium rod (8 mm in diameter),
and instrumental background, were made in
advance.
The first-order difference function [1], N(Q)
(Fig. 1a) was obtained from the numerical difference
in the scattering cross sections between sample
solutions I and II. The N(Q) scaled at the
stoichiometric
unit,
*
( ND2CH2COOD)x(KOD)x(D2O)1-x(CO2)y, can be written
as a linear combination of partial structure factors
relating to the nitrogen atom,
N(Q) = A[aNO(Q)-1]+B[aND(Q)-1]+C[aNC(Q)-1]
+D[aNH(Q)-1]+E[aNK(Q)-1]+F[aNN(Q)-1],
where
Table 1. Isotopic composition, mean scattering length bN, total
cross section t (at  = 1.0 Å) scaled at the stoichiometric unit,
(*ND2CH2COOD)x(KOD)x(D2O)1-x(CO2)y.
15N

bN

t

(natND2CH2COOD)0.02

/%
0.4

/10-12cm
0.936

/ barns
14.562

(15ND2CH2COOD)0.02

98.0

0.650

14.508

Sample
I

(KOD)0.02(D2O)0.96(CO2)0.012

II

(KOD)0.02(D2O)0.96(CO2)0.012

Table 2. Values of the coefficients of aij(Q) in Eq. 1
(in mbarn).
A
6.93

B
15.25

C
0.39

D
-0.25

E
0.08

F
0.18

A = 2x(1+x+2y)bNbO, B = 4xbNbD,
C = 2x(2x+y)bNbC, D = 4x2bNbH,
E = 2x2bNbK, F = x2(b14N2 – b15N2),

(1)

and bN = b14N – b15N. Values of the weighting
factors A - F listed in Table 2 indicate that the
present N(Q) is dominated by the contribution
from the N…D2O interaction. The distribution
function, GN(r), around the amino-nitrogen atom
was evaluated by the Fourier transform,
GN(r) = 1+(A+B+C+D+E+F)-1(22r)-1
Qmax

  QN(Q)sin(Qr)dQ.

(2)

0

The upper limit, Qmax, was set to be 20 Å-1.
Since the fraction of CO2-bound glycine molecule
was estimated to be 46 % from 1H NMR spectra of
the methylene hydrogen atoms within the glycine
molecule, the intra- and intermolecular contributions
from “free” glycine was evaluated by 0.54 times the
difference function N(Q) observed for the aqueous
alkaline 2 mol% glycine solutions [2] and then
subtracted from the present N(Q) to obtain the
difference function, ’N(Q). The ’N(Q) involves
information on environmental structure around the
N atom within the glycinecarbamate molecule as
shown in Fig. 1b. The hydration structure around
the amino-nitrogen atom of the carbamate was
determined from the least squares fitting analysis of
the intermolecular ’Ninter(Q) (Fig. 1d) derived by
subtracting the intramolecular contribution of the
carbamate molecule, which was estimated by the
molecular orbital calculation (Fig. 1c).
The total and intermolecular distribution functions,
G’N(r) and G’Ninter(r), around the nitrogen atom of
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the glycinecarbamate molecule are shown in Figs.
2a and b, respectively.
Intramolecular peaks
appearing in the total G’N(r) in the range of r < 2.5
Å are successfully subtracted in the present
G’Ninter(r).
Final results of the least squares fit are listed in
Table 3. The present value of the nearest neighbor

N(-D)…O distance, rNO = 2.95(2) Å, is in good
agreement with that determined for the aqueous
alkaline glycine solution in which D2O molecules
form hydrogen bonds of the N-D…OD2 type (rNO =
2.92(3) Å) [2]. The tilt angle between the N…O
axis and the molecular plane of the nearest neighbor
D2O was calculated to be 64(3)° by employing the
nearest neighbor N…D distance of rND = 3.35(1) Å.
The coordination number of the nearest neighbor
N…O interaction was obtained to 2.0(1). The
second and third nearest neighbor N…D2O distances
were determined to rN…D2O(II) = 3.60(1) Å and
rN…D2O(III) = 4.18(2) Å, respectively. These D2O
molecules are considered to form hydrogen bonds
with oxygen atoms of the carbamate group within
glycinecarbamate molecule.
Table 3. Results of the least squares fitting refinement of
’Ninter(Q),
the intermolecular difference function,
observed for the aqueous alkaline 2 mol% glycine solution
absorbing CO2, (*ND2CH2COOD)x(KOD)x(D2O)1-x(CO2)y.a)

Fig. 1 a) N(Q) observed for the aqueous alkaline 2
mol% glycine solution absorbing CO2 (dots).
N(Q) for
the aqueous alkaline 2 mol% glycine solution [1] is shown
by the solid line. b) ’N(Q) for the glycinecarbamate
molecule (dots). The inverse Fourier transform of the
solid line in Fig. 2a is denoted by the solid line. c) ’N(Q)
for the glycinecarbamate molecule (dots). The solid line
indicates the intramolecular interference contribution of the
glycinecarbamate molecule.
d) The intermolecular
difference function, ’Ninter(Q) (dots). The best-fit of the
model function (solid line). e) The residual functions
(dots).

Interaction
Short N…D2O(I)b)
-range

i…j
…
N O

N…D
N…D2O(II)d) N…D2O
N…D2O(III)e) N…D2O

Long
N…Xf)
-range

rij/Å

lij/Å

nij

2.95(2)

0.16(4)

2.0(1)

3.35(1)
3.60(1)

0.25(2)
0.31(1)

(4.0)c)
1.6(1)

4.18(2)

0.34(2)

3.3(3)

r0/Å
4.07(1)

l0/Å
0.84(2)

a) Estimeted errors are given in parentheses. b) The first
nearest neighbor N(-D)…D2O interaction. c) Fixed to the value
2nNO. d) The second nearest neighbor N…D2O interaction. e)
The third nearest neighbor N…D2O interaction. f) X: O, D, H, N,
C and K.
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1)

Fig. 2 a) The total distribution function, G’N(r), around the
nitrogen atom of the glycinecarbamate molecule. b)
Intermolecular distribution function, G’Ninter(r) (solid line).
The short- and long-range contributions are shown by
broken- and dotted lines, respectively.
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Figure 1 shows the structure factor, S(q), for
liquid SbXS100-X with x = 40, 44,and 90. The
structure factors of Sb40S60 and Sb44S56 have
following characteristic features. i) The structure
factor of these mixtures has a prepeak at 1.2 Å -1.
This peak is so-called first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP), which indicates the existence of the middle
range order. ii) The height of first peak at 2.35 Å -1
is slightly smaller than that of second peak at 3.35
Å -1. iii) The oscillation in S(q) persists at higher q
values ( q > 20 Å -1). The characteristic features of
the structure factors for these liquid Sb-S mixtures
are similar to those for liquid As-Se, As-S and Sb-Se
systems. These aspects observed in the structure
factors seem to be common feature of the liquid
semiconductor with chalcogen atoms as one
component.
On the other hand, the structure factor of liquid
Sb90S10 shows somewhat different features. The
prepeak disappears. The first peak becomes large
and the second peak becomes small, which aspects
are similar to that for metallic liquids like as liquid
7
S b 90 S 10 at 1073 K
6
S b 90S 10 at 993 K
5
S b 44S 56 at 1073 K
4

S(q)

The liquid metal-chalcogen binary alloys have been
widely investigated because their physico-chemical
properties exhibit drastic change with temperature
and composition [1,2]. Most of those systems have
compounds such as M2X and M2X3 (M: metal, X:
chalcogen) compositions in the solid state [3]. It
has been known that these alloys partially preserve
their chemical short-range order after melting and
show the semiconducting behaviour. With raising
temperature and/or increasing metal composition, the
electronic properties change from a semiconducting
to a metallic state. The non-metal-metal transition
observed in these liquid systems was closely related
to the structural change associated with change of
the physico-chemical parameters.
The Sb-S system has two-phase region in both side
of the stoichiometric composition of Sb2S3. It
indicates that the electronic property of liquid
Sb40S60 is quite different from those of liquid Sb
and Sb-rich Sb-S mixtures. The electronic property
of liquid Sb40S60 exhibits semi-conducting behaviour.
The Sb-S system exhibits the non-metal-metal
transition with increasing metal concentration.
The electronic properties of ternary glasses such
as Ge-Sb-S systems were widely investigated
because of the application for optical devices [4].
Although the glassy As2S3 is easily obtained, the
glassy Sb2S3 is relatively difficult to synthesize [5].
The structural study of the liquid Sb-S mixtures
gives the basic information for the design of glasses.
A neutron diffraction study is one of the most useful
methods for direct observation of liquid structure.
In this paper, we report the analyses of liquid
SbXS100-X mixtures and discuss the liquid structure
and its variation caused by the change of
composition and temperature.
Pulsed neutron scattering experiments on liquid
Sb-S mixtures were carried out using the high
intensity total scattering spectrometer (HIT II)
installed at High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK) at Tsukuba. The measured
sample temperatures were liquid Sb40S60 at 630 C
and 800 C, Sb44S56 at 720 C and 800 C and
Sb90S10 at 720 C and 800 C.

Sb 44S 56 at 993 K
3
S b 40S 60 at 1073 K
2
S b 40 S 60 at 903 K
1

0

0

5

10

15

20

q (Å -1)

Fig. 1 Structure factors for liquid Sb-S mixtures.
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Fig. 2 Total correlation functions of liquid Sb40S60 and Sb44S56
mixtures.

Te. The period of oscillation in S(q) for Sb90S10 is
quite different from those for Sb40S60 and Sb44S56.
Figures 2 and 3 show the g(r) for Sb-S mixtures
calculated from Fourier transforms of the structure
factors truncated at about 30 Å -1. Distinct two peaks
are observed between 2.0 and 3.0 Å in g(r) for liquid
Sb40S60 and Sb44S56. The parameters used in the
analysis and peak positions in g(r) are listed in Table.
The results of S(q) suggest that the chemical
short-range order and middle-range order exist in the
liquid Sb40S60 and Sb44S56. It has been suggested
that the As-S and Sb-S systems in the glass state
have the AsS3 and SbS3 pyramidal unit [7]. The
S-S bond length in liquid sulfur is 2.06 Å and the
Sb-Sb bond length in liquid Sb is 3.30 Å. The
difference between the S-S and Sb-Sb bond length is
large enough to distinguish respective peak positions
with sufficient accuracy. In the crystalline Sb40S60,
the average Sb-S bond distance is about 2.57 Å.
The study of As-Sb-S ternary glasses suggests the
local structure of SbS3 pyramidal unit with an Sb-S
bond distance of about 2.45-2.50 Å. Then the first
peak observed at r = 2.42 Å in g(r) for Sb40S60 can be
reasonably assigned to be Sb-S bonds. The bond
distance of Sb-S in liquid Sb40S60 is shorter than
those in crystalline and glassy states. The second
peak at 2.86 Å seems to mainly reflect the Sb-Sb and
S-S correlations as a second neighbor. Distinct two
peaks in g(r) suggest that the SbS3 pyramidal units
linked by the sulfur atoms exist in liquid Sb40S60
and Sb44S56. The correlation between the pyramidal
units would be mainly responsible to the FSDP [8].
The profile of g(r) suggests that the liquid structure
of Sb90S10 seems to be quite different from those of

0
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

r(Å )

Fig. 3 Total correlation function of liquid Sb90S10 mixture.

liquid Sb40S60 and Sb44S56. The intensity of the first
peak in g(r) for Sb90S10 becomes small, which is
related to the small concentration of S, and the
position of first peak slightly shifts to the lower side.
Thus the bond distance of Sb-S becomes short in
Sb-rich Sb-S mixtures. The electronic properties of
liquid Sb90S10 is metallic while liquid Sb40S60 and
Sb44S56 are semiconducting. The non-metal-metal
transition occurs at intermediate composition. The
observed difference in the structural parameters
suggests that the change in the electronic property
and the existence of two-phase region in the Sb-S
system seems to be closely related to the difference
in the local atomic structure.
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The optical activity of amino acid molecules plays
an important role in various fields of chemistry and
biology.
Although the chemical properties of
L-amino acids and the DL-racemic mixture
(equimolar mixture of D- and L-amino acid
molecules) are identical, the solubility in water is
known to be slightly different between L- and
DL-compounds.
This solubility difference is
enhanced when the solvent is substituted by heavy
water. However, an experimental study on the
effects of the different optical activity of solute
molecules on the intermolecular hydrogen bonds
among solvent molecules has not yet been reported.
In order to deduce information on the intermolecular
hydrogen bonds in solution, neutron diffraction is
one of the most suitable experimental techniques.
In the present paper, we describe the results of
neutron diffraction measurements on aqueous 2.5
mol% DL- and L-alanine solutions in D2O in order
discuss the effects of differences in the optical
activity of amino acid molecules on the
intermolecular hydrogen-bonded structure in
aqueous solution [1]. The difference interference
function, i(Q), was determined from the difference
between the scattering cross sections observed for
DL- and L-alanine solutions in which 96.1 % of the
exchangeable hydrogen atoms have been substituted
by deuterium atoms. The difference distribution
function, g(r), was obtained from the Fourier
transform of the observed i(Q).
DL-CH3CH(NH2)COOH
and
L-CH3CH(NH2)COOH (natural abundance, Nacalai
Tesque, guaranteed grade) were dissolved in D2O
(99.9 % D, Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.) to prepare
aqueous 2.5 mol% alanine solutions with different
optical activities. Sample solutions were sealed
into cylindrical Ti-Zr null alloy cells (8.0 mm in
inner diameter and 0.3 mm in thickness). TOF
neutron diffraction measurements were carried out at
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25°C using the HIT-II spectrometer installed at the
High Energy Accelerator Organization (KEK),
Tsukuba, Japan. Scattered neutrons were detected
by 104 3He counters covering a scattering angle of
10  2  157°.
The observed scattering intensities corrected for
the instrumental background, absorption of both the
sample and cell, were converted to the absolute scale
by the use of corrected scattering intensities from
the vanadium rod. The difference function, i(Q),
between the scattering cross sections observed for
DL- and L-alanine solutions in D2O is obtained as
follows:
i(Q) = (d/d)obs (for DL-alanine solution)
- (d/d)obs (for L-alanine solution).

(1)

The intramolecular interference term and the
inelasticity contribution arising from the H and D
nuclei is expected to cancel out in the present i(Q)
function. Since the i(Q) from the 64 sets of

Fig. 1
a) Circles: Observed difference interference
function, i(Q), between the DL- and L-alanine solutions.
Solid line: The best-fit of the calculated interference term
in Eq. 3. b) The difference between observed and
calculated i(Q).

forward angle detectors located at 10 2
51°
agree well within the statistical uncertainties, they
were combined at the Q-interval of 0.1 Å-1, and
employed for the subsequent analysis.
The
g(r), was
difference distribution function,
evaluated by the Fourier transform,
g(r) = (2

Qmax

r2)-1 Q i(Q) sin(Qr) dQ.

(2)

0

The upper limit of the integral was set to Qmax = 20
Å-1. Since the sum of contributions from the
O-Hex and Hex-Hex partial structure factors
corresponds to 86 % of the observed total
interference term in the present experimental
conditions, the present g(r) reflects the difference
in the intermolecular hydrogen-bonded structure
between the DL- and L-alanine solutions.
In order to obtain quantitative information on the
present i(Q) observed from the TOF neutron
diffraction measurement, a least squares fitting
analysis was adopted. In the refinement procedure,
the following model function was employed:
imodel(Q) =

(2- ij) ci nij bi bj
exp(-lij2Q2/2)sin(Qrij)/(Qrij),

(3)

where ij = 1, (i = j) and ij = 0, (i j). ci denotes
the number of atoms i in the stoichiometric unit,
nij stands
[CH3CH(N*H2)COO*H]x(*H2O)1-x.
for the difference in the coordination number
between the DL- and L-alanine solutions.

Parameters nij, lij, and rij, were determined by
the least squares fit of Eq. 3 to the observed i(Q).
The fitting was performed in the range of 2.5 Q
Parameters for the nearest neighbor
15 Å-1.
O...Hex and Hex...Hex interactions were refined
independently. The positive peak appearing at r ~
3.5 Å was assumed to be a single interaction in order
to reduce the number of independent parameters and
also to improve the fit in the lower-Q region.
The imodel(Q) calculated from the best-fit
model was compared with the observed i(Q) in Fig.
1. A satisfactory agreement is obtained between
the observed and calculated difference functions.
The corresponding distribution function g(r) is
represented in Fig. 2. The final values of all
independent parameters are summarized in Table 1.
The values of the nearest neighbor intermolecular
O...Hex and Hex...Hex distances were slightly larger
than those determined from the partial structure
factors for the DL-alanine solution. This suggests
that the average intermolecular hydrogen bonded
O...Hex and Hex...Hex distances in the L-alanine
solution might be slightly longer than those in the
DL-alanine solution.
The difference in the
coordination number for the nearest neighbor
intermolecular O...Hex interaction nOHex was
obtained to be –0.031(5), which corresponds to
1.9 % of the value of nOHex = 1.64(2) obtained for
the DL-alanine solution [1]. The magnitude of the
present nHexHex ( = -0.072(5) ) is 2.5 % of the
coordination number for the nearest neighbor
Hex...Hex interaction. These results suggest that
the intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the L-alanine
solution are ca. 2 % stronger than those in the
DL-alanine solution.
Table 1. Results of the Least-Square Refinement for the
Difference Interference Function, i(Q), between 2.5 mol%
DL- and L-Alanine Solutionsa)
i...j
r /Å
l /Å
n
ij

ij

1.99(3)

0.170(8)

-0.031(5)

2.54(2)

0.23(5)

-0.072(5)

O...Hex(II)b)

3.57(1)

0.32(2)

0.052(4)

ex

a)
b)

Fig. 2 Circles: Observed difference distribution function,
g(r), truncated at Qmax = 20 Å-1. Solid line: The Fourier
transform of the solid line in Fig. 1a. Contributions from
the short-range interactions are denoted by broken lines.

ij

O...Hex(I)
H ...H
ex

Estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Involving contributions from O...Hex, Hex...Hex, and O...O
interactions.
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data collection for each measurement was 9~10
hours.
Fig. 1 illustrates the dynamic structure factor for
the glycerol/water solutions obtained at 10 K. All of
the data obtained from different scattering angles are
summed to improve the statistics. The data are
normalized by the number of protons present in the
cell.

S(Q, )

40%
20%
H2O

S(Q, )

0
55% (as quenched)

0
0
Fig. 1

55% (crystallized)

H2O

0
S(Q, )

Our recent neutron diffraction measurements for
the binary system of water and glycerol demonstrate
the formation of a two-dimensionally ordered ice in
the initial stage of crystallization from the solution
[1]. We also made heat capacity measurements on
this system [2]. The binary mixtures with glycerol
contents more than 55% w/w yielded homogeneous
glassy states, of randomly mixed water and glycerol
molecules, with glass transition temperatures that
extrapolate well to that for pure water (135 K).
Mixtures in the range 0-50% w/w glycerol,
crystallized partly on cooling, yielding three
anomalies in the temperature drift rate measured on
heating, and these are associated with: (i) the onset
of reorientational motions of the H2O molecules in
hexagonal ice, which increases from 107 to 120 K
with increasing glycerol concentration, (ii) the glass
transition of the maximally freeze-concentrated
solution at 164 K and, tentatively, (iii) ice
devitrification followed by ice dissolution yields
anomalies in the range 185-202 K. A sample with
60% w/w glycerol content exhibited two
distinguishable crystallization peaks on heating
where the initial one is large and apparently
associated
with
crystallization
into
a
two-dimensionally ordered structure and the second
is due to a further transformation into hexagonal ice.
The purpose of the present study is to investigate
the glassy behavior of the glycerol/water system
with different concentrations by means of incoherent
inelastic neutron scattering at low temperature. The
low energy excitation (Boson peak) may be the
signature to characterize the glass.
The neutron scattering experiments were
performed on LAM-40 spectrometer. The samples
studied were all protonated, C3H5(OH)3 and H2O.
The concentrations explored were 0, 10, 20, 40, 55,
80, and 100 w/w%. After the sample was quenched
with liquid nitrogen outside of the cryostat, it was
placed in the cryostat (at 100 K) and cooled further
down. All of the measurements were performed at
10 K. Also performed was the measurement for the
sample with 55 w/w% after completion of
crystallization of ice at 220 K. The time spent for the

80% 55% (as quenched)
Glycerol

5

E / meV

10

Dynamic structure factors for glycerol/water
solutions obtained at 10 K.

The spectra obtained for the solutions with
higher concentration than 55 % (quenched) showed
a typical low energy excitation as seen in the glass.
The spectra obtained for the solutions with lower
concentration than 55% (crystallized) showed the
presence of crystalline ice as well as some glass
mixture.
References
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Formation of 2-D Ice at the Initial Stage of Crystallization
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diffraction patterns obtained for the 40 % w/w
solution. The background contribution has already
been subtracted. The reflection indices are given
based on the ice Ih structure. The pattern at 150.1 K
shows two prominent Bragg peaks. The one is at
Q=17 nm–1 with a small shoulder at Q=16 nm–1, the
feature of which is essentially the same as that
observed at the initial stage of crystallization for the
55% w/w solution [1]. This demonstrates that the
D2O crystallizes in 2-D like ice at low temperature.
At higher angles, the Bragg peaks with (H0L)
reflections do not appear at 150.1 K and 190.8 K,
where the first crystallization occurs. The results
obtained here, therefore, demonstrate that our
interpretation of the diffraction pattern [1] is valid.
260.2 K
100 002
101
250.0 K

Intensity (arb. units)

Our recent neutron diffraction measurements for
the binary system of water and glycerol demonstrate
the formation of a two-dimensionally ordered ice in
the initial stage of crystallization from the solution
[1]. We also made heat capacity measurements on
this system. The binary mixtures with glycerol
contents more than 55% w/w yielded homogeneous
glassy states, of randomly mixed water and glycerol
molecules, with glass transition temperatures that
extrapolate well to that for pure water (135 K).
Mixtures in the range 0-50% w/w glycerol,
crystallized partly on cooling, yielding three
anomalies in the temperature drift rate measured on
heating, and these are associated with: (i) the onset
of reorientational motions of the H2O molecules in
hexagonal ice, which increases from 107 to 120 K
with increasing glycerol concentration, (ii) the glass
transition of the maximally freeze-concentrated
solution at 164 K and, tentatively, (iii) ice
devitrification followed by ice dissolution yields
anomalies in the range 185-202 K. A sample with
60% w/w glycerol content exhibited two
distinguishable crystallization peaks on heating
where the initial one is large and apparently
associated
with
crystallization
into
a
two-dimensionally ordered structure and the second
is due to a further transformation into hexagonal ice.
The purpose of the present study is to investigate
the dynamics of glycerol and the structure of D2O
simultaneously at lower concentrations.
The solutions were made from partially
deuterated glycerol, C3H5(OD)3, in D2O. The
concentrations were 25, 40 and 55 w/w%. After
quenched into a liquid nitrogen bath, the samples
were set into a cryostat which had been cooled
beforehand at 100 K. The neutron scattering
experiments were performed on the LAM-40
spectrometer. The measurements were made at the
temperature between 10 and 280 K. The data were
collected for 2~3 hours at each measurement.
The 25% w/w solution was found to form ice I h
at low temperature, whereas the 40% w/w solution
was found to show different behavior from other
two solutions. Figure 1 illustrates the neutron
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110

103 200

230.8 K
210.9 K
200.7 K
190.8 K

0

Fig. 1

150.1 K

20

–1

Q / nm

30

Neutron diffraction patterns for 40% w/w glycerol
solution of D2O obtained with the diffraction
counter installed on LAM-40.

However, this can be understood by considering that
crystallites of ice Ic are also formed and the number
of the crystallites are considerably larger than that of
the 2-D like ice crystallites since the 220 d-spacing
of ice Ic is the same as the 110 d-spacing of ice Ih. It
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40% Glycerol/D2O
55% Glycerol/D2O
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should be noted here that the transition from 2-D ice
to ice Ih in 40% solution begins at 200 K lower by
about 10 K than that for 55% solution.
Figure 2 shows the mean square displacement of
glycerol in the aqueous solutions derived from the Q
dependence of incoherent elastic intensity at each
temperature. Because the spectra contain the
contribution from coherent scattering as well as
incoherent scattering, the calculation of the mean
square displacement has been done taking account
of the coherent scatting contribution. Above 240 K
quasielastic broadening appears which prevent us to
apply this calculation. The results for the 25%
solution are close to those reported for pure glycerol
[3], indicating that the system is separated into two
phases, the glycerol rich phase and the ice Ih phase,
at low temperature. For the 40% solution, the mean
square displacement of glycerol is larger than that
for the 25% solution, although the temperature
dependence is qualitatively similar to each other.
This suggests that the glycerol phase contains a
number of D2O molecules which affect fast
vibrational motions of glycerol molecules. The
results for 55% solution show another behavior.
Below 150 K, i.e., below Tg confirmed by DSC
measurement (Tg ~ 160 K), the temperature
dependence is qualitatively different from the others.
This indicates the formation of glass of the
homogeneous mixture of glycerol and D2O. At the
beginning of ice crystallization, the mean square
displacement jumps to higher values close to those
for the 40% solution. It is interesting to note that the
values at the temperatures where the transition from
2-D ice to ice Ih begins (200.7 K for the 40%
solution and 209.2 K for the 55% solution) are
similar to each other. This may suggest that fast
dynamics of glycerol play a role for crystallization
process of ice Ih in the glycerol/water mixture.

2

0
0
Fig. 2

100
T/K

200

The mean square displacement of glycerol in
aqueous solutions derived from incoherent
elastic scattering.
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Small Angle Neutron Scattering of Two-dimensionally Ordered Ice
Formed in a Binary Solution of Water and Glycerol
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Our recent neutron diffraction measurements for
the binary system of water and glycerol demonstrate
the formation of a two-dimensionally ordered ice in
the initial stage of crystallization from the solution
[1]. We also made heat capacity measurements on
this system. The binary mixtures with glycerol
contents more than 55% w/w yielded homogeneous
glassy states, of randomly mixed water and glycerol
molecules, with glass transition temperatures that
extrapolate well to that for pure water (135 K).
Mixtures in the range 0-50% w/w glycerol,
crystallized partly on cooling, yielding three
anomalies in the temperature drift rate measured on
heating, and these are associated with: (i) the onset
of reorientational motions of the H2O molecules in
hexagonal ice, which increases from 107 to 120 K
with increasing glycerol concentration, (ii) the glass
transition of the maximally freeze-concentrated
solution at 164 K and, tentatively, (iii) ice
devitrification followed by ice dissolution yields
anomalies in the range 185-202 K. A sample with
60% w/w glycerol content exhibited two
distinguishable crystallization peaks on heating
where the initial one is large and apparently
associated
with
crystallization
into
a
two-dimensionally ordered structure and the second
is due to a further transformation into hexagonal ice.
The purpose of the present study is specifically
to investigate the crystallization behavior by means
of small angle neutron scattering. The two-step
crystallization is identified.
The sample investigated was partially deuterated
glycerol, C3H5(OD)3, in D2O with a concentration of
55% w/w. A flat aluminum can (28×26×2 mm3) was
set in a conventional refrigerator to cool the sample
from room temperature to 150 K (cooling rate ~1.6
K min–1). The neutron scattering experiments were
performed on the SWAN spectrometer. The
measurements were performed at 11 temperatures
between 150 K and 220 K. The sample was
annealed at 180 K for 54 hours in total to investigate
the annealing effect on the crystallization. The data
were collected for about 4 h at each temperature.

0.08

1.5
–1
Q/Å
Fig. 1

2

1.5
–1
Q/Å

2

Neutron diffraction patterns for 55% glycerol
solution in D2O obtained with high angle
detectors. The annealing time is indicated.

Figures 1 illustrates neutron diffraction patterns
obtained with the detectors installed at the high
angle detector bank. The result at 175 K shows a
pattern characteristic of some disordered state. This
demonstrates that the conventional cooling was still
enough to realize a homogeneous glass. A Bragg
peak started to appear at 180 K, as seen in the
previous neutron diffraction measurements [1]. A
shoulder at Q=1.6 Å–1 strongly suggests that 2-D
like ice crystallites are formed at 180K. It is clear
that the pattern obtained at 180 K after annealing for
some time (17 h) did not change very much by
further annealing (54 h). The 2-D like ice is quite
stable at 180 K. The crystallization process above
190 K observed here is essentially the same as
observed in the previous structural study [1].
Fig. 2 illustrates the SANS spectra. The intensity
substantially increases between 175 K and 180 K
where 2-D ice appears. This shows that a large
number of micro crystallites of 2-D ice are formed at
the initial stage of nucleation. The intensity
increases further at 190 K and then gradually
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I(Q)

10

from the fact that the Porod region gradually shifts
to lower angle side with temperature increase. It is
noted here that the lowest angle side of the spectra at
180 K before annealing curves upward, preventing
us to apply the Guinier approximation. This may be
due to interference among 2D ice crystallites.

ln(I(Q))

decrease, indicating that the ice crystallites grow
successively. It is evident that the SANS spectra do
not change significantly above 200 K where the
transition from 2D ice to ice Ih occurs. It should be
noted here that the slope at the Q region of the order
of 10–2 for the spectra above 180 K can be well
described by Porod law [2], showing that the system
was separated into two phases between which the
interface is sharp. The spectrum at 180 K before
annealing has, however, another regime between the
Porod and the Guinier region (see below) where the
slope is proportional to Q–1.7~ Q–1.9, indicating that
some fractal structure appears at the initial stage of
crystallization.
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Fig. 2
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Small angle neutron scattering spectra obtained
for 55% glycerol solution in D2O.

Fig. 3 shows Guinier plot of the spectra obtained
at 180 K. The radius of gyration Rg for each
annealed sample at 180 K is estimated using the data
where QRg < 1.7, 137 Å for the 6 h annealed sample,
139 Å for the 17 h annealed sample and 161 Å for
the 54 h annealed sample. If we assume a simple
uniform geometrical body of a sphere of radius R,
this enables us to estimate the radius R using the
relation Rg2=3R2/5. The resulting values are 177, 179,
and 208 Å, respectively. This shows that the mean
particle size of ice crystallite formed at the initial
stage of crystallization extends over 350 Å. At the
higher temperatures, the slopes of the spectra in the
Guinier regime is so steep that the Guinier
approximation cannot be applied, indicating that the
ice crystallite size becomes considerably larger with
temperature increase. This can also be seen in Fig. 2
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Guinier plot of the spectra for 55% glycerol
solution in D2O.
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The most distinctive property of ionic liquids
consists in huge Coulombic interactions among
charged species in comparison with other liquids
such as molecular liquids and so on. The ionic
interaction between unlike ion pair, even for
monovalent ion pair, amounts to some hundreds kJ
Thus, this strong attractive
mol-1 at maximum.
interaction is thought to give some characteristic
effects of mixing and pressure to translational
dynamics such as electrical conductivity, diffusion
coefficient, and internal mobility [1]. Even in most
simple alkali halide liquids, the situation is
somewhat complicated. In molten salts including
divalent or trivalent ions, the phenomena may be
still more complex. In the present work, short
range structure of alkali chloride binary melts were
studied by time of flight pulsed neutron diffraction
in order to make clear their solvent features.
The chemicals with reagent grade were dried
under vacuum at temperatures lower than the
respective melting points for 8h, melted, and rapidly
quenched.
Accurately weighed samples were
mixed and installed into the diffraction cell made of
fused silica. Diffraction experiments were made
with HIT-Ⅱat High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization, Tsukuba.
The structure factor S(Q) was obtained from the
measured scattering data which were corrected for
background, absorption by the sample and the cell,
multiple and incoherent scatterings, and then
normalized with a vanadium rod as a reference
material. The peak positions in S(Q) were nearly
independent of alkali chloride composition with a
small variation of intensity. There was no prepeak
in S(Q) of CsCl-NaCl melts, as was often the case
with amorphous materials. On fusion of these
materials, there appeared no medium and /or long
range orderings. The correlation functions G(r)’s
of CsCl-NaCl melts are shown in Fig. 1. Taking
the ionic radii [2] into consideration, the peaks in
G(r)’s at about r =0.34nm, 0.28nm, and 0.40nm
were assigned to the correlations of Cs-Cl, Na-Cl,

and Cl-Cl ionic pairs, respectively. Analyses of
ionic correlations, that is the optimization of
structural parameters, were made in the reverse
lattice space using the correlation method in which a
non-linear least squares regression was applied to
the Debye scattering equation [3]. The interference
function Q・i(Q) of molten CsCl-NaCl reproduced
from the optimized structural parameters are
depicted in Fig. 2 together with the experimental Q・
i(Q).
Coordination numbers and interionic
distances of the respective ionic correlations were
close to those of pure component melts reported in
the literature [4]. According to neutron diffraction
study on LiCl-CsCl melts [5], the nearest neighbor
Li-Cl distances were reported to decrease with
increasing CsCl concentration. This is because the
internal mobility of Li+ ion decreased with
increasing number of Cs+ ion so that the ionic
bonding of Li-Cl became more restrained than ever.
Similar phenomena were expected to occur in
CsCl-NaCl, RbCl-NaCl, and LiCl-NaCl melt
systems, even CsCl-NaCl system possessing a large
difference between cation radii like LiCl-CsCl
behaved unlikely in LiCl-CsCl system. CsCl-NaCl
melts was thought to have good solvent properties
with large polarities.
Conclusions were summarized as follows. The
short-range structure of CsCl-NaCl melt as well as
RbCl-NaCl and LiCl-NaCl melts has been
investigated by a time-of-flight pulsed neutron
diffraction. The structural parameters for each
atomic pair were optimized in the Q-space, and the
near neighbor Cs-Cl, Rb-Cl, and Li-Cl correlations
were estimated at about r =0.34, 0.31, and 0.24nm,
respectively.
Coordination numbers and
interatomic distances of each correlation were close
to those of pure component melts reported in the
literature. According to Raman spectroscopy little
complex ion exists in molten CsCl-NaCl,
RbCl-NaCl, and LiCl-NaCl systems, and thus the
mixture melts are thought to be dissociated into
discrete ions.
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One of the nuclear spent fuel reprocessing, that is
oxide electrodeposition in molten salts, is promising
for reduction of nuclear wastes and collection of
UO2 and PuO2 as mixed oxides (called MOX) since
thistechnique is indispensable for nuclear
nonproliferation. However, there are problemｓ to
be solved for practical use such as improvement of
stability on system operation. In order to operate
the system safely and successively, it is of necessity
to eliminate ions interfering with electrolysis, to
determine the conditions such that UO22+and PuO22+
ions coexist stabilized, and to produce UO2 and
PuO2 with a constant quality. The stability of
UO22+and PuO22+ ions in molten salts is thought to
be strongly dependent on the melt structure in the
vicinity of their own.
For this purpose,
2CsCl-NaCl system has so far been regarded as a
candidate melt, but neither best set of salts nor
compositions after considering the operation
temperatures has not been determined yet. In this
work, pulsed neutron diffraction was made for alkali
chloride binary melts and their mixture melts with
LaCl3 melt so as to predict the melting behavior of
actinyl ions. The structural information of molten
salts would be benefit of both innovation of the
electrodeposition processing and task-surmounting.
The alkali chloride chemicals with reagent grade
were dried under vacuum at temperatures lower than
the respective melting points for 8h, melted, and
rapidly quenched. Since lanthanum trichloride is
very hygroscopic and the wetted LaCl3 is easily
converted into LaOCl at elevated temperature,
anhydrous LaCl3 was prepared according to the
following reaction, La2O3 + 6NH4Cl → 2LaCl3 +
6NH3 + 3H2O. The mixed sample was heated at
623K for 2h under vacuum, and then purified by
sublimation under reduced pressure at 1300K for 8h
in order to remove oxychlorides as well as NH 4Cl
and La2O3 unreacted. Accurately weighed samples
were mixed, installed into the diffraction cell made
of fused silica, and sealed. Diffraction experiments
were made with HIT-Ⅱspectrometer at High

Energy
Accelerator
Research
Organization,
Tsukuba.
The structure factor S(Q) was obtained from the
measured neutron scattering data which were
corrected for background, absorption by the sample
and the cell, multiple and incoherent scatterings, and
then normalized with a vanadium rod as a reference
material. The peak positions in S(Q) were hardly
dependent on the composition of component salt
with a small variation of intensity. There was no
prepeak in S(Q), as was the usual case with solid
amorphous materials. On fusion of these materials,
there appeared no medium and /or long range
orderings. The correlation functions G(r)’s of
molten
CsCl-NaCl
system
and
molten
(2CsCl-NaCl)-LaCl3 system are demonstrated in
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Taking the ionic radii
[1] into account, the peaks in G(r)’s of Fig. 1 at
about r = 0.34nm, 0.28nm, and 0.40nm were
assignable to the correlations of Cs-Cl, Na-Cl, and
Cl-Cl ionic pairs, respectively. The peaks in Fig. 2
were observed at around r = 0.28nm and 0.34nm,
which were thought to assigned to La-Cl pair and
Cs-Cl pair, respectively.
Analyses of ionic correlations, that is the
optimization of structural parameters, were made in
the reverse lattice space using the correlation
method in which a non-linear least squares
regression was applied to the Debye scattering
equation [2]. As for molten CsCl-NaCl system,
coordination numbers and interionic distances of the
respective ionic correlations were close to those of
pure component melts reported in the literature [3].
According to neutron diffraction study on LiCl-CsCl
melts [4], the nearest neighbor Li-Cl distances were
reported to decrease with increasing CsCl
concentration.
This is because the internal
mobility of Li+ ion decreased with increasing
number of Cs+ ion so that the ionic bonding of Li-Cl
became more restrained than ever. Similar
phenomena were expected to occur in CsCl-NaCl,
RbCl-NaCl, and LiCl-NaCl melt systems, even
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CsCl-NaCl system possessing a large difference
between cation radii like LiCl-CsCl behaved
unlikely in LiCl-CsCl system. CsCl-NaCl melts
was thought to have good solvent properties with
large polarities. According to Raman spectroscopy
little complex ion exists in molten CsCl-NaCl
system as well as molten RbCl-NaCl and LiCl-NaCl
systems, and thus the mixture melts are thought to
be dissociated into discrete ions.
It was expected from the structural parameters
precisely optimized for molten (2CsCl-NaCl)-LaCl3
system that the octahedral structure of complex ion
of the type LaCl63- was stabilized by mixing LaCl3
with alkali chloride mixture melts. This was
inferred from the finding that the coordination
number of La-Cl pair in the mixture melt was closer
to 6 than that in the LaCl3 pure melt [5]. The
above information would be very useful to carry out
the simulation of electrolysis for actual actinyl
species.
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Fig. 1 Correlation function G(r)
of molten CsCl-NaCl at 893K
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Fig. 2 Correlation function G(r) of
molten 2CsCl-NaCl-LaCl3 at 973K
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Remarks:
Since the solubility of rare earth oxychlorides was
too small to be detected by diffraction study, the
description on this matter was deleted in this report.
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Introduction
Tribological phenomena usually occur at a
solid-solid interface. To examine a tribological
phenomenon at a lubricated or unlubricated interface,
information on the state at the interface must first be
obtained[1]. Observations of a state between metals,
however, are considered to be difficult because a
standard electron beam cannot penetrate into either
of the metal. Accordingly, the authors have
proposed a new observation method applying a
‘neutron beam’ to such a metal-metal interface. It is
well known that a neutron beam can penetrate into
many kinds of common metals. The final purpose of
the study is to establish a new observation method of
metal interface by neutron scattering for depthful
discussion on tribology studies.
As a first impression, all mechanical surfaces
have roughness more or less. Effects of surface
roughness to tribological phenomena have been
much examined in past studies. However, for the
case of metal-metal interface, we have no effective
techniques to in-situ estimate its roughness. By the
way, reflectometry, which is one scattering method,
is a way to get information through the reflectivity
of a sample surface or the interface between
samples[2]. It is generally utilized for analysis of
vertical structures, especially for multi-laminar films.
Based on these studies, we firstly examined a
possibility of the estimation of regular surface
roughness by neutron reflectometry in this paper.
Procedure of Experiment
Experimental apparatus
The experimental apparatus ‘ARISA’, which is
one of a few neutron reflectometers, was used. It is
an energy dispersive X-ray analyzer, installed in
KEK. The neutron beam naturally reflects from a
material surface when the scattering vector q is
below a critical one q c . The q and q c are given
as follows:

(1)
(2)

q  4 sin  0 

q c  4 sin  0  c

where the  0 is constant as set along the kind of
sample. Reflectometry is a method to grasp a
structure at surface or interface through a reflectivity
profile. The reflectivity is defined as a ratio of
intensity of a reflecting beam against that of an
incidence beam[3].
Samples for surface roughness model
Most surfaces of solids used for tribology are
usually rough, at least on a microscopic scale,
especially those of engineering materials.
Roughness of a surface is one cause of friction in
any case, and there are a lot of cases in which it is
necessary to grasp the state at the interface for
tribological studies, such as in the process of
“running in” or to “seizure” of two bodies. Firstly,
we focus on a regular surface roughness as a basic
study.
To confirm a reflectivity profile from a material
surface with periodical roughness, a well-defined
‘grating’ sample, as shown in Figure 1, was
prepared. The grating sample was made by standard
photo lithography; namely, a nickel-grating film was
deposited on a silicon-plane. The averaged film
thickness was 105 nm, the grating width was 10 µm,
and its pitch was 20 µm.
Nickel film
Silicon plate

Thickness

Width
Height [nm]

*

1200
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200
0
-200

0
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150

200
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Fig. 1

Nickel grating sample for roughness model.
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Experimental conditions
In the experiment, the constant incident angle
 0 was set as 0.34 degree. The divergence angle of
the incident beam against  0 , which was estimated
by the optical alignment, was about 3 %.
Results and Discussion
Reflectivity from grating sample
Firstly, we obtained the reflectivity profiles from
the above grating sample with rotating the grating
direction against the beam direction. The obtained
reflectivity profiles are shown in Figure 2. It is noted
that this reflectivity is ‘absolute’ figure, that is, the
absolute ratio of the intensity of detected beam
against the one of incident beam. We can see that
the critical scattering vector q c becomes smaller
when the grating angle against the beam, expressed
as  g , becomes larger. Now, the reason for the
change of q c can be discussed with classifying into
three types focusing on  g .
10

Critical scattering vector

Reflectivity

1
0.1
0.01

0 deg.
18 deg.
30 deg.
45 deg.
60 deg.
90 deg.

almost agrees with q c of ‘one’ material having
average scattering length of silicon and nickel. It
indicates that the neutron can not recognize two
materials when the interval of grating is extremely
narrow.
In all profiles, any Kisseig fringes were not
shown. The reason will have to be examined in the
next step.
Reflectivity from the other grating sample
For much discussion, the other grating sample,
which is ‘silicon grating’, was prepared. The grating
was manufactured by etching technology on silicon
plate; the averaged film thickness was 75 nm, the
grating width was 10 µm, and its pitch was 20 µm.
The obtained reflectivity profiles are shown in
Figure 3, where the red line show the result for
parallel setting of the grating direction to the
incident beam, while the blue one does for
perpendicular setting. For the only case of
perpendicular setting, we can see clear Kisseig
fringes in the profile. The experimental profiles well
agree with the theoretical ones; especially for the
perpendicular setting, the theoretical profile is
calculated with the model of type (iii) in the
previous section.
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Fig. 2

Reflectivity profiles from grating sample.

(i) At the range  g  3 degree
When  g is extremely small, in short, when the
grating direction is parallel to the incident beam, the
reflectivity at q =0 is almost 1.0, and the profiles
have two critical scattering vectors; one is due to the
critical vector of silicon, while the other is due to
one of nickel. They agree with the theoretical
values.
(ii) At the range 3   g  50 degree
When  g is in this range, the critical scattering
vector is about 0.02 Å-1. This value almost agrees
with the average between the critical scattering
vector of silicon and one of nickel. It indicates that
the neutron can recognize two materials even if
obscurely.
(iii) At the range 50   g  90 degree
When  g becomes large, in short, when the
grating direction is perpendicular to the incident
beam, the scattering vector is about 0.018 Å-1. It
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Reflectivity profiles from silicon grating sample.

Conclusion
To investigate an effect of surface roughness to
neutron reflectivity profiles, two kinds of regular
grating samples were prepared. According to the
grating direction to incident beam, reflectivity
profiles were changed along the model type we
submitted.
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It was referred from the obtained depth - density curve
that the monolayers were explicitly separated into
dendron block, perfluorinated, and carboxyl acid layers.
Furthermore, the SLD of dendron layer was decreased
with
increasing
the
mixing
ratio
of
perfluorooctadecanoic acid, indicating the decrease in
the occupation of dendron moiety. These experimental
facts are consistent with the expectation of layer model
described above and supported the structure of
longitudinally phase-separated hybrid film. The layer
formation is resulted not only from the intermolecular
interaction between perfluorinated fatty acids and block
copolymers but also from the geometry or shape of the
molecules.
12
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8

Depth / nm

Controlling morphology of a thin film is
indispensable for optimizing physical characters such as
wetting and tribology of the film. A block copolymer,
poly (3,5-bis(3,5-bis(benzyloxy) -benzyloxy)benzyl
methacrylate-random-methacrylic
acid)-block-poly(2-perfluorooctylethyl
acrylate)
(M2den3) form spherical micelles in solutions.1)
However, its Langmuir film at air/water interface
displays unique morphology of the strip-like aggregates,
because the polymer consists of hydrophobic and
solvophobic side chains.2) If an amphiphile familiar to
both polymer and water is mixed the polymer, the
modification of the film morphology can be expected.
In the present work, hybrid Langmuir films of a
M2den3 and a perfluorooctadecanoic acid at different
mixing ratios were investigated by neutron
reflectometry, and the structures of the hybrid films
were examined.
At air/water interface, a perfluorooctadecanoic acid
arranges with the molecular orientation, where
hydrophilic carboxylic acid moiety anchors in water and
alkyl chain moiety locates at air phase owing to its
solvohobicity.3) Then the perfluorinated block in
M2den3 is expected to localize in the perfluolinated
alkyl chain domain of fatty acids. Thus, the hybrid
Langmuir films should consist of three layers, that is,
layers of hydrophobic (dendron), solvophobic
(perfluorinated) and hydrophilic (carboxylic acid)
moieties, as inserted in Fig 1.
Neutron reflectivity measurement was carried out on
an ARISA of KEK in Tsukuba, Japan. Hybrid Langmuir
monolayers prepared at air/D2O interface was
compressed up to a surface pressure of 15 mN/m and
used for the measurement. Based on the Fresnel
equation and the five layer (including air and water
layers) model, the carve fitting of calculated one with
observed one was carried out, and the optimum set of
the parameters was determined. Depth – scattering
length density (SLD) profile at a mixing ratio 4 of fatty
acid to M2den3, which was illustrated from the
parameters at optimum condition, is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig.1. The depth – SLD profile where a mixing ratio of
perfluorinated fatty acid to M2den3 is 4. Insert:
illustration of phase-separated hybrid Langmuir film
structure.
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Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) in Tsukuba,
Japan.
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Poly(amido amine) dendrimers with azacrown core
and hexyl spacers (aza-C6-PAMAM dendrimer) are
amphiphilic
and
flexible
in
structure.1)
Amine-terminated aza-C6-PAMAM dendrimers were
adsorbed on gold and 3-mercaptopropionic acid
(MPA) self-assembled monolayer (SAM) substrates,
and multiadlayers were constructed.2) Langmuir films
at air/water interface were fabricated from
ester-terminated dendrimers.3) Although silver
nanoparticles in subphase were adsorbed on
dendrimers with face-on conformation in Langmuir
films, the adhesion was less and the adsorbed
nanoparticles were disordered.
In the present work, ester-terminals of aza-C6
-PAMAM dendrimer were replaced to octyl groups in
order to intensify the amphiphilicity, and the
dendrimer/nanoparticle hybrid films at air/water
interface were investigated. Gold nanoparticles
(Au-NP) were adsorbed on Langmuir films of
dendrimers and displayed fractal-like network texture
at low surface pressure. When the hybrid films were
compressed, the morphology of nanoparticle
aggregates was changed to monolayer, where
nanoparticles were uniformly dispersed and partly
ordered. The nanoparicles in the hexagonal lattice
array are located on hydrophilic azacrown center in
the ordered lattice arrangement of dendrimers in
face-on conformation. Fourteen dendrimer molecules
were adsorbed on a nanoparticle but the location of
dendrimers on a nanoparticle was not elucidated.
The determination of dendrimer distribution on
nanoparticle surface was carried out using neutron
reflectometry.
A
chloroform
solution
of
octyl-terminated aza-C6-PAMAM dendrimer was
spread on an Au-NP suspension subphase. After 1 hr,
the film was compressed until the surface pressure
reached to 5 mN/m and neutron reflectivity was
measured on an ARISA (Advanced Reflectometer for
Interface and Surface Analysis) of High Energy
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Fig.1 (Left) An observed neutron reflectivity curve of
dendrimer/Au-NP hybrid Langmuir film and fitting curves
based on Type 1 and 2 models, which were inset in figure.
(Right) A depth vs. scattering length density profile of
dendrimer/Au-NP hybrid Langmuir film (based on Type
2).

The observed neutron reflectivity curve in Fig. 1
displayed no characteristic fringes. Two types of
models were applied for the simulation analysis using
a theoretical equation. That is, (Type 1) dendrimers
surround fully the surface of the Au-NP and (Type 2)
dendrimers cover only the upper-half surface of
Au-NP. From the comparison with observed one, it
was indicated that only half of Au-NP surface is
capped by dendrimers. The scattering length
density-depth profile evaluated from best-fit
parameters is shown in Figure 1. The calculated
depths of Au-NP and dendrimer layers were
reasonable in consistency with their evaluated sizes.
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Introduction
Block copolymer thin films are particular
importance in many technological areas, including
microelectronics, coatings, lubricants, and adhesives
[1]. Thus, phase-separated morphologies in the thin
film have been investigated extensively in terms of
their orientation, periodicity etc. as a function of
film thickness, and/or surface energy. Surface
morphology can be observed by Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM), while concentration profile of
constituent blocks along the film normal, i.e. along
depth direction, can be investigated either by crosssectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
or, more statistically, by neutron reflectively (NR)
measurement. It should be noted that none of these
experimental techniques gives both lateral and depth
structural information at the same time. NR
measurement is widely used in a structural study of
the block copolymer thin film, and gives a lot of
important results [2]. However, NR measurement
includes the hypothesis and model fitting on the
morphologies, and thus this technique is limited to
rather
simple
morphology,
e.g.,
lamellar
morphology parallel to the substrate. Recently, the
transmission electron microtomography (TEMT) has
been extensively used in polymer society and found
to be a very effective tool for structural observation
as well as analysis [3]. TEMT directly provides the
three-dimensional (3D) image of the internal
structures of a block copolymer thin film [4]: Nanoscale morphology both lateral and depth directions
were successfully imaged. In this study, we try to
establish a novel methodology by utilizing the NR
coupled with TEMT (NR + TEMT), which enables
the structural analysis of nano-scale morphologies in
thin films without any hypothesis and models. This
method will be further extended so as not only to
study lamellar-type simple morphology but also to
study more complicated morphologies such as
cylindrical morphology.

Experiments
Poly(deuterated styrene-block-2-vinylpyridine)
(Mn(dPS)=10,2000,
(dPS-b-P2VP),
Mn(P2VP)=37,000, Mw/Mn=1.10) thin films were
used for TEMT and NR. The equilibrium
microphase structure of the dPS-b-P2VP in bulk
state is lamellar. The thin films were prepared by
spin-coating on a Si substrate from 4.0 wt % 1, 4dioxane solution, and then annealed at 170 ˚C for 10
days under vacuum. Then, the thin films were
stained by I2 vapor for 3 hours and coated with
carbon on free surface of thin films in order to
enhance charge and heat transfer by vacuum
deposition . Ultra thin cross-sectional sections of the
dPS-b-P2VP thin films for the TEMT experiments
were prepared by a focused ion beam (FIB)
instrument (JEM-9310FIB, JEOL, Co., Ltd., Japan)
[5]. The cross-sectional sections were put on the Cu
mesh grid for TEMT experiments. Prior to TEMT
observations, the gold particles of 5 nm diameter
were placed on the ultrathin sections using the gold
colloidal solution (GCN005, BBInternational Ltd,
UK). The gold particles were used as fiducial
markers for the alignment of the tilt series of the
TEM images. The TEM and TEMT observations
were carried out on JEM-2200FS (JEOL, Co., Ltd.,
Japan). A series of the TEM images were acquired
at tilt angles ranging from -50˚ to +50˚ in 1˚
increments. The tilt series of the TEM images were
aligned by fiducial marker method and then
reconstructed on the basis of the filtered-backprojection method [6].
NR measurement was carried out with the PORE
neutron reflectometer at KEK using the same thin
films observed by TEMT. In this study we observed
specular reflection, where the light source was
pulsed neutrons with the wavelength, , range of
0.3-1.6 nm. Also, the incident angle, , was fixed to
be 0.4, 1.0, 2.0 deg, and the angle resolution,
/ ,
was kept at 5% by adjusting the width of two
incident slits.
Reflectivities were calculated from model
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scattering length density (b/v) profiles along the
direction perpendicular to the film surface by using
an algorithm of Parratt based on a recursive
calculation method [7,8], and fitted to the measured
reflectivities.
Results
Fig. 1 shows the crossed-sectional TEM image of
the dPS-b-P2VP thin film. Dark phase corresponds
to the P2VP phase. Small dark spots are the
colloidal gold particles attached on the surface of the
ultrathin section for fiducial marker method. The
dPS and P2VP form alternating layers (lamellar
morphology) parallel to the substrate surface, which
is rather standard morphology to be studied by NR.

Fig. 2 3D image of the dPS-b-P2VP thin film. White
phase corresponds to the P2VP phase. Box size is
401 nm x 546 nm x 77 nm.
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Fig. 1 The crossed-sectional TEM image of the
dPS-b-P2VP thin film. Dark phase corresponds to
the P2VP phase.
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Fig. 2 shows a part of 3D image of the dPS-b-P2VP
thin film obtained from TEMT. White phase
corresponds to the P2VP phase. It cleared that the
P2VP phase and the dPS phase are completely
wetting the substrate surface and the free surface,
respectively. Fig. 3 (a) shows NR profile (open
circles) of the dPS-b-P2VP thin film as a function of
wavenumber, qz; =(4 / ) sin . The scattering length
density (b/v) along the direction perpendicular to the
film surface is also shown in the Fig.3 (b). Since we
have TEMT data, it is now possible to calculate the
concentration profile of dPS ( dPS-TEMT) from the 3D
image. The concentration profile obtained from the
TEMT data was used to calculate scattering length
density (b/vTEMT, solid line in Fig.3 (b)) and its
reflectivity was also calculated (RTEMT, solid line in
Fig. 3 (a)). The positions of the Bragg-peaks in the
reflectivity profile calculated by TEMT were
reasonably reproduced. However, the intensity of
the RTEMT was somewhat off from NR data,

4
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profile calculated by TEMT ( b/v
best fitted profile (
b/v best )
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1000

2000
Z (Å)

TEMT )

3000

Fig. 3 The crossed-sectional TEM image of the
dPS-b-P2VP thin film. Dark phase corresponds to
the P2VP phase.

especially at high qz region . This means that the NR
captures more detail structural features than TEMT.
Therefore it is appropriate to use the b/vTEMT as an
initial guess to fit the NR data. The dashed line in
FIG. 3 shows the best-fitted reflectivity profile thus
obtained from the fitting procedure (Rbest shown by a
dashed line). Corresponding b/vbest is shown in Fig. 3
(b) (dashed line). It was found that the NR
reflectivity was well reproduced, much better than
the RTEMT did. Interestingly, the scattering length
density, b/vTEMT and b/vbest, were not too much
different. It is very important, however, to point out
that the b/vbest has strong support from the real-space
data, i.e. TEMT image in this case. The present
protocol can easily be extended to the block
copolymer thin film having cylindrical and spherical
morphologies that were difficult to study by NR
alone so far. Such experiments are currently under
way and will be presented in the near future.
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temperature region, <u2> is almost proportional to T,
indicating that the vibrational motion is harmonic
With increasing temperature, <u2> deviates from the
0.12

bulk
1000Å
400Å

0.10
0.08

2
2

The physical properties of polymer thin films
were very different from those of bulk state and
utilized in the various field of industry, and hence
Polymer thin films were studied actively not only
from scientific point of view but also from industrial
point of view. Among them, the glass transition
behavior is the one of the most interesting
phenomenon. Keddie et al. first reported that glass
transition temperature (Tg) decreased with film
thickness for polystyrene (PS) thin films [1].
However, definite model of Tg behavior of thin films
has not yet been suggested in spite of continuous
study by many researchers. Glass transition is not
the thermodynamical phenomenon but relaxation
process. Therefore the research from the dynamics
is indispensable for the understanding the glass
transition of polymer thin films.
Especially
inelastic and quasielastic neutron scattering can
offer information on local and fast dynamics
compared to other methods like NMR or dielectric
relaxation.
Therefore, we can observe the
dynamics from molecular level. Some works on
dynamics of polymer thin films using inelastic
neutron scattering were reported recently, however
most of them were mainly focused on elastic
scattering due to extremely week intensity from thin
films [2,3].
In this work, we studied the
quasielastic scattering from PS thin films mainly
concentrated on the so-called fast process [4], which
is universal feature for glass-forming materials, with
inverted geometry time of flight geometry LAM-40
at KEK and discuss the effect of the spatial
confinement on the local relaxation process.
First, we studied the thickness dependence of
elastic scattering before discussing the effect of film
thickness on quasielastic scattering. Fig.1 indicates
the thickness dependence of mean square
displacement <u2>.
As seen in Fig.1 <u2>
decreases with film thickness in the temperature
range examined and the temperature dependence of
<u2> becomes weaker with film thickness. At low

<u > (Å )
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of <u2> for bulk, 1000Å
and 400Å.

solid lines and increases somewhat steeply. It
indicates the onset of relaxational process called fast
process. The deviation starts at around 150~200K
for bulk and the onset temperature seems to shift to
higher temperature with decreasing film thickness
though definite values of onset temperature cannot
be estimated from this result at present stage.
In order to study the characteristic nature of fast
process in more detail, we fitted the model function
to the observed S(Q, ) after convoluted with the
resolution function of the spectrometer. The model
function employed is indicated below
S(Q, )=C(Q)[{1-Afast(Q)} ( )+Afast(Q)L( , )]
+B(Q), where B(Q), C(Q) are constants and Afast(Q)
indicates the fraction of fast process and ( ) and
L( , ) are the -function, and Lorentzian with half
width at half maximum (HWHM) . One example
of curve fit for 1000Å is shown in Fig. 2 and the
model function seems to be a good approximation
for the observed data. We found that the fast
process was well described by the single Lorentzian
regardless film thickness as is the case for bulk.
The relaxation rate
and the fraction of the fast
process is shown on Fig.3.
The temperature
dependence of was not observed for
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Fig. 2 Results of curve fitting to the LAM-40 spectra of
1000 Å at T = 408K and Q = 2.47Å-1.
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Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of G and Afast(Q) for 3
different film thickness.

all the samples, indicating that fast process is the
motion within the cage of potential (cage motion).
The was also independent of Q although the data
were not shown here.
From the T and Q
dependence of , the fast process is localized mode.
On the other hand, the Afast(Q) decreases with film
thickness, suggesting that the decrease of the mode
number or the amplitude of fast process.
In addition to the fast process, the boson peak is
also the universal feature of glass-forming materials
and we would like to consider the relation between
fast process and boson peak from the thickness
dependence of both modes. In Fig.4, we compare
the thickness dependence of and the Boson peak
position, and that of the fraction Afast(Q) and the
density of states Gb( ). Thickness dependence of
Afast(Q) and Gb( ) is almost the same and peak
position and
values are close to each other, and
not dependent on film thickness.

Considering these observations, these two modes
are supposed to derive from the same origin. We
would like to discuss this problem from the boson
peak. The origin of boson peak is not clear yet,
even in the case of bulk. Some models concerning
the origin of boson peak were constructed from
experimental observation or theory. Among them,
we adopt the idea that the boson peak mode was
caused by the defects or voids [5]. The decrease in
the number of the defects or the voids is supposed
with decreasing film thickness. In such a situation,
only the number of the mode supposed to decrease
without affecting the characteristic frequency ( or
peak position).
One candidate is like these.
Polymer chains tend to form oriented structure or
the layering at the interface. With the existence of
such ordered layer, the number of voids or the
defects becomes smaller than that of the normal bulk
layer.
With decreasing film thickness, the
contribution from such ordered layer increases.
This results in the decrease of the number of the
defects or the voids, indicating the decrease of the
intensity of the modes without changing the peak
position or .
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Figure 1 is the dynamic scattering law S(Q,ω) of
KIR2DL3 (20 mg) after 24 hours measurement at
room temperature. A broad peak about 3~4 meV
was observed, though statistical precision was not
good. The dynamic scattering law is easier to
compare with the theoretical results including
spectrum intensity than the infrared and Raman
spectra which are usually to use the assignment of
the mode of molecular motion. In this stage, we
have not reached the specific understanding of this
dynamic scattering law. We wish to get the new
information comparing S(Q,ω) with the molecular
simulation (specially normal vibration analysis).

0.0002

0.00015

S ( Q, ) (a.u.)

Cell surface receptors of immune system survey
unusual situations by finding non-self molecules
expressed on microorganisms, viruses or cancer
cells to avoid harmful infections and tumorigenesis.
Thus these receptors have pivotal roles in regulation
of various diseases. The clarification of their
non-self ligand recognition mechanism will have big
impact on not only basic life sciences but also on
medical treatments. For latest decades, we have
investigated immune cell surface receptors from a
wide range of scientific views including a genome
science, protein engineering, structural biology,
bioinformatics, and cell biology. Especially we
focus on human immune cell surface receptors,
killer cell immunoglobulin(Ig)-like receptors (KIRs
or CD158), which regulates the activation of natural
killer (NK) cells by recognizing major
histocompatibility complex class I molecules
(MHCIs). Our preliminary result of kinetic and
thermodymanic analyses of KIR-MHCI interactions
demonstrated the entropically favorable binding
with some conformational changes, which is
different either from rigid-body or induced-fit
interactions (refs. 1, 2). It indicates that KIR-MHC
interactions include unique dynamical events, which
are functionally important. In this study, we carried
out the inelastic neutron scattering to measure the
slow motion modes in order to reveal the dynamical
characteristics of KIRs.
The extracellular domain of immune receptor
KIR2DL3, an inhibitory member of the
KIR(CD158) family, was expressed in E. coli as
inclusion bodies (50mg per 10l culture). The
functionally active KIR2DL3 protein was prepared
by the dilution refolding method using the inclusion
bodies (ref. 2). Because LAM-D spectrometer is low
background level and can apply to wide energy
transfer range, and became high intensity by
inserting the super-mirror guide, the inelastic
neutron scattering can be measured in the so much
also with a small amount of sample. The
measurement was carried out by using about 20mg
of the sample. The sample was made in the paste on
the aluminum foil by spontaneous drying.
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Fig. 1 Dynamic scattering law S(Q, ω )
KIR2DL3 at room temperature.
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UCH-L1 is a neuro-specific multiple functional
enzyme. The disfunction of UCH-L1 is closely
associated to Parkinson’s disease (PD)(Fig.1). To
examine the relationship between PD and the
configuration of UCH-L1 variants [wild-type, I93M
(linked to familial PD), and S18Y (linked to reduced
risk of PD)],

Fig. 1 The crystal structure of UCH L-1 was
modeled after the crystal structure of human UCH
L-3 using Swiss-Model protein modeling.
The structure of purified recombinant human
UCH-L1 variants were examined using small-angle
(Å)<16.1)]. The
theoretical SANS profile of UCH-L1 was estimated
by Rg value calculated from the crystalline structure
of UCH-L1 (Fig. 1) by Svergun [1]. We assumed the
dispersion of monomeric and dimeric and rotating
ellipsoidal particle (short axis, a; and long axis, b
and c, a≤b=c or short axis) and obtained theoretical
SANS curves by applying the following equation of
Debye [2] based on the scattering intensity from
correlations between non-spherical body:
sin(qrij )
I (q) 
fi f j
qrij
j
i

Fig. 2 The theoretical SANS profiles of UCH-L1
(wild type) monomer and dimer, and the
experimental profile.
The relation between the configuration of UCH-L1
variants and their functions are summarized in Fig. 3.
The progressive deformation of the ellipsoidal form
by the I93M mutation simultaneously impaired the
hydrolytic activity. This configurational defect could
cause impairment of dynamic flexibility, which is
necessary for enzymatic functions by the
enlargement of the hydrophobic region. The
restoration of globularity of monomeric UCH-L1 by
S18Y substitution augmented the hydrolytic activity.



where rij is the distance between any two points in
the protein molecule and fi and fj are the scattering
length at each point. In the q range of the SANS
measurement, we assumed a constant scattering
factor in the UCH-L1 variants, and thus divided the
rotating ellipse by the resolution of a 5 Å cube. The
wild-type was a rotating ellipsoidal dimer although
the crystal structure predicted from the UCH-L3 was
globular (Fig. 2)[3].

Fig. 3 Schematic speculative models of the
relationship between the configuration of UCH-L1s
in water and the multi-enzymatic activities.
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Polymers are often used as key materials for gas
separation
because
of
their
superior
permeability-selectivity balance. In this case, an
interaction between polymer surface and gas
molecules should be understood at first so that the
functionality is promisingly improved. At a high
pressure, such studies have been widely made.
However, this is not the case at a gentle pressure like
atmospheric pressure. In this study, we chose
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) as a sample.
As environmental gases, carbon dioxide (CO2) and
nitrogen (N2) were used. Aggregation states at the
(PMMA/gas) interface were examined by neutron
reflectivity (NR) with a high temperature cell.
Polymer films were spin-coated from toluene
solutions onto Si substrates. They were dried
under the ambient atmosphere at room temperature
for more than 24 h, and then, annealed under
vacuum at 423 K for 24 h. The film thickness
evaluated by ellipsometry was approximately 110
nm. NR measurement was performed using the
advanced reflectometer for interface and surface
analysis (ARISA).
The incident neutrons
wavelength band was 0.05 – 0.4 nm.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustration of the
set-up for the NR measurement in a gas atmosphere.
The neutron beam is transmitted through a series of
quartz windows. The sample is heated from the
substrate side. The gas pressure is regulated to be
0.1 MPa. Fig. 2(a) shows the scattering vector
(q=(4 )•sin , where  is the incident angle of
neutron beams) dependence of reflectivity for
dPMMA films under CO2 atmosphere. The data
for the dPMMA film under vacuum is also shown as
a reference.
The data for the (dPMMA/CO2) films are offset
by a decade for the sake of clarity. Solid lines
denote the best-fit calculated reflectivity, to the
experimental data, on the basis of model scattering
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gas

Vacuum

neutron
quartz

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up
for the NR measurement.

Fig. 2. (a) Neutron reflectivity profiles for (dPMMA/vac)
and (dPMMA/CO2) films. Circles are experimental data,
and solid lines depict reflectivity calculated on the basis of
model scattering length density profiles. The data for the
(dPMMA/CO2) is offset by a decade for clarity. (b)
Model scattering length density profile for the
(dPMMA/vac) film.

length density (b/V) profiles, as shown in Fig 2(b).
Since the calculated curves are in good agreement
with the experimental data, it can be claimed that the
model (b/V) profiles well reflect the real
composition through the films.

Fig. 3 shows the model (b/V) profile, which is
enlarged from the (PMMA/CO2) interface down to 5
nm depth, at various temperatures. The (b/V) value
at the (PMMA/CO2) interface was smaller than that
of the (PMMA/vacuum). The (b/V) values used for
dPMMA and CO2 were 6.61x10-4 and 4.91x10-6
nm-2, respectively, meaning that a decrease in the
(b/V) value corresponds to an increase in the CO2
fraction at the dPMMA interface. Moreover, the
(b/V) decreased with increasing the temperature.
These results indicate that (dPMMA/ CO2) interface
was swollen by sorbed CO2 molecules.
We have used the following expression for the
(b/V) variation in the swollen dPMMA,
where z and are distance from the interface and
decay length for the (b/V) value, respectively. The
panel (a) and (b) of Fig. 4 show the temperature
dependence of under various atmospheres. As a
general trend, the value increased with increasing
temperature. In the case of the dPMMA films, the
value for the dPMMA film under CO2 was larger
than that for the dPMMA film under N2 at a given
temperature, indicating that the (dPMMA/gas)
interface became thicker when it was placed under
CO2 than N2. This can be explained in terms of gas
solubility to PMMA.[1] In the case of dPS films,
the value was smaller in comparison with dPMMA
films except the data set at 403 K, being higher than
the glass transition temperature. This trend is also
understandable by taking into account gas solubility
to dPS.
Gas solubility to polymers generally decreases
with increasing temperature. Nevertheless, the gas
fraction at the interface increased with increasing
temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.[2] This means
should be
that the temperature dependence of
interpreted by thermal molecular motion of polymer
interface in addition to gas solubility.
More
conclusive report will be published in the near
future.

Fig. 3. Model scattering length density, which is enlarged
from the (PMMA/CO2) interface down to 5 nm depth, at
various temperatures.

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of decay length ( ) for
the (b/V) value; (a) dPMMA and (b) dPS films.
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Living radical polymerization (LRP) has been
Neutron Reflectometry
applied to surface-initiated graft polymerization,
allowing controlled grafting of well-defined
z
polymers from various solid surfaces with
2nd block
1,2
dramatically high surface densities.
The surface
boundary
st block
layer
1
density  was more than 1 order of magnitude
Silicon
wafer
higher than those of typical “semi-dilute” brushes,
d
going deep into the “concentrated brush” regime
Figure 1 Neutron reflectivity measurement of
which had previously been little explored
block-copolymer brushes on silicon wafer.
systematically because of the unavailability of such
brush samples. Recent studies revealed that these
the anisotropic structure of such concentrated
concentrated brushes have structure and properties
brushes in dry state. For this purpose, concentrated
quite different and even unpredictable from those of
block-copolymer brushes were prepared on a silicon
semi-dilute brushes1: most strikingly, the
wafer by the surface-initiated atom transfer radical
concentrated brushes of poly(methyl methacrylate)
block-copolymerization technique: the 1st block was
(PMMA), swollen in a good solvent (toluene),
the deuterated PMMA (PMMAd), and the 2nd one
exhibited an equilibrium film thickness as large as
was hydrogenated PMMA or poly(styrene) (PS).
80-90 % of the full (contour) length of the graft
Table I shows the characteristics of the samples. The
chains, indicating that the chains are extended to a
specular NR data was collected at room temperature
similarly high degree.3
on a PORE time-of-flight reflectometer at Nuetron
The surface density of 0.7 chains/nm2 for a
Science Laboratory (KENS), High Energy
PMMA brush, for example, also means that the
Accelerator Research Organization and analyzed by
thickness of the dry film reaches about 40% of the
the three-layer model assuming the 1st and 2nd
full length of the chains, which is much larger than
block layers and their boundary (interfacial) layer
the mean size of the chains in
a random-coil (or so-called
Table I Characteristics of Concentrated Blockcopolymer Brushes
“mushroom”) conformation.
1st block
2nd block
block
Presumably reflecting this
(duetrated)
(hydrogenated)
efficiency
characteristic conformational
-PMMAd
feature
of
concentrated
Mn = 68000
brushes, dry PMMA brushes
Mw/Mn = 1.08
－
－
 = 0.56 chains/nm2
had
a
glass
transition
L1st = 53 nm
temperature
significantly
4
-PMMAd-b-PMMA
higher,
and
a
plate
Mn = 70000
Mn = 68000
compressibility
markedly
Mw/Mn = 1.12
M
/M
=
1.08
w
n
91%
 = 0.51 chains/nm2
smaller,5 than those of the
 = 0.56 chains/nm2
L2nd = 50 nm
L1st = 53 nm
equivalent cast films and
immiscibility
even
with
-PMMAd-b-PS
Mn = 55000
Mn = 68000
homologous free PMMA of
Mw/Mn = 1.07
Mw/Mn = 1.19
an oligomeric chain length.6
97%
 = 0.56 chains/nm2
 = 0.55 chains/nm2
In this study, we have
L1st = 53 nm
L2nd = 50 nm
applied
the
neutron
reflectometry (NR) to analyze
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(see Figure 1). Figure 2 shows reflectivity data
(R/R0) and the best fits plotted against neutron wave
vector q. The experimental data was well fitted by
this model, giving the segmental density profile
( 1st) of the 1st dueterated block, which was plotted
against z/L1st, where z and L1st being the distance
from the substrate surface and the average thickness
of the 1st layer, respectively.
The PMMAd brush (without a 2nd block) gave
a step-like profile with a sharp boundary, suggesting
surface homogeneity of the dry brush. Figure 3
also revealed that the chemically identical but
partially
dueterated
“homo”polymer
(PMMAd-b-PMMA) brush gave nearly the same
boundary profile between the dueterated and
hydrogenated layers as compared with the
Thus, we
incompatible PMMAd-b-PS one.
concluded that the graft density was so high as to
stretch graft chains to a high extent even in the dry
state, giving a layered structure corresponding to the

(a)

0
-2
-4
0

monomer-sequence distribution along a chain.
Another interesting point to be noted is that the
incompatible PMMAd-b-PS brush had a broader
boundary profile as compared with the boundary in
the microphase-separated structure of the ungrafted
block-copolymer. This was reasonably ascribed to a
chain length distribution, the effect of which was
enhanced by the highly stretched conformation of
graft chains, even thought the polydispersity index
was as low as 1.1. The detailed boundary structure
is under investigation.
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Figure 2 Reflectivity data (symbols) and best fits
(solid curves) plotted against q for (a)
PMMAd, (b) PMMAd-b-PMMA, and (c)
PMMAd-b-PS brushes grafted on silicon
wafers.
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Figure 3 Density profiles of PMMAd plotted against
z/Ld for (a) PMMAd, (b) PMMAd-b-PMMA,
and (c) PMMAd-b-PS brushes grafted on
silicon wafers.
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Structure of Lipid Nanotube by Small-angle Neutron Scattering
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Recently, lipid nanotubes have drawn
attention in the nano-technology field. They are
synthesized within 1 day in a buffer solution by
adding an amphiphilic peptide to liposome [1].
Interestingly, the pore size of lipid nanotubes is
easily controllable by changing the hydrophilic and
lipophilic balance of a peptide in contrast with carbon
nanotubes [2]. Therefore, a wide use of lipid
nanotubes is expected. So far, the size of lipid
nanotubes has been measured with TEM. The
dimater and length of nanotubes are ~50 nm and a
few m, respectively, whereas the diameter of
spherical liposome is around 80 nm [3]. However, the
mechanism of formation of lipid nanotubes, i.e. how
the peptide interacts with liposome, is not clear. In
this study, small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)
was measured for lipid nanotubes that are
isotopically substituted.

was 0.015~2 Å-1. The neutron beam size was 20 x 20
mm2, and the wavelengths were = 1~16 Å. Neutron
scattering intensities were accumulated up to 6 x 107
counts; it took 8 ~ 10 hr. The correction for detector
efficiency and normalization to an absolute unit was
made by using the intensities of vanadium plate.
Incoherent scattering cross section was subtracted
from the total scattering cross section. All samples
were measured at room temperature.

Experimental
Two kind of isotope substituted liposomes
made of DMPC (1,2-dimysteroyl-sn-glycero-3
-phosphocholine) were prepared by an ultra
sonication method. One is DMPC-d13 where only the
head group was deuterated. The other is a mixture
(DMPC-h/d) of protonated DMPC (DMPC-h),
DMPC-d13, and DMPC-d67 (all hydrogen atoms are
deuterated) where the contrast of both tail and head
groups of the liposome is adjusted to that of the
peptide. An amphiphilic peptide, Hel 13-5 (the
number of residues is 18), was synthesized by an
F-moc solid phase method [1]. The liposome and
peptide solutions were mixed at a molar ratio
[peptide]/[DMPC]= 1:5 and was aged for 24 hr.
SANS measurements were performed on the
SWAN spectrometer at a pulsed neutron facility
(KENS) of High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK) (Tsukuba, Japan). The
momentum transfer Q (=41sin) range covered

where d and  are the thickness of the flat plate and
the contrast between the plate and medium,
respectively. The scattering intensity from the plate is
described as follows:
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Results and Discussion
To analyze the scattering data, the following
primitive model for a plat plate was introduced:
d



The layer of the nanotubes can be regarded as
a flat plate because the curvature of the nanotube is
much larger than neutron wave length. Hence, the
model can be applied to the present system in order
to determine the thickness of the nanotubes.
At first, the thickness of the liposome was
determined from the intensity of DMPC-h/d sample
without the peptide using the above equation. The
contrast was fixed to -6.13×1010 cm-2 that is
theoretically obtained [4, 5]. The value of d for

2

Q I(Q)
10 -4

0

0.1
Q / Å-1

0.2

Fig. 1, The scattering intensity of the lipid nanotube
consisting of HEL13-5 and DMPC-d13.

10 -3

2

Q I(Q)

DMPC-h/d sample without the peptide was 32.5 Å.
Next, the same equation was applied to the sample of
DMPC-h/d with the peptide. It has been found that
the value of d for DMPC-h/d with the peptide was
27.2 Å. The thickness of the lipid bilayer would
become smaller when the lipid nanotube is formed.
The thickness of the hydrophobic core of the
peptide-liposome complex was determined from the
scattering intensity of DMPC-d13 with the peptide in
the same way. Assuming that the scattering density
of the head group of the DMPC is equal to that of the
bulk, the value of d corresponds to the thickness of
the complex of the tail group of DMPC and the
peptide. The values of d and  obtained from the
fitting were 20.0 Å and -4.90 ×1010 cm-2, respectively.
On the other hand, the thickness of the tail group of
DMPC in the lipid bilayer without the peptide was
20.7 Å under the condition that the contrast value
was fixed to -4.73 ×1010 cm-2, which is theoretically
calculated [4, 5]. The d value of the peptide-liposome
complex is close to the thickness of the tail group of
the lipid bilayer.
Therefore, the peptide is
considered to be embedded to the lipid bilayer as
shown in Fig.3.

10 -4
0

0.1
Q / Å-1

0.2

Fig. 2, The scattering intensity of the lipid nanotube
consisting of HEL13-5 and DMPC-h/d
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Fig. 3, The schematic structure model of the lipid nanotube
obtained from SANS.
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Abstract We have studied the effect of divalent
ion on the DNA adsorption by the cationic DC-Chol
monolayer at the air-water interface by in-situ
neutron reflectivity. It was found that in the
presence of calcium ions, other than the dense layer
of a single ordered DNA array, there is a loose DNA
layer formed in adjacent to the dense DNA layer.
The thickness of the loose DNA layer increases
roughly in proportional to the square root of the
calcium ion concentration.
Since the charge
screening length constant is inversely proportional
to the square root of the calcium concentration, it is
suspected that the DNA condensation is closely
related to the charge screening length constant and
the charge screening effect. The enhanced DNA
adsorption could be attributed to the bridging effect
of the divalent ions between the adjacent adsorbed
DNA molecules. The existence of the well ordered
and compact first adsorbed DNA layer could also be
critical to the enhanced DNA adsorption.
Introduction Cationic lipid-DNA liposomes are
widely studied as the gene delivery system for gene
therapy [1]. There were several studies on the
structure and interaction of DNA with lipid bilayers
in the presence of divalent salts [2-5]. As for the
effect of adding salts on the DNA-lipid monolayer
interaction at air-liquid interface, it is still not much
studied. Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique is a
useful tool to study the cationic lipid-DNA
interaction at the air-water interface [6-12]. The
DNA molecules adsorbed onto a supported cationic
bilayers could form aligned two dimensional
structure of regular spacing as revealed by AFM
[13]. Surface charge density can also affect the
DNA adsorption [14]. Kago et al. found by in-situ
X-ray reflectivity that a two-DNA layer model was
needed in order to fit the reflectivity data. Other than
the dense first layer beneath the lipid monolayer,
there is a second layer of about 11 Å containing less
DNA [6].
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It is important to understand the structure and
interaction of DNA with the lipid monolayer, which
simulates the interaction of DNA with the surface of
membrane. It was found that adding divalent salts
at above certain critical concentration would induce
DNA condensation with the bilayer [3]. It is not
clear whether similar condensation effects will occur
in the interaction of DNA with lipid monolayer.
In our previous studies, it was found that cationic
lipid DC-Chol can form a uniform film at the
air-liquid interface and can adsorb one layer of DNA
[15]. In this study, we studied the structure and
interaction of DNA adsorbed to the cationic lipid
monolayer with the addition of calcium ions by
in-situ neutron reflectivity.
Experimental Linear DNA-type XIV from
herring testes was purchased from Sigma and used
without further purification. The size of the DNA is
between 400 and 1000 base pairs with a center of
distribution at 700 bps (Dias et al., 2000). DC-Chol
with molecular weight of 537.3 was purchased from
Sigma and used without further purification. The
DNA solution was prepared at the concentration of 1
μM in H2O and the solution was sonicated for 30
minutes for completely dissolving. The in-situ
neutron reflectivity measurements were carried out
at the KENS, KEK, by using the ARISA
reflectometer.
Results and Discussions The surface
pressure-area isotherms of pure DC-Chol and
DC-Chol/DNA added with different amounts of
CaCl2 were shown in Figure 1. For the cases with
DNA in the subphase, the surface pressure increases
right from the beginning of compression. Without
DNA in the subphase, the surface pressure will not
rise in the beginning of compression. This is due
to that the DC-Chol molecules dispersed at the
surface interact with the DNA in the solution to
form a condensed network at the air-water interface.
As for the cases added with the CaCl2 at 1, 10, 50,
100, and 200 mM, their isotherms are similar but

with slightly higher surface pressure rise with higher
calcium ion concentrations at the beginning of
compression. With higher calcium concentration,
the repulsion between the DNA adsorbed to the
DC-Chol at the surface is reduced and more DNA
can be adsorbed to the surface to form more dense
surface networks.
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The in-situ neutron reflectivity curves of pure
DC-Chol and DC-Chol/DNA added with different
amounts of CaCl2 plotted in a reflectivity times q4.
The solid curves are fitted results.

The in-situ neutron reflectivity curves of
DC-Chol/DNA added with different amounts of
CaCl2 were showed in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the
plots shifted in scale for better clarity. The
reflectivity curves are also plotted in Fig. 4 as the
reflectivity times q4. The reflectivity curves show
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more pronounced dips around qz=0.05 and 0.12 Å-1
as more calcium ions added in the subphase. This
indicates the adsorbed DNA layer becomes thicker
as more calcium ion is presence in the solution.
The Parratt32 software (developed by
Hahn-Meitner Institute) was used in the Neutron
reflectivity data analysis. The fitted curves are also
plotted in Figs. 2-4. The reflectivity data can be
reasonable fitted with the proposed structural model.
The parameters determined from the fitting are listed
in Table 1. For the cases added without calcium
ions, a three-layer model was used in the fitting.
The first layer consists of the hydrophobic tails of
DC-Chol and the second layer contains the head
groups and par of the adsorbed DNA that penetrates
partially into the head group region. The third
layer contains the adsorbed DNA. The thickness of
the third layer is around 12 with a neutron scattering
-2

length density (NSLD) around 5  10 6 Å as
determined from the fitting.
The NSLD of DNA

and the adsorbed DNA layer becomes thicker. The
enhanced DNA adsorption is due to the charge
screening by the added calcium ions that reduces the
repulsive forces between DNA molecules. The
divalent calcium ions act as the bridging glue to
condense the DNA. The existence of the ordered
dense DNA array adsorbed directly to the DC-Chol
monolayer also play an important role in this surface
condensation phenomena. An ordered DNA array
is critical to induce the further adsorption of DNA in
the presence of calcium ions. The thickness of this
loose DNA layer increases with calcium ion
concentrations. It is roughly linearly proportional
to the square root of the calcium concentration.
Since the charge screening length constant is
inversely proportional to the square root of the
calcium concentration, it is suspected that the DNA
condensation is closely related to the charge
screening length constant the charge screening
effect.

-2

-2

order to have an average NSLD of 5  10 6 Å .
It is expected that a single array of DNA molecules
be adsorbed to the lipid monolayer. The diameter
of DNA is around 2 nm. Part of the DNA
penetrates into the head group region.
For the cases added with 1, 10 and 30 mM
calcium ions, a four layer model is used to fit the
reflectivity data. An extra layer containing DNA at
lower NSLD is needed in the modeling of the
reflectivity data. For the top three layers, the layer
thickness and NSLD are the same as that for the
case without adding calcium ions. The difference
is in the appearance of the additionally adsorbed
loose DNA layer. The layer thickness of this
additional loose DNA layer is 8, 43 and 60 Å,
respectively, for the case of 1, 10 and 30 mM
calcium cases. Adding calcium ions will induce
DNA condensation on the dense DNA array
adsorbed to the DC-Chol monolayer. The NSLD

Scattering Length Density ( 10-6 Å -2)

is around 4  106 Å , which means about 50%
volume of this DNA layer is occupied by DNA in
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Length (Å)
Fig. 5 NSLD profiles according to the parameters
determined from fitting the reflectivity data.

-2

of this loose DNA layer is around 5.7  106 Å .
The amounts of DNA within this loose layer can be
estimated from the NSLD. It is found that about
15% volume of this loose DNA layer is occupied by
DNA. This value is about one third of the value
for the dense DNA layer. It is possible that the
DNA molecules are in a more disordered state in
this loose layer as compared with the more ordered
dense layer.
Adding calcium ions enhances the DNA
adsorption to the cationic DC-Chol lipid monolayer
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Figure 5 shows the NSLD profiles according to
the parameters determined from fitting the
reflectivity data.
A dense DNA layer existed at
the depth of 14 to 26 Å. The loose DNA layer is in
adjacent to the dense DNA layer. The interface
roughness between the loose DNA layer and the
bulk water is around 5 to 8 Å. This interface
roughness indicates some heterogeneous of the
DNA adsorption.

Table 1. The parameters determined from fitting the
reflectivity data.
DC/DNA +

0 mM CaCl2

Layer

neutron

Thickness

Neutron SLD

�

(Å)

-6

( ×10 Å )

(Å)

-2

1 (tail)

10

1.5

2

2 (head+D2O)

4

2.5

2

3 (DNA+D2O)

12

5

2

D2O

--

6

8

1 (tail)

10

1.5

2

2 (head+D2O)

4

2.5

2

1 mM CaCl2 3 (DNA+D2O)

12

5

2

4 (DNA+D2O)

8

5.7

3

D2O

--

6

5

1 (tail)

10

1.5

2

2 (head+D2O)

4

2.5

2

10 mM CaCl2 3 (DNA+D2O)

12

5

2

4 (DNA+D2O)

43

5.7

5

D2O

--

6

5

1 (tail)

10

1.5

2

2 (head+D2O)

4

2.5

2

30 mM CaCl2 3 (DNA+D2O)

12

5

2

4 (DNA+D2O)

60

5.7

5

D2O

--

6

8

Conclusions We have studied the effect of
divalent ion on the DNA adsorption by the cationic
DC-Chol monolayer at the air-water interface by
in-situ neutron reflectivity. It was found that in the
presence of calcium ions, other than the dense layer
of a single ordered DNA array, there is a loose DNA
layer formed in adjacent to the dense DNA layer.
The thickness of the loose DNA layer increases
roughly in proportional to the square root of the
calcium ion concentration.
Since the charge
screening length constant is inversely proportional
to the square root of the calcium concentration, it is
suspected that the DNA condensation is closely
related to the charge screening length constant and
the charge screening effect. The enhanced DNA
adsorption could be attributed to the bridging effect
of the divalent ions between the adjacent adsorbed
DNA molecules. The existence of the well ordered
and compact first adsorbed DNA layer could also be
critical to the enhanced DNA adsorption.
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neutron reflectivity was carried out at the
time-of-flight reflectometer ARISA, KENS, KEK,
Japan. The Langmuir trough was used in the in-situ
reflectivity measurements at ARISA. The
temperature of the trough for all measurements is
controlled at 20±0.1oC by external water circulation.
The reflectivity data were analyzed using the
Parratt32 software (developed by Hahn-Meitner
Institute).
Results and Discussions Figure 1 shows the
surface pressure-area isotherm at different pH values.
Comparing the isotherms for the same lipid
composition of d62-DPPC:DC=1:1 at pH 2 and pH
3, the isotherm at pH2 has higher pressure rise than
the case at pH 3. This indicates that at lower pH
values there is stronger DNA-lipid interaction. The
DNA-lipid monolayer interaction is also stronger for
higher ratios of DC-Chol/d62-DPPC. At the same
pH 2, the d62-DPPC to DC-Chol of 1:1 case has
higher surface pressure rise than the 4:1 case.
Higher percentage of cationic DC-Chol lipid means
higher surface charge density and stronger charge
interaction with the negatively charged DNA.
45

Surface Pressure (mN/m)

Abstract In this study, the effect of pH values on
the DNA interaction with the mixed d62-DPPC and
DC-Chol monolayer at different pH values was
investigated by in-situ neutron reflectivity. It was
found that mixed lipid monolayers with higher
DC-Chol ratios interact stronger with the DNA in
the subphase. By changing the pH value of the
solution, significant effect on the DNA adsorption
was observed. The thickness of the adsorbed DNA
layer becomes larger and larger as the pH is changed
from neutral to 3, then to 2. It can be concluded
that pH value is an important factor in regulating the
DNA-lipid monolayer interaction.
Introduction Due to the fast development in
gene therapy researches, DNA adsorption by lipid
bilayers and monolayers has been widely studied.
The cationic lipid-DNA complex is a promising
vehicle for the gene therapy. It was found that
DNA formed ordered arrays between the lipid
bilyars. Furthermore, the inter DNA distance is
reduced when multivalent ions are added in the
solution [1]. Although there are several studies on
the structure and interaction of lipid-DNA complex
in solution [1-3], there are still limited studies of
their interaction at the air-water interface.
Recently, there are some studies using LB technique
to investigate the DNA-lipid interaction at the
air-water interface [4-5]. In this study, the effect of
pH values on the DNA adsorption by the mixed
d62-DPPC
and
DC-Cholesterol
(DC-Chol)
monolayer at the air-liquid interface was studied by
in-situ neutron reflectivity. HCl was added to the
solution to change the pH value of solution.
Experimental Linear DNA-type XIV from
herring testes was purchased from Sigma and used
without further purification. The size of the DNA is
between 400 and 1000 base pairs with a center of
distribution at 700 bps (Dias et al., 2000). DC-Chol
with molecular weight of 537.3 was purchased from
Sigma and used without further purification. The
DNA solution was prepared at the concentration of 1
�M in H2O and the solution was sonicated for 30
minutes for completely dissolving. The in-situ
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Fig. 1

The surface pressure-area isotherm.

The measured in-situ neutron reflectivity curves
were showed in Figure 2 in together with model
fitted curves. Some of the reflectivity curves are
plotted in Fig. 3 in reflectivity time qZ4.
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Pronounced oscillations in the reflectivity curves
can be clearly observed in Fig. 3. It indicates there
is a thick film at the air-water interface. The
neutron scattering length density profiles as
determined from fitting the reflectivity data are
shown in Fig. 4.
In our previous study, it was found that mixed
lipid monolayers with higher ratios of DC-Chol
would adsorb more DNA. Therefore, for the
conditions of the same pH value, the mixed lipid
monolayer of d62-DPPC:DC=1:1 has more dense
adsorbed DNA layer than the d62-DPPC:DC=4:1
case. It is consistent with the isotherm results.
For the same lipid monolayer composition of
d62-DPPC:DC=1:1, the lower pH value induces
more DNA absorption and the thickness of the
adsorbed DNA layer becomes much larger for the
pH2 case than for the pH3 case. The pH effect is
an important factor in regulating the DNA-lipid
monolayer interaction.
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The in-situ neutron reflectivity plotted as reflectivity
times qZ4 verse qZ.
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The measured in-situ neutron reflectivity curves.
The solid curves are the model fitting results.

Fig. 4

The neutron scattering length density profiles
determined by fitting the reflectivity data.

Conclusions In this study, the effect of pH
values on the DNA interaction with the mixed
d62-DPPC and DC-Chol monolayer at different pH
values was investigated by in-situ neutron
reflectivity.
It was found that mixed lipid
monolayers with higher DC-Chol ratios interact
stronger with the DNA in the subphase. By
changing the pH value of the solution, significant
effect on the DNA adsorption was observed. The
thickness of the adsorbed DNA layer becomes larger
and larger as the pH is changed from neutral to 3,
then to 2. It can be concluded that pH value is an
important factor in regulating the DNA-lipid
monolayer interaction.
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Neutron Reflectivity Study on TAT Peptides and Proteins at the Charged Lipid Monolayers
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Cell-penetrating
peptides
(CPPs)
or
protein-transduction domains (PTDs) are the short
peptides that can traverse cell membranes efficiently,
thus translocate the attached cargo into the cytosol
of the cells. They are short in size (less than 30
amino acids), and typically have strong net positive
charge [1]. Their translocation ability is very
efficient and universal; they can cargo into the most
of cell types, from small peptides to massive
particles up to 200 nm, regardless of the attachment
method with cargo [2] or the attachment position
(N-terminus, C-terminus, or center) [3]. Therefore,
the attachment of CPPs can be a versatile tool for
intracellular drug delivery systems, especially for
biological drugs such as peptides, proteins, or genes.
Adsorption process of cell-penetrating peptides
(CPPs) in biological systems is very important, since
the CPPs provides cell transport activities to most
immunodeficiency virus, causing lethal diseases.
Lipid monolayer at the air/water interface is used to
investigate the binding mechanism of trans-acting
activator of transduction (TAT) peptides, which
were known as a protein transduction domain of
human immunodeficienty virus, into lipid
membranes. The adsorption of cell-penetrating
peptides on phospholipid monolayers and HIV entry
inhibitors (Roche Ltd.) at the air-water interface was
investigated as a function of surface charge density
and packing density using Langmuir techniques. The
surface charge density of the monolayers were
controlled by
mixing negatively
charged
phospholipids (DPPS) with neutral phospholipids
(DPPC).

Fig.1 Schematic structure of DPPC and DPPS
monolayers at the air/water interface

The pronounced adsorption was occurred when
30 % of DPPS molecules were mixed with DPPC.
We measured the adsorption dynamics, by
monitoring the area change due to inter-penetration
of TAT peptides into the phospholipid layer. At
various stages of adsorption, the domain
morphology was monitored using Brewster angle
microscopy, florescence microscopy and in situ
neutron ray reflectivity.

Fig.2 In situ Neutron Reflectivity Curves
measured at ARISA, KEK, for i) deuterated PBS
buffer, ii) TAT peptides on 7:3 of d-DPDC/d-DPPS
mixed monolayer, and iii) HSA on 7:3 of
d-DPDC/d-DPPS mixed monolayer.
In detail, neutron reflectivity measured at ARISA,
KENS (Tsukuba, Japan) was used to confirm
structural change in a nanometer scale during the
adsorption process. For comparison, adsorption
kinetics of human serum protein (HSA) and
fibrinogen were also studied.
Fig. 2 shows the neutron reflectivity before and
after adsorption and penetration of the TAT peptides
and HSA adsorbed on the 7:3 DPPC: DPPS mixed
monolayer. The changes in the reflectivities are
clear; the first minimum appears at ~ 0.1 Å-1.
Since alkyl tail groups of both phospholipids, DPPC
and DPPS are fully deuterated, the contrast is
originated at the interface of headgroup and
adsorbed non-deuterated molecules (HSA and TAT
peptides). For the HAS adsorbed layer, the first
minimum of the Kissieg fringe was located at the
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lower q-region, indicating the total thickness
measured from the contrasting interface (HSA
adsorbed layer) to the end of tail group, became
thicker. The reflectivity at high q-region (0.1 ~ 0.25
Å-1) was bounding back to d-PBS normal surface,
indicative of negligible change of density profile at
tail group. In contrast, the intensity of the TAT
adsorbed layer shows a significant reduction at high
q-region. These characteristics shown in Fig.2 can
be explained; i) the tail layer of phospholipids was
highly disturbed upon TAT adsorption. Note that the
surface status of the phospholipid layer was nearly a
solid phase, meaning that the tail molecules are
highly compressed. Therefore, the disturbance due
to the TAT adsorption, should occur when the TAT
molecules penetrated into the tail molecules. ii) The
first minimum of the Kissieg fringes is linearly
corresponding to the size of adsorbed molecules.
Therefore, the adsorption of HAS molecules shows
thicker layer, forming at the headgroup of
phospholipids, while as the TATs are much smaller
in size. The fact that HSA molecules were adsorbed,
does not induce the density reduction of tail layer,
indicating the HAS molecules were hardly
inter-penetrating into the phospholipid layer.
The fitting was performed by including an
additional layer on the headgroup layer, keeping the
(tail/headgroup/additional layer) floating during the
refinement. Fig. 3 shows the depth profiles of
those two adsorbed layers, and the schematic models
are showing in the inset to the figure. In contrast to
the HSA system, the adsorbed TAT molecules do
highly disturb the tail/headgroup interface,
indicating that most of the adsorbed TAT only fitted
into the inter-molecular space.
In summary, the results indicate; (i) TAT peptide
can effectively adsorb and penetrated into the 30%
DPPC monolayer. (ii) The net charge of the DPPS
head group might be responsible for the entrapped
TAT layers near the head group layer. The
relationship between the highest adsorption
phenomena, which were shown for the 30% DPPS
layer and the surface charge effects are currently
being investigated by other methods (X-ray
reflectivity, and Brewster angle microscopy).[4]
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Fig.3 The corresponding scattering length
density profiles from the fitting of the reflectivity
spectra shown in Fig.2.
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In this study, we, for the first time, performed
neutron reflectivity measurement for [BMIM]BF4 /
D2O aqueous solution at a concentration of c=0.016
to elucidate a thickness of a Gibbs monolayer.
[BMIM]BF4 was purchased from C-Tri in Korea and
was used without further purification. The
measurements were conducted on ARISA
reflectometer at KENS facility, KEK. The data
were taken at = 0.3993 ° and 1.289 ° with
/ of about 6 %. Figure 2 shows a typical
specular reflectivity profile of [BMIM]BF4 / D2O
aqueous solution at a concentration of c=0.016.
Reflectivity calculation with use of a standard
optical matrix method clearly indicates that the
profile is better fitted with an assumption of a 13.5
Å thick monolayer floating on the aqueous solution.
Considering the size of the ionic liquid, it is quite
reasonable that the Gibbs monolayer consists of not
only cations but anions, which may weakly bound
together to form an electric double layer.
0

10

Reflectivity

Room-temperature ionic liquid (RIL) is a salt
consisting of certain organic cation and anion, and is
in liquid phase at room temperature. Because these
ionic liquids are nonvolatile, nonflammable, and are
good solvent for many chemicals, they are gaining
interest as environment-friendly solvents for a range
of chemical processes or as possible constituents in
electrochemical applications. As the mixture of RIL
with water is expected to have interesting properties,
several experimental studies about the bulk
properties of the mixture were performed. Recently,
we investigated the surfaces of room-temperature
ionic liquid (RIL)+water binary mixtures of varying
concentrations using a surface tension measurement
(as shown in Fig. 1) and IR-Vis sum-frequency
generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy [1].
Rapid drop in the surface tension followed by a
slight increase allowed us to draw an idea about the
chemical composition and the density of the surface
molecules with the increase in the bulk RIL
concentration. The result from SFG was in
agreement with the above findings. However, the
actual dimension of the monolayer is still not known
from these techniques, and hence the detailed
understanding is still lacking
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Surface tension of [BMIM]BF4 aqueous solution. The
inset shows the same data at lower concentration in
more detail.

Fig. 2

Specular reflectivity profile of [BMIM]BF4 / D2O
aqueous solution at a concentration of c=0.016
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1. Introduction
Polymer brush is a system formed by densely
tethered polymers on a solid surface, of which
chains are stretched away from the surface [1]. The
behavior of polymer brushes in solvent has
important technological implications for various
applications. Polymer brush in good solvent is
predicted to adopt a fairly extended conformation
due to the high osmotic pressure caused by high
local density of polymer chains [2]. However, it is
indeed difficult to measure the thickness of the
extended brush because a continuous layer of
solvated chains will be formed. Neutron reflectivity
(NR) measurements are, therefore, appropriate for
the study of the influence of solvent on polymer
brush structure. In this work, the authors used super
hydrophilic
polymer
brush
prepared
by
2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC)
polymer, which has well-designed chemical
structure for the improvement of biocompatibility of
medical devices [3].
2. Experimental
The poly(MPC) brush was prepared by
surface-initiated
atom
transfer
radical
polymerization of MPC from the surface of a quartz
plate (75  75  10 mm) and a silicon wafer (10  40
 0.5 mm) at the same time. In advance of
polymerization, both of substrates were immobilized
with alkyl bromide monolayer as a surface
initiator.[4,5] The number-average molecular weight
of the obtained polymer was estimated to be 59500
(degree of polymerization was ca. 200) by GPC
analysis of linear polymer, which was grown from
co-existed free initiator during surface-initiated
polymerization. Thickness of polymer brush on
silicon wafer under the dry state was found to be 25
nm by an imaging ellipsometer. The polymer brush
on quartz plate should have the same thickness. The
grafting density was calculated to be 0.20
chains/nm2 from the thickness, molecular weight of
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brush, and bulk density of poly(MPC).
NR measurements were performed on the
advanced reflectometer for interface and surface
analysis (ARISA). As shown in Figure 1, neutron
beam irradiated from quartz glass to the interface
between D2O and immobilized poly(MPC) brush.
Incident angles were fixed to 0.3 and 0.6 that
covered q range of 0.11~0.55 nm1 and 0.2~1.1 nm1,
respectively. The angular resolution, /, was kept
at 5%. The NR profiles were analyzed by fitting a
selection of theoretical scattering length density
profiles to the data, using a Parratt32 software.
CH2
3C

Poly(MPC) brush

C COO(CH
H 2)2OPO3(CH2)2NMe3
n

Incident neutron
beam
Quartz

D2O

Reflected neutron
beam
Polymer brush
Teflon base

Figure 1. Schematic view of the liquid cell used in
experiment.

3. Results and discussion
A critical angle was clearly observed at q = 0.11
nm-1 in Figure 2 owing to the difference in scattering
length density between quartz (3.8010-4 nm-2) and
D2O (6.410-4 nm-2). The reflective profile arising
from polymer brush interface (Figure 2(b)) shifted
downward compared with that from bare quartz
(Figure 2(a)). This result indicated that the
poly(MPC) chains were stretched up to 60~70 nm,
and formed concentration gradient of D2O under
swelling states. The full length of the graft chain in
the all-trans conformation is calculated to be 50 nm,
assuming the length per monomer unit as 0.25 nm
and 200 of repeating units. The observed thickness
by NR is acceptable value, since polymer brush has
distribution in chain length, corresponding with
molecular weight distribution (Mw/Mn = 1.5).[6]

Nb (10-4 nm-2)

Therefore, the tethered polymer chains would have
fairly extended conformation along the direction
normal to the quartz surface.
On the other hands, thickness of poly(MPC) brush
decreased to 30~40 nm in deuterated ethanol/D2O
(68/32, v/v), as shown in Figure 2(c). Ishihara and
his coworkers already reported that poly(MPC) was
soluble in pure water and pure ethanol, while it was
insoluble in a water/ethanol mixture, containing
70~90% of ethanol.[7] Hence the polymer brush is
expected to shrink in a mixture of deuterated ethanol
and D2O.
6.0
5.0

Brush / D2O
Brush / C2D5OD+D2O

4.0

increases in a poor solvent for polymer. Interestingly,
however, opposite results were obtained in the case
of poly(MPC) brush. The authors supposed that
swollen and extended poly(MPC) brush chains in
pure water and ethanol should have increased actual
contact area between brush and glass probe to result
in higher friction coefficient, compared with the
shrinking brush in the poor solvent.
In conclusion, NR measurement revealed that the
structure and the thickness of poly(MPC) brush at
the aqueous interface were sensitive to content of
ethanol in water mixture. The authors will continue
to investigate the relationship between the interface
structure of polymer brushes and their tribological
properties.
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Figure 2. Experimental NR profiles of bare quartz (a),
poly(MPC) brush in D2O (b), poly(MPC) brush in a
mixture of deuterated ethanol / D2O (68/32, v/v) (c),
and their corresponding fits. Assumed scattering length
density profiles for (b) and (c) are shown above.

The authors have been studied the tribological
properties of hydrophilic polymer brush surface
using a conventional ball-on-disk type friction tester
in water.[5] In this work, dynamic friction test were
carried out by sliding a glass ball (d = 10 mm) on
poly(MPC) brush on silicon wafer in water, ethanol,
and their mixture under the normal load of 0.49 N at
room temperature. As shown in Figure 3, friction
coefficient decreased with ethanol content in water
ranging from 65 to 85%, and increased again in pure
ethanol (100%). Generally, the friction coefficient of
polymer brush decreases in a good solvent and

0

65
75
85
100
EtOH content in water /%

Figure 3. Friction coefficient of poly(MPC) brush in
ethanol/water solution by sliding a glass ball over a
width of 20 mm at a sliding velocity of 90 mim/min
under loading of 0.49 N at 298 K.
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Neutron Reflectivity
for the Structural Analyses of the Silsesquioxane-filled Polymer Thim Films
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surface, meets increasing
R = Cyclopentyl
interest as a building unit for Fig. 1 C h e m i c a l
inorganic-organic
hybrid structure of CpPOSS.
materials. In our previous
study, the authors reported that the incorporation of
cyclopentyl- substituted POSS (CpPOSS, Fig. 1) to
the polystyrene (PS) thin films led to a great
inhibition of dewetting of the films [1]. In this paper,
the dispersion state of CpPOSS and PS with POSS
end group (PS-POSS) in the PS films was
investigated. Furthermore, the relationship between
the structure and dewetting property of the hybrid
films is discussed.
POSS/PS hybrid films were prepared by
spin-coating method onto acid-cleaned silicon
substrates from toluene solution of the mixture of
POSS and PS with specific compositions. PS
(number average molecular mass Mn = 2100, and
polydispersity value Mw/Mn = 1.06; PS2k) was used
as a matrix polymer to observe the dewetting
behavior of the film in experimental time scale. PS
(Mn = 44000, Mw/Mn = 1.04; PS44k) was used for
structural analyses. Deuterated-PS (Mn = 38500,
Mw/Mn = 1.07; d-PS38k) was used for neutron
reflectivity (NR) measurements to make a contrast
to POSS nanofillers in scattering length density. NR
measurement was performed at an advanced
reflectometer for interface and surface analysis
(ARISA) on H5 beamline of Neutron Science
Laboratory, High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization. NR data was analyzed with Paratt 32
software from HMI Berlin.
Fig. 2 shows the optical micrographs of pure
PS2k film and CpPOSS/PS (15/85 w/w) hybrid film
annealed at 393 K for 3 h. PS2k film was completely
dewetting as shown in Fig. 2 (a), On the other hand,
no appreciable dewetting was observed in
220

CpPOSS/PS2k hybrid film after the annealing
treatment.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Optical micrographs of (a) 53 nm thick pure PS2k film
and (b) 56 nm thick CpPOSS/PS2k (15/85 w/w) hybrid film
nm.

Surface and interfacial structures are important to
understand the stability of the polymer thin films on
a certain substrate. Interfacial roughness was known
to pin the contact line of the dewetting front and
induce the wetting process [2]. Surface energetics is
also an important factor to describe the dewetting of
polymer thin films. The key to whether a film is
stable or not on a certain substrate is given by
Young’s equation for the spreading coefficient [3],
S

B



A



AB



(1)

where A, B are the surface free energies of the
polymer film, substrate, and AB is the free energy of
polymer-substrate interface, respectively. PS2k thin
film on the silicon substrate has negative spreading
coefficient, so the film is unstable and caused the
dewetting.
The dispersion state of CpPOSS in the PS films,
especially at the surface and interface of the films,
was investigated by NR measurement. NR profile
for CpPOSS/d-PS38k (10/90 w/w) hybrid film was
shown in Fig. 3. The solid curve in Fig. 8 is the
result of model fit corresponding to the depth profile
of the scattering length density, (b/V), shown in the
inset. Since (b/V) of the d-PS38k matrix is much
larger than that of CpPOSS nanofiller, the
distribution of the nanofiller in the film can be
studied. At the surface of the hybrid film, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 3, the boundary of the air and the
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Fig.3 NR profile and fitting curve of the CpPOSS/d-PS38k
(10/90 w/w) hybrid film. Solid curve is the result of model fit
corresponding to the depth profile model of (b/V) shown in the
inset.

The segregation of CpPOSS to the film surface
was originated from the lower surface free energy of
CpPOSS than PS matrix. The segregation of lower
surface free energy component to the surface
affected the surface energetics of the film and
brought the increase of spreading coefficient, S,
which can reduce the dewetting of the films. The
segregation of the film-substrate interface can also
change the energetics at the interface, and affect the
dewetting behavior of the film, Furthermore, the
CpPOSS enrichment layer roughened the interfacial
structure, expected to cause the pinning of the
dewetting front. The driving force of the segregation
of CpPOSS at the film-substrate interface has not
been proved yet, nevertheless, it can be attributed to
the enthalpic effect. Polymer chains existing in the
interface should be in a confined state. The enthalpic
penalty of interface segregation for the low
molecular weight component, like CpPOSS, is
smaller than polymers, and often segregates to the
film interface.
Due to the low affinity of CpPOSS with PS, the
film surface was roughened by the aggregation of
CpPOSS in the CpPOSS/PS hybrid films. Therefore,
the authors synthesized PS with POSS end group
(Mn = 2500, Mw/Mn = 1.11; PS-POSS) through
nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization
as
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of PS-POSS.

shown in Scheme 1 to improve the dispersibility of
POSS in PS thin films and reduce the surface
heterogeneity of the film.
Atomic force microscopy revealed that
PS-POSS2.5k/PS44k hybrid film possessed the
small
surface
roughness,
compared
with
CpPOSS/PS44k hybrid film. This result is indicative
of the improvement in the dispersibility of POSS in
PS thin films by the introduction of PS. The
incorporation of PS-POSS2.5k into PS thin films
brought a great inhibition of dewetting. NR
measurement
was
carried
out
for
the
PS-POSS2.5k/d-PS38k thin films. The result is
shown in Fig.4. As shown in the inset of the Fig. 4,
The PS-POSS2.5k also had the tendency to
segregate to the film surface and film-substrate
interface. The dewetting inhibition by the addition
of PS-POSS to the PS thin films can be attributed to
the modification of the film surface and interface by
the segregation of PS-POSS just like CpPOSS
nanofiller.
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film was broadend du to the segregation of CpPOSS
to the film surface and morphological roughness of
the surface. (b/V) of the hybrid film was lower than
pure d-PS38k in the middle part of the film because
of the existence of CpPOSS, and extensively
decreased near the polymer-substrate interface. At
the interface, the roughness of the substrate can be
ignored, so the result means the formation of
CpPOSS enrichment layer at the interface.
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Fig. 4 NR profile and fitting curve of the PS-POSS2.5k/d-PS38k
(28/72 w/w) hybrid film. Solid curve is the result of model fit
corresponding to the depth profile model of (b/V) shown in the
inset.
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Effects of NaI Salt on Structure of a Spin-Coated DMPC Lipid Film
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It has been well known that phospholipid
molecules, the basic constituent molecules of
biomembranes, usually form multi-lamellar vesicles
(MLVs) in water. These mimic biomembranes
produced by phospholipids have been extensively
studied to understand the actual behavior of real
biomembranes. Such vesicles are typically obtained
by hydrating a dry lipid film on a solid surface. [1]
In contrast, effective methods to create uni-lamellar
vesicles (ULVs) with the phospholipids were also
pursued since living cells and their organelle exist as
the ULVs. [2-6] It has been recently shown that the
addition of sugar or salt promotes the formation of
ULVs only when they are mixed with lipid films
before hydration. [7] The mechanism of the ULV
formation induced by additives, however, has not
been clarified yet.
To understand the mechanism of vesicle
formation through hydration of lipid film, it is
important to investigate the stacking structure of
bilayers for the lipid film before hydration. Hishida
et al. have observed the structure of pure lipid films
before hydration and the hydrated products by
phase-contrast microscopy and atomic-force
microscopy. Their results indicated that the vesicle
formation strongly depends on initial structure of the
lipid film on a substrate.[8] Since the vesicles can be
hardly fused or split once they are formed, the
hydration process from the lipid film could govern
the vesicle formation. In this study, we investigated
the structure of lipid thin films with and without an
additive on solid substrates by neutron reflectivity
measurement to clarify the mechanism of the ULV
formation induced by additives.
Two lipid thin films with and without an additive
were prepared on Si substrates by spin-coating: a
pure dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) lipid
with fully-deuterated hydrocarbon chains and its
mixture with NaI salt at equi-molar fraction. NaI
was chosen because it is easily soluble in the organic
solvent used for spin-coating the lipid films.
Neutron reflectivity measurement was performed on
the ARISA neutron reflectmeter in KEK, Japan.
Figure 1 shows the reflectivity profiles of the
pure DMPC and the DMPC/NaI mixture films at
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Fig. 1 Neutron reflectivity profiles of DMPC lipid films with
and without NaI.

different temperatures in a vacuum. In the profile of
the pure DMPC film at 30°C, there are small fringes
and a Bragg peak around q=0.125 Å-1 reflecting the
total film thickness and the lipid bilayer stacking,
respectively. For the DMPC/NaI mixture film at
30°C, the fringes disappeared and the Bragg peak

was shifted to lower-q than that observed in the pure
lipid film. This implies that the addition of NaI
induced the uneven structure on the surface, and
increased the repeat distance of the bilayer stacking.
Since no or little water can exist in a vacuum, the
increase of the repeat distance reflects the
intercalation of NaI molecules between the bilayers.
The experiments were also performed at 80°C,
which is higher than a chain-melting transition
temperature, around 60°C, of a pure dry DMPC. The
Bragg peak for the pure DMPC film was slightly
shifted to higher-q with increasing temperature. This
means that the bilayer thickness is decreased
because the straight hydrocarbon chains could be
partially bent at high-temperature phase. On the
other hand, a new Bragg peak for the DMPC/NaI
mixture film appeared around q=0.155� Å-1, and it
possesses a shoulder around the q-position
corresponding to the Bragg peak in the
low-temperature phase. This change in the Bragg
peak position by temperature for the DMPC/NaI
mixture film is too much to be explained by the
chain-melting transition even if the hydrocarbon
chains of the lipid molecules are fully bent. Further,
the apparent bilayer thickness, about 40 Å, evaluated
from the new Bragg peak is consistent with that in
an “interdigitated phase”, which was previously
reported in the aqueous solution with ethanol and
was characterized by an alternative alignment of
hydrophilic head-groups and hydrophobic tails of
phospholipid molecules as the schematic illustration
in Fig. 2. [9] Therefore, we concluded that the new
Bragg peak observed at 80°C for the DMPC/NaI
mixture film is originated from the interdigitated
phase.
The experimental results suggested that the salt
is located between the lipid bilayers. This is
consistent with the previous results on the aqueous
solution prepared from the lipid/additive mixture
film: the osmotic pressure due to the NaI molecules
between lipid bilayers would result in the formation
of the ULV.[10] Also, the addition of NaI induced
the phase transition to an interdigitated phase at high
temperature. Although it is known that amphiphilic
molecules such as alcohol induce the phase
transition to the interdigitated phase in water
solution, it has not been reported that the addition of
salt causes this kind of phase transition even in
aqueous solution as far as we know.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a phase behavior in lipid
films with and without NaI.
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Study on Surface Segregation in Miscible Polymer Mixture of Poly(4-Trimethylsilylstyrene) /
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We have already found that a blend of
poly(4-trimethylsilylstyrene) (PTMSS), which is a
polystyrene (PS) derivative, and 1,2- and 3,4polyisoprene (PI) is a miscible polymer blend though PS
and PI are a typical immiscible polymer blend.[1]
Based on the small-angle neutron scattering measurement
and microscopic observation, the polymer blend exhibits
a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) type phase
diagram. This result indicates that incorporation of
trimethylsilyl (TMS) group into phenyl ring on PS can
induce drastic change in miscibility of the blend.
However, aggregated structure of the present blend at the
surface has not been clarified yet. In most miscible
polymer blends composed of glassy and rubbery
components, a rubbery one is enriched at the surface. It is
conceivable that low density of the rubbery component is
relevant to the low cohesive energy density and low
surface free energy. The objective of this study is to
investigate surface segregation phenomena in PTMSS/PI
blend by neutron reflectivity (NR).
Monodisperse deuterated PTMSS (dPTMSS) and PI
with weight-averaged molecular weights of 34k and 11k,
respectively, were used in this study. Glass transition
temperatures, Tgs, of dPTMSS and PI are 403 and 283 K
.1 and 37.4
and their surface free energi
mJ·m-2, respectively. dPTMSS/PI blend film mixed at
the ratio of 1:1 in volume was prepared by spin-coating
method from the toluene solution onto Si wafer with
native oxide layer. The film was annealed at 403 K for
120 h, the annealing temperature being above the Tg and
below the LCST of the blend. NR measurement was
carried out using Advanced Reflectivity for Interface and
Surface Analysis (ARISA)[2] at Neutron Science
Laboratory, High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization. Angular resolution was set to be 5.0 %.
The reflectivity was calculated on the basis of the
scattering length density, (b/V), profile along the depth
direction by SERF. [3]
We examined the surface composition of the
dPTMSS/PI blend film based on contact angle
30.4 mJ·m-2 which was almost equivalent to that of
dPTMSS homopolymer film of 31.1 mJ·m-2. This
means that the blend film surface is completely covered
with dPTMSS. Figure 1 shows the scattering vector, q,
dependence of NR for the dPTMSS/PI blend film
annealed at 403 K. Experimental data set is shown by
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circles. A solid curve denotes the best-fit calculated
reflectivity to the experimental data based on the model
(b/V) profile as shown in the inset of Figure 1. Since the
calculated curve was in good agreement with the
experimental data, it is regarded that the model (b/V)
profile corresponds well to the composition profile in the
film along the depth direction. In this calculation, the
(b/V) values of 3.63 x 10-4 and 0.27 x 10-4 nm-2 were used
for dPTMSS and PI, respectively. The (b/V) value at
the surface is higher than that in the bulk region, whereas
the (b/V) value of approximately 1.0 x 10-4 nm-2 in the
interfacial region is lower than that in bulk region. Thus,
it is apparent that dPTMSS and PI were enriched at the
surface and interface, respectively, to minimize total free
energy. Here, it should be noted that a glassy component
of dPTMSS was preferentially segregated at the surface.
This phenomenon could be achieved due to the peculiar
segregation of TMS groups at the surface.

Figure 1. Neutron reflectivity profile for dPTMSS/PI
blend film annealed at 403 K. Solid curve denotes the
best-fit calculated reflectivity to the experimental data
based on model (b/V) profile shown in the inset.
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Spontaneous segregation of hydrophobic block
in amphiphilic block copolymers is common and
produces a hydrophobic surface. Hydrophilic (or
more specifically water-soluble) blocks with
relatively high surface energy tend to be repelled
from the surface and embedded in bulk. The
methacrylates with EO side chains without methyl
termination
such
as
poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate), poly[(diethylene oxide) methacrylate]
and poly[(triethylene oxide) methacrylate] are
known to stay away from the surfaces.[1] We
report a block copolymer of deuterated polystyrene
(dPS) and 2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethyl
methacrylates (PME3MA) spontaneously exposes
the PME3MA block, which is soluble in water, to
the surface in a vacuum.[1,2] This surprising
surface segregation of water-soluble block to
vacuum and air surfaces is observed even in
fluctuating dPS-PME3MA block copolymer
disorder melts. Neutron reflectivity (NR) revealed
that dPS-PME3MA fluctuates in the direction
normal to the surface and enriches PME3MA
fraction at the surface. The fluctuation wavelength
in the thin film agreed very well with that in bulk
measured by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).
Shown in Fig. 1 is the small angle scattering
profile of dPS-PME3MA annealed at 140 ºC for 10
hours and quenched to room temperature. SAXS
profiles were obtained using an X-ray diffractometer
(Rigaku Ultrax 4153A 172B). A Cu K radiation
q is
defined as q
between the incident and scattered X-rays. A
broad single peak in the profile clearly indicates that
dPS-PME3MA is in a disorder phase with
compositional fluctuation, and the value of q at the
peak top, qmax, is inversely proportional to the
wavelength of the fluctuation. We attempt to
extract the Flory   parameter from the fluctuation
peak using a random phase approximation (RPA)
introduced by Leibler[3]. A fit of the RPA is

shown as a solid line in Fig. 1, in which only the
higher q side of the peak is used for the fit to avoid
the influence of the tail of direct beam. For the
total number of segments N = 131 and volume
fraction f = 0.41,   is estimated to be 0.079. The
  is surprisingly small despite the difference of the
solubility of PME3MA and PS in water. It seems
that the interaction of PME3MA with PS is screened
by the presence of the methyl termini: PS may not
have a direct contact with the EO in the interior of
the side chains while a small molecule like water
can easily penetrate into the interior of the side
chains and interact with the EO.
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Fig. 1

Small
angle
X-ray
scattering
profile
of
dPS-PME3MA block copolymer.
Intensity is
plotted in an arbitrary unit against q defined by q
points, and the line is the fit by random phase
approximation.

It is known that a block copolymer even in a
disorder phase forms a layered structure induced by
the difference in the surface energies of the blocks.
Therefore, dPS-PME3MA in a disorder phase may
not have a homogeneous composition at the surface.
We measured a depth profile of a dPS-PME3MA
thin film using neutron reflectivity (NR) to reveal a
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reflected neutron beams respective to the surface
plane. The reflectivity of the film is shown in Fig.
2. The periodic Kiessig fringes corresponding to
the total thickness of the film appear, and the broad
peak at 0.43 nm-1 overlaps. Since qmax of the
SAXS profile in Fig. 1 agrees very well with the
value of the weak Bragg peak maximum in the
reflectivity, the layered structure was induced by the
surface and substrate with the same length scale of
fluctuation in bulk.
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copolymer on a silicon substrate. The reflectivity is
plotted against q defined by q
solid line is a fit using a model depth profile of
neutron scattering length density b/V shown in the
inset.

The profile of a scattering length density, b/V, in
which dPS has a higher value of b/V, clearly shows
decaying oscillation from the surface and the silicon
substrate. The depletion layer of b/V at the surface
clearly indicates that the PME3MA block
preferentially covers the surface.
Despite the
dPS-PME3MA block copolymer in a disorder phase,
the surface is sufficiently covered by the
water-soluble PME3MA blocks.
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surface induced structure. NR measurements were
carried out using Advanced Reflectometer for
Interface and Surface Analysis (ARISA) on H5
beam line of Neutron Science Laboratory, High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization.
A
neutron beam with a range of wavelengths from 0.12
to 0.4 nm was used. The corresponding q (=
q < 1 nm-1
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A depth profile of neutron scattering length density
(b/V) representing the concentration profile of dPS.
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So far we have intensively studied
microphase-separated interface of block copolymers
by neutron reflectivity (NR) measurment at room
temperature, to understand their phase-separated
structure at the molecular level. The interfacial
structures of diblock and two-component triblock
copolymers, with poly(styrene-d8) (D) and
poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P), showing lamellar
microdomain in spin-coated thin films were
compared [1, 2]. Their interfacial thicknesses
evaluated by specular reflectivity measurement were
apparently larger than the predictions of a
mean-field theory. This discrepancy between the
experimental
and
theoretical
results
was
quantitatively explained by considering the
existence of thermal fluctuations on polymer
interface. These results suggest that apparent
interfacial thickness could be affected by changing
the magnitude of the Flory-Huggins interaction
parameter �, that is, changing temperature. In this
study the interfacial structure for DP diblock
copolymer thin films with different film thicknesses
was examined by changing temperature (R.T.~
about 200 C) in NR measurement.
The
sample
used
here
is
styrene-d8-2-vinyl-pyridine
(DP)
diblock
copolymers with 90k and 124k for total molecular
weight and 0.50 for the volume fraction of D-block
chain. The glass transition temperatures (Tg) for both
the components are around 110 C. It was confirmed
that DPs exhibit a lamellar structure in bulk. A few
thin film specimens with slightly different film
thicknesses were prepared by changing the rotation
speed of spin-coating on cleaned Si wafers from the
same DP solutions in p-dioxane, and then annealed
at 170 C for one week in a vacuum. Among those
films thus prepared from the same solution, the best
one with the least island or hole formation on the
film surface was selected for NR at high temperature
by using optical microscopy and X-ray
reflectometry. NR measurements were performed on
ARISA [3] at different temperatures using a
high-temperature cell in a vacuum. The sample was
first heated up to 200 C from R.T. to remove its

thermal history, and then cooled down gradually. At
each temperature sample alignment was made after
no changes in the reflectivity profile was observed.
Mostly, it took about 1 hour after temperature
reached at the desired values.
Fig. 1 compares specular neutron reflectivity
profiles for a thicker DP film measured at different
temperatures as a function of neutron momentum
transfer, qZ (=4�sin�/�), in the vertical direction. All
the profiles exhibited a few distinct Bragg peaks
originating from the lamellar structure preferentially
oriented parallel to the film surface, and their basic
shape in the profile was not changed except for the
shift of peak position. It indicates that the DP film is
still in the well-ordered state even at the high
temperature up to 200 C. Further, it was found that
the position of the Bragg peaks is shifted to lower
qZ-region, i.e., lamellar domain spacing increases,
with increasing temperature, as observed in bulk. On
the other hand, thinner DP film with 110 nm in
thickness, corresponding to 2.5 lamellar repeating
units, exhibited opposite temperature dependence of
domain spacing, that is, the domain spacing has a
lower value at high temperature.

With

Fig. 1 Specular neutron reflectivity profiles for a thicker
DP diblock copolymer film measured at different
temperatures.
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process. Interestingly enough, there is no exchange
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When ferromagnet(FM)/antiferromagnet(AFM)
thin films in atomic contact with each other are
field-cooled through the Néel temperature of the
AFM layer under a saturation magnetic field or
deposited under a magnetic field during film growth,
the magnetic hysteresis (M-H) loop of the FM layer
is shifted away from its origin along the field axis.
This unidirectional anisotropy discovered by
Meiklejohn and Bean [1] in 1956 is called the
exchange bias.
Although a satisfactory theoretical picture still
remains elusive, it is commonly believed that this
phenomenon is associated with an interfacial
exchange interaction between FM spins and
uncompensated AFM spins in a FM/AFM bilayer.
This uncompensated spins at the FM/AFM interface
is considered to originate from several reasons: e.g.
an epitaxial relationship at the interface, chemically
inter-diffusion, and various structural defects
including interface roughness and grain boundary.
We carried out spin-polarized neutron reflectivity
(SPNR) experiments (#2004-B2-207) using a
time-of-flight reflectometer PORE at the high
energy accelerator research organization (KEK) in
Japan [2]. The SPNR has its unique capability to
determine the depth profile of absolute vector
magnetization along the surface-normal with 1 nm
resolution.
It is found in our spin-dependent reflectivity
results of Fe/Cr thin films for ZFC (zero
field-cooling) and FC (field-cooling) with 3 kOe that
there is a definite difference between the ZFC and
FC cases. This can be seen clearly from spin
asymmetry curves, ΔR/R = 2(R+ -R-)/(R++R-). Based
on the results, we can conclude that this difference
between the ZFC and FC results is clear evidence of
surplus uncompensated AFM Cr spins induced
along the cooling field direction during the FC
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T =3K
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Fig. 1
Spin up (R ) and spin down(R ) reflectivitiies
measured at 3 K after (a) zero-field cooling (ZFC) and (b) field
cooling (FC) with 3 kOe. The difference between the two
corresponding asymmetry curves is shown in (c)

In conclusion, our studies using both the SPNR
and the SQUID magnetometer found that pinned and
uncompensated spins are induced in the sputtered
Fe/Cr thin films after field cooling. We conclude
that all the pinned and uncompensated spins may not
be necessarily involved in the exchange bias but
rather contribute to enhancing the coercivity too.
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Table 1 The orientation of LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 epitaxial thin film
deposited on the SrTiO3 substrates.
LiNi0.8 Co 0.2 O2 (110) on STO(110)

LiNi0.8 Co 0.2 O2 ( 003) on STO(111)

out of plane

LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 ( -1 -1 0) // SrTiO3 (1 1 0)

LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 (0 0 3) // SrTiO3 (1 1 1)

in plane

LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 [0 0 1] // SrTiO3 [1 -1 1]

LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 [1 1 0] // SrTiO3 [1 -1 0]

<-1 -1 0>

<0 0 3>

Structure

We used LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 (110) as an electrode, the
surface of which corresponds to the intercalation
lattice plane.
Figure 1 shows ex-situ neutron
reflectivity curves of before (a) and after (b) the
electrochemical experiment. The pattern changed
with the electrochemical charge-discharge process,
which indicates a formation of surface film. In
order to observe the film-formation process, we
developed our in-situ electrochemical-cell for
neutron reflectivity.
The in-situ cell was composed of the electrode
film on the STO substrate, the electrolyte,
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Fig. 1 Neutron reflectivity curve for the Li Ni0.8Co0.2O2 (110)
of before (a) and after (b) the electrochemical test.

EC/DEC+LiPF6, and a counter Li electrode. The
neutron beam was passed through 20mm-long path
of the substrate to have an access to the buried
interface between the substrate and the liquid
electrolyte.
This cell-configuration reduces the
neutron absorption by the electrolyte. Figure 2
shows the in-situ neutron reflectivity curve of
LiNi0.8Co0.2O2(110) at 3.0 V.
The two-layered
model (SrTiO3 and LiNi0.8Co0.2O2) was used for
fitting the data. Due to the intensity is rather week,
it was difficult to observe the oscillation pattern.
To improve the data intensity, we are developing
new cell arrangements with Si substrates. The insitu technique for neutron reflectivity might be a
powerful tool to clarify the electrochemical
reactions at the electrode surface.
-1

Experimental
Fitting

10

Intensity

A comprehensive understanding of the electrode
reaction at the electrode/electrolyte interface is an
important subject for activating electrode reaction
process and for designing new electrode materials
suitable for high power-density battery operation.
We tried to clarify the electrochemical process using
ideal electrode surface with epitaxial film electrodes.
In the present study, surface changes during the
electrochemical reaction were observed by neutron
reflectivity measurements on PORE.
LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 films were synthesized by pulse
laser deposition (PLD) method. Single crystals of
conductive SrTiO3 (STO: 1wt% Nb) were used as
the substrates.
The orientation of the films
characterized both by XRD measurements of out-ofplane and in-plane are summarized in Table 1.

Intensity
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Fig. 2 Neutron reflectivity curve of LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 (110)
together with fitting data.
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The PORE (POlarized neutron REflectometer)
[1] is only one spectrometer at the KENS using
polarized neutrons for material structural science. It
adopts a vertical-sample geometry, and the polarized
neutrons are produced with a wide wavelength band
of 3-15 Å by using Fe/Si supermirrors. The PORE
has been intensively utilized for the developments of
neutron devices and new experimental techniques as
well as the studies on hard materials such as
magnetic thin films and artificial lattices. Also, a
new field of research required making full use of
complementary information of neutron and X-ray
was searched. Here, recent research activities
developed on the PORE are summarized.
A multilayer structure is indispensable to key
components of magnetic recoding devices. In such
devices the functions for the performance of
magnetic recording are strongly connected to the
detailed magnetic structure near the interfaces. It is,
however, difficult to investigate such magnetic
structures by using the conventional methods
because the interfaces are embedded inside the
multilayers. Polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR)
with polarization analysis is the most powerful and
non-destructive way to investigate such buried
internal magnetic structures. On the other hand, this
technique requires rather brilliant neutron sources.
Thus, the polarization analysis of PNR has not been
intensively performed on PORE. Before the KENS
shutdown we did this kind of trial PNR
measurements of NiFe/PtMn/FeCo/Ru/FeCo multilayers synthesized for the TMR read heads. Fig. 1

shows the results under the external magnetic fields
of 40 and 10 kOe. In this figure three kinds of
reflectivity, R++, R--, and Rsp, are displayed. Here the
first sign of the subscript represents the spin state of
incident polarized neutrons, and the second one that
of reflected neutrons. Rsp expresses the reflectivity
with spin-flip process. The spin-flip reflection takes
place under the condition that there is a normal
component of the magnetization to the spin in the
sample plane. This figure indicates that even under
the large magnetic field of 10 kOe the normal
component of magnetic moments still remains, and
it is not sensitive to the external magnetic fields.
Although the origin of this component is still
unknown, we successfully measured the PNR
profiles with polarization analysis. We are now
convinced that this kind of measurements will
become the mainstream of industrial use of
reflectometers for the development of magnetic
devices in the J-PARC.

Fig. 1 The PNR profiles of a TMR read head.
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clarify the electrochemical process. LiNi0.8Co0.2O2
(110) was used as an electrode, of which surface
corresponds to the intercalation lattice plane. Fig. 3
shows ex-situ neutron reflectivity curves before (a)
and after (b) the electrochemical reaction. The
profile changed with the electrochemical
charge-discharge process, indicative of a surface
film formation. In order to observe the filmformation process, an in-situ electrochemical cell for
neutron reflectivity was prepared.

Intensity

When the surface of Si substrate is terminated by
hydrogen, Sr or SrO films can epitaxially grow on
this special substrate in spite of a quite large lattice
mismatch [2]. It is, however, still an open question
how interfacial monoatomic layer can accommodate
such large lattice mismatch. The orthodox methods
like XPS and RHEED is not so effective to elucidate
the interfacial structure because these methods do
not directly see the H atoms. The probing such an
interfacial monatomic layer of H is essential to
reveal the new mechanism of crystal growth. It is
nevertheless to say, the neutron reflectometer has no
rival as a non-destructive tool to investigate the H
monatomic layer buried in theses epitaxial films. We
performed neutron reflectivity measurements of
Sr/SrO films on H- and D-terminated Si (111)
substrates in order to confirm the existence of the
monatomic layer using the contrast variation. The
result of the film with D-terminated substrate is
shown in Fig. 2. The experimental data are plotted
with horizontal error bars and the solid line is the
best-fit curve. The difference of H- and Dterminated substrate clearly appears in the
reflectivity profiles one of which is not shown here.
This obviously shows that the H and D monatomic
layers exist between the films and the substrates.
Combined with the results of XPS and RHEED the
mechanism of relaxation of the lattice mismatch is
expected to be clear. The result will be reported
elsewhere in the near future.
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(b) After 1cycle
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The in-situ cell was composed of the electrode film
on SrTiO3 (STO) substrate, the electrolyte EC/DEC
+LiPF6, and a counter Li electrode. The neutron
beam passes through inside the substrate to approach
the interface between the electrode film and the
electrolyte. This cell-configuration reduces neutron
absorption by the electrolyte. Fig. 4 shows the
in-situ NR curve of LiNi0.8Co0.2O2(110) at 3.0 V.
The two-layered model (STO and LiNi0.8Co0.2O2)
was used for fitting the data. Although the intensity
is rather weak, we could observe the oscillation
pattern from the in-situ cell. To improve the data
intensity, we are developing new cell arrangements
with Si substrates. The in-situ technique for NR
might be a powerful tool to clarify the
electrochemical reactions on the electrode surface.
-1

A comprehensive understanding of the electrode
reaction at the electrode/electrolyte interface is an
important subject for activating electrode reaction
process and for designing new electrode materials
suitable for high power-density battery operation.
Here, the changes on electrode surface during the
electrochemical reaction were observed by NR
measurements with epitaxial film electrodes to

0.12

-1

Fig. 3 Neutron reflectivity curves for the Li Ni0.8Co0.2O2
(110) before (a) and after (b) the electrochemical test.
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Intensity
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Fig. 2 Neutron reflectivity profile of SrO epitaxial film on
D-terminated Si(111) substrate.
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Fig. 4 The in-situ neutron reflectivity
LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 (110) together with fitting data.

curve

of

A polarizing supermirror is one of most useful
devices to control polarized slow neutron beam. It is
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a stack of magnetic multilayer with gradually
increasing value of the d-spacing and the
supermirror with large-m is desirable to enlarge
utilization. Hino et al. have fabricated a several
kinds of magnetic multilayer, for example, Fe/Si,
Fe/Ge,
Fe50Co50/V,
Supersendust
(Fe87Si7.5Al4Ti1)/Ge and so on. These multilayers
have been fabricated by using ion beam sputtering
(IBS) technique. At PORE, we measured polarizing
efficiency of such multilayers as a function of
magnetic field in which the strength was up to 1T.
As a result, it is not so easy to magnetize and does
not work as a remanent polarizing mirror after
applied strong magnetic field of 1T. Therefore we
improved a magnetic sputter target for IBS. It is well
deoxidized iron target by heating it in hydrogen
atmosphere. The pre- treatment was carried out by
OHTAMA Co. We have succeeded in fabricating
m=5 Fe/Ge polarizing neutron supermirrors which
work under magnetic field of 45mT as shown in Fig.
5 [3].
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The measured FWHM of  spread is shown in Fig. 7
when  =-0.25 deg., where the neutron refracts from
inside the MgF2 to air. The spread in  can be
estimated by differentiating the above equation
(d)2={ (/)}2+{ (/)}2
where  is determined from the angular resolution
of the incoming beam, defined by slit collimation,
and the flatness of the MgF2 surface, and  is the
spatial resolution of a detector. Throughout the
experiment the beam divergence was fixed at 0.007
deg., and the flatness of the well-machined MgF2
was characterized to be 0.002 deg. The fitting of
experimental data with  as a free parameter yields
0.038 deg. (0.94 mm). This demonstrates that the
present arrangement is limited by the detector
resolution. The same experiment was tested with a
single-crystal Al2O3 plate on the reflectometer D17
of ILL, and suggested the possibility of using this
simple prism to encode neutron wavelength without
intrinsic loss by choppers at a reactor [4].

Fig. 6 A schematic illustration of an experimental setup
using a MgF2 plate.
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Q nm
Fig. 5 Measured reflectivities of up (red) and down (blue)
spin neutron for m=5 Fe/Ge supermirror (1875 bilayers).
The black line is reflectivity of NiC monolayer with 60nm in
thickness.
0.2

0.4

The resolving power of a simple single-crystal
MgF2 plate (100mm60mm4.9mm) as an energy
analyzer was demonstrated using white neutrons at a
pulsed-neutron source. The basic idea behind the
experiment originated from Dr. R. Cubitt of ILL,
and was tested during his stay at the KENS in 3
months. The experimental setup is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 6. The wavelength  of neutron
after the sample is given as a function of the incident
angle , the scattering length density b of the MgF2
with 5.1310-6 Å-2, and the deflection angle  from
the beam direction.
=(2/b){1-cos/cos(-)}1/2
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Fig. 7 The measured FWHM of  spread as a function
of  when =-0.25 deg. The solid line is the fitting result
with  as a free parameter.
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Rare-earth filled skutterudites of the formula
RT4X12 (R = rare earths, T= Fe, Ru, Os, X = P, As
and Sb) are formed in a body-centered cubic
LaFe4P12 structure with a space group of Im3 [1, 2].
These compounds have been the focus of extensive
efforts recently owing to their various electrical and
magnetic properties, particularly, a novel mechanism of superconductivity observed in this series [3].
Among them, although most Ce-containing RT4X12
compounds are typical semiconductors, CeRu4Sb12
shows non-Fermi liquid anomalies [4], and
CeOs4Sb12 is regarded as a Kondo semiconductor
from many interesting physical features determined
by transport measurements, such as metal–insulator
transition, magnetic moment markedly decreasing at
low temperatures [5]. It shows also an unclear transition occurring below 0.86 K [6]. These notable
features are attributed to the freedom and instability
of 4f electrons of Ce3+ ion in CeOs4Sb12, which
strongly correlate with on-site and inter site electrons or ions of its surroundings. In addition to the
features of the magnetic 4f electrons, the lattice dynamics of filled skutterudites is also particularly
interesting and vital because incoherent phonons,
resulting from the unique rattling vibration mode of
rare earth atoms, was claimed to have been observed
in some skutterudite structures [7, 8]. In this work,
we performed inelastic neutron scattering on the
CeOs4Sb12 compound in order to study the 4f electron state as well as phonon state to understand the
above-mentioned features.
Single crystal samples were synthesized by the
Sb-self-flux growth method. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements of a powder sample prepared
from single crystals with a weight of 60.7 g were
performed using the spectrometers INC and LAM-D
installed at the pulsed neutron scattering facility of
KEK (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization) at Tsukuba, Japan.
Figure 1 shows the inelastic neutron spectrum at
a low angle detector bank (2 = 5°–9°) measured
using the chopper spectrometer INC of KEK with

Fig. 1 Neutron spectra of CeOs4Sb12 powder measured
using INC at a constant incident energy of 60 meV. The
dash line denotes calculated CF intensities based on the
model in ref. 5 (see text).

the incident neutron energy of 60 meV for the
CeOs4Sb12 powder sample. The spectrum is shown
on the absolute scale of the cross section after calibration by the cross section of a standard vanadium
sample. The dashed line shows the calculated cross
section of crystal field (CF) excitations at 28.2 meV
for CeOs4Sb12 based on the model of the groundstate of doublet 7 and excited-state of 8 quartet
proposed in ref. 5. It can be clearly seen from the
figure that there is no such inelastic intensity except
for a broad spectrum below about 30 meV which
can be ascribed to the phonon scattering as discussed below. It means that no well-defined CF excitation was found for the CeOs4Sb12 compound around
the expected energy position. This fact contradicts
the assumption that CF splitting occurs at 28.2 meV
for CeOs4Sb12 filled skutterudite proposed in ref. 5
by fitting magnetic susceptibility.
On the other hand, the rattling vibration behavior
of rare earth ions in a filled skutterudite structure is
discussed to be exotic and vital [7–9]. To further
study the inelastic response from CeOs4Sb12, we also
performed neutron scattering measurements using
LAM-D spectrometer of KEK, in which a final en235

Fig. 2
Neutron spectra of polycrystalline CeOs4Sb12
measured using LAM-D of KEK at several temperatures for
scattering angles of 85° and 40°. The final neutron energy
is 4.6 meV.

ergy of 4.6 meV was maintained for outgoing neutrons. Fig. 2 shows the spectra of polycrystalline
CeOs4Sb12 measured at several temperatures for both
the low (40°)- and high (85°)-scattering angle detectors after subtracting the background. It is clearly
seen that the intensity of the spectra increases with
increasing temperature at low transfer energies and
the intensities at the high scattering angle is higher
than those at the low scattering angle, indicating the
phonon origin of the spectra. In order to determine
the origins of scattering intensities, we divided the
obtained spectra by the temperature factor
{exp( h /kBT) - 1}-1 + 1, where h is the energy
transfer, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig.
3 we can see that they decrease weakly with increasing temperature at high energies above 5 meV.
It indicates that the intensity above 5 meV of the
spectra reflects the character of phonon excitations
because phonon scattering cross-section is proportional to the Debye-Waller factor. It should be noted
that no well-defined CF excitation exists in the finite
energy transfer range from the data obtained using
the LAM-D spectrometer in Fig. 2, consistent with
result obtained using the INC spectrometer discussed earlier. Moreover, there is a clear peak at about 4
meV observed at high temperatures in the spectra in
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Fig. 2
Intensity of inelastic neutron scattering for
CeOs4Sb12 after dividing it by temperature factor (see text).

Fig. 2. Similar inelastic neutron scattering peaks
were also found for Tl0:8FeCo3Sb12 at approximately
5 meV [7], and for LaFe4Sb12 with two peaks at approximately 7 meV in the density of state curves [8].
The peaks were regarded as resulting from incoherent vibrations of rare-earth ions rattling in the skutterudite structure. Therefore, the peak at about 4
meV observed for CeOs4Sb12 is also thought to be
the evidence for the rattling motion of the Ce ions in
the compound.
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Magnetic Excitation in a New Type Spin-Peierls Compound TiOBr
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TiOX (X = Cl and Br) has been suggested to be a
quasi-one-dimensional (1D) S = 1/2 spin system due
to a ferromagnetic dxy orbital along the b-axis [1].
TiOX has a FeOCl-type crystal structure, where the
TiO bilayers separate from each other along the
c-axis. It is believed that the chains are composed of
edge-shared TiO4X2 octahedra. The temperature
dependence of susceptibility showed two successive
phase transitions at Tc1=27K and Tc2=47K for X = Br.
The two-fold superlattice reflections appear below
Tc1, which indicates that there is a spin-Peierls lattice
distortion along the chain-axis (b-axis). The most
interesting phenomenon was realized between Tc1
and Tc2 (intermediate region), in which the spin
modulation transforms to the incommensurate
structure along the a- and b-axes. Although
Rückamp et al. suggested that the incommensurate
modulation is caused by the magnetic competitive
interaction between intra- and inter-chains [2], we
suggest the different scenario which is that the local
spin-Peierls lattice distortions propagate from the
nearest-neighbor (NN) to next-nearest-neighbor
(NNN) chains, because the chain shares the same
oxygen atoms with NN and NNN chains [3].
Polycrystalline TiOBr (27g) was prepared by a
chemical vapor transport technique. We performed
inelastic neutron scattering experiments to determine
the spin excitation spectrum using Ei=128 meV at
4K and 60K in a novel spin-Peierls system TiOBr.
The magnetic excitation below Tc1 was measured on
the chopper spectrometer INC installed at the pulsed
spallation-neutron source, KENS, at the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK).
We take a particular note of the spin gap reported
for TiOCl [4]. 1/T1T behavior is qualitatively similar
to the pseudo-gap phase observed in the underdoped
high Tc cuprates. Below Tc2, TiOCl undergoes a first
order phase transition to a fully gapped state with an
extraordinarily large energy gap Eg = 430K.
Although the energy gap of TiOBr was not reported
by any other measurements, it is almost 230K which
is estimated by comparing the intra-chain interaction
J in case of TiOCl and TiOBr, which is not in
agreement with the NMR data. Fig.1 shows the
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Fig.1 (a) Excitation spectra near antiferromagnetic zone
center q=π at 11K and 150K. Inset shows a region of

integrated intensities which is surrounded by two radial
line. (b) the spectrum was obtained by subtracting the
intensities at 150K from ones at 11K.

excitation spectrum near antiferromagnetic zone
center q=π at 11K and 150K. Although the
spectrum does not have an enough amount of
statistics, it is confirmed that spectrum is different
between 11K and 150K (Fig.1(a)). Fig.1 (b) shows
that the spectrum obtained by subtracting the
intensities at 150K from ones at 11K. The spectrum
indicates existence of two peaks at 25.4 and 39.2
meV which is fitted by a Lorentzian function.
Although half width of peak at 25.4 meV is in good
agreement with resolution function, one at 39.2 meV
is larger than that of the resolution function. The
peak at 39.2 meV has a tail towards higher energy,
which is possible to be existence of successive
excitation above 39.2 meV.
In summary, we detected two excitation spectra
which are possible to be spin gaps at 25.4 and 39.2
meV below Tc1.
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Vibrational Density of States of n-Alkanes Adsorbed on MgO (100)
A. INABA and N. SAKISATO
Research Center for Molecular Thermodynamics, Graduate School of Science, Osaka University,
Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043
Our studies on the structure and dynamics of the
monolayers of various molecules adsorbed on the
surface of graphite demonstrate that a number of
monolayers exhibit interesting phase behavior.
Recent studies also show that the similar solid
monolayers are formed at the interface between the
bulk liquid and the graphite surface [1]. Those
monolayers have been found for various adsorbates
such as n-alkanes, n-alkanols and carboxyl acids
[2-7]. This indicates that the phenomenon is rather
general.
The phase behavior of such monolayers depends
not only on the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions but
also on the adsorbate-adsorbent interactions. It is
therefore very interesting to study the monolayers
formed on the substrate other than graphite. The
(100) plane of MgO is one of the most suitable
surfaces for this purpose because it has quite
different feature from that of graphite (surface
symmetry, potential surface corrugation, etc.). In the
present study, we have performed inelastic neutron
scattering experiments for n-heptane and n-octane
adsorbed on MgO (100) at submonolayer and
multilayer coverages to investigate the vibrational
properties.
The substrate MgO was prepared by us
according to the procedure reported by J. P.
Coulomb et al. [8]. The characterization by SEM
demonstrated that the cube-shaped particles with
(100) surfaces were typical with a side of
approximately 0.2 µm. We used two MgO samples
from different batches. The specific surface areas
were determined to be 10.7 and 11.7 m2g–1,
respectively, by adsorption isotherm measurements
at 77.4 K using nitrogen. For the present study,
those two specimens were add together. The
substrate thus obtained was degassed at 950 °C for
12 hours before packed into a sample can. Heptane
and octane were obtained from Tokyo Kasei Kogyo
and Wako Pure Chemical Industries, respectively.
Known quantities of the adsorbates were added to
the adsorbent as liquid using a micro syringe under
an inert atmosphere of helium and annealed at 90 °C.
The amounts of the adsorbates loaded were 0.6, 2, 3
and 7 ML. The coverages are expressed in terms of
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the number of equivalent monolayers adsorbed.
Since the 2-D structure on MgO (100) is not known
for either adsorbates, the monolayer capacities are
calculated assuming that the molecule occupies the
same area as for graphite (0.427 nm2 for heptane and
0.524 nm2 for octane).

Fig. 1

Vibrational density of states obtained for
n-heptane adsorbed on MgO (100) at the
coverages 0.6, 2, 3, and 7 ML. The one obtained
for n-heptane on graphite at 0.8 ML is also
plotted for comparison (gray line). Upward
arrows indicate the torsions of the methyl and
methylene groups and downward ones the
vibrations due to the carbon skeletal bending.

The inelastic neutron scattering experiments
were performed on LAM-D. The scattered neutrons
were collected at Q = 9.0 and 20.0 nm–1 to obtain the

density of states. The measurements were performed
at 17 K for all the samples.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the vibrational density
of states obtained for n-heptane and n-octane,
respectively, adsorbed on MgO (100). The spectra
are normalized by the amount of adsorbate loaded.
The results clearly demonstrate that the spectra
obtained at 7 ML are significantly different from
those at 0.6 ML, particularly at E < 10 meV where
the lattice vibrations are responsible for the
vibrational density of states. This suggests that the
bulk solid is formed at 7 ML, whereas a 2-D solid is
formed at 0.6 ML. A prominent peak was observed
around 6 meV for both adsorbates at 0.6 ML. This
can be ascribed to vibration of the whole molecule
perpendicular to the surface.

Fig. 2

Vibrational density of states obtained for
n-octane adsorbed on MgO (100) at the
coverages 0.6, 2, 3, and 7 ML. The one obtained
for n-octane on graphite at 0.8 ML is also plotted
for comparison (gray line). Upward arrows
indicate the torsions of the methyl and methylene
groups and downward ones the vibrations due to
the carbon skeletal bending.

The arrows in the figures indicate the
intramolecular vibrational modes assigned by

inelastic neutron scattering studies and normal mode
calculations [9]; the upward arrows for the
vibrational modes due to the torsional motions of the
methyl and metylene groups and the downward
arrows for those due to the carbon skeletal bending
motions. A hump for heptane and a peak for octane
both at 17 meV, which appeared at all the coverages,
can be attributed to the librational mode of the
whole molecule. It is interesting to note that the
peak position of the carbon skeletal bending mode
agrees rather well with the reported values at all the
coverages, whereas the position of the torsional
mode depends on the coverage. This may suggest
that the molecules are adsorbed on the surface with
an orientation of the carbon skeleton parallel to the
surface.
Also plotted in the figures is the vibrational
density of states obtained for n-heptane and n-octane
monolayers adsorbed on graphite. The results
demonstrate that the vibrational mode perpendicular
to the (100) plane of MgO (6.3 meV for heptane and
6.5 meV for octane) has lower frequencies than
those on the graphite surface (8.3 meV for heptane
and 10 meV for octane). This suggests that the
molecules on MgO (100) are weakly bound to the
surface. The result also shows that the density of
states below 2 meV is essentially zero. This may be
connected with the gap in the phonon dispersion
curves at the center of the Brillouin zone, which
may exist for a commensurate phase owing to the
corrugated potential of the substrate [10-12]. A
structural study is necessary to confirm this.
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Our recent neutron diffraction measurements for
the binary system of water and glycerol demonstrate
the formation of a two-dimensionally ordered ice in
the initial stage of crystallization from the solution
[1]. We also made heat capacity measurements on
this system [2]. The binary mixtures with glycerol
contents more than 55% w/w yielded homogeneous
glassy states, of randomly mixed water and glycerol
molecules. Mixtures in the range 0-50% w/w
glycerol, crystallized partly on cooling, yielding
three anomalies in the temperature drift rate
measured on heating, and these are associated with:
(i) the onset of reorientational motions of the H2O
molecules in hexagonal ice, (ii) the glass transition
of the maximally freeze-concentrated solution at 164
K and, tentatively, (iii) ice devitrification followed
by ice dissolution yields anomalies in the range
185-202 K. The samples with 55% or 60% w/w
glycerol content exhibited two distinguishable
crystallization peaks on heating where the initial one
is large and apparently associated with
crystallization into a two-dimensionally ordered
structure and the second is due to a further
transformation into hexagonal ice.
The main purpose of the present study was to
investigate the vibrational DOS of the “2D ice” to
see whether it is different from the one for the
hexagonal ice.
The neutron scattering experiments were
performed on CAT spectrometer. The sample was a
solution of C3H5(OH)3 and H2O with concentration
of 55% w/w. After the sample was quenched with
liquid nitrogen outside of the cryostat, it was placed
in the cryostat (at 100 K) and cooled further. After
the first measurement was made at 39 K, where the
sample was in a homogeneous glassy state, the
sample was warmed up to 179 K. At this
temperature, the first crystallization of ice should
occur. After the measurement at 179 K, the sample
was warmed up to 220 K and annealed for 4 hours at
that temperature to complete the crystallization,
where we should have hexagonal ice. The sample
was cooled down again to the same temperature
(179 K) to measure it.
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Incoherent inelastic neutron scattering spectra
obtained for glass (filled symbols), 2-D ice (black
line) and hexagonal ice (gray line).

Figure 1 illustrates the spectra obtained, where
the background is included, to compare to each other.
The translational modes are involved in the energy
below 45 meV and a peak at 70 meV is due to
librational modes of H2O molecules [3]. While the
DOS of the glass is significantly different from
those of the crystals, the spectra from two crystals
are essentially identical over the whole energy
region, indicating that the local structure of the 2D
ice is similar to that of the hexagonal ice. The fact
that the peak at 70 meV is slightly shifted to the
lower energies in the glass may suggest that the
glass is rather homogeneous.
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Various physical properties in rare-earth filled
skutterudites RT4X12 (R = lanthanide and actinide
elements, T = transition metal, X = pnictogen) have
been attractive topics in the field of strongly
correlated electron systems. Since R ions are
surrounded by twelve X atoms forming an
icosahedron in the cubic crystal structure (Im-3), it
is suggested that the hybridization between p state of
X and f state of R is responsible for the heavy
electron behaviors in Pr-based compounds, Kondo
semiconductors of Ce-based ones and so on [1].
PrRu4P12 exhibits a metal-nonmetal transition at
TM-I = 63 K [2]. The electrical resistivity turns up
below TM-I, and electron and X-ray diffraction
studies revealed a superlattice (Pm-3) characterized
by the wave vector q0 = {1, 0, 0} below TM-I [3,4].
The band calculation study proposed the Fermi
surface nesting condition with q0, so that this phase
transition is thought to be a formation of charge
density wave (CDW) [5]. On the other hand,
LaRu4P12 that has the same Fermi-surface geometry
as PrRu4P12 does not show any transition with gap
formation. Moreover, in PrRu4P12, an isotropic
magnetic moment of about 1B/Pr is induced under a
magnetic field at lower temperature, which cannot
be explained by a single crystal-field (CF) level
scheme of Pr3+ ion [2,6].
To investigate a 4f-electron role on the transtion,
we performed an inelastic neutron scattering
experiments at the time-of-flight analyzer-mirrortype spectrometers LAM-D and LAM-40 installed
in the pulsed neutron facility KENS in KEK, Japan.
Figure 1 represents typical measured magnetic
response functions S(E) from the polycrystalline
sample of PrRu4P12. Distinct peaks are seen at 3.2,
9.3, 13.9 and 23 meV at 5 K, whose widths are very
close to the instrumental resolution. Since the
scattering-angle dependence of peak intensity is
consistent with that of magnetic form factor of Pr3+,
they are attributed to CF excitations. It is noticeable

that with increasing temperature the peaks shift by
about 3 meV and become very broad near TM-I.

Fig. 1

Symbols are magnetic response function S(E) of
PrRu4P12 measured at LAM-D. The origins of
ordinate of each temperature are shifted by 0.1.

The CF Hamiltonian for 4f electrons for both Im3 and Pm-3 is represented as HCF = A4(O40 + 5O44) +
A6c(O60 - 21O64)+ A6t(O62 - O66) [7]. We carried out a
least-squares fitting procedure of CF excitation
spectra calculated from HCF to the data of S(E). We
took as free parameters the CF coefficients, a scale
factor for a ratio of calculated cross section to the
experimental result, and a peak width. It is notable
that the observed spectra at low temperature cannot
be reproduced by a single CF scheme, since we
observed more excitation peaks than those expected.
Finally, we succeeded in obtaining the satisfactory
fitting by the two inequivalent schemes, which is
consistent with the superlattice formation of the
crystal lattice below TM-I. The resultant CF schemes
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as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 2. We
obtained 1 ground states for both CF schemes of
Pr1 and Pr2 near TM-I. On the other hand, the ground
state of Pr2 switches to a magnetic triplet 4(2) while
Pr1 keeps a non-magnetic ground state 1. Such two
schemes reproduce the total magnetization of about
1B/Pr at low temperature. In addition, the very
large peak width near TM-I suggests the strong
interaction between 4f electron and carrier.

Fig. 2

Two CF schemes Pr1 and Pr2 deduced from the
magnetic spectra S(E) of PrRu4P12.

We also carried out the polarized neutron
diffraction experiment at triple-axis spectrometers at
JRR-3M to investigate the spatial arrangement of
Pr1 and Pr2 [8]. The experimental result is
consistent with that they also align periodically with
q0 as the structural superlattice. Figure 3 represents
schematically the superlattice including not only the
crystal structure but also the CF schemes. This fact
clearly indicates the long-range order of 4f electron
state is responsible for the metal-nonmetal
transition.

Fig. 3
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Schematic view of the superlattice of crystal
structure and CF alignment with q0 in PrRu4P12.

The drastic evolution and the periodic alignment
of inequivalent of CF schemes can be explained by
the p-f hybridization effect between Pr3+ 4f2 and
carrier originated from the pnictogen au band [9].
The strong hybridization as seen in the broad
magnetic spectrum indicates that 4f electrons
contribute to enhance the density of state at the
Fermi surface, so that the energy gain due to the gap
formation with nesting can occur. The alignment of
CF schemes with q0 below TM-I is recently
interpreted as the antiferro-hexadecapole ordering
[10,11]. Within the j-j coupling model considering
p-f hybridization between 4f2 and au band, the
coupling between the 4f–electron hexadecapole and
carrier charge modulation is deduced. Owing to the
nesting condition with q0, the antiferro-hexadecapole
ordering gives rise to the charge modulation by
forming the gap at the Fermi surface. It is interesting
that the responsible hexadecapole is represented by
the operator Jx4 + Jy4 + Jz4 – 236 that is equivalent to
the first term of HCF. Therefore, the ordering of
hexadecapole provides the change of CF splitting
without any symmetry breaking.
We conclude that the metal-nonmetal transition
in PrRu4P12 is a new type of CDW formation by the
strong p-f hybridization and hexadecapole degree of
freedom.
This work was partially supported by MEXT,
Japan through the Grants-in-Aid for Scientific
Research (No. 15740219, No. 15072206 and No. 16
04659) and Yamada Science Foundation.
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Ti or V based solid solution alloys with BCC
structure are known as good hydrogen storage
materials which are reversibly hydrogenated under
ambient conditions [1,2]. Their hydrogen
absorption-desorption properties are closely related
with the local structure of hydrogen atoms, which
are located in the tetrahedral or octahedral sites of
the metal sublattice.
Incoherent Inelastic Neutron Scattering (IINS)
spectra of metal hydrides provide the vibrational
excitation energy of the hydrogen atoms. The data
reflect the local structure surrounding the interstitial
hydrogen atoms. We have started IINS studies
with hydrides of Ti-V-Cr and Ti-V-Mn alloys [3,4].
Their di-hydrides with a CaF2 type structure showed
spectra similar to TiH2 [5], which is described by a
harmonic oscillation model.
The vibrational
excitation energy for the Ti-V-Cr hydride was
higher than the Ti-V-Mn hydride. This seems
reasonable if considering the relation that the
smaller hydrogen occupation site has the narrower
vibrational potential. In this study, we investigated
hydrides of a new type of BCC alloys, Ti-Cr-Mo [6]
containing Mo.
Ti1.1Cr1.4Mo0.3 alloy was prepared by arc melting.
The ingot was annealed at 1743K for 60s followed
by water quench. It was crushed into powder and
hydrogenated at 5 MPa and 298K. About 5g of the
powder was put into an aluminum flat cell. The
thickness of the sample layer was around 1.0 mm.
The IINS data were collected in He atmosphere
at 10–25K using the TOF type crystal analyzer
spectrometer, CAT at KENS.

Fig.1

IINS spectrum of di-hydride of TiCr1.4Mo0.3.

The relation between metal-hydrogen distance R
and vibrational excitation energy E was reported in a
series of CaF2-type binary metal hydrides, MH2 by
Ross et al [7]. E was considered to be proportional
to R-1 or R-2/3 [7,8]. Our results for di-hydrides of
Ti1.0Mn0.9V1.1, Ti0.7Cr1.1V1.2 and Ti1.1Cr1.4Mo0.3 are
plotted with the reported data in Fig. 2. All three of
our data are located under the curve for the binary
metal hydrides. Among the three we investigated,
however, the plot of Ti1.1Cr1.4Mo0.3 hydride is
located closest to the curve, particularly close to that
of TiH2. This indicates that this hydride has a
smaller lattice than TiH2 but the local circumstance
of H atoms is similar to that in TiH2.

Figure 1 shows the IINS spectrum of Ti-Cr-Mo
di-hydride. The pattern is basically similar to that of
TiH2 although that in the higher energy region is not
so clear. The first and second excitation energy is E1
~148 meV and E2 ~280 meV. E1 is higher than that
observed for Ti-V-Cr and Ti-V-Mn di-hydrides,
~140 meV and 133.0 meV, respectively [3].
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Fig.2
Relation beween metal-hydrogen distance and
vibrational excitation energy of CaF2-type di-hydrides.
Square plots are data of binary hydrides (e.g. TiH2, etc.)
taken from ref.7.

The hole size of the interstitial sites is considered
to more closely relate to the vibrational potential
than the metal-hydrogen distance. A smaller hole
size would make the potential curve narrower. The
hole size for the three hydrides were calculated
using average Goldschmidt radii: 0.048 nm
(Ti0.7Cr1.1V1.2), 0.051 nm (Ti1.0Mn0.9V1.1), 0.048 nm
(Ti1.1Cr1.4Mo0.3). The Ti-Cr-Mo and Ti-Cr-V
hydrides have a similar hole size, but have a
difference in the vibrational excitation energy. It
suggests that chemical properties of each element
affect the vibrational potential more than the size
factor in this case. Ti has a deeper potential curve
than V, Cr. Ti-Cr-Mo containing more Ti than
Ti-Cr-V would be more affected by the potential of
Ti.

Table1 Vibrational excitation energy and average hole
size for CaF2-type di-hydrides

Vibrational
excitation
energy E/ meV

Average Hole
size / nm

Ti1.1Cr1.4Mo0.3

148 a

0.048

Ti0.7Cr1.1V1.2

133 b

0.048

Ti1.0Mn0.9V1.1

140 b

0.051

TiH2

149 c

0.045

a) this sudy, b) ref.3, c) ref.7
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Although there are many methods to measure
relaxation behavior of polymers, neutron scattering
and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
(PALS) are unique approaches to study the
relaxation from the nano-scale level. PALS can
measure relaxation behavior as a secondary effect
through the interaction of positron and trapped
electrons: neutron scattering
gives the direct
information of the motion of polymer structures
through the interaction with the constituent atoms
and molecules. Comparing these methods, neutron
scattering is quite important to determine the
relaxation behavior and PALS results must be
verified by the neutron scattering. In this research,
relaxation behaviors of polypropylene (PP) were
studied by PALS and neutron scattering.
Positrons injected in polymer usually form a
hydrogen-like atom, positronium (Ps), composed of
one positron and one electron. Although ortho-Ps
(o-Ps) has a long life time of ca. 140 ns in vacuum,
it shortens its lifetime to a few ns in polymer
through a pick-off interaction with electrons. The
o-Ps lifetime (τ 3) and intensity (I3) reflect the
change of state of polymer as shown in Fig. 1.

groups. But this is only the interpretation and these
discussions must be proved by the neutron scattering,
which may give the direct information of the
relaxation temperature of –CH3 groups.
In
the
neutron
scattering
experiment,
non-irradiated PP with a size of 50×50×2 mm3 was
used at the INC beam line. To investigate the
temperature dependence, neutron elastic scattering
experiments using neutron energies of 50 and 200
meV were conducted at eight different temperatures
(6, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 300K). The results are
shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

Fig.2, Neutron elastic scattering for 200meV.

Fig.3, Neutron elastic scattering for 50meV.
Fig.1, Temperature dependence of lifetime (τ3) and
intensity (I3) for irradiated and non irradiated PP.
The decrease of I3 above 50k for non-irradiated
and 180K for irradiated PP is explains by the
decrease of trapped electrons in shallow potentials,
which disappear by the commencement of –CH 3
groups and –C–C– axis motion during the heating
of the PP samples. When these potential disappear,
trapped electrons are ejected, resulting in the
decrease of Ps formation with these electrons. Hence,
the temperature of the commencement of decrease is
considered to be the relaxation temperature of –CH 3

Two modes with energies of 180 and 170 meV
were observed, which correspond to activation
energies of rotation of –CH3 groups: the former is
related to –CH3 attached to the main chain axis and
the latter to the end of the chain. There is a mode of
30 meV, which is related to the motion with low
energy like vibrational mode of –C–C– axis and
small torsional vibration of –CH3 groups. The
former rotations affect shallow potential, however
the latter vibration does not affect it. These results
support the explanation of PALS results.
Reference
T. Suzuki, et al.,Mat. Res. Innovat. 7(2003) 31
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Neutron Scattering Studies on Relaxation and Excitation Phenomena in Structurally Aperiodic
System by LAM-40
Qasielastic neutron scattering measurement of mesostructured composite ionic conductor
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Solid-state electrolytes that allow high-speed
ionic migration within a solid serve as a very
important key material for a high efficiency fuel cell,
and a highly reliable all solid-state secondary battery.
Fabrication of ionic conductor composites having
mesoscale interface and restricted geometry by
artificial structure-directing methods is attractive
approach for the development of high ionic
conductor both in fundamental and application point
of view. The enhancement of conductivity is
expected by using interfacial phenomena such as
space-charge effect and a formation of surface
specific conduction paths.
A dispersion of insoluble dielectric oxide particles
such as Al2O3 in certain ionic conductors is known
to increase total electrical conductivity. In case the
distance between two interfaces is comparable to the
Debye length, a further conductivity enhancement
due to “size effect” was predicted, as a result of an
overlapping space-charge layer [1-6]. The purpose
of the present investigation is to prepare
nano-channeled ceramics including Al2O3 with
various pore sizes by means of sol-gel synthesis, and
to investigate conductivity and diffusive properties
of lithium ions confined within mesosized space.
Powdered mesoporous alumina with various pore
sizes was prepared by the sol-gel method utilizing
neutral surfactants as structure-directing agents
[7-9]. Pore size, pore volume and BET surface
area were obtained by N2 adsorption and desorption
isotherms at 77 K by Micrometrics ASAP2010.
Mesoporous alumina and anhydrous lithium iodide
beads (Aldrich, 99.999%), were mixed and pressed
into a pellet under the globebox atmosphere (< 1
ppm v H2O). The pellet was sealed into a glass
and heated at 773 K for 15 h. Dc conductivity was
obtained from the diameter of a single arc observed
on the Cole-Cole plot of the ac impedance
measurement.
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7

Li diffusion coefficient of the composite was
determined from quasielastic neutron scattering
(QENS) and pulsed field gradient (PFG)-NMR.
QENS was measured by LAM40 spectrometer at
KENS, Tsukuba, Japan. Scattering intensity from
metallic vanadium was used as a window function
of the spectrometer. PFG-NMR was measured by
Chemagnetics CMX Infinity 300 spectrometer with
high temperature probe operated up to 800K and the
field gradient strength of 600 G/cm. Samples used
for PFG-NMR measurements were prepared by
impregnation of molten LiI into cold isostatic press
(CIP) mesoporous alumina pellet (4 mm ).
The N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of
the mesoporous-Al2O3 were Type IV, with a small
hysteresis that indicates a minor deviation from a
regular array of cylinders. The pore diameter
distribution curve was obtained by the BJH method
from the adsorption branch of the N 2 adsorption
isotherm.
A sharply peaked distribution was
observed reflecting a uniform mesopore size
ranging from 3 to 22 nm. A linear relationship
between pore size and [solvent]/[surfactant] ratio of
the sol-gel solution suggest size controlling
mechanism is a swelling of micelles. The 27Al
MAS-NMR spectra show that smaller pores have a
large amount of distorted coordination of aluminium
ions (5-ccordinated), reflecting thinner pore walls.
Figure 1 shows an example of QENS analysis
for 0.5LiI-0.5mesoporous-Al2O3 composite at
-1
479K and Q =1.22 Å . A Lorentzian function,
Sc (Q,ω),

was used for the QENS component. In the QENS
spectra of the composite, a broad component at the

base of the intense elastic scattering was observed.
Convolution of a Lorentzian function to the
vanadium window function yields simulated
7
pattern of the total neutron scattering.
Li
diffusion constant was obtained by the slope of the
Q-dependence of the width of the Lorentzian
function.
0.5
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diffusion coefficients obtained from PFG-NMR are
shown. The increase of Li ion diffusion coefficient
for the composite compared to pure LiI was
observed. The pore size dependence was also
observed for the composites.
The diffusion
constant increased from 15 nm to 4.2 nm with
decreasing pore size. Decrease in Li diffusion
coefficient was observed for sample with 2.8 nm
pore size. These results are in agreement with
electrical conductivity behaviors as described
previously.

0
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Figure 1 QENS analysis for 0.5LiI-0.5mesoporous-Al2O3
(pore size = 4 nm) composite observed at 479K
-1
and Q=1.22 Å
(dotted line): neutron scattering from metallic
vanadium used as a window function of the
spectrometer; (solid bold line): Lorentz function
used for the convolution to the window function;
(solid hairline): fitted spectrum.
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Figure 3: Li diffusion coefficients obtained by PFG-NMR
for pure LiI, and LiI-mesoporous-Al2O3
composites with different averaged pore size.

In Figure 4 diffusion coefficients obtained from
QENS, PFG-NMR and the measured conductivity
were compared.
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Figure 2 Magnetization decay of PFG-NMR as increasing
field gradient strength (g) at constant pulse
intervals ( and ), observed for pure LiI at 643K.

Figure 2 shows an example of 7Li NMR peak
intensity plotted against pulsed field gradient
2 2 2
strength ( g
（ - /3）). An exponential decay
of the intensity follows the theoretical equation,
2

S( , ) = S0exp[- g

2

2

D( - /3)].

(2)

Diffusion coefficient was obtained from the slope of
semi-log plot of the 7Li NMR intensity plotted
against the field gradient strength (g) with constant
pulse delays ( and ). D =5.62x10-8 cm2/s was
obtained for pure LiI at 643K. In Figure 3

Figure 4.

7

Li diffusion coefficients and dc electrical
conductivities for pure LiI, and 0.5LiI-0.5
mesoporous-Al2O3 (4.2 nm pore) composites
plotted against 1/T. (solid line): Dc electrical
conductivity of pure LiI [2]; (●): 7Li diffusion
coefficient for pure LiI obtained by PFG-NMR;
7
(■): Li diffusion coefficient for the composite
obtained by PFG-NMR; (□): 7Li diffusion
coefficient for the composite obtained by
QENS; (Δ): Dc conductivity of the composite.
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The diffusion coefficient of pure LiI show
excellent agreement with the measured conductivity
[2] by using Einstein equation,
=Z 2F 2DC/RT,

(3)

assuming a carrier concentration, C, equals to an
overall concentration of lithium in LiI. In equation
(3), Z is a charge, F is a Faraday constant, D is a
diffusion coefficient, respectively. On the other
hand, the diffusion constant of LiI-mesoporousAl2O3 composite measured by QENS showed
almost one order higher than that of PFG-NMR.
Due to limited conductivity data, comparison with
the calculated conductivity could not be made for
the composite electrolyte, although the diffusion
constant by PFG-NMR exhibit close relation with
the measured conductivity.
Table 1: Comparison of activation energies of ionic
migration of mesoporous-alumina-LiI composite
measured by various methods.
Method

Activation Energy
(kJ/mol)

PFG-NMR

- 43

Electrical Conductivity, T

- 41

QENS

- 17

7

- 18

Li NMR T1

In Table 1, activation energies obtained by
various techniques used in the present investigation
were summarized. A similarity of activation
energies was observed between the electrical
conductivity and PFG-NMR. On the other hand,
activation energies obtained by 7Li NMR T1 and
QENS were similar and almost 3 times smaller
than that of PFG-NMR and the conductivity.
These differences in activation energies can be
explained by the heterogeneous migration
mechanism in the composite electrolytes.
For electrical conductivity and PFG-NMR, ionic
migration processes that have a distance greater
than microns in order have been observed, which
include conduction both in mesopores and the grain
boundary region between the mesoporous alumina
particles. On the other hand, T1 and QENS can
monitor local ion motion in atomistic region. The
anomalously low activation energies for local ionic
motion observed by QENS and 7Li NMR T1 might
suggest an increased ion migration of LiI confined
within mesopores.
In the present investigation, it was found that the
conductivity of LiI-mesoporous alumina composites
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systematically depends on the pore size of alumina
particles. An order of higher conductivity was
observed for the LiI-mesoporous alumina
composites prepared in this investigation compared
to the previously reported ones. Lithium ion
migration mechanism was examined by various
techniques including PFG-NMR, 7Li NMR T1 and
QENS.
A difference of activation energies
between
different
technique
suggest
a
heterogeneous conduction of the composite and a
possible enhancement of the conductivity in
mesoscopic region.
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Crystal Field Splittings in Cubic Pr Compounds of PrInX 2 (X = Cu, Ag, Au)
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*Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8581
Systems including non-Kramers rare-earth ion
under cubic symmetry are of special interest from
the
viewpoint
of
their
characteristic
crystalline-electric-field (CEF) states. For example,
the Hund's rule ground state for 3H4 of Pr3+ ion splits
in a cubic CEF into one singlet, 1, one doublet, 3,
and two triplets, 4 and 5. Here, it is noted that
the non-Kramers doublet of 3 is non-magnetic but
has quadrupolar moments. When 3 ground state
with a relatively large CEF splitting is realized, it is
suited for the investigation of a pure quadrupolar
system. They are, however, rare cases, for example,
PrPb3 [1], PrInAg2 [2] and PrPtBi [3].
In this research, we have investigated the CEF
level scheme systematically by substitution of a
ligand atom in the cubic Pr compounds with the 3
ground state. Inelastic neutron scattering is most
powerful for this purpose. We focus on ternary
compounds taking advantage of the two kinds of
the ligand atom for the substitution. For this
experiment, we have prepared the samples of PrInX2
(X = Cu, Ag, Au) series. In this substitution, the
number of the outer electrons of the ligand X atom
dose not change.
The experiments were performed at LAM-D.
The samples of single crystals were crushed into
powder. To minimize absorption by In and Ag in the
scattering, the powder was filled into a gap between
two Al cylinders with different radii.
Shown in figure are the inelastic scattering
spectra at representative temperatures for PrInAg2
and PrInCu2. For PrInCu2, the main structure of the
spectra is similar to that of PrInAg2 and all the peaks
can be indexed as in the figure. These results
indicate that the CEF level scheme of PrInCu2 is the
same, i.e. the ground state is 3, and its splitting is
larger compared with those of PrInAg2. Considering
that the lattice constant of PrInCu2 is smaller than
that of PrInAg2, the larger splitting of PrInCu2 is
concerned with the volume effect. The line width of
PrInCu2 is found to be larger than that of PrInAg2. In
specific heat measurements, a broad peak was
observed around 2 K and 0.4 K in PrInCu 2 and
PrInAg2, respectively. The origin of the peak of
PrInAg2 has been discussed concerning with the

Kondo effect between the local quadrupolar
moments and the conduction electron. Such a
correlation would be the origin to broaden the
inelastic lines and stronger in PrInCu2 due to the
volume effect.

Figure

Inelastic neutron spectra of PrInAg2 and PrInCu2.

We have observed the CEF excitations in
PrInAg2 and PrInCu2 and PrInAu2 (the result of
PrInAu2 are not shown). The CEF ground state of
PrInCu2 is 3 and its level scheme is the same with
a larger splitting compared with that of PrInAg2,
resulting from the volume effect.
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Magnetic Excitation in Non-magnetic

3

Doublet Ground State of PrInNi4
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*Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8581
Singlet-ground-state ferromagnet of rare earth
compound, such as fcc Pr and Pr3Tl, had been
studied well in the 1960s-1970s because, in such a
materials, the crystal field and exchange field are
nearly balanced and their magnetic properties were
considered to differ from those of conventional
magnets [1]. Inelastic neutron scattering [2] had
revealed the dispersion of the crystal field singlettriplet excitations, which were discussed comparing
with theories, mainly, in terms of the molecular field.
Recently, the polycrystalline sample of PrInNi4 with
the cubic MgSnCu4-type structure has been prepared
and its physical properties have been reported [3].
The magnetic susceptibility and the magnetization
curve have revealed a non-magnetic doublet ground
state of 3, a ferromagnetic transition at Tc = 0.9 K
and a field-induced ferromagnetic transition at low
temperatures.
The purpose of this research is to investigate the
magnetic excitation in the induced ferromagnet
PrInNi4 with non-magnetic doublet ground state.
The experiments were performed at LAM-40. The
samples of polycrystalline were crushed into powder.
To minimize absorption by In in the scattering, the
powder was filled into a gap between two Al
cylinders with different radii.
In a previous inelastic neutron experiment [4],
two excitations at E = 1.7 and 14 meV were
observed at T = 1.5 K. The lower-energy excitation
is considered to correspond to a splitting between
the ground state 3 and the 1st excited state 4, and
the higher one to 2nd excited state 5. The inelastic
line of the higher one is relatively broad compared
with the lower one, implying a strong Q-dependence
of the excitation.
The inelastic neutron spectra at T = 0.4 K
( below Tc) are shown in Figure with the variation of
Q. The inset shows the Q-dependence of the peak
around 1.7 meV, corresponding to the lower-energy
excitation. It is shown that the Q-value decreases
toward E = 0, reflecting the ferromagnetic
interaction. This dispersion of the CEF excitation
was also observed above Tc. On the other hand, Qdependence of the higher-energy excitation was not
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observed or extremely small if any (not shown)
against expectations.

Figure

Inelastic neutron spectra of PrInNi4 at T = 0.4 K.
The intensity of the spectrum is shifted with a
-1
constant from Q = 0.2
(the lowest one) to Q
-1
= 2.6
. The inset shows the Q-dependence
of the inelastic line around 1.7 meV.

We have observed the dispersion of the crystal
field excitation from the non-magnetic ground state
to the 1st excited state below and above Tc. The
dispersion reflects the ferromagnetic interaction.
More quantitative analyses in terms of a mean-field
approximation model are now in progress.
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Lattice Dynamics in Ferroelectric Material LiNbO3
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observed at e~50meV and 80meV. These peak of
the density decreases with increasing temperature;
the peak at 50meV disappears at T=521K. As
shown in fig.1, no region where the density of state
increases in this temperature range was observed.
This probably suggests that the density of state
above 90meV must increase with increasing
temperature because of conservation of density.
To clarify the relation between lattice dynamics and
the charge emission, observation of higher energy
response is needed.
30
G(e)= INT /(n+1) /(Kf/ki)*(hw)^2
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The ferroelectric Material LiNbO3 has attracted
much interest because of the strange charge
emission[1]. The most important character of the
charge emission is that it only occurs when the
sample temperature increases or decreases in the
range between 300K and 500K; on the other hand,
the charge emission never occurs when the
temperature is stable even in the same range.
Though the mechanism is still an open question, this
charge emission has been used as a very compact
X-ray source on a commercial basis. In this
meaning, LiNbO3 is interesting from a point of view
of engineering as well as of solid state physics.
LiNbO3 has a hexagonal lattice with R3c space
group. In our previous neutron powder diffraction
experiments, we have found that Li atoms move
along the c-axis by 1.5% in the temperature range
where the charge emission is observed; note that the
powder diffraction experiments were performed at
stable temperatures. This result probably suggests
that lattice distortion plays an important role on the
charge emission.
We expect that the lattice
distortion gives large influence against lattice
dynamics; therefore, observation of characters of
lattice dynamics in the temperature range where the
charge emission is observed is indispensable to
understand the mechanism of the strange charge
emission behaviour.
Since LiNbO3 includes Li and O atoms, that is,
the phonon energy must be relatively higher,
chopper spectrometers are suitable for this study in
comparison with triple axis spectrometers. We
performed,
therefore,
inelastic
scattering
experiments on a powder sample of LiNbO3 on the
chopper spectrometer installed at KENS-KEK.
The powder sample, which was obtained by
crushing singlecrystalline samples, was set in a Al
cylindrical cell of a furnace. Incident neutron
energy was 150meV to observed higher energy
response. We measured lattice dynamics from
room temperature up to 520K. Each spectrum was
obtained at a stable temperature.
Figure 1 shows temperature dependence of
density of state of phonon of LiNbO3 which was
obtained form spectra observed by INC. At room
temperature (open circles), peaks of the density were
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Fig. 1

Temperature dependence of phonon density of
LiNbO3 estimated from energy spectra obtained
by INC. Incident energy was 150meV.
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Temperature Evolution of Low Energy Phonons in La 2-x Srx NiO4 (x=0.275)
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Strong coupling between doped holes and lattice
vibration of metallic oxides has been attracting a
continuous attention due to the possible origin for
the pairing interaction of high-Tc superconductivity.
These coupling can be studied through phonons by
both neutron and X-ray inelastic scattering
techniques.
In La1.725Sr0.725NiO4, a charge stripe order and an
Fig.1. Energy spectra by an X-ray inelastic
scattering. Triangles show the Bose factorcorrected intensities at 20K(closed) and
300K(open).

energy resolution of less than 5meV. Two single
crystalline rods of La1.725Sr0.725NiO4 (~6mm in
diameter and ~40mm in length) were co-aligned.
The angle of the crystal axis with respect to the
incident neutron was set so as to perform a quasiconstant q scan by time-of-flight method. To obtain
the data up to 50meV we utilized an incident energy
of 60 mev. The energy spectra were taken at T=20K,
60K, 110K and 300K with the same configuration.
The obtained intensities by different detectors are
normalized by a vanadium scattering intensities and
the elastic intensities are subtracted by using the
energy spectrum of vanadium. An example of the
result is shown in Fig.2 for the data at 20K and
300K.
The obtained energy spectrum clearly exhibits a
more detailed structure compared to the spectra by
x-ray scattering. The data after thermal-factor
correction still show a deviation between the data at
20K and 300K. However, the deviation is seen in the

Fig.1. Constant-q energy spectra by an x-ray
inelastic scattering. Triangles show the Bosefactor-corrected intensities at 20K(closed) and
300K(open). The q-position approximately
corresponds to the q-vector of the charge stripe
order.

antiferromagnetic spin order start to develop below
around 190K and 100K, respectively[1]. The bondstretching phonons and their softening with the
energy above ~50 meV were studied by neutron
scattering. Recently, to study the effect of charge
stripe fluctuations on phonons below 50meV we
performed an X-ray inelastic scattering experiment
on the single crystalline La1.725Sr0.725NiO4 with the
energy resolution of ~6meV[2]. As shown by an
arrow in Fig.1, the observed energy spectra exhibit
an anomalous temperature dependence. At low
temperature, the intensities in a wide energy range
between 20 and 40 meV are clearly suppressed
compared to those of at high temperature.
In order to confirm such anomalous thermal
evolution we performed a neutron inelastic
scattering by the INC spectrometer with better
252

Fig.2. Energy spectra by INC. The open and
closed circles show the Bose-factor-corrected
intensities at 20K and 300K, respectively. Note
that the q-position is slightly different from that of
x-ray scattering.

energy region below around 25meV which is
different from that of x-ray scattering.
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Water confinned in mesopores of MCM-41,
which are uniform nano-space, have lately attached
attantion as a model system for interfacial water
which plays important roles in many fields. We have
investigated the structure and dynamics of water
confined in MCM-41 samples by using quasi-elastic
neutron scattering [1-4]. In the present study, we
measured inelastic neutron scattering spectra of water
in MCM-41 to investigate the strength of hydrogen
bond between the confined water molecules.
Two kinds of siliceous MCM-41 samples (C10
and C18) were prepared by the method of Beck et al
[5]. The pore diameters determined from the N2
adsorption isotherms were 2.14 (C10) and 3.74 nm
(C18). For the neutron scattering measurements, we
prepared three kinds of samples having different
amounts of adsorption for each MCM-41 sample. (1)
capillary-condensed (cc) sample: the mesopores were
filled with the water molecules; (2) surface -adsorbed
(sa) sample: the pore walls are covered with the water
molecules; (3) dry sample: physisorbed molecules
were removed by evacuation at room temperature.
Inelastic neutron scattering spectra were measured in
the temperature range 50-275 K with spectrometer
LAM-D ( = 4.22 Å) installed at KEK, Tsukuba.
According to our DSC measurements, cc water in
C18 sample freezes at low temperatures (melting
point: ~230 K), but cc water in C10 sample and sa
water are the non-frozen water.
Figure 1 shows inelastic neutron scattering
spectra of water in MCM-41 at 50 K and 2 = 85°.
Peak energy of libration band of sa water in C18
sample at 50 K was shifted to lower energies than
literature value of bulk amorphous ice [6]. This
confirms that breaking and/or distortion of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds in sa water. cc waters
in C10 and C18 samples had similar peak energy to
bulk amorphous ice but intensities on the low energy
side of the peak become larger, indicating that
intermolecular hydrogen bonds in cc water are
partially broken and/or distorted. For cc water in C18
sample, discontinuous change in spectra due to

melting of the confined water was observed between
the temperature 225-250 K, which is consistent with
the result of DSC measurement.

Figure 1. Inelastic neutron scattering spectra of
the capillary-condensed (cc) and surface adsorbed (sa) water in MCM-41 at 50 K and 2
= 85°.
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rapidly dropped as the scattering angle increases.
Also, paramagnetic scattering spectrum was
observed above TC in which the energy widths are
extended to as high as 20 meV, as shown in Fig. 1.
These observed spectra are of magnetic origin from
such Q and T dependences. The magnetic peak
intensities at around 20 meV and at T = 5 K became
weaker for Ei = 50 meV, and was not detected for Ei
= 20 meV. This indicates that the scan locus for Ei =
100 meV is closer to the dispersion curve of the spin
waves in SrRuO3 in consideration with the
resolutions, and the dispersion curves should be
estimated from these results. However, it is
supposed that the magnetic peak could be detected
by the resolution ellipsoid only just grazing the
dispersion curve. In order to detect the magnetic
peak clearly and to determine the parameters
describing the magnetic scattering, lower scattering
angles are required.
0.8
SrRuO3 on INC
Ei = 100 meV
= 5°
5K
159 K
300K

0.6
intensity

Very recently, both theoretical and applied
interests are directed to the spin dynamics of the
strong ferromgnets, which is challenged only by
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments using
spallation pulsed neutrons. In this respect, such INS
experiments from various manganites have been
performed on several instruments such as chopper
spectrometers and even triple axis spectrometers.
Since these materials of manganites are available in
single crystal samples, INS spectra can be readily
obtained by the conventional scanning modes.
However, many of these materials are at present
only available as polycrystalline or powder samples.
However, if we can use the novel technique of the
small angle INS, namely Magnetic Brillouine
Scattering, it is possible to be focused on the spin
fluctuations from (000). A dispersion relation can be
determined uniquely below TC if the spectrometer
configuration is suitable to cover wide energies.
One example for such studies is SrRuO3 in the
cubic perovskite. This material shows a ferromagnetic long range ordering below TC = 160 K.
Then we expect isotropic dispersion relation with
the relatively large stiffness constant. It also attracts
us as a realistic candidate for searching the magnetic
monopole ascribed to the special band structure [1].
As a result, thermo-power is enhanced at lower
temperatures. Besides, the ferromagnetism might be
originated by the strong electron correlations. In
order to understand the magnetic behavior in this
material, the determination of the parameters
describing the spin dynamics, such as the exchange
constant, the gap energy, the critical exponents, and
so on, is indispensable. Normally, such quantities
can be determined by measuring magnetic
excitations by using a single crystal sample. Since
growth of the single crystal is not easy, we tried to
measure spin excitations from a powder sample.
In the first attempt on the chopper spectrometer
INC, we observed magnetic excitations in SrRuO3.
At T = 5 K well below TC, we observed a magnetic
peak at around 20 meV at the lowest scattering angle
of 5° on INC with the incident neuron energy of Ei =
100 meV, as shown in Fig. 1. The peak intensity was

0.4
0.2
0.0
0

Fig. 1
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Inelastic spectra in SrRuO3 observed on INC. TC
is close to 159 K.
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MgCr2O4 and ZnCr2O4 are the normal spinel
antiferromagnets, in which non-magnetic Mg2+ and
Zn2+ ions occupy A sites and magnetic Cr3+ ions
occupy B sites. Related to the fact that the B sites
form the corner sharing tetrahedra, the materials
exhibit the characteristic magnetic diffuse scattering
along the second Brillouin zone boundary, which is
the sign of the magnetic geometric frustration, above
TN=13 K [1,2]. In MgCr2O4, a partial magnetic order
occurs at TN’=16 K [3]. According to the third law,
the frustration is released by the slight tetragonal
lattice distortion with the magnitude of the order of
0.1% at TN [4], and all of the spins compose
antiferromagnetic long-range order.
It seems to be believed that the properties of the
frustration completely disappear below magnetic
ordering temperature. However, there is the
following report on the powder specimen of
ZnCr2O4 below TN in the earlier inelastic cold
neutron scattering experiments in the range of Q of 0
to 2.5 Å-1 and E (energy) of 0 to 12 meV [5]. The
dispersive spin wave mode with the gap energy of
below 1.5 meV appears under 3.5 meV. Another
mode, which is expected to show the same Q
correlation as that of the frustration, still remains
around 4.5 meV. An unknown mode with almost
constant energy also exists around 9.0 meV.
In order to extend our knowledge on the
abnormal magnetic excitations in those systems to
the higher energy region, we performed the inelastic
thermal neutron scattering experiments on the
powder specimens of MgCr2O4 and ZnCr2O4 in the
energy range of 0 to 25 meV by using the direct
geometry chopper spectrometer INC installed at the
pulsed spallation neutron resource of KENS. The
incident energy is fixed at 30 meV. The powder
specimens were synthesized from a stoichiometric
and that of
mixture of MgO and Cr2O3 at 1200
ZnO and Cr2O3 at 1150
in air, repsectively. No
extra lines, which cannot be explained by the spinel
structure, are observed in X-ray powder diffraction
patterns of the present samples at room temperature.
The samples of 50 g were enclosed in square
aluminum folders with a shape of 5 5 cm2 with 4He
exchange gas, which were mounted on the cold head

of a closed-cycle He refrigerator.
Since there is no appreciable difference between
the present data of MgCr2O4 and ZnCr2O4 within the
statistical errors, we give only the data of MgCr2O4
below. Figures 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) show the
intensity maps on the Q and E plane at 5 K (LTphase: T<TN), 15 K (HT-phase: TN<T<TN’), 100 and
300 K (P-phase: T<TN), respectively. As well as the
report on ZnCr2O4 [5], the two magnetic modes
centered by 1.5 Å-1 are also observed around 4.5 and
9.0 meV in the LT-phase in MgCr2O4, and
transforms
to
paramagnetic-like
quasielastic
scattering in the HT- and P-phases. The pattern in
the HT-phase is almost the same as that at 100 K in
the P-phase. In addition, we newly found the
magnetic scattering around 1.0 Å-1 and 12 meV,
which is almost independent of the temperature. To
clear the feature of the magnetic scattering, we also
extract the energy spectra integrated over the
scattering angle from 5 to 12 degrees and from 17 to
28 degrees, respectively, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b). In Fig. 2(a), with increasing the temperature,
the sides of the modes around 4.5 and 9.0 meV in
the LT-phase disappear in the HT-phase, and
become quasielastic. The scattering around 12 meV
does not almost change even at the room
temperature. In Fig. 2(b), the strong two modes lost
their structures above in the HT-phase, and the
intensity shifts to Q=0 side (Fig. 2(a) side).
Since the two modes dramatically alter above
and below TN, they will be assigned to be collective
fluctuations with regard to the antiferromagnetic
long-range order in the LT-phase. The spin wave
analysis might be useful. The new mode around 12
meV is seems to be an individual excitation because
of the temperature independence.
In these experiments, we found the following
facts. MgCr2O4 exhibits the same two abnormal
magnetic excitations as ZnCr2O4. Another mode
exists around 12 meV. The magnetic geometric
frustration already appears in the HT-phase in
MgCr2O4 as well. The measurements on a singlecrystal specimen are required to further clarify the
magnetic excitations.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of neutron scattering intensity, measured on the Q and
E plane on MgCr2O4. The data with the scattering angle between 5 to 40 degrees are shown.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of energy spectra integrated over the scattering angle from 5 to 12 degrees (a)
and from 17 to 28 degrees (b) on MgCr2O4.
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M3X(YO4)2 (M: K, Rb, Cs, or NH4; X: H or D,
Y: S or Se) family of hydrogen-bonded materials
have attracted a lot of attention due to the interesting
phenomena in the high-temperature. Most of the
materials show over 100 times higher electric
conductivities than those at room-temperature [1]. It
has been considered that the higher conductivities
were due to the proton transfer in the crystal.
Therefore, these material expected as the solid
electrolytes for fuel cell in recent years. In this study,
we selected K3H(SeO4)2 (abbreviated as TKHSe) as
the sample. TKHSe undergoes phase transition at
390 K (TC) and show high electric conductivity
about 10-4 to 10-2 S/cm in the high-temperature
phase (denoted as phase I).
In order to examine the proton dynamics, we
performed quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS)
measurements using high-resolution spectrometer
LAM80-ET installed at KENS pulsed spallation
neutron facility. Cylindrical powdered sample of
3.64 g were enclosed with Ar gas in an aluminum
cell. The measurements were carried out on cooling
process at varying temperature of 433 K, 413 K, 393
K, and 388 K in the phase I, and 383 K and 298 K in
the phase II. Energy resolution of _E = 6.5 _eV and
17 _eV are corresponding to reflections (004) and
(006) of mica analyzer with a effective Q range 0.17
to 1.65 _-1. Prior to these experiments, we carried
out neutron powder diffraction experiments to
investigate the detail of structural change, and
performed maximum entropy method (MEM) to
obtain proton distribution maps in each phases. The
proton densities estimated from MEM calculations
as 6.08 _10-20 cm-1 at 413 K and 4.26_10-20 cm-1 at
393 K, respectively [2].
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of
QENS spectra. The phase transition temperature is
about 385 K because of the cooling process
experiment. The data in the phase I are shown by
filled characters, and those in the phase II are shown
by outline characters in the figure. As seen in the
figure, the QENS spectra appear only above TC, that
is, those spectra are due to the conduction protons.
To separate QENS spectra as elastic and quasi-

elastic scattering components, we use the well
known jump-diffusion model. The half width at the
half maximum (HWHM) of QENS spectra is given
as

HWHM 

DQ 2
1  DQ 2

where D is diffusion constant and _ is relaxation
time. The typical QENS spectrum is shown in the
Fig. 2. Small quasi-elastic broadening was observed
in the phase I. The HWHM values of QENS spectra
are about 5.2 _eV to 10.4 _eV with the range of Q =
, and these values were same order of the
1.65
energy resolutions. Fitting parameters for each
temperatures are listed in Table 1. As temperature
increase, the diffusion constant D increases while
the relaxation time _ decreases. The relaxation times
were consistent with those values of Rb3H(SeO4)2
reported by Lechner [3]. Activation energy Ea was
estimated from temperature dependence of D using
Arrhenius relation;

D  D0 exp

Fig. 1

Ea
.
RT

Quasi-elastic neutron spectra of K3H(SeO4)2 at
dependence temperature.
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The activation energy was estimated as 172(48)
meV.
Thus we obtained proton densities from MEM
calculations and the diffusion constants from QENS
measurements at the same temperature at 393 K and
413 K. The electric conductivities _ can be
estimated using Nernst-Einstein relation;



Ne 2 D
k BT

where N is the density of mobile proton, e is proton
charge, kB is Bolzmann constant. The electric
conductivities were estimates as 5.8(8)_10-3 S/cm at
413 K and 3.6(2)_10-3 S/cm at 393 K, respectively.
These values are good agreement with those values
obtained from macroscopic measurement.
Fig. 2
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Table 1. Fitting parameters for QENS spectra of
K3H(SeO4)2 at different temperatures with their standard
deviations in the parentheses.
Temperature [K]
388
393
413
433
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Typical QENS spectrum separated elastic and
quasi-elastic components.

D _10-10 [m2/s]
1.3(2)
1.9(1)
2.1(3)
2.6(3)

_ _10-11 [s]
9.0(8)
5.8(2)
5.2(4)
4.9(3)

Effect of Conduction Electrons on the Crystal Field in Tm0.05LaxYb0.95-xTe
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The origins of crystalline electric field (CEF)
splittings in 4f electron systems is usually attributed
to ligand anion charges. However, it is difficult to
predict CEF parameters that are determined
experimentally. The point charge model is usually
too crude to explain the actual CEF parameters.
Although the role of the conduction electrons has
been considered to be important[1,2], there have
been no good experimental example.
TmxLa1-xTe, with NaCl structure, is a system we
found recently in which a clear CEF splitting
appears by introducing conduction electrons by
substituting divalent Tm with trivalent La [3].
Further, the CEF level scheme of 7- 8(10 meV)6(17.6 meV) that was determined for x=0.95 in
Ref. [3] is opposite to the prediction of the point
charge model. TmTe and TmxYb1-xTe, which are
divalent insulators, do not exhibit such large CEF
splittings. This is a clear experimental result that
shows the conduction electrons play an important
role in determining the CEF.
In order to study the effect of conduction
electrons, we have examined Tm0.05LaxYb0.95-xTe
system, where the Tm concentration is kept dilute at
5 % and only the number of conduction electrons is
varied by substituting divalent Yb with trivalent La,
both of which are non-magnetic.
Neutron inelastic scattering experiment has been
performed using the LAM-D spectrometer at the
KENS puled neutron source. A collection of small
pieces of crystals with total mass about 18 g was
enclosed in an aluminum container and was attached
to a closed-cycle refrigerator.
Fig. 1 shows the magnetic part of the neutron
scattering function as a function of La concentration
x, the density of the conduction electrons. The
spectrum for x=0.95 indicates the CEF excitation of
7
8(10 meV). The peak splits because of the
differnce in the local environment of the Tm ions;
the number of other divalent Tm ions in its nearest
neighbor sites varies from ion to ion when the
concentration is 5 %. This situation is shown in Fig.
2, and the experimental peak intensities are
consistent with the calculated probabilities of the

Fig. 1

Magnetic part of the Neutron scattering
function of Tm0.05La0.95Yb0.95-xTe as a funcion
of La concentration. Solid lines are fits with
Lorentzian or Gaussian spectral functions.
Dashed line at E=0 represents the resolution
function.

local environments. The experimental spectrum can
be well reproduced if we consider the
8 level
comes down by 1.56 meV by one substitution of
La3+ with a 2+ ion.
With decreasing the concentration of condcution
electrons by substituting La3+ with Yb2+, the CEF
excitations are collapsed soon. At x=0.75 a
continuous broad excitation is observed. The line in
the figure is a rough fit with a Gaussian spectral
function centered at 4 meV with FWHM=9 meV.
The center of the peak seems to be shifted to around
6 meV because of the temperature effect. This
broadened exitations can be understood on the same
footing as for x=0.95. The spectrum is consistent
with the calculated distribution of La3+ ions in Fig.
2 if we assume the 1.56 meV reduction of the
8
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resistivity of this system at room temperature.
Judging together with the temperature dependence,
it is metallic above x=0.3 and metal-insulator
transition takes place around x=0.2. It is insulating
at x=0.15. Although the transport property changes
abruptly between x=0.3 and 0.15, the neutron
excitation spectrum do not vary very much as shown
in Fig. 1. This shows that although the local density
of the conduction plays an important role for the
CEF splitting but it is not such sensitive to the
mobility of the carriers. The critical concentration of
conduction electrons for the CEF levels seems to be
around x=0.5, while the critical concentration for the
mobility of the conduction electrons is around x=0.2.
Fig. 2 Calculated distribution of La ions in the firstnearest-neighbor rare-earth sites around a Tm
ion.

level by one replacement of La3+ with a 2+ ion.
However, at concentrations below x=0.55, this
simple interpretation is not valid. At x=0.55, a quasielastic scattering is clearly observed followed by a
broad excitation up to 10 meV. From the calculated
distribution in Fig. 2 and 1.56 meV reduction for
one loss of La3+, we expect that the G8 level is
collapsed to energy zero for more than half of the
Tm ions. We consider that the quasi-elastic
scattering arises from such Tm ions and the broad
excitations up to 10 meV arises from Tm ions that
still have more than six La3+ ions, where the local
density of the conduction electron is relatively high.
At x=0.3 and x=0.15, the CEF excitations are
almost collapsed and only a quasi-elastic scattering
can be observed. This result is quite similar to that
of TmTe. The
8 level came down to the zero
energy. These low energy excitations can be
interpreted as the damped CEF excitations between
7 and
8 as in TmTe or the spin fluctuations
caused by the valence instability.
The collapse of the CEF excitation between
x=0.75 and x=0.55 is relfected to the low
temperature specific heat. At x=0.75, there appears a
Schottky type behavior, which indicates that there is
an energy gap between the ground state and the 1st
excited state. At x=0.55, however, the behavior
changes from the Schottky-type to the T-linear type,
incicating that the gap has been closed and the
ground state has a continuous distribution in energy.
The low energy excitation that appears below
x=0.55 is related to this T-linear specific heat.
It is also interesting to compare our excitation
spectrum with the resistivity. Fig. 3 shows the
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Fig. 3

Resistivity of Tm0.05LaxYb0.95-xTe at
temperature. Line is a guide for the eye.

room

In conclusion, this experiment demonstrates that
the 4f state of a Tm ion strongly depends on the
local environment of conduction electrons. When
there is a lot of trivalent ions in the NN sites, the
local environment becomes metallic and a large CEF
appears. When the number of divalent ions increase,
the local environment becomes insulating and the
CEF vanishes.
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roughly be extracted from the seven sets of detectors
placed at angles ranging from 8 to 120 degrees.
Figure 1 shows the inelastic excitation spectra
obtained at T=0.4 K, well below the magnetic
ordering temperature. Broad quasielastic scattering
is observed for every detectors. It is noticed that the
lineshapes differ from one detector to another,
indicating that there is a significant wave-vector
dependence. The broad peak around 12 meV is the
CEF excitation as observed in Ref. 3. Lines in the
figure are fits with Lorentzian spectral functions.
The low energy excitation spectrum cannot be
described by a single Lorentzian, which also
indicates the wave-vector dependence of the spin
fluctuation. With respect to the wave-vector
dependence, a detailed study using a single crystal
has been reported recently [4].

25x10
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YbAgGe (LAM-40)
T=0.4 K
20
S(�,�) [arb. units]

YbAgGe has recently been attracting interest as a
new Yb-based heavy-fermion compound [1]. A
major point of interest is the coexistence of the
Kondo effect and geometrical frustration of the
kagome-lattice-like triangular coordination of Yb
ions in the ZrNiAl-type crystal structure. Effective
mass of about 400 mJ/mol K2 is observed at 2 K in
the specific heat measurement, followed by two
magnetic phase transitions at 0.8 K and 0.65 K.
Another aspect of importance is the field-induced
non-Fermi liquid behavior. The lnT dependence of
the magnetic specific heat is observed in a wide
temperature range from 10 K to below 1 K [2].
Although YbAgGe is close to the quantum critical
point, various physica properties reminds us local
moment behavior. Existence of the crystalline
electric field (CEF) levels is one of such properties.
Schottky-type specific heat anomaly is observed at
around 60 K, and the CEF excitation is also
observed in inelastic neutron scattering [3].
Previous measurement of inelastic neutron
excitation spectrum in Ref. 3 clarified the existence
of large quasi-elastic scattering, which is ascribed to
the spin fluctuation by the Kondo effect. At high
temperatures the spectral function could be
described by a single Lorentzian. However, with
decreasing temperature down to the lowest
temperature of 1.5 K, the spectral function deviated
from the Lorentzian. Although this has been
ascribed to the wave-vector dependence of the spin
fluctuation that becomes more significant at low
temperatures, detailed measurement has not been
done.
In order to investigate the wave-vector
dependence of the low energy part of the excitation
spectrum in YbAgGe, we have performed an
inelastic neutron scattering experiment down to 0.4
K using the same sample as in Ref. 2. We used the
LAM-40 spectrometer at the KENS pulsed neutron
source. A collection of small pieces of polycrystals
with a total mass of 14.2 g were sealed in an
aluminium container and were attached to a
3He-cryostat. Although the sample is polycrystalline,
information on the wave-vector dependence can
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Fig. 1

Neutron scattering functions of YbAgGe as a
function of the scattering angle at the lowest
temperature of 0.4 K. Solid lines are fits with a
Lorentzian spectral function.
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Temperature dependence of the spectral
function multiplied by the real part of the
magnetic susceptibility as measured for the
detector at �=8.3°.

In order to look this behavior in more detail, we
compare in Fig. 3 the temperature dependence of the
spectral intensity in Fig. 2 at E=1 meV and the
magnetic
susceptibility.
The
temperature
dependence of the spectral weight as measured by
neutron scattering is roughly consistent with the
magnetic susceptibility for H//a. This could be
because the magnetic moments are almost confined
in the ab-plane by the strong crystal field anisotropy
and the fluctuation occurs within the ab-plane.
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Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of
the spectral function of the low energy excitation
multiplied by the real part of the magnetic
susceptibility, which is obtained from S(�,�) by
correcting for the Bose factor and multiplying with
the energy. The overall decrease in intensity with
increasing temperature is due to the reduction in the
magnetic susceptibility that is represented by a
Curie-Weiss law. However, the spectral weight at
low energy decreases abruptly with decreasing
temperature from 1.2 K to 0.4 K across the magnetic
ordering temperature. This indicates that the low
energy spin fluctuation became static because of the
magnetic ordering. However, there still remain a
significant low energy quasi-elastic excitation.

10

0
100

Temperature [K]
Fig. 2

(left axis, filled circles) Temperature dependence
of the spectral intensity at E=1 meV as
measured for the detector at �=8.3°. (right axis,
open circles) Temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility measured for a single
crystal.

In conclusion, we have measured the low energy
part of the inelastic excitation spectrum of a
heavy-fermion compound YbAgGe for a
polycrystalline sample. The spectral line shape
deviates from Lorentzian at low temperatures, which
suggests an existence of a significant wave-vector
dependence. The quasi-elastic scattering can be
ascribed to the spin fluctuation caused by the Kondo
effect. The temperature dependence of the intensity
is roughly proportional to the bulk magnetic
susceptibility, which is quite a normal behavior.
Detailed measurements using a single crystal is
strongly required.
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Magnetism provides research fields of quantum
mechanics. Various magnetic phenomena are not
explainable by classical physics. An example is
spin-singlet ground state with spin gap. This state
cannot be explained by a classical picture where
spins are treated as vectors. In these decades, many
spin systems (spin-gap systems) are recognized to
have spin-singlet ground state with spin gap such as
the spin-Peierls system [1] and the orthogonal-dimer
system [2]. The spin-gap systems form an important
field in magnetism. Recently, we have found a new
insulating cuprate having a spin-gap system,
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- , and report magnetism of this
cuprate.
We made small single crystals of this cuprate by
a flux method. The composition Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12was determined by a chemical analysis. To our
knowledge, this cuprate is a new material and
therefore atomic positions in this cuprate are
unknown. The x-ray powder diffraction pattern of
pulverized crystals is similar to that of Li2Fe2Mo3O12
whose space group is orthorhombic Pnma (No. 62).
The diffraction pattern of Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- could be
reproduced using atomic positions in Li2Fe2Mo3O12
and using lattice constants a = 5.136 Å, b = 11.193
Å, and c = 17.839 Å.
In Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- , only Cu2+ ions have
localized spin-1/2. Figure 1 shows schematically Cu
positions. Three kinds of short Cu-Cu bonds exist.
The first-shortest, second-shortest, and third-shortest
bonds are indicated by solid, dashed, and dotted bars,
respectively. Cu-Cu distances and Cu-O-Cu angles
are 3.20 Å and 97.5° in the first-shortest bond, 3.21
Å and 91.1° in the second-shortest bond, and 3.94
Å and 124.0° in the third-shortest bonds. Exchange
interactions are expected to exist in the three Cu-Cu
bonds. The respective parameters of their
interactions are defined as J1, J2, and J3. From the
Cu-O-Cu angles, probably, the J1 and J3 interactions
are antiferromagnetic (AF) and the J2 interaction is
ferromagnetic (F) [3]. In contrast, Cu-Cu distances

a

c

J2

J1

J3

J2

J1

b

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of positions of Cu in
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- . Solid, dashed, and dotted bars
represent the first-shortest, second-shortest, and
third-shortest Cu-Cu bonds, respectively.

in the other bonds are greater than 5.14 Å .
Therefore, exchange interactions in these bonds are
probably much weaker than the J1, J2, and J3
interactions.
The open circles in Fig. 2 show the temperature
T dependence of magnetic susceptibility in 0.1 T of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- powder ( exp) measured using a
superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID)
magnetometer
(Quantum
Design,
MPMS-5S). A broad maximum is observed around
60 K and indicates that Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- is a
low-dimensional antiferromagnet. The susceptibility
increases rapidly below 20 K. Magnetic phase
transition is not seen above 2 K. We fitted the
formula C/(T + ) + 0 to the measured
susceptibility below 10 K, where C, , and 0 are a
Curie constant, Weiss temperature, and a constant
term, respectively. The solid curve in the inset of Fig.
2 represents the fitted curve. Values of the
parameters are evaluated as C = 0.0334 emu K/Cu
, and 0 = 1.56×10-4 emu/Cu mol.
mol,
We determined independently the g value of Cu2+
spins as g = 2.09 in an X band electron spin
resonance (ESR) measurement at room temperature.
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Fig.
2
Magnetic
susceptibility
(exp)
of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- (the open circles), cor ≡ exp - C/(T +  )
(the solid circles), and the calculated susceptibility of the
spin-1/2 AF dimer with exchange interaction of 114 K
(9.82 meV) plus the constant term 1.56×10-4 emu/Cu mol
(the solid curve). The inset shows T dependence of exp of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- (the open circles) and the fitted curve
C/(T + ) + 0 below 10 K (the solid curve).

The evaluated values of C and  suggest that nearly
free spins of about 8 % exist. At present, origin of
this Curie term is unsolved. The closed circles
represent cor ≡ exp - C/(T +  ). The susceptibility
cor has a board maximum around 70 K, decreases
rapidly below 50 K, and becomes a small value at
low temperature. This temperature dependence
indicates that the spin system in Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12-
has spin-singlet ground state with spin gap. The
solid curve in Fig. 2 shows calculated susceptibility
of the spin-1/2 AF dimer with exchange interaction
of 114 K (9.82 meV) plus the constant term
1.56×10-4 emu/Cu mol. The calculated susceptibility
resembles cor. Thus, we consider that main origin of
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Fig. 3 Neutron-scattering intensity versus energy in
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- at 4 and 300 K. The initial neutron
energy is 20.1 meV. The curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate
summation of intensities at detectors with scattering
angles of 4.85 to 8.58°, 9.17 to 11.56°, 17.00 to 27.73°,
29.52 to 40.24°, and 48.58 to 66.81°, respectively. The
vertical positions of the intensities of the curves 2, 3, 4,
and 5 are shifted by 0.004, 0.008, 0.012, and 0.016,
respectively.
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the spin gap is the AF dimer and that weak
interdimer exchange interactions also exist and
cause inconsistency between cor and the calculated
curve of the dimer model.
In order to confirm directly existence of the spin
gap, we measured neutron scattering of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- using the INC (inelastic neutron
chopper) spectrometer. Since the single crystals are
too small for neutron-scattering measurements, we
synthesized
crystalline
powder
of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- by solid-state reaction method and
used the powder in neutron-scattering measurements.
Figure 3 shows neutron-scattering intensities versus
an energy transfer at 4 K and 300 K. The initial
neutron energy is 20.1 meV. We can see excitations
between 5 and 12 meV at 4 K but not at 300 K. Thus,
these excitations are magnetic excitations from the
singlet-ground state. The excitation energy in the
neutron-scattering measurements and the spin gap
estimated in the magnetic susceptibility are not
mutually contradictory. Because the spectra at 4 K
depend weakly on the scattering angle, probably
dispersion of the magnetic excitations is small. This
result is consistent with the inference that the spin
system is considered to be the AF dimer with weak
interdimer interactions. Since the J1 and J3
interactions are antiferromagnetic, the dominant
intradimer interaction is the J1 or J3 interaction. In
future study, we should investigate temperature
dependence of the magnetic excitations in detail.
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Neutron-scattering Study of Magnetism of Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- Using the LAM-40 Spectrometer
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Low-dimensional quantum spin systems show
various interesting magnetism. One example is
spin-singlet ground state with spin gap. Recently, we
have found that Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- has spin-singlet
ground state with spin gap [1]. The space group is
inferred to be orthorhombic Pnma (No. 62) with
lattice constants a = 5.136 Å, b = 11.193 Å, and c
= 17.839 Å. In this cuprate, only Cu2+ ions have
localized spin-1/2. Figure 1 shows schematically Cu
positions. Three kinds of short Cu-Cu bonds exist.
The first-shortest, second-shortest, and third-shortest
bonds are indicated by solid, dashed, and dotted bars,
respectively. A Cu-Cu distance and Cu-O-Cu angle
are 3.20 Å and 97.5° in the first-shortest bond, 3.21
Å and 91.1° in the second-shortest bond, and 3.94
Å and 124.0° in the third-shortest bond. Exchange
interactions are expected to exist in the three Cu-Cu
bonds. The respective parameters of their
interactions are defined as J1, J2, and J3. From the
Cu-O-Cu angles, probably, the J1 and J3 interactions
are antiferromagnetic (AF) and the J2 interaction is
ferromagnetic (F) [2]. In contrast, Cu-Cu distances
in the other bonds are greater than 5.14 Å .
Therefore, exchange interactions in these bonds are
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of positions of Cu in
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12-. Solid, dashed, and dotted bars represent
the first-shortest, second-shortest, and third-shortest Cu-Cu
bonds, respectively.

probably weaker than the J1, J2, and J3 interactions.
We measured the temperature T dependence of
magnetic susceptibility (exp) of Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12-
powder synthesized using solid-state reaction
method. The susceptibility increases rapidly below
20 K. We fitted the formula C/(T + ) + 0 to the
measured susceptibility below 10 K, where C, , and
0 are a Curie constant, Weiss temperature, and a
constant term, respectively. Evaluated values of the
parameters suggest that nearly free spins of about
8 % exist. At present, origin of this Curie term is
unknown. The susceptibility cor defined as exp C/(T + ) has a board maximum around 70 K,
decreases rapidly below 50 K, and becomes a small
value at low temperature. This temperature
dependence indicates that the spin system in
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- has spin-singlet ground state with
spin gap. From comparison between cor and
calculated susceptibility of the spin-1/2 AF dimer
with exchange interaction of 114 K (9.82 meV), we
consider that main origin of the spin gap is the AF
dimer and that weak interdimer exchange
interactions also exist.
We also measured neutron scattering of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12- powder using the INC (inelastic
neutron chopper) spectrometer. We observed
excitations between 5 and 12 meV at 4 K but not at
300 K. Thus, these excitations are magnetic
excitations from the singlet-ground state. The
excitation energy in the neutron-scattering
measurements and the spin gap estimated in the
magnetic
susceptibility
are
not
mutually
contradictory. Because the spectra at 4 K depend
weakly on the scattering angle, probably dispersion
of the magnetic excitations is small. This result is
consistent with the inference that the spin system is
considered to be the AF dimer with weak interdimer
interactions. Since the J1 and J3 interactions are
antiferromagnetic,
the
dominant
intradimer
interaction is the J1 or J3 interaction.
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Fig. 2 Neutron-scattering intensity versus energy in
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12-��at 1.5 K. The numbers in the figures
indicate the scattering angles (2�) in degrees. The vertical
positions of the intensities are shifted at intervals of 1000.

In next step, we should investigate temperature
dependence of the magnetic excitations in detail.
Thus, we measured neutron scattering of
Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12-��powder using the LAM-40
(lattice-crystal analyzer mirror spectrometer)
spectrometer. Figure 2 shows neutron-scattering
intensities versus an energy transfer at 1.5 K. We
can see clearly the magnetic excitations between 4
and 12 meV. Although the spectra depend on the
scattering angle, the energy region of the magnetic
excitations is almost independent of the scattering
angle. The results are consistent with the
above-mentioned
results
obtained
in
the
measurements of the INC spectrometer. Figure 3
shows neutron-scattering intensities versus an
energy transfer at various temperatures for two
scattering angles. The magnetic excitations are
clearly seen at low temperatures. The region of the
excitations is independent of the temperature, while
the excitations are not observed as a peak structure
at 200 K. Figure 4 shows the temperature
dependence of integrated intensities between 4 and
12 meV. The integrated intensities are normalized
by the value at 1.5 K. The integrated intensity
decreases with increasing temperature. Although the
magnitude of the magnetic excitations must decrease
with increasing temperature, the spectrum at 200 K
has larger scattering intensities below 5 meV than
the spectrum at 1.5 K. This result suggests existence
of phonon excitations that prevents us from
comparing the temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities with theoretical curves. We
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have to consider a method to subtract contribution of
phonon excitations. Besides, we should make large
single crystals of Na1.8Cu2Mo3O12-� and investigate
the magnetic excitations by neutron scattering
measurements in future studies.
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Effects of Chemical Potential on the Neutron Cross Section
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where A is an atomic mass of the scattering atoms, sf
and sb correspond to a scattering CS of free atoms
and fully bound atoms, respectively. The total CS is
generally written as [1]

H (n=0,1,2)

4

sigmaT(0)
sigmaT(1)
sigmaT(2)
sum

3

2

Sigma

t

where,

omitted). This fact is, of course, crucial for the
diffraction experiment with light atoms. Reported
effects on these chemical binding of zircon hydride
indicates theoretically predicted oscillating CS curve
[2]. In zircon hydride the isotropic harmonic
potential and a set of energy levels equally spaced
are indicated. It is also suggested that the resulting
curve will be too complicated if the potential well is
anisotropic or involving possibly several types of
harmonic motions. However, we believe that a
precise elastic measurement have the possibility of
determining the three dimensional potential shape
with comparing a model calculation, and the specific
value of potential well energy levels at least, without
performing any inelastic experiments.

[Unit of Sigma]

The neutron total cross section (CS) of free
atoms is known to be less than that of fully bound
atoms. This is because of the energy dependence of
CS. Hydrogen, for example, shows a CS which
drops off quite rapidly to a roughly constant value
with neutron energy. This is the change in the
scattering CS from a bound state of atoms at low
energy to a free state at energy high compared with
the binding energy of hydrogen atoms in the
material. The ratio of these cross sections is given
by,

The energy ‾h w0 is chemical binding (potential)
energy. In the case of hydrogen atoms, the ratio sb/sf
equals to 4 as shown in Fig. 1. The total CS falls
rapidly due to the recoil effects with increasing
incident neutron energy. This is drawn by a black
symbol and line in the figure, and it is the case n=0
in the equation above. In general, atoms are
chemically bound in materials with some binding
energy or harmonic potential of specific energy w0.
Therefore, CS has a sharp minimum value s=sf at the
threshold of the first potential level (n=1; blue line),
and returning to the sf at the threshold of each level
(n=2; green line). Thus, the sum of these processes
is expressed by red line (higher order processes are

1

0

Fig. 1

0
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Reduced Neutron Energy

4

5

Calculated relative hydrogen cross section as a
function of incident neutron energy.

Utilizing relatively higher energy of pulse
neutron, energy dependence of deuterium (D) CS
was tested. The materials containing D, namely,
Ti0.45Cr0.45Mo0.1D1.8 (TCMD) and Ti0.48Cr0.32V0.2D1.8
(TCVD) known as metal hydrides were used [3,4].
These are quite good for diffraction measurement
since sum of scattering amplitudes from metals is
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almost zero. Hence, it is possible to deduce the
reflection contributed only by D atoms. Powder
samples were prepared of about 3-4 grams and
sealed in a vanadium sample can to avoid the
background from the sample can. CCR was used not
only for getting low temperature also for excluding
an air scattering by pumping the CCR chamber. The
neutron experiments were performed using
epithermal neutron diffractometer EXCED installed
at KENS neutron facility in KEK [5,6]. From the
diffraction pattern and its temperature dependence
(T=24 K and 200 K), the observed peak were
confirmed that from the sample.
In Fig. 2, the observed diffraction pattern of
TCMD at 24 K is shown. Suppose the specific
energy of this system is around 40 meV (This value
is roughly estimated from the hydrogen desorption
temperature), the peak at Q=4 Å-1 can be the
candidate to see the energy dependence of peak
intensity with EXCED detector bank condition. In
order to see the energy dependence, the peak at Q=4
Å-1 was time focused by 5 PSD pixels as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. The curve is the fitted result by
linear background and double Gaussian.

dip clearly observed at around 30 meV seems to
correspond the specific potential energy of the
system. In TCMD, moreover, an oscillating behavior
is also seen implying higher order energy states. But
it looks somewhat smeared and its statistics is not
enough to confirm the second and higher dip energy.
In TCVD, on the other hand, energy dependence is
much more enhanced. The �w0 goes to higher
energy than that of TCMD resulting the higher
potential energy are not covered by this
experimental condition.

Fig. 3
Fig. 2

Diffraction pattern of TCMD time-focused with full
PSD segments of EXCED detector bank. Inset:
-1
The peak profile at Q=4 Å time-focused by 6
pixels.

Thus, the integrated peak intensity (II) was
obtained. Since the ratio sb/sf~2 for the case of D
from the Eq. (1), which is a half of hydrogen, still it
is observable. The II as a function of neutron energy
on TCMD and TCVD are shown in Fig. 3. The first
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Neutron energy dependence of integrated peak
intensity on TCMD (above) and TCVD (below).
Intensity minimum at 29 meV (TCMD) and 35
meV (TCVD) has been observed.

In general, harmonic potential of hydride is an
incoherent process and its energy level is order of
100 meV. Taking into account the doubled mass of
D atoms, obtained �w0 is relatively small. The
difference of �w0 between TCMD and TCVD might
be related to the difference of hydrogen desorption

energy, which is roughly expected as 30 meV for
TCMD and 40 meV for TCVD.
It is interesting to note that here an II of Bragg
(elastic) reflection is analyzed with subtracting a
linear background. This can also subtract incoherent
scattering contribution. Assuming it is ideally
subtracted, quite visible energy dependence of the
neutron CS exists even in the elastic reflection.
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Possibility of the Electronic Interband Transition by Epithermal Neutrons
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Neutrons have been known as a good probe for
the study of lattice and magnetic moment because of
their interactions in-between. Thus, some of
physical degrees of freedoms in condensed matter
have been elucidated by means of neutron scattering
technique. Neutrons, on the other hand, are
inefficacious for the study of electron properties that
are also quite significant for interpreting the
mechanisms of physical properties. Those electronic
band structures, particularly observation of Fermi
surface and electron density is mainly done by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) so
far [1]. It is, however, also true that spins and orbital
angular momentum of band electrons interact to
neutron spins even though its interaction is weak.
This fact enables us to expect the possibility of band
electron excitations using high-energy (epithermal)
neutrons.
The neutron cross section (CS) by an electron
can be written as the sum of spin and orbital parts
assuming nonmagnetic system (spin-up and spindown bands are equivalent) in the one-electron
approximation.

d2
d dE
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d dE
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spin
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The spin part of the cross section is given by
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F denotes the spin form factor and fnk is the Fermi
occupation number. The corresponding orbital
contribution is written as,
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where F is the orbital form factor [2,3]. It might be
still difficult to obtain the total electronic band
structure due to its weak coupling and low flux of
neutrons particularly at epithermal region. However,
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comparing with theoretical calculation with a model
band, one can expect that the band structure and gap
energy can be determined. Thus, the challenging
attempts to measure the electronic inter band
transition (IBT) through a neutron-electron spin
(orbital) channel was tested using epithermal
neutrons.
EXCED is the spectrometer optimized to
measure elastic diffraction at eV order neutron
energy range [4,5]. Therefore, filter-method utilizing
Au neutron absorption was adopted to perform the
energy selection. The 60mm Au-foil was inserted
just after the sample. The scattered neutron by the
sample is observed as an elastic signal at TOF
corresponding to the Au absorption (resonance)
energy (5 eV) going through the filter. The band gap
energy of ordinary semiconductors is well known as
the order of eV, which is much adequate for
EXCED spectrometer conditions. 20 20 30 mm3 Si
single crystal was used. The band gap of Si is 1.14
eV of X band [6]. Our attempt is directly observing
the electron excitation at G-X point direction with 1
eV energy transfer apart from elastic Au resonance
energy. The (H, H, 0) plane of the crystal was set in
a horizontal scattering plane, and the reflection of X
point by 5 eV neutrons is detected with scattering
angle of 1.2 degrees.
The observed Au absorption curve by
polyethylene incoherent scattering is shown in Fig. 1.
The background (empty scan) is subtracted from the
data and the intensity is normalized by the signal
without Au foils, namely I=(P-E)/{(PAu)-(EAu)},
where P corresponds to the intensity with
polyethylene without Au foils, E stands for the
empty signal and the notation "Au" means the data
measured with Au foils. The clear peak at w0=5.01
eV with its width G=0.48 eV is the Au resonance
peak. In the vicinity of the peak (inelastic channel),
the base line is quite flat.
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Fig. 1

The neutron absorption curve measured with
polyethylene sample. The peak at 5 eV
corresponds to the resonant energy of Au.

In Fig. 2, the measured Si (H, 0, 0) data are
depicted. The scattering of neutron energy loss
process has positive neutron energy in the figure and
the elastic energy (5 eV) is shifted to zero. The
smooth red line is a simple Lorentzian curve. The
data (blue line) is a sum of PSD pixels for
accumulating the intensity, which is the range of
0.95˚< 2q < 10.3˚ in the scattering angle. Weak (and
broad) signal from 2 eV up to 8 eV were observed.
This summation of data treatment could have the
inelastic signal broad, but again the expected signal
is too weak to detect by only several pixels.

Obtained scattering spectrum of silicon Q=(H, 0,
0) direction. The peak at zero energy is the
elastic scattering absorbed by Au foils.

The data summation will cause the "Qambiguity". Schematic concept of this ambiguity is
illustrated in Fig. 3. As indicated by blue area, some
Q region will be summed up by pixel summation
shown as dQ2 in a Q space. The comparison with
model calculation, therefore, is required to deduce
the physical properties as mentioned above. Such a
model calculation by Ref. [3] reproduces the same
manner of observed clue by this experiment. Here,
as an example, the calculated results of spin and
orbital (total) contribution at Q=(4, 0, 0) is shown in
Fig. 4. The abscissa is in unit of energy eV. Total
scattering is almost contributed by the orbital
scattering in this direction. Intensity (in unit of
mb/sr/eV) starts increasing at 2-3 eV, similar to
silicon data.
It is not quite sure that the result is the inelastic
channel coming from silicon IBT. Much higher
neutron intensity is desired to investigate this type of
experiments.
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Fig. 4

Calculated total scattering (solid curve) intensity
for silicon with Q=(4, 0, 0). Spin (dashed curve)
and orbital (dotted curve) scattering are shown as
well, cited from Ref. [3].
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As a typical and representative result, we here
report on magnetic excitations in the ternary 4f
CeB2C2 crystallizes in
compound CeB2C2.
tetragonal structure with the space group P4/mbm,
where the magnetic Ce ions form a square lattice in
the c plane. It has been reported that CeB2C2
exhibits long-range magnetic order at TN = 7.3 K
where incommensurately modulated structure with
the modulation vector qM = (0.161, 0.161, 0.100) is
stabilized [6]. The magnitude of the ordered
moment is inferred to be very small. With applied
magnetic field of about 1 T in the a-b plane,
CeB2C2 is known to exhibit metamagnetic behavior,
recovering the magnetic moment of more than 1�B.
The small ordered moment at zero field is puzzling,
since spin fluctuations must be suppressed at the
zero temperature for well-localized moments. In
this work, to elucidate the origin of the small
ordered moment and associated metamagnetic
transition, we have performed the neutron inelastic
scattering study using the powder samples of
Ce11B2C2.
Shown in Fig. 1 are the inelastic scattering
spectra at several temperatures from 4.7 K to 20 K.
At high temperatures (T > TN), the spectrum
consists of broad quasielastic peak centered at �� =
0 meV and broad inelastic peak at �� = 8 meV.

The broadness of the peak indeed confirms the
strong interaction and/or hybridization effect
between the Ce 4f electrons and conduction
electrons. A prominent change can be seen in the
spectrum at the lowest temperature T = 4.7 K; the
sharp inelastic peak at �� = 2.5 meV manifests
instead of the broad quasielastic signal. This
clearly indicates that the strong spin fluctuations
are suppressed by the magnetic ordering, even
though the ordered moment is small. Detailed
analysis is now under progress and will be
published in near future [5].
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2� = 35deg.
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T=20 K

0.10
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Activities at the LAM-D inverted-geometry
time-of-flight spectrometer during the period of
2003-2005 may be summarized as follows:
1. Dynamics of spins and atoms in quasicrystals
[1,2].
2. Effect of conduction electrons on crystalline
electric filed splitting [3].
3. Microscopic dynamics of liquid metals [4].
4. Boson peaks in amorphous polymers.
5. Relation between structural change and boson
peak in oxide glasses.
6. Super ionic conductors.
7. Dynamics in forsterite glasses.
8. Magnetic excitations in novel magnetic materials
[5].
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Fig. 1: Inelastic excitations in Ce11B2C2 observed at
LAM-D.
This work has been done by T. Onimaru, I.
Nakanowatari and T. J. Sato (ISSP).
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GdGa2 crystallizes in the AlB2-type hexagonal
structure and orders antiferromagnetically at 23.6 K.
A second magnetic phase transition is reported at 5K
below Néel temperature [1]. Below Néel
temperature, the metamagnetic transitions are
observed. Thus GdGa2 exhibits the complex
magnetism though its magnetocrystalline anisotropy
is negligible due to the S character of Gd3+. The
powder neutron diffraction measurement on this
compound at 2K shows that GdGa2 has an
incommensurate magnetic structure with a
propagation vector (0.39, 0.39, 0) and the magnetic
moments are in the (1-10) plane [2]. The neutron
diffraction experiment on the single crystal GdGa2
clarifies the existence of the spin reorientation at 4.6
K [3].
GdGaAl also crystallizes in the AlB2-type
hexagonal structure but the ratio c/a of the lattice
parameters is 0.83 which is smaller than 0.98 of
GdGa2 [4]. GdGaAl orders antifferomagnetically at
49.3 K. There is no magnetic transition below Néel
temperature. The magnetic structure of GdGaAl is
quite different from that of GdGa2. There is no
report on the magnetic structure of GdGaAl. Then
we have a plan to determine the magnetic structure
of GdGaAl by the neutron diffraction experiment. It
will give rise to a well understanding of the complex
magnetism of GdGa2.
Single crystal was grown by the Czochralski
method using a tri-arc furnace from 99.99% Gd
(natural abundance), 99.9999% Ga and 99.999% Al
and cut in the orientation of [110]-[1-10]-[001]
(corresponding dimensions 2×3×1 mm3). The
neutron diffraction was measured by use of the
epithermal neutron diffractometer (EXCED)
installed at KENS neutron facility, High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization, in Tsukuba. The
single crystal was installed in a cryostat and
mounted on the goniometer. At first the crystal was

aligned with the [110] axis vertical and [1-10] axis
parallel to the incident beam.
In this situation, we could observe the magnetic
reflection by the upper detector. In order to
determine the accurate index of this reflection, we
observed this reflection with the goniometer tilted.
Finally the observed magnetic reflection was
indexed as (-1/3, 2/3, 3/2). In order to confirm the
symmetry of this index, we observed several
magnetic reflections while rotating the crystal. All
observed reflections are shown in Figure 1. In the
region of this crystal rotation, another magnetic
reflection was not observed.
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Fig. 1

Observed magnetic reflections projected on
the a*-c* plane.

Especially, in order to confirm a sixfold
symmetry on the c axis, we scanned the reflections
carefully with the index of L=1.5. As shown in Fig.
2, we observed the reflections at the expected
positions. Although we did not have enough time to
scan the whole reciprocal space, because of the high
neutron absorption of Gd, we believe the
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propagation vector in GdGaAl is only (1/3, 1/3, 1/2).
This propagation vector is commensurate and
triangular and is the same as one of two propagation
vectors in the low temperature phase of HoAlGa [5].
The similar propagation vectors of the type of (1/3,
1/3, �) are reported in TbGa2 (�=0.189) [6] and
ErGaAl (�=0.472) [7], which are incommensurate.
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Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of
the intensity of (-1/3, 2/3, 3/2) magnetic reflection.
Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of (101)
reflection, which is observed with (-1/3, 2/3, 3/2)
magnetic reflection simultaneously. There is no
temperature dependence of the intensities of (101)
reflection above Néel temperature and below Néel
temperature. Therefore, it is concluded there is no
ferromagnetic component in GdGaAl.
As the conclusion, we have observed the
magnetic reflection in GdGaAl single crystal and
obtained the propagation vector (1/3, 1/3, 1/2). In
account of the results of the magnetic susceptibility
measurements, it is concluded that the magnetic
moments lie in the c plane and have the cycloidal
structure. The calculations of the exchange
interaction energies of the various magnetic
configurations of GdGaAl in the RKKY model
shows that the obtained configuration is most stable.
But, by the same calculation on GdGa2 it is
impossible to explain the stability of the observed
magnetic configuration. GdGa2 has a very complex
magnetic structure, in comparison with the simple
magnetic structure of GdGaAl. In order to
understand the magnetic structures of these
compounds, the theoretical calculation of the band
structures is desired.
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Fig. 3

Temperature dependence of the intensity of
(-2/3, 1/3, 1/2) magnetic reflection.
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Observed magnetic reflections in the a*-b*
plane with the index L=1.5.
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Fig. 4

Temperature dependence of the intensity of
(101) reflection.
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TbNiSn crystallizes in the orthorhombic TiNiSi
type. Its magnetic properties are characterized by the
four successive magnetic transitions and multi-step
metamagnetic transitions along the b-axis: TN = 18.5
K, T3 = 7.6 K, T2 = 6.0 K, and T1 = 2.2 K; four
critical fields of 6.5, 20, 43 and 53 kOe at 1.5 K
[1,2]. Neutron diffraction study has revealed that the
magnetic structure is of a square-wave with Q =
(0.600, 0.345, 0) for T < T2 (phase II), Q = (0.665,
0.330, 0) for T2 < T < T3 (phase III) and of a
sine-modulated type with Q = (0.685, 0.330, 0) for
T3 < T < TN (phase IV) [3]. In the present note, we
report more detailed results of neutron diffraction
studies of not only zero-field structure but also
field-induced structure of a TbNiSn single crystal
and propose possible magnetic structures for the
observed phases in which the antiferromagnetic
modulations are mostly incommensurate.
The single crystal of TbNiSn was grown by the
Czochralski method using a penta-arc furnace. The
pulsed-neutron diffraction measurements were
performed in the a*–b* and a*–c* reciprocal planes
for the field-induced phases at low temperatures
using the KENS-FOX diffractometer in Tsukuba,
Japan. The magnetic field was applied along the
b-axis of the easy magnetization direction for the
a*–c* plane.
Figure 1 shows the pulsed-neutron diffraction
patterns in the a*–b* reciprocal plane at 3, 6.5 and
12 K. At 3 K, first order magnetic reflections and
third order ones appear at (3.39 1.67 0) and (2.17
0.95 0) on the dotted line, respectively. Furthermore,
the fifth order magnetic reflection is found at (1 0.25
0). Therefore, a square-wave magnetic structure at 3
K is proposed with the magnetic wave vector Q =
(0.61, 0.35, 0). At 6.5 K, third reflections overlap at
(210) nuclear reflection and the fifth reflection is not
visible. It is concluded that the wave vector changes
to (2/3, 1/3, ~0) at T2 . At 12 K, the third reflection is
not observed.
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Fig.1 Pulsed-neutron diffraction of TbNiSn in
the a*–b* plane at T = 3, 6.5 and 12 K.
Figure 2 shows the pulsed-neutron diffraction
patterns in the a*–c* reciprocal plane at T = 5, 6.5
and 12 K, respectively. At 5 K, the weak magnetic
reflections are found at Q = (h�q1 0 l) with q1 =
0.2a* for h + l = odd, but there is no magnetic
reflection on the a*-axis. These weak satellites
observed in the a*–c* plane are considered to be the
third satellites from the main magnetic reflections in
the a*–b* plane, for instance, (1.8 0 1) appears as a
third harmonic of the main reflection with magnetic
wave vector Q = (0.60, 0.33, 0). Considering that the
magnetic satellites in the a*–c* plane come from the

main reflections in the a*–b* plane, one can explain
that there is no magnetic reflection on the a*-axis in
the a*–c* plane, although the easy axis of
magnetization is the b-axis. At 6.5 K ( > T2), the
reflection is not found around (302). There is no
difference in the pattern between 6.5 and 12 K.

Fig.2 Pulsed-neutron diffraction of TbNiSn in the
a*–c* plane at T = 5, 6.5 and 12 K.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of pulsed-neutron
intensities under magnetic field up to H = 5 Tesla
along the b-axis in the a*–c* reciprocal plane at T =
1.6 K. The third magnetic reflection is not observed
and the nuclear one at (h 0 l) (h + l = even) is
increased at H = 1 Tesla. Under H = 2 Tesla, new
magnetic reflections with Q = (0.7, 0, 0) are
observed at (0.7 0 2) and (1.3 0 2). With further
increasing field, the intensity of these magnetic
reflections is increased. The wave vector is given by
Q = (2/3, 0, 0) at 5 Tesla.
In summary, we have demonstrated the existence
of higher order magnetic scatterings in this
pulsed-neutron experiment. Furthermore, the
field-induced magnetic transitions are observed,
which is in consistent with the observation in the
previous reactor-based neutron measurements [3].

Fig.4 Pulsed-neutron diffraction of TbNiSn under
magnetic field in the a*–c* plane at T = 1.6 K.
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It is known that Tb2Ni3Si5 compound takes the
U2Si3Ni5 type structure. In our previous studies on
the Tb2Ni3Si5 single crystal showed that the single
crystal takes modulated structure containing two
orthorhombic lattices, the U2Si3Ni5 type and the
CeNiSi2 type1). Both structures are known as
derivative structures of the BaAl4-type structure2).
These contain so-called BaAl4 slabs. In this single
crystal the two lattices unite with each other, as the
a-axis of the U2Si3Ni5 type lattice coincides to the
b-axis of the CeNiSi2 in direction. Neutron
diffraction studies on the single crystal indicated
magnetic Bragg reflections observed for each two
lattices. Spin configuration of each lattice was
described by multi-wave vectors and showed
temperature dependences corresponding to magnetic
phase transitions.
The modulated lattice of the single crystal is
transformed to the U2Si3Ni5 type homogeneous
single phase by annealing operation. The homogeneous single crystal is prepared by annealing the
single crystal that is grown by pull-up method.
X-ray investigation on powder sample, which is
produced from the annealed single crystal, showed
U2Si3Ni5 type single phase. Magnetic properties of
the single crystal are alternated distinctly by this
annealing operation. Magnetism of the modulated
Tb2Ni3Si5 single crystal showed Néel temperature at
34.2 K and two antiferromagnetic transition
temperatures at 8.3 K and 3.8 K. These magnetic
characteristics are changed to an antiferromagetism
of TN = 13.8 K by annealing. Also metamagnetic
characteristics and anisotropic behavior in
magnetization process become to be clearly.
The difference of magnetic character between
modulated and homogeneous Tb2Ni3Si5 single
crystal is considered mainly to the change of
surrounding condition of the Ni atom. Studying the
magnetic characteristic of homogeneous Tb2Ni3Si5
single crystal is available to consider the effects of
environmental effects of the Ni atom.
We have performed pulsed-neutron diffraction
investigation on the homogeneous single crystal by
using four-circle neutron diffractometer of a single
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crystal (FOX) installed at High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (KENS) at Tsukuba.
Measurements were made for the reciprocal b*-c*plane at below and above the Néel temperature. The
neutron diffraction pattern at paramagnetic range
represented nuclear scattering respecting in an
orthorhombic system representing the U 2Si3Ni5 type
structure. Other nuclear peaks corresponding to the
TbNiSi2 lattice did not appear. Observed magnetic
reflections of the U2Si3Ni5 type lattice in the
modulated Tb2Ni3Si5 single crystal were explained
by multi-propagation vectors, as (0, 0, 0.5), (0.5, 0,
0.283), (0.25, 0, 0.5) and (0, 0, 0.25). We could not
observe magnetic Bragg reflections that correspond
to these propagation vectors. In this experiment, we
observed magnetic components on the nuclear peaks
respecting in an orthorhombic U2Si3Ni5 type
structure. And also magnetic reflections were
observed (0, k, l) (k+l = odd, l = 2n). Former
reflections indicate that the magnetic spin
configuration has magnetic component in the aplane. And the latter peaks suggest that spin
configuration in an a-plane has an antiferromagnetic
combination with the neighboring plane each other.
The latter magnetic reflections do not coincide with
those observed in the modulated single crystal. We
could not get more magnetic reflections in this
experiment. The used homogeneous single crystal
showed a clear powder X-ray diffraction pattern of
the U2Si3Ni5 type structure, though the diffraction
pattern of the single crystal influenced by some twin
structure a little. It made it difficult to investigate
weak magnetic reflections moreover. Neutron
diffraction studies for the other reciprocal lattices on
more homogenized single crystal are necessary to
confirm the spin structure.
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As one of model materials of triangular lattice
antiferromagnet, magnetic oxide CuFeO2 has been
extensively investigated to study geometrical spin
frustration effects on magnetic phase transition [1].
With a small amount of substitution, various
magnetically ordered phases compete with each
other on x-T magnetic phase diagram of CuFe1xAlxO2 up to x~0.05 reflecting partial release of
frustration [2], and the only oblique-partiallydisordered (OPD) phase shows up as the
magnetically long-range ordered phase in x=0.05
sample. With further dilution, the ZFC and FC
magnetic susceptibility exhibit spin-glass (SG)-like
behavior at low temperature, suggesting reentrant
SG state characterized by co-existence of long-range
magnetic Bragg scattering and short-range magnetic
diffuse scattering. In present experiments, we have
studied magnetic ordering of CuFe1-xAlxO2 with
x=0.2 using KENS-FOX (four circle neutron
diffractometer for single crystal).
Fig.1 (b) shows the high-temperature(50K)-datasubtracted diffraction patterns at T=3K of x=0.2
sample in (h h l) zone, where magnetic Bragg
reflections with magnetic propagation wave number
q~0.183 can be seen at (h h l) ± (q q 0) with l=
±n/2(n=3, 9, 15, 21, …) while magnetic diffuse
scattering widely distributed in reciprocal lattice
space was not found within experimental accuracy.
This suggests that OPD magnetic ordering is still
survived for further dilution and that typical
reentrant SG state, namely co-existence of longrange magnetic Bragg scattering and short-range
magnetic diffuse scattering, is not realized in this
system where geometrical spin frustration initially
exists and randomness is introduced with
substitution.
To investigate the origin of the SG-like behavior,
we performed additional profile analysis of
magnetic Bragg scattering using triple-axis
spectrometer HQR at JRR-3M, and found that
magnetic Bragg scattering function is not delta
function but squared-Lorentzian with anisotropic
width dominating at low temperature. This indicates
that the domain state in the prototypical randomfield Ising model is realized even in zero-external

magnetic field as zero-field random-field effect has
been reported in the critical scattering study on
CsCo0.83 Mg0.17 Br3 [3]. We would like to emphasize
that simultaneous measurement over wide reciprocal
lattice space using FOX is effective for search of
diffusive scattering, whereas triple axis spectrometer
is complementary in line-shape measurement for
magnetic scattering function close to Bragg delta
function but with finite width.

Fig.1 Diffraction pattern of x=0.2 sample in (HHL) zone at
T=3K.
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The analysis of actual Zn content was very difficult,
owing to small amount of remnant Zn ion in the
sample. Typical size of crystals is 3 x 7 x 0.2 mm3
for a, b and c axes, respectively and 10
crystallographyically aligned crystals are used for
the experiments. EXCED spectrometer was used for
the measurements. Crystals were mounted so that
scattering plane would be (h, h, l) plane. The (h, h,
0) Bragg diffraction peaks were observed by
PSD#40 with segments 110 and 111 (average
scattering angle 2_=79°). The diffraction peaks
coming form the static stripes are expected to appear
at (h/2± , h/2, l) or (h/2, h/2± , l) ( ~ 0.125).
Utilizing the arrangement of PSD detector, which
cover -5°< 2_ver <10° for vertical direction from the
scattering plane, the diffractions around (h/2, h/2, 0)
in (h, k, 0) plane were investigated. Scattering vector
Q is chosen as indicated in fig.1. Measurements
were done at 200 and 9 K.
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Static charge stripe in CuO2 plane has been
observed in La1.48Nd0.4Sr0.12CuO4 (LNSCO) and La2(LBCO) [1,2]. Static charge stripe
xBaxCuO4
strongly suppresses the suprconductivity and this
had been an enigma known as 1/8-carrier
concentration problem until the exsistence of static
stripe was unveiled. Static charge stripe turns into be
dynamical when the pinning potential by a particular
crystal sturucture is removed.
Antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations possibly
associated with dynamical stripe are widely believed
to play a key role in the mechanism of high-Tc
superconductivity. Indeed, extensive neutron
scattering measurements on La2-xSrxCuO4 and
YBa2Cu3Oy have revealed the close relation between
superconductivity and characteristic features in the
spin fluctuations [3,4].
However, it is not clear that charge stripe is a
common phenomenon in high-Tc cuprate because
clear static charge stripe has been observed only in
LNSCO and LBCO. Therefore, investigation of
charge stripe in the system beyond LNSCO and
LBCO is now quite significant for the clarification
of the common origin of superconducting
mechanism.
In Bi2Sr2-xYxCaCu2-yZnyOz (x~0.3, y=0.05) system,
there have been reports that the existence of static
stripe or its precursor is suggested by resistivity and
 SR measurements [5,6]. According to the reports,
Zn impurity works as the pinning center for
dynamical stripe and the pinning of stripe is the
most stabilized at the sample that the Cu formal
valence is tuned to be ~2.125 by Y-substitution for
Ca.
In order to clarify if the charge stripe in Bi2Sr2Y
CaCu
x x
2-yZnyOz really exists or not, we have
performed the elastic neutron scattering experiments
for Bi2Sr2-xYxCa(Cu,Zn)2Oz (x=0.3) single crystal
with Tc of ~20 K.
Single crystals are grown by traveling solvent
floating zone method. Due to high volatility of Zn,
extra ZnO powder was added for crystal growth and
the nominal composition of Cu and Zn is Cu1.95Zn0.5.

2
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1
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Fig. 1 Schematic picture of (h, k, 0) plane in reciprocal
space. Scattering vector Q is chosen on the solid lines in
(h, k , 0) plane. It is also shown what PSD is used for data
acquisition of each Q -directions. Black circles are
expected super-lattice spots from static stripes.

In fig.2, summed scattering intensities taken by
segments 110 and 111 as a function of Q at various
directions in (h, k, 0) plane around (3/2, 3/2, 0) are
shown for 200 and 9 K measurements. Each data
assigned with used PSD number corresponds to a Qdirection indicated in fig. 1. As can be recognized by
referring to fig. 1, these scans cover the expected
super-lattice positions. In the figure, the expected
super-lattice positions of Q=3.32 and 3.61 Å -1 are
indicated with broken vertical lines. As seen in the
figure, no clear extra diffractions at (3/2± , 3/2, 0)
and (3/2, 3/2± , 0) ( ~0.125), and no systematic
temperature-dependent
intensity
changes are
observed. The peaks around 3.5 Å-1 are the known
background of EXCED spectrometer.

Intensity (a.u.)

PSD#37

9K
200 K

ion due to its tiny amount in the sample (~ a few %
of Cu ion). Therefore, there may be chemical
inhomogeneity especially for Zn ion. The
improvement of the sample is the most crucial
subject and now in progress.
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Q ( -1 )
Fig. 2 Neutron scattering intensities as a function of Q at
various directions in (h, k , 0) plane at 9 and 200 K. The
data are collected by PSD#37-42 with segments 110 and
111. The intensities are calculated by summing the data of
two segments. Broken lines at Q =3.32 and 3.61 Å -1 shows
the expected super-lattice positions.

From this experiments, the static charge stripe
has not been detected for Bi2Sr2-xYxCa(Cu,Zn)2Oz
(x=0.3). At present stage, the result is not definite
because the sample volume seems to be insufficient
for this kind of experiment and the sample quality
has not been perfectly guaranteed. Actual chemical
composition and homogeneity were checked by
energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX). It was
difficult to know the content and homogeneity of Zn
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Magnetic Structure of a Chiral Molecule-based Magnet, [Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)- pnH(H2O)](H2O)
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The magneto-chiral dichroism (MChD) effect has
been theoretically predicted in optically active
magnetic materials [1]. Rikken and Raupach
successfully observed a small MChD effect in a
chiral
paramagnetic
material
[2].
Since
molecule-based magnets offer advantages in
designing molecular building blocks and controlling
structural dimensionality as well as optical
transparency, it is highly likely that molecule-based
magnets with MChD will be designed. Using this
strategy, several chiral magnets were newly
synthesized as optically active magnetic materials
[3]. One of them is a two-dimensional (2D) chiral
magnet of a green needle-shaped crystal,
((S)-pn
=
[Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O)
(S)-1,2-diaminopropane). Inoue et al. reported on
the crystal structure (Fig. 1) and physical properties
of this crystal; it was orthorhombic (space group
P212121) with lattice constants of a = 7.6280, b =

14.510 and c = 14.935 Å at room temperature, and
the critical temperature Tc = 38 K with the saturation
magnetization of 2µB, which is in consistent with the
theoretical value of antiferromagnetic coupling
between Cr3+ (S = 3/2) and Mn2+ (S = 5/2) ions [3].
Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectra were
measured, and MCD is enhanced at around Tc. Since
the magnetic structure has not been obvious yet, we
have carried out neutron powder diffraction (NPD)
using samples of [Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O),
and have analyzed the magnetic structure of this
material.
NPD data were measured between 4 K and 300 K
on a time-of-flight (TOF) neutron diffractometer,
Vega [4], at the pulsed spallation neutron facility
KENS. In order to collect high quality data for the
magnetic reflections, a thin plate-like specimen
holder was chosen so that neutron attenuation due to
the incoherent scattering from protons was reduced
at the detectors of the low angle bank.
As shown in Fig. 2, anisotropic temperature
dependence of the unit-cell parameters was
observed; with increasing the temperature above 50
K, b decreases and c increases where as a varies
negligibly up to 300 K. Below 50 K, a decreases
slightly while both b and c vary negligibly. Crystal
structural study in a wide temperature range is
�����
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Fig.1
Crystal
structure
of
[Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O). Magnetic atoms
Cr and Mn are marked with Arabic and Roman
numerals, respectively.
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Fig.2 Temperature dependence of unit-cell parameters.
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Cr and Mn magnetic moments. Three directions for
each of the Cr and Mn spins, parallel to the a-, band c-axes, can be chosen for each of the Shubnikov
groups. Accordingly, there are 24 possible models
for the magnetic structure. The 24 diffraction
patterns were simulated, and they were compared
with the difference pattern in Fig. 3. A number of
the simulated patterns based on the magnetic space
group P2121’21’ are shown in Fig. 4, where the
corresponding collinear spin directions are
illustrated. The simulated pattern C1 in Fig. 4 agrees
well with the difference pattern in Fig. 3, whereas
other models do not reproduce the pattern. Although
the statistics in the difference pattern in Fig. 3 is
relatively poor because of the high background from
the incoherent scattering of protons, it is safely
concluded that theC1 model with the collinear
antiparallel alignments of the Cr and Mn spins along
the a-axis with P2121’21’ is most probable. It is noted
that the spin direction is along neither the b- nor
c-axis.

Normalized Intensity / arb. unit

indispensable for clarifying the origin of the
anisotropic behavior of the unit-cell parameters.
Parts of diffraction patterns collected at 50 K (above
Tc) and 4 K (below Tc) and their difference pattern
are shown in Fig. 3. All peaks in the difference
pattern are ascribed to the magnetic Bragg
reflections. Since the positions of those reflections
agree with those of the chemical indices and no
satellite peak is observed, it is most likely that the
magnetic structure is commensurate within the
experimental error. The strongest magnetic 020
reflection is located at d = 7.3 Å in the difference
pattern. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, its intensity
ratio to the 002 nuclear Bragg reflection, I020/I002,
decreases with increasing temperature in accordance
with the magnetization measurement. A similar
temperature dependence is observed in other
magnetic reflections.
The magnetic structure was determined by
comparing the observed magnetic intensities with
the simulated intensities using a Rietveld refinement
program, GSAS [5]. The effective magnetic
moments used for the simulation were 3.84µB (Cr3+)
and 5.88µB (Mn2+: high spin state) [6]. Owing to the
magnetic symmetry requirement imposed by the
space group P212121, four possible magnetic space
groups (Shubnikov groups), P212121, P21’21’21,
P21’2121’ andP2121’21’ were examined.
We first consider the collinear structure models
with a parallel or antiparallel alignment between the

8.0

����

Fig.4
Simulated
NPD
patterns
of
[Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O)
with
the
Shubnikov group P2121'21'. Three collinear models
and corresponding NPD patterns are shown: C1, C2
and C3.
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Fig.3 Neutron diffraction patterns at 4 K (below
Tc) and 50 K (above Tc), and their difference
pattern of [Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O).
The difference pattern shows the magnetic
contribution only. Intensities are normalized by
the incident spectrum. The inset shows the
temperature dependence of the intensity ratio of
the 020 magnetic Bragg reflection to the 002
nuclear Bragg one, I020/I002.

Subsequently, we examine the noncollinear
magnetic structure models based on the Shubnikov
group P2121’21’. The new models were deduced from
the collinear model C1 by tilting Cr and Mn spins
along the b- or c-axis. Figure 5 shows several
noncollinear models, N1–N4, and the corresponding
diffraction patterns simulated by GSAS. In the
figure, the tilting directions are along the b-axis in
N1 and N2 and along the c-axis in N3 and N4. The
angles between Cr and Mn spins are smaller than
180 degrees in N1 and N3, while they are 180
degrees in N2 and N4. Each model agrees with C1
when the tilting angle is zero. The diffraction
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Fig.6
Simulated
NPD
patterns
of
[Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O)
with
the
Shubnikov group P2121'21'. A collinear case (C1)
and four noncollinear cases (N1, N2, N3 and N4)
are shown. The C1 pattern is the same as that in
Fig. 5. The NPD patterns are calculated for the
tilting angles fixed at 20 degrees.

patterns in Fig. 5 are calculated for N1–N4 when the
tilting angles are fixed at 20 degrees.
In both the N1 and N2 models, the intensity of the
111 Bragg reflection was found to become stronger
as the tilting angle became larger. At the tilting
angle became larger than 20 degrees, the simulated
intensity no longer agreed with the difference
pattern in Fig.3 despite its large statistical errors. In
the N3 model, the 120 Bragg reflection becomes
stronger as the tilting angle along the c-axis
becomes larger. In the N4 model, the 100 and 021
Bragg reflections were found to become stronger as
the tilting along the c-axis became larger. Both the
N3 and N4 models can reproduce the difference
pattern in Fig. 3 as long as the tilting angle is no
larger than 20 degrees.
On the basis of the above consideration, it is
concluded that the magnetic moments point in the
direction of the a-axis within 20 degrees. This
means that the magnetic structure might be collinear
with the magnetic moments along the a-axis, or it
might be noncollinear and conical with the magnetic
moments nearly along the a-axis and the apex of the
cone being less than 20 degrees. The model of the
noncollinear magnetic structure with a helical
alignment of spins was excluded from our results.
In the conical alignment of spins, a long-period
magnetic structure is anticipated. However, no
magnetic satellite reflection expected from such a
long-period magnetic structure was observed in the
present work. This finding is ascribable to the weak
intensities of the satellite reflections compared with
large statistical errors in the diffraction data. Or if
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the period of the magnetic structure is large, the
satellite peak position is so close to the fundamental
one that the satellite reflection may be hindered by
the fundamental one. In order to determine the
magnetic structure in detail, diffraction studies using
a single crystal are urgently required. In this work,
the
magnetic
structure
of
[Cr(CN)6][Mn(S)-pnH(H2O)](H2O) was studied by
NPD. The magnetic moments of Cr (III) and Mn (II)
are found to be nearly antiparallel to each other, and
both the spins are likely to point in the direction of
the a-axis, within 20 degrees. The magnetic structure
is either collinear with spins aligned nearly along the
a-axis, or conical with spins directed nearly along
the a-axis and the apex of the cone being less than20
degrees. The helical alignment model of magnetic
moments is excluded.
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Electric Polarization Dependent Change of the Magnetic Structure in Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3
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Distorted cubic perovskite RMnO3 with R = La,
Pr, Nd are famous as mother compounds of
materials that show the colossal magnetoresistance
when holes are doped on Mn sites. In these
compounds, magnetic moments of Mn3+ ions show a
layered (A-type) antiferromagnetic structure at a low
temperature. On the other hand, when R has a
smaller ionic radius, such as Gd, Tb, and Dy, the
spin ordering becomes sinusoidally and spirally
modulated structures with a wave vector (0,qs,1) in
the orthorhombic (Pbnm) cell [1–3]. Recently, these
small R manganites are attracting much attention,
because spontaneous ferroelectric polarization and
large magnetoelectric effect have been found [4].
For example, TbMnO3 shows a sinusoidally
modulated spin structure below TN = 42 K, and the
magnetic structure becomes an elliptically distorted
spiral structure below TC = 28 K [2]. The
spontaneous ferroelectric polarization is observed
below TC, and the direction of the polarization can
be switched by applying a magnetic field. Recent
theories claimed that the spontaneous ferroelectric
polarization is induced by the spin supercurrent or
the inverse Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction
[5–7]. This suggests that the direction of the
polarization is determined by the spin structure and
vice versa. Therefore, clarifying the relation
between the ferroelectric polarization and the spin
structure is important to understand the
magnetoelectric effect in RMnO3. Accordingly, we
performed a neutron diffraction study on
Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3 to investigate its magnetic
structure.
In a typical compound TbMnO3, the magnetic
structure should be much affected by a large internal
field induced by the ordering of 4f moments of Tb3+
ions. By choosing Eu3+ or Y3+ as the R ion, we were
able to avoid the ambiguity coming from 4f
moments, because Eu3+ has no 4f moments and Y3+
has no 4f electrons. The ratio of Eu and Y was
determined so that the average ionic radius is same
as that of Tb3+ [8]. The sample shows
antiferromagnetic transition below TN = 47 K. A

spontaneous ferroelectric polarization P along the c
axis appears below TCc = 25 K. The direction of P
then switches to the a direction below TCa = 23 K.
The temperature induced switching of the direction
of P is a distinct difference from TbMnO3, which is
another point that makes the present compound
adequate for the study of the relation between the
ferroelectric polarization and the magnetic structure.
However, the large absorption cross-section of Eu
for thermal neutrons (4530 barns at 25 meV) makes
a neutron diffraction study with a conventional
diffractometer at a reactor source difficult. Therefore,
we utilized ~150 meV neutrons at a pulsed source,
where the absorption cross-section of Eu shows a
local minimum.
A single crystal of Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3 was grown
by the floating-zone method. The crystal has the
Pbnm symmetry with lattice constants a = 5.31 Å, b
= 5.86 Å, c = 7.41 Å. Details of the sample
preparation and characterization have been
described elsewhere [8]. The neutron diffraction
measurement was performed using the epithermal
neutron diffractometer EXCED installed at KENS
spallation neutron facility of High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK). The
crystal was aligned so that the [010] axis and the
[001] axis lie on the scattering plane. The sample
was encapsulated in an aluminum can filled with
helium gas, and was attached to the cold finger of a
closed-cycle helium refrigerator.
In TbMnO3, strong magnetic peaks are observed
at (h,k�qs,l) with qs ~ 0.28. Peaks with h + k = even
and l = odd (“A type”) have strong intensity, but
peaks with other conditions (“G type”, “C type”, and
“F type”) have only weak intensity [9]. Figure 1
shows intensity maps in Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3 around
positions of “A-type” magnetic Bragg points on the
(0,k,l) plane measured at 6 K (see also inset of Fig.
2).� Peaks due to the antiferromagnetic spin ordering
are clearly observed at (0,qs,1) and (0,2�qs,1) with qs
= 0.31. The value of qs is slightly larger than that of
TbMnO3 (qs = 0.28). We also measured intensity
around a “G-type” position, (0,1�qs,1), but found no
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Figure 2 shows temperature dependences of the
integrated intensities of the (0,qs,1) peak and the
(0,2�qs,1) peak. The scattering vector Q of the
former point is almost parallel to c* and that of the
latter point is almost parallel to b*, as illustrated in
the inset of Fig. 2. Since a magnetic structure factor
depends on the component of magnetic moment �
that is vertical to Q, a change of the magnetic
structure can be detected by difference in
temperature profiles of the intensities between these
two peaks. And we were able to observe the
difference clearly both at TCc and at TCa, indicating
the magnetic structure changes concomitantly with
the change of the direction of P.
Decreasing temperature, both of the magnetic
peaks appear at TN = 47 K. In a magnetization
measurement, the magnetization along the b axis
steeply decreases below TN, while those along the a
axis and the c axis remains almost constant [8],
suggesting that the magnetic ordering below TN is a
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Intensity maps on the (0,k,l) plane around (a)
(0,qs,1), (b) (0,2�qs,1) measured at 6 K. The
intensity is normalized by that of a vanadium
sample. The peak profiles are elongated along
the radial direction due to the shape of the
resolution function.

longitudinally sinusoidal wave along the b axis like
TbMnO3 [2]. In the present neutron diffraction
measurement, the (0,2�qs,1) peak has much weaker
intensity compared with (0,qs,1), which is consistent
to that � is parallel to the b axis. Below TCc = 25 K,
slopes of both the temperature profiles increase, but
the (0,2�qs,1) peak shows a much steeper increase.
This indicates the appearance of the component of �
that is perpendicular to the b axis. If the new
component of � was parallel to the a axis, the
increases in the slopes would be almost identical for
both the peaks. Therefore, the new component
should be dominated by that along c. On the other
hand, the development of the (0,2�qs,1) peak
becomes moderate below TCa = 21 K. The slope
becomes almost identical to that of the (0,qs,1) peak.
This suggests that the component of � along the b
axis vanishes, whereas the component along the a
axis appears below this temperature. The
temperature TCa of 21 K is slightly lower than TCa =
23 K in Ref. 8 which is defined as the temperature at
which P along the a axis (Pa) starts to develop, but it
corresponds to the temperature at which P along the
c axis (Pc) vanishes [8]. This difference should be
due to the coexistence of Pc and Pa between 21 K
and 23 K.

Integrated Intensity (a. u.)

peak. This suggests that the weak G-, C-, F-type
magnetic peaks in TbMnO3 are induced by the
influence of Tb 4f moments.

50

Temperature
dependences
of
integrated
intensities of (0,qs,1) (closed symbols) and
(0,2�qs,1) (open symbols) magnetic peaks. For
both peaks, the measurements were done on
elevating temperature. Inset shows scattering
vectors Q corresponding to these reciprocal
points on the (0,k,l) plane.

TbMnO3 shows a spiral magnetic ordering on the
bc plane and the spontaneous ferroelectric
polarization along the c axis below TC. According to
the recent theories that interpret the ferroelectric
polarization in spiral magnets by the spin

supercurrent or the inverse DM interaction predict
that both P and qs lie on the same plane where the
magnetic moments form a spiral ordering [5–7]. The
present results on Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3 can be
interpreted as follows in accord with the theories: At
TCc < T < TN, the magnetic structure is a
longitudinally sinusoidal structure along the b axis,
and the compound does not show the spontaneous
electric polarization. At TCa < T < TCc, where P
along the c axis exists, the magnetic moments show
a spiral structure on the bc plane. On the other hand,
at T < TCa, the magnetic moments show a spiral
structure on the ab plane, and this magnetic structure
induces P along the a axis.
In summary, we have performed a neutron
diffraction study on a 4f-moment-free perovskite
manganite Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3 to elucidate the
relation between the spontaneous ferroelectric
polarization and the magnetic structure. We have
succeeded in observing the change of the magnetic
structure at temperatures where the ferroelectric
polarization appears and changes its polarization
direction. Our observations can be interpreted as
formation of a spiral spin structure and change of its
easy plane corresponding to the change of the
dielectric properties, which is in accord with recent
theories.
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moments. In order to obtain further information
about the magnetic structure of GdB 6, especially
focusing attention on the direction of the ordered
moments, we have performed the epithermal neutron
diffraction measurements on GdB6 under magnetic
fields.
A large single crystal of GdB6 was grown by a
floating zone method, where natural abundant Gd
isotopes and 99.52% enriched 11B were used. The
single crystal has the shape of a parallelepiped of
3
. The epithermal neutron diffraction
measurement has been done using EXCED installed
at KENS. Magnetic fields up to 6.8 T along the
[0,-1,1] direction were obtained in the Oxford
Instruments superconducting split pair magnet. The
sample was set inside this magnet with the [0,-1,1]
axis vertical to the (h k k) scattering plane. The
measurements were performed at incident energy of
~1 eV and at the beam collimation of

3

Intensity (arb. units)

Rear-earth hexaborides RB6 (R: rare-earth) with the
CaB6-type crystal structure (space group Pm-3m)
have been attracting much interest because of rich
varieties of low-temperature properties in this series.
Especially, an antiferroquadrupolar ordering in a
typical dense Kondo compound CeB6 ion has been
extensively studied by many researchers, where the
orbital degree of freedom of 4f electron of Ce3+
plays the important role in this ordering. For
Gadolinium hexaboride GdB6, on the other hand, it
might be expected that it is a simple Heisenberg
magnet with S = 7/2 since the 4f electrons of Gd3+
ion have no orbital degree of freedom. However the
magnetic phase diagram is complex, similar to that
in CeB6 [1]. It undergoes a first-order
antiferromagnetic (AF) phase transition at a Neel
temperature TN = 16 K. In addition to the phase
transition at TN, another anomalies indicating a
phase transition have been observed around T* ~ 10
K in some measurements such as magnetic
susceptibility, electrical resistivity and x-ray
diffraction experiments [1-5]. Thus, the magnetic
phase diagram is divided to three phases:
paramagnetic phase above TN, the high-temperature
ordered phase between T* and TN and the
low-temperature ordered phase below T*. In
previous
epithermal
neutron
diffraction
measurements on GdB6 in zero magnetic field, we
found that GdB6 has the complex magnetic structure
with the wave vector kord = [1/4,1/4,1/2] in both
ordered phases below T* and TN for the first time
[6]. Interestingly, this is the same wave vector that
other rear earth hexaborides CeB6, PrB6, and DyB6
[7-9] have in the AF ordered phase. This may be
important in a description of physical properties in
the whole rear earth hexaborides. Regarding this
point, it has been pointed out that this magnetic
structure with kord = [1/4 1/4 1/2] originates from
their common Fermi surface of all RB6 which
consists of three nearly spherical pieces at the X
points in the Brillouin zone [10, 11]. The effect of
the orbital degrees of freedom on the magnetic
structure may appear in the direction of the ordered
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of the integrated
intensity at the (1/4 1/4 1/2) antiferromagnetic
reflection. Arrows denote the transition temperatures
TN = 16 K and T* = ~10 K.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
integrated intensity of the (1/4 1/4 1/2) AF magnetic
reflection, where the data were obtained by
increasing temperature after cooling the sample to
the lowest temperature. The intensity shows a slight
anomaly around T* ~ 10 K and rapidly vanishes at
TN as increasing temperature. This rapid decrease is
consistent with the first-order nature of the phase
transition at TN. The slight anomaly around T* may
be due to the rotation of the ordered moments, since
no magnetic reflection has been observed except for
the (1/4 1/4 1/2) reflection below T*.
Figure 2 shows the magnetic field dependence of the
integrated intensity of AF magnetic reflections in
both ordered phases below T* and TN. The
experimental configuration between the wave
vectors and the direction of the applied magnetic
field in the reciprocal space is also shown. By
applying magnetic field, the (1/2 1/4 1/4) AF
magnetic peak vanishes above 1 T, while the
intensity of the (1/4 1/4 1/2) AF magnetic peak
increases and shows the hysteresis in both ordered
phases. It should also be noted that the intensity of
the (1/4 1/4 1/2) AF magnetic peak above 1 T is 1.5
times larger than that in zero field. These results
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suggest that AF magnetic domains with twice period
structure parallel to the applied magnetic field
increase and the domains with twice period structure
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field vanish.
Therefore, the direction of the ordered AF magnetic
moment mord is not parallel to the direction of twice
period structure, that is, mord // [mx, my, 0] in the AF
magnetic domain with kord = [1/4,1/4,1/2], because
�� is
���  below a Neel
temperature. Furthermore, we examined whether the
direction of the ordered moment of GdB 6 is a planar
xy-type with ordered moments along the [1,1,0]
direction such as CeB6 and PrB6. As shown in Fig. 2,
the intensity of the (1/2 1/4 1/4) AF magnetic
reflections vanish under magnetic field 1 T along the
[0,-1,1] direction. This indicates that the direction of
the ordered moment is not the [0,1,1] direction
�� ����� below TN. Within high symmetry
case of the direction of ordered moment, therefore,
mord = [1,0,0] in the AF magnetic domain with kord =
[1/4,1/4,1/2] may be most likely to realize in this
system. The present study revealed that the magnetic
structure of GdB6 has the same wave vector as CeB6
and PrB6, but has not the same direction of the
ordered moments. The direction of the ordered
moments clearly reflects the orbital state of 4f
electrons in RB6 series.

7

B// [0,-1,1]

(1/4,1/4,1/2)
[0,1,1]
(1/2,1/4,1/4)
[1,0,0]
Fig. 2 Magnetic field dependence of the integrated

intensity of AF magnetic reflections. The experimental
configuration in the reciprocal space is also shown.
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The Magnetic Structure of Gd 3Ir4Sn13 Studied by EXCED.
C. NAGOSHI, K. KUWAHARA, and T. YOKOO*.
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Tokyo Metropolitan University, 1-1 Minami-Oosawa,
Hatioji, Tokyo, 192-0397
*
Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
The crystal structure of R3T4X13 is cubic with a
involving two
lattice constant of about 9.7
chemical formulas per unit cell and the space group
is Pm-3n. By connecting the nearest neighbor R
atoms, three one dimensional (1D) chains are formed
parallel to the x, y, and z axes, and by connecting the
second nearest neighbor R atoms, regular triangles
which bond three 1D chains are formed as shown in
Fig. 1. Thus, it is expected that R3T4X13 exhibits
competition or coexistence of 1D and frustrated
magnetism in some conditions.

Fig. 1 Arrangement of R atoms in R3T4X13, Only R atoms
are shown. Thick and thin lines show the nearest and
second nearest neighbor bonds between R atoms in the
unit cell, respectively.

We report about the epithermal neutron ( 1eV)
diffraction experiments at EXCED (EXtreme
Condition Epithermal neutron Diffractometer) to
study the magnetic structure of Gd3Ir4Sn13 in this
munuscript. Eu3Ir4Sn13 had already been studied [1].
We succeeded to grow single crystals of Gd3Ir4Sn13
by molten Sn flux method for the first time, and it
was clear that the susceptibility of Gd3Ir4Sn13 shows
an antiferromagnetic (AFM) like phase transition at
10 K (T1). Gd3+ and Eu2+ ions in R3Ir4Sn13 have same
4f electron state [4]
S=7/2, L=0, and J=7/2
which is attributed purely to spin component.
However, Gd3+ state is very stable, and Eu2+ one is
not. Therefore, Gd3Ir4Sn13 and Eu3Ir4Sn13 can be key
materials to study the general magnetic properties of
R3T4X13.
Generally, it is impossible to perform neutron
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diffraction experiment on Gd compounds by a
hindrance of the large absorption of Gd nucleus for
30 meV). Especially, in
thermal neutrons (
Gd3Ir4Sn13, Ir has also a large absorption for the
neutrons. Now, we define the effective path length of
is the linear
Gd3Ir4Sn13 Reff as 1/ , here,
coefficient of it, the calculation of Reff is shown in
Fig. 2 as a function of neutron energy. There exist a
broad peak around 0.41eV. We used the scattered
beam with energy around 0.41eV, which is not
thermal but epithermal neutron. Therefore, we
needed the scattering experiment at EXCED
spectrometer designed for a small scattering angle
diffractometer using epithermal neutrons. The best
size for the beam is about 3mm [6]. We performed
the diffraction experiments on two samples with the
shapes on the experimental diffraction plane, 3mm
2.5mm (Sample 1) and 2.8mm 2.0mm (Sample 2).
The sizes of Sample 1 are rough, those of Sample 2
are exact, as expressed by the significant figures.
We can evaluate the absorption effect for Sample 2,
of which sizes were determined by the experiment on
Sample 1.

Fig. 2 The neutron energy dependence of Reff of Gd3Ir4Sn13.

We will discuss the results obtained from Sample 1,
mainly. The spectra in the directions of [100], [011],
and [111] at 4K by using the epithermal neutron
beam are shown in Figs. 3, of which x axis represent
the scattering vector length Q. To detect (100) Bragg
scattering by using the neutrons of 0.41eV, we used

scattering angle near 2 =2.66 in PSD (Position
Sensitive Detector) installed at EXCED. The Reff
translated into the dependence of Q [7] are
superposed in (A) of Figs. 3. The spectra in the
directions of [011] and [111] in Figs. 3 (B) and (C)
were obtained near 2 =3.76 and 4.60 in the PSD,
respectively. These angles are chosen to detect the
magnetic Bragg scattering of (011) and (111) by the
neutrons of 0.41eV. The Bragg peaks at (100) and
(111) in Figs. 3 are forbidden reflections for the
crystal phase of Pm-3n, and the (100) Bragg peak
disappears completely above T1 (=10K) as shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, they are ascribed to the magnetic
scattering. The temperature dependence of spectra in
[100] direction are displayed in Figs. 5. Note that the
data in Figs. 3 and Figs. 5 are raw data. Figs. 3 and
Figs. 5 indicate that the magnetic Bragg scattering of
(1/n, 0, 0), where n is an integer and more than 2,
does not exist. Therefore, we can conclude that the
anomaly at T1 (10K) is ascribed to the AFM phase
transition characterized by the magnetic propagation
vector of (100) and use the crystal unit cell as the
magnetic unit cell.

The chains extending x , y, and z directions are
called x, y, and z chain, respectively. The Gd ions on
x chain are located at (1/4, 1/2, 0) and (3/4, 1/2, 0) in
both the crystal and magnetic unit cell, and Gd ions
on the y chain are at (0, 1/4, 1/2) and (0, 3/4, 1/2),
and Gd ions on the z chain are (1/2, 0, 1/4) and (1/2,
, Gd6,
0, 3/4). We call these Gd ions as Gd1,
respectively. Each Gd ion’s magnetic moment is
written as Mn (n=1 6). The (200) scattering in Figs.
5 shows no temperature dependence, whereas (100)
shows a temperature dependence, which indicate that
the magnetic scattering does not exist on (200) and
exists on (100). These experimental results suggest
that the possible magnetic structure should have the
relations of M1= - M2, M3= - M4, M5= - M6 (1), and
Mn must have the perpendicular component to the
chain which the moment locates. The detailed and
strict discussions are exhibited in the doctoral thesis
written by C. Nagoshi [3].

Figs. 5 The temperature dependence of spectra in [100]
direction.

Figs. 3 The spectra of Gd3Ir4Sn13 in the directions of [100],
[011], and [111] at 4K by using epithermal neutrons.

Fig. 4 The temperatue
dependence of (100)
magnetic Bragg
scattering intensity of
Gd3Ir4Sn13.

Equation (1) leads to the important result that the
1D AFM arrangement realizes in Gd3Ir4Sn13. We
obtain the interesting structural feature; the
summation of the magnetic exchange field from Gd
ions on the different chains always becomes zero. It
indicates that the magnetic structure of Gd3Ir4Sn13 is
divided into three sub-lattices with antiferromagnetic
structure, each of them is formed by either x, y, or z
chains, and independent with each other. The
interaction between the Gd pairs on the different
chain with the same direction may be the origin of
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the three dimensional ordering, though their distance
is large.
To compare the magnetic propagation vector of
Gd3Ir4Sn13; (1, 0, 0) with that of Eu3Ir4Sn13; (1/2, 1/2,
1), we notice that the chain arrangement differs
conserving the relations of Eq. (1). That is, the
nearest neighbor chain between parallel chains is
equivalent in Gd3Ir4Sn13, is inverse regards as the
magnetic moment directions in Eu3Ir4Sn13. Each
chain arrangement exhibits in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 The diagram of the moments arrangement on a chain
in Gd3Ir4Sn13 and Eu3Ir4Sn13. The black and white circles
means anti-parallel moments each other.

The magnetic moment of a Gd ion in Gd3Ir4Sn13
must have the perpendicular component to the chain
that the moment locates, as stated above. For another,
the powder neutron diffraction on Eu3Ir4Sn13
suggested that the magnetic moments of Eu2+ are
perpendicular to the chain that the moment locates
[3]. Judging from the above, we propose the
magnetic structure model as follows. The magnetic
moments on the x chain have direction in y axis, the
direction of magnetic moments on other chains is
given by the cyclic permutation of xyz shown in Fig.
7 [8]. This magnetic structure can explain the
observed diffraction intensities; (010), (110) and
(120) on Sample 2 as shown in Fig. 7. They were
measured by using the neutrons of 0.41eV and
Lorents and absorption factors are corrected. Because
the observed magnetic Bragg scattering are only
three in this experiment, the strict discussion is
remained. Observing more scattering such as the
(210), (130), and (310)
which are the observable
scattering in our diffraction geometry in Sample 2 in
will
spite of small angle scattering of EXCED
make clear the magnetic structure of Gd3Ir4Sn13.
However, we can show the probability of the
quantitative handling of the intensities by using
epithermal neutron beam.
We suggest an unique and reliable magnetic
structure of Gd3Ir4Sn13 in AFM phase by the
epithermal neutron experiment at EXCED. We show
that EXCED is the powerful tool for the magnetic
structure studies of Gd compounds.
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Fig. 7 The observed
(Sample 2) and calculation diffraction intensities. The
magnetic structure model is shown in this figure. All
corrections are performed on the observations.
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Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys are one of
topics these days. NiMnGa alloy system is one of
those alloys and attracted many researchers because
of large magnetic strain. The large strain is related
to the martensitic transformation. Thus the alloy
interests us not only an application, but also a
fundamental purpose. Standing on the fundamental
aspect, the transformation mechanism of the
martensitic transformation has not been solved yet.
Incommensurate to commensurate transformation
was sometimes reported prior to the martensitic
transformation, such as TiNi.[1]
Magnetic susceptivility of Ni2MnGa against
temperature were measured and slight change was
observed at 260 K. Further cooling indicates
sudden drop of the susceptivility, which corresponds
to the martensitic transformation, around 224 K.
Precise diffraction experiments were performed with
synchrotron radiation and are shown in Fig. 1.
These correspond to intermediate phase in magnetic
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susceptivility. [2]
Neutron diffraction experiments were performed
at FOX with using single crystal for observing detail
changes in diffraction patterns. Figure 2 shows hk0
plane at 250 K, corresponding to the intermediate
phase. There are satellite reflections around 1/3 of
[110]. Precise observation of synchrotron radiation
data indicated that weak reflections appeared around
fundamental reflections. It is difficult to index
those reflections as commensurate reflections.
Thus the intermediate structure has incommensurate
structure with approximately three times of [110]
with orthorhombic symmetry. Detailed analyses
have been undertaken.
References
1) C. M. Hwang, M. Meichle, M. B. Salamon and C.
M. Wayman, Phil. Mag., A47, (1983), 9, 31.
2) T. Ohba, N. Miyamoto, K. Fukuda, T. Fukuda, T.
Kakeshita and K. Kato, Smart Material and
Structures 14, 2005, S197-S200.

32.5

Fig. 1.
Diffraction profiles at various
temperatures around 31.5° in 2�, measured by
synchrotron radiation. The arrow indicates
martensitic peak position. The peak splitting
of (620)p was clearly observed. This indicates
that the cubic symmetry was broken in the
intermediate phase.

250K
Fig. 2. Neutron diffraction pattern observed at
250 K. Satellite peaks were observed.
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Pulsed Neutron Single Crystal Diffractometer FOX at KENS
M. TAKAHASHI
Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba 305–8573, Japan

§1.

Pulsed neutron single crystal diffractometer
FOX

FOX installed at H1 thermal neutron line on KENS
was a single crystal diffractometer using a time-of-ﬂight
(TOF) Laue technique by combining the TOF method
with white neutrons and a multidetector system of 36 linearly placed 3 He detectors. The spectrometer enables
us to observe a large area of two-dimensional reciprocal
space with a single measurement. It was initially a fourcircle single crystal diffractometer with 128 scintillator
detectors and mainly used for studies of structural analysis. However, four-circle diffractometer limits the observable reciprocal space and is not suitable for the measurement with white neutrons, we have improved FOX
as a Laue type diffractometer with the purpose of measuring low intensity scattering spread over the large reciprocal space such as diffuse scattering and superlattice
peaks. The overview of FOX is shown in Fig.1. Though
the system is quite simple, a large two-dimensional reciprocal space is observed effectively with high S/N rate
on the renewed FOX.
Mult i-Channe l
Time-Ana lyzer
0
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cm

In this report, we have reviewed selected examples of
scientiﬁc results obtained at FOX and also show the possibility of quantitative analysis with the TOF Laue technique.
§2.

Studies at FOX

2.1 Secondary ordering in Pt-Mn and CuMnPt6 alloys
The phase diagram for Pt-Mn alloys with the Mn composition less than 17 at.% had remained unclear though
the stoichiometric composition Pt 3 Mn has the Cu 3 Au
type ordered structure, one of the common ordered structures in binary alloy system. With the observation of Lpoint diffuse scattering in the disordered Pt-8.8 at.%Mn
alloy 1) and Cu 3 Au type ordered Pt-12.5 at.%Mn alloy
(MnPt 7 ), it was expected that new ordered phase with
the ABC 6 type ordered structure exists as a secondary
ordered phase at low temperature in the alloy. The
ABC6 type structure is unique in that the unit cell is
as large as 2 × 2 × 2 the fundamental fcc cell, the largest
cubic unit cell found in the ordered fcc alloy. The unit
cell is divided into three sublattices A, B and C, as shown
in Fig.2.

Ma c
G3
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36 He Detectors
Detector
Bank Shield
Sl it2
Neutro n
be am

Coll imator
Slit 1

A
Sample
Positi on

Fig. 1.

Sample Tab le

Outline of FOX di?ractometer.

The TOF Laue technique has signiﬁcant advantages
in the observations of
1. diffuse scattering which spreads over the reciprocal
space with anisotropic distribution,
2. reﬂections whose reciprocal position is unpredicted,
3. phase transitions under the extreme ﬁeld,
4. time-dependent reﬂections such as kinetics of phase
transition,
5. reciprocal space with very large wave number q.
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Fig. 2.

B

C

Structure of the ABC6 type order.

In the reciprocal space, superlattice reﬂections appear
at both X- and L-points of the fcc Brillouin zone in the
ABC6 type ordered structure, while they appear only
at X-point in the Cu 3 Au type ordered structure. The
atomic arrangement of the ordered structure is described
with two independent order parameters, S 1 , related to
the degree of the Cu 3Au type order and S 2 , related to
that of the layered order of the alternate (111) planes. It
was ﬁrst proposed for the model of ordered structure in
Pt-72.5 at.% Cu. 2)
Khachaturyan, with his static concentration wave theory, predicted that the structure is a secondary ordered
superlattice and arises from the non-stoichiometric hightemperature superlattice with the Cu3 Au type structure

which is regarded as the ABC6 type structure with one of
the order parameters S 2 being zero. 3) In order to investigate the ordered structure and phase diagram in the Ptrich Pt-Mn alloys, in-situ measurements were performed
at FOX.
Figure 3(a) shows a result of in-situ measurement with
the MnPt 7 single crystal at FOX.4) It shows temperature variations of the intensities for the X-point (100)
and L-point (3/2 1/2 1/2) superlattice reﬂections up to
1050 o C. Temperatures at which superlattice reﬂections
vanish are different for the X- and L- point reﬂections;
792 o C for the former and 668 o C for the latter. Since
superlattice reﬂections only at the X-points correspond
to a Cu 3 Au type ordered structure, the former temperature is the transition temperature between the disordered
fcc phase and the Cu3 Au type ordered phase and designated here as Tc . The latter temperature is the transition
temperature between the Cu3 Au type ordered phase and
ABC6 type, a new ordered phase, and designated as Tcl .
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of the intensities of (100) and
(3/2 1/2 1/2) superlattice reﬂections for (a) MnPt 7 and
(b)CuMnPt 6 . The arrows indicate T cl and T c , respectively.

The ordered structure is also investigated at FOX for
Pt-14.5 at. % Mn and the double-step ordering with
Tc = 969 o C and Tcl = 682 o C was also observed. 4)
These observations clearly show the secondary ordering
as fcc → Cu 3 Au type → ABC6 type in the Pt-rich Pt-Mn
alloys. They are the ﬁrst binary alloys that exhibit the
secondary ordering with the fcc-based lattice. we regard
the ordered structure forming at temperatures below Tcl
as PtMnPt 6 for the MnPt 7 alloy.
Since the ABC 6 type structure consists of the three

sets of cubic sublattice, it is more appropriate to regard
it as the ordered structure proper to the three component
system. With this idea, ordered structure in the ternary
alloy CuMnPt 6 was investigated. Figure 3(b) shows temperature dependences of the intensities at the X-point
(100) and the L-point (3/2 1/2 1/2) of the CuMnPt 6
single crystal measured at FOX. 5) The intensity at (100)
disappears at 968 o C while that at (3/2 1/2 1/2) disappears at 746 o C. The result shows that he ABC 6
type secondary ordered structure is formed in a real three
component system of the CuMnPt 6 ternary alloy.
From the observed neutron intensities at fundamental reﬂections and superlattice reﬂections at the X-point
and L-point, the two order parameters S1 and S 2 were
estimated for the present alloys. They are S 1 = 0 .9 and
S 2 = 0.7 for MnPt 7 and S 1 = 0.9 and S 2 = 0.3 for
CuMnPt 6 . The low value for S 2 in the ternary alloy is
due to diffculties in the interchange of Mn and Cu atoms
which are next-nearest neighbors to each other. In the
binary alloy the interchange is only between Mn and Pt
atoms, which makes the secondary ordering mach easier.
The formation of the ABC 6 type order in these alloys
are the ﬁrst examples of a secondary ordering for the alloys with fcc-based lattice. The clear observations of the
double step ordering at FOX show that the diffractometer is quite suited for the studies of phase transitions
under the external ﬁeld.
2.2 Magnetic scattering in Pt-Mn spin-glass alloys
The disordered Pt-rich Pt-Mn alloys have been known
as one of the prototype spin-glass alloys. From neutronscattering measurements on metallic spin-glass alloys of
Cu-Mn, Pd-M and Pt-M (M; 3d element), it is now
commonly interpreted that the spin-glass-like behavior
in these disordered alloys arises from dynamical ﬂuctuations of short-ranged spin correlations originating by a
spin-density wave (SDW).6) due to a Fermi surface nesting effect. Since the atomic disorder causes the ﬂuctuations, change in magnetic behavior is expected in the
ordered Pt-Mn alloys. In order to study the relation
between magnetic and atomic order in the Pt-Mn and
CuMnPt6 alloys, diffraction patters for these alloys were
measured at low temperature.
Figure 4(a) shows the magnetic diffuse scattering in
(hk0) plane at 4 K from a single crystal of ordered Pt 7 Mn
alloy with the ABC 6 type structure. 7) In the imaged
diffraction patterns in Fig 4, logarithmic intensities are
plotted to emphasize weak scattering. At 1/2, 1/2, 0,
the characteristic fourfold splitting of the diffuse scattering appears. Its origin is considered to be the SDW
formation because the magnetic susceptibility shows the
similar spin-glass-like behavior in this ordered alloy. In
the disordered state, the SDW diffuse peaks appear at
1/2, 0, 0 and its equivalents of fcc lattice due to the
Fermi nesting vector of Q = 1 / 2, 0, 0. In the ordered
state with the ABC 6 type structure, the SDW peaks appear at 1/2, 0, 0, and its equivalents of the ABC 6 type
structure, such as at 1/2, 1/2, 0. Its intensities become
stronger than in the disordered alloys because the nesting
effect is enhanced for the crossing of the nesting vector in
the narrowed Brillouin zone of the ABC 6 type structure.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the magnetic diffuse intensities near 1 0 0 reciprocal point.

difference in magnetic scattering was completely unpredicted. The result shows that FOX has advantage of
observing unpredicted reﬂections.
2.3

Fig. 4. Magnetic scattering on the (001) scattering plane measured at FOX for the ABC 6 type ordered Pt-Mn alloys of (a)12.5
at.% Mn (Pt 7 Mn) at 4 K and (b) 14.4 at.% Mn at 12 K.

The origin of the four-fold splitting is not explained up
to now and the detailed information on the structure of
nesting Fermi surface is necessary for understanding the
mechanism of splitting.
Figure 4(b) shows the magnetic scattering in the same
(hk 0) plane at 12 K from a single crystal of ordered
Pt-14.5 at.% Mn alloy with the ABC6 type structure.
The fourfold splitting at 1/2, 1/2, 0 is completely disappeared and instead, magnetic superlattice peaks appear
at 1/ 2, ± 1/4, 0, 1/ 2, 0, ± 1/ 4 and their equivalent points
in the ABC 6 type structure. These magnetic peaks indicate that the alloy forms long-rang order of type-II
anti-ferromagnetic structure.
Though the magnetic susceptibility also shows spinglass -like behavior in the ordered CuMnPt6 with the
ABC6 type structure, neither the SDW peaks nor the
anti-ferromagnetic peaks appear in the alloy. Instead,
measurements revealed increasing intensities around 1 0
0 superlattice point for lower temperature, showing ferromagnetic short-range order develops at low temperature
in the ordered CuMnPt 6 . The temperature dependence
of the diffuse intensities near 1 0 0 is plotted in Fig. 5.
These results show that the magnetic structure in the
present alloys is sensitively dependent on the atomic order. It is indicated that not only the magnetic moment
on Mn atoms at A(B) sublattice but also that lies on the
Pt atoms at B (A) sublattice, the nearest site to the Mn
atoms, plays an important role on the formation of the
long-ranged magnetic structure in the Pt-Mn alloys.
It should be mentioned that these alloys with the
ABC6 type ordered structure show similar spin-glasslike behavior in the susceptibility measurement, thus the
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Quantitative analysis with standard samples
Since the TOF Laue technique gives extremely rapid
measurement of large volumes of reciprocal space to high
wave vector q, it has also advantageous for the studies of
structural analysis. Integrated intensities for hundreds
of Bragg reﬂections are given rapidly and directly by
the integrated counts underneath the one TOF scan. To
examine the possibility of quantitative analysis with the
integrated intensities at FOX, standard samples of NaCl
and Al were measured.
−1
Figure 6 shows (Å ) dependence of integrated
Bragg intensities for NaCl single crystal at room temperature (R.T.), plotted together with the calculated intensities. The sample was sizes of 2.0 × 2.5 × 5.5 mm and
intensities of about a hundred Bragg reﬂections were integrated from ﬁve diffraction patterns observed with ﬁve
different sample orientations in the measurements. The
integrated intensities are normalized by monitor counts
and vanadium incoherent intensities to remove time and
wave-length dependence of the incident intensities, and
due corrections have been made for absorption, extinction and counter effciency. As for the extinction correction, wave-length and 2 dependences were taken into
account and in the case of the NaCl measurement, model
of the secondary type II extinction with Lorentzian approximation was found to explain the observed intensities well. The resultant values of Debye parameter B for
2
Na and Cl atoms are both 2.0 Å , which agree well with
2
the value 1.5 Å calculated from the Debye characteristic
temperature(Θ D ) for NaCl.
In the measurement of Al, single crystal of rod-shape
sample with 7 × 20 mm was used. Intensities of Bragg
reﬂections were measured at four different temperatures,
R.T., 200 K, 100 K and 4 K. For each temperature, 100
~ 200 reﬂections were integrated from the ﬁve diffraction patterns measured with ﬁve different sample orientations and the same corrections were applied as in the
analysis for NaCl. In the case of Al measurement, model
dependence of the extinction was very little though the
observed intensities spread over very wide range of 10 3 .
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Fig. 6. Observed intensities (open circles) verses Q ( Å ) for
NaCl single crystal at R. T.. The stars show calculated intensities.
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Remarks

The TOF Laue type diffractometer FOX has demonstrated satisfactory performance on the measurements
of weak scattering spread over the reciprocal space under an external ﬁeld and surveying the reciprocal space.
It is shown that quantitative analysis for the integrated
Bragg intensities is also possible with the di?ractometer. The number of reﬂections analyzed in the present
studies were less than 200 points and only debye temperature factor was examined as the structural parameter. For the structural studies with actual more complicated system, larger number of reﬂections should be measured in the three-dimensional reciprocal space by using
two-dimensional detectors with high count rate. Such
a diffractometer, though ideal for the Bragg scattering
studies, is usually not suitable for the weak scattering
studies such as diffuse scattering and superlattice reﬂections. For much developed studies on both weak diffuse
scattering and strong Bragg peak reﬂections, construction of a new type diffractometer at a powerful neutron
source is expected to revolutionize single-crystal neutron
diffraction.
I am grateful to Prof. M. Arai for his many advices
on FOX improvement, and to Prof. K. Ohshima for his
support on the experiments at FOX. I am also grateful
to the staff of KENS for their assistance in many aspects
at KENS.

−1

Fig. 7. Observed intensities (open circles) verses Q ( Å ) for Al
single crystal at 200K. The stars show calculated intensities.
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Temperature (K)

Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the Debye parameter obtained
for Al single crystal.

This may be because the mosaic in the Al sample is
−1
rather large. Figure 7 shows q(Å ) dependence of integrated Bragg intensities for Al measured at 200K together with the calculated intensities. The observed and
calculated intensities ﬁt well up to very large q values
−1
of 25 Å . In Fig. 8, temperature dependence of the
Debye parameters obtained with the present analysis for
four temperatures are plotted. They are consistent to
2
the values calculated from the Θ D for Al: 0.92 Å at
2
2
293 K, 0.39 Å at 93 K and 0.28 Å at 20 K.
The present results of NaCl and Al reveal capability
of quantitative analysis at pulsed neutron single crystal
diffractometer with TOF Laue technique.
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Test Experiments for TOF-USANS Method
K. AIZAWA, T. YOKOO* and M. ARAI
Quantum Beam Science Directorate, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 2-4 Shirakata Shirane,
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki, 319-1195
* Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
TOF-USANS method based on double crystal
diffractometer with perfect single crystals, which is
consists of the first (monochromator) and the second
(analyzer) crystals, has possibility to extend q-range
compared with reactor based USANS method,
because it can effectively use higher order
reflections in addition to fundamental reflection by
TOF scan [1]. According to this method, it is
expected that characterization of the hierarchical
structure from the nanometer to the several hundred
micrometer length-scale becomes possible by one
instrument.
To development TOF-USANS method, firstly,
we performed diffraction experiments for the first
crystal at EXCED instrument. We used two types of
FZ-Si crystals. One is the flat Si crystal and the
other is the 3-bounce channel-cut crystal. Figure
1(a) shows the diffraction patterns from a flat Si
crystal. The (111) fundamental reflection with
neutron wavelength of 0.443 nm and higher order
reflections up to (555) reflection were detected.
Figure 1(b) shows the diffraction patterns from the
3-bounce channel-cut Si crystal with same optical
condition for the flat Si crystals. Note that detected
peak positions shift toward low detector channel
number due to 3-bounce reflections. For simplicity,
the correction of the incident neutron flux was not
performed in these figures. It is found that whole
diffraction peaks for the channel-cut crystal is
sharper than those of the flat Si crystal. This
character is especially pronounced in higher order
reflections.
Now, we will plan an experiment for double
crystal arrangement at CHOP instrument in JRR3
reactor. The CHOP instrument has a disk chopper
for producing the pulsed neutron beam from the
white neutron beam. The rocking curve of the
second crystal will be measured in TOF method.

Fig. 1

(a) Diffraction patterns for the flat Si crystal. (b)
Diffraction patterns for the 3-bounce channel-cut
Si crystal.
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Thermal Neutron Refraction by Neutron Material Prism
T. SHINOHARA, K. HIROTA*, T. ADACHI**, K. IKEDA*, H. M. SHIMIZU***,
J. SUZUKI and T. OKU
Quantum beam Science Directorate, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-1195
*Radiation Laboratory, RIKEN, Wako, Saitama, 351-0198
**Daiichi Kiden Co. Ltd., Chofu, Tokyo, 182-0034
***Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
Neutron refractive optics, such as neutron lenses
and prisms, are very powerful tools for the beam
focusing or beam bending, because of their large
effective apertures compared to the reflective optical
devices. Through the recent developments of
neutron optics, two kinds of neutron refractive
optics have been achieved, i.e., magnetic lenses [1,
2] and material lenses [3, 4]. These are mainly used
to focus cold neutron beams, and lead to some
experimental advantages such as better resolution
for small-angle neutron scattering or increase in the
incident neutron intensity. However, use of these
refractive optics remains restricted only to the cold
neutron range, because neutron refraction angle
decreases with shorter wavelengths. In this work, we
have developed a material prism, called microprism,
applicable to thermal neutron beams and
experimentally confirmed the refraction of thermal
neutron beams at the thermal neutron port H-8
(PEN) of KENS.
The neutron material prism was fabricated using
a commercial perfluoropolymer “CYTOP” (ASAHI
GLASS Co., Ltd.). This neutron prism was
composed of several hundred thin sheets, each of
which has a large number of grooves on the top
surface (Fig. 1). The design and preparation
procedure of the prism are described in elsewhere [5,
6].

Fig. 1
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Illustration of microprism.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. The left
of Fig. 2 shows the result without prism, and the
right shows that obtained using a microprism by 200
sheets. This figure clearly demonstrates the evidence
of thermal neutron refraction for neutrons with the
wavelengths longer than ~1 Å. This is the first
confirmation of thermal neutron refraction using a
material prism. The refracted angle almost replicates
the simulation result, and the distribution of
divergent neutrons also shows good agreement with
the simulation.
In conclusion, we have developed a material
prism for thermal neutron beam bending. Thermal
neutron refraction was clearly observed using this
prism and the refracted angle was well reproduced
by a computational simulation.

Fig. 2

Neutron wavelength dependence of refracted
angle. Left is the result without prism, and right is
with prism composed of 200 sheets.
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Development of Position-Sensitive Neutron Detectors Based on Scintillator
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Introduction
Neutron Optical devices such as neutron
magnetic and material lens have been developed
recently [1]. These devices need good spatial
resolution of less than 1 mm for the detector. We are
therefore developing two kinds of scintillating
detectors. One is RPMT detector and another is
called Flatpanel called Anger detector. The RPMT
detector [2, 3] has good spatial resolution, high
signal-to-noise ratio and user friendliness. The
flatpanel Anger detector has also good spatial
resolution and large effective area. The neutron
detection point is calculated by center of the light
yield of the scintillator in both detectors, but the
method is different. The RPMT detector uses charge
division method in the PMT and the flatpanel Anger
detector uses light dispersing method.
RPMT detector
The RPMT has three major components; the
neutron sensor, DAQ system and monitoring system.
The neutron sensor consists of a scintillator and a
position-sensitive photomultiplier tube (PSPMT). A
ZnS(Ag)/6LiF plate is used for a neutron scintillator.
The light yield must be sufficiently large value for
good spatial resolution. This scintillator has a large
light yield, more than ten thousand photons for a
cold and a thermal neutron detections. The PSPMT
has a 12-stage coarse mesh dynode structure and
multiple anode wires crossing one another in the X
and Y directions. Output signals from each anode
wire are divided in two by registers. The detection
position is calculated by the ratio of these two
signals for each coordinate. In total only five lines,
four signal lines and a high-voltage line, are used.
The DAQ system used of this system is a revised
version of a PSD2K module [4, 5]. There are two
types of detention area in the PSPMT. The effective
area of the larger detector is �90 mm (5 inch PMT),
and smaller one is �50 mm (3inch PMT).
Fig.2 shows the two-dimensional image of the
RPMT detector. This figure shows a cold neutron
beam passing through a 0.3 � 20 mm2 cadmium

slit, at 1 mm increments. The spatial resolution is
less than 1 mm and the detection efficiency, which
is about 30 % for the cold neutron, is almost same in
all effective area, but this image has strong
distortion. To reduce the image distortion, we create
a distortion correction table and use it to transform
the image.

Fig. 1 Apparatus of RPMT detector

Fig. 2
Two-dimensional image of cold
neutron beam by the RPMT detector
Flatpanel Anger detector
The flatpanel Anger detector also consists of
neutron sensor, DAQ system and a PC. A
64-channel flatpanel PMT (FPMT), Hamamatsu
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H8500 and ZnS(Ag)/6LiF scintillator are used for
the sensor. The data taking system is constructed
using 10-bit 100 MHz FADC and Xilinx FPGA
chips. The 64 anodes and a dynode output signals
are pulse-shaped by amplifier and then digitalized
by FADC chips in parallel. The trigger timing is
used by the dynode signal. The effective area of this
detector is around 25 cm2, and it is easy to expand
larger area with small dead space by multi-FPMT’s
system. A ‘center of light yield position’ calculation
is used on the pulse height data of 9 pixels of the
FPMT including the brightest central pixel and its
surrounding 8 pixels. In the case of the brightest
pixel is in peripheral of the FPMT, the position is
decided by the ratio of the brightest pixel and the
next pixel.
The two-dimensional image of cold neutron
beam is shown in fig. 3. This figure shows
collimated neutron beam with a 5 mm-gap-combshaped cadmium slit. Neutron detecting counts of
the central region is the highest because the neutron
beam is not uni-field.
The spatial resolution was measured using a
cadmium collimator with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
This measured spatial resolution is originated from
both collimator size and detector resolution. The
neutron beam wavelength was 0.95 nm. The
measured spatial resolution is typically 0.8 mm
FWHM in central region and getting worse to
around 1.5 mm in the peripheral pixel region. This is
because the calculating method is not so good in
peripheral pixel region, and we should develop new
analyzing method.

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional image of cold neutron beam by
the flatpanel Anger detector.
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We carried out performance tests of a tiny
time-of-flight neutron spin echo (TOF-NSE)
machine with the new-type � and �/2 flippers using
a pulsed white neutron beam at the polarized
neutron reflectometer (PORE) [1] of Neutron
Science Laboratory (KENS), High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) and we
observed the TOF-NSE signal pattern, which gave
direct evidence that the flippers worked for a pulsed
white neutron beam.
The neutron spin echo
spectroscopy (NSE) proposed by Mezei[2] provides
an extremely high energy resolution without a
neutron intensity loss from a corresponding
monochromatization, since the resolution of energy
change on scattering is decoupled with the
wavelength resolution. The NSE technique using
the time-of flight method (TOF-NSE) provides a
high NSE energy resolution together with an
ordinary momentum resolution using a wide neutron
wavelength band (nearly white beam)[3]. IN15 at
ILL has been operated for the first time in TOF-NSE
mode[4] and proves the feasibility of the NSE
technique on a pulsed source. However, the flipper
system of IN15 needs synchronizing and tuning for
many coils. We designed � and �/2 flippers which
operate with steady current for a white neutron
beam[5] and proposed TOF-NSE spectrometers[6]
especially at a pulsed spallation neutron source
(JSNS) in High Intensity Proton Accelerator Project
(J-PARC)[7].
The new-type � flipper with the
first type modified current sheet which was made by
winding Al-conductor wires operated well as a �
flipper in the previous test experiment[8].
We
reported another design of a new-type �/2 flipper
and the results of performance tests of the new-type
� and �/2 flippers with the second type modified
current sheet which was made of Al alloy plates[9].
Performance tests of the spin flippers with the

modified current sheet made newly were carried out
using ISSP-NSE[10] at C2-2 port of JRR-3M in
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI).
We replaced all of the Mezei-type � and �/2 flippers
of ISSP-NSE with the new-type ones and observed
the NSE signal of neutrons scattered elastically from
a stacked graphite sheet (grafoil).
The result
showed that the new-type � and �/2 flippers operate
well as a flipper system for a NSE spectrometer[11].
Recently, ISSP-NSE was relocated to the C2-3-1
port of JRR-3M, graded up and renamed iNSE[12].
As the � flipper of iNSE, the new-type � flipper is
installed and runs well[13]. We present the result
of performance tests of a tiny TOF-NSE set with the
new-type � and �/2 flippers using PORE, where we
observed the TOF-NSE signal pattern[11].
The principle of the new-type spin flippers with
a modified current sheet which operate with steady
current for a white neutron beam is as follows. The
new-type spin flippers which consist of a modified
current sheet and Helmholtz coils. The modified
current sheet produces magnetic fields BS parallel to
the sheet surface without magnetic fields
perpendicular to the sheet at the surface of the sheet
for a large neutron beam cross section. For the �
flipper, the correction field from Helmholtz coils BC
perpendicular to the current sheet cancels out the
perpendicular component of the magnetic field from
the precession coils B0 at the current sheet[8]. For
the �/2 flipper, the correction field from Helmholtz
coils BC perpendicular to the current sheet modifies
the magnetic field from the precession coils B0 so
that |B0+BC| = |BS | at the sheet[9]. Outside the
current sheet at both flippers, the direction of the
magnetic field B = BS + B0 + BC as seen from a
moving neutron rotates slowly enough, so that the
neutron spin state follows the change of B
adiabatically.
Crossing the current sheet, the
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direction of B turns by � and �/2 suddenly without
change in the neutron spin direction at the � and the
�/2 flipper, respectively. As a result, this coil
system operates as a � or �/2 flipper without extra
tuning independently of the neutron wavelength.
The third and the fourth type modified current
sheets were made of Al alloy(5052) plates in
thickness of 3 mm, which were cut at intervals from
14/6 to 14 mm and from 10.5/6 to 10.5 mm in area
of 336w x 334h mm2 and 168w x 167h mm2 by
electrospark machining, respectively.
We
constructed a compact NSE set with the length of 68
cm for the performance tests of the new-type � and
�/2 flippers with the modified current sheet using a
pulsed white neutron beam at PORE. Before the
experiment at PORE, we set it on the sample table of
ISSP-NSE and observed the NSE signal in order to
find the appropriate conditions of the coil system
which should be independent of the neutron
wavelength when the new-type flippers are used.
Performance tests of the spin flippers with the
modified current sheet made newly were carried out
using the polarization analysis system of PORE for a
pulsed white neutron beam from a spallation neutron
source in KEK. We replaced the magnetic guides
between the sample site and the analyzer of PORE
with the above tiny NSE set as shown in Fig. 1.

CS1(�/2)

P

magnet

larger than a limit. The large 2� reduced the
neutron flux at the NSE set extremely. In order to
reduce 2�, the NSE set was made as close as
possible to the analyzer of PORE. The stray field
from the analyzer magnet which provided the
vertical magnetic field of about 0.1 T for the
analyzer was more than 5 mT at the second �/2
flipper of the NSE set. In order to reduce the
strong stray field from the analyzer down to 0.05
mT, we put a temporary magnetic shield made of
iron plates between the analyzer and the NSE set.
The magnetic shield caused a little depolarization.
Figure 2 shows TOF profiles obtained from
performance tests of the new-type � flipper with the
third type current sheet using a pulsed white neutron
beam, where the current sheets for the �/2 flippers
of the NSE set were removed in order to reduce 2�.
The profile obtained when both flippers of PORE
and of the NSE set were operated is little different
from that when both flippers were not run. This
result shows that the new-type � flipper operated
well without tuning independently of the neutron
wavelength. We used the fourth type current
sheets for the new-type � and �/2 flippers of the
NSE set in order to reduce 2� and to observe a
TOF-NSE signal pattern.

CS0(�) CS2(�/2)
PC

PC

MS

A

D

SF
grafoil

2�

CC

duct of SWAN

Fig. 1 Set-up of performance tests of the flippers at
PORE.
P; polarizer, SF; spin flipper, magnet; magnet at
the sample site, A; analyzer, D; detector. They are
provided for PORE. NSE set consists of the following
parts: PC; precession coil, CC; correction coils, MS;
magnetic shield, etc. CS0, CS1 and CS2 are current
sheets for �, 1st �/2 and 2nd �/2 flipper, respectively.

Polarized neutrons scattered from grafoil at the
sample site are provided to the NSE set. Since
PORE is installed at C1 cold neutron beam port
which is shared with a small/wide-angle neutron
diffractometer (SWAN), the current sheet was
interfered with the duct of SWAN as shown in Fig. 1
and the scattering angle 2� at the sample site was
310

Fig. 2
TOF profiles obtained from performance tests of
the new-type � flipper using a pulsed white neutron beam
at PORE. OFF-ON; ( SF:off & CS:on ), OFF-OFF;
( SF:off & CS:off ), OFF-ON; ( SF:off & CS:on ), ON-ON;
( SF:on & CS:on ). SF is the spin flipper of PORE and
CS the new-type �flipper with the modified current sheet.

Fig. 3 TOF-NSE signal pattern observed using a pulsed
white neutron beam at PORE. The channel number is
proportional to the neutron wavelength. The tones of grays
correspond to the neutron intensity.

Fig. 4 NSE signal profiles of the above TOF-NSE signal
pattern for Channel Nos. 190, 210 and 230 which
correspond to the neutron wavelength � = 6.54, 7.22 and
7.91 Å, respectively. The profiles for Channel Nos. 210
and 230 are shifted 10 and 20 arbitrary units for better
visualization, respectively.

Figure 3 shows a TOF-NSE signal pattern observed
using a pulsed white neutron beam at PORE. The
channel number is proportional to the neutron

wavelength. The tones of grays correspond to the
The NSE signal profiles for
neutron intensity.
Channel Nos. 190, 210 and 230 are also shown in
Fig. 4. The intensity IC of the profiles was given
by IC = 1000ID/IM, where ID and IM are the count of
the main detector and the monitor counter of PORE,
respectively.
The normalized NSE signal
amplitude PNSE is 0.76 for Channel No. 210 which
corresponds to � = 7.22 Å. The values of PNSE
observed at PORE are smaller than that at
ISSP-NSE, which is mainly because of
depolarization by the magnetic shield. The high
speed of the rotation of the magnet field direction as
seen from a moving neutron spin which is originated
in the magnetic shield causes the wiggles which
appear at the lower channel number (shorter
wavelength) in the TOF-NSE signal pattern as well
as depolarization. The discontinuity in the pattern
and the profiles which appears at zero in the
symmetry coil current is originated in poor
calibration on offset of the power supplies. Only
by one shot try, we could observe the TOF-NSE
signal pattern shown in Fig. 3, which gave direct
evidence that the flippers worked for a pulsed white
neutron beam. This result shows that the new-type
� and �/2 flippers operated well without tuning
independently of the neutron wavelength. The
operation is very easy, that is, one has to tune only
the correction field from Helmholtz coils for a given
precession field.
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Drabkin Aergy Filters as a Chopper for Pulsed Neutrons
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A chopper-mode of the Drabkin energy filter was
proposed and demonstrated at PORE, KENS.
The Drabkin energy filters extract monochromatic
neutrons. It is composed of a polarizer, a Drabkin
electromagnetic resonator [1], a spin �-flipper and a
polarization analyzer. The Drabkin resonator, which
generates a uniform magnetic field and a
periodically alternating field perpendicular to the
uniform field, flips the spin of neutrons with a
resonant wavelength �*. The polarization analyzer
then extracts the spin-flipped neutrons. The resonant
wavelength �* (i.e. the wavelength of the extracted
neutrons) depends on the field strength in the
resonator and is therefore variable electronically.
Drabkin energy filters could be a powerful tool for
pulsed neutron experiments. One of possible
applications of the Drabkin energy filters is pulse
shaping [2,3]. By varying the resonant wavelength
in accordance with the time-of-flight of neutrons
(�*(t) = �pulse(t)), delayed neutrons are eliminated
and neutron pulse widths can be sharpened.
In this study, it was proposed and demonstrated
that the Drabkin energy filter could be used as a
chopper for pulsed neutrons [4]. By sweeping the
resonant wavelength fast, neutrons are extracted
only when the resonant wavelength and neutron
wavelength are equal (see Fig. 1). Even if �* was
fixed, the Drabkin energy filter act like a chopper.
But, the faster �* is swept, the shorter the
“opening-time” we obtain.

Fig. 1

Traces of the resonant wavelength in three
chopper-modes and the static mode are shown
in gray regions together with the trace of neutron
pulse peak. Arrows with a couple of dotted lines
show the “opening-time”.

The chopper-mode was demonstrated, using a
Drabkin resonator whose wavelength resolution is
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17%, at PORE of KENS. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig.2. The space was too restricted to place
a Drabkin resonator in the direct beam-line because
of the neighboring beam tube for SWAN. A NiC/Ti
supermirror was therefore placed to reflect neutrons
away from the SWAN beam tube.

�

Fig.2 Experimental setup at PORE.

The Drabkin resonator was composed of a zig-zag
folded current sheet of pure aluminum which
generates alternating horizontal magnetic-field and a
Helmholtz coil which generates vertical field. By
changing the currents for the current sheet and the
Helmholtz coil, the resonant wavelength are
controlled.
The Drabkin resonator was driven by varying the
currents as schematically shown in Fig.3. At time t res
(the “resonance point”) in the rise-time �t, the
resonant wavelength gets equal to the pulsed neutron
wavelength and neutrons are extracted. The shorter
the rise-time is set, the shorter “opening time” we
obtain.
�

Fig.3 Current sweeping in a chopper-mode.

Figure4 shows TOF profiles measured at a
chopper-mode with rise-time �t=2.46ms and at the
static mode together with the incident profile. The
position of the extraction peaks is about 13.5 ms
corresponding to wavelength about 5Å.

Gaussian

opening time. Higher S/N ratio could be achieved by
installing two or more Drabkin energy filters in
sequence [3].

fittings to the extraction peaks showed that FWHM
of the peaks are 0.21 ms for the chopper-mode and
1.08 ms for the static-mode. Subsidiary peaks are
attributed to the field configuration in the resonator
and could be reduced by modulating the alternating
field strength [5] or using two or more Drabkin
filters [3].
Neutron Counts /25�s/2����pulses

2500
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Fig.4 Extracted neutrons from Drabkin energy filters in a
chopper-mode of �t=2.46ms ( ○ ) and in the
static mode (●). Incident profile and spin- flipped
profile are represented by △ and ▲.

Measurements were also carried out for
chopper-modes with �t=4.10 ms and 8.20 ms. The
obtained time widths are compared with a calculated
curve in Fig.5 which shows a good agreement
between them. The small discrepancy is attributed to
the pulse width of neutrons at PORE.

Opening time (ms)
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Fig.5 Relation between rise time �t and obtained opening
time.

In conclusion, we proposed a chopper-mode of
Drabkin energy filters and carried out a
demonstration experiments at PORE, KENS.
“Opening time” of 0.21 ms was realized with a
low-resolution (����*=17%) Drabkin resonator.
Narrower opening time will be available by shorter
rise or fall time as shown in Fig.5. Resonators with
higher resolution are also effective for shorter
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Neutron supermirrors with a parabolic or
paraboloidal surface are suitable for focusing
neutrons transported by some guide tubes from a
neutron source, because mirrors in guide tubes select
neutrons with the divergence of not more than the
critical reflection angle of them. Two kinds of
prototypes of devices with curved supermirrors were
proposed for focusing of thermal and cold neutrons.
One is a focusing mirror with multiple-parabolic
surface (mPRB, Fig.1) designed for thermal
neutorns of wavelength of 1.8Å. The mPRB was
constructed by thirty-two pieces of 3Qc Ni/Ti
supermirrors deposited on Borate float glass of
150mm x 100mm x 0.4mm. These pieces were lined
with parabolic wedge-shaped acrylic-resin spacers
so that they were formed into four pieces of
1200mm long mirror and constituted 3 channels
with parabolic shapes. It converged 2.8 times as
many neutrons of 1.8Å as would arrive without it on
the area of 1mm width by one-dimensionally
focusing of beam with 20mm width at T1-3 beam
port (HERMES) in JRR-3M, JAEA. The amount of
detected neutrons had good agreement with that
expected by the Monte Carlo simulation.

The other is with paraboloidal surface (PRB,
Fig.2) for cold neutrons of 8.8Å. The PRB consisted
of four pieces of quartz glass substrates with a
quarter of a paraboloidal surface. The curved
surfaces of these pieces were coated by 3Qc Ni/Ti
supermirror, 1.5Qc Ni/Ti supermirror, Ni monolayer,
and no material. The total length and focal distance
was 165mm and 54mm, respectively. It converged
6.9 times as many neutrons of 9.5Å on the area of
1mm2 by two-dimensionally focusing of beam with
20mm in diameter at NOP beam port in JRR-3M,
JAEA. The amount of detected neutrons was about
14% in comparison with what is expected by the
Monte Carlo simulation, because of extensively
peeling off of 3Qc supermirror.
A supermirror with higher-Qc and higher
reflectivity makes devices with curved supermirrors
smaller and more efficiently. The accuracy in shape
of parabolic and paraboloidal surface decreases loss
of neutrons to be focused. The studies of both
coating of supermirrors on curved surfaces and
fabricating of curved surface are in progress.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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A focusing mirror with multiple-parabolic surfaces
for thermal neutrons.

A focusing mirror with a paraboloidal surface for
cold neutrons.

Neutron Spin Manipulation for Neutron Decay Dsymmetry and T-violating Neutron
Transmission Measurements
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We have succeeded in pulsed neutron Ramsey
resonance.
Ramsey resonance is a precession
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which has been
used for atomic clocks and electric dipole moment
measurements. In the Ramsey resonance, Larmor
precession in a static field between two
radiofrequency (RF) coils is observed as an
oscillation as a function of RF frequency. This
oscillation term is call Ramsey fringe, which
increases the sensitivity of the NMR. We have
applied the Ramsey resonance to a pulsed neutron
beam, and then succeeded in precise neutron spin
manipulation, which will be used for a neutron b
decay asymmetry measurement and a time reversal
experiment on polarized neutron transmission
through a polarized nuclear target.
In Fig. 1, the apparatus for the Ramsey
resonance, which comprises a neutron spin polarizer
of polarized 3He, two RF coils, and a neutron spin
analyzer of polarized 3He in their respective
solenoids, is shown. The apparatus is placed in a

pulsed neutron beam line. The principle of the
Ramsey resonance is shown in Fig. 2. Neutrons
from a pulsed neutron source are polarized in the
neutron beam axis, z-axis upon transmission through
polarized 3He nuclei. The two RF coils produce
rotating fields of H1eiwt. If the frequency w is w0 =
gH0, the neutron spin sees only H1 as a static field in
a rotating frame with frequency w. H0 is the static
field induced by the solenoid. In the first RF coil,
the neutron spin rotates from z- to x-axis in the
rotating frame, when gH1t = p/2. t is a neutron
time of flight in this coil. After the first RF coil,
the neutron spins rotate with the frequency w0
around the static field H0, and then enter the second
RF coil, which produces a coherent field with the
first rotating field.
Here, the phase relation
between the rotating field and the neutron spin
rotation does not change. The phase angle of H1
with respect to the neutron spin is always p/2. As a
result, in the second RF coil, the neutron spins
continue to rotate around the field H1 from the x- to

Fig. 1 Apparatus for Ramsey resonance
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Fig. 2

Pulsed neutron Ramsey resonance

the –z direction in the rotating frame. And finally,
the neutrons pass through the neutron spin analyzer.
When the rotation phase angle of the neutron spin is
deviated from p/2 by q, a cosq component of the
neutron spin is analyzed. Neutrons from the pulsed
neutron source enter the RF coils in order of velocity.
We have applied the rotating field synchronized the
neutron arrival times in a neutron energy region
from 23.6 to 80 meV. We have modulated the
amplitude of H1 as a function of the neutron arrival
time so that the equation, gH1t = p/2 is satisfied.
At the resonance, w = w0, the deviation angle q
becomes 0. We have calculate a ratio R, which is
represented as R = Ton/Toff – 1. Here, Ton and Toff
are the neutron counts with and without the rotating
fields, respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 3
Fig. 3 Neutron transmission at Ramsey resonance

Fig. 3 Neutron transmission at Ramsey resonance
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as a function of the neutron energy.
We have estimated the ratio by mean of a density
matrix formalism. The red curve is the theoretical
curve which fits the result. The slope in Fig. 3
arises from the neutron energy dependence of the
polarization cross section of (n, a) reaction. We
have also modulated the phase of the second rotating
field from o to 2p as a function of the neutron arrival
time. The result is shown in Fig. 4.
We will apply the present result to neutron spin
manipulation in the measurement of the b decay
asymmetry rand rthe P-odd and T-odd spin correlation
r
r
term, (s I ) rk , between the neutron spin s , the
r
nuclear spin I , and the neutron momentum k .
The neutron spin should be precisely controlled in
the b decay asymmetry measurement, since the
Fig. 4 Ramsey resonance with phase modulation

Fig. 4 Ramsey resonance with phase modulation

precision of the measurement is limited by the
neutron polarization error.
In the T-violation
experiment, the neutron spin should be vertical to
the nuclear spin which is polarized in a magnetic
field.
The neutron spin rotates around this
magnetic
field. In order to hold the direction of
r r
s I vertical to the neutron momentum, the Larmor
precession is cancelled by the pseudo magnetic
precession which is induced by a spin dependent
strong interaction. We will use the pulsed neutron
Ramsey resonance for the measurement of a
pseudomagnetism in a polarized nuclear target and
then for the neutron spin control.
In addition,
we can also apply the pulsed neutron Ramsey
resonance to the measurement of the neutron
velocity. The oscillation shown in Fig. 4 depends
on the neutron velocity.
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Boron carbide (B4C) has been used in many
forms for neutron shielding because of the large
thermal
and
epithermal
neutron
capture
cross-section of 10B and because it is an inert
material. However, boron carbide is difficult to
machine due to the hardness so other methods of
shaping it for neutron shielding have been used.
Boron carbide grit can be poured into a container
such as an aluminum can or a thin polyethylene bag,
it can be sintered to form sheets, or it can be bonded
together with a binder.
Because powder-metallurgically sintered boron
carbide (sintered-B4C) is expensive and the forms of
the products are limited, the resin bonded boron
carbide (B4C-resin) tiles, have been widely used for
neutron shielding. Resins have small neutron capture
cross-sections and contain hydrogen which is
efficient at thermalising neutrons, but if the resin
content is minimized the composite materials has a
large neutron capture to scatter ratio for both
thermal and epithermal neutrons, Prof. N Watanabe
and his co-workers of KENS Japan have developed
a recipe and technique for producing a composite
with a resin content of 6-10 wt% [1]. In attempting
to repeat these results in ISIS, Pugh et al have found
two optimal compositions of the B4C-resin that have
good mechanical properties, fairly uniform density
and allow for simple fabrication techniques [2].
An aim of this study is to investigate the neutron
scattering background from the surface of the
B4C-resin shielding tiles to achieve the highest
possible signal-to-noise ratio with the lowest
possible cost. For comparison with other B4C
products, the sintered-B4C tile (EaglePitcher, size
100 mm x 100 mm, and 1 mm thickness) is used as a
standard. Neutron diffraction experiments have been
performed using RAC spectrometer installed at
KENS, Tsukuba, Japan. We set a sample and a 3He
detector with the flight paths L1 = 13 m
(moderator-sample), L2 = 0.35 m (sample-detector)
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and the scattering angle 2� = 45 deg. The B4C
sample plate was set at the sample position in
symmetric � -2� (45°–90°) reflection geometry as
shown in figure 1. We investigate two compositions
of B4C-resin tile. “Crisp-type” tile has the
composition of 3 wt% epoxy resin (Grout-type,
Sho-Bond) and 97 wt% B4C grit (Wacker Ceramics).
The B4C grit consists of three particle-sizes: F20
(course) 38 wt%, F40 (medium) 56 wt%, F60 (fine)
3 wt%. Another type of B4C-resin, “Flexible-type”,
is composed of 10 wt% epoxy resin and 90 wt%
B4C grit (F20: 35 wt%, F40: 52 wt%, F60: 3 wt%).
The mix was cast in an open mold (size 100 mm x
100 mm, and 1 mm thickness) and was oven cured
at 120 C° for 2 hours.

Sintered-B4C (sample)
Detector box
(B4C-resin)

Neutrons

Fig. 1

Layout of neutron diffraction measurements of
B4C tiles at RAC spectrometer, KENS.

Figure 2 shows neutron time-of-flight diffraction
profiles of the B4C-resin tiles and the sintered-B4C
tile with background profile. (The background
profile was measured by a detector located in the
closed B4C-resin detector box.) In the profiles there
are many broad peaks that can be assigned to the

Bragg peaks of B4C crystal (R3m, rhombohedral)
[3].
10000
B4C-resin Flexible-type Back-side
B4C-resin Crisp-type Face-side
Sintered B4C

Intensity

B.G. (Shielded detector)

5000
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Fig. 2

Time-of-flight neutron scattering spectra of two
type B4C-resin materials and a sintered-B4C.

The scattering intensity from the back-side
(resin-rich side) of the flexible-type B4C-resin tile is
higher than those of other samples because of the
large incoherent scattering from hydrogen atoms in
the resin-rich surface layer. On the other hand, the
scattering intensity from the face-side (B4C-grit-rich
side) of crisp-type B4C-resin tile is relatively low
and is almost identical to that from the surface of the
sintered-B4C tile.
These data show that the crisp-type B4C-resin is
a good candidate for low cost shielding materials
covered inside the scattering chamber of neutron
scattering instrument instead of costly sintered-B4C
tiles.
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For the spin dependent neutron scattering
experiments, we have been developing a technique
The
of proton spin polarization in samples.
neutron scattering cross section is depending on
neutron and nuclear spin. In neutron scattering
experiments, a manipulation of neutron spin is well
done by using various method in neutron spin
polarizers. On the other hand, nuclear spin in
sample materials are not still well controlled. We
try to control spin of sample nuclei and to observe in
neutron scattering.
As a method of nuclear proton polarization, a
microwave induced optical nuclear polarization
(MIONP) technique has been used[1].
The
MIONP is applicable in a low magnetic field and at
a rather high temperature.
A scenario of
naphthalene proton polarization is as follows. A
single crystal of pentacene doped naphthalene is
used for a sample. An excited triplet state of
pentacene is aligned in decay sequence of following
optical pumping, as shown in fig. 1. During a life
time of the excite state, an electron alignment is
transferred to a proton spin polarization by dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) using electron spin
resonance (ESR) technique. A pentacene proton
polarization, then, is transferred to naphthalene
proton by nuclear dipole-dipole interaction.
S’
12%

S1

microwave (DNP)
T0
optical pump

76%
12%

~20�s

electron+proton spin

S0
electron spin

Fig. 1 Energy levels of pentacene.
The H8 beam-line was used for an experiment.
The MIONP system consisted of equipments of a
magnet and a micro-wave generator for the ESR, a
xenon flash lump for optical pumping, a magnetic
field sweep controller for DNP, as shown in fig. 2.
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Neutron were detecting in two ways, one is a
transmission counting for normalizing for neutron
beam intensity. And PSD counters are counting
scattered neutron[2]. The samples of naphthalene
were cooled by liquid nitrogen blowing, and kept
under a temperature of -40oC.
50Hz
Polarization transfer
(ISE)

Photo Excitation
Pulsed Light

F.G.

Xenon Flash Lamp 60W
AC P/S
PSD

Monitor Counter
BMOD Coil ~10G

Cavity Q~1000

Neutron Source
B0, BMOD

B0 Magnet ~3kG

Transmission Counter

naphthalene crystal
B0

Gunn diode
~ 9.5 GHz
ESR

Oscilloscope

pentacene

~10 m

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the experimental setup
Preliminary results of the experiment have no
significant change of count rate at bragg spot in PSD
counters. The reasons of the result maybe caused
by insufficient optical power in absorb wave length
of pentacene, which make low polarization
production, and relatively high sample temperature,
which make low relaxation time.
Inaddition to the experiment at the H8 beam-line,
a preparation for an experiment at the FOX
spectrometer has be preformed with collaboration of
the FOX group. The FOX spectrometer can find a
crystal axes precisely so that easily identify intense
bragg spot. The result of the FOX experiment is
rather good, but difficulty is due to the fact that the
sample of pentacene doped naphthalene, a
polarization axis of pentacene x-axis and c-axis of
single crystal naphthalene host is not same direction.
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Neutron resonance absorption spectroscopy
(N-RAS) has been applied in the field of the
material science, such as to layer compounds [l] or
ionic conductors [2], because the technique can
distinguish the dynamics of individual nuclides
having resonance peaks. We can identify the
motions of a particular nuclide with its resonance
energies of neutron absorption, and analyze the
dynamics of nuclides from the Doppler broadening
of the resonance peaks due to their thermal motion.
Some of the resonance absorption cross sections
have very large values, for example, 73Ta has 13,000
barns at 4.28 eV, and then N-RAS has very high
sensitivity.
In the spectrometer DOG at KENS, the
resonance absorption spectrum is recorded with the
prompt gamma ray from the absorption phenomenon.
From the line shape analysis of the spectrum, we can
deduce a parameter that is called the effective
temperature, Teff, which has an asymptotic trend
with the actual local temperature of the target
nuclide over room temperature. Using this character,
we can measure the local temperature on the nuclide.
That is they work as a thermal sensor of the atomic
size.
In actual measurements, the obtained spectrum is
seen to include internal information of the target
object, since neutrons have high penetration power.
The internal information can be reconstructed as the
temperature distribution over a planar cross-section
With CT
using computed tomography (CT).
analyses of the N-RAS spectra we deduce at the
same time the nuclide distribution and temperature
distribution on the cross-section of an object. The
development of this neutron resonance imaging
(NRI) method has links to new industrial
applications for neutrons, namely remote-sensing
and non-destructive analysis for mechanical
equipment or new material; in future, neutron
spectroscope.
The measurements were carried out on the
neutron resonance absorption spectrometer DOG
installed at KENS at the High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (KEK) in Japan [1, 2]. DOG
is set up at the light water moderator port and its

flight path length to the sample is 9.53 m. The
sample absorbs neutrons with a resonance energy ER
and then emits the prompt gamma ray by (n, )
reaction. Plastic scintillation detectors installed on
both sides of the sample detect the gamma rays and
the events are recorded by time analyzers, which
have time channel widths of 31.25 ns and 16000
channels. The absorbed neutron energy is
determined from the neutron flight time between the
moderator and the sample.

Fig. 1 Reconstructed result of temperatures for the
homogeneous object obtained by N-RAS with CT.
Sample objects have a cylindrical shape of 17
mm diameter and 100 mm height. The homogeneous
type object contains Al2O3 and TaC powders
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mixture. The inhomogeneous type consists of Al2O3
powder and 4 Cu pipes (4 mm outer diameter, 3 mm
inner diameter), including a homogeneous mixture
of Al2O3 and TaC. The Ta concentration was
determined to avoid deformation of the spectral
shape by excess absorption [1]. Inside the object
there was a thermal gradient from the center to the
rim. The temperature at the center was around
140 °C and at the rim 40 °C. The finite element
method was used to estimate the actual temperature
distribution. We obtained the resonance spectra from
the object through an incident slit of 2 mm width.
The slit was moved 10 times in 2 mm steps. At each
slit position for the inhomogeneous object the object
was rotated between 3 angles,  =0,  /8 and /4.
The spectra of the other positions were substituted
for them because of the object symmetry. With the
spectrum for the all combinations of the slit
positions and the rotation angle  the CT
calculations were carried out using the Fourier
transformation or maximum entropy methods.

Fig. 2. Reconstructed result of temperatures for the
inhomogeneous object obtained by N-RAS with
CT. The upper figure shows the planar
cross-section of the object; the bright area
implies the existence of Ta and indicates its
temperature. The lower shows a comparison
between the reconstructed (the circles) and
estimated (the line) temperature distributions
along the A axis. The shaded areas correspond
to the Ta rods positions.
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Figure 1 shows the reconstructed result for the
homogeneous object (lower). The result have
obtained by reconstruction with the Teff values
deduced all combinations of the slit positions and
the rotation angle. The upper figure shows the
estimated temperature distribution calculated by the
finite element method. The experimental and
calculated distributions are well coincide with each
other except the center area. This disagreement
comes from the coarse resolution of the moving
neutron slit.
Figure 2 shows the experimental results for the
inhomogeneous object. The spatial distribution was
reconstructed by CT technique with the Teff values
deduced from the 2 mm slit and the 12 angles. The
upper 73Ta distribution map shows the planar
cross-section of the sample object. The color scale
corresponds to the local temperature of 73Ta. The
bright area shows the existence of 73Ta, and an
increase in brightness indicates that it is a higher
temperature. The outer circle corresponds to the
object rim, and the 4 small circles to the Ta rods
positions. The Ta positions are all bright in the
figure; the result agrees with the actual object
structure. The lower figure shows the temperature
distribution along cross-section A on the upper map.
The temperature reconstructed by CT is shown as
circles. The temperature at the area where Ta was
nonexistent could not be obtained, but was assumed
as 0 °C for convenience. The broken line shows the
estimated temperature distribution and that Ta exists
within the shaded areas. The reconstructed Ta
temperature is well close to the estimated one and its
areas of interest (not 0 °C) are limited inside the Ta
position.
The results of figs. 1 and 2 are reconstructed
ones with the series of fitted parameters of Teff for
the each slit and angle position spectrum. There is
another approach to make the tomograph, that is
reconstruct the each time channel intensity data.
Figure 3 shows the reconstructed spectrum with this
way for the inhomogeneous object. In the upper
graph the energy axis is corresponds to the 73Ta
resonance region and there are looking 4 colored
region inside the space. The color means the
absorption intensity, then it shows the 4 absorption
peaks appear corresponding to the 73Ta resonance
absorption. These intense areas are agreed with the 4
Ta rod positions in the object. The middle and lower
figure are absorption intensity distributions along
the anises A and B shown in the upper figure. The
axis A passes through the center at one of Ta rods

and the axis B through the center of the object where
no Ta exists. The Ta resonance peak appears in the
intensity distribution along the axis A, but no peaks
are shown on the axis B. This result shows the
possibility of the spectrum reconstruction with this
method.

is considered the same origin within the fig. 1.) This
well agreement implies that the spectral shapes are
kept in this method, and the method can be said
reliable.

Fig. 4. Position dependence of effective temperature Teff
from the resonance peak shape analysis of the
reconstructed
intensity
spectra
for
the
homogeneous object. The red line shows the
calculated results with the finite element method.
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed result of each time channel intensity
for
inhomogeneous
object
(upper);
A
reconstructed intensity spectrum along the axis A
is shown in the middle, and along the B in the
lower. The axis A is along the center of the Ta
rod, and B along the center of the object.

To confirm the accuracy of the reconstructed
spectrum, we got the parameter Teff with fitting from
the homogeneous object result. Figure 4 shows the
comparison the Teff and estimated sample
temperature. The position dependency of the
temperature is well agreed with each other, except
for the object center. (The disagreement in the center
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Recently, high intensity and high energy
accelerators are constructed. In case of their
facilities, neutron shielding and activation are most
important concern in the field of radiation protection.
To study the behavior of high-energy neutrons, an
experiment was performed at the KENS spallation
neutron source facility.
The Fig.1 shows the vertical cross sections of the
high-energy neutron beam course of KENS arranged
for our experiment. The neutrons produced in the
forward direction from a tungsten target bombarded
by 500MeV-5μA protons are available at 2.5-m
from the target center, and ordinary concrete shields
of 4-m-thickness were newly assembled in contact
with the beam exit.

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional views of the KENS high energy
neutron beam course

In this work, small circular gold foil (10mmφ
and 0.05mm in thickness) and small square Al foil
(10×10mm2 and 0.1mm in thickness) were selected
to monitor the thermal neutron flux and fast neutron
flux, respectively. The gold foils with and without
Cd cover (10mmφ and 0.05mm in thickness) were
also set to measure the epithermal and thermal
neutron flux ratio on the beam axis by cadmium
ratio method.
In order to obtain the two-dimensional
distribution of the neutron flux inside the 4-m
concrete shield, activation detectors (Au and Al foil)
were fixed on the beam axis, 40-, 80- and 120-cm
off the axis at 7 slots of various depths of concrete
shield. The detectors were also set horizontally and
vertically on the end surface of the 4-m concrete
shield.
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The radioactivity of 198Au induced by the 197Au(n,
γ)198Au reaction with 98 barn for thermal and 1550
barn for epithermal capture cross-section and 27Al(n,
α)24Na and 27Al(n, sp)22Na reactions induced in Al
were also monitored. After one week irradiation, the
activation detectors were collected and pasted on a
cross sectional plan of the irradiation setup, which
correspond to monitoring points of each detector.
The IP (BAS-SR2025, Fuji Photo Film Co.) was
overlaid with the plan to measure the activities of
the detectors simultaneously for an appropriate
exposure time. The IP was scanned with a
bio-imaging analyzer (BAS-1800II, Fuji Photo Film
Co.). A color image of the activity of the activation
detectors was obtained as a two-dimensional map by
the software (MacBAS, provided by FUJIX Co.).
The intensity of the photo-stimulated luminescence
in the unit of PSL was calculated automatically for
the position of each activation detector. The image
data was superimposed on the plan of the concrete
shield on a computer display.
In order to obtain the conversion factor from PSL
intensity to the activity of 198Au in Bq, some
selected gold foils were measured. An automatic
gamma-ray spectrometer, which comprises a
Ge-detector (Ortec GEM-20195), a multi-channel
analyzer (TRUMP, SEIKO EG&G) was used for
γ-ray measurements. The counting time was
changed from 2000 to 10000 sec for each activation
detector. Each foil was set on a Ge-detector surface
during measurements..
It was confirmed that the PSL values linearly
increased in proportion to the activity of 198Au. An
empirical relation for 198Au, PSL=0.09 × (activity,
Bq) × (exposure time, min), could be obtained
within 3 to 6% RSD for exposure times of 5 to 60
min.
By using same method, the empirical relations
for 24Na and 22Na were also obtained to be
PSL=0.129 × (activity, Bq) × (exposure time, min),
and PSL=0.0993 × (activity, Bq) × (exposure time,
min), respectively.
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The observed depth profiles of reaction rates of
197
Au(n, γ)198Au is shown in Fig. 2. It was found that
reaction rates are exponentially decreased with
thickness and reaction rate become constant at every
hight outside of the shield (4m).
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Fig. 2 Reaction rates of 197Au(n,γ)198Au in concrete shield

As shown in Fig.3, the reaction rate of Au
activation detector by epithermal neutrons in
concrete shield surface were about 2 times larger
than that caused by thermal neutrons beyond a depth
of 50cm because epithermal neutrons were gradually
thermalized to thermal neutrons. The thermal and
epithermal neutron flux ratio on the beam axis was
about 30 and almost constant for every slot except
for slot-1 which faces the target.
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In this work, reaction rates at beam axis of
Au(n, γ)198Au, 27Al(n, α)24Na and 27Al(n, x)22Na
are exponentially decreased. Therefore, the intensity
of thermal and fast neutrons exponentially attenuate
through the 4-m thick concrete shield. Moreover, it
was found that the distribution of thermal neutrons
in irradiation room behind concrete shield was
almost uniform.
The combined use of activation detectors and IP
was very useful, because the activity of many pieces
of detector can be measured simultaneously without
any efficiency correction and decay correction. The
high detection sensitivity and good linearity were
also obtained. This technique was utilized in the
KENS shielding experiment, and the attenuation
profiles and spatial distribution of thermal to few
MeV neutrons inside the concrete shield could be
grasped at a glance as the two-dimensional map.
On the other hand, the obtained experimental
data will be useful to understanding the neutron
propagation in the concrete shield and designing an
effective shielding of neutrons.
Our work has been published as follows.
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Fig. 3 Depth profiles of thermal and epithermal neutrons

Fig.4 shows a comparison of reaction rates of
Al(n, α)24Na between the experiments and
simulation using the MARS14 Monte Carlo code.
The results show a good agreement.
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Introduction
In high-energy accelerator facilities, concrete
walls and floors, beam ducts, targets, and beam
dumps are exposed to secondary neutrons of various
energies during machine operation. In the case of
concrete, the neutrons produce various long half-life
radionuclides, such as 3H, 36Cl, 60Co, and 152Eu.
Since most of the nuclides are mainly produced by
thermal neutron-capture reactions, estimating their
specific activities or the neutron fluence produced
by the primary beam is important for releasing the
construction components into the environment after
a facility is decommissioned. In order to investigate
the specific activity of 36Cl at various accelerator
facilities, Bessho et al. developed the 36Cl-AMS
technique for activated concrete, and measured the
ratios of 36Cl to 35Cl at various depths of concrete
core samples obtained from the SF-cyclotron room
[1]. The SF-cyclotron mainly provided protons
(maximum energy, 40 MeV) for a 20-year operation
period. The maximum 36Cl/35Cl ratio was observed
at a depth of around 10 cm from the surface, and its
value was approximately 1 × 10–9. This depth profile
is similar to those of other nuclides produced by
thermal neutrons. Therefore, it was found that 36Cl
in the concrete was mainly produced by the
thermal-neutron capture of 35Cl. Furthermore, it was
suggested that measuring 36Cl in the concrete would
be useful for accurately monitoring the
thermal-neutron fluence, which would enable
estimation of the activities of other nuclides
produced by thermal neutron-capture reactions.
In the case of accelerators that provide
high-energy particles (over several hundred MeV),
especially downstream of the beam dump, 36Cl, in
addition to its production from the thermal-neutron
capture of 35Cl, can be produced in a considerably
large amount by high-energy neutrons via spallation
reactions of other concrete components, such as K
and Ca. However, the production rates of 36Cl
produced from these elements by high-energy
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neutrons have not yet been measured. Therefore, in
order to reveal the characteristics of 36Cl production
in the concrete of high-energy accelerator facilities,
we measured the production rates of 36Cl from Cl, K,
and Ca at various depths in concrete downstream of
the tungsten target, which completely stopped the
500-MeV protons. In this study, we showed depth
profiles of the production rates of 36Cl from Cl, K,
and Ca, and considered whether the monitoring of
thermal neutrons using the 36Cl measurement in
concrete is applicable to high-energy accelerator
facilities.
Experimental
The irradiation was performed at the high-energy
neutron-irradiation course of the Neutron Science
Laboratory (KENS), High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (KEK). Secondary neutrons
were produced by the bombardment of primary
500-MeV protons on tungsten targets. The neutrons
were collimated along the beam axis using a neutron
beam guide, and passed through the shield concrete.
This course has seven irradiation positions, referred
to as slots 1 to 7, that irradiate at various thicknesses
of the shield concrete. The depths from the concrete
surface to slots 1 to 7 were 0, 40, 80, 130, 185, 250,
and 320 cm, respectively. This irradiation course is
described in detail in Refs. [2, 3].
Powders of NaCl, K2CO3, and CaCO3, which
were sealed in individual polyethylene bags, were
used as targets and placed into each slot on the
beamline. The chemical purities of NaCl, K2CO3,
and CaCO3 were 99.99%, 99.9%, and 99.99%,
respectively. Approximately 15 mg of the NaCl
target was placed in each slot, while the weights of
the K2CO3 and CaCO3 targets were approximately
0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 5.0 g for slots 1–7,
respectively. The irradiation time was 12710 min
and the average current of the primary protons was
6.447 μA.
After irradiation, each irradiated target was
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Fig. 1 Production rates of 36Cl from Cl, K, and Ca
targets in each slot. The vertical axis represents the
production rate per target atom per μC of the
primary proton. The circles, triangles, and squares
indicate the production rates of 36Cl from Cl, K, and
Ca, respectively. The error bars indicate the 1σ value
of the statistical error and the 3.2% of the scattering
of the repeated measurements in the AMS.
1000

Cl Production rate ratio, Cl/Ca

Results and discussion
The production rates of 36Cl from Cl in slots 1–7;
K, slots 1–4; and Ca, slots 1–7 were obtained. The
errors associated with these results include statistical
errors in the AMS counting, errors introduced at the
background subtraction, and error due to system
instability, which is estimated from repeated
measurements of standard samples.
Figure 1 shows the depth profiles of the
production rates of 36Cl from Cl, K, and Ca. The
vertical axis represents the production rate per target
atom per μC of primary proton. All of the
production rates decreased exponentially by four
orders of magnitude with an increase in the depth
from the concrete surface, and the profiles were very
similar to each other. However, a slight bow shape
around the surface was observed in the profile for
the production from Cl on the semi-log graph. From
the reaction threshold energies and expected
excitation functions, the reactions of K(n, 2pxn)36Cl
and Ca(n, 3pxn)36Cl are induced by fast neutrons
(less than several ten MeV) and that of 35Cl(n, γ)36Cl
is induced by thermal neutrons. Therefore, the depth

profiles indicated that the thermal-neutron flux had
slightly built up around the surface.
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36

dissolved in 20 ml of water and a few ml of 16 M
HNO3 in a beaker. In the case of K and Ca samples,
1–4 mg of Cl– carrier was added to the solution. A
few ml of a 1.5% AgNO3 solution (equivalent of Cl–
in the solution) was added to the sample solution in
order to precipitate AgCl, which was then
centrifuged and dissolved in a few ml of 15 M
NH4OH. In this step, the radioactivities, such as 7Be
and 22Na can be eliminated from Cl. A few ml of
water and 16 M HNO3 were added to the samples to
precipitate the AgCl again. The AgCl was
centrifuged and thoroughly rinsed three times with
10 ml of water. Finally, it was rinsed with 5 ml of
ethanol and dried at 110?C in an electric oven for six
hours. It was then pressed into a sample holder made
of aluminum for accelerator mass spectrometry
(AMS).
The ratios of 36Cl to Cl were measured by AMS at
the Micro Analysis Laboratory, Tandem accelerator
(MALT) of the University of Tokyo. The basic
measurement procedure is described in Ref. [4];
however, in this study, the injection system for the
accelerator and the detector system were improved
in order to enhance the detection efficiency. A gas
ionization chamber placed behind a gas-filled
magnet was employed as the final ion detector in the
AMS system for ΔE–E detection. The typical beam
current of 35Cl– extracted from the ionizer was
around 25 μA and the ratios of the samples were
determined by a comparison with the count rates of
standard samples (36Cl/Cl = 7.98 × 10–11).
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300

400

Fig. 2 Variation in the 36Cl production rate ratio
(Cl/Ca) as a function of the depth from the concrete
surface.
In order to clarify the build-up effect, the ratios of
the production rate from Cl to that from Ca were
plotted as a function of the depth from the concrete
surface in Fig. 2. The production rate ratios
increased up to a depth of around 150 cm, after
which they became constant. It was observed that
the thermal-neutron flux increased to a depth of
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around 150 cm, at which it attained equilibrium.
The production rates from Cl were higher by two
orders of magnitude when compared with those
from K and Ca over the entire depth observed in this
study. In general, however, the concentration of Cl
in concrete is considerably lower than that in K and
Ca. On the basis of NUREG/CR-3474 [5], the
concentrations of Cl, K, and Ca are obtained as 45
mg·kg–1, 0.75%, and 28.3%, respectively. From the
concentrations and the measured production rates,
we were able to estimate the contribution ratios of
36
Cl productions from Cl, K, and Ca in concrete. For
example, the estimated contribution ratios of Cl, K,
and Ca in slot 4 were shown in Fig. 3. In the case of
slot 4, the contribution from Ca in the concrete was
comparably greater than that from Cl and K because
of the abundance of Ca, and the contribution from K
was comparable with that from Cl. As a result, it
appears that the majority of 36Cl in concrete is
produced from Ca. We obtained unfavorable results
concerning the usefulness of 36Cl as an indicator of
the thermal-neutron fluence; however, the
concentrations of Cl, K, and Ca in concrete depend
on the source of rocks. Therefore, when the thermal
neutron fluence is estimated from the 36Cl
concentrations in the concrete, it is necessary to
consider the concentrations of Cl, K, and Ca in
concrete.
6.7%
6.8%

Ca
K
Cl
86.5%

Fig. 3 Estimation of 36Cl production contribution
rate in the concrete from Cl, K, and Ca targets at the
slot 4.
Conclusions
The neutron-induced production rates of 36Cl
from Cl, K, and Ca targets in shield concrete at
various depths were measured by AMS. All of the
production rates decreased exponentially by four
orders of magnitude with an increase in the depth
from the concrete surface to 320 cm. The production
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rates from Ca and K targets were two orders lower
than that from a Cl target at the same concrete depth.
According to our estimations, the contribution of
36
Cl production from the Ca target was considerably
greater than that from the Cl and K targets because
Ca is a major component in concrete. Moreover, the
contribution of K was almost equal to that of Cl.
Since the contribution of the spallation from Ca is
considerably greater at high-energy accelerator
facilities, it is essential to consider the concentration
of not only Cl, but also Ca and K in the shield
concrete for estimating the thermal-neutron fluence
from 36Cl in shield concrete.
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Introduction
In high-energy proton accelerator facilities,
high-energy neutrons are secondarily produced upon
bombardment with a proton beam. Such neutrons
have high penetrability, and induce activation of the
surrounding materials. The spectra of the neutrons
and activation of the materials are generally estimated
using Monte-Carlo simulation codes. It is very
important to confirm experimentally their confidence
from the benchmark.
However, only few experiments for the
benchmark have been performed so far. In particular,
there are no experimental data pertaining to the
conditions of “high energy neutron”, “0 degree
direction”, and “thick concrete shield.” We therefore
constructed a high-energy neutron-beam course at
KEK Neutron Science Laboratory (KENS) at the
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization
(KEK) [1, 2]. The course has seven irradiation slots
inside a 4-m-thick concrete shield. High-energy
neutrons were guided to the shield through a
collimator of 2.19-m length from a tungsten-target
assembly which completely stopped 500-MeV
primary protons.
Using this course, we have been accumulating
experimental data for following: (1) the spectrum and
attenuation characteristics of the neutrons in the
concrete shield and (2) the activation products
induced by high-energy neutron irradiation in the
well-known system at KENS. With regard to the first
point, an activation method is most suitable for
detecting neutrons in the limited spaces in the
concrete. Therefore, we have measured the yields of
the radioactive products from various targets and
observed the attenuation profiles of the neutrons. The

yields obtained from the various nuclear reactions
with different Q-values can indirectly provide
information on the energy spectra of the neutrons and
their intensities. With regard to the second point, we
measured many yields of the spallation products from
various targets induced by high-energy neutrons.
Following this, charge distributions and mass yield
curves were elucidated from the yields. In this paper,
we introduce a part of our experimental data [1-7],
including the preliminary data, obtained using the
high-energy neutron-beam course at KENS.
Experimental procedure
The 500-MeV neutron irradiation facility of KENS
The high-energy neutron-beam course of KENS
was designed for this shielding experiment. Figure 1
shows the cross-sectional views of the KENS
high-energy
neutron-beam
course
and
the
arrangement of the shielding experiment. Secondary
neutrons were produced by bombarding with
500-MeV protons on four tungsten blokes placed in
the tungsten-target assembly. Since the total thickness
of the tungsten blocks was 11.68 cm, the primary
protons were completely stopped in the tungsten
blocks. The produced secondary neutrons were
passed through a 10-cm stainless-steel block placed
downstream in the target assembly, and collimated
with an iron beam guide to lead in zero-degree
direction. The collimated beam finally reached to a
beam exit of 20 cm width × 15 cm height located in a
distance of 250 cm from the target assembly and
irradiated on an ordinary concrete of 4 m thickness
which borders on the beam exit. The concrete has
eight irradiation positions referred to as “slot 1” to
“slot 8”. They are positioned along the neutron beam
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direction in the concrete shield. The slots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8 were located on 0, 40, 80, 130, 185, 250,
320, and 400 cm depth from the surface of the
concrete shield, respectively. The more details of this
course were described in [1, 2].
Irradiation
The targets of Na2CO3, MgO, Al, Si, KCl,
K2CO3, CaCO3, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn,
In, Au, Au covered with Cd, and Bi were irradiated at
slots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and/or 8. The targets were
individually sealed in polyethylene bags. Plastic
capsules containing the targets were fixed at the
bottom of the shield plugs and inserted into the 8 slots,
and set on the beam axis. Nine irradiations were
carried out. The irradiation duration was typically 1
week. The average current of the primary protons was
typically 6-7 μA. The fluctuation of the primary
proton current was monitored during the irradiation.
The beam fluctuation was corrected for radioactive
decays if necessary.
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Fig.1 Cross-sectional views of the KENS high-energy neutron-beam
course and the arrangement of the shielding experiment

Measurements of the radioactive products
Spallation products from 197Au
After irradiation, γ-ray spectrometry was
performed with HP Ge detector systems. The
radioactivities of 196Au, 194Au, 192Au, 188Pt, 189Ir, 185Os,
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Re, 181Re, and 175Hf were determined
non-destructively. On the other hand, 173Lu, 171Lu,
169
Yb, and 167Tm could not be detected directly
because of their low activity and high activity of
198
Au and neighbor spallation products. Therefore,
they
were
measured
after
radiochemical
group-separation of rare-earth elements. The
radioactivity measurements of target set in the
backward from slot 5 were more difficult than that set
at front side due to their attenuation. For the targets of
slots 5 to 7, low background γ-ray counting was
performed with an anti-Compton and/or X-γ
coincidence system which HP Ge detector coupled
with 3 NaI scintillation counters. All of the yields
were cumulative for the respective β+-decay and/or
electron-capture chains. The details of the samples for
the targets of slots 1 to 5 and the chemical procedure
were described in [5]. Since the details of the samples
and data analysis for the targets of slots 5 to 7 are
preliminary, they have not published yet.
Chlorine-36
After irradiation, chlorine was chemically
separated from each irradiated target and finally
precipitated as AgCl. The amount of the 36Cl was
determined by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)
in the Micro Analysis Laboratory, Tandem
Accelerator (MALT) at the Research Center for
Nuclear Science and Technology, the University of
Tokyo. The details were described in [6].
Other products
After irradiation, γ-ray spectrometry was
nondestructively performed with HP-Ge detectors to
determine the radioactivities of the products from the
various targets. The yields of 22, 24Na from Cl were
obtained by subtracting the yields in K2CO3 from
those in KCl. In order to detect 198Au from Au and Au
covered with Cd, the irradiated gold foils were also
simultaneously exposed to an imaging plate (IP). The
exposed IP was scanned with a bio-imaging analyzer.
The details of the activity determination with the IP
were described in [3]. The yields induced by
epithermal neutrons were measured from the Au
targets covered with Cd. We could obtain the yields
induced by thermal neutrons by subtracting the yields
in the Cd-covered Au from those in the non-covered
Au.
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Attenuation profiles of the neutrons obtained by the
activation method
In the activation method, the detectable energy
of the neutrons depends on the reaction threshold
energy. Using the energy dependence, we can
indirectly derive information on the spectrum profile,
intensity, and attenuation of the neutrons from the
product yields in the various reactions. Accordingly,
at the slots 1-8, we measured the yields of the
following products:
(1) 13 spallation products from a 197Au target,
(2) 202 - 206Bi in 209Bi(n, xn) reactions,
(3) 198Au from a 197Au target and a 197Au target
covered with Cd,
(4) 115mIn from 115In,
(5) 36Cl from natCl, natK, and natCa targets, and,
(6) 24Na and 22Na from 23Na, natMg, 27Al, natSi, natCl,
nat
K, and natCa targets.
The effective energies of the yields are estimated
at to be 8-500 MeV for (1), 10-100 MeV for (2),
thermal and epithermal reactions for (3), and 1-10
MeV for (4), and thermal to several 100 MeV for (5)
and (6). In particular, the threshold energy in the Au
spallation products covers the widest energy range
among the measured targets in this work. The
threshold energy of 197Au(n, 2n)196Au is 8.1 MeV,
which is the lowest among the (1) products. The
effective neutron energy for this reaction is estimated
at around 10 MeV. On the other hand, the threshold
energy of 197Au(n, 10p21n)167Tm is 202.9 MeV,
which is the highest among the measured reactions.
The effective neutron energy for this reaction is
estimated to be in the range of 350 to 500 MeV [5].
As the results, the effective energies of the 13 Au
spallation products are in the range of 10 to 500 MeV.
Furthermore, whole neutron energies were completely
covered using all the productions of (1) to (6).
In Fig. 2, the measured yields of (a) the

Yields (1/atom/ C)

Results and discussion
Many yields were collected in this work. The
unit of the yield is atom-1μC-1, which indicates the
production probability per target atom and per μC of
the primary protons. We explain the measured yields
in following two separate sections.

spallation products from 197Au, (b) the products of the
209
Bi(n, xn) reactions, (c) 198Au from 197Au, 36Cl from
Cl, K, and Ca, and 115mIn from 115In, and (d) 24Na and
22
Na were plotted as a function of the depth from the
surface of the concrete shield. The open and the
closed symbols joined by solid lines represent the
reported ([1, 5, 6]) and preliminary experimental
yields, respectively. All the yields are exponentially
attenuated in the concrete shield and their slopes
appear similar regardless of the reactions.
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Fig.2 Measured attenuation profiles of the various yields of (a) the
spallation products from
(c)

198

Au from

197

197

Au, (b) products of

209

36

Bi(n, xn) reactions,
24

Au, and Cl from Cl, K, and Ca, and (d) Na and
22

Na from various targets

In order to compare the details of the relative
yield variations, the ratios of the yields at each slot to
those at slot 2 are plotted in Fig. 3. The open symbols
denote the experimental values published in [1, 5, 6],
while the closed symbols denote the preliminary
values. The solid lines indicate the average for the Au
spallation products. This figure shows the relative
change in the energy spectra of the neutrons passing
through the concrete shield. The ratios are almost
constant except in the low-energy reactions such as
35
Cl(n, γ)36Cl, 197Au(n, γ)198Au, 197Au(n, 2n)196Au, and
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Au-198 from Au
Au-196 from Au
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Au-192 from Au
Pt-188 from Au
Ir-189 from Au
Os-185 from Au
Re-183 from Au
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slot 7/slot 2
10-4

10-5

Fig.3 Ratios of the yields at slots 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 to those at slot 2

Production yields of radioisotopes from various
targets
The yields obtained from the Au target are also
available for the benchmark of the residual products
from heavy targets. All the yields are cumulative for
the respective �+-decay and/or electron-capture chains.
Since the measured nuclides are closed to stable
isotopes, the yields can be approximately regarded as
mass yields according to the spallation characteristics.
In Fig. 4, the yields from Au target are plotted as a
function of the product mass number. The open
symbols denote the experimental values published in
[5], while the closed symbols denote the preliminary
experimental values. The solid lines drawn through
the points are provided as a visual guide. On the
semi-log graph, it is evident that each mass yield
curve decreases steeply in an arc with a decrease in
the product mass number.
For the benchmark of the residual products from
medium targets, we measured the yields of the
spallation products from the 45Sc, natTi, natV, natCr,
55
Mn, natFe, 59Co, natNi, natCu, and natZn targets at slot
2. Although the charge distribution characteristics
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Na-24 from Al
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In-115m from In

103

were unclear for the neutron-induced spallation, we
attempted to fit the spallation yields to an empirical
five-parameter formula derived by Rudstam [9] that
was successfully applied to photospallation reactions
[8]. Rudstam’s formula (CDMD formula) for charge
distribution (CD) and mass yield distribution (MD) is
�PR2/3exp[PA-R | Z-SA+TA2 | 3/2]
Y(Z, A) = ����������������������,
1.79{exp(PAt)-1}
, where Y(Z, A) indicates the independent yield of a
nuclide (Z, A) obtained from the target (Zt, At) and P,
�, R, S, and T are free parameters. The parameter P
defines the slope of the MD; �, the total inelastic
cross section; R, the width of the CD; and S and T, the
location of the CD through the most probable charge
Zp = SA-TA2. Figure 5 shows the CD of the spallation
products from the 45Sc, natTi, natV, natCr, 55Mn, natFe,
59
Co, natNi, natCu, and natZn targets. The open squares
indicate independent yields (I); reverse triangles,
cumulative ones for �+ and/or electron-capture decay
(C+); and triangles, cumulative ones for �- decay (C-).
The solid lines indicate the CD obtained by the fitting,
and the dashed and dotted lines represent the
cumulative yields for C+ and C- estimated using the
CDMD formula, respectively. As shown in the figure,
the results of these fittings are very good for all the
products and targets. Therefore, it was confirmed that
the CDMD formula was useful for the yields of the
neutron spallation residues obtained at KENS.

-1

In(n, n’)115mIn where the threshold energy is lower
than approximately 10 MeV. The ratios of the yields
of the low-energy reactions are slightly higher than
the others at slots deeper than slot 3. Therefore,
without changing the profile of the neutron spectrum
in the range of 10 to 500 MeV, the intensity is
exponentially attenuated with an increase in the depth
of the concrete, although there was a small build-up
of low-energy neutrons at depths below 40 cm.
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Conclusion
Applying an activation method, we successfully
investigated the spectrum profile, intensity, and
attenuation of the neutrons in the concrete shield at
KENS. The profile of the neutron spectrum ranging
from 10 to 500 MeV was kept and the intensity was
exponentially attenuated with an increase in the depth
of the concrete, although there was a small build-up
of low-energy neutrons at depths below 40 cm.
Furthermore, the CDMD formula was demonstrated
to be suitable for the neutron spallation at KENS.
Using this formula, the charge distributions of the
yields and mass yield curves of medium targets were
obtained. Furthermore, mass yield curves in an Au
spallation are available to the benchmark the residual
products of heavy targets. In addition to the data, we
will provide the further data in the near future.
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Fig.6 Mass yields from Sc,
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Mass yield curves were calculated using the
CDMD parameters. Figure 6 shows the MD for the
45
Sc, natTi, natV, natCr, 55Mn, natFe, 59Co, natNi, natCu, and
nat
Zn targets. The solid lines represent the calculated
mass yields. The squares indicate the experimental
mass yields compensated with estimated yields of
unmeasured products. We were able to obtain the MD
for a wide range of product mass number.
Furthermore, we have been measuring the yields
of the spallation products from other targets such as
89
Y. Systematic measurements of fixed products, such
as 7Be, 10Be, 24Na, and 22Na, from various targets are
also useful for benchmark. The yields will be reported
in the near future, some of them have already been
published in [7].
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Materials which have strong resistance to both
beam impact (or shock-wave) and radiation damage
are required for the beam target of an intense accelerator and space applications. Recently, spallation
target engineering groups discovered pitting damage
under the pulse irradiation of liquid-metal targets[1],
and have studied the phenomenon and counter
measures. Futakawa et al. [2] derived the following
observation in their pitting experiments for total
impact cycles above 1 million: Kolsterising specimens have a stronger resistance to pitting than SS316
CW. A similar effect can be expected for other
hardening treatments, and new material development
is hopeful. Recently, we have organized a project
team to develop high-performance materials that are
strong against shockwaves and radiation. The team is
composed of scientists from KEK, JAERI and universities (Tohoku, Kyoto, Hokkaido, Kobe, Kyushu
and Okayama University of Science).
The project scope is as follows:
(1) Development of new materials and cladding
techniques by means of grain boundary engineering
(GBE), powder metallurgy and new ceramics, surface treatment with nitriding and laser peening etc.
and surface coating with electro-deposit using
molten salt and the PVD method etc.
(2) Evaluation of newly developed materials, such as
microscopic observations with TEM/SEM, neutron,
synchrotron orbital radiation (SOR) and positron,
mechanical tests and residual stress measurements
by neutrons, impact tests with high-speed camera
observations, post-irradiation experiments for the
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STIP-2 samples for tungsten alloys, ion-beam irradiation tests and FEM analyses for impact tests,
thermal stress etc.
In the present paper, recent topics are introduced.
1. Tpopics
1.1 Grain boundary engineering
In constructing a structure, welding is required.
Intergranular corrosions (IGC), resulting in weld
decay, is frequently observed in the heat affected zone
(HAZ) of austenitic stainless steel. The optical micrograph of the weld decay region shows a mixed
structure of grooved and non-grooved boundaries by
10% oxalic acid electro-etching[3]. IGC is initially
caused by Cr23C6 precipitation in the grain boundary.
Chromium carbide precipitation leads to sensitization
by chromium depletion. Recent studies on the grain
boundary structure have revealed that the sensitization
depends strongly on the crystallographic nature and
the atomic structure of the grain boundary, and that
low-energy grain boundaries, such as CSL (coincidence site lattice) boundaries, have strong resistance
to intergranular corrosion [4]. The concept of ‘grain
boundary design and control’ has been developed
through GBE [5] to inhibit sensitization by increasing
the frequency of CSL boundaries. GBEed materials,
which are characterized by high frequencies of CSL
boundaries, are resistant to intergranular deterioration
of materials, such as intergranular corrosion. In the
present work, Kokawa of Tohoku University tried to
produce a GBEed austenitic stainless-steel possessing
a strong resistance to weld decay using an identical

304 steel.
(Experimental)
A commercial type-304 austenitic stainless-steel
was used throughout this study. The chemical composition (wt%) was 18.28 Cr, 8.48 Ni, 0.60 Si, 1.00
Mn, 0.055 C, 0.029 P and 0.005 S. A base material
plate of 9x50x 150 mm3 was welded by bead-on-plate
gas-tungsten-arc (GTA) welding at a welding current
of 300A in direct current electrode negative (DCEN),
a travel speed of 4 cm/min, and an arc length of 1 mm
without filler materials in a welding chamber filled
with argon gas.
The specimens were solution-heat treated at 1,323
K for 0.5 h. A thermomechanical treatment was performed by cold-rolling and subsequent annealing. The
roll reduction ratio in thickness resulted in as
pre-strain from 0 to 60%. The pre-strained specimens
were annealed at various temperatures from 1,200 to
1,600 K and quenched in cold water. The GBCD
(grain boundary character distribution) was examined
by OIM (orientation imaging microscopy). The intergranular corrosion resistance was evaluated by a
double loop electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation (DL-EPR) test after sensitization treatment at 923
K. The tested specimens were observed by SEM. The
as-received and the GBEed (thermomechanically
treated) materials of the 304 steel were GTA welded
and the weld HAZs were observed by SEM and TEM,
and examined by a corrosion test and OIM.
(Corrosion test)
The DL-EPR test results reflect the fractional area
of chromium depletion near sensitized grain boundaries on the test surface. The actual intergranular corrosion propagates along grain boundaries from the
surface into the material, and causes mass-loss due to
falling off the specimen surface. The corrosion (mass
loss) rate during the ferric sulfate-sulfuric acid test is
shown in Fig. 1 for the BM, r5%- and r5%-1200K
specimens after sensitization. The strain-annealed
specimens have much lower corrosion rates than the

BM for every test duration. The difference in mass-

Fig. 1
Corrosion mass-loss of the BM and the
strain-annealed specimens during a ferric sulfate-sulfuric acid test [6].
loss is much more than that expected simply 1300K
from differences in the DL-EPR test results and CSL
boundary frequencies, because the improvement in
GBCD can strongly affect the mass-loss. The
r5%-1200 K-72 h specimen with the optimized GBCD
(Fig. 2d) indicated the smallest corrosion rate, which
was less than one-fourth that of the BM, and less than
half that of the r5%-1300 K-0.5 h specimen.
(Effect of GBE)
In order to examine the effect of GBE on the weld
decay in 304 austenitic stainless steel, the r5%-1200
K-72 h specimen with the optimized GBCD and the
as-received 304 base material were GTA-welded. The
HAZ of each weld was observed after electro-etching
in an oxalic acid solution. In the HAZ, distributed
between 0 mm and 12 mm away from the fusion line
of the as-received base material, most of the grain
boundaries are grooved in the areas far away (about 8
mm) from the fusion line, as generally seen in weld
decay. In contrast, almost none of grain boundaries are
grooved through the HAZ of the GBEed material.
Both the degree of sensitization by the DL-EPR test
and the corrosion rate during the ferric sulfate-sulfuric
acid test were much lower in the weld of GBEed material than in that of the as-received 304 steel base
material.
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1.2 TiN-AlN fine-grained ceramics composite
Titanium nitride (TiN) has been widely used as
a coating of cutting tool because of its high hardness
and low friction coefficient. In order to improve its
mechanical toughness, composites of TiN and other
ceramics, such as AlN or Al2O3 etc., have been
studied. In the present work, TiN-AlN composites
have been prepared, using a mechanical alloying
technique based on an in situ chemical reaction with
NH3 which was produced from the disintegration of
ammonium carbonate during mechanical alloying:
Ti + NH3 ---> TiN [7].
The microstructure and mechanical properties of the
composite were investigated.
(Experimental)
Two different synthesis routes were employed
with the same designed compositions (TiN : AlN =
1:1 (mole ratio)): one is to ball-mill AlN and TiN
powders in ethanol (composite A). The other was
TiN-AlN composite powders synthesized in situ
from powders of AlN, Ti and ammonium carbonate
as initial materials, by taking advantage of the
chemical reaction between Ti and ammonium carbonate during 32 h mechanical alloying and a heat
treatment of heating at 1,200oC for 2 h. Synthesized
powders were pressed by 100 MPa into a green pellet
and CIP’ed at 200MPa (composite B). X-ray diffraction showed that Ti in the composite B diminished through a 32 h-milling and 2 h-heating process.
In both cases, HIP was made under the condition of
1,750oC, 180 MPa for 2 hours as a sintering process
in order to obtain full-densified bulk materials. The
microstructure was observed with SEM and TEM.
Vickers hardness and fracture toughness were
measured by the indentation method.
(Results)
Considerably fine powder of below 50 nm was
obtained by mechanical alloying with the following
parameters: 32 h-milling of AlN, Ti and ammonium
carbonate. The values of the Vickers hardness and
fracture toughness are compared in Table 1. The
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values of synthesized sample are higher than those of
ball-milling of AlN and TiN powders, and TiN. A
microstructural observation showed that different
phases were mixed by nano-scale in synthesized
sample, while they were mixed by a scale of several
micrometers in TiN+AlN.
Table 1 Comparison of the mechanical properties.
Sample
Synthesized
TiN+AlN
TiN

Density
(kg/m3)
4,690
4,230
5,260

Hardness
(GPa)
19.6
16.0
12.1

Toughness
(MPa/m 1/2)
5.1
2.48
3.9

1.3 Ta cladding on tungsten by electrodeposition
with a molten salt bath method
Tantalum exhibits a high corrosion resistance
over a wide range of aggressive media, but has weak
points of reduced neutron production compared to
tungsten and high decay heat resulting from high
radio activities induced by thermal neutrons [8]. It
will be required to minimize any decay heat for exchanging a used target into a new one by reducing
the amount of tantalum clad on tungsten. Electro-deposition is extremely useful due to high flexibility for big size complicated shape of the objects to
be coated, and has an advantage of low cost. Molten
salt electrolysis has been successfully applied for the
deposition of valve metals and their alloys. In the
present work, Yamamura group of Tohoku University investigated two possibilities for the electro-deposition of tantalum on tungsten.
At first, a dense and compact coating of tantalum
on nickel was pursued to attain a Ta coating on a
tungsten substrate mediated by a thin Ni layer. The
electrolyte consisted of 55%LiF-35%NaF-10%CaF2
in which 1% K2TaF7 was added. (Percentage is given
in mole percent.) The cell consisted of a graphite
crucible. A electrodeposition of tantalum on nickel
wire (1-mm diameter) was performed at a current
density of 0.2 kA.m-2 and at 700oC. A continuous and
rather smooth coating on the nickel layer was obtained.
Additional attempts to prepare coatings directly

on tungsten were performed. The chronopotentiometry showed that the current efficiency increased
at higher current densities. Hence, attempts were
made to prepare coatings on tungsten at higher current densities, which proved to be successful, and
complete coverage was obtained on tungsten. Finally,
it can be summarized that the cladding of tantalum
on tungsten is possible by electro-deposition in a
LiF-NaF-CaF2 melt containing 2% K2TaF7 at a current density of ~ 1-1.5 A.m-2.
1.4 CrN cladding on tungsten plate
Nio et al.[8] and Takenaka et al.[9] pointed out,
based on their neutronics and thermal calculations on
0.5mm thick-tantalum-clad tungsten target for MW
class spallation neutron source, that there were severe
problems of high gamma-ray dose and decay heat
from activated tantalum during maintenance of the
target. On the other hand, CrN has a high hardness and
a high resistance against corrosion, wear and oxidization. Nio et al. also showed that CrN cladding would
become a solution of problems involving a tantalum-clad tungsten target because CrN was much less
activated compared to tantalum.
Since the surface properties of CrN film are likely
depend on the film formation technique, we tried to
make a CrN cladding on a tungsten plate with different
techniques. One is an arc-plasma type PVD technique
at Japan Coating Center Co. Ltd. and Japan ITF Co.
Ltd. This method is very popular, and film formation
process is standardized in the former company. The
film thickness was controlled by the deposition time to
be 5 and 8 m. In Japan ITF Co. Ltd, the ion-plating
processes were made twice and the film thickness was
measured with a spherical abrasion test method to be
2.4 m and 2.0 m (total 4.4 m).
The other was ion-beam-enhanced deposition
(IBED) at Tohoku University. In the IBED, a film was
deposited on a substrate by the ion-beam sputtering of
target material and, at the same time, the film was
bombarded
by
another
ion-beam
source
~enhancement source. By this method, it was possible
to increase the mobility of the depositing chemical
species and cause reactions between the depositing
film and the bombardment ions. A dual ion-beam

sputtering apparatus was employed. The deposition
time was 480 min. The film thickness of the specimen
produced with the IBED process was measured by a
stylus-based surface profiler to be 350 nm to 400 nm.
Surface status and electoro-chemical properties of
CrN film ware investigated. The results are as follows:
(1) X-ray diffraction revealed that the film due to the
AIP method contained mainly CrN and the film by the
IBED method CrN and Cr2N.
(2) XPS analysis clarified that a ratio of CrN and Cr2N
contents is not so much difference between both films.
(3) SEM photographs of specimen surface given in
Fig. 2 shows that the surface of the CrN thin film
formed by IBED is very smooth, while that of the film
formed by ion plating displays pronounced microparticles (droplet) and pinhole-like defects.
(4) Density of pin hole defects of CrN film was
measured with the critical polarized current density
method. In case of thick AIP-CrN film, its average
was 0.017% but dispersion was large, while average
was 0.045%.with small dispersion in case of thin film
by the IBED method.

Fig. 2 Comparison of SEM photographs of CrN clad
tungsten plates.
An investigation of CrN cladding is also progressing by means of the molten salt bath method at
Kyoto University together with radiation damage of
these CrN clad tungsten samples with electron or
proton bombardment from accelerators.
1.5 Investigation on pitting damage
In a mercury target under pulsed-irradiation conditions, the pitting of the target vessel and the window
from cavitation erosion is so severe that it can limit
our ability to determine the lifetime of a target. Recent
experiments clarified that the treatment to the surface
to increase the hardness was effective for increasing
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the materials resistance against impact erosion. The
following techniques can be applied for the surface
treatment: kolstelize (a registered trademark of
Bodycote International plc., i.e., carbonate), nitride
and cladding or film formation with hard materials
such as TiN and CrN. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of
the impact erosion resistances as a function of the
hardness between the 316-type austenite stainless
steel and surface-treated materials [11]. Here, the
impact erosion resistance is defined to be an inverse of
fraction of the eroded area. It is strongly correlated
with the hardness, as shown in the figure. Therefore,
harder materials provide better to give a higher resistance against pitting damage.

Fig. 4 Micrographs of indents at 4.9N.
of the indent thickness, and found that it decreased
with the depth in the case of surface-treatment materials, while austenite stainless steel did not have such a
thickness dependence of the hardness. The surface of a
micro-vickers-hardness-tested specimen was observed, as shown in Fig. 4. In the case of a TiN and
CrN clad material, we can observe a micro-cracks
around the indentation at 4.9N. Accordingly, the impact erosion resistance against multi-cycle (beyond
108 cycles) stresses depends not only on the hardness,
but also on the impact propagation between the coating and the base material. Accordingly, a complex
structure to mitigate propagated impact is promising.
Further investigation to clarify pitting mechanism

Fig. 3 Relationship between the hardness and impact
erosion resistance.
However, if the pitting damage penetrates through
a hard material, which is obtained by a surface-treatment, damage will abruptly proceed. In addition, these surface may be less ductile. Accordingly,
the layer thickness will be limited. Recently, Futakawa
et al. measured the hardness of materials as a function

Fig. 5 Bubble formation observed by high-speed
camera after input of impact by MIMTM. camera.
are .also progressed by using super high speed ob-
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serving a glass window contacted with mercury on
which controlled impacts generated by the electro-magnetic high-frequency impact generator
MIMTM are given. Typical result of bubble formation
on the surface of glass window after impact is shown
in Fig. 5. Computer simulation describes that when
the bubble collapse, micro-jets is emitted and pitting
on the material science is occurred.

[8] D.Nio,et al.,J. Nucl. Mater., 343 (2005) 163.
[9] M. Mehmood,et al. Material Transactions, 44-2,
pp.259-267 (2003).
[10] N.Takenaka,et al.,J. Nucl. Mater., 343 (2005)
169.
[11] M. Futakawa, et al., Int. J. Imp. Eng., 28 (2003)
123.

2. Conclusion
We are investigating ways to develop materials
that have strong resistance against impact shock and
irradiation for spallation targets and aerospace.
There are 5 topics reported as a result of recent activities. Pitting phenomena in mercury target is also
investigated.
In the next stage, material development and
characterization will be promoted. As for material
development, cladding or film coating on SS is
needed by using a more improved method, such as
laser peening, as well as an optimized condition,
even for the conventional method. Presently, CrN
film formation with the molten salt method is being
performed at Kyoto University..
The characterization of materials and the material
behavior under impact condition and radiation is
very important to certify new materials and improve
them. We will continue this work.
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In Material life science facility (MLF), 1MW
spallation neutron beam will be available when
proton current reaches the designed value of 333µA
at 3GeV. The repetition rate of 25Hz is much
smaller than that of the first target station at ISIS (50
Hz) and SNS (60 Hz), resulting in the uniqueness of
the first neutron instruments at J-PARC where a
wide dynamical range is attained with limited loss of
neutron.
The completion of the MLF building
construction will be scheduled in December 2006.
The first beam is scheduled to be supplied on May
2008, and the stable beam supply in 100 kW is
expected to start in the beginning of 2009. In July
2006, more than 80 % of MLF building has been
completed. 23 shutter gates have been installed,
and inserts of the Helium vessel beam windows
were placed by using a remote handling device.
The temporary opening at the central section will be
closed after finishing all scheduled heavy
components installation. Both of the extended
buildings for a residual stress analysis diffractometer
(JAEA) and a super high-resolution powder
diffractometer (KEK) are funded and under design.

Fig.1 MLF building. The construction will be completed
in December, 2006.

After long term discussion with users [1], we
decided to have three cryogenic super-critical
hydrogen moderators: a coupled, decoupled and

poisoned-decoupled moderators.
The prototype
fabrication test of the MLF moderator was carried
out with reasonable performance.
Unique
characteristic of the MLF moderators is that half of
beamlines are looking at a high intensity coupled
moderator.
This decision was made after
discussion with potential instrumental scientists. It
is significantly different as main moderators of ISIS
and SNS are decoupled moderators.
In the decoupled moderator, the tails of pulse
peaks are removed by the decoupler. Demands on
S/N above 100 meV to be better than 1.5 – 2 order
lead to the preferred decoupling energy of 1 eV with
Ag-In-Cd (AIC), which later found its R&D was
tough. Compared with the coupled moderator,
integrated intensity decreases by 1/2 (l = 1 Å) to
1/10 (l = 8 Å), but peak intensity does not so
decrease: 4/5 (1 Å) to 1/3 (8 Å) [2].
In the decoupled poisoned moderator, the
poisoning material was one of discussion points.
Cd (0.4 eV) has higher cut-off energy compared
with Gd (0.35 eV) but not exceeds B4C (1.6 eV),
which cannot be used because of radiation damage.
The choice of Cd results in the shift of symmetrical
region to the shorter wavelength region, and the
narrow and symmetrical Dt at l > 1 Å will be
attained by selecting 20 mm depth in average
(25mm at the deepest). Although poisoning energy
is larger in Cd, peak intensity is not so different.
Compared with decoupled non-poisoned moderator,
integrated intensity decreases by 2/3 (l = 1 Å) to 1/3
(l = 8 Å), but peak intensity does not so decrease:
4/5 (1 Å) to 1/2 (8 Å) [3].
The call for "Letters of Intent" of neutron
instruments has been continued every year since
2002 [4]. Each proposal has been reviewed twice
by the neutron instrument planning committee under
the J-PARC director; after the first review, each
proposal was re-examined in terms of their
appropriateness in installing in MLF beam lines in
early stage. The approved proposals were
encouraged to proceed to funding procedure. After
proposals of two project instruments, SuperSirius (a
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versatile powder diffractometer) and BIX-P1 (a high
intensity single crystal diffractometer for protein
crystals), were accepted, similar instruments were
financed by Ibaraki prefecture. Although these two
are almost identical to SuperSirius and BIX-P1, the
aim of Ibaraki prefecture is primarily the promotion
of industrial uses. Then, the proposals of Ibaraki
prefecture were submitted separately. Which were
later approved in 2004.
Since, to date, more than 20 proposals have been
approved without specifying the MLF beam lines
and only 23 beamlines (11 coupled, 6 decoupled and
6 poisoned-decoupled moderators) are available, the
specification procedure is now discussed.
At
present, following eight instruments are fully or
partly funded, and will be commissioned in 2008
[see figure 2]: high resolution powder diffractometer
(HRPD) of KEK, Engineering diffractometer (JED)
and low energy chopper spectromenter (CNDCS) of
JAEA, versatile powder diffractometer and single
crystal protein diffractometer of Ibaraki prefecture,
very high intensity chopper spectromenter
(4SEASONS), Nuclear data engineering instrument,
Neutronics validation instrument of JAEA. HRPD,
JED and CNDCS are three of 10 project instruments
which will be constructed by KEK or JAEA.
Designs for project instruments including delayed
ones have been in progress. The technical reviews
for the two instruments of Ibaraki prefecture were
repeated often.
To fulfill the users’ requirement for an MLF
computing environment, a framework of an
integrated system was designed based on a data
acquisition and control network that are an assembly
of multiple computers. Along with this hardware,
data analysis software is incorporated. A prototype
of the software was tested using SWAN and Sirius
of KENS.
The Neutron Group Board (KEK-JAEA neutron
working group) which was formulated under the
MLFG leader worked on showing the 'Impact of
neutrons on both science and industry' to get
financial support from the Government. It then
discussed the organization of the neutron and muon
groups after the neutron beam would be operational.
The beamline working group (BLWG) was also
organized under the J-PARC steering committee to
discuss the treatment of instruments being
developed by organizations outside the project team,
including two instruments of Ibaraki prefecture.
The hot issue is the charging scheme for their
proprietary use. These discussions have been
continued by the deliberative team (task force) and
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will be concluded before autumn of 2006. The
deliberative team will also formulate a general rule
of neutron beam line installation and discuss
conditions for a third party instrument.
The budget profile for the MLF operation was
investigated; the present summary was reviewed by
the international experts as a part of the whole
J-PARC operation scheme review in 2005. A cost
of the neutron beam use was studied with respect to
the total operation cost for the neutron beam
production. This value is used to formulate the
charging scheme for the third party instruments
especially for proprietary use.
Technical support to both third party instrument
teams and general users is quite important to
establish a user-friendly facility.
User access
and the flow of general use, viz. writing proposals,
sample preparation, travel support, accommodation,
radiation safety and other safety education,
experiments, analyses, reports, etc. has been
examined to optimize scientific output. It must be
sufficiently simple and flexible so as to meat user
demands although two organizations are responsible
about J-PARC and there are several third-party
instruments.
It is also important to allocate
research coordinators to help new users. User
proposals should be evaluated by appropriately
constituted review committees, which is directly
related with the mission of both KEK and JAEA.
Table 1. Project instruments were selected by the project team
of KEK and JAEA. �: commissioning in 2008.
Elastic Instruments
High Resolution Powder Diffractometer
KEK
�
Versatile Powder Diffractometer
JAEA
Engineering Diffractometer
JAEA �
High Intensity Total Scattering Diffractometer KEK
Single Crystal Diffractometer for Proteins
JAEA
High Intensity SANS
JAEA
Reflectometer with Horizontal Sample Geometry KEK
Inelastic Instruments
High-Resolution Chopper Spectrometer
KEK
�
Low Energy Chopper Spectrometer
JAEA
Protein Dynamics Analysis Spectrometer
JAEA
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All eight instruments are fully or partly funded and scheduled to be commissioned in 2008.
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KEK, JAEA and university researchers are
collaborating to design neutron instruments for
J-PARC. KENS is responsible to four instruments
below and has promoted their conceptual and
engineering design. The engineering design work
including R&D has been performed under the
collaboration with KEK Mechanical Engineering
Center.
(1) High-Performance Neutron Reflectometer with
Horizontal Sample Geometry
It has been widely recognized that neutron
reflectometry is a powerful and essential technique
for studies on surface and interface of materials. The
reflectometer proposed for the J-PARC adopts
horizontal sample geometry, so that it can be applied
for any kinds of material interfaces including free
interfaces such as liquid surface or liquid/liquid
interface, which are not measured by using the
vertical reflectometer. The two downward beamlines
with different angles, 5.71 and 2.22, relative to the
horizontal were guided viewing moderator surface
directly for the measurements on free interfaces. The
well-designed beamline makes it possible to
measure specular reflectivity up to 0.5Å-1 in neutron
momentum transfer, Qz, along the direction vertical
to the sample surface. The estimated neutron flux at

Fig. 1 Schematic view of high-performance neutron
reflectometer with horizontal sample geometry.
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the sample position is about 200 ~ 900 times higher
than ARISA of KENS. The weak intensity from
low-contrast sample or off-specular scattering can
be precisely measured with high resolution during a
short period of time.
Table 1 Specifications of high-performance neutron
reflectometer with horizontal sample geometry

Moderator
Source-sample distance
Sample-detector distance
Guide tube
QZ-range
QZ resolution
Band width
Glancing Angle

Coupled liquid-H2
15.0 m
2.5 m
3Qc supermirror
0.008QZ(Å-1) 0.5
< 10 %
2.5 – 9 (18) Å
5.71 and 2.22
(straight), 0.86 and
0.34 (with bender)

The reflectometer is equipped with a polarized
neutron option, so that the spatial distribution of
magnetic moment can be detected for magnetic thin
films or artificial lattices. Also, the polarized
neutrons are used to distinguish incoherent
scattering. This is very effective especially for the
samples containing many hydrogen atoms, such as
polymer, bio-membrane, etc., since it reduces the
background intensity from incoherent scattering so
that structural information can be obtained more
precisely and reliably. Further, another two unique
and challenging options, i.e., grazing-incidence
diffraction (GID) or small-angle scattering (GISAS),
and spin-echo options, are introduced. So far, there
has been no precedent for installing these techniques
at pulsed-neutron source. The GID or GISAS option
is favorable to observe the detailed surface structure
with a scale of nm. The spin-echo option is effective
for the studies on dynamics of interface with neV
order, and is expected to develop new science using
a neutron reflectometer. Here, a neutron resonance
spin-echo method using radio-frequency flippers is
adopted.
Currently, a secondary shutter system (so-called

a “revolver”) with several optical devices, which
could be located at the position of about 12 m far
from the moderator, is intensively designed for
selecting and producing the beamlines with different
downward angles. Also, a sample table is carefully
designed for meeting different requirements, i.e., a
free interface and a heavy load. The free interfaces
can not be inclined, so that they should be moved
vertically to adjust the sample height to each
beamline with keeping the sample surface very still.
(2) Super-High-Resolution Powder Diffractometer
Synchrotoron
Radiation
powder
X-ray
diffractometers (SR-XRD) and advanced analysis
methods have developed rapidly in the past five
years. In SR-XRD, the use of high luminosity and
short wavelength X-ray results in the best statistic
data and wide Q range of measurements.
Advanced analysis methods based on high-precision
analysis methods like maximum entropy method
enable us to extract structural information from tiny
changes in diffraction patterns. The combination of
these high quality data from SR-XRD and their
high-precision analysis often give us information of
light elements. Then, newly developed materials
with small amount tend to be studied only by
SR-XRD which is supported by high-precision
analysis methods.
The high-precision analysis methods are in
principle applicable to neutron powder diffraction
(NPD) data, but the limited statistics and resolution
of existing instruments impede the breakthrough of
NPD. These confinement would be removed in
future NPD in the upgraded ISIS, SNS and J-PARC.
We are proposing a high resolution powder
diffractometer with ∆d/d = 0.03 %, which is
compatible with the best SR diffractometer. We
have carefully designed a decoupled hydrogen
moderator (off-center poisoned by Cd and
decoupled by Al-In-Cd) to achieve the designed
resolution within 100m flight path. Figure 2 shows
resolution comparison between KENS-Vega and the
new high-resolution powder diffractometer.

Fig. 2 Resolution comparison between KENS-Vega and the new
high-resolution powder diffractometer.

Precise structural analysis of newly developed
materials will be done with the powder
diffractometer with similar amount of sample as in
the laboratory X-ray.

Fig. 3 Schematic image of super-high-resolution powder
diffractometer.

Table 2. Specifications of super-high-resolution powder
diffractometer.

Moderator

Source-to-sample distance
Sample-to-detector
distance
Guide tube
Detector coverage
d-range
d-resolution ∆d/d
Band width

poisoned decoupled
moderator
92 m
1.9 - 4.5 m
supermirror(3Qc)
10° 100°,
150° 170°
0.5  d(Å)  60
0.03% at d < 4 Å
1.6Å

(3) High Intensity Total Scattering Diffractometer
We designed a high intensity total diffractometer
which can allow us to obtaine scattering intensity of
various materials over a large range of wave-vector
change Q (0.01 Å-1 < Q < 100 Å-1). The
diffractometer will be a gateway of structural
analysis and should be a high through-put
instrument with high accuracy and reasonable
resolution.
A total diffractometer gives strcutural
informations by the Fourier transformation of
diffraction patterns and accuracy of resulted
real-space correlation function depends on statistical
accuracy on the higher Q-side. For this reason,
intensity is the first priority to determine instrument
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parameters and then the primary flight pass length,
L1, should be short as possible. It should be
emphasize that this total diffractometer is not only
for glasses and liquids; nano-scale order/disorder
and fluctuation are special interest of this
instrument. These topics are thought to be important
to investigate structural origin of material’s
functions such as ionic conducting materials,
hydrogen storage materials, and so on. Therefore,
this instrument should realize enough resolution as a
powder diffractometer and also small-angle detector
bank. The best resolution, ∆d/d, of backscattering
bank should be better than 0.5 % for the Rietveld
analysis. By taking into account the pulse width,
total flight pass length was estimated to be longer
than 15 m. Based on these considerations, L1 is set
to 15 m to balance the intensity and resolution
required for the high intensity total diffractometer as
well as spaces for neutron beam shaping devices and
neutron & gamma-ray shielding. The bandwidth of
this instrument is 8.8 Å at 25 Hz repetition rate and
estimated neutron flux at sample position is about
109 neutron/sec viewing a decoupled hydrogen
moderator (non-poisoned). Figure 4 shows current
design of the total diffractometer. Green plates
correspond to neutron detectors.

Fig. 4

(4) High-Resolution Chopper Spectrometer
Chopper
spectrometers
are
standard
spectrometers studying dynamics in materials by
using an intense pulsed neutron source. Three types
of chopper spectrometers are considered: high
resolution type, low energy type and high intensity
type. In this project, we will construct the chopper
spectrometer of high resolution type among the three
types, and promote the dynamical studies on
strongly correlated electron systems, non-uniform
magnetic systems, liquids, random systems and
super molecules, where the dynamics spreads over a
wide dynamical range in Q- space. Since the high
resolution chopper spectrometer covers the wide
Q-  space with high resolutions, it enables us to
perform systematic studies in these systems. This
spectrometer will be installed facing the decoupled
liquid hydrogen moderator, and be realized by a
proven technique using a Fermi chopper to
monochromate neutron energy. We aim to have the
highest resolution in the similar type of chopper
spectrometers in the world, and the Q resolution
should be matched to the energy resolution. This
spectrometer efficiently employs a detecting system
of a large solid angle to measure coherent inelastic
scattering. We aim to design this spectrometer so
that a large counting rate can be realized.

An engineering design of the high-intensity total
scattering diffractometer.

Table 3. Specifications of high-intensity total diffractometer

Moderator
Source-to-sample distance
Sample-to-detector
distance
Q range
Q resolution
Band width

decoupled moderator
15 m
1.4 - 4 m
0.01Q(Å-1) 100
0.25-30%
8.8 Å

We are now carefully examining wavelength
dependence of neutron-focusing devices because
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corrections of wavelength dependence are key issues
to obtain accurate results.

Fig. 4

A schematic image of High-resolution chopper
spectometer.

Instruments, such as the high-resolution chopper
spectrometer, high-resolution powder and the total
scattering diffractometer need large area windows
made with thin Aluminum plate (~ 1mm) in the
order of 1 m2. Mock up test of large window was
performed and it was concluded that such large
vacuum window is feasible by modifying edges of
the window frame to round shape. Further

engineering design including safety are on going.
Table 4. Specifications of high-resolution chopper
spectrometer

Moderator
Source-to-sample distance
Sample-to-detector
distance
Guide tube
Detector coverage
Ei range
E-resolution ∆E/Ei

decoupled moderator
15 m
4m
supermirror(3Qc)
-30<-1, 1<130
1Ei(meV) 2000
1%
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A major approach in the modern material science
is to try a description of properties in materials by
not only a simple and single interactions but also
complex interactions. Recent studies in material
science have suggested the existence of phenomena
originated from multiple interactions such as spin,
charge, lattice and so on, also phenomena driven by
some interactions in different scales in space and
time. In such phenomena, since the dynamics
spreads over wide dynamic range in space and time,
experiments with high resolutions in wide Q� space
are required. Chopper spectrometers are one of the
standard ways of studying dynamics in materials by
using an intense pulsed neutron source. The High
Resolution Chopper Spectrometer (HRC) at J-PARC
will be installed at the cold neutron source
(decoupled moderator), and high resolution
experiments will be realized in the wide Q� space.
HRC is the best spectrometer to study the dynamics
in materials, in the key word, “universality on
hierarchical correlations in space and time”.

Fig. 1
Schematic drawing of the High Resolution Chopper
Spectrometer.
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The basic performance of HRC is summarized
[1]. A schematic drawing of HRC is shown in Fig. 1.
HRC is designed based on a technology using a
single Fermi chopper. We have chosen as L1
(moderator-sample distance) = 15 m and L2
(sample-detector distance) = 4 m. The detectors
cover scattering angles from –30° to 130°
horizontally, and ±30° vertically. It consists of
thousands of pieces of 1/2 inch position sensitive
detectors (PSD’s) with approximate 1 m long, which
corresponds to 40 m2 area. We are aiming to realize
�E/Ei = 1% at the elastic scattering. The Q
resolution will be matched to the energy resolution
in the high resolution condition. Since neutrons with
Ei = 1 meV – 2 eV will be utilized with �E/Ei = 1 %,
an energy range of 10 �eV – 2eV can be covered. A
large counting rate will be realized with the large
area of the detecting system as well as the
supermirror guide tube. In comparison with the
chopper spectrometers installed at ISIS, if �E/Ei =
2.5 % is realized on HRC, which is the same
resolution as those of the chopper spectrometers at
ISIS, the intensity gain at the energy region of
epithermal neutrons will be 15 times, because the
proton beam power of J-PARC (1MW) will be 6
times, the solid angle of the detector system of HRC
will be 5 times, but a larger L1 will reduce the
intensity to be half. At low energies, HRC will have
a much more gain, because of the cold neutron
source as well as the supermirror guide tube. In the
second phase of the construction of HRC, a small
angle bank for utilizing lower Q region, a double
chopper system for a higher resolution than 1 %, and
polarizers for precise experiments will be installed.
One of the key points on HRC, the realization of
the 1% resolution, is described [1]. HRC exhibits
�E/Ei = 2.5% for the optimum condition of �tch =
�tm, where �tch and �tm are the chopper opening

time and the pulse width, respectively. For tch <
tm, the energy width (E) becomes narrower, but
the peak intensity decreases. On the other hand, for
tch > tm, E increases and the peak intensity is
almost unchanged. In Fig. 2, the peak intensity is
plotted as a function of tch/tm. The resolution
E/Ei = 1% can be realized at tch/tm = 0.4. To
obtain a higher resolution, the peak intensity is lost,
but, for the 1% resolution, it is still 75 % of that at
the optimum condition. The pulse width tm for the
decoupled moderator is proportional to Ei-1/2 down to
Ei = 20 meV [2], and we assumed tm(s) =
2.5/{Ei(eV)}1/2. Therefore, this discussion can be
applied to a wide energy range. It is noted that only
timing structures were included in this discussion.
To realize E/Ei = 1% at Ei = 2 eV, tch is required
to be 0.7 s. In a Fermi chopper, tch = w/2Df,
where w is the slit width, D is the chopper diameter
and f is the rotational frequency. To minimize the
beam loss at the Fermi chopper, the collimation w/D
should be larger than the beam divergence (5 mrad).
The parameters of w = 0.5 mm, D = 100 mm and f =
1 kHz satisfy the required tch with a collimation
comparable to the beam divergence.

peak intensity

1.0

0.5

single chopper
double chopper
0.0
0

1

tch/tm

2

3

Fig. 2
Shaping neutron pulses and intensities simulated for
HRC. The peak intensities of the elastic scattering at the
ch
m.

One expectation in dynamical studies to be
carried out on HRC is described. The neutron is a
unique probe for surveying energy space and
momentum space simultaneously. In neutron
spectroscopy, since the energy transfer between two
states is measured directly, it is possible to
determine the band structure of unoccupied bands as
well as occupied bands. Moreover, in neutron
scattering, there is no forbidden transition between
orbitals, contrary to the severe selection rule in the

optical process in photon scattering. Although the
neutron has such advantageous properties, it has not
been playing the role, because the interaction
between neutrons and electrons is very small due to
chargeless particles and it was difficult to control
neutrons with energies of eV order. There exists
interactions between neutron spin and electron spin
undeniably, and it is predicted by theories that
charge excitations are observable through these
interactions in neutron scattering [3]. The neutron
flux available at any existing neutron source is too
weak to detect charge excitations, and therefore, the
neutron has been recognized as a probe effective for
low energy region of meV order only and has been
used for observing magnons and phonons only. That
is underestimation of the role of the neutron. The
MW-class intense pulsed neutron source, J-PARC,
may enable us to observe charge excitations for the
first time. By establishing the technique for the
direct observations of charge excitations, the neutron
is expected to become the essential probe
elucidating novel physical phenomena driven by
multiple freedoms such as spin, charge, lattice and
so on in strongly-correlated electron systems. Also,
the observation of the interband transitions in
semi-conductors is possible.
One example in such investigations is described.
Halogen
bridged
metal
complexes
are
strongly-correlated electron systems and exhibit
various electronic properties due to competing
multiple interactions. Among them, the nickel
complex
[Ni(chxn)2Br]Br2(chxn=1R,2R-cyclohexanediamine
) has been found to be a one-dimensional (1D)
charge transfer insulator from the X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) studies and so on
and this system has been suggested to be a spin-1/2
1D antiferromagnet with the exchange interaction of
1 eV order [4]. Recently, the 1D extended Hubbard
model has been developed for describing the
physical properties in this system [5,6]. The
absorption spectrum from the XPS at the gap energy
of the insulator suggests a coupling of spins to the
charge excitations [5]. Also, a clear spin-charge
separation has not observed in this system [7],
whereas it has been clearly observed in the 1D
cuprates [8]. Such behaviors in this system might be
attributed to a coupling between spin and charge,
because the charge excitation energies are reduced
to be comparable to the magnetic excitation energies
resulting from reduction of the on-site Coulomb
repulsion via perturbation of the inter-site Coulomb
repulsion [5,6]. As the result, magnons at low
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1eV

spin-induced charge excitations

magnons

Fig. 3 Dispersion relation of magnetic excitations in
the halogen bridged nickel complex predicted by the 1D
extended Hubbard model [6]. Spin-induced charge
excitations are predicted in the high energy region above
magnons.

energy region as well as spin-induced charge
excitations at high energy region are predicted, as
shown in Fig. 3 [6]. The spin-induced charge
excitations are novel magnetic excitations which
have not be known experimentally and theoretically.
The detection of the spin-induced charge excitations
will be a direct experiment adding a new knowledge
in physics on the freedoms of spin and charge.
HRC is matched to the observation of such
excitations. In the halogen bridged nickel complex,
the zone boundary energy of magnons and the
energy of the spin-induced charge excitations are
expected to be about 0.3 eV and 0.5 – 0.8 eV,
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respectively. In the discussion of properties of
elementary excitations, it is necessary to determine
the mass of the quasi-particles by measuring the
dispersion relation of the excitations. The Q
resolution on a chopper spectrometer depends on the
energy resolution as �Q/ki = (1/2)��E/Ei, where ki
is the incident wave number. The super lattice point
in many antiferromagnets is at around Q = 1 Å-1, and
the Q resolution of �Q = 0.1 Å-1 at least is required
to determine the dispersion relation at around Q = 1
Å-1. In order to realize �Q = 0.1 Å-1 for Ei = 1 eV,
�E/Ei = 1% is required.
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The accelerator-based neutron powder diffraction
(NPD) began in the end of 60’s at Tohoku
University. It was epoch-making because it proved
the electron linac could be an alternative neutron
source.
The diffractometer was later called
‘Kimura Sputnik’ by J. Carpenter from its shape
with 90-degree banks and low angle banks. It is
regretful that the further development of NPD was
not continued in Japan. It was continued in UK at
Harwell and US at ANL. They had succeeded in
establishing data analysis including Rietveld
analysis which newly appeared at that time, while in
Japan powder diffraction data had been
supplemental. The first Rietveld analysis in Japan
was done in JAERI with its original code, but it
could not become popular.
At present, the accelerator-based NPD is taken
over by the four spallation neutron facilities with
proton accelerators at the High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (Japan), Argonne National
Laboratory and Los Alamos Laboratory (USA), and
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK). It is now
recognized that NPD is indispensable in these large
neutron facilities.
In 1983, a High Resolution Powder
Diffractometer, HRP with d/d = 0.3 - 0.5% and a
Medium Resolution Powder Diffractometer, MRP
were constructed [1]. Their designs were basically
similar to the backward banks of IPNS powder
diffractometers. HRP initially aimed at obtaining a
set of high-resolution data within several days; then
it had a couple of normal detectors. But as high
resolution is more and more important, number of

detectors was increased to three sets and finally six
sets.
Soon after structural refinement was
established with HRP, the high-Tc fever occurred.
When the famous data on Ba2YCu3O7 was obtained,
it took 48 hours with the 3500 highest peak counts;
it is to be emphasized that better-resolution data
with similar statistics were later obtained within 1
hour by Vega and Sirius.
There were increasing demands for NPD
experiments which required many data-sets:
experiments under special environments or those in
pursuit of time-dependent phenomena, etc. It was
also desirable to measure intensity data for small
amounts of samples, e.g., those containing
expensive elements (isotopes) or those prepared
under special conditions. Collecting intensity data
in such kinds of experiments with HRP required
much beam-time. Motivated by these requirements,
we developed a powder diffractometer Vega in 1993
[2].
In order to enhance the efficiency of data
collection in a small facility as KENS, an increase in
the solid angle of detectors of Vega is indispensable.
Arranging many short and long normal detectors
along the Debye-Scherrer rings makes large inactive
region in the backscattering bank, and cannot give
us a sufficient detector solid angle without
sacrificing resolution. Then, we decided to adopt
arrays of one-dimensional 3He position-sensitive
detectors (1D-PSD's) for NPD for the first time;
each detector with a 1/2” diameter and an active
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length of 60 cm contains 10 atm of 3He gas +
stopping gas and was purchased from Reuter Stokes.
There are increasing demands for high-resolution
NPD at KENS. All Bragg reflections are not
necessarily separated because overlapped patterns
can be analyzed by Rietveld refinement, but high
resolution increases the information content of a
powder pattern, and permits the access to more
detailed structure differences or the refinement of
larger and complex structures. The necessary
resolution for a specific sample is written as, d/d,
where d is the separation of neighboring Bragg
peaks. By a simple calculation, d/d = d3m/2V,

where m and V are the reflection multiplicity and the
unit-cell volume, respectively. For C60 with a = 14
Å, Vega gives resolved Bragg peaks at d > 0.9 Å.
The total number of reflections, N, with d > d0 is

given by N = 2V/3md03, which indicates that
doubling the unit cell volume doubles N and
requires 2-times better resolution.
In order to observe subtle symmetry changes,
required resolution is much higher even for a sample
with a small unit-cell volume. Careful examinations
of fitting patterns sometime enable us to convince
that the reported crystal system which we initially
assume is incorrect. In such cases, we often find
that the results of the analyses on the basis of the
revised models depend on the models one chooses.
For example, YbInCu4 (cubic, V = 370 Å3) exhibits
a first-order phase transition at 40 K from an Yb3+
state to a valence fluctuating state without any
symmetry change.
Change in the lattice
With
parameter a is less than 2x103.
medium-resolution data, the result of the Rietveld
analysis depends on the profile model in the region
where the two phases coexists, because diffraction
patterns of both phases have resemblance [3].
Similar situations occur quite often in the studies on
the first order phase transition. Then, higher
resolution is necessary even if the density of Bragg
peaks is small.
Motivated by these requirements, we have
designed a new high resolution powder
diffractometer, Sirius [3]. Since neutron beam
intensity at KENS is 40 times weaker than that at
ISIS, resolution must not be obtained at the expense
of intensity. This makes it difficult to simply copy
the existing diffractometers. Sirius is situated 38 m
apart from a solid-methane moderator at ca. 20 K.
A long flight path, required from the above
resolution, demands the use of a neutron guide tube
to avoid the loss of intensities.
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Table 1. Instrumental parameters of Vega and measured
values of resolution. Incident flight path: 18.5 m. L2:
secondary flight path.

L2
No. of PSD
2
d-spacing
Solid Angle
resolution

Backward
1m
160
140-175
0.2-5
1.2 str
0.25 %

90° Bank
2m
144
80-100
0.5-7
0.27 str
0.5 %

Low Angle
2m
72
20-40
1-20
0.14 str
0.8 %

Table 2. Instrumental parameters of Sirius and measured
values of resolution. Incident flight path: 38 m. L2:
secondary flight path. Figures in paraentheses are
numbers of PSD’s which have been already installed.
28.5 m supermirror guide (m=2.9) with 4 cm x 5 cm is
located between the moderator and the sample position.

L2
No. of PSD
2
d-spacing
Solid Angle
resolution

Backward
2m
500(320)
150-175
0.2-2.5
1 str
0.09 %

90° Bank
2m
288 (248)
80-100
0.3-3.6
0.5 str
0.5 %

The guide tube was placed between the
moderator and the diffractometer, at 5.5 m apart
from the moderator, and 0.5 m from a biological
shield. In order to intensify short-wavelength
neutrons, we use a supermirror guide tube with the
length of 28.5 m and the cross section of 4 cm x 5
cm. If natural nickel is used for the guide coating,
the critical wavelength of a guide tube becomes
about 4 Å and transported neutron intensity
drastically decreases at shorter wavelength required
on Sirius while resolution can be selected much
easily. Then, we decided to use a guide tube
comprising NiC/Ti-supermirror coated on boron
glasses with a critical wave number triple of that of
natural nickel, manufactured by Osmic Inc., which
enable high intensity even below  = 1 Å. The
reflectivity, R(Q), of the supermirror limits the
transported intensity. Osmic Inc. presented the
R(Q � 0.02 Å–1)
following specification of R(Q):
–1
� 0.99,
R(Q � 0.04 Å ) � 0.95, R(Q � 0.056
Å–1) � 0.90 and R(Q � 0.06 Å–1) � 0.85. Qc,
which is defined as R(Qc)=1/2 and indicates the
wavelength range of transported neutrons, is about
0.063 Å1 [4]. Then, c is given by c = (Qc/4)

= 5.01 mrad, which is 2.9 times as large as that of
natural-nickel. The critical wavelength for a guide
tube, c, is mainly determined by c and a
geometrical configuration between the moderator
and the guide tube. The intensity of transported
neutrons as well as the beam divergence at the exit
of the guide tube increases quadratically up to  =
c where c reaches a visual angle of the moderator
from the entrance of the guide tube. At  > c,
they are constants and proportional to the solid angle
of the moderator at the entrance of the guide tube.
The intensity and beam divergence (and hence the
resolution of the instrument) at the sample position
are controllable by adjusting beam collimation at the
exit of the guide tube. Curved guide is preferable
to avoid fast neutron contamination, but 40 m is
short to have both curved section and straight
section. An overall flight path of 40 m introduces
frame overlap that can be eliminated by a tail cutter.
The tail cutter is designed to rotate at 20 Hz with a
beam window of 45 ° and gives a wavelength
window of 5 Å that corresponds to a d range of 2.5
Å. A beam shutter and the tail cutter are situated
between the end of the biological shield and the
guide tube entrance.
A backward bank is situated at 2 m apart from a
sample position to reduce a cot contribution to
the overall resolution and has a detective area as
large as 4 m2. To cover this large detector area,
500 one-dimensional 3He position-sensitive
detectors (PSD’s) has been used. Such a unique
design was adopted because any arrangement with
many short and long normal detectors along
Debye-Scherrer rings inevitably produces wide
inactive regions. Two-dimensional PSD’s were not
adopted because of their lower counting-rate
limitations and difficulty in maintenance. This
new geometry also makes it possible to increase the
efficiency of data collection and to improve
resolution.
Contrary to Vega, the backward bank cannot be
evacuated because its detector area is as large as 3 
3 m. The supporting frame against a vacuum
window produces a large dead area of detectors,
which restricts a detector solid angle in Vega.
Then, the backward bank is separated from the
sample chamber and filled with He gas (later
replaced by Ar gas).
The neutron beam is
transported through an evacuated collimator tube
which runs through the backward bank to the place
near the sample position. The distance between the
exit of guide tube and the sample is 4 m.

A 90 large-area detector bank was also installed
at Vega and Sirius for studies under special
environment such as high pressure with resolution of
d/d=5x10-3. The scattering geometry has
significant advantages for experiments of this kind,
because suitable collimation of incident and
outgoing beams can eliminate scattering from the
surrounding of the sample like pressure medium.
Studies of textures and materials strength under
special environment were done with the 90 bank.
A large-area low-angle (20 - 40 detector bank
was also installed at Vega to cover a d-spacing range
up to 20 A with the resolution of 2x10-2. The
obtained data from this bank was used to analyze
magnetic structures and crystal structures with large
unit cells.
Each PSD, manufactured by Reuter-Stokes, inc.,
has a diameter of 12.7 mm and an effective length of
607 mm, containing 10 atm of 3He plus appropriate
stopping gases. Eight PSD's are installed in a PSD
unit box with pre- and shaping-amplifier boards [5].
Each amplifier board can be removed/repaired in
case of trouble with easy maintenance.
For
position encoding, a charge division method is
employed in PSD boxes; at each end of PSD, a
neutron event produces an output charge, which is
amplified and filtered with a 0.5 s shaping constant.
The signals are then sent to an encoding module in a
VME crate and encoded to event data with an
eight-bit position, a two-bit detector number in a
module, a six-bit module number and sixteen-bit
time data. The encoded data are recorded into a
dual-port first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory up to 32
K events per each module and histogrammed by a
Macintosh computer in formats specified by several
look-up tables. Based on the look-up tables, we
can concurrently perform several add-one operations
into each histograms including on-the-fly
time-focusing
histograms.
On-the-fly
time-focusing can be performed by the look-up table
which sets up parameters, c0 and c1, in t' = c0t + c1
to obtain the time-focused TOF t' from the raw
time-of-flight, t. Tentatively, c1 's are set to be 0.
c0 's are fixed at geometrically calculated values for
every detector segments. Usually, three types of
histograms are stored: time-integrated position data
similar to Laue patterns, time-focused data within
each detector, and time-focused data for the whole
detector bank.
The histogrammed data are
displayed on Macintosh computers.
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Diffraction data of YBa265Cu3O7 measured in
1995 with Vega for 1 hr.

The Japanese proton accelerator project, J-PARC,
will start delivering neutron beam from May of 2008.
Three NPD’s with different resolution and intensity
are necessary in the beginning of J-PARC. The
reason is given as follows.
SR powder diffractometers (SR-XRD) and
advanced analysis methods have developed rapidly
in the past 10 years. In SR-XRD, the use of high
luminosity and short wavelength X-ray as well as
high resolution results in the best statistic data and
well-resolved structure factors with wide Q range of
measurements. Advanced analysis methods like
the maximum entropy method enables us to extract
structural information from tiny changes in
diffraction patterns. It is also emphasized that
more higher resolution XRD’s are being developed.
The combination of high resolution and ab initio
structural calculation opens new opportunity in
pharmaceuticals development.
The newly
developed functional materials as the results of
nano-science tend to have large unit cell volumes
which can be fully solved only by high resolution
powder diffractometers. The advanced analyses
realized or will be realized in SR-XRD are in
principle applicable to neutron NPD data, but the
limited statistics and the instrumental resolution of
existing instruments impede the breakthrough of
NPD. This confinement will be removed in future
NPD at ISIS, SNS and J-PARC. Then, we are
proposing a high-resolution powder diffractometer
with d/d = 0.03 %, which is compatible with that
of the best SR diffractometer.
There are several thousands of laboratory X-ray
diffractometers (XRD) currently running in various
facilities in both academic and commercial institutes.
XRD’s are indispensable tools for characterizing
materials under development. Most usages are
‘sample check’ or phase analysis, but some others
are quantitative analysis under ambient condition or
even various in situ conditions. Since advanced
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materials often contain both heavy and light
elements such as cement, lithium-ion batteries, fuel
cell materials, hydrogen absorbing materials,
ferroelectric materials, other oxides, the use of
neuron powder diffraction is strongly recommend.
However, the use of NPD has been avoided, because
of limited knowledge, hard access, slow to start
actual experiments, amount of sample, limited
opportunity, necessity for secret, etc.
This
situation would be altered when we could establish a
system of structural evaluation with easy access
(including
mail-in
system),
quick
start,
secret-guarantee system, accepting several tens of
thousand experiments in a year, routine tutorial
system, etc. Impact on materials development
would be expected. The diffractometer of this kind
should cover wide Q range to examine various
structure types: crystal structure analysis with high
intensity and standard resolution (0.15 %), nano
structure analysis and local atomic structure
analysis.

Fig. 2

Resolution and intensity of world powder
diffractometers.
J-PARC diffractometers will
exceed the present frontier.

The reason of the third diffractometer is obvious.
Since D20 in ILL and GEM in ISIS were developed
in five years ago, rapid measurements are more and
more popular.
This promotes sciences with
keywords, time-dependent phenomena, chemical
reactions,
phase
transitions,
stroboscopic
measurements etc. and stimulates development of
various sample environments. This tendency is not
only in NPD as seen from the present topics of
Commission on Powder Diffraction of IUCr to be
‘rapid diffractometry’. It is noteworthy the rapid
changes in structures often includes changes
between crystal and glass/amorphous, between local
and average structures and among nano structures.

This implies that the diffractometer of this kind
equally emphasizes three structure types: crystal
structure, local structure and nano structure. Then
we are proposing a high-intensity NPD (total
scattering instrument) with d/d = 0.3 % with wide
range of Q.
A high-resolution NPD with d/d = 0.03 %
(SHRPD) is now under construction and will be
commissioned in 2008. In the light of profile
characteristics, we have chosen a decoupled
poisoned hydrogen moderator (62 mm, 25 Hz) to
achieve the designed resolution within 100m-flight
path; hydrogen moderator is better than water
moderator at energy region lower than 100 meV
because narrow & symmetrical pulse region
(slowing down region) extends to longer-wavelength
range. Demands on S/N above 100 meV to be
better than 1.5 – 2 order lead to the preferred
decoupling energy of 1 eV with AIC [6]. As for
the poisoning material, on the other hand, the choice
of Cd results in the shift of symmetrical region to
the shorter wavelength region, and the narrow and
symmetrical t at
> 1 Å will be attained by
selecting 20 mm depth in average (25mm at the
deepest). Although poisoning energy is larger in
Cd, peak intensity is not so different. Compared
with decoupled non-poisoned moderator, integrated
intensity decreases by 2/3 ( = 1 Å) to 1/4 ( = 8 Å),
but peak intensity does not so decrease: 4/5 (1 Å) to
1/2 (8 Å). SHRPD covers d range 0.5 < d (Å) < 4
with d/d = 0.03 %, and covers 4 < d (Å) < 45 with
gradually changing resolution. Other choices of d
range & resolution and intensity in combination with
repetition rate would be useful. 80 m of elliptical
guide with 30 m curved section (r = 5 km) will
optimize intensities below 100 meV.

Fig. 3

prefecture diffractometer (IP-NPD).
The new
design adopts high resolution bank with d/d =
0.16 % covering 0.18 < d (Å) < 5.0 at most, two 90
degree banks at 1.6 m, a low angle bank (10 < 2 <
40) at 1.1 – 4.5 m and a small angle bank (0.7 < 2
< 5). Similar to Sirius, one-dimensional cylindrical
3He PSD’s with 1/2” and 8 mm (20 atms) are being
purchased for IP-NPD. IP-NPD is now under
construction and will be commissioned in 2008.
A high-intensity NPD with d/d = 0.3 % will be
constructed as a versatile total scattering instrument,
and is described separately.
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SHRPD building and instrument.

An NPD with d/d = 0.15 % is originally planed
as one of J-PARC project instruments (SuperSirius).
However, as Ibaraki prefecture was interested in our
proposal described above, we modified our design
and re-proposed a versatile NPD as an Ibaraki
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At J-PARC, variety of new opportunities to
explore materials and life science will be
opened. Depending on the purpose of an
experiment, experiment conditions (resolution,
sample temperature and so on) and analysis
scheme should be optimized. Users always need
to reconsider the experiment condition during
their experiment according to the collected data
of several Giga-byte. This means that the
environment should be flexible, high throughput

and highly reliable. Moreover, the computing
environment should be easy to use for “neutron
beginners” since the neutron facility will have
several thousands of users per year and many of
the users are expected to be non-specialists of
neutron scattering. Our aim is to design a
framework that satisfies above requirements and
make the computing environments the world’s
best as well as instruments hardware and the
neutron target system of J-PARC. Based on the
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the computing environment.
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framework, each instrument will be able to
develop specific software and other instrument
will be able to import some parts of the software
easily. Hardware will be replaced in some years
but software should be inheritance and
improved continuously.
Conceptual Design
Software structure of the environment is shown
in Fig. 1. Main components are 1) experiment, 2)
data analysis, 3) visualization, 4) simulation
(interpretation), 5) database and 6) “working
desktop” which combines these components to
enable to use the components as an integrated
environment. Each component works independently
as a server, which replies outputs to requests from
working desktop.
Experiment component: This component
controls instrument’s hardware such data acquisition
electronics modules, cryostat, furnace, gonio-motors,
collimators, choppers and so on. logs experiment
conditions into database.
Analysis component: This component consists
of data reduction part and data analysis part. The
reduction part reduces TOP spectra to scattering
cross section. Such data reduction software is one of
the most important infrastructures of the facility.
The reduction part has been developed with C++
language and named as Manyo-lib. The analysis part
will be also made with C++ or legacy software will
be used.
Visualization component: Data visualization is
necessary at every stage of research process through
instrument commissioning to data analysis. Also,
visualization software is not necessary to be
dedicated to neutron scattering experiments, i.e.
there are number of useful software of free or
commercial ones. By taking account these aspects,
the visualization component will be independent
component from others. Output data from
Experiment or Analysis component will be
transferred via Working Desktop component or as a
file. Interactivity, such as mouse drag to choose a
fitting area on a graph, should be considered.
Simulation (Interpretation) component: This
component reproduces experiment results by
simulating neutron scattering based on models and
has adopters to commercial software and databases
for data interpretations. As simulation software of
neutron scattering, elapsed time of simulation should
be short and simulation software should be easy to
execute. As well as first principle calculations,
molecular dynamics calculations and so on, versatile

simulations will be performed on large scale
computing hardware through this component.
Data-management
component:
User
information, target & moderator information, sample
information,
experiment-log,
analysis-log,
scenario-log, and etc. will be access as database.
These databases log indispensable information for
data analysis not relying on a personal log-note.
Another new important roles of databases are
storages of user-experience and will be used for
sharing know-how of experiment, analysis and
simulation. For example, an analysis or an
experiment scheme (scenario) will be stored in the
scenario database and the scenario will be re-used
by the other user. TOF data database is for recording
path of data files: users wouldn’t waste time for
looking for data files even if they may be distributed
on different data storage. User interfaces design of
this component to provide essential and useful
information is the most important.
“Working Desktop”: This is a user interface to
control above components and provide an integrated
computing environment. Graphic engine will be
included with this component and will have adopters
to commercial graphic software for users who may
want to use their favorable software to depict results.
Command-line user interface is necessary to realize
flexible system and graphical user interface is
necessary for ‘daily’ usage. We have started R&D to
realize the working desktop with “Python”.
Advantages of this object-oriented programming
language are: 1) it has own command line interface,
2) it can include (wrap) C++ codes easily, 3) it has
connection adaptors to various graphic software and
4) it has large user community from various fields.
All components work standalone and are consist
of software libraries. Definition of interfaces of the
components, how and what kind of communications
are made among these components, is important to
ensure independency and collectiveness of the
components. Distributed computing environments
are necessary to obtain enough transaction speed. In
case of off-line analysis, experiment components
will be excluded
Monolithic integration of components will be
quite effective but construction of complicate and
heavy framework is not a wise direction: simple and
clear structure of the framework is necessary to
improve continuously and to let many people join to
improvement works of the environment.
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Figure 2 Server-Client system of Experiment component.
Current R&D works
We have started R&D work whilst conceptual
design of whole environment is continuing. It is
quite unrealistic to complete whole the system
before J-PARC starts its operation. It is necessary to
pick up software components to be ready for Day-1
experiment.
1) Experiment component
We built two types of prototype based on
existing LabVIEW™ (National Instruments co.)
DAQ software and tested at KENS. We chose
LabVIEW for the prototyping but it is not limit to
use other software. Most essential point of the
prototyping is implementation of server-client model
using TCP/IP socket. Figure 2 shows the
server-client diagram of DAQ. Hardware dependent
component can be replaced easily.
One of two prototypes is for “histogram mode”
DAQ and the other is “event mode” one. “Histogram
mode” means that TOF spectra will be made and
stored on DAQ electronics. “Event mode” means
that DAQ electronics will record a event consists of
TOF time and pixel ID on the memory and
accumurated events on computers will be organized
to make TOF. The histogram mode is reliable but is
inflexible about TOF setteings. On the other hand,
the event mode is very flexible about TOF setting
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but there is a risk to miss-accumulation from DAQ
electronics. The histogram mode DAQ was tested on
Small- and wide-angle neutron scattering
diffractometer (SWAN) for 7 month, and the event
mode was tested on High-resolution and high
intensity powder diffractometer (Sirius) for 6 month
of actual user program. Both prototypes worked
successfully used by normal users of KENS who are
not familiar with the DAQ system.
Remained major issues of Experiment
component are: 1) to confirm that the server-client
system works with more than 10 computers, 2) to
develop sample environment control platform, 3) to
fix data format of instrument parameters and 4) to
develop logging system of instrument parameters.
2) Analysis component
Manyo-lib
implements
basic
spectra
manipulations like four arithmetic operations, error
propagation, ribinning and so on. Manyo-lib will be
commonly used by instruments at J-PARC neutron
facility but it was found out that there is a problem;
units system and axis coordination may be different
depends on instruments, even on users. Our current
solution is to fix one unit system and axis
coordination within Manyo-lib and conversion
mechanism will be implement within Working
Desktop, i.e. within Python. Also, data container of

Figure 3

Integration scheme of Experiment and Analysis components.

Manyo-lib was modified to be able to store unit of
each data.
NeXus file format, which will be supported at
ISIS, SNS and other neutron and synchrotron
facilities, can be used from Manyo-lib.
Server-client function was also implemented to
Analysis component using Python and C++. The
implementation is not same as Experiment
components but, now, both components can be
controlled through Working Desktop as shown in
Figure 3. Actual integration of Experiment, Analysis
and Visualization component will be completed by
FY2007. Currently, the integration has been realized
as shown in Fig. 3.
Remained major issues of Analysis component
are: 1) to check consistency with instrument
dependent software, 2) to develop an fault tolerant
server-client system, 3) to implement unit
conversion mechanism, 4) to fix format of input
parameters.

inconsistency and problems will come up before we
are really ready for Day-1 experiments.
Data management and Visualization components
are still under research. Basically, visualization
engine can be chosen by a user but it may be wise to
chose default visualization software. Security
control is always delicate and difficult problem. Not
only network securities but also definitions of access
privileges to database should be solved carefully.
As a conclusion, the software environment
design progressed step by step even though there are
still many items to be developed and issues to be
solved.

Summary
Prototyping of the computing environment for
the Material and Life science facility at J-PARC has
been progressed. So far, minimum software
environment for Day-1 experiment in FY2008 was
implemented. However, instrument dependent
software will be start in FY2006 and then
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Development of Readout Electronics for 3He Detectors at KENS
S. SATOH
Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
Readout electronics for a linear position-sensitive
He gas detector (PSD) has been developed. It was
widely used for neutron-scattering instruments at
KENS.
In J-PARC, because many PSDs are scheduled to
be used, the possibility that the PSD2K system [1,2,3]
developed at KENS will be used is high. In addition,
because some new types of PSD are being developed
for J-PARC, tests of those performances are urgently
needed.
In this article, the several readout systems and the
PSD tests are mentioned.

3

KENS electronics for the neutron detectors
The electronics have been developed at KENS:
following.
1980~1995: Electronics for a normal 3He detector
without position information has been developed. Its
main function is a time analysis (TA) function and a
pulse height analysis (PHA) function.
1990~2002: Electronics for the PSD has been
developed. In the beginning, an analog processing PSD
system was developed for detecting the positions of
neutrons. However, the system did not have sufficient
performance. Because ADC and FPGA technology
have been remarkably developing in the world after
that, the PSD2K system, which adopts fully digital
processing, has been developed. It has good feature.
The position FWHM of a 60cm-PSD is about 5 mm,
for example.

other computers

SCSI-VME module
TA17XC module

Data
Acqusition
Software
(Lab View)
Macintosh or windows95

SCSI

He3 detectors
VME power rack
Kicker pulse
AMP module

Fig. 1.

high voltage 500V ~ 2000V

TA system for normal He-3 gas detectors.

Fig. 2 shows the PHA distribution data of the 3He
detector. Separation of the noise and the neutron signal
is facilitated by this data. This PHA function is
composed of one VME module, and it is combined
with the TA module and used. These devices are very
useful for evaluating other detectors.

Fig. 2.

PHA data of 3He detector.

Fig. 3 shows a general view of the PSD2K system,
which consists of an amplifier and an encode-module.

2002~: Several electronics for neutron scintillators
have been developed. Most of them are 2-dimensions
position detector systems.
Fig. 1 shows a general view of the TA system,
which consists of an amplifier and a TA
encode-module.
Fig. 3.

PSD2K system, PSD amplifier unit and PSD2K
encode-module.

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the PSD2K
encode-module, which is a VME 2U 1-span module. It
has 4 ADC-cards, and each of them has 4 ADCs and a
50k-gate FPGA, which also takes care of time-stamp
information. The module has a 150k-gate FPGA and
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handles data from the ADCs, and makes histograms
into the on-board 16M-byte D-RAM.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 4.

Block diagram of the PSD2K encode-module.

These analogue signals from each end of the PSD
(Q1, Q2) are directly converted to digital data by the
12bit 20MHz ADCs. Fig. 5 shows the ADC digital
form data obtained by them; the method of peak
detection uses the digital waveforms. The FPGA-1
detects the waveforms pedestal and the peak height.
When both ADCs detect the peaks at the same time
within 800 ns, these pulse heights and the time are
recorded.
The main logic board has an Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), which
has scaling data and discriminator-level information
for all of the inputs. By using the scaling data in the
EEPROM, the heights of the peaks are scaled, and the
position of the neutron is obtained by the
charge-division method. All of the processing data are
executed by the FPGA-2 by digital.
The FPGA-2 checks the ADC daughter cards, and
collects a neutron event within 500 ns. It becomes 4
micro-second at the worst collecting time of 8 PSDs.
Therefore, each dead time is adjusted to the same 4
micro-second. The FPGA-2 has two FIFO buffers
before and after the encoding calculation.
The event data consist of Q1 and Q2, the time, and
the PSD number. After a position calculation, the
FPGA-2 makes a histogram based on information of
the detected position (8~16bit), the time (11~13bit),
and the PSD number (3bit) in the D-RAM (16M-byte).
At any time a control-PC can read the histogram data
through the VME bus.

Digital peak detection method using ADCs.

60cm 3He PSD test
The standard PSD size at KENS is 1.27 cm in
diameter and about a 60 cm active length cylinder. Fig.
6 shows the test data obtained at the EZO beam line.
The upper graph is position data that was irradiated on
a 1 mm wide neutron beam. The PSD was irradiated at
12 points located 50 mm from each other by a moving
goniometer. The lower graph is the pulse-height
distribution of the same data. The average FWHM of
the 11 peaks is 4.77 mm.

Fig. 6.

Upper is position data collected on a 1mm neutron
beam at 12 points with 50mm distance; lower is
pulse-height data.

Fig. 7 shows position-peak channel data obtained from
the upper graph of Fig. 6, and the error position from
the least-squares line. The linearity is within
+1.0mm/-1.5mm. The linearity of a peak near both
ends is worse than that of the peak in the vicinity of the
center.
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Fig. 7.

Position-channel data obtained from Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 shows the time data. The horizontal axis of
the graph is the past time from the generation of the
pulsed neutron. The PSD position is about 28 m from
the pulsed-neutron target. Therefore, a 0.5 eV point is
at around 4 ms. One PSD has 19 atm 3He gas; the other
has 10 atm 3He gas. Their difference can be seen
sufficiently at the left side, which is the
thermal-neutron area. The ratio of the neutron count is
in proportion to the 3He gas pressure.

Fig. 8.

Time data of the 60cm PSD.

2.5m 3He PSD test
The 2.5m 3He PSD will be used at J-PARC. Fig. 9
shows a picture of the PSD. Since the length of the
PSD is too long, it has to be used in the vertical
direction. A test was with an up and down goniometer.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows testing data at the MUSASI beam
line of JAEA. The neutron wavelength is about 2
angstroms. The graph has 23 peaks. The detector
moves at 23 points, which are located 100 mm from
each other by the up and down goniometer. The
average FWHM of the 23 peaks is 15.8 mm.

Fig. 10.
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2.5m PSD.

position data collected on a 2 mm neutron beam at 23
points with 100 mm distance.

Fig. 11 shows position-peak channel data that was
obtained from the graph of Fig. 10; and the error
position from the least-squares line. The linearity is
within +3.0mm/-3.0mm.

Fig. 11.

Position-channel data obtained from Fig. 10.

Another new type PSDs, which are an elliptical PSD,
a small-diameter PSD and other one, etc., will be used
at J-PARC. It is necessary to test them as soon as
possible.
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Ultra-long MicroStrip Gas Counter for Spallation Neutron Source Facilities
H. TAKAHASHI, P. SIRITIPRUSSAMEE, K. FUJITA, H. NIKO, S. KISHIMOTO*,
T. INO* and M. FURUSAKA**
Department of Nuclear Engineering and Management, The University of Tokyo,7-3-1, Hongo,
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656, Japan
*Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
** Graduate School of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan
Recently novel spallation neutron sources are
being constructed in the US, Japan, and Europe.
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
(J-PARC) requires very high counting rate for
neutron detectors in excess of 10 6 n/s. Wire
proportional counters have long sensitive length and
are widely used in the current neutron facilities.
However, they are not tolerable at such a high
counting rate over 100 kHz. To make the most of the
new source, conventional 3He tubes are not
sufficient. We investigate for a new fast detector. In
this paper, we consider the use of MSGC [1] as a
proportional counter tube with one dimensional
position information.
MSGCs have several attractive properties such as
good uniformity over the entire sensitive area, very
high counting rate operation, high spatial resolution
etc. However, surface discharge [2-3] severely
restricts MSGC’s gas gain. Also, the surface charge
accumulation brings many difficult problems in this
type of detectors. One solution to this problem is a
multi-grid-type MSGC (M-MSGC) [4], which is a
new generation of MSGC that is stabilized by
intermediate grid electrodes between the anode and
the cathode. The grid electrodes realize favourable
electric field and effectively remove surface charge
for avoiding the streamer development that causes a
fatal damage to the electrodes. We are now trying to
use this structure as an alternative gas amplification
element in the conventional 3He tube. We call this
M-MSGC tube an MSTube.
First, simple replacement of the resistive anode
wire with M-MSGC structure is considered,
however, this structure leads to two problems. One
is the slow signal due to detector’s time constant.
The other problem is the very high gas gain
requirement to achieve the high position resolution.
Therefore, we have modified the position readout
scheme for our MSTubes. To realize a fast and
high-resolution MSTube, a new geometrical charge
division method is developed. We already
introduced a new GLG method [5] for our
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multilayer two-dimensional M-MSGC. The idea is
to divide the total charge Q into two parts, QG and
QL , and further divide QG and QL into two parts
according to the incident position. From QG , we
obtain a rough position of incident radiation and
from QL, we obtain detailed position of the radiation.
This charge division makes the readout front-end
electronics somewhat complicated but the benefit of
the method makes it acceptable. Simple analysis of
the charge division method is shown below.
Suppose the detector’s signal to noise ratio and the
sensitive length are A and L, respectively. Then the
position resolution is expected to be L/A in the
conventional charge division method. However, if
we divide the total charge into equally weighted two
parts, the expected signal to noise ratio at this
divided charge is A/2. Therefore we could achieve
the position resolution of 2L/A only using a half
portion of the signal. Then we can still utilize half
charge and we could achieve the position resolution
of L (2/A)2 in the ideal case. We name this double
charge division as a GL (Global-Local) charge
division. Let us assume some practical values of
L=640 mm, A=100. The simple charge division only
provides the resolution of 6.4 mm but the GL charge
example, this method is greatly dependent on the
signal-to-noise ratio of the system, therefore,
compatibility of the method and proportional
counters are quite good. Fig. 1 shows the
relationship in above case.

Fig. 1 Relationship between the signal-to-noise
ratio and the achievable position resolution.
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Fig.2 Principle of 1-D GL M-MSGC
Fig.2 schematically shows the geometrically
weighted GL charge division plate. In order to
modulate charge density along the incident position,
we have used a quite similar technique used in the
graded-density cathode [6]. Since the microstrip
plate is fabricated by a photolithography technique,
very accurate structure of the electrode pattern is
realized. Thus we further divided the cathode and
changed the density of two sub cathodes along the
anode strip. In the microstrip counter, one anode
strip is surrounded by two cathodes and positive
ions produced near the anode strip return to these
two cathodes at almost equal weight. We now
discriminate one side of the cathode from the other
side and form two sets of “global” and “local”
cathodes. On the global cathode, we have two
readout lines connected to the pads. The stepwise
change of pad density provides the different
probability to accept the positive ions (see Fig.2).
This approach was used for defining the position.
On the local cathodes, we use the same method as
global but the pads density is changed in a periodic
pattern which can provide the fine position
information within the global pitch. The ratio of
collected charge on the cathode can be used to locate
the position.

Fig. 4 The results from X-ray beam scan test.
The test plate, which has 640 mm of active
length, has been designed and fabricated. The test
plate has two anode strips and four-grid electrodes
inserted between the anode and the cathode. Global
and local cathode pitches were 32 and 0.4mm,
respectively. The test detector was operated in Ar
70% + CH4 30% gas mixture (1 atm). The
experiments were performed at KEK, Photon
Factory, BL-14A. The detector was irradiated with
8keV synchrotron radiation. The detector was tested
at a gas gain of 6000. The pulse height spectrum is
shown in Fig.3. The energy resolution was 13.3%
(FWHM). The detector was scanned with the
collimated X-ray beam. Fig.4 shows the result of the
beam scan test. We observed periodic peaks from
the local cathode signal. These peaks corresponded
to the periodic pattern of local cathodes. These
results confirmed that the GL geometrical charge
division method was successfully operated although
unfortunately the resistivity of the anode strip was
high in the first lot and therefore we have observed
global position dependence in the signal modulation.
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and we are planning to characterize the detector in
detail.
Conclusions

Fig. 5 Measured position resolution. Collimated
beam was incident on the detector with a pitch of 8
mm.

A new one-dimensional multi-grid-type MSGC
has been developed for the new spallation neutron
source, J-PARC. To achieve a high spatial resolution,
GLG method has been applied to the new detector.
A test plate with 640 mm of sensitive length has
been designed, fabricated and tested. The gas gain
was 6000 for the Ar 70% and CH4 30% gas mixture
and 300 for the 3He(0.5bar) and CF4(2.5bar) gas
mixture. The results confirmed that the GLG method
was successful. Measured global and local position
resolutions for neutrons were 32 mm and 1.6 mm,
respectively.
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Fig. 7 Measured position resolution obtained
with neutron beam. The best resolution was 1.2 mm
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Fig. 5 shows a result from a local position scan
test. The averaged position resolution was 2.4 mm
(FWHM). A neutron beam test was performed and
the result was quite satisfactory. Fig. 6 shows
waveform data obtained for 3He (0.5 bar) and CF4
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mm (see Fig.7), respectively. The position resolution
includes the poor collimation of the neutron beam
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Development of Readout Systems for Neutron Scintillator Detectors
S. SATOH
Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
In recent years, the requirement for a twodimensional (2D) detector system with a relatively
good positional resolution has become more crucial
for neutron-scattering instruments. Especially, the
demand by J-PARC is keen.
A detector that uses the neutron scintillator is
used to obtain a positional resolution of a 3 mm or
less. It is too difficult for a 3He detector. Several
versatile readout systems have been developed at
KENS.
Fig. 2.

2D charge division detector readout system[1,2]
Fig. 1 shows a 5-inch PMT (R3292) and a 3-inch
PMT (R2486) of Hamamatsu Photonics Co. They
are 2-dimension detectors with high positional
resolution if a neutron scintillator is put on them.
The 5-inch PMT detects a round area of about 10 cm,
and neutrons can be detected with a positional
resolution of 0.8 mm. The 3-inch PMT detects a
round area of about 5 cm, and neutrons can be
detected with a positional resolution of 0.5 mm.

Fig. 1.

5 inch PMT and 3-inch PMT.

Fig. 2 shows 2D neutron image data that is
obtained by narrow wide neutron-beams located 1
mm from each other on the 3-inch PMT. The
positional resolution is about 0.5 mm, though there
are some distortions according to the location.

2D neutron image data.

These detectors employ the charge-division
method. Since a center-of-gravity calculation is done
by analog networks in the charge-division method,
high position resolution is obtained with few
electronics. Since the position is obtained by the
relational expression x/L=Q2/(Q1+Q2) as well as
the PSD2K system, the same system is used.
Coincidence is taken, respectively, of the X axis and
the Y axis for Q2/(Q1+Q2), and preserves it in a
DRAM of 16MB on the board. The time information
can take only 16ch at a positional resolution of the
highest 512ch*512ch. Other modes can be chosen
from 64ch of 256ch, 256ch of 128ch*128ch, and
1024ch of 64ch*64ch.
When ZnS/6Li is used for the neutron scintillator,
a detection efficiency of about 30% is obtained
compared with the 3He detector at a cold-neutron
area. When 1mm thick 6Li glass is used, a detection
efficiency of about 100% is obtained.
2D-8x8 6Li glass detector readout system[2]
Fig. 3 shows the 2D-8x8 6Li glass detector that
has been developed for a high count rate. This
detector has 64 6Li-scintillators directly on the front
of it, and is a multi-anode PMT (H7546) by
Hamamatsu Photonics Co. Each 6Li-scintillator is a
square of 1.7 mm * 1.7 mm of 1 mm in thickness.
Each anode of the PMT is arrayed by 2.3 mm pitch.
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Fig. 3.

2D-8x8 6Li glass detector.

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of one channel. The
time analyzing function is composed independently
in each channel.

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of one channel.

It irradiates during a fixed time, and a
measurement that raises the LLD little by little is
performed. Fig. 5 shows the PHA distribution graph,
which is made from the difference in each data. The
above graph shows the PHA on the horizontal axis,
the channel on the vertical axis, and the number of
counts in light and shade. The lower graph shows
the PHA on the horizontal axis, the number of
counts on the vertical axis. Since 6Li glass is used as
the neutron scintillator, separation of the noise and
the neutron signal is easy.

Fig. 5.

PHA distribution graph.

Fig. 6 shows a cadmium mark put on the detector,
and the acquired data in the H9 beam line at KENS.
The detector obtained 15 Mcps as the maximum
count rate.

Fig. 6.
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2D detector by flat panel type PMT[2]
The neutron scintillator is put directly on a flat
panel-type 64ch multi-anode PMT(H8500) made by
Hamamatsu Photonics Co. The flat panel-type PMT
detector (FPMT) can combine with little dead space,
and has a possibility that the detection area can be
changed according to the usage since it is rimless.
Fig. 7 shows the detector. The glass for optical
diffusion is put between the FPMT and the
scintillators, and light of the scintillator is diffused
by it. This light is received with three or more
channels of the FPMT, and the neutron attainment
position is obtained by a center-of-gravity
calculation. However, since the range of the
calculation is not unrestrictedly expanded, the
position is obtained from the maximum channel and,
its surrounding 4 channels.

Cadmium mask, and 2D neutron image data.

Fig. 7.

FPMT detector.

Fig. 8 shows a cadmium mark put on the detector,
and the acquired data in the EZO beam line at
KENS. The positional resolution is about 1mm.

Fig. 8.

Cadmium mask, and 2D neutron image data.
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Development of 100Hz T0 Chopper
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rotational frequency of the motor of 50 Hz was
doubled by a belt, and an encoder was mounted on
the shaft of the rotor. The base timing of 100 Hz is
generated by the same function generator. The
difference between the rotational pulse from the
encoder and the base timing was observed, as shown
in Fig. 1. The fluctuations of 3 ms in peak to peak
were initially observed without any control device.
To reduce the fluctuations, we mounted a stabilizer,
which is a sort of a dynamic break, on the rotational
shaft. By using the stabilizer, the fluctuations were
successfully reduced to 1.5 ms in peak to peak. This
is satisfied with the specification for the phase
control accuracy of ±5 ms.
The vibration levels are evaluated by the
vibration amplitude. For 100 Hz, the excellent level
is defined for the amplitude less than 7.95 mm in the
Japanese Industrial Standard. The vibrations were
monitored at both bearing housings at the motor side
and the encoder side, and at the encoder base. The
amplitudes in the stable operation at 100 Hz were
measured to be 2.0 mm, 2.7 mm and 1.9 mm at the
bearing housing at the motor side, at that at the
encoder side and at the encoder base, respectively.
The vibration levels were in the excellent level.
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Requirements for T0 choppers at J-PARC vary
against the instruments, dependently on the beam
size as well as the neutron energy range utilized on
the instruments. We started the development of T0
choppers for the severest mechanical condition [1,2].
To utilize 2 eV neutrons with the beam cross section
of 80 mm 80 mm, we designed and assembled a
T0 chopper running at 100 Hz. This beam size is
utilized on an instrument having a large guide tube
transporting higher energy neutrons, such as a
chopper spectrometer. The cross section of the
chopper blade (shielding part) on the rotor of the T0
chopper was determined to be 82 mm × 82 mm with
a margin of ±1 mm. This margin corresponds to the
phase control accuracy of ±5 ms. The length of the
blade of 300 mm was chosen to be the same as that
at ISIS, and the same signal-to-noise ratio is
expected. The rotational radius of the rotor is 300
mm. If this is installed at 8.5 m from the neutron
source, neutron energies up to 2 eV can be utilized.
The rotor shape was designed on the basis of
stress analysis calculations. The rotor was made in a
body including rotational axis, and the material was
chosen to be Inconel X750 from the mechanical
properties as well as the radioactivation properties.
As the result, the maximum stress could be reduced
less than half of the proof stress. Almost all of the
parts were designed on the basis of the Japanese
Industrial Standard. However, there does not exist a
standard product for the bearings. The rotor and the
bearings are mounted inside the vacuum. We used
the mechanical bearings of 45 mm in the diameter of
the rotational axis, which is the maximum diameter
for 100 Hz rotation in the products available
commercially. Since the vacuum is at around 1 Pa
not too high, we used the bearings for the
atmosphere, but the grease was changed to that for
the vacuum. In the present design, we assumed the
continuous running time of 1000 hrs (corresponding
to the length of the beam time) and the annual
running time of 4000 hrs at 100 Hz of the rotation,
as a reasonable maintenance period.
For the rotation, a servo motor was driven by the
pulses generated from the function generator. The
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Fig. 2
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amplitude Dt is defined as shown in each figure.

During the dry run test, we observed two types of
rotational fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 2. The
origin of these fluctuations is unknown, however, it
might be related to the condition of the bearings. We
recorded the number of events for these types of
fluctuations. The fluctuation amplitude was found to
be almost less than 5ms, that is satisfied with the
specification for the control accuracy of ±5ms. The
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control circuit was developed to reduce the
rotational fluctuations. The deviation of the
rotational phase was reduced by comparing the
rotational pulse from the encoder with the base
timing shown in Fig. 1 and by sending pulses
necessary for the correction to the servo amplifier.
Figure 3 shows the rotational fluctuations observed
with and without the control circuit. The reduction
of the rotational fluctuations was greatly improved
to almost ±1 ms in peak to peak. To realize such
excellent mechanical properties, it was found to be
essential that the mechanical parts on the rotational
axis are assembled in a reasonably good accuracy.
Based on these results, we designed a model of
the T0 chopper for the actual experiment, where the
total length of the device along the neutron beam
was reduced. The mount/dismount mechanism was
also designed. The T0 chopper will be mounted in a
tiny space under the heavy shielding. The base will
be fixed on the flour, and cooling water and
electricity will be supplied to the T0 chopper from
the base. When the T0 chopper is mounted on the
base, cooling water and electricity will be connected
automatically.
The important parts are located on the rotational
axis at 300 mm from the neutron beam line. At this
position, g ray is dominant and the absorption dose
can be calculated in the order of 1 kGy/yr. The
investigations on the radiation damage on the parts
in the T0 chopper have been started.

ON
OFF

number of events

fluctuations (s)

fluctuations (s)

Since the excellent mechanical properties were
confirmed, we started a continuous dry run test to
investigate the life time of this T0 chopper. An
unmanned system was also designed with
monitoring vibrations, temperatures, water flows,
vacuum, electric currents and so on, at the key parts
for the system. We defined a threshold value for
each monitoring item, and the system will be
stopped automatically in emergency case. The
monitoring items were selected for the actual
operation in the future. In the dry run test, the total
running time of 4648 hours was recorded, also, the
continuous operation time of 1529 hours was
recorded. However, the life time of the magnetic
seal, which is a part to transfer the rotation from the
motor outside the vacuum chamber to the inside
rotor, was limited around 2500 hours during the total
running time, and therefore, only the magnetic seal
did not satisfy the specifications for the annual
running time. By changes in the magnetic circuit to
hold the magnetic fluid as well as the magnetic fluid
material with higher vapor pressure, an increase in
the life time of the magnetic seal was suggested. By
installing the improved magnetic seal, the life time
of the T0 chopper will be confirmed.

0

-5

0

5

deviation from target timing (s)

Fig. 3

The rotational fluctuations in the T0 chopper with
(ON) and without (OFF) the control circuit. Number
of events normalized by the maximum number is
plotted as a function of the deviation from the target
timing. The deviation corresponds to Dt in Fig. 2.
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Concept for T0 Choppers with Magnetic Bearings
K. UENO, S. ITOH, R. OHKUBO, H. SAGEHASHI, S. KOIKE, Y. FUNAHASHI, M. KAWAI,
T. YOKOO and J. SUZUKI
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
The collaboration on the development of T0
choppers between the Mechanical Engineer Center
(MEC) and the Neutron Science Laboratory (KENS)
started at KEK in 2002 [1]. We here summarize the
current development of the T0 chopper and present a
new concept using magnetic bearings.
Requirements for T0 choppers to be installed at
J-PARC vary against the neutron instruments,
dependently on the beam size as well as the neutron
energy range utilized on the instruments. The
requirements of the T0 chopper for the current
development, which are the severest conditions for
T0 choppers for instruments utilizing high energy
neutrons with a large beam cross section, are listed
in Table 1. We designed and built up the T0 chopper
based on these requirements by using ball bearings,
an electric motor, an stabilizer, an belt and so on.
We have been investigating the performance of the
T0 chopper for over two years by improving its
properties. In Table 2, the elementary issues in the
development of the T0 chopper are listed.
Table 1. Requirements of the T0 chopper.

Available Maximum Neutron Energy: 2 eV
Beam Cross Section: 80 mm x 80 mm
Blade Cross Section: 82 mm x 82 mm
Blade Length along the Beam: 300 mm
Rotational Radius: 300 mm
Rotational Frequency: 100 Hz
Distance from Neutron Source: 8.5 m
Diameter of Rotor Shaft: over 45 mm
Rotor Material: Inconel X 750
Rotor Weight: 120 kg
Rotor Inertia: 4.7 kgm2
Annual Running Time: 4000 hours
Continuous Running Time: 1000 hours
Outer Size of T0 Chopper:
1300 mm(L) x 1300 mm(H) x 990 mm(W)
Atmosphere of Rotor: 1 Pa
Temperature around T0 Chopper: 25°C
Driving Functions:
control signals, electric power,
cooling water and vacuum

Table 2. Elementary issues in development of the T0 chopper.

(corresponding to the margin between the
blade and the beam)
Lubrication: in vacuum at 1Pa
Irradiation Properties:
shielding and replacement of countermeasure
parts
Maintenance : using standard and long-life parts
Semi-Auto Installation:
auto connection to the driving functions
We tested and confirmed the continuous running
time of 1000 hours (corresponding to the length of
the beam cycle) and the annual running time of 4000
hours at 100 Hz of the rotation, as a reasonable
maintenance period [2]. As the result of the long
running test, we estimate that this T0 chopper will
pass the first trial at J-PARC. During the running
test, we made sure the several issues in Table 3 for
the countermeasure of the safety operation. Also,
issues listed in Table 4 have been watched during
the running test.
Table 3. Countermeasure of safety issues during the running test
of the T0 chopper.

Safety Cover: first and second double cover
(walls of test room and vacuum chamber)
Rotor Kinetic Energy at Destruction: 1.1MJ
Monitoring Internal Test Room: video system
Earthquake: auto stop over revel 6 EQ
Table 4. Watching issues of the T0 chopper status.

Vibration: housing of bearings and motor
Temperature: bearings, motor, cooling water
Vacuum: inside of the chamber
Electric current: servo motor
Video with Sound: outside view of T0 chopper
Earthquake: seismometer

A radiation damage of parts mounted on the T0
chopper is possible to be a factor determining the
lifetime of the T0 chopper. Main parts, which are
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bearings, magnetic seals, an encoder and a belt, are
located on the rotational axis at the distance of 300
mm from the neutron beam line. We have
parts for presenting a reasonable maintenance
senario [3]. It is important to reduce the number of
parts and use parts stronger for irradiation.
By using the ball bearings, we achieved good
mechanical properties such as control accuracy,
rotational fluctuations, vibrational properties and
lifetime. The obtained properties were satisfied with
the requirements and the essential issues listed in
Tables 1 and 2. The lifetime of the T0 chopper is
limited by the lifetimes of the mechanical parts
mounted on the T0 chopper, however, it is expected
to be more than the annual running time in the
current development. In fact, in the running test, it is
satisfied for the T0 chopper with ball bearings to run
for over one year.
We here present a new concept for the T0
chopper, in order to keep maintenance free for
bearings, by putting on magnetic bearings instead of
ball bearings in both sides of the rotor shaft. If the
engineering of magnetic bearings is applied for the
T0 chopper, it is good not only the long lifetime but
also the size reduction of the T0 chopper. Since a
magnetic bearing system includes the motor system,
a wide range of the control of the rotational
frequency is available with reasonably small
rotational fluctuations. We expect that the length of
the T0 chopper with magnetic bearings is 80% of
that with ball bearings, due to the elimination of
several parts such as ball bearings, an electric motor,
a stabilizer, a belt, magnetic seals. A conceptual
drawing of the T0 chopper with magnetic bearings is
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illustrated in Fig. 1. It is noted that we can evaluate
the difference between the performance of the T0
chopper with magnetic bearings and that with ball
bearings, since we have already taken a lot of data
during the running test with ball bearings as
mentioned above.

Figure 1. The T0 chopper with magnetic bearings (cross
sectional view).
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-ray Irradiation Properties of Grease and Magnetic Fluid Used in the T0 Chopper
S. ITOH, Y. FUNAHASHI, K. UENO, M. KAWAI, R. OHKUBO and H. SAGEHASHI
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
We are developing a T0 chopper running at 100
Hz for a reduction of a background noise generated
by high-energy neutrons on neutron spectrometers to
be installed at J-PARC, assuming its lifetime to be
more than one year [1]. A radiation damage of parts
mounted on the T0 chopper is possible to be a factor
determining the lifetime of the T0 chopper. Main
parts, which are bearings, magnetic seals, an
encoder and a belt, are located on the rotational axis
at the distance of 300 mm from the neutron beam
line. The spatial distribution and the material
dependence of the absorbed dose around the T0
chopper has been calculated [2], and it has been
found that the absorbed dose at the distance of 300
mm from the neutron beam line just at the outside of
the bulk shielding is approximately 1 kGy/yr at the
operating proton beam power of 1 MW and that the
performed irradiation experiments on the parts on
the rotational axis. The samples, the grease in the
rotor bearings and the magnetic fluids in the
magnetic seals, were irradiated by high-energy
60
Co at the Cobalt 60
Irradiation Facilities, Takasaki Advanced Radiation
Research Institute, Japan Atomic Energy Agency
(JAEA). The dose irradiated to the samples was
controlled to be 1 kGy, 10 kGy and 100 kGy. After
the irradiation, properties of the materials were
investigated. The results are summarized below.
Grease in rotor bearings (SEM and 19F-NMR)
Grease consists of a puffing agent and a base oil.
The puffing agent is a solid component to make the
base oil gel-like by configuring a three-dimensional
structure and increasing viscosity. We investigated
the DEMNUM grease, L65 (Daikin Industries, Ltd.),
which is used in the rotor bearings. The puffing
agent consists of particles of polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) and the base oil is DEMNUM (fluoric oil).
These two components were separated by
supersonic wash in C6F14. The puffin agent was
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and the base oil was investigated by 19F-NMR. The
samples of the grease were irradiated with the dose
of 1 kGy, 10 kGy and 100 kGy. Figure 1 shows the
particle size distribution of the puffin agent in the

unirradiated and irradiated samples observed by
SEM. It was found from the SEM photographs that
the particle size distribution and the particle
connection are almost unchanged in the dose range
from 0 to 100 kGy. The observed 19F-NMR spectra
were almost unchanged in the dose range from 0 to
10 kGy, but a small change in the molecular field
was observed at 100 kGy. The averaged molecular
weight of the base oil deduced from the NMR
spectrum is listed as a function of the dose in Table
1. The molecular weight was almost unchanged up
to 100 kGy.

unirradiated

1 kGy

10 kGy

100 kGy

Fig. 1 SEM photographs of the puffin agents in the
DEMNUM grease, L65. The width of the scale in each
photograph is 1.5 m.
Table 1. Molecular weight of the base oil in the DEMNUM
grease, L65, determined by 19 F-NMR as a function of the
irradiation dose.
dose(kGy)
molecular
weight

0
4500 –
4800

1
4500 –
4700

10
4600 –
4800

100
4500 4600
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friction coefficient measured in this experiment and
the lifetime are summarized in Table 3, where the
lifetime is normalized by that of the unirradiated
sample. However, the friction coefficient for the
unirradiated sample seems to be much smaller than
those of the other irradiated samples. Further
investigations to clarify the accuracy of this
experiment are required.

D (mm)

Grease in rotor bearings (four-ball method)
Lubricating properties of grease can be
investigated by the four-ball method. Four steel balls
of 1/2 inch diameter are located on the corners of a
tetrahedron with the closed-pack configuration, and
the grease is inserted among the balls. The bottom
three balls are fixed, and the load is applied to the
top ball and the top ball is rotated in an appropriate
time with an appropriate frequency. After the
rotation, the diameters of the scars on the three
bottom balls are measured and the averaged value is
determined. Also, during the rotation, the torque in
the grease can be measured. We investigated
lubricating properties of the DEMNUM grease, L65.
First, we performed the loading test [3]. After the
rotation with 1760 rpm and 10 sec, the scar
diameters (D) were measured as a function of the
load (L), as shown in Fig. 2. The unirradiated grease
was not burned out up to the load of 800 kgf, but the
grease irradiated with 100 kGy was burned out at
620 kgf (welding load, WL). From the linear region
in Fig. 2, the load wear index (LWI) is estimated as
the averaged value of LD0/D, where D0 is the scar
diameter for a static load and is given by an
empirical formula [3]. The obtained parameters are
listed in Table 2. It is said that the accuracy of LWI
is 17% for the tests under the same condition using
the same instrument by the same trier. LWI
represents an extreme pressure property of grease. It
was found from this loading test that the acceptable
load is reduced at the irradiation dose of 100 kGy.
Next, we performed the defacement test [4].
After the rotation with 1200 rpm and 1 hour under
the application of the load of 40 kgf, the scar
diameters were measured. Also, during the rotation,
the torque in the grease was measured. The load of
40 kgf in this standard is comparable to the actual
load in the rotor bearings in the T0 chopper (the
rotor of 120 kg is supported with two bearings). The
scar diameter was almost unchanged up to 100 kGy.
The torque measured during the rotation is
proportional to the friction coefficient via an
constant related to the instrument. The friction
coefficient measured during the rotation is shown in
Fig. 3. The lifetime of a bearing is inversely
proportional to the cube of the load. Assuming that
the load is proportional to the friction coefficient in
the bearing and that the contribution of the friction
of the grease to the overall friction of the bearing is
dominant, the lifetime is inversely proportional to
the cube of the friction coefficient of the grease. We
estimated the lifetime of the bearing as a function of
the irradiation dose. The scar diameter and the

1

0.1

unirradiated
100 kGy
D0(L)
100

1000
L (kgf)

Fig. 2 The scar diameter (D) as a function of the load (L) in
the loading test by the four-ball method, for the
DEMNUM grease, L65. The solid lines on the marks
are fitted lines. The slope is related to LWI in Table 2.
The dashed line is the empirical load-dependence of
the scar diameter for a static load, D0 (L).

unirradiated

100 kGy

Fig. 3

Friction coefficient of the DEMNUM grease, L65,
converted from the torque measured during the
rotation in the defacement test by the four-ball
method. The friction coeffi cients for the horizontal
solid lines were used for the analysis in Table 3.

Table 2. Result of the loading test by the four-ball method. WL
(welding load) and LWI (load wear index) of the DEMNUM
grease, L65, are listed as a function of the irradiation dose.
0
> 800
141

dose (kGy)
WL (kgf)
LWI (kgf)

100
620
99

Table 3. Result of the defacement test by the four-ball method.
The scar diameter and the friction coefficient are measured.
The friction coefficient is of the DEMNUM grease, L65. The
lifetime of the bearing is estimated from the friction coefficient
of the grease.
dose (kGy)
scar diameter (mm)
friction coefficient
lifetime

0
0.73
0.091
1

1
0.68
0.113
0.52

10
0.69
0.114
0.51

100
0.70
0.117
0.46

Table 4. Viscosity coefficient at 20°C and evaporation speed at
80°C and 0.7 Pa in the magnetic fluid, FV-42. (*The value on
the inspection sheet of the product.)
dose (kGy)
viscosity coefficient (Ns/m2)
evaporation speed (g/cm2h)

0
0.3251
1.2 x 10-4

100
0. 3565 (0.313*)
1.2 x 10-4

Magnetic fluids in magnetic seals
The properties of magnetic fluids can be
characterized by density, viscosity, magnetization,
concentration and size distribution of magnetic
particles, out-going gas, vapor pressure and
segregation. The radiation damage of magnetic
thought to make a change in the chemical properties
of the solvent and the surfactant. If so, the radiation
damage might reflect to viscosity and vapor pressure.
We measured the viscosity coefficient at 20°C and
the evaporation speed at 80°C and 0.7 Pa in the
magnetic fluid, FV-42 (Rigaku Corporation), which
is consist of ferrite particles dispersed in an alkylic

solvent and is used in the magnetic seals on the T0
chopper. The result is listed in Table 4. The
viscosity coefficient and the evaporation speed were
almost unchanged between the unirradiated sample
and the sample irradiated with 100 kGy.
grease in the rotor bearings and magnetic fluids in
the magnetic seals in the T0 chopper were
investigated. Remarkable damages in the following
properties were not observed: the size distribution
and the connection of the puffin agent of the rotor
bearing grease, the molecular weight of the base oil
of the rotor bearing grease, and the viscosity and the
evaporation speed of the magnetic fluids in the
magnetic seals. However, a change in lubricating
properties of the rotor bearing grease was observed.
The accuracy of the change should be investigated.
Moreover, irradiation properties of grease in the
magnetic seals, an encoder and a belt will be
investigated. Also, we are planning an experiment to
directly determine the lifetime of bearings mounting
irradiated grease.
We are grateful to Dr. J. Kusano (JAEA) for
arranging the beam time at the Cobalt 60 Irradiation
Facilities. The SEM and NMR measurements were
performed at Daikin Industries, Ltd., the four-ball
tests were performed at Japan Lubricating Oil
Society, and the properties of the magnetic fluids
were measured at Rigaku Corporation.
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Neutron Optics
M. FURUSAKA, S. SATOH, N. TORIKAI and H. M. SHIMIZU
Neutron Science Laboratory, Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801
The neutrons deliverable to samples and
contributing scientific data are limited in number
compared with X-rays and visible photons. One of
the reasons is that the neutron production requires
nuclear reactions. Another is the low density in the
phase space, which leads to a large beam cross
section and divergence in order to obtain acceptable
flux. We thus need to prepare large samples and
the instrument dimension is chosen as large as the
sample size does not adversely affect the angular
resolution of scattered neutrons. A research and
development of neutron optics is in progress for
overcoming these difficulties and moreover for
activating new possibilities of neutron scattering
experiments.
One of possible results is the increase of the
‘efficacy’ of the neutron use, which involves the
development of neutron optical devices, imaging
detector, sample environment, data reduction and
analysis. Another is the downsizing the instrument
dimension at the same performance.
A stack of thin compound refractive optical
sheet (microprism) was characterized using the H8
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beam line of KENS. We observed the neutron
refraction up to E=0.1eV using 300-sheet and 500sheet stacked microprisms made of perfluoropolymer[1,2]. The neutron beam profile was
acquired as a function of time using a scintillation
imaging detector with a resistive-wire connected
position sensitive photomultipler[3].
The bending power of compound refractive
optics is proportional to E-1, which implies that the
cold neutron beam can be refracted very strongly
without decreasing the effective aperture.
The imaging detector used in the measurement
has the position resolution of about half millimeter.
Its counting capability allows us to acquire the
profile of the direct beam in a reactor-based small
angle neutron scattering with focusing geometry,
which has enabled us to minimize the accessible qregion and has achieved the enhancement of neutron
beam ‘efficacy’ by two orders of magnitude.
The R&D activities are being expanded to
involve reflective optics, magnetic refractive optics,
micropattened
electrode
gaseous
detectors,
mechanical choppers, data acquisiton electronics,

on-line data acquisition framework, sample nuclear
polarization out of thermal equilibrium etc. for
further activation and expansion of new possibilities
of neutron science [4].
References
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Spatial Distribution of Neutron Intensity on a Hydrogen Moderator and
Neutronics of Methane Hydrate Moderator Sudied for JSNS
Y. KIYANAGI, S. OHNUMA, T. KAI*, T. KAMIYAMA and F. HIRAGA
Graduate School of Eng., Hokkaido University, Kita-13, Nishi-8, Kita-ku, Sapporo, 060-8628, Japan
*Proton Accelerator Facility Unit, Quantum Beam Science Directorate, JAEA, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun,
Ibaraki-ken,319-1195, Japan
1. Introduction
As moderators for the Japan Spallation Neutron
Source (JSNS) we decided to use the hydrogen
moderators since radiation damage of hydrogen is
simple and therefore easy to handle even under the
high radiation field. However, difficulty of hydrogen
is that the neutronic performance strongly depends
on the ortho/para ratio. We already experimentally
studied change of the spectral intensity and the pulse
shape depending on the ortho/para ratio[1-2]. The
effect of the ratio became very large with
approaching para 100%, which indicated again that
the stability of the ratio was very important for the
neutron scattering experiments, since we will use
about para 100% moderator because of its high
neutronic performance.
Furthermore, the spatial distribution of neutron
intensity on the surface of the para hydrogen
moderator is expected to be different from a normal
hydrogen moderator from the result of simulation
calculation[2]. However, it has not been
experimentally confirmed.
On the other hand, methane hydrate has been
expected to be a new moderator material for the
future spallation neutron sources, since it includes a
methane molecule in each ice cage. In the moderator
development program in the ESS project, this
moderator was one of the most important
moderators. We are also interested in this material
and have performed measurements to study the
neutronic performance of this material.
Here, we present the results of the measurements
of the spatial distribution on the hydrogen moderator
surface, and the neutronic performance of the
methane hydrate moderator.

the hydrogen moderator is shown in Fig. 1. The
flight path length is 6m and the pinhole of 2mm was
set at middle of the flight path to apply pin-hole
camera principle. Eight of 1-D position sensitive
detectors were used. The moderator size was 12cm x
12cm x 5cm, which is different from the size used at
JSNS, since the aim of this measurement was to see
the characteristic spatial distribution of the
para-hydrogen moderator compared with that of the
ortho-rich hydrogen moderator. Ortho/para ratio was
measured by Raman spectroscopy.
For the measurements of the methane hydrate
moderator we used a different system similar to this
but there was no pinhole. The content of the
methane molecules in methane hydrate was 80% and
the packing rate of methane hydrate in the
moderator chamber was 58%, since the sample was
minute particles. Methane hydrate is unstable at
ambient circumstance, so we packed the sample into
the moderator chamber cooled by liquid nitrogen.

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for the spatial distribution
measurements for the hydrogen moderators.

2. Experimental

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Spatial distribution of neutron intensity on
the surface of the hydrogen moderators

The experiments were performed at the
Hokkaido linac facility. The moderator system used
was almost the same as the system used in the
previous measurements[3]. The experimental setup
for the measurements of the spatial distributions of

The 2-D image of the spatial distributions of the
two moderators are shown in Fig.2 for ortho-rich
(about 35% para) moderator (lower figure) and
para-rich (about 99%) moderator (upper figure). The
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differences between the energy spectra are not so
large in the case of the para-hydrogen moderator but
in the ortho-rich case the spectrum in the center has
highest cold neutron intensity while the intensity
above about 10 meV is lower than the “Near” and
the “Edge” cases.

Neutron Intensity (arb./eV)

notation “Near” indicates the position near the target,
and others are similar to this. It is indicated that the
intensity of neutrons of the para-moderator is higher
around the periphery than that around the center part.
On the other hand ortho-rich moderator the intensity
around the center is higher than the periphery as
observed in other hydrogenous moderators. From
the results it was confirmed that the characteristic
distribution of the para-hydrogen moderator that the
intensity around the periphery is higher than the
center.
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Fig. 3 Spatial dependent energy spectra at various
positions for the two hydrogen moderators.

Fig. 2 Spatial distribution on the hydrogen
moderators
The energy spectra at the positions indicated by
circles in the Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The

3.2 Neutronic performance of the methane
hydrate moderator
We have measured the spectral intensity and the
pulse shapes from the methane hydrate moderator in
a decoupled and a coupled moderator systems.
Figure 4 shows the spectral intensity from a
decoupled methane hydrate moderator compared
with the liquid-hydrogen moderators and the solid
methane moderator. Para ratio of the hydrogen
moderators are 35% and 99%, respectively. The
temperature of the methane hydrate moderator is
32.5 K and the others are about 18 K. The
temperature of the methane hydrate was higher than
the other moderators since connecting the moderator
top to the cold head of the cooling system at low
temperature in the air would make the thermal
conductivity worse than other cases. The spectral
intensity of the methane hydrate moderator is lower
than the methane and the hydrogen moderators in
the energy region below about 5 meV, but higher
above this energy. This result indicates that the
methane hydrate moderator gives relatively medium
intensity spectrum over the wide energy range.
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However, there exists some ambiguity in the
normalization of relative intensity.
From these results methane hydrate is not as good
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The pulse widths in full width at half maximum of
the emission times of each moderator are shown in
Fig. 5. In the low energy region around 2 meV the
lowest value is from the decoupled para-hydrogen
moderator, next the decoupled 35% para-hydrogen
moderator, and the third the decoupled solid
methane moderator. The forth is the coupled
para-hydrogen moderator, and next is the methane
hydrate. Therefore, the pulse width of the methane
hydrate is between the 99% and the 35% coupled
para hydrogen moderator. This wide pulse width
may be due to the ice in methane hydrate since the
methane molecule rotate freely in the ice cage.
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Fig. 5

Pulse widths in full width at half maximum.

In the case of the coupled moderator, we got the
similar tendency of the spectral intensity of
methane hydrate. The intensity at cold region is not
higher than the others but higher at higher energy.
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Fig. 4 Energy spectra of the methane
hydrate moderator as well as the methane
and the hydrogen moderators.
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Fig. 6 Spectral intensity of the coupled
methane hydrate moderator as well as the
methane and the hydrogen moderators.

as methane from the neutronic point of view, since
the neutronic characteristics would be mainly
governed by ice. Methane hydrate is not so easy to
handle and the neutronic characteristics is not so
good compared with methane.
So, future
development of the high performance cold
moderator should be based on methane.
4. Conclusion
It is confirmed experimentally that the special
feature of the para-hydrogen moderator in the spatial
distribution of the neutron intensity, that is the low
intensity around moderator center and higher around
periphery. Furthermore, neutronic performance of
the methane hydrate moderator was studied and it
was found that the performance is not as good as the
hydrogen moderator. This result suggests that
methane hydrate will not be a good candidate for the
future cold moderator at high power neutron
sources.
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The JSNS[1] is a spallation neutron source of the J-

shielding design criteria.

Sometimes, neutrons and

PARC (JAERI-KEK Joint Project of the High Intensity

gamma-rays from the neighboring beam line may influent

Proton Accelerator) which will be driven by a pulsed

on the data measured by neutron detectors as a noise.

proton beam at 1 MW power with an energy of 3 GeV

Thick shields of one NBL may interfere the neighboring

and a beam current of 333 micro-ampere. It has 23 neu-

NBL shields because of limited space of the JSNS ex-

tron beam lines with a length from about 10m to 100m as

perimental hall against many NBLs. It is necessary to

shown in Fig. 1. Neutron beam-line (NBL) shield is very

optimize the NBL shields for saving a construction cost of

important since the neutron intensity is extremely high

the facility. In the present work, we made base data for

and over all length of NBLs is so long. The amount of the
shields such as iron, concrete etc. becomes several hun-

optimum shielding design with a new method for the
NBL shielding calculation [2] by using the MCNP-X

dred tons per one NBL at least in order to reduce radiation

code /3/.

dose rates to below 1 mSv/hr which is a
1. Calculation method
The NBL shielding calculation can be divided into
two kinds of problems: radiation streaming through a duct
space of NBL and the bulk shields around the NBL. Accordingly, the present benchmark shielding calculation is
also divided into two steps.
(1) First Step calculation
Components inside the biological shield of JSNS
such as a target-moderator-reflector-assembly and NBLs
were modeled:. Cross section area of straight NBL ducts
Fig. 1 Model of source calculation for NBL shielding

was 100 x 100 mm, and ducts began at 1.5 m from the

calculation for JSNS

moderator. The most forward directed NBL was selected
for calculation. Many surface crossing estimators of 100 x
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neutrons decreased in every interval of surface crossing
estimators, is called “neutron wall load” to the NBL ducts.
The calculated wall loads became single differentiation of
the fitting curves for the neutron current in the ducts.
(2) Second step calculation for bulk shield around
neutron beam line
The calculated neutron current distribution for the
NBL duct was tabulated in a file. Because the DXTRAN
sphere was used in the first step calculation, neutron current spectra above 150 MeV could not be calculated. The
spectra above 150 MeV were extrapolated assuming that
the spectral shape in the beam duct was similar to that near
the TMRA where neutron spectra above 150 MeV could
be calculated with a real estimator. Asource subroutine for
MCNPX that sampled source neutrons according to the
Fig. 2 Model of NBL shielding calculation

tabulated neutron current distribution, J(E,li), was created.

x 100 mm were distributed in the duct as shown in Fig. 1,

2. Benchmark Calculation

and a neutron current distribution J(E,li) was calculated

For the benchmark calculation, the bulk shield ma-

where li is a distance of the i-th surface crossing estimator

terials around NBL were a single layer of iron and heavy

from the moderator. Two DXTRAN spheres were used to

concrete, multi-layers of constant thick iron and concrete,

obtain results with good statistical accuracy: one at a position at 1.7 m close to the entrance of the duct and another

polyethylene or concrete and colemanite mixture with
total thickness shields of 3m. Finally, Iron thickness was

in the duct at 3.4 m. The position of the DXTRAN sphere

partially changed as a function of distance from moderator

in the duct was changed to 8.6 m and 21.0 m, and repeat

by taking account of dose rate reduction. Fig. 3 shows. a

the calculation to obtain the current distribution up to 50 m

model of typical 25m long NBL having a various combi-

from the moderator.

nation of iron and concrete-colemanite mixture shields: In

Here, we call shield region around the NBL ducts

worse case, reducing iron thickness may bring fast neu-

extending in l > 1.5 m as ‘collimator shield’. In the calcu-

tron enhancement, which can be suppressed by increase

lation, importance values for the collimator shield regions

of concrete shield around the iron shield. Accordingly,

were set to zero. This means that neutrons coming directly

nearly constant shield can be expected to maintain a uni-

form the TMRA region to the estimators of J(E,li) are

formly distributed dose rates.

counted but all neutrons scattered at least once in the collimator shield are not counted. This treatment is needed to
separate clearly the direct component and the in-scatter
component otherwise the in-scatter component is counted
doubly in the source term and the second step calculation.
The direct component is treated as a source for the second
step calculation while scattering in the collimator shield is
considered in the second step calculation. The distribution
for the straight duct is well fitted[2] by an equation J(l) =
65(1/l)2 where 65 is a normalization factor. Number of
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Fig. 3 Configuration of typical 25 m long NBLshields.

2.1 Single layer Iron or magnetite concrete

Fig. 4 shows the radial distribution of total dose rate

Benchmark calculation for NBL shield configura-

at Z=20m. It indicates that 2m thickness of the magnetite

tions was made with MCNPX. In simple geometry with a

concrete is needed to reduce dose rate to the design crite-

single layer, radial dose rate distributions at different dis-

ria even at Z=20m. In case of the polyethylene shield, it

tances from the moderator have a very similar shape to

was found that insert location is important to determine

each other. It means the dose rates strongly depend on the

the dose rate in the outside region of the shields. In the

source intensities at the duct wall. It is also found that the

figure, 150R case, finally gave the lowest dose rate.

magnetite concrete is more effective to reduce dose rates

Coleminite concrete is the most effective to save shield

than iron.

thickness..

In the NBL shield, fast neutrons from the spallation
neutron target make play a very important role on dose
rate outside of the shield. Iron is effective to reduce fast

3.3 Effect of iron shield thickness in case of composite
shields

neutron fluxes. In case of the iron shield, fast neutrons

Iron shield is much expensive compared to normal

show very small contributions which are lower than those

concrete and even colemanite concrete. In order to reduce

of the magnetite concrete, while the contributions of neu-

the NBL shield construction cost, iron shield saving is

trons in the energy below 1 MeV are very high and ex-

much effective. In the present work, we tried to take a

ceeds a design criteria of dose rate: 1 mSv/h even at

neutron dose rate as a parameter determining the iron

Z=50m. These high contribution are said to be caused by

shield thickness. This means that the iron shield thickness

the window effects at the valley of the total cross sections

decreased with a distance from the center, i.e., Z, as

in the resonance energy region below about 1 MeV. The

shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the results of the radial dose

magnetite concrete effectively suppressed those contribu-

rate distributions for various iron shield thickness: Fe-

tions by large neutron slowing-down power of hydrogen.

Con1micro is denoted to the case of iron was cut at the

Accordingly, hydrogeneous materials are inevitable to the
NBLshields.

position where fast neutron dose rate became 1 mSv/h or
smaller. The larger cutting dose rare means thinner shield
thickness. In case of 100mSv/h cut, neutron moderation

3.2 Multi-layered shield with constantly thick iron

effect reduced dose rate in the inner region but remained

It is interested in which of homogeneous or hetero-

fast neutrons gave a slow decaying curve in the outer

geneous shields composed of iron and hydrogeneous

region. This trend resembles that of the magnetite con-

material is more effective to the NBL shields. The form-

crete. The cases of the cutting parameter of 10mSv/H and

er shields are heavy concrete containing magnetite and

30mSv/h show different trend but gives nearly the same

steel ball. The latter are considered to be composite ones

shielding thickness to satisfy the design criteria. 10%

such as polyethylene, normal concrete or some special

weight-abundant coleminte concrete and iron shields of

concrete with iron.
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Fig, 5 Neutron dose distribution for various configuration of shield varying iron thickness
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10mSv/h cutting parameter effectively reduced the dose

shield thickness is very sensitive to final dose rates at the

rate and the shield thickness satisfying the criteria were

shield surface. Colemanite concrete is very effective to

170 cm and 140cm at Z=10m and 20m, respectively.

reduce shied thickness.
The present importance reduction procedure of
source sampling was coped into the PHITS code[4] by

4. Concluding remarks

Niita. At the present, NBL shielding designs of each neu-

NBL shielding design studies for the spallation

tron spectrometer of J-PARC are progressed by using the

neutron source, JSNS, has been performed with the new

PHITS code and the source data calculated with the

method using the MCNP/X code. Shielding properties of

MCNP-X code, taking account of the present results.. .

various shielding materials were investigated. Iron showed good performance against fast neutrons above 1 MeV
but could not reduce the contribution of neutrons below 1
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The Japanese Spallation Neutron Source,
JSNS,[1] is one of the worldwide intense pulsed neutron sources and is now being constructed under the
JAERI-KEK Joint Project of the Intense Proton Accelerator Facility whose acronym is J-PARC (Japan
Proton Accelerator Research Complex) [2]. The purpose of the installation is to carry out research on
material structures and life-science by means of neutron scattering methods. The TMRA (i.e., target-moderator-reflector assembly) of JSNS is composed of a mercury target, liquid hydrogen moderators,
and composite reflectors of beryllium and iron[3]. It
has 23 neutron beam lines for neutron spectrometers.
For neutron scattering experiment using the
time-of-flight method, moderator performance is
characterized by the pulse characteristics: intensity,
pulse width (FWHM, full width at half maximum)
and its decay time. The moderators of JSNS were
designed to provide a high performance as follows.
Three kinds of liquid hydrogen moderators (i.e., coupled, decoupled and poisoned moderators) are adopted
for the individual research objectives. The decoupled
and poisoned moderator system consists of multilayers of aluminum (Al) alloy containers, hydrogen
(20K), vacuum, helium (He) and of cooling. The
thermal neutron absorbing materials (so called “decoupler” and “poison”) were also adopted to obtain

narrow neutron beam pulses. The decoupler is arranged in Al alloy between the He and cooling water
layers except for the neutron beam extraction surface.
Higher decoupling energy is very effective for reducing decay time. Boron carbide (B4C) is already
utilized for this purpose in KENS, IPNS and ISIS.
a
However, He gas generation due to 10
shorten the decoupler life time in MW class system. In
JSNS, new material of Ag-In-Cd (abbreviated as AIC)
alloys with a high decoupling energy of about 1 eV is
developed to provide a long life-time usage even in the
very intense neutron field[4].
A poison brings about narrow pulse widths which
are controlled by moderator thickness. Gd was widely
utilized for a poison material in various pulsed neutron
sources. However, it has many resonances above 1 eV
and they reduce the slow neutron intensity. On the
other hand, the neutron capture cross section of Cd is
very low above 0.4 eV. Neutronic calculation[4] of
JSNS showed that a shape of neutron pulse from a
Cd-poisoned moderator near the cut-off energy was
better than that of a Gd-poisoned system. The design
requirements for a Cd poison are 1.3 mm in thickness
giving 6 years life time and to be asymmetrically inserted 2.5 cm from the viewed surface. Both the AIC
decoupler and the Cd poison sheet should be covered
with the Al clad because of fabricating the moderator
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system. It is important to obtain a tight bonding between the AIC or Cd and the Al clad because of the
thermal stresses between deformation and exfoliation
due to the thermal shrinkage and radiation damage, etc.
The experiments of trial fabricating them with the
methods of the HIP and explosion welding etc. were
reported at the ICANS-XVI[4,5]. In the present time,
the further experiments by improving the processing
conditions and by measuring a rupture stress of
bonded AIC materials are reported.

2. Experiments fabricating AIC decoupler
At the first, the AIC plate was divided into Ag-In
(15wt%) and Ag-Cd (35wt%) plates within the solubility limits of In and Cd in Ag in order to extend the
life time by considering the irradiation effects studied
to develop the AIC thermal neutron absorber [17, 18]
for the control rod of nuclear reactors. Secondary, the
Ag-In-Cd (70wt%Ag-2.5wt%In-29.5wt%Cd) plate
was attempted in order to make a fabrication processes
reduced. We performed bonding tests by HIP (Hot
Isostatic Pressing) to establish the bonding condition.
Mechanical tests of the Al alloy and AIC were also
performed to determine the basic properties after HIP.
Small specimens of the AI, AC and AIC were
prepared by cutting a rod with a diameter of 20 mm
that had been made by melting constituent materials
at about 1373 K in an electric furnace into the ones
with the thickness of 2, 2 and 3 mm, respectively. they
were stored in Al alloy (A6061-T6) housing capsule
(shape : cylindrical, size : approximately 22 mm in
outer diam. x 5 mm in height with thickness of 1 mm)
sealed by using electron beam welding, where the
evacuated pressure was about 10-3 Pa for each of
sample. Before storing, samples and Al capsules were
polished by an emery paper with up to 800 grit and
cleaned in acetone using ultra sonic waves. After HIP
treatment, we cut and polished the sample to observe
micro structures of the interfaces between the Al alloy
and AI/AC or AIC and to measure mechanical properties such as Vicker’s micro hardness, the mechanical strength, tensile and shear tests.
Figures 1 is micrographs showing the HIP temperature dependence for the case of Ag-In (AI)/
Ag-Cd (AC). Bonding tests were performed at
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temperatures from 440oC to 560oC with 100 MPa
and 1 hour holding time. The sample HIPed at 530oC
was the only one successfully bonded. AI and AC
were basically bonded up to 530oC in all cases. The
Temperature

440�

470�

500�

530�

560�

Al alloy

Ag-In
Ag-Cd

A6061

Melted

Ag-In

100�m

100�m

100�m

100�m

Ag-Cd

*
Al alloy

Bonding

100�m

�

Pressure : 100 MPa, Holding time : 60 min.

100�m

�

100�m

�

100�m

�

�

*Cracking were occured during remounting process.

Fig. 1 Results for small size HIP’ing in case of AgIn/Ag-Cd and A6061-T6.
sample HIPed at 560oC was melted. Even the unsuccessful bonding, the reaction layers of both AI Al alloy and AC - Al alloy were recognized as shown
in Fig. 2. The thickness of reaction layers of AI - Al
alloy and AC - Al alloy increased with increasing
temperature. This result shows that a relatively thick
reaction layer is needed for successful bonding. The
thickness of reaction layer of AC and the Al alloy
was about 3.5 times thicker than that of AI and Al
alloy. In the case of successful bonding at 530oC, the
thickness of reaction layer of AI and Al alloy, and
AC and Al alloy were about 570 and 175 micrometers, respectively. We also examined the effect on the
HIP treatment of varying the holding time from 10,
30 and 60 min. at 530oC. It was found that the reaction layer thickened with increasing holding time
and the holding time of 60 min was the best in case
of Al-6061 so far. The strength of the Al alloy
(A6061-T6) was reduced about 1/3 after HIP treatment.
The bonding test of AIC samples by means of the
HIP clrified that the optimum temperature was
530oC as like two phase samples (Ag-Cd, Ag-In)
and the optimum holding time was 60 min. for
Al6061 and 10 min for Al5083. HIP treatments affected the strength of Al alloy. In case of Al-6061,
heat treatments called T62 were made in order to
recover the rupture strength of the HIP’ed sample

and we observed the sample strength became about
50 MPa as like Al5083.
Therefore, we proceeded the experiments for the
large scale samples of 200 mm x 200 mm x 3mm t of
A6061-T6 and A5083 using AIC. The optimum HIP
conditions which were observed in the small specimen tests were applied to the tests. The HIP’ed
samples were examined by means of the ultrasonic
diagnostics. The typical results in case of A5083
were shown in Fig. 3. It was found that from the
figure that nearly perfect bonding was found for both
echo from the upper and lower interfaces of the AIC
and the A5083 plates in the figure. Tensile strengths
of small cylindrical specimens cut from the sample
were shown to be more than 20 MPa. On the other
hand, A6061 sample showed good bonding after HIP
but peel off on the bottom interface after the heat
treatment which recovered the tensile strength to
more than 50 MPa.

propagation velocity oscillates, the joint interface of
both metal that is welded by the explosion method
shows a wave form.
Tests were performed using 40mmW x 90mmL x
1mm Cd plates with a different geometrical configuration of Al plate to find the optimum explosion conditions. Fairly good result was obtained by using in
thick Al plate with 5 mm and the PAVEX thickness of
30 mm: SEM picture showed good bonding as
shownFig.4. However, this case happened to break a
tail part of Al and made a deform of sample. Accordingly, the improvement of the experimental conditions
was made for the Al and PAVEX thicknesses. Al plate
was divided into two plates keeping total

(a) Photograph of exploded small sample of
Cd poison sheet
A
(a) Upper interface echo (b) Lower interface echo
Partially unbonded.
Fig. 2 Results of supersonic diagnostics for large
scale sample of A5083 and AIC

3. Experiments fabricating Cd poison plate
3.1 Explosive Welding
In an explosive welding method, a plate of an intermediate cladding material is located in parallel with
a base plate and at a distance so as to be accelerated
enough by explosion toward the base plate. After firing a detonator, explosion waves propagate and force
the cladding plate towards the base plate. Both plates
strongly collide and generate a metal jet. The metal jet
cleans up the surfaces of both plates and exposes a
pure metal. As the result, both plates can make a rigid
metal bond with each other. Since the metal jet

C

C
1
A

(b)SEM of cross section
(c) SEM of cross section
(35 times)
(400 times)
Fig. 4 Results of small sample of Cd poison plate of 5
mm thick Al after explosion

(a) Photograph of sample (b) transmitted echo
Fig. 5 Results of small sample of Cd poison plate of
two-layered Al after explosion
thickness of 4mm and the PAVEX thickness was reduced into about 10 mm which was distributed as a
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function of the distance from the Cd edge. Fig. 5
shows the result for the small sample. Fig. 5(b) shows
the supersonic echo transmitted through the sample:
Gray zone means good bonding and black does some
problems absorbing the super sonic in the sample or its
surface.
The explosion test for the real sized Cd poison
plate of 116mm x 106 mm x 1mmt was made under
the optimum condition. The result is shown in Fig. 6.
Thin Al was bent near the edges and transmitted echo
shows that perfect bonding was not obtained. Unbonded part is concentrated on the lower interface
between Cd and Al behind the detonator and the
PAVEX.

(a) Photograph of sample (b) transmitted echo
Fig. 6 Results of real sized sample of Cd poison plate
of two-layered Al after explosion

3.2 HIP method
Another promising method fabricating the Cd
poison sheet is the HIP method. However, good result
has not been obtained without any kind of contact
material such as Zn which has a good compatibility to
both material of Cd and Al. At the present time, a test
using the Zn contact was made at low temperature
below 300oC, considering the low melting point of Cd.
The result showed good bonding as we expected, but
encountered to a problem that the Al capsule was
cracked because of making the intermediate metal
alloy of Al-Zn and Cd leaked out the Al capsule.
The perfect bonding of the Cd poison plate has not
been obtained with the explosion welding nor the HIP
method. Recently, Kinoshita analyzed the thermal
stress of the Cd poison plate of the JSNS. He found
that thermal stress was fairly low and that partial
bonding would not bring problem on thermal stress
but may do a problem on bend of the Cd plate. Accordingly, bonding or loose contact of Al and Cd is an
390

issue of the argue.
4. Summary
We have made the R&D to fabricate the hydrogen
moderator system of the JSNS to obtain good performance with an intense, narrow width and shorter
tail by means of the new AIC decoupler and the Cd
poison sheet which have long life of 6 years. the main
conclusions are as follows:
HIP method is adoptable to the AIC decoupler with
a comnation of A5083 so far. However, A6061 encountered a problem of partial peeling-off after T6
process to recover the fracture strength which is lost
during the HIP process. Further investigation is
needed.
As for the Cd poison plate, the explosive welding
produced partially bonding and bending of Al plate
which was prominent near the edges of the Al plate.
The HIP method using Zn as a contact resulted in good
bonding and a problem of melting a partial Al capsule
and leaking Cd from it. recent thermal analysis[18]
clarified that a thermal stress of the Cd poison plate
was not so high. Then, loose or partial bonding may be
applicable.
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geometric effect of the honeycomb. Meanwhile, Fig.
3 shows the results on the surface reflection on the
honeycomb depth plane for the wavelength of 10
Angstrom. The loci of the neutrons with the incident
angle below the critical angle of 0.047 degree are
changed with the reflectivity of 100%. The surface
of aluminum near the boundaries of pixels transfers
the neutrons into the next pixel. The effect leads to
the severe spurious peaks in the real experiments.

a point sample

1 pixel

40

20

Y [mm]

The integrated intensity of secondary scattering
from aluminum, which supports the vacuum
scattering chamber between a sample and detectors,
should be reduced as much as possible on neutron
scattering instruments with detectors outside the
vacuum. Nevertheless, it is ideal to set the detectors
inside the vacuum, but the method is accompanied
with the technical difficulties on leak paths and
electric circuits around the detectors. On the other
hand, if the aluminum forms honeycomb internal
structure, the volume of the aluminum can be
drastically cut down retaining its mechanical
strength. The aluminum density of the honeycomb
structure, proposed by the Mechanical Engineering
Center in KEK, realizes the neutron transmission T
over 99%. In this paper, we consider the effect of
the honeycomb shape on detected signals by
numerical calculations.
In our calculations, only the broad scattering
over the large solid angle, such as incoherent
scattering from vanadium and light hydrogen,
coherent diffuse scattering and inelastic scattering,
were supposed. The signal with the ring shape,
which caused by the small angle scattering,
diffraction and total scattering from soft matters and
powder samples, were not taken into account. The
Bragg reflections from single-crystal samples were
not also included.
The calculations were performed along the
following conditions and procedures. The sample is
assumed as a point. The honeycomb, which is
composed of hexagons with 3 mm on a side and 15
mm depth, is resolved into many finite elements, as
shown in Fig. 1. The squares indicate the pixels with
1/2 inch on a side on the position sensitive detectors.
The scattering from all of the finite elements is
summed for all of the elements.
Figure 2 shows the summation of the secondary
scattering rings arising from the honeycomb for the
wavelength of 1.0 Angstrom. The finite element is
assumed to generate the uniform Debye rings of
aluminum with the FWHM of 1 degree. The
integrated intensity is the order of or below (1T)~1%. The rings are smoothed, and the intensity on
the four ends relatively decreases. There is no
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Figure 1. Projection on the XY plane, perpendicular to the
line from the sample to detectors. The point
sample, honeycomb wall and the pixels on the
detectors are shown together. The distance
between the sample and the honeycomb and that
between the honeycomb and the detectors are
390 and 10 cm, respectively.
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Figure 2. Summation of Debye rings arising from all of
finite elements on honeycomb. The intensity is
described in arbitrary units.
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Figure

3. Surface reflection of the neutrons with
wavelength of 1.0 Angstrom, coming from
honeycomb planes. The intensity is described in
arbitrary units.

We also estimated the small angle scattering by
the isotropic Gunie plot. The radius of inertia is
assumed as over 10 nm. The geometric effect of
honeycomb was not found within the approximation.
The hexagonal-like pattern and the streak in the data
on SWAN [1] is interpreted as the random grains of
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aluminum, which make the small angle scattering
experiments and the capture of low S/N signals
troublesome.
In summary, since the total superficial area can
be large with decreasing the total volume of the
aluminum, the honeycomb column structure gives
rise to the spurious peaks by the surface reflection.
To avoid the effect, the depth should also form
zigzag-like or truss-like structures so that the tilt
angle of the surface becomes larger the critical angle,
though the techniques to produce such structures
without glue are required. The other strong
scattering from the aluminum is the small angle
scattering, the coherent Bragg reflection and the
incoherent scattering. The geometric effect of the
honeycomb on the scattering can be smeared if the
honeycomb size is enough smaller than the pixel
size. Meanwhile, the total volume of the aluminum
increases with decreasing the honeycomb size.
Therefore, it is needed to optimize the honeycomb
and pixel sizes for each neutron instruments. In
addition, we would like to emphasize that the small
angle scattering from the grain causes the limitation
of detection of signals, which is the common weak
point for all of the neutron scattering instruments
with detectors outside the vacuum.
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